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Methodist Keview.

JANUARY, 1901

AuT. 1.—THE CHURCH AXD SOCIETY : A XEW
ALIGNMENT FOR A NEW IDEAL.

One of tlie most marked phenomena of our times is the

vast gro\vth of the Church. In ISOO its membership Avas but

&even per cent of the population. In ISSO it ]iad grown to be

(tver twenty per cent, and in 1S90 over twenty-one per cent.

The priiportion of evangch'cal Church members to the popuhi-

tion was three times as large in 1S90 as in 1800. It then aggre-

g;iled over twenty inillions. Tlie estimate now is that in this

year, 19i)0, it Aviil numl^er over twenty-seven millions. Con-

^iden.'d as a voting force, in most places it would at least hold

the balance of powei'.

With this vast enlargempnt of strength a new and enlarged

conception of its mission is being imparted to the Church by

tlie Jloly Spirit. It is that the reign of God is to be set np

lierc on earth in a regenerated society, in answer to the prayer

of Christ, "Thy kingdom come." The Church begins to per-

wive it is our duty not simply to save the individual, but also

the State. "We are to model its laws npon Christian lines by

eli'cring hnvmakers M-ho Avill legislate according to righteous

ju-inciplos. It is our duty to choose judges, mayors, council-

Uicn, and police directors who shall in truth not bear the sword
iu vain, bur be a terror to evildoers. Then, when these true

nu'nisters of God shall have made and enforced good laws, it is

our duty to protect them by our ballots from the revenge of

'hi; evil-minded at the next election.

'^o be explicit, in short, it l)egins to dawn upon the religious

coii.^ciousness of the Church that it is our duty to take part in





10 Methodist Review. IJamiarj,

politics, meaning by that "word every social movement that lias

to do Mith the public welfare. Our duty is indicated and

measured by our enlarged ability. '' We ought because we
can" is the universal rule of moral obligation. It is nothing

to the point to argue that the earlj^ Chuich did not consider

political afTairs to be within its province. Jesus did not in

liis time directly attempt the abolition of slavery, because his

followers were too poor and weak, and to have directly under-

taken this work would but have resulted in their destructioju

Paul never forn)ally inaugurated a prison-refonn movement,

because neitlier in numljcrs nor influence was tlic Church of that

period adequate to such a task. But when time and numbers

gave strength the people of God essayed these duties. And,

in b'ke manner, there is laid upon us now, according to our

enlarged estate, the obh'gation to save society as it was not put

upon our fathers.

The thought of this article is that these new powers and I'e-

sponsibilities of the Church call for a somewhat new align-

ment of our forces. Sometimes upon the battlefield, a suc-

cessful charge uj>on the enemy's position demands the forma-

tion of a new line of battle for attacking another strategic

point. This is precisely tlio present situation of the Church.

"\Ve have been so successful in wresting individual souls from

the grasp of Satan that it has laid upon us the duty. of chan-

ging somewhat the' direction of our front. Our guides are now
to "take post," in military ])hrase, for assault upon the main

evils of society. Up to this time the forces and activities of

Methodism, for example, have chiefly been aligned, first, to

individual soul saving and, next, to the development of the in-

dividual Christian life. AVe have scarcely contemplated affect-

ing society in the mass. We have placed peculiar emphasis,

first, upon the revival, which is a series of attempts to rescue

the unit soul ; second, upon the class meeting, which is, pre-

eminently, a series of exercises to develop the personal Christian

life. Xoarly all our ] 'reaching and prayei-s resolve upon the

individual center. And what is true of us is also substantially

correct of all the Christian denominations. We have exercises

and books ad vrifinHuhi for the development of the individual;

it is only ijuite recently that we are beginning to think much
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of the duty of the Churcli to the State and society, of Chris-

tian citizenship and the moral responsibility of the ballot.

Admitted, of course, that there have formerly been some fur-

tive i^lancea toward political duties aside from the direct line

of the Churclrs march. When the blast of war has blown in

om- cars this for a while has compelled recognition of our ob-

lio;ation to assist in preserving the State. On Thardcsgiving

])ay, also, the minister has perhaps descanted on some social

reform, or scored some glaring political delinquency. But

oven at such times, not to speak of oi-dinary occasions, when-

ever the Church has looked in that direction we have felt a

sense of newness and strangeness in our attitude. We were

not quite sure of ourselves nor of our action.

xV paragraph from an address before the Epworth League

Convention, last year, in Indianapolis so coincides with the

line of our thought touching one great enemy of the Church

that we quote it in this connection :

Tlie time has come vrlien Christian forces should mako a new align-

iiu-ni . The important and substantial industries of the nation are against

tlie saloon. The labor \mions and fraternities that seek the betterment

<i the workingmen are against the saloon. The time, therefore, has

cuiiie when Christian voters should ally themselves with the leaders of

Inl.or and industry, with the workingmen and manufacturer, and crush,

forivcr the foe of commerce, the enemy of labor, the promoter of pov-

erty, of heavy taxes, and the inspirer of crime such as is committed

nowhere else on earth but where the saloon is a recognized institution

Ix'fore the law.

Let there be a new alignment. Let the Church of God stand ready to

form a league, offensive and defensive, with any and every power wield-

ing the ballot or shaping the thoughts of men. Let her leaders be seen

in workingmen's conventions; let them confer with the leaders of labor

and the managers of industry, and thus array against the unrestrainable

cnen\y of all the concentrated, irresistible pov>,er of all.*

One resitlt of the old alignment is that we have had all sorts

of sporadic, temporary societies springing up for j-eform pur-

]>«jse5 outside the Church, which with a right attitude on our

jxirt miglit as well have been kept inside. There is a mistake

somewhere, when those who want to woik in any special way
for the glory of God or the good of men have to go outside

* Address of It. J. Cooke, D.IX
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to do it. The Church has a commission from on liigh to be

sufficient unto all such things. It should be an inclusive and

not an exclusive oi-ganlzation. AA^hatsoever things are good

should have a ]^.lacc in the Church. Nothing akin to the wel-

fare of man is foreign to it. It was Jiot intended of God to

be a little society—a mere small side show in the world—but

to ultimately embrace within itself all the social relations and

functions of the perfectly organized New Jerusalem let down
fi'om heaven.

A further result is that whenever a moial question—as

slavei-y, prohibition of the saloon, and the like—has iiappened

to become involved in party politics preachers have felt theui-

selves warned off that ground. Over vast fields of moral

thought and action our former too narrow ideal of the

Church's function has ])ut up the warning, " Ko thorough-

fare," and, shutting out the pulpit, the divinely ordained moral

instructor of the people, has turned over large areas of popu-

lar life and action to the ministry of secularism and diabolism.

The pulpit should speak more fully of the duty of Christians

to society. AVe ought to discuss the responsibility the ballot

confei-s and the limits of proper party allegiance. "We should

jireach not merely the obligation of Christian men to God, bur

also to Caesar ; and when it hap])ens, as in our republic, that

our hearers are themselves Ciesar, constituting the voting power,

making and executing laws, and determining social conditions.

we should inculcate upon the careless and immoral in politics

the duty of getting new hearts and of turning their feet into

right paths. ISo devil's outcry of " political preacliing " should

frighten ministers from their function of being true nine-

teenth century ]>i'ophets of the Most High God. Satan lias

managed, by that innuendo against the public preaching of

social and civic duties, to largely scare the i)ulpit into the

realm of supernatural and the abstract, with the result that he
continues to possess in great part the kingdom of this world.

He can always be expected to howl with rage, of course, when
the Church invades what ho assumes is his territory ; but that

minister is a ]ioor exponent of the God of righteousness and
tiie final dominion of the good who yields to this protest of

the adver>arv.
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In tliis connection we quote witli approval the words of a

thouglitful and vigorous writer in a recent book :

I never can understand the bold and })crsistent statement that Jesus

liud nothing to do with politics . . . except on the ground that we are

anxious to keep him out of politics. ... It is only an apostate Chris-

tirinitj' that asserts that the Christ has notliiug to do with politics. . . .

Tlic reign of Christ will never be, unless it comes as apolitical . . . reign.

'I'lie notion that it can come otherwise is the accursed fruit of that worst

and blackest of all heresies—the heresy that religion is one tiling and

life another. The kingdoms of this world belong to Christ; and the

Cliristianity that the preaching of Christ must be kept separate from

politics ... is simply the betrayer of Christ into the hands of his ene-

mies. The price paid for this treason is the money of political . . ,

sclf-iuterest, as it ever has been and ever will be, until we have the re-

vival that shall show forth Christ as the giver of political law.*

Some may sa}' :
'" Save the individual souls and you will

pave society. Convert men, make their hearts right, and you

will need no new alignment." This is much the same as de-

clai'iug :

"' Make all the individual citizens of a country brave

and patriotic, and there will be no need to instruct them in

military drill to repel tlie invader of their land. You can

depend upon their courage and love of country alone to sup-

ply the lack of discipline." The individual soldiers of tlie

C/u-istian host are brave enough now; but they need to have

the foe clearly pointed out to thetn, and then tliey should be

taught liow to move together and plant their shots unitedly

against the brothel and the saloon, against corrupt politics and
civic immoralities. A converted heart does not confer om-
niscient knowledge nor infallible judgmeiit. Men need con-

stant help in applying general principles of conduct to their

own life—the "thou art the man" sort of address. Of what
jM-actical valuC; for example, is it to exhort one's hearers to

vote for temperance members of the legislature when it is a

iact, as those who have tested the matter have discovered, that

not half of tliem know. who their representatives are, mucli
less are acquainted with their temperance record? In nnmici-
pal contests those who are engaged in the struggle for civic

^ighteousness find no obstacle to good govennnent so potent
as the ignorance of the average Christian voter regarding the

Prok-ssor (i. D. llerroii, Iiiia-ccn dcsar amlJesus.
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nominee or tlie officeliolder of his own party. The partisan

newspapei's conspire to keep the voter in tlie darlc, to confuse

his judgment witli party cries, to beget a craze of blind party

enthusiasm which shall overslaugh all else. Christian voters

frequently need enlightenment from th6 Church. There is

often no other way by which the true facts can be conveyed to

them except by the religious press or pulpit.

That there are dangers to the ministers and Church editor

connected with such preaching of politics we admit in advance

—dangers of misinformation, of M'rong spirit in the preacher,

of foolish speech, of stiri-ing up the evil passions of some of

his auditors. But, if we expect to open our mouths only when
there is no dangei", we had better resign our ministry as dumb
dogs that dare not bark. And, if the Church is never to make
a movement of a political sort, for fear of mistake?, it will

likely commit a tenfold larger mistake by sitting still. Its

Eupinencss vill countenance some moral wrong for which it

would at least have escaped the responsibility by a brave effort

for the abatement of the evil. As Satan drills his army in the

tactics of unrighteousness, we need to teach our people how
to effectually overthrow his plans by a federated, intelligent

attack upon the enemy. If the children of this world are

w^ise in their generation, the children of light must be none

the less sagacious.

As bearing upon this matter of a new alignment it is most

important to obsei-vc that the proposition does not involve

any abandonment or abatement of the soul-saving work of the

Church, If it did, an^' thought of addition to the scope of

the Church's activities ought to be definitely dropped at once

and forever. To address ourselves to civic duties does not

involve the omission of the prayer meeting, the class, the

revival, or any slackening of energy in rescuing and develop-

ing individuals. On the contrary, attention to civic duties

Avill make this work more successful by attracting and holding

a large number of people not now interested. For the Church

to take a more active part in social politics will enlist the co-

operation of persons of the practical, utilitarian type of char-

acter. At present it secures the sympathy of the other-

worldly and spiritually-minded almost alone, ]n his recent
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hook II prominent writer * lias forcibly shown lis the need of

brotiiiening the Church idea in this respect. The work of

the Church will then appeal to men, and to the masculine

virtues of forcefulness and courage in addition, as it does now

to tlie feminine graces of tenderness and patience. One of

the main reasons wliy women now so outnumber men in our

iiiembership is because the current type of religion is adapted

.•ilmost exclusively to the passive, feminine virtues rather than

to active, virile excellences. Give men something to do that

fruits the manly character, speak to them upon themes that

interest men, and the numbers who care for the Church will

be larger.f

The widening of the religious horizon, for which we con-

tend, would afford a greater variety to the exercises of the

C'hui-ch and thus stimulate a larger interest. To the pulpit it

would legitimize a vast number of the themes Avhich are now
largely rejected as very interesting but of somewhat doubtful

])ropriety. Let a preacher, for example, speak of the enforce-

ment of the laws of the city and of the proper conditions of

success in business life, or of the causes of physical health, and
tliere are thousands who declare that it is very entertaining

and instructive but that " it is not the Gospel." The preacher,

in their opinion, is a sensationalist, or a lecturer, rather than
a true minister of Christ. An enlargement of the Church's
idoal wouLi sliow that his preaching has just as legitimate a
bearing on the spread of Christ's kingdom as the preaching of
the revivalist.

This enlargement of ideal would also remove tlie bane of dead-
ness from many a prayer and conference meeting which nov.-

rovolves too exclusively around personal religious experience.
it is this narrowness of scope which accounts for the habitual
absence of many of our most worthy people from these gather-
nigs. Spiritual egotism and seliishness, no matter how refined,

•^oon cease to be attractive. Tlie bringing in of such a practical
topic as how to help the poor of the cit}', or how to abate the
i^aluon on the next corner, would insure variety, would inter-

• rrofo>sor Georgo S. Coe. The Spiritual Life.
t It has b.'en oftoii rpiiiarkea. for ox.-unple. iu Colunil)us. tho residonce of tlio

^*''"'^"^''"'^^ Dr. Washinfrtou Gladdt^ii's \m\\nt. wliicli flwt^lls mainly upou applied
tirivtiiuiity, bus attracted the meu of the city more than any other.
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est the people, and would surely be the lirst step in the dohig

of Christly work.

We would thus bring to the membership of the Church a

broader development. The incessant foealizatiou of thoui;ht

and effort in personal self-culture would be swallowed up and

lost in a larger, more operative love. The truest self-develop-

ment comes Jiot by incessantly watching and speaking of our

moods and feelings, but by forgetting them and going out of

self into the life of service for others. The reason some of

the best men and women of the Church feel no interest in

what are called the "social means of grace" is because they

are anything but "social ;" they are merely introspective, cen-

tripetal. They direct attention and thought to self ; whereas

Jesus taught that we would save our lives by losing sight of

self and by cherishing the sentiment of good will towaid

others. Such an enlargement of the purposes of our religious

assemblies would at least produce a better balancing of the iii-

trospective and the outgoing tendencies of human nature, of

the centripetal and centrifugal forces, and would lead us to

resolve in a more symmetrical orbit.

The new alignment for which we plead is perfectly prac-

ticable. The good citizenship movements in the Epwoi'th

League, the Society of Christian Endeavor, and the Baptist

Young People's Union all look in this direction. The Church

of the future is in these associations of Christian young people.

" Look up," first says the Epworth League ; then, next, " Lift

up." Its members do not stand looking dreamily into heaven

like the men of Galilee, but they go forth to pn-each and practice

a social Gospel, as the disciples were bidden do, beginning at

Jei'usalera. In this they are a model for the Church.

Such an attempt to cleanse the springs of luitional life by go-

ing into questions of politics that are moral would involve the

cooperation of all the denominations, and this also is pi-actica-

ble. The Churches are already learning to work together.

The American Bible Society, the Evangelical Alliance, the

Christian Commission in the civil war, tlie Young Men's

Christian Association, the American Antisaloon League—all

these are instances of united effort which could be increased

tenfold by a universal crusade for civic riuhteousncss. In an
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ii-re^-ular, furtive ^vay many of the Clinrelies now engage sonie-

\vli;it in politics after the fashion we advocate. Tliey some-

times make common cause for the election of temperance

ollioei's, tlie enforcement of autisaloon Laws, and the like. All

we plead for is that the Church as a whole should do this

regularly and boldly, as part of its well-defined and established

])olicy, and not fitfully and half apologetically as now.

It is perfectly practicable, for example, that the churches

of anv considerable city before the next primaries should

hold a pre-primary Christian convention and serve notice on

all political managers that the moral character of every candi-

date would be carefully reviewed, and also that no candidate

would be supported by the religious people who would not

cnfrage to enforce the laws against gambling, unlawful saloon-

keeping, and brothels. If it were once understood that any

candidate distasteful to the churches would receive their united

..[•position at the polls, political managers would be quite

sparing of such nominations, and, taught by consequeiices,

\s-uuld scarcely affront the religious and moral citizens more

tlian once. Such a pre-primary convention would certainly

be quite as Christian as a church mass meeting to devise help

fur the persecuted Chinese Christians or to provide for send-

ing the Gospel to Africa.

When notoriously evil nominations have once been made

good men reckon it right to get together and defeat them.

"Why not forestall this necessity by the pre-primary Christian

convention ? Why not do vrith deliberate forethought and

ojKMi declaration, in advance, what we afterward secretly try

—often too late— to do anyhow ? Why not declare that we
arc in the battle for righteousness, as Churches, and to stay ?

A Kew York brewer said: "The Church people can drive us

v.hcu they try, and we know it. Our hope is in working-

after they grow tired, and contiiming to work three hundred

:iud sixty-five days in the year." We should be a standing

army for the kingdom of God, always in the field. Both sides

••f a board cannot be on top at once ; one must be under.

Morality must be above, or it is beneath. The Churches will

I'ulc or be ruled. We are largely ruled by the elements of

evil now; and the fault is ours because of our divisions and
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our squeamisliness about coming out clearly on the Lord's

side. AVc sin ; for, when. God has given us the power to rule,

we ought to do this.

This work involves the separation .of local and municipal

politics from national politics, in many cases. Thei-e is no

need, for example, to mix the enforcement of the law fur the

Sunday closing of saloons with the tariff or the silver question.

It is a trick of professional politicians, who make their living

by the game, to run the two togethei-, in order to keep Chris-

tian vote)-s in line with saloon followers. Or if, in any case,

they do legitimately coincide, we are not nsually so poor in

good men in any party but that political managers can present

decent candidates to represent national ideas. For example,

there is no need to nominate a tool of the liquor traftic to set

forth free silver in the State legislatnre. Virtue is not so

scarce in any party that in order to get its party views regard-

ing tariff advocated in the national congress it must endure

the candidacy of a moral leper. Let notices be served on

caucuses that, in order to hold Christian voters in line upon

national issues, they must nominate candidates who will sub-

serve local morality also, and they will usually take the hint.

If the Clnirches are duly insistent in the matter, Christian

peo]ile will nsually find the interests of local righteousness and

their several party convictions on national questions repre-

sented together in upright candidates.

TJie progrannne we advocate will involve a certain sacrifice

of party spirit by some Church members. It will call for a

certain crucifixion of pride to vote against the nominee of

one's party at the suggestion of the Church. But we already

submit to its guidance in far more important particulars, and

it is safe to assuine that humble and teachable Christians will

welcome information which will enable them to do their duly at

the polls. If their grace is not up to this mark, they would have

to obtain more or go from among us. For the Church must

come to act in such things as a moral unit. We have allowed

ill-informed, misdirected notions of personal liberty to shear

the Church of political power. Politicians fear one saloon

more than ten churches. AVe have subjected concert of action

to individual v.-hiuis until, instead of moving "like a mighty
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urniy," as we sing, onr congregations are more like a series of

uiulisciiilined mobs. AVe must learn to sacrifice our own qnes-

tionable love of party to the greatest good of the greatest mim-

l)cr. It is sm-ely not extravagant to believe tliat devout Chris-

tians, as a whole, ma}' come to do this in polities, as they are

now doing in so many otiier directions, or as they even now do

in politics when acquainted with the moral bearings of any

nonn'nation.

A recent statement is that " a letter signed by the bishops

of London and Eochcster, Rev. H. Price Hughes, Rev. F. E.

Meyer, and the chief rabbi has been issued, calling upon tlie

numicipal electors in the jSTew London boroughs to abstain

from part}- politics and vote for candidates solely with a desire to

])romote tlie social and moral reform of the people." Such a

movement would be an illustration of the general thought ad-

vocated by this article. Perhaps the Church of England is to

lead the Church of America in the new alignment for the new
ideal.
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Art. II._J0XES VERY-A SON OF THE SPIRIT.

"I knew a man who under a certain religious frenzy, omitting all

compliment and commonplace, spoke to the conscience of every per.son

lie encountered, and that v;\X\i great insight and beauty. At hrst he

Avas resisted, and all men agreed he ^as mad. But persisting, as, in-

deed, he could not help doing for some time in this course, he attained

to the advantage of bringing every man of his acquaintance into true

relations with him. No man would think of speaking falsely with him,

or of putting him oil with any chat of markets or reading rooms. But

every man was constrained by so much sincerity to face him, and what

love of nature, what poetry, what symbol of truth he had, he did cer-

tainly show \(\m:'—Emerion\ ajypTedafwn of J. Very, in his essay on

" Frieadsuip.''''

On j\rain Street in the village of Peabody, Massachusetts, at

its junction with Boston Street, Salem, is a little gravevard

consecrated by the dust of the Reverend Jones Very, who,

dying on a May day, ISSO, was buried there, A granite

family monument at'^the foot of a locust tree, surrounded by

an iron railing, marks the place, and a marble slab, flat in the

leveled earth", distinguishes the poefs grave. The writer

pilgrimed thither on a July afternoon, 1900, walking out from

the glutted center of Salem through old Federal Street aivl

stopping by the way at No. 154, where the poet lived for

many }^ears, and died. The directory at Pcabody Museum

makes no note of the place, and a stranger would not know

that the poet of transcendentalism, the friend and fellow of

Ralph "Waldo Emerson, one of America's noblest sonnet

writers, once lived in tlie ancient town where Roger Williams

preached, Giles Corey sulfercd martyrdom, and Nathaniel

Hawthorne wrote The Scarlet Letter. True, the poet whom

Emerson, Hawthorne, and Bryant knew is not the poet of tlie

crowd; and he sometimes wrote verse which no criticism,

liowevcr sympathetic, can pronounce poetic. Not always was

1)0 inspired. He wrote, as Wordsworth often wrote, by b.abit

or by volition ; and it is no dishonor to say of him, as it has

been said of Wordsworth, that a selection of his 'poetry is

essential to his place in literature.

He was, first of all, the poet of transcendcl^talism, tl.at
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Tiniquc intelleclua] movement of the early iiineteentli ccntmy,

v.liicli, subordinating the Hebrew-Christian sacred books to

the nionitiuus of the spirit, sought truth bv new attitudes of

independent or self-dependent insight and inquiry. An old

Cuiicord villager, whom the writer found mowing grass in

the yard that surrounds the abandoned Hillside Chapel, where

the School of Philosophy nsed to meet, remarked that the

Coricord philosophers endeavored to know more than God
himself knows.

There is a quality of mysticism, therefore, in Very's verse

which sets liim forever apart and makes him the poet of those

who seek the spirit in hidden places. He was characteristic-

ally a recluse spirit, an nnpopular poet, speaking to the few,

but to them with a voice of authorit}'. Mary Fisher, in her

General Survey of American Literature^ sa^'s, " An overween-

ing vanity and persuasion of his own purity made him lose

all sense of relation and proportion." But that is a crudely

false and distorted estimate, wholly out of tune with his gen-

uine humility. Xo one can gaze long at the portrait which

jMcfaces his collected works without seeing that Jones Very
wus the incarnatiori of the sublimated moral sense. He said

that he felt it an honor to wash his own face because it was

the temple of the Spirit. It was his virtue that, there in

Salem, he achieved a refined and scrupulous purity which,

while it partook of the mystical, dreamy piety of the cloister,

v.'as yet an out-of-door piety, genuine in unseltishness.

Miss Fisher, who exhibits especial detestation for the poet,

says: "His love of God crowded from his heart the love of

num. He was pure, but his purity was that of white, dry

sand, in which not even a nettle will grow, and so, 'our brave

saint,- as Emerson calls him, has done less for the vrorld thaii

many a sinner with the gift of song.'' Perhaps Very did not

<!o much for " the world," but if, for many years, he lived a

semi recluse life in the old liouse on Federal Street, his earlier

career was potent in excessive moral activity and self-assert-

iveness. Emerson wrote :
" Jones Very is gone into the

J'lnltitude as solitary as Jesus. In dismissing him I seem to

have discharged an arrow into the heart of society. AVhere-

evcr that young enthusiast goes he will astonish and discon-
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cert men by dividing for lliein the cloud thai covers the gulf

in mau."

Emerson knew Very in the days of his enthusiasm, when
lie was talking religion to Harvard students, evangelizing the

ministry of Salem, -writing sonnets at the rate of two a day, and

charging all his environing atmosphere with the electricitj' of

his intense nioral conviction. To Emei'son, indeed, M^eowe the

publication, in 1839, of a volume of Yery's poems—the pre-

cious "first edition"—a copy of \vhich, belonging to tlie late

George Ticknor, may be seen in the Boston Public Library

—

this high function of the poet-philosopher being performed not

only as a tribute to Yei-y*s genius, but as a recognition of the

moral energy that had sought to attach him to his " school.''

But Emerson held true to the revelations that had been made
to his own mind, and convinced Yery that, though there was one

spirit or mind, there were many voices of uttei-ance and modes
of manifestation. Yery then went his own way, but for a pe-

riod of two or three years lived the life of a moral enthusiast,

an evangelist of the individual soul. At Harvard, in an in-

stitution where susj)ense of judgment on religious questions is

regarded as characteristic of the highest culture, his tutor-min-

istry became unwelcome, and at Salem doubts as to his sanity

arose. The movement to incarcerate him originated, it vrould

appear, among certain miJiisters of religion whom he disturbed

in their sleep. " He called on the different members of tlie

profession and offered to pray ^vith them, that they might sub-

mit themselves wholly to the divine will and be baptized with

the Holy Ghost." And in this one is reminded of Joim
Woolman, the Quaker of Mount Holly, Xew Jersey, ^vho was
moved by the Spirit to bear testimony against slavQ^ry, there-

by disturbing the " Society" and exciting a spirit of offense.

It is said that Yery was generally received with courtesy, but
" some of the brethren denumded that the ])eripatetic evangel-

ist be shut up in an insane asylum." And the parish had
peace. Of his "insanity," however, there must be reasonable

doubt. However, it is good to read that, being persuaded that

lie needed treatment for nervous exhaustion consequent upon
the highly wronght state in which he had lived, he consented

to put himsL'lf under care of a physician at Somerville, Mas<ri-
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cliusett?. Calmly emerging, lSi3, he took up sucli work in

tlic Unitarian ministry as ^vas given him to do nntil, in ISSO,

Ills life ended, "He was never a popular preacher, and re-

ceived no regular pastorate, but occasionally supplied a Unita-

rian pulpit. He never married, but, after the death of his

)i)other, lived quietly in the family home with his sisters. His

niornings were spent in study, and his afternoons in ranibling

alone over the lields and hills.'' He v/as never " popular,"'

and did not do much for " the world ;" but a minister for

whom lie sometimes preached said, " I told ray people that to

foo Tei-y for half an hour in my pulpit and know that such a

man existed in the world was a far greater sermon than any

ever preached to them from the lips of an orator."

The author of the Survey, from whom we have already

quoted, says of his personal appearance :

His portrait represents a long, liiin face, the cheeks clra%vn in and

( overcd on the lower part ^vith a scant fringe of hair, the mouth pursed

up, the eyes sunken and dreamy, tlie forehead bald, the top head high

and pointed arched. It is the face of one to whom the -world is but a

p'aco of unwilling sojourn, the face of one who would be solitary in

( rowded places, and in whose heart there is an uustilled hunger for the

unknown.

In truth, there is not a line in all Yery's poetry to prove that

this world was to him a place of "unwilling sojourn," not a

line to show that he had an " unstilled hunger for the un-

known." He believed that nature is the garment of the im-

n):uient God and that Ids life lay in the plan of God ; whether

liere or there, his life was one with the will of God. For him
tlie supreme activity of the human volition lay in the endeavor

lu do always, as Jesus of Xazareth had done, the holy

V'ill of the divine Father. He believed that he had identified

his personal will with that of the holy Fatherhood, and there-

f'-'re rested patiently in the unfolding of his career. It has been

•'^lilcged that transcendentalism lifted him, then left him, and

tliat, after his exaltation and descent, he never came to his

^^'vn. It is certain that he never became a " practical man;"
I'olitical economists class him as a " consumer ;

" materialistic

<'iiti('s pronounce him infertile, a mere pai-asite.

TcrlKips ii Avas from some self-consciousness of liis seem-
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iiu- iiselessncss as a uiember of societ}- that he wrote these

sonnets:
THE IDLKR.

I idle staud tliat I may find employ,

Such as my Master wlioii he comes will give;

I cannot find in mine own work my joy,

But wait, although in waiting I must live.

My body shall not turn which way it will,

But stand till I the appointed road can find,

And journeying so bis messages fulfill.

And do at every step the work designed.

. Enough for me still day by day to wait

Till Thou who form'st me find'st me too a task,

A cripple lying at the rich man's gate,

Content for the few crumbs I get to ask ;

A laborer but in heait, while bound my hands

Hang idly down, ^till waiting thy commands.

Tllf: liAND AND 1 GOT,

The hand and fuot that stir not, they shall find,

Sooner than all, the rightful place to go,

Now in their niouon free as roving v.iud,

Tiiongh first no snail so limited and slow;

I mark thorn full of labor all the day,

Each active motion made in perfect rest.

They cannot from their path mistaken stray.

Though 'tis not theirs yet in it they are blest

;

The bird has not their hidden track found out,

Tlie cunning fox though full of art he be.

It is the way unseen, the certain route,

Where, ever bound, yet thou art ever free.

The path of llim whose perfect law of love

Bids spheres and atoms in just order move.

This Is the expression of a profound philosophy of life.

The Salem poet, so sensitively dowered, so scholarly in habi-

tude of mind ; a luver of Ix'oks and a lover of natui'e ; Avithal,

too, a genuine lover of man ; a "strange recluse," to quote his

sister's phrase, who was never more abroad than when in his

study and never more sluit in than when rambling over the

liilis that skirt Salem—hu held a ])hilosophy which even in the

Stock Exchange is recognized to be sane and admirable. The
Jyosto)i ITerald of Jnly L>7, 1900, contains this paragraph in the

"iinancial" columns:

So v.elcotne is tlir- rnin that tra-lers in tlie market arc content to do
uothini/ but v.-ait, content iu idltuess, aud tlie quality of idleness to-day,
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as comparable -u-ith the rainfall, is of prouounced description, and should

iirovc a good thing for individuals and tho market. This idleness attests

ilie futility of the lateattemj)t to boom the market, with so many impor-

tant factoi-s missing. Idleness gives opportunity to study the situation and

Avi'igh the factors for and against the success of speculative endeavor.

Very liad no knowledge of niurkcts and not nmcli knoM-lodge

of men, as men count "knowledge," but lie knew the signifi-

cance of patient submission to inevitable conditions. He was

tlirijst aside from tlie strong currents of native life, his career

was doomed to the narrow circles of an eddy—but he bore in

noble, uncomplaining silence the burden of a seeming failure.

Emerson predicted for him a large and growing audience, but

Ycry's audience -was never large, and for a decade it has not

grown. In the great public libraries there is no demand for

his " work," and critics cannot agree as to his place in the

world of American literature.

" Never Avas there more foolish overrating of a humble
power of rhyming" is the opinion of Miss Fisher in one of

lier recent surveys of tlie world of American letters. " Ilis

love for nature,'" she adds, ''never rises above a comfortable

sensation of being undisturbed in his self-conmiunings." Lut
in " Tlie Columbine " is fuund a sentiment deeper than that of

'•'drowsy comfort;" in it there is expressed in almost perfect

form that sense of identitication with inner nature which the

true poet always has, and which every matured soul has in its

higher moods of insight

:

Still, still my eyes Y\ill gaze long fixed on thee,

Till I forget tiiat I am called a man;

And at thy side fast-rooted seem to be,

And the breeze comes my cheek witli thine to fan.

Upon this craggy hill my life shall pass,

A life of summer days and summer joys,

Xodding our honey-bells 'mid pliant grass.

In which the bee half hid his time employs;

And here we'll drink with thirsty pores the rain,

And turn dew-sprinkled to the rising sun,

Anil look when in the flaming west again

His orb across the heavens its path has run.

Here left in darkness on the rocky 'steep,

ily weary eyes shall close, like folding flowers, in sleep.

To understand verse so clear is not very difficult, but it is

inipossible for an unsympathetic compiler and bookmongcr,
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the mere critic of tlic schoolroom, to discern the cosmic qual-

ity of a sonnet that ranks among the iinest ever written by an

American. Indeed, lligginson and Bigelow in their colloca-

tion of American Sonnets quote as many from Jones Very
as from cither Aldrich, Lanier, Longfellow, Lowell, Louise C.

Monlton, or Edith M. Thomas, giving him the fullest jios-

sible measure of recognition in the following noble group

of sonnets :

LOVE.

I asked of Time to tell me where was Love.

He poiiitctl to licf footsteps ou the snow,

Where Hist the ungel lighted from above,

And bade nie note the way aud onward go,

Through populous streets of cities spreading wide,

By lonely cottage rising on the moor

Wliere bursts from sundered clilf the struggling tide,

To where it hails the sea with answering roar.

She led me on ; o'er mountain's frozen head,

Where mile on mile still stretches on the plain.

Then homeward whither first my feet she led

1 traced her path along the snow again;

But there the sun had melted from the earth

The prints wliere first she trod, a child of mortal birth.

NATCRE.

The bubbling brook doth leap when I come by,

Because my feet find measure with its call

;

The birds know when the friend they love is nigh,

For I am known to them both great and small;

The tlowers that on the lovely hillside grow

E.\i)ect me there when Spring their bloom has given;

Aud many a tree and bush my wanderings know,

And e'en the clouds and silent stars of heaven,

For he who with his Maker walks aright

Shall be their lord, as Adam was before;

His ear shall catch each sound with new delight,

Each object wear the dress which then it wore,

And he, as when erect in soul he stood,

Hears from his Father's lips that all is good.

HE WAS ACQUAINTKD WITH GUIKF.

I cannot tell the sorrows that I feel,

By the night's darkness, by the prison's gloom

;

There is no sight that can the death reveal

The spirit suffers in a living tomb.

There is no sound of grief that mourners i-aise,

No moaning of the wind, or diruvlike sea.
,
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Xor hymns, tiiough prophet tones inspire the lavs,

That oan the spirit's grief aualic in thee.

Thou, too, must siifTcr, as it sutl'ers here,

The death in Christ, to know the Father's love

;

Then in the strains that angels love to hear

Thou, too, shalt hear the spirit's song above,

And learn in grief what these can never tell

A note too deep for earthly voice to swell.

Dana and Bryant agreed that Tory's sonnets possess ex-

traordinary grace and originality, being "^ among the finest in

the language." The collection made by AY. P. Andrews, of

Salem, published in 18S3, justifies ns in thinking with

Simonds that in greatness, as well as in completeness of sin-

cerity, the poems of Very may be taken as those of "one of the

chief American poets." The sonnets are consnmniately perfect

in form and possessed of that subtle power which Ruskin pro-

nounced the paradox of art
—

'''the poNver to stay what is fleet-

ing, to enlighten what is incomprehensible, to incorporate the

things that liave no measure, and immortalize the things

thut have no duration." The history of their production is

striking. "In the earlier period of his most remarkable pro-

duction, during the years 1S37-S-0, these verses poured forth

from him with extraordinary rapidity and were penciled down
as they 'came' to liim, on a great sheet of paper which he liad

folded to pages of small note size." According to Miss Pea-

body "they were produced at the rate of one or two a day.

When the sheet was full Mr. Very brought it to her and she

transmitted it to Mr. Emerson at Concord, who afterward

]M-inted these verses with others, which Very liimself gave
him, substantially unaltered." To A^ery himself there was a

kind of mystery about his writing; he regarded himself

•'•iuiply as a niedium. AYliatever may be the correct psy-

'hulogy of his poetic activity, literaiy criticism, if it be true to

its oM-n canons, must admit that the sonnets^ at least, exhibit

more than a "humble power of rhyming." If Jones Very

—

tlic Very of 1S3P—was only "a humble rhymer," then
Curtis, Emerson, Hawthorne, Dana, and Bryant were mis-

taken in their panegyric. His Mas more than a "slender
'-'^ ;

" at his best he was one of our truest, greatest poets to

"iiom n.ature opened her secrets.
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The physical garment and external incident of Yery's life

^vc.re niorc than connnon place. A graduate of Harvard,

holding honors equal ^vith those conferred upon tliu head of

his class ^vho had taken the regular course in the university,

lie tutored there as a student in the Divinity School with such

dcfiuiteness of impression that in ISSO—the year of his death

—the members of his classes gave tribute to his fine skill as

jin instructor in Greek and as a monitor in morals. For, even

as a tutor in Greek, Yery, a young inan of twenty -three years,

exercised high spiritual functions, visiting students in their

rooms, addi'essing them on religious subjects, and urging

them to give due attention to God. His method was more

direct than that afterward employed by Phillips Brooks and

the imiversity preachers, but it was none the less sincere.

Had he been' a Catholic of the Middle Ages he would have

been a monk and would have been duly sainted and honored

with a "day" in the calendar; and even in these unmiracii-

lons days a halo seems to shine about his white face, with its

sunken cheeks, its high brow, its large eyes.

"His life must have been somewhat monotonous and

dreary,"' says Andrews in the memoir. But there is no

lament of kncliness in his verse ; he rather seems to have

accepted the fact of his isolation as a divine allotment,

due to teniperament and inwrought habit of mind. "He

moved in Salem, like JJante among the Florentines, a man

who had seen God and drew his inspiration from the

spirit itself, far away in the soul, where no ambition comes,

but only lowliness, humility, and seeking.-' He lived through

the storm and stress period of the nation's life, but his opinions

on the slavery question were not expressed. He took no ]xirt

in the awful li:-ht. Forty-eight years old when the war of

ISGl began, he was in liis sixty-seventh year when the problem

of reconstruction had been solved.

AVhen he died i\iQ Salem Gazette, in its issue of May 11,

18S0— the first issue after his decease on Saturday, tlie Sth—

contains an editorial headed, "'Pvov. Jones Yery.'' It is a

trilmtc to his purity, humility, unworldliness, his freedom

from 1/igotry, his genuine interest in the great ail'airs of hu-

man hi.-tory, his love of science, not for tcience' sake, but be-
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eau?c it disclosed to liim the laws of nature's God. For many

years he had contributed to the columns of the Gazette ; liis

hu<t contribution, a sonnet on " Tlie Influence of Channing,"

:q-i})cared in the issue of April 8, signed '' J. V." "With per-

sistent love of letters, lie was a frccpient visitor at the Gazette

etlicc, soliciting use of such exchanges as contained articles

».!i scientific subjects. One imagines the tall figure, clad after

the fashion of another generation, with a suggestion of limita-

lion in circumstance, evidently an unpractical man for whom
(here was no " position " anywhere in Church or State. Like

John Foster, the essayist, he was not a pi-eacher whom congre-

gations like to hear, though at Eastport and Beverley he

jireachcd with more favor than at other places.

lie was neither rich nor famous, lie had done nothing,

hut tlie newspaper gave Jionor to his character. lie had done

nothing, but he was everything that a true man ought to be.

lie had won his soul, he had saved his life; he had made a

guileless manhood, if he had not made money. He had been

true to his '"'
call." Emerson had said to him, " Do not let a

whisperer a sigh of the muse go unattended to or unrecorded.

The sentiment which inspires your poetry is so deep and true

and the exjiression is so sin^iple that I am sure you will find

vour audience very large." But the " audience " never ap-

I'cared to fulfill the prophecy, and Very lived for many years

face to face with his failure to get the wider hearing and the

larger fame. Headers of the Gazette saw the initials " J. Y.,"

but read the "news" and the "locals," and the poetry was
Jiot often copied. It is pathetic to read that, though conscious

"I his inability to win success either as writer or preacher, he

preserved sei-enity of soul,. sweetness of spirit.

It has been said that his })hilosophy vras Buddhistic, at least

I" ])art; but he would have denied that. lie accepted the

^ iirist teaching, and ailirmed that he had reproduced in him-
••-(If Jesus Christ's attitude toward the Father. He could not

•hx'onnect his thought from the Hebrew- Christian boohs.

Jie was a Channing Unitarian, whose moral earnestness had
made himundesired in the pastorate. lie was too orthodox for

'•':o liberals, too liberal for the orthodox. His catholicity

-i'ade it impossible to catalogue him. Yet, passive and infer-
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tile, Ills life had its place in the cosmos of God, and wc may
jiope that to the writer of "The Created" will come tlic

vision of peace :

There is naught for thee by thy haste to gaia ; •

'Tis not the swift Mith 5Ie that win the race

;

Through long endurance of delaying pain

Thine opened eye shall sec thy Father's face

;

Kor here nor there, where now thy feet would turn,

Thou wilt find Ilim who ever seeks for thee
;

But let obedience quench desires that burn,

And where thou art thy Father too will be.

Behold, as day by day the spirit grows,

Thou seest by inward light things hid before,

Till what God is, thyself, his image, shows.

And thou wilt wear the robe that first thou \vore,

TVhen, bright with radiance from his forming hand,

He saw the lord of all his creations stand.

Tliis was tlie dream of the sonl that we know as " Jones

Very "—a soul whose life was hid with Christ in God ; a poet

whose % erse is the voice of a pure spirit, dedicated to Him v.-ho

is all and in all.

[Note.—The manuscripts of Jones Yevy's sermons and poems are deposited in

the Harvard Divinity School Library. The sermons have never been published ; the

poems have been collected in a volume edited by Mr. Very's sisters, one ol: whom—
the last of the Very family- lives in the old house on Federal Street in Salem, Mass.

In a letter of August 24, lOOO, she writes; "My sister and I published a complete

edition of our brother's -wriliiii-rs, although by some mischance the hymn, 'Wilt thou

not visit me ? ' was omitted. This hymn is used in the churches of almost all denomi-

natiuns. One of my friends lately visiting Europe attended church in London, and

the first hymn sung was 'Wilt thou not visit me ?' The occupant of the pew told

her it was a great favorite there. Dean Stanley- says that he [Very] was the best

hyian writer in America, and, when lie came here said that the person whom he most
wished to see was Jones Very; but they never met." The edition to which Miss Very
refers is, for many reasons, preferable to the collection published by W. ]'. Andrews,

although Mr. Andrews's l)iographieal sketch has high value and ])ats his edition in

supplemental relation to the compli-te works. ITeve and there I find readers of

^'ery-the lovers of a verse which appeals to the innermost spirit. I am aware tb;it

his work is not puimlar, but it produces enthusiasm among those who hold the mystic

sense of things, seeing Nature as a part of the Cosmos in which God is immanent us

hfo, force, law, beauty, goodness.]

--^. 7-^ ^Y^^^.
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Am-. III.-SOME QUESTIONS THAT EVOLUTION DOES
NOT ANSWER.

'\V}ii-;n- Laplace was accused by Napoleon of Laving ^vritten

:i book upon tbe system of tbe universe witbout even mention-

ii!"- tlie Creator, be replied tJiat lie found no need for sncb a

liypotliesis. Witbout doubt, bere lies tbe basis of tbe opposi-

ti(jii wbicb bas been so widely raised against tbe doctrine of

L-vobition. It bas been felt tbat modern evolution is onh' an

expansion of tlie tbeories of Laplace, and, if Laplace's system

left no room for a Creator, still less sbonld modern evolution

need sncb a bypotbesis. Using tbis term, tben, to apply to

the general tbeory of tbe development of tbe solar system

from tbe primitive nebulous condition, tbe essence of tbe doc-

trine of evolution is tbat it explains tbe bistory of nature by

.action of natural forces and insists tbat all nature can be in-

cluded in purely mecbanical formulfe. A tborougbgoing evo-

lutionist believes tbat all of tbe pbenomena of nature are tlie

results of purely mecbanical forces and could bave been matbe-

nritically calculated, even from tbe beginning, by an intelli-

gence tbat understood tbe simple laws of nature. Inconceiva-

I'ly complex, to be sure, would bave been tbe calculations.

Ibit tbe doctrine assumes tbat to a rnatbernatician wlio under-

i^tood tbe original nebula it v.'ould be equally possible to cal-

culate by rigid law tbe formation of tbe world, tbe exact deptli

of tbe Atlantic Ocean at any point,, tbe birtb of Wasbington

^A\ February 22, 1732, or tbe revolt in tlio Pbilippines on Feb-

ruary 4, 1899. "Witb sncb a conception we can imderstand

liow one miglit say tbat, since tbe universe is complete in

itself, tbere is no need for tbe bypotbesis of a Creator, Witli

^ucb a conception it is easy to see tbat every step subsequently

^akcn toward tbe verification of tbe great law of evolution bas

f*<cn indistinctly felt as making it less and less necessary to find

11 need for Deit}' in tbe universe. Advance in evolution bas

been, tbercfore, strenuously opposed at every point, from a

it--e!irjg tbat only tbns can a belief in God be retained. But,
'u spite of all opposition, tlic doctrine of evolution bas steadily

progressed toward acceptance, until to-day it makes tbe cluim
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that it is no longer a tlieory but a definite part of human knowl-

edge ; and certainly it is accepted Ijy thinkers the world over,

with practical unanimity.

It is not common for the student of evolution to put before

himself, clearly and frankly, the question of how far his scien-

tific explanation of the existing order of things is a complete

explanation. To him, as he looks at nature, the infinite num-

ber of details is snfilcient to claim his entire attention. These

occupy his mind so constantly that he rarely looks above them.

Tiie sufliciency of the evolution doctrine to meet and explain

these details becomes more and more apparent to his mind.

As he thus studies nature, naturally enough the doctrine as-

sumes a greater and greater prominence until it almost be-

comes a sufHciency in itself, lie grows so confident in the

ability of the evolution doctrine to account for the origin of

species that he forgets to ask for the origin of life. So com-

pletely docs he become filled with the notion of explaining

nature by natural law that he forgets to ask what is natural

law. His mind beconies chiefly a machine for explaining de-

tails in terms of assumed natural forces. Occasionally, per-

haps, it is forced upon him that his methods of studying the

correlation of force and the origin of species leave some great

jrroblems entirely outside the boundary of his thought. But

this disturbs him onl^' slightly, for he readily dismisses such

topics, thinking them not worthy the time of a man who has

tangible facts to investigate. These problems are insoluble

and their study fruitless. Better, he thinks, devote his time

to problems that can be solved. But, unfortunately, out of

sight is frequently out of mind; and the evolutionist is

in danger of forgetting the existence of these fundamental

problems, in his eagerness to grasp the tangible within his

reach. It is not unwise, therefore, to review occasionally,

some of the broader aspects of nature, if for no other purpose

tlian to discover, even when avo accept the most extreme doc-

trine of evolution, how far we are from having a complete

explanation of nature.

Admitting, tlien, that the evolutionist's conce])tion of the

origin of the world is correct, we must ask whether we have

finally reached a positit)n where thoi-e is no longer a need of
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Peity in the umverse. Is tlie mechanical conception of nature

.ufficient to render the universe intelhgible without Deity .

When our thoroughgoing evohUionist asks hiniselr this qucs-

tioi^vhich he rarely docs, he is always forced, perhaps agains

Ins will, to answer in the negative. There was as much^ need

of a Creator in Laplace's system as in the Mosaic conception ot

creation; and there is an equal need of such a hypothesis in

the more thorough, complete theory of to-day. It is a need

which the scientist sometimes relegates to the unknowable,

sometimes conceals under the terms " force" and " power,

l.ut more commonly ignores completely as outside the pale ot

science and therefore nothing that he need concern himsclt

about-regarding it as trivial to spend his time speculating

over problems hopelessly inextricable. But these problems

occasionally force themselves upon the attention of even the

thoroughgoing evolutionist. So that we propose to notice

four of tlie questions for which the mechanical doctrine of

nature not only has no answer, but which admittedly never

can be answered bv any development of the theory. They are

problems that lie entirely outside the possible reach of m_c-

clianics. We sometimes speak of them as breaks m the cham

of evolution ; but it is more exact to say, at least^ m regarc to

some of them, that they lie outside the chain of evolution, i hey

are not breaks in the chain, for they are not a part of it. They

appear to be independent of the mechanical aspects of nature,

and cannot be touched by the evolution formula.

At the outset we notice that the mechanical theory ot tlie

universe lacks a foundation to stand upon. Nature, as we

know it, is filled with what we call " matter," and actuated by

what we call "force." It does not concern us here to ask

what we mean by these terms-whether they are wholly dis-

tinct from each other, or are only two aspects of the same

reality It is the manifest fact that nature contains something

which is the basis of the evolution, and upon which the

mechanical theory is founded. Now the great significance of

the doctrine of evolution is that it teaches us to trace backward

the history of this material universe. We trace the material

of living bodies of animals and planets to the earth. AA e

trace the" earth back in history to a molten sphere. We trace
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this sphere back to the central sun. We trace the sun back to

a diffused nebiUa occupying space. In all this liistory %ve find

the same niaterial, tlic same energy. The very stone on

which ^ve stand' and the force with which we lift our arm were

in existence in the early ages. As we go back thus, we find

nothino- new, nor do we at any stage find a single atom of

matter°or a single moiety of energy in existence that was not

in existence in'^the previous age. But when, in tins history,

we reach the nebula we stop. We stop, not because we are

satisfied, for anv mechanical theory must ask what came be-

fore the nebula. We have no more reached a resting place

than had the ancients when they placed the world on the

turtle's back. We stop, because we have no answer to such a

question. Give us the nebula with its matter and force, and

simply start it into motion; after that, with our evolution

formula, we may explain nature. But from whence can we

derive the nebula? This question no one has even tried to

answer, for the usclessness of the attempt is recognized, ^'o

matter what ]u-evious condition of things might be assumed as

producing the nebula, the question would only be carried back

a step further, and the question of origin would be as promi-

nent as ever. Indeed, w^e must recognize at once that the

solving of the ]u-oblcm of origin is, to the finite mind, in-

soluble. " There is only one theory of origin in the field, and

that is creation," says Drummond. Certainly the most mechan-

ical theory of the universe that anyone was ever able to con-

ceive never contained a theory of origin.

It is siinplv impossible to gain any comprehension o^, what

we- mean by^ creation. We cannot conceive of the universe

coming from nothing. " Ex n ihilo nihil fit:' Logically we

are forced to assume the eternal existence of either the uni-

verse or its Creator. But the eternal existence of matter,

even if granted, involves us in inextricable difficulty. As-

tronomy and physics tell us that this solar system of ours

began with the nebula, not an infinite but a finite number of

years ago. Thev tell us, too, that it is progressing toward a

definite^cnd of stagnation. Our system thus has a history of

definite length. \i it had started its existence an infinite

number of Lns ago, it would have run through this definite
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history long since. But because it is still continuing its

activity the fact follows that it started into existence at some

(lolinite, finite i)eriod. To start into existence at a definite

])oint in time is contradictory to the conception of the eternal

existence of matter. Hence, if matter is eternal, we mnst

assume that the nebula is not the beginning, but only a phase

in an endless cycle, and that our system, instead of running

down to a condition of stagnation, will in the end become dis-

sipated again into a nebulous matter, to begin its history once

more. A series of cycles from nebula to system and from

system back to nebula again is the only thought not contradic-

tory to the idea of an eternal universe. But the sciences

upon which we base all our theories tell us not of endless

cycles, but of an end in stagnation. Eternal matter thus only

Innds us in inextricable difficulties. If this system began at a

deiinite time, what started it ? If it is ctei-nal, it should have

passed to its end of stagnation long ago.

Xor are we entirely easy in our mind if we adopt the

other suggestion of a finite creation and an infinite Creator.

Even the theist's answer that God created the universe solves

nothing. It only again hides the cpiestions in the shadows of

infinity, wliicli simply mcajis that our minds are entirely in-

sufficient to grasp them. For the question then arises, What
oi-eated God? If this question is absurd, the other aspect

of the matter is liardly more satisfactory. The notion of a

God of infinite time, existing an infinity of apons and contem-

plating his own grandeur, or thinking for an infinite period of

the myriads of kinds of universes which he might create, is

certainly a verj' unsatisfactory way of avoiding the difliculty.

AVe are simply face to face with problems which the human
niind cannot grasp. Neither hifinity nor finite existence

satisfies our logic. The very existence of the universe, finite

• n- infinite, is a logical absurdity.

AVe thus see that a mechanical conception of the universe

lias no foundation upon which to rest. All questions as to

origin simply land us in nothingness or in meaningless

l^hrases. Grant existence to the nebula with its matter and

I'orcc and the starting of motion at a definite period of time,

•'I'ld the ])rcscnt order may flow from it by tlie process which
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^ve call evolution. But to grant tlie nebula is certainly grant-

ing the whole, and at all events it is clear that to-day no one

can ponder these topics in the light of modern evolution and

repeat with Laplace tliat he finds no need of a Deity. The

evolution theory is very useful, but in using it alone vre are

like the mechanic wlio might think he has made a \vatch with

a screw-driver because with this tool he had been able to put

together in a running condition the parts of a watch furnished

him by the master-workman.

But, leaving fundamental questions of origin which are ad-

mittedly insoluble for any theorj', we notice that there are

other defects in the complete mechanical explanation of the

universe. Given the nebula with its resident forces and we
may proceed smootlil}^ enough in the formation of worlds and

in the fashioning of the earth with its mountains, valleys, oceans,

and rivers. But presently, with the appearance of living

things, we must start a new order of phenomena. After all

that may be said by the materialist upon the problem of life^

we must certainly admit that wc have something new. For

our purpose we need point out only one phase of the life

process. All otlier processes in nature with which we are

familiar result in \\\q degradation of physical energy and in

the destruction of complex chemical compounds. Throughout

the physical universe there is everywhere a tendency in chem-

ical elements to assume more and more stable conditions, which

means the production of simpler compounds with the elimina-

tion of Jieat. In living nature- alone we find a building up

of compounds and a storing of energy. A physical process

breaks up the compounds in gunpowder, liberating the energy

and reducing the elements to simpler and more stable parts.

It requires the agency of what w^e call " life" to build up these

con) pounds. The power of building up belongs alone to life.

Living nature has, further, the unique power of indefinite mul-

ti})lications by division, and each of the parts arising thus has

this same power of constructing still other parts ; while noth-

ing in nature, so far as we know, has from any otlier source a

similar power. The rest of nature is ever pulling to pieces ;

life alone is building up.

Kow, in the mechanical doctrine of natuix', wc have found
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:it the origin of life an obstaele wliicli is up to the present time

insurnionntublc. In all the niagnificeiit attempts to buildup

nature by mechanical laws the chapter on the origin of life

lias been left unwritten. How to introduce these nevr fca-

turcs into the scheme we cannot say. In this universal tend-

ency toward degradation of matter how can we account for

a new ])hase which builds it up? The origin of life is cer-

tainly still unsolved. Xot only is this so, but we are, aj)par-

ently going farther away from a solution of it, ratlier than

advancing toward it, with our increased study. The biologist,

from the beginning of his conceptions of evolution, has been

confident that he could ultimately solve this problem. lie has

insisted, and he still insists, that it is radically diii'ercnt f/om

the question of creation. The latter, he admits, is unthinka-

ble; but the origin of life appears to him soluble. Indeed, a

icw years ago, he felt that he was on the high road to that

sohition. "With the discovery that all living phenomena arc

manifested by the one substance, jirotoplasm, and tliat proto-

plasm is callable of chemical analysis, disclosing itself 1o be

lelated to albumen, it seemed as if he had approached close to

his goal. It was only necessary, then, to assume that under

the different conditions of early eras the chemical elements

were united in different methods from those of to-day. This

is probable enough. AVe well know that chemical union is

largely dependent upon conditions. If temperatures and

electrical conditions dift'er, the same elements will unite in

different ways and produce different compounds. In the

(•riv]y liistory of the earth certainly these conditions were

widely different from those of the present time. Tiemcmbcr-

ing these facts it is only necessary to assume that among the

various compounds which appeared in the earth's early history

were some that approached the structure of protoplasm, and we
liave, in theory at least, a notion of a natural origin of life.

Influenced by such ideas the biologist was insisting that the

I>roblcm of the origin of life was not only soluble, but that tlie

solution was just at hand.

P>nt even a biologist must admit that we are certainly more
<'istant to-day from tins solution than Ave seemed to be a few
years ago. This protoplasm, which was so promising and upon
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which so much hope Avas based, has proved, in a measure, a de-

lusion. To-day we do not knovv^ what we mean by protoplasm
;

no such tiling as pure protoplasm can be found. We know
ojily living animals and plants. "We liave no knowledge of

the simplest life substance. A pljysical basis of life in the

earlier sense is no longer thought of. Life, even in its sim-

plest condition, is not manifested in any chemical compound

or mixture of componnds. We are forced to-day to conclude

that what we call " life" is the function of that minute but in-

tricate machine which the biologists have called the cell. The

intricacy of this machine and its fine adjustment of parts have

been made out onl}' in the most recent years. But the recogni-

tion of this machine and the necessity of the dependence of the

life plienomena upon it have forced our biologists to abandon

the hopes of making living matter. Life is manifested only

in the cell machine, and to explain its origin we must discover

forces capable of constructing machines. Blind forces may
make worlds, and tlirough the agency of chemistry may pro-

duce chemical componnds ever so complex. But in our experi-

ence, certainly, blind forces do not make machines. The pro-

blem of the origin of life has thus ceased to be the chemical

one we thought it to be twenty-five years ago. It has become

at least mechanical, involving the discovery of forces capable of

adapting part to part. If we can find forces in nature capable

of building a machine with part adapted to part, to act for dis-

tinct ends, and if it can be shown that these forces could have

acted upon the materials of the primeval world in such a way
as to construct a machine like the living cell, then we may find

the solution of tlie origin of life.

Tliese forces may yet be found ; the biologist thinks they

will be. His law of natural selection has already shown him

that nature does have forces adapted to machine-building, al-

though those now known cannot apply to the building of the

cell machine. It is still the belief of many that forces explain-

ing the origin of life will be discovered. Many a contribution

to this subject is being made. We are treated to new theories of

the asymmetrical molecule of living componnds, in distinction

from the symmetrical molecules of nonliving matter. We are

t':>I(l that the chenn'cal solution of the life problem is close at
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liaml because, forsooth, one has been able to stiiiuilate an egg

intodevelupmentby the use of chemical compounds in place of

the normal metliod of fertilization. But, after all, these do not

brinj; ns any nearer to the solution of the problem, and the

origin of life remains tlic same ignisfataus tlmt it has been

from the first. Its solution by natural means seems certainly

nnich less hopeful to-day, sitice the microscope studies of the

last quarter of a century have revealed the wonders of proto-

plasm, than it did forty years ago when the subject was

lirst brought to the attention of science. But there appears

hi'i-e no inherent possibility in the way of solution. Though

there is a veritable break in the ch.ain, it may, perhaps,

sume day be bridged. It is not like the problem of creation,

unthinkable.

The next question which arises is more than a break in the

chain. In the origin of conscious sensations we have a problem

that lies outside the mechanical aspect of nature. ^Ve must

fay conscious sensations, because it is this factor—the perccp.

tions of the sensations—that makes the problem insoluble. In

simple sensitiveness there need not be any very difficult problem.

Sensitiveness may mean the simple property of reacting when
ttimulated. But, in this sense, we may say that gunpowder is

sensitive to heat, for it certainly reacts under such a stimulus.

Considering the sensations of animals, we aremetM'ith just this

difliculty of not knowing wliat we mean by sensations. It is true

that all animals give evidence of sensations. Even the lowest

animal will react when stimulated, and from this point upward
we find it a universal rule among animals that reaction follows

Ptiniulation, Xow the only knowledge we have that animals

or individuals have sensations is the fact that they react when
siinuuated. If we step on a dog's tail, the action of the dog
tt'lU us that he has sensations. If a distinct motion of any kind

follows a touch, or if animals move toward the light, we say they

Jiavc sensations accompanying these external phenomena. But,

however useful this rule may be, it is not sufficient to indicate

t-'onscious sensations. We must remember that a man reacts

to a .stimulus, even though sound asleep, with no consciousness

'^^'''^tover. So in animals it may be that the structure of the

•iJi.nial machine is such that certain external forces start it into
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activity, just as a touch on the throttle valve M'ill start an en-

gine into motion. "With such a conccj^tion sensations need not

mean any break in the mechanical series. But the moment
we introduce consciousness into the problem the whole ques-

tion assumes a new aspect. Although gunpowder reacts to

stimulus, no one ever thinks of it as conscious of the matter.

The steam engine is certainly sensitive, but it has no conscious

sensations. In this idea of a sensation and the accompanying

consciousness there is certaijily a new factor. But, further, it

is impossible to conceive such sensations as belonging to the

mechanical series. Confeciousness with its sensations is neither

matter nor force. It belongs to an entirely different category.

When heat in an engine is converted into motion the heat dis-

appears. But the motion takes its place, and the heat reap-

pears when the motion ceases. So far as we know no heat

disappears when sensations arise, for sensation does not lie in

the mechanical series at all. Energy and consciousness are

entirely nnlike, and no one, however complete a materialist he

may be, has ever succeeded in drawing the faintest pai'allel

between them. The break in the continuity is absolute.

Now wo cannot say where, in the animal kingdom, this fac-

tor of conscions sensation appeared. Whether it is coextensive

with life, or is present only in the higher members of the ani-

mal kingdom, whether it occurs among plants, or only in ani-

mals, we cannot say. By the most careful study of the actions

of living thin.gs our biologists have been able to say that, all

things considered, the evidence is against supposing it to exist-

in plants and the lowest animals, but that it appears in the

higher animals somewhere, although it is impossible to "say

exactly M-here. But it is pointed out, at the same time, that

this is exactly parallel to its appearance in the individual man.

In the beginning of man's existence as an ovum he certainly

has no sensations, and it is just as impossible to say where, in

the course of his development, he fii'st becomes possessed of

conscious sensations as it is to say where this factor appeared

among animals. But it certainly has appeared in man, de-

veloi>ing side by side with the growth of his brain. The
clear ])arallelism between the growth of brain and the develop-

ment of conscious sensations has led to various philosophical
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:it tempts to correlate them, giving on tlie one side a dualism

and on the other a monism, either nuiterhil or spiritual. But,

in s])ite of all theories, the distinctness of these two phases of

nature remains as held as ever. The origin of the first con-

scious sensation is a problem not only unsolved, but, we can

hardly fail to admit, insoluble. It is a lack in the evolntiou-

iwy tlieory more serious than that at the beginning of life.

Certainly the origin of life may be a mechanical problem of

infinite complexity, but the origin of consciousness is a prob-

lem outside of the mechanical factors of nature, and therefore

-cannot be included in the evolutionary formula.

One more problem lying outside of the mechanical aspect

of nature must be mentioned. This is the problem of v jlition

or free will. It is not our purpose lo enter into a discussion

of this vexing ]n-oblem. It Jias been discussed until it is

tineadl)are, but it is no clearer to our understanding to-day

tiian it was the first time it was brought up for thought. It

certainly does not lie on the mechanical side of nature. It

is neither matter nor energy. Energy is measurable, but no

one ever thought of the possibihty of measuring volition. All

attempts to study volition from the mechanical side of nature

result only in denying its existence. In a theory that reduces

nature to a mechanism, as the theory of evolution tries to do,

there is absolutely no possibility for the existence of volition.

I'ach moment in the history of the universe is accounted for

by the conditions of the moment before. An intelligence

which could grasp all the facts of to-day could predict, accord-

ing to the evolutionary formula, all the incidents of to-morrow.

Ihit manifestly this is an impossibility, if volition enters into

the factor. Some have thought it possible to reconcile fore-

knowledge and free will, but no one ever conceived it possible

to reconcile fi'ce will with a theor}' of necessity in nature. If

man is at liberty to choose between the two courses, then the

incidents of to-morrow cannot be calcidated from the conditions

<'f to-day, for volition may change the result. If the incidents

ot the morrow flow mathematically from the conditions of to-

day, then volition does not count. The existence of volition

'"lis absolutely counter to any mathematical predictions for

'!:e future. The ttudent of mechanism must ask, " How can
3
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volitioB l,avc am- influence ? " To one tl,oro„gl>ly filled ^vul,

a belief in the absoluteness of ll,e eonservafon ot ne,g .t

I bnpossiblo to conceive tbe n.echanical outeo.ne of a .et o

; i'tions in«nenccd by a facto,- wbich ,s not ene.gy .,

.vbiel, lies entirely ontside of the equation, io the inecUan-

; V ew of nature the present is the sign of equahty, connect.

:! ,;: ,,ast and the future, and the two sides of te equation

n.ust balance. Introduce volition and the equality is np=et.

Y ition is, in short, ar. inrpossibility to the thorong go.ng

evolutionist who feels that Ids ™eehan,cal fonnute re suf-

ficient to account for nature and who can sec notlung ur,t.,de of

the material universe. Hence, we fin.l a general dema o tl e

existence of volition. Not only ani.nals, but matdnnd a. v ell,

a B d to be automata, and the belief that they have atry

volition is wholly fallacious. All their actions are nece^v

™
d It makes no dillerence Nvhether one commits a mnrde

or saves a life ; the act is forced upon liim by conditions, and

i !v"ol y lacking in merit. Each is simply the resuh ot me-

ehrrdcal'conditions and absolutely inevitable. Wcare no more

to blame for committing acrime than gunpowder rs tor bio.

-

in., up a ship, and no more to be praised for doing a good ac-

ton than is gunpowder for blo->ving up an obstruetiotr to navi-

ga on. Wirateler may be said of this cone uston, ,t ,s clea

fnongh that it proves beyond donbt that volition is not and

LmSt be included within the compass of the -"P etc evo

lion doctrine which reduces the material universe to a purely

meclianical formula. , .,

Now, it wiU never be possible to convince mankind hat hi=

volition cotmts for absolutely nothing in the course ot Ins life

-We may argue it as we will ; our belief in the real ty of ou.

volitron'wiU remain as llrm as ever. It is doubtful wh<.hor

even the scientist who argues that animals -« »"'™"'-" ""

believes that his volition counts for nothing. Our onl^ k o h

edge of nature comes from onr consciousness and our mem. 1

activity, and the one fact that we arc most supremely eonscion.

of is onr ability to choo.se between two courses. It is pecuh.ir

lo..ie to insist that this fundamental matter of conscions-

ne;s is wholly a mistake, and to base the reason for such in-

sistence upon the fact that we cannot make tins volition agree
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willi a niecluniical interpretation of nature, wiien tiuit mechan-

ical interpretation lias been built up by this same consciousness

and mental activity. It is true that we cannot explain it or

(;onceive of its possibility, but, as wo. have seen, it is an equal

impossibility to conceive of creation. Logically, the existence of

the universe with its lav;s and forces is inconceivable and, indeed,

an absuidity. The existence of tlic universe docs iiot fall within

our meclianical formula. Logically, we caniiot believe in our

own existence. To deny the existence of volition, because we

cannot include it in the formula of mechanical evolution, is

iu?t about as consistent as to deny our own existence because

Io;;ieall3^ we cannot explain it. But we cannot deny our own

existence, even if we will ; and our own volition is as nnich a

matter of direct consciousness as is our own existence. It is

safe to say that a theory which finds no place for volition will

never become a part of a belief of the world, in spite of the

evident fact that we cannot include it in a mechanical for-

nuila of nature.

The outcome of all this is clearly tliat we liavc liere anothej-

phase of nature which does not lie within the reach of the

evolutionary formula. Admittedly, free will cannot be in-

cluded in evolution. To evolution everything is a necessity,

and the result of trying to include free will in the formula of

evolution is to deny it absolutely. Even if we go to this ex-

treme, we must then account for the universal belief that we
do have that power of choice and that our volition does count

in nature. This belief is as dilficult to account for as free will

it.-elf. In short, the problem arising here is not only nnsolved,

but insoluble. The evolutionary formula is incomplete at the

t'.'p, as well as at the foundation.

It must not be for a moment inferred that these inadequa-

cies of evolution detract in the slightest degree from tiie uni-

versal importan.ce and sigm'ficance of the great doctrine. No
theory, or rather, let us say, no discovery, made by man has

ever had an illuminating power comparable to that shed upon
Jiature by the doctrine known as evolution. Ever since the

'•'^iception was first entertained its significance and its cogency
have become daily more apparent, and as a metliod of the for-

"lation of M-orlds it has, each vcar, shed more li^'ht on the
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dark places of nature. Against the most severe opposition it

Las demonstrated its right to persist, and it is to remain as a

part of our knowledge of nature. J)ut it is only a method of

development, not a tlieorj* of origin. It demands as a basis a

universe tilled v/itli matter and force, and it demands that in

this nebulous mass motion should be started. Given this

starting point and evolution shows us liow the interaction of

nature's forces has slowly produced the changes which have

constituted the history of the solar system. Evolution unfolds

the mecham'cal side of nature marvelously M'ell. It throws an

illuminating light upon the wliole process of woi'ld-building.

It explains wonderfull}'' the existence of the marvelo:is adapta-

tions in nature. It accounts readily for the development of

organs among animals and plants adapted for distinct purposes.

It easily accounts for the gradual elevation of the aiiimal and

vegetable kingdom, for the increasing complexity, the multi-

plying diversity, and the ever developing marvels of nature.

For the mechanical world which v.'e can see by ope^iing our

eyes it has everywhere its apt illustration. It has wonder-

fully illuminated nature M-hei-cver it lias touched it. But evo-

lution" is a mechanical law, and deals onlj- with matter and

force. It demands their existence, in the first place, with-

out so much as a thought as to where they came from or what

they mean. It gives no explanation of these very forces which

it so coolly appropriates to itself, nor of the matter which it sup-

poses has undergone such marvelous transformations. It stum-

bles woefully at tliat new line of phenomena which we call

"life," and it absolutely refuses to take into the slightest con-

sideration the phenomena which we call " spiritual," including

consciousness and volition, phenomena which stand forth even

more prominently than the matter and forces with which evo-

lution deals. It is a magnificent conception, giving all a more

exalted idea of nature, and giving to the theist a more rever-

ent idea of Deity.

But it is an incomplete doctrine, when we think of it as an

attempt to include all nature within one formula. It has not

justified the statement of Laplace that it leaves no need for

the hypothesis of a Creator. We have ]-)laced our world upon

the turtle's back, but furnished him no place to stand upon.
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The I'cal significance of nature lies deeper than the doctrine of

evohition. We may, indeed evolutionists too frequently do,

]K.'conic so captivated with the ftudy of the wonderful unfold-

ing of nature under this law of evolution as to deceive our-

Kolves into believing that we can thus picture the whole his-

tory. But this is only because we refuse to ask ourselves the

more fundamental Cj,uestions of the meaning of the very mat-

ter and forces which we are so deft in using in our explana-

tions. Nature is absolutely incomprehensible. It is intelligi-

ble to us neither under the guise of the finite nor the infinite.

In view of the great questions of the meaning of matter and

force, the origin of nature, and the realities that underlie the

))hcnomena, our formula for the evolution of the world a])pears

l.uiientably weak and inadequate. It has indeed brouglit or-

der out of chaos, but it has only forcibly confronted us witli

the great problems of the universe which limited minds are

utterly unable to grasp. It has expanded our conception of

infinity with tlie expansion of the universe and the extension

of time back into the incalculable vistas of the past. It forces

»!^ to bow in more unutterable awe before that Something
v.-liich lies, behind the finite, Avhich the scientist does not fail

tu recognize, though he may be unwilling to give it the name
iiy which the Christian calls upon Infinity. Evolution haS)

made atheism impossil^le. While it has, perhaps, modified
our idea of what tlic nature of God is, the doctrine of cvolu-

lion has demonstrated that nature as we know it is not its own
exj)lanation. The scientist calls himself an agnostic, and may
not be a Christian ; but he is no longer an atheist.
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Akt. IV.—wilberforce—a study of freedom.

OvEU Clirittenduui at the opoiiiiigof the iiiiieteenth centun'

]iuiig the aiigiy ek)ud of war, frota which broke forth the flame

and thunder of battle. Yet at that time began to dawn, though

dim and misty as a Russian ])iorning, tlic hght of personal

liberty. It was as v.'hen in tlie Apoealy|)se the beauty of the

heavenly city beamed down from the sky ovei- the agonies of

Isero's gardens where martyr^ were bui'ning. Slavery liad

been prehistoric, its origin even back of tradition. Its early,

if not pi-Jmal, excuses had been that it made the weaker of our

species industriou-, orderly, and useful, while to the stronger

it gave leisni-e for cultui-e. government, and concjuest. The

philosophers and poets counted it, like deformity, illness, or

poverty, a n.ii-fortune unminglcd with any element of wi'ong.

Rut early in tlie eighteenth century men's moral ideas began

to stir wit!i a %-ernal energy. Their feelings grev; softer as

with the breatli of spring, and from their n;eHov^ing sympa-

ihie- spi'aug. a- from seed long dormant, many a shoot of the

heavenly Father's plnnting. The impnl^e to justice and

humanity marched with even pace just behind the I'evival of

personal religion tinder AVhitefield and Wesley. There was

a shedding forth of the fragrance of tender buds; the time of

the singing of birds had come.

This article deids with the English antislavery movement

only. A West Indian plantei-, sojourning at Liverpool, luul

with- him a slave, Renjamin SonKn-set. Such sojourn with

slaves in England was not a new thing. Gilbert, of Antigua,

liad lately brought there tv>o slaves, and these, converted

like their master, had with hin.i returned as slaves, though now
'• brethren beloved," the three afterward planting Methodism

in their island. Rut Somerset's case was acttte. He fell

sick, and his master turned him out to die in the street. A
good Samai'itan, Grranville Sharpe, when he came wliere lie

M-as, picked the wretch np and had him nursed to health.

Then the master reclaimed his slave, and Sharpe entered suit

for the man's freedom. The court found the case perplexing.

It was then two hundred veais since nnder Elizabeth the con-
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d it ion of " niifree/' the last trace of slavery, Lad vanished from

England, though it yet lingered among the coal mines of Scot-

hind, Avhile there were presumptions and legal ])recedents, even

the decision of a chief justice, for its recognition in transitu.

After long study Lord ]\[ansHeld found slavery alien to tlie

Eiij^^lish Constitution and admissible by statute only. Xo en-

ablhig statute existed; therefore slavery did not exist, and

Somel-set ^va5 free. March 25. 17T2, is a day greatly to be

remembered as the time when mankind's Ila/jna. Clwrta was

piomulgated, of wider meaning and of working more ener-

:rctic than the torn and time-stained document in the British

Museum bearing the rough, reluctant penmanship of King

John. Then up rose Cowj^er as vatts, and sang:

Slaves cannot breathe in Eiig^juul ; if their lungs

Eeceive our iiir, that moment they are free ;

They tu.icli our country, und tl\eir shackles full.

Thai's noble, and bespeaks a nation proud

And jealous of the blessing. Spread it, then,

. . that wl'.ere Lritain's power

Is ftlt. mankind may fed her mercy too.

Cow|>er's words came to the qiilclc ear of a l)oy in his early

teens, at sch-o] in Hull. He was no vulgar lad. The only

.'-on of a wealthy home he, like Cromwell, disproves the notion

that a boy reared among sisters lacks manliness. His frame.

dwarfed and deformed, was gloritied by a face on which was

set every seal to give the world assurance of a man. Even at

seven his teacher would stand him on a tabic to read to the

scl,.)u], so accurate was his taste, and his voice Hexibly tune-

ful, Jit to uttrr an angel's message. This lad, with fresh, gen-

(!Y.ns ai-dor. at .aice'^took as ids theme for a school exercise,

-Is It Right to Hold Human Beings in Slavery ?" The boy

M-as father of the man, and uttered the keynote of his life's

diapason. He went to Catnbridge where Milton and Crom-

^\el] had walked, and, in our century, Gladstone. At twenty-

one he was in conti-ol of an ample fortune, and the world was

wi.lc l)efore him for the choosing of a career. He was humane

and patriotic, though not yet a Christian. Determining upon

]»nblic service, he became a candidate for Parliament.

Sach candidacy was then a peculiar affair, and, indeed, so
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was Parliament itself. Noblemen owned two thirds of the

Commons, the Duke of Norfolk alone owning eleven mem-

bers. Old Sarum, a borough without an inhabitant, sent two

members. The County of Bute had but one voter. This

important person with due dignity took the chair, called order,

made and seconded his own nomination, recorded liis own vote,

and announced himself unanimously elected. In the unowned

constituencies, d. ling the six weeks given to the voting, the

struggle was often fierce, and the campaign revelry wild

enough. Men with basins of guineas—this from an eyewit-

ness—stood frankly bidding for votes ; and in the "'^lad Can-

vass" half a million vras spent, while Georgiana, the beautiful

duchess of Devonshire, won a butclier's vote for a kiss on her

own proud cheek. Reform, sorely needed, was long in com-

ing ; but could our bosses well rise up to condenai the English

" statesmen " of old ? Is it not into politics that decency last

comes?

Six weeks of liustings called for great exertions and fifty

thousands of money. Wilberforce's sister gave a new gown to

the wife of every elector who voted for her brother, ''"^liss

"Wilberforce forever!" they shouted, as she came upon the

platform. " Thank you !
" she answered ;

" but I am not sure

that I wish to be Miss TTilberforce forever!" Her brother.

thus elected, sat for Hull—and afterward for its Couiity of

York—nearly fifty years with merely nominal opposition.

Going up to London, young, wealthy, and accomplished, he

found society attractive and himself soon one of its attrac-

tions. .He gained the regard of Burke, and Pitt, sad and

heavy-laden, found comfort in his love. He won the confi-

dence of England's best, but those days were perilous, though

a tender conscience kept him from drifting. Thus, one even-

ing at cards, of which lie was passionately fond, he gained,

from a man ill able to lose, a thousand pounds. Peflecting on

this, he resolved never to play again, a resolution rarely made

by a Avinner.

In ITSo, while traveling on the Continent with Milner, the

devout teacher of his boyhood, he formally gave heart and life

to Christ. He was converted, and, from that day, Carlyie's say-

imr of Cromwell—"Oliver will henceforth believe in God at
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;i!l times and iu all cases"—held true of William "Wilberforce.

Jlcady now with energies like those of some mythic Lero,

divinely reinforced for every good word and work, lie the next

vfur bronglit iu the forerunner of emancipation, the Bill for the

Al»olition of the African Slave Trade. His introducing speech,

full, clear, and earnest with liis charm of tone and countenance,

put liim among the masters of appeal, and gained the support

of the best around him. The slave trade was a great vested

interest, and its defenders were fierce and strong, yet its

a.-^sailant never lost heart or hope. "Wesley strengthened him-

M'lf upon his bed, and his heart, as with an engine's expir-

ing throbs, impelled his staggering fingers to the last of his

jnaiiy thousand manuscripts, a heartening note to "Wilberforce.

'iVoublous times came on. France belched forth the Revolu-

tion, the Napoleonic wars, the hindering at Santo Domingo.

The stress of politics was long and stormy, and over this bill

v/ere twent}^ years of struggle. Wilberforce refreshed this long

!r.-t of faith by side activities of patriotism and benevolence. In

1707 he launched the first formal society for foreign missions,

and for its balance lie framed the society for ameliorating the

vX'ndition of the poor of Loudon— fair harbinger of like kindly

iiitcrprises to follow. Thus, while liis efforts for man's wel-

fare were not shut up to England, his charity blessed the spot

"f its origin, and his voice, his presence, and his money re-

-jK>nded to every cry of darkness and suffering.

Wearying were the toils, the delays, the advances, and recoils

th;it occupied so much of his lifetime. His health became
"iiinn. " At thirty," he says, "I have the constitution of

••jxty." His eyesight was failing, yet his moral energy was
'iush, and the light in his spirit undimmed. Gifted sons grew
''ii' around him. One "Soapy Sam, always in hot water and
:i'"*vays coming out with clean hands," became a distinguished

'':>h.op. On M'ith his central task he struggled, gathering at

-v>t his arguments into a book that might, like Moses's song,

!-».'rvo others should entrance upon his heart's desire be denied
'" himself. Just then came victory. On Mai'ch IC, 1S07,
'fter twenty years of effort, the House decreed that "no vessel

'•••juld clear for slaves from a British port after May 1, ISOT,
"' "^^ave be landed therein after March 1, ISOS." The Lords
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changed " therein " to " in wwx country, territory, or place.''

and this the House at once accei'ted. The time was critical.

foi' the king was about to change liis ministers, aiul a new
ministry meant delay, perhaps hindrance and baffling. Lord

Greiiville's last .service was, \)\ his Majesty's order, to affix to

tliis act the king's seal, making it law. The clock was jusr

striking twelve, and the full-orbed sun beamed upon tliis roya!

sanction of a JfcKjna Ch.ario.. for Africa. Treason and hu-

manity had won in the long light against cruelty and greed,

and the victory catne to stay. Grenvillc called it '"the most

glorious measui'e ever adopted by any legislative body in the

world," and Bishop Watson said, "This great act of justice

will be recorded in heaven."

It was liigli time. The African slave trade, as lawful Euro-

jiean commerce, had begun in 14S1. In three and a quarter

centuries it had swe])t fi'oni f>jur million pi.juare miles of

ecpjatoi'ial Africa ten millions of human beings. In ISOO. one

hundred and ninety-two Englith vessels with remorseless

energy were bringing to the AVest Indits forty thousand

slaves a year, as many dying on the passage—aiid then, the

primal havoc in their x'Lfrican home! The Mo.ijjloirer had

in the same year landed f)vedom in Xe\v Englarid and

African slavery in A^ij'gini;i—wheat and tares to grow together

until the blazing harvest of tlie Rebellion, with misery to glean

thereafter. The next year after "Wilbei-force's triuriiph saw

America declai-e the sla\'o trade ])iracy and slavers enemies oi

the human i-ace. As surely as sunrise follows dawn, the abo-

lition of slavery was to follow the abolition of the slave trade.

AVilberforce had intimated as much by announcing in 1702 a

bill with that intention ;
and when George III had stamped as

law the former, the latter moved to the fore. Storms in Eng-
land and on the Continent grew loud and angry, but with

angelic courage AVilberforce used the forces of the storm. He
loyally and earnestly solicited every ministry, every Parliament,

every great general. He made pei-sonal ap])eal to the czar, to

the King of Eiussia, to the sovereigns who met in ISM. For
twenty years he toiled unhasting, unrcstir.g for what he saw
afar, the to him divine ev^ent of his life. Then his health gave

way, and lie resigned irom Parliament, vSir Fowell Buxton,
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'' the member for abolition," became the corjplieus of tlie

drama, while Brougham, who had once written a defense of

slavery, and many others rose responsive.

AVilberforce—v.-hile, like Prianr's venerable counselors, he

jnohed out upon the strife—gave to quiet benevolence the

remnant of his strength, making many a widow's heart to sing,

and warming to a smile many a face of sickness and sorrow.

Like a stream of his level Yorkshire witii calm, soft flow he

kept the margins of his life green. At length he laid down
on the bed from which he was not to rise, when, as with a sud-

den sunset glow, came his bright, consummate hour. Forty-

one years after his introducing it the Bill for Emancipation

]iassed. On that day, Friday, July 20, 1S33, his tongue could

but feebly utter the thoughts that arose in his heart. '"Thank

God,'' he exclaimed, " that I have lived to see the day I

''

On Monday he ascended to the home of the loving-, the

pure, the bj-ave, to give answer of a life of " Practical Peli-

giou '*' on which he had once written a book, and wliich he had

early and late, publicly and privately, illustrated. One who had

long known him said, " He deserved to be reckoned as one of

the twelve." '" Unaided," says Sir James Stephens, "by place,

by party, or by the sword, he had by paths till then nntrod-

dun reached a social and political eminence never before at-

tained by any man."' Xo funeral like his had ever been seen

in England. Two royal coaches attested the formal and

comely grief of the palace over one who had served so loyally

in the kingdom's fiercest trials and who had shed on the State

So wide and tender a light of personal and pidjlic benevolence.

The most illustrious of peers and commoners walked in the

niourning train, while the poor of Hull and London wept and
later, as the tidings came, the eyes of many a slave glistened

\\ith his share of the far-away sorrow. Westminster Abbey,
the noblest of earthly burial places, swung wide its historic

duors and opened for him its marbles covering royal dust,

While tlirougli the long-drawn .lisle and fretted vault

The swelling anthem pealed its notes of praise.

The bill ordered final and absolute freedom for August 1,

I'^i**. At St. John's, Antijcua, in the largest church of the
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island, the nogrocs on the night of July 31 kept watch Avith

prayer and praise and joyous agony of expectation. At mid-

night all knelt in silence to receive as from heaven tlie boon

of freedom. At the stroke of twelve a sudden tro])ic cloud

gave from the sky a startling flash and peal, as if heaven

with the fii-e and trumpet of Sinai were announcing the fir.-t

emancipation of the century and the world. Then, like a

volcano's burst, came out the African temper in shouts and

songs, in leaping and wildest tossing, in a frenzy of gratitude

and ghidness. This spent itself, and the waning night was

given to Scripture, counsel, and meditation. Tlie morning

came, and in the fresh, early light—as on the Eed Sea strand

of old—stood a people free, eight hundred thousand strong.

Such a life as was that of Wilberforce ! Shedding such color

and fragrance on a world sorely neediiig it all ! Fit to be

taken to

Q'he everlasting gardens,

Where angels walk and seraphs are the wardens,

AVlierc every flower that passes death's dark portal

Becomes immortal.

^, /^. iO/A^
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^^,.,._ Y._DEATH AND THE IXTERMEDIATE STATE
IX ISLAM.

TiiK teaching of tlie Koran on tLis subject is, on the whole,

.-.tiiewiiat deficient. Not so Mohammedan tradition and sys-

t-.tnatic theology, however. From these sources we may

iritlicr a great deal of information. ' The different witnesses

luav not be mntnally consistent at times, any more than are

liie witnesses for our C-hristian eschatology. Nevertheless,

taking our materials as we find theni, we discover, after all, a

fairly definite unity in essentials.

To look, first, at the doctrine of the Koran, death in itself

IS a solemn event which men may justly dread."" Xone may
i-ca]")e death,f Consideration of that which awaits respective

: Individuals in the next world makes the prospect of dying

oither more or less terrible, according to the character and

\vurks of those concerned. The moment of death is ap-

|'"inted, and can be neither hastened nor delayed. It is writ-

!':i down by God in his book of decrees.:}; The soul of the

dying is taken away by angels. § If it be that of a wicked
ijiui its torments begin on the day of death.

j]
Probably the

rinvard of the good was, in like manner, regarded by Moliam-
lii'-d a.s beginning immediately after death. Prayers for the

d'-ad at the tomb are recognized, though there are some per-

i-ins for whom one must not thus pray, '^j'

In elaboration of this doctrine of the Mohammedan scrip-

-ires Mohammedan theologians teach much more on the suf-

'''h']\t warrant of tradition. There is an angel of death,

A/.iael,-'"" commanded by the Most High to take away at the

''•creed moment the soul of each one livino-. From Azracl
;i:i'>U)er angel receives the disembodied spirit and carries it up
^'> v^b)d. God briefly and in a general way interrogates the
•^''id Itefore him, and it is then returned to the body to occupy
'f. hiit not to animate it. The soul goes with the body to the
'•''lib, and the night after burial undergoes a frightful inquisi-
'"•' from two dread angels, Mnnkar and Nakir. If the result

• K.,r;u,. S, i:;7
; 5, 105. 1 Ibid., 3, is:. i IhhI., C. 13S.

I/';"'-;
'•• 9'-

II
rind. •: /hirl.. 9, i<5.

" ^" V.'.o iro<i)elof Harii.-.bas; Macbride, Mohammed^m li'-ri-yion JCx plained, p. 127.
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of their examination be satisfactory, the individual is com-

forted in view of the final judgment, and is given a foretaste

of Paradise. If the reverse, he is made to undergo anticipa-

tory lurtuiX'S until the day of judgment. To tlie examination

of the tomb children, being held irresponsible, are not sub-

jected. The theology of Islam also goes on to sjjeak of the

signs of the last day. It relates that at the first blast of the

resurrection angel's trumpet all the living will die, including

the angel himself. After a period of forty years God will

raise the resurrection angel, who will sound his trumpet again

and bring all the dead back to life. Following the resurrec-

tion comes the general judgment.

After this brief outline—which we have given for clearness'

sake, though it anticipates what follows—we may seek to learn

more particularly what Islam teaches as to our subject. Some
accounts of the deaths of Mohammedan saints give us ground

for supposing that the separation of the soul from the body

was loolced upon as a terrible trial. The man who can endure

without murmuring the pangs of death departs with greatly

increased merit. Mohammed is represented as saying that

" death is enou£rh to cause overwhelming grief and sorrow.''

And the angel Gabriel says, by M'ay of rejoinder, " That

which follows death is far more dreadful than dying.'' • In

the Shiah manual, Jlyal-ul-Kulool, a saint in Paradise is

represented as giving an account of his death. He declares

that cutting the body to pieces many times with shears is

easier than the agou}^ of dying. Azrael, the angel of death,

gigantic in size and awful in appearance, appeared before

liim in the air. By distinct signs he took away his sight,

hearing, and speech. The pleading remonstrances of the dy-

ing man availed nothing. Azrael's reply tp them was tliat the

decreed moment had come and he was commanded to acco])i-

plish his death. Before the soul was drawn out of the body

the nian's two recording angels appeared, bringing the book

of his deeds which they had written down. The angel Pakib

presented to him the part containing the record of his good

actions, while the other part with the record of evil actions

M.iikk. 7,.7>a;u? Rrthjirni of Mohaw,n'<' <j.-< Coulained in the Shccah Ti:n!i-

ti'>,i-i '.niic f/!„'(-Hl-I,-uJoob, \K 19;i f.
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was liiid before liim by the angel Atid. lie was told that

liis good works outweighed the evil, and was comforted with

the assurance that he would enter Paradise. Azrael now came

nearer to the man and began to draw gradually his soul from his

body. Every pull he made was equal in agony to all tlie pains

under heaven. Finally, when the spirit had been drawn up to

the heart, Azrael drew it by force from the man's nostrils.

After being disembodied the spirit remained near by long

enough to hear the lamentations of the man's family. Then

came another angel and received from the angel of death the

man's spirit. This, having bound in a silk garment, he took to

lieaven in less than the twinkling of an eye, and placed it near

the Lord. God then examined the spirit as to its deeds and

devotion when in the body. After this questioning it was

conveyed to the body again, and remained with it while prep-

arations were being made for the burial. It also went with

the body to the tomb. There the soul sorrowed that it could

not return to the world and its former life, and was rebuked

by the angel Membah, who is appointed to take charge of all

men and to punish them after death until they write down
the acts of their life as a testimony before God. This angel

set the dead man upright and bade him write down his

deeds. He had forgotten them, but Membah recalled them,

and he made the record at tlie angel's dictation. For paper

the man used a part of his robe, which had been changed
to that material ; for pen, his index finger ; and for ink,

Ijis spittle. "When the writing was finished Membah sealed

it up and bound it as a yoke about the neck of the dead

(Koran, 17, 14, 15), wdiere it was felt to be heavier than

all the mountains of the world.* Of this Shiali account of

the agony of death and the visit of Membah it is probable

that the main elements are accepted among the orthodox

^loslems.

After Membah had left the tomb, and during the night fol-

lowing the funeral, there occurred the " examination of the

tomb." The inquisitors were the angels Munkar and Xakir.

1 liey are two beings of awful aspect and tremendous voice.

In liis hand Munkar bears an iron mace of great size and

* Merrick, Life aii'I llercjion of ^fo^lamnled, p. 3G2 ff.
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welglit. Ilaviug caused the body to sit npriglit," they pro-

ceed to question the man as to liis faitli. The Shiah tradition

makes eacli angel put the dead through a separate examina-

tion.f The subjects of the interrogation are the man's god.

Ids propjhet, ]ns religion, and his qihla (tlie point toward which

lie turns his face in prayer). To these the Shiites add a ques-

tion as to his imam—leader in worship and religion. .{; Tlie

answer of a behever to these questions is that his god is Allali,

his prophet Moliammed, his religion Islam, his cjihla tlio

Kaaba (the temple at Mecca). The true Shiah's answer to llieir

additional query is that Ali (son-in-law of Mohammed) is his

imain.^ To such as answer favorably the angels of this " first

judgment" ii give comforting assurance of their being cleared

at the final judgment, and being permitted to enter Paradise.*"

The body is then put bad: into its former position. Hell is

opened at its feet and Paradise at its head, that it may know
what it lias escaped and what it has gained. Hell is then

closed and the gate to Paradise opened, so that there couk'S

through to the resting believer the perfumes of the celestial

gardens."''"^ The unbeliever in this process of inquisition will

be unable to answer his examiners. They -will proceed to

beat him about the teniples with iron maces, and ^vill crush

Ids body by pressing the earth down upon it. Some say that

the body will be gnawed and stung by ninety-nine seven-

headed dragons, M'hile others declare that the unbelievei-'s sins

will become beasts, biting like dragons, scorpions, and sei'pents

according to their several degrees of heinousness.if This

judgment of the grave and the torture of the unjust in the

grave must be acknowledged by all [Moslems to be real and

The majority of the orthodox teach th.at, in the case of

all responsible persons, tlicro is at the close of the funei'al

ceremonies §§ at the grave an instruction {tail-in) of the

deceased by afal'ih, or • doctor," wlio is called the vndak-

* Lane, ^^o':hrn Egyptians, Minerva edition, p. r.fi. -t Mevrick, p. 0''4 f.

X lOUl. § Ibid. 1! Macbride, p. 131.

% Oarcior do Tassy, Foi Muxjilmanr, p. i'>. ** Conip. Merrick, as before.

ttSale, Pn-lhnUinrii TH.^couisr, sec. iv.

JtMaebridi.',
i). 131 ; al-OliazzAlf in Ockley, Ilisfory of the f^nrnofits. Bohii edition,

1*. TC. §§Snouck-IIurt;ronje, Mekka, u, p. 101.
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X ('/i,
" instructor." This man tells the dead man of the ap-

j.ruaching visit of the angels of inquisition, of the ques-

linjis wjiieh they will put to him, and of the replies ^v]^ch he

ihuuld give. The rnulalckin informs the departed tliat, should

he answer satisfactorily, the inquisitors will say to him after

their examination, " Sleep, O servant of God, in the protection

1.! God." The Malikite sect of orthodox Moslems does not

]»(.•! ieve in this instruction of the dead. The night after burial

\^ called ''' Lailat el-wahsKah^'' or "night of desolation," be-

<Miisc the man's place in his home is left vacant; it is, also,

f.i'ied "-Lailat el-vxihdah^^ or "night of solitude," because

A his solitary watch in the tomb until the angel inquisitors

<'0II1C.*

At the house of the deceased, after the last evening ])rayer

i'f the day of burial, there is performed a ceremony called the

A' hhali^ or " rosary." A large company oifalihs come to the

h...iise, one of them having with him a rosary consisting of one

il.ousand beads, each of them as large as a pigeon's egg. The
vxercises consist of the recitation of special chapters of the

Knnm and of some liturgical formulas ; the repetition three

thousand times—three rounds of the rosary—of the sentence
' There is no god but Allah ;" other sentences repeated many
I'uics; and, finally, the recitation of other Koran verses. All

thi.s liaving been accomplished, one of the company asks his

lillows if they have transferred the merit of what they have

<!'>;ic to the person who has died. They answer by repeating

•i formula of affirmation. This completes the Sclhah. The
•*.i!ii of the rite is to help the deceased to find an easy entrance

j-t.., Paradise. f The idea is that with the merit sent on to

''•HI lie will be the better prepared to meet the first judgment
"'' the grave and the final judgment of the last day.;}:

The Selhah in Mecca is somewhat different from what we
'.avf given above. There, those who take part are friends of
'•'^ dead, i\\o\\g\\ fal'ihs may be hired to assist in the recita-

^•<'n of the Koran. It is not necessary, apparently, to recite

|'""tieular passages of the Koran, the aim being to complete,
''.\' adding together what the respective participants in the

• I .UK'. Modem E,jyptian.% p. 4S4 f. t Ibid., p. 4?G f.

" ''•'^"''k-Ilurgroiij..', Mckka, ii, p. un.
4
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ceremony liave vecitcd, the eqnivalcnt of one wliolc recitation

of the book {Chatma).''

What is the condition of the depavted after the examination

of tlie grave ? After the first night in tlie tomb the souls of

the good go to the place of good spirits, to await the day of

resniTection, ^vhile the souls of the wicked go to the dungeon

appointed for them.t More particularly, it is taught that the

great host of God's prophets, without examination cither in

the tomb or at the last day, enter at death intoParadise.+ The

souls of the martyrs who die fighting in the wars of Islam are

lodged in the crops of green birds, which feed on the fruits of

Panulise. As to the spirits of ordinary believers, there is a dif-

ference of opinion concerning their abode between the two judg-

ments. Tradition relates that the Prophet when passing near

the grave of a believer would salute his spirit hovering close

by.§^ This view—that the spirit remains near the grave— is a

wid1>spread belief among Moslems. Tradition having also re-

lated that Mohamnu^d in his famous night journey saw in the

first or lowest of the seven heavens Adam with the souls elected

to Poradise on his right hand and those doomed to Gehenna o,t

his left, some have taught that the souls of ordinary believers

are in the lowest heaven with Adam until the resurrection.

Another view, which is said to be regarded as heretical and

yet is declared to be widely held, is that the souls of believers

arc in the holy well, Zemzem, connected with the sacred

mosque at Mecca, while the spirits of the wicked are confined

in a well in Iladramant called Barahout. A fourth opinion is

that souls remain near the grave for seven days, and that they

then go no one knows whither. A fifth belief is that all

souls are in the trumpet of Israfil, the angel of the resurrec-

tion. Finally, there is an opinion that the spirits of the good,

in the form of white birds, are lodging under God's throne.

As to the souls of the wicked, the view that they are in Bar-

ahout is not the mo^^t prevalent one. The orthodox hold that

the souls of unbelievers are olTered by the angels to heaven,

but are refused because they are evil-smelling and filthy.

They are then tendered to earth and ore there rejected. The

• .lM,;.-a, ii.. p. 102. + I--"'?- -^rn,h-rn K'.u'ft'" "^. P- "l^-

J Al-C.huzzaU cited by Oeklfy, llistortj of the Haraccns, p. TC; Matbiidf, p. IJl.

§ Macbikle, p. 131.
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ano'els tlien carry them down to the seventh earth below and

cast them into the dungeon Sijjin, which is under a green rock

some say, under the devil's jaw. In this abode they will

be tormented until they are brought to judgment.*

"We may consider next the signs of the last day. The au-

thorities diverge from one another very gi-eatly in regard to

these. Perhaps we may regard the following as generally ac-

knowledged. The appearance of ad-Dajjal, the Antichrist ; the

descent from lieaven of the prophet Jesus the Messiah, who

will slay ad-Dajjal and will become a Moslem ; the appearance

of the Mahdi and his meeting witli Jesus; the coming of Gog
and Magog and of the Beast of the eartJi ; and the I'ising of

the sun in the west. The Mahdi will bear the name " Moham-

med." He will fill the earth with righteousness, and will be

the vicar of Jesus.f Gog and Magog are looked npon as

northern peoples who were restrained from invading the

South by a wall constructed by Alexander the Great from the

Caucasus to the Caspian Sea. The Beast of the earth will be

of enormous size, composite nature, and inconceivably swift.
:|;

lie will bring with him the rod of Moses and the seal of

Solomon. With the rod he will touch upon the face both

believer and unbeliever, writing npon their respective counte-

nances " Mumin " or " Mushrik "—" believer," " unbeliever."

Some authorities assert that the whole number of signs of the

last day will be twelve, six in this world and six in the un-

seen world.§ Others enumerate seventeen signs.!]

Tlie teaching of Mohammedan theology on the subject of

the resurrection is as follows : The resurrection angel, Israfil,

hits his great trumpet, resembling a horn, to his lips unceasingly,

waiting for the command to sound from God Most High. At
the instant God oruei'S it Israfil will blow a terrible blast

which will fill with its sound all heaven and earth. On hear-

ing it, all the living, including the angel himself, will die.

I'or forty years the world will remain without life. God will

then raise Israfil from the dead. The angel will again blow

• Sali\ I'rcUminary Discourse, sec. iv ; comp. Lnue, Modern Egyplinns, p. 4f;5 f.

1 no Tassy, Fvi Jfusnhncnie, p. 16 (comp. also uotes 27-30), rainier, Qiir'c'tn,

J';>rt I, p. ixxi, Intr. } Merrick, p. 451 f.

i Arnold, ChrrMom. Aralrica, p. 194. 1. 1 ff.

! McrrlcU, p. 451 IT. ; comp. Sale, Preliminary Discourse, sec. iv.
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liis trumpet and all tlie dead will rise.''^ We are told that the

first blast of the trumpet will so disturb the order of the

world that God will have to put all in order again before the

angel gives the signal for the general resurrection. At the

resui-rection all will rise absolutely naked, but they will be so

preoccupied with the awful issues of the moment as to be en-

tirely oblivious to the fact. All tlie good will, however, find

at hand coats of Paradise with which to clothe themselves and

horses of Paradise on which to ride. Arrayed and mounted

the}' will then make their way to the shadow of God's judg-

ment throne and will await their trial there. The wicked, on

the other hand, will be forced to make their way to the judg-

ment seat naked, on foot, starving, and wasted. The sun will

beat upon them, until, according to their several degrees of

wickedness, their perspiration reaches in its depth to the

ankle, the knee, the mouth, or the crown of the head; that is,

each will be in a pool of perspiration, one pool being shal-

lower, another deeper. Thus they are said to remain for

fifty thousand years. The transition from resurrection to

judgment is found in the delivery to each man of his book of

recorded deeds. The believer receives his book in his right

hand, whereas the unbeliever is given his in his left hand or

behind his back.f

AVe may now be thought to have reached the utmost limit

of our subject, for, following what has just been described is

the great event of the last judgment. This teaching of Islam

regarding death and the intermediate state will suggest to all

readers analogies in Christian theological systems. The cere-

mony of the Sehhah reminds one of the masses said for the

dead, though there is in the Mohammedan rite that which is

not in the mass. The aim is to send on merit to the dead,

while the mass is merely meritorious on behalf of the dead.

Too rigid an exegesis of Ileb. ix, 27, *'It is appointed unto

men once to die, but after this the judgment," might origi-

nate a doctrine very like the Mohannnedan doctrine of the

judgment of the grave. "\Ve arc told that the Barbary Jews

believe in angels who record the good and evil actions ot

men and bring these records to their owners after death. The

* Do Tassy, p. S f. t Pjid., \>. 17.
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.mkkI angel pleads tlie good deeds and tlie evil angel the evil

dfcds, and destiny is held to be decided by the prevailing of

,1,0 one advocate over the other. Following this trial the in-

.i'ividual is transferred to angels of award, who reward or

j.nni>h liini in accordance with the issne of the trial."

The :^[oslem evidently held to a material conception of

t'lic soul. It is represented as localized in the body, as bnrst-

i..i^ru vein in its exit from the body, or as being drawn out of

t'iic body through the nostrils. We do not, however, forget

that our theology speaks of a spiritual body, though none

•lares to say exactly what is meant by the expression.

The teaching of Islam is that there are degrees of blessed-

r!0,-^s or wretchedness in the intermediate state, corresponding to

the dco-rees of merit and demerit of those who enter therein. The

hlfsscd enjoy different kinds of entertainment in Paradise,t

and a distinction is made between the favor shown to prophets,

martyrs, and ordinary believers. On the other hand, the sins

.if tlie wicked bite like serpents, scorpions, or dragons, accord-

VA^ to their heinousness.

The reappearance of the dead to the living is a definite

.Moslem belief. The apparition occurs oftenest in slee}>, but

i- not entirely confined to that state.

Th.e Moslem teaching as to the resurrection is suggestive of

the Apocalypse. This article of the faith of Islam is a very

I'l-uniinent one, and is abundantly used, by way o^f moral en-

'•'-'uragement or warning, both in and out of the Koran. The

rx-snrrection angel Israfil is the great throne-bearer, who carries

(iud's throne on the nape of his neck, while his feet rest on the

'OVfuth earth below.:};

In closing, it is to be acknowledged that the materials of

M'.hannnedan teaching on the subjects we have been discussing

^ro largely borrowed from Judaism and Christianity. yThey

h.ive been worked over into new forms and connections, how-

ever, by ^loharnmed and tlie doctors of Islam, until they now

"e.ir an aspect vrhich entirely liarmonizes with the original

'••'•Mients of Moslem theology.
• M-rrick, y. J49. t JhUl., p. \'M ff. t Arnold, Clirtstom. Arabirn, p. 195.

^ojdi Ky^ffM^
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Akt. yl—mysticism in TEXNYSOX.

In his interesting compaiisou of Tennyson and Browning Pro-

fessor Dowden says : "Accordingly, although we Hud the idei\

of God entering largel}'- into the poetry of Mr. Tennyson, there

is little recognition of special contact of the soul with the divine

Being in any supernatural way of quiet or of ecstasy.'' And
then the professor adds :

" This precludes all spiritual rapture,

that glorious folly, that heavenly madness, wherein true wis-

dom is acquired. Wordsworth in some of his solitary trances

of thouglit really entered into the frame of mind which the

mystic knows as union or as ecstasy, when thought expires

into enjoyment. Witli Mr. Tennyson the mystic is alv\-ays

the visionary who suffers from an overexcitable fancy. Tlie

nobler aspects of the mystical religious spirit are unrepre-

sented in his poetry." Undoubtedly Mr. Dowdeu is right in

the main, in his contention that the nobler aspects of the mys-

tical religious spirit arc more noticeable in Wordsworth or

Browning than in Tennyson; but to say that they are not rep-

resented in his poetry is very far from the truth. We shall

see, as we go along, that there are many passages in which

the higher moods of the soul are expressed, and from the

full and accurate memoir by his son we know that religious

ecstasy was a very characteristic mood in Tennyson's life.

In his letters and diary and in the reminiscences of his

fiiends we have many prose commentaries on passages in

his poetry.

Hallam Tennyson himself says of the experience of the

poet in the respect indicated :

Througiiout Lis life he liud a constant feeling cf a spiritual harmony
existing between ourselves and the outward visible universe, and of the

actual immanence of God in the iuGnitesimal atom as the vastest system.

lie would say, "The soul seems to mc one with God; how-, I cannot

tell." Re wrote to a friend at one time: "A kind of waking trance I

have frequently had, quite up from boyhood, when I have been all alone.

This has generally come through repeating my own name two or three

times to myself silently till all at once, as it -were out of the intensity of

the consciousness of individuality, the individuality itself seemed to dis-

solve and f;;de awav into boundless bein-j-; and this, not a confused.
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ft:ito, but the clearest of the clearest, the surest of the surest, the weird-

cvl of the weirdest, utterly beyou.l words, whore death was almost a

liiu"hiiblc impossibility—the loss of persouality, if so it were, seeming

uoTxlinctiou, but the only true life." This might, he said, be the state

v.iiich St. Paul describes, "whether in the body, 1 cauuot tell; or

\vhcthcr out of the body, I caunot tell.". He was ashamed of such a

f I i-blo description, for his experience under such circumstances was alto-

•olhcr iucomuumicable.

In ISCO, while writing " The Holy Grail," he also made to his

i.unily the following significant utterance :

Vcs, it is true that there are moments when the flesh is nothing tome,

v.hcn 'l feel and know the flesh to be the vision, God and the spiritual

-ho only real and true. Depend upon it, the .spiritual is the real; it be-

r.n.^rs to one more than the hand and the foot. You may tell me that

mv hand and my foot are only imaginary symbols of my existence. I

luuld believe you; but you never, never can convince me that the I is

vM nn eternal reality, and that the spiritual is not the true and real part

..i me.

'Jlici^e words he spolce with such passionate cariicstness that a

Nilcmn silence fell on the family as he left the room. In a

letter to Emily Sellwood, who afterward became his wife, he

ulso says

:

To me, often, the far-ofF world seems nearer than the present, for in the

j.rcsont is always something unreal and indistinct; but the other seems a

Ko!.d solid planet, rolling around its green hills and paradises to the

li'innony of more steadfast laws. There steam up from about me mists

' f weakness, or sin, or despondency, and roll between me and the far

I'linets, but it is there still.

As lie grew older Tennyson felt more and more the reality

•n the unseen. Edward Fitzgerald gives this interesting ob-

KTvation:

I remember A. T. admiring the abstracted look of a ]\rurillo Madonna

>.'. Didwich, the eyes of which are on you, but seem " looking at some-

'•''ing beyond, beyond the actual into abstraction." This has been no-

?!• td of some great men; it is the trance of the seer. I do not remember

**^-ing it iii V. T. himself, great as he was from top to toe, and his eyes

'i-.rk. ]>owerful, and severe.

I '.'It Fitzgerald afterward clianged his mind, and wrote: "I

hivr t(.:ep. it in his (A. T.'s). Some American spoke of the

->i!i.j ill ^\'ordsworth." Yes, with Tennyson's deepening Hfe
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came a greater realization of the transcendent moods of tlie

human soul, a greater spiritual power that expressed itself in

the eye and tone of voice, and more elevated poetry. Speah-

\x\v of him two years before his death his son says:

While be talked of the mystery of the universe his face, full of the

stronff hues of thought, avus lighted up, aud his -words glowed as it were

with inspiration. In 188S we are told that during the day he lay on his

sofa, near the south window of his study, and told us that looking out

on the great landscape he had wonderful thoughts about God and the

universe, and felt as if looking into the other world.

All of these passages, and others that might be quoted, shov;

that not always, perha])S, but in his greater moments Tenny-

son did know something of that heavenly madness wherein

true wisdom is acquired. He did not look upon the mystic as

a visionary who suffers from an overexcitable fancy. He was

terribly in earnest about the signilicance of sucli moments in

his life. He said, with something of the same vigor that he used

in s])eaking of immortality: "By God Almighty there is no

delusion in the matter. It is no nebulous ecstasy but a state of

transcendent wonder associated with absolute clearness of

mind."

And yet Tennyson was far from being a spiritualist. "We

luivc an account of a conversation betv/een him and his brother

Frederick, in Avhich he said :

I grant you that spiritualism must not be judged by its quacks; but I

am convinced that God and the ghosts of men would choose something

other than )nere table legs through which to speak to the heart of man.

You tell lue that my duty is to give up everything, in order to propagate

spiritualism. There is really too much flummery mixed up with it, su})-

posing, as I am inclined to believe, there is something in it.

It may be seen from this that Tennyson had little sympathy

with the extreme views of many modern mystics. His mysti-

cism was based upon reality.

Perhaps the best short statement of Tennyson's faith in the

unseen is found in " The Higher ranthcism." He wrote it

lot- the Metaphysical Society of London, and meant it, no

doui^t, as a protest against the nuiterialism and agnosticism of

many of the members of that interesting organization. It is

full of the idealism of Plato and Goethe :
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The sun, the moon, the stars, the seas, the hills, and the plains

—

Are not these, soul, the Tisiou of Ilim who reigns'?

"With this God, of whom we catch but broken gleams, we can

hold personal communion

:

Speak to him, thou, for he hears, and spirit with spirit can meet

—

Closer is he than breathing, and nearer than hands and feet.

These lines might serve as the commentary on tlie ninety-fourth

canto of "In Memoriam," which is an account of the mingling

of Tennyson's soul with the universal soul in a moment of

transcendent ecstasy or rapture. The passage has been very

much misunderstood. In the first edition it read

:

And all at once it seeiu'd at last

His living soul was flash'd on mine.

And mine iu his was wound, and whirl'd

About empyreal heights of thought.

Unquestionably the logic of the preceding cantos was in favor

of this reading, but in a later edition Tennyson changed it

so that it has a much wider application. It comes as the

climax of a long line of thought and feeling. After he lias

considered the questions of innnortality and fame and lias

longed, as few men have longed, for the spirit of Ilallam, one

summer night as he reads the letters of his dead friend lie is

lifted up into the spiritual world. All that has gone before

lias prepared him for the realization in a supreme degree of

the spirit of God in his soul

:

And all at once it seem'd at last

The living soul was flash'd on mine,

And mine iu this was wound, and whirl'd

About empyreal heights of thought.

And came on that which is, and caught

The deep pulsations of the world,

jEonian music measuring out The steps of time.

Yague words ! but ah, how hard to frame

In matter-molded forms of speech.

Or ev'n for intellect to reach

Thro' naemory that which I became.

lu " The Two Yoices " -sve have many suggestions of

Wordswortlvs "Intimations of Immortality." The argument
for a preexistence is tentatively advanced ; at least the man
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uses it as an answer to tlie first voice, which says tliat to begin

implies an ending. In certain great moments of life there are

impressions that seem to carry us back, as in a trance, to that

imperial palace whence we came before God shut the doorway

of tlie head. One docs feel, now and then, emotions that

connect him with a world other than this. Such moments

correspond to the calm weather of "Wordsworth :

Some vague emotion of delight

In gn/.ing up au Alpiuc height,

Some ycaruing toward the lamps of night

;

Moreover, something is or seems,

That touches me with mystic gleams,

Like glimpses of forgotten dreams

—

Of something felt, like something here;

Of something done, I know not wliere

;

Such as no language may declare.

Another poem in which the rapture of the human soul is

finely expressed is " The Ancient Sage." That the expe-

rience described in it is not altogether dramatic is proved by

the words of Tyndall. One niglit Tyndall, Jowett, and Ten-

nyson were talking together. Says Tyndall

:

Tennyson described to me a state of consciousness into which he conld

throw himself by thinking intensely of his own name. It was an ap-

parent isolation of the spirit from the body. "Wishing doubtless to

impress upon me the reality of the ^jhcnomena, he exclaimed that it

•was a state of transcendent wonder. This trance, he claimed, was a

union with God such as that described by Plotinus and Porphyry, and

is the best argument against materialism and in favor of personal

immortality.

A few months after this conversation Tyndall saw that he had

given expression to the same idea in " The Ancient Sage.'' In

the poem an old sage, a thousand summers before the time of

Christ, is talking with a reckless, doubting, skeptical young

man who has in his hands a poem expressing the vanity of

life and the darkness of tiie world. Against the words of the

poem the ancient seer pleads for the jS^ameles.^, notwithstand-

ing the fact that his existence caimot be proved; he believes

also in the final triumph of the good, and that the doors of

night are the gates of light

:
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And more, my son ! for more than once when I

Sat all alone, revolving in myself

The word that is the symbol of myself,

The mortal limit of the Self was loosed,

And passed into the Nameless, as a cloud

Melts into heaven. 1 touch'd my limbs, the limbs

\Vere strange, not mine—and yet no shade of doubt.

But utter clearness, and thro' loss of self

The gain of such large life as match'd with ours

Were sun to spark—unshadowable in words,

Tiiemselves but shadows of a shadow world.

JIc closes his rapturous address to the 3'oiing man, who can no

loni^'cr reply to liiin, with words that are a suggestion of the

Traiisfigni'ation on Mount Ilcrrnon :

But curb the beast would cast thee in the mire,

And leave the hot swamp of voluptuousness,

A cloud between the Nameless and thyself.

And lay thine uphill shoulder to the wheel.

And climb the Mount of Blessing, whence, if thou

Look higher, then—perchance—thou mayest—beyond

A hundred ever-rising mountain lines.

And past the lange of night and shadow—see

The high-heaven dawn of more than mortal day

Strike on the Mount of Vision 1

Is this vague mysticism, we ask ; and we answer again, W"ith

r:n'at emphasis, Xo. It is the genuine mysticism, of Words-
worth and Browning. Tennyson has given us in his poetry

ii!;my expressions of a false mysticism. He understood, as

f-nv men have, the evil that may come from false ideas of

n-ligion, and lias entered his protest in memorable words
apiinst a hollow idealism.

The poem " Saint Simeon Stylites " must occur to anyone
lu thinking on this subject. If one has always thought of

'i cnuyson as a dilettante poet—faultily faultless, icily regular

—

lie surely has not read this vigorous and healthy poem. AYe see

•^t. Simeon on Jiis pillar of stone, from scalp to sole one crust of

^uu and hear him ''battering the gates of heaven with storms

"' ]>raver," long as he yearns for the white robes and the

I'^dnis that will atone for all of this self-mortification and
^'''-turc. Even now, at times, he sees an angel standing
•'Vak'b.ing

; his one great object is to subdue his llesh that he
''iay be inore alone witli God :
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Is that the angel there

That holds a crowu ? Come, blessed brother, come

!

I know thy glittering face. I waited long.

This is liis beatific vision—a vision of God tliat comes froni

denying tin's world and living on in the other—and we say

M-ith the poet that it is a hollow mockery.

The noble phases of the medieval i*eligion are presented in

"Saint Agnes' Eve" and "Sir Galahad." Beautifnl and

romantic as these poems are, however, they suggest by way of

contrast the healthier and saner religion of the poet and seer

of the nineteenth century. Fi'oni the casement of the mon-

astery, in the first poem, the nun, looking out on the beauti-

ful snow that envelops the earth, and at the stars that shed a

mild beneficent light over all the winter scene, gets a virion

of the Bridegroom, In '* Sir Galahad" the vision of the Holy

Grail afterward so finely developed in one of the idyls is

suggested. All his heart is drawn above. Mightier trans-

ports than love move and thrill him. When at last he

catches the vision of the Holy Grail he exclaims

:

My spirit beats her mortal bars.

Ah, blessed vision ! blood of (ioJ !

We are unavoidably reminded of the legend of the Holy
Grail as interpreted by Tennyson. It is the idyl that is

oftenest neglected and misunderstood, and yet it is in many
senses the most significant of all ; although it may lack the

moving pathos of "Guinevere" or the solemn majesty of

" Morte d'Arthur " and the beautiful narrative stylo of

" Lancelot and Elaine," it is tlie idyl in which Tennyson has

treated the religious problem of his age vvith greatest power.

He himself regarded it as his highest utterance on life. It was

the hardest one for him to write, but M'hen it did come to

him it came like the inspiration of a .prophet. "We doubt not

that his diflii'ulty in writing it was due to the greatness of tiie

theme which he presents.

There are visions and visions in this idyl—trances, ecstasies,

raptures. It is therefore an especially good illustration of the

study we have been making. Xot St. Francis of Assisi nor

Abelard nor St. Augustine ever had more glorious visions of

the blessed life or the city of God than Galahad and Pen-i-
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valo and tlie holy nun. Other parts of the idyl do not so

iii< 'roughly reproduce the niedifeval atmosphere out of which

i!i'>o legends came; but the religious fervor of the Middle

Al'Cs, that long-told story of the Holy Grail, is finely portrayed

;:) this poem. It is not necessary to rehearse the story of the

Ifulv Grail, but we shall only use so much of it as is needed

!',.r the understanding of the point at issue. The maid sister of

JVrcivalc, disappointed in los'e, turned her attention only to

h^'ly things. "While passion was raging in Arthur's court

—

the terrible passion of unholy love—she held herself aloof

ivom it all, and gave herself to fasting and alms. Her teacher

had inspired her with zeal for a vision of the Holy Grail, and

at last she catches a glimpse of it. Her eyes, beautiful in the

liudit of holiness, shine with a glory never before known ; she

tfiis her brother of the sound as of a silver horn from over the

iiills. Ko music of earth was ever like it

:

And dowu the long beam stole the Iloly Grail,

Rose-red with beatings in it, as if alive,

Till all the \vhite walls of my cell were dyed

With rosy colors leaping ou the wall.

CJalahad's eyes became like her own, when he heard of the

vision—Galahad, the beautiful youth begotten by enchant-

:i;ent. He is sent forth by the maiden :

Go forth, for thou shall see what I have seen,

And break thro' all, till one will cro^mi thee king

Far in the spiritual city.

V» hen on a summer night the Holy Grail, clad in a luminous
t loud, appeared to them all in a banquet hall, all the knights

^\'<!ro to follow it. In the tournament on the next day Gala-

h.nJ aud Pcrcivale were successful because strength was with

5-';e;n from the vision. The story is along one of the disap-

l^'nitrnents of the various knights—their fruitless search for

';e vision, which appeared to them in so many different M-ays

^•>d at last brought gloom to tlieir lives. The height of

iii(.(lian-al ecstasy is in Sir Galahad's vision as he passes away
••i^>' the spiritual city, the vei'itable city of God that St.

^ii.^ustine saw with his enraptui-ed eye or that St. John be-

.K-ld from Patmos. The vision had never failed from his

"^r'it, moving with him night and day. Through the night it
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Lad been a veritable pillar of fire, an<l at last in a vision ol

lr> ea.U lum to the tbrone of God From the swa.np

td dark plaees of earth Percivale sees h„n pass.ng to the

"spitimal eity, with all her spires and gateways >n a glory Uke

one pearl.

And from the star there shot

A rose-red sparkle to the city, and there

Dwelt, and 1 knou- it was the Holy Grail,

Which never eyes on earth again shall sec.

Tin. i. the ecstasy, tlie inysticism on ^^-lncll scieiice aiid

^^er all n 1 ave .nlde thei; attack, and, noble as .t .s m Sir

C d .nd in Percivale'B sister-nobler far than the corrup-

^ons of social life .dueh prevailed in King Arthur's eourt-i

hTtoo little of the reality of life to be of any pern.anent

value to the human race. ,

But in striking contrast with these knights ^vho pursued

the Holv Grail is King Arthur himself ..th his purpose co

buik np a kingdom. He, too, had had a vision, but rt .as a

vision make the v.orld other, and to bmld up the realm o

C ni.t It is this purpose that binds him to the he about

h Ld causes him to see at once the folly o his ki^h^

^vhen he learns of their vows. He reahzes that for Galalm^l

;::: may be such a vision. He will thus fulfill his nature,

but the others will follow -wandering fires, lost m the qung-

,.ire." Men are they, and men's work they ought to do, w.h

strength and will to right the wrongs of earth. What mfimte

pathos is in the king's words as he bids them farewell. His

prophecv is fulfilled, as we have already seen, but what has

been hi^ work? He has tried with his lew knights left to go

on in his efforts to oroanizc a kingdom, and help the suffering

world He is one of Carlyle's workmen, but is he no more

.

Is he the practical man of whom we hear so much m the^e

days ; has he no vision and faculty divine ? Ambrostus )S t.>e

purely practical' man the other extreme from the erring

kni-d'ts He loves the world about him. How close he isto

nKiilK-r earth and its frail humanity ! He likes to mingle with

the folks in the little village, and knows every lio"est face ot

theirs and every homely secret in their heart. He delight,

himself with ali their suff'crings and joys.
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He lives

Like an old badyor in his earth,

With eaith about him e\eryvvheie.

Now Arthur lives in a larger Avorld than this. To the

j.nictical love of hunianit}' that chai-acterizes Ambrosius he

;Mi(ls something of the mystical sense of Galahad, and the two

arc blended in an all but perfect manhood. He has lived a

t:rc:it hfe; he has had deep feeling, high thought, divine pur-

jH)>es, and visions come to him. He has his moments of

rapture and ecstasy when he is crowned in the spiritual city,

a!id earth must fade, for heaven was there. It is all summed
lij) in the concluding paragraph, words that need only to be

read in the light of what has been said to be instantly undcr-

.•rtood.

And many a time tliey come,

Until this earth be walks ou seems not earth,

This light that strikes his eyeball is not light,

This air that smites his forehead is not air

But vision—^yea, his very hand and foot

—

lu moments when he feels be cannot die,

And knows himself no vision to himself,

Nor the high God a vision, nor that One

"Who rose again.

llicse words were in Tennyson's mind the summing up of

111! of Arthur's life, and his own. " 'The Holy Grail ' is one of

t'.iC most imaginative in \x\.^ poems," he once said ;
" I have

txpret-sed there my strong feeling as to the reality of the un-

i-ccn. The end, when the king speaks of his work and of his

virions, is intended to be the summing up of all in the highest

J^ote by the highest of human men. They are the central lines

vf the idyls."

(^^ /^
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AuT. VII.—CHRISTIANITY NOT AN EVOLUTION.

With curiosity, as well as serious concern, the observer will

notice the growing tendency of Christianity to do obeisance to

science, and of theologians to cater to the spirit of worldly^ wis-

dom. Kot the least of these tendencies is seen in the disposi-

tion to yield too much to science in accepting tlio theory of

evolution as a settled fact ; whereas, it is at best only a theory,

and a theory on which even scientists themselves are by no

means agreed, cither as to the facts proved or the evolving

principles and agents employed. It is not, liowever, the pur-

pose of the' present paper to deal with the claims of science

that it has proved the theory of scientitic evolution, but rather

to point out the palpable error of many prominent theologians

in applying the tei'in "evolution" to Christianity, and in

Fpcaking as tliough it were a settled fact that it is an evolution.

It is not necessary to mention any names in particular, as onr

various periodicals abound with instances of this mistake on

the part of theological writers. In fact, it seems to be almost

a "fad" to speak of Christianity in this way, and even our

college professors are falling into the same error—if it be an

error, as we shall endeavor to show in this paper.

It does not seem clear to muny writers that this habit of so

speaking of Christianity is practically robbing it of its divine

and supernatural origin and relegating it to the realm of

rationalism. Of course, this is farthest from the thought of

most of those who speak in this way ; but tlie logical effect on

the mind of the rationalistic thinker may be quite different

from that which the careless theologiaTi intends to produce.

We verily believe that this liabit of sjieech is fostering the

spirit of rationalism that has been so noticeable in these latter

times. Is it not true that the Christian Clmrch has been lean-

ing too much toward the premature conclusions of speculative

science ? Is not this very way of speaking of Christianity an

indication that there is such a tendency ? If so, then we ought
to carefully examine the ground of our statements, aiuilyzc

the terms we use, and guard our language in dealing with the

theological side of groat questions.
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In con?idering the inquiry as to M-liethcr Cliristiaiiity is an

evuhilioii; it is necessary that we should ask wiiat Christianity

is. The term, as commonly employed, is somewhat indefinite

in its meaning. Addressing ourselves for a moment to tlie

question, we notice that it is not a mineral, vegetable, or

animal product, and cannot have "evolved," on any scientific

busis, out of either of these kingdoms. Bat, if it doe? not be-

long to either of these kingdoms, and cannot be treated by the

laws governing them, then what is it ? Positively, we may an-

t;\ver this question in the following ways :

1. It is a system of truth, including the nature, character,

iiiid mission of Christ, the eternal Logos, who is represented as

Cod manifested in the llesh, in whom dwelt "all the fullness

of the Godhead bodily." As such, Christianity may be said to

be a revelation.

2. It is a scheme of atonement for sin, provided by the

• iivine Father for tlie redemption of mankind, and, as such, it

is salvation.

3. It is a system of ethical principles and precepts for the

t^'indance of hunian conduct, embodied in the life and char-

.-iclcr of its Founder and set forth as an inspirational ideal, for

the Christian.

•1. It is, when personally embraced, an inward ex}>erience

!<''r the individual of a renewal of spirit as to motive and prae-

lice, with the consequent effects on the moral sensibilities and
^'motions. It is, therefore, regeneration.

'^. It is, again, in its operative energy, a moral force. Ap-
l".':i!ing to the moral sense it awakens conscience, and thus

.'Ccoines a governing factor in human conduct by introducing

powerful motives to right action. "The kingdom of God is

'!i ]>ower." Hence, Christianity is power.

rroni these considerations it will appear that we are not to

I'-'o the term " Christianity '' as implying something that has
'•volved out of nature, or as a material and tangible thing srov-

< rned b}' material laws. Bnt, in whatever phase we regard it,

-0 should consider the question of its origin. Is it something
'•^rn or made? Did it evolve, or was it a new creation?

' :w it a new variety—the outgrowth of some kind of hybrid-
Mn— or the result of a change of environment? Or was it an
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" orio-inal type?" The fact that as a system it is a part of an

evolving or progressive plan does not place it in the field of

scientific evolution, whose laws are "natural selection-' and

chano-e of environment. A little reflection will, therefore, we

think, convince any competent thinker that, on the accej)ted

theory of its divine origin in the advent of the eternal Logos,

or Word "made flesh," Christianity was not "an evolution,"

but a new creation.

It was original in all its essentials. While other systems

foreshadowed it and prepared the way for it, none of them

grasped its true significance or its central thought, salvation by

faith in the righteousness of another, and that other a divine

Redeemer. This idea was proclaimed by the eternal Word,

who was, according to Scripture, God " manifest in tlic flesh."

Previous systems had built a structure under the direction of

a master Architect, but for what, they knew not. Like Solo-

mon's temple that went up without the sound of tool or

hammer—not a work of chance, but the i-ealization of a skill-

fully prepared plan—these old systems were blindly working

out a carefully devised scheme in which Christianity was

emphatically the stone which the "builders rejected." But,

as in Solomon's temple, the whole structure was prepared from

the beginning. The stone which the builders rejected did not

find its place at last by " evolution." It was specially prepared

for the place long before it reached it. The old systems were

practically dead when Christianity came into existence. There

was no shading of species into this new system; its appear-

ance was sudden and phenomenal. As Athena sprang

full-grown from the head of Zeus, so Christianity sprang sud-

denly into being, full-fledged and full-armed. It was like a

blazing comet, shot suddenly from the darkness of chaos into

the glory of the Pentecostal morning. To apply the princi-

ples of scientific evolution to the advent of Christianity is

stupendous folly.

It may be argued at this point that, inasmuch as the pre-

ceding systems foreshadowed it, Christianity is therefore

evolved from them. But a model docs not evolve a ship or

a machine ; neither does a type evolve the antitype in reli-

gion, but rather the antitype gives rise to the type. As the
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tliip itself is planned in the mind of tlic architect before the
model or type can be made, so the Christian system was planned
before the model or type could exist. To argue that the
divine plan was gradually evolved by selection or environ^
meut because it was foreshadowed in previous systems is fal-

lacioas; the types aud shadows of the Mosaic dispensation, in
particular, did not evolve, but were given like the antitype' by
direct and special divine revelation.

And just here we may remark that one of the most stupen-
dous blunders of modern scientists has been the confoundino-
of development with evolution. Both materialistic and
(heistic advocates of evolution have been guilty of the same
error. Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, Eomanes, Drummoud, and
Kidd have all fallen into the same snare. We cannot discuss
this point at length, but it seems necessary to call attention to
the confusio)! of these two distinct phases of progress which
lias been made. When Drummond, Kidd, and others point to
the case of the Sandwich Islanders or the aborigines of Aus-
triilia in their progress fi-om barbarism to civilization as an
illustration of the evolution of civilized man out of a primeval
-tyage they egregiously blunder in their failure to distinguish
between development and evolution. These cases were not
cases of evolution at all, but of simple development, and there-
fore prove nothing for scientific evolution. What, then, is the
inference between the two? While in many instances the
l^rins are synonymous and may be used interchangeably, yet
i:< the strictly scientific sense they cannot be so used without
Jra.hng to confusion. The term " evolution " in its scientific
•^<-i!se nnplies the process by which structural changes are pro-
'i'lced in the organisms of plants and animals, through a long
f^'ifcession of generations and series of changes in environment

;

'^•^"<* those morphological changes mark the varieties of species
'•'Ht are thus produced from a single original type. :N'ow this
t-H-ory of evolution, if correct, calls for certain indispensable

|;'
'"cnts in order to its success. It must have not only a

« M;!-i„g environment and principle of selection, producing or
•'^•' ''>,!? to adaptation of organism to environment, but it must
'•

'-" have an indefinite period of time, and a long series of
"'"^<Jons in order to bring about these changes whicli
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odI}' cotne slowly and graiJuallv. Evolution knows no short

"cuts " across lots," no sudden leaps over cliasins. All who

come along lier waj' uuist come by the beaten path and follow

her ancient trails.

Let us examine for a moment the cases so often referred to

by evolutionists in support of their theories and see wherein

they have erred. As an illustration, the aborigines of Austra-

lia are often cited to show that man could have evolved from

a savage to a highly civilized and intelligent being. But, in

trying to prove their position on presumptive evidence, the

evolutionists have proved too much. They have sliown that

the children of these lowest known specimens of savagery,

when taken out of the environment in which they were born

and placed in the schools of the Anglo-Saxon beside the chil-

dren of the most advanced race on the face of the earth, will

not onl}- hold their own in learning, but will often surpass

their white cousins. And, further, in the case of the Sand-

wich Islanders, it is shown that they have in the present cen-

tury advanced from the lowest condition of cannibalism to

that of an intelligent and civilized, yea eveii Christian, people.

But, the question is whether either of these cases proves any-

thing whatever for the theory of scientific evolution. Each

rather proves that scientists are often short-sighted and con-

fuse themselves and others by confounding the meaning of

terms which they employ in teaching their theories. Xeither

of the eases was a case of evolution in the scientific sense, but

simply an instance of development. Scientific evolution im-

plies a long succession of generations for the succession of

changes by which a species passes from the lower and simpler

to the higher and complex forms. Even the most sanguine

evolutionists will not claim that these higher forms, either of

organic structure or brain power, are evolved from the lower

forms in a single generation. To admit this would be to yield

the M-hole argument for evolution, for to practically grant the

sudden advent of new species would be a virtual acknowlcdg-

nient of creative power acting directly in producing new or-

ganisms. The question next arises, then, whether the savage

in cither of the above cases evolved any new faculties or or-

gani'^ms as he advanced in a single generation from barbarism
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\o civilization. Tlie answer is apparent—no new organism or

faculty was evolved in either case. Every faculty and power

tliiit the individual possesses as a civilized man he possessed

;i? a savage, only in a latent or inactive form. We presume

ihc ardent advocates of evolution will not claim otherwise.

What, then, is the logical and inevitable conclusion rega)'ding

liiese cases? Simply that there v/as then no evolution here,

uther than that which takes place in the life of every individ-

li.d organism, which v.'e call growth or development and which

ir thj product of education.

So much, then, for the mistakes of evolutionists. And it

serves to illustrate how theologians are making the same mis-

take wheii speaking of Christianity as an "evolution." It did

not evolve; when "the AVord a\ as made flesh, and dwelt

mnoiig us," by that divine manifestation Christianity was

f-tartcd, a new type, original and divine. As a system it standg

«>ut unique and distinct froin all other systems

:

1. It is so in its origin, as we liave previously remarked. It

was not a hybrid, begotten of Judaism and Greek pliilosopliy,

but so distinct from either as to be repudiated by both as the

"]>ponent of each. It was " unto the Jews a stumbling-block,

;'.!id unto the Greeks foolishness." It is distinctively Melchis-

id»'kian in type, having no natural ancestor or descendant. It

lorcver stands out as God's special message by a special man,

iiiiiiself unlike all others in his birth and mission. "We
jMcjicli Christ . . . the power of God, and the wisdom of God,"
aiil the great apostle of the Gentiles. Christianity is Clirist

;

Christ was not evolved, but sent. Evolution properly applies

to that which has an ancestry and may have a progeny. Only
i'l this line of succession can the principle of " selection

"

'"' i>)k, if it works at all. Christianity started an original type,

!i':d was either the result of supernatural interposition or it is

''"thing. It was a torchlio-ht swuno; out of the windows of

•Haven, glimmering through the darkness, "' and the darkness

'"Mipiehended it not." Neither Judaism nor Greek philosophy

recognized any resemblance or relationship in it. Both alike

''•-l>iscd and rejected it.

-'• It is peculiar in the purpose sought, the restoration of
i-i.jii to the favor of God throu*;,'!! and by reircneration, a new
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life principle within. And tliis new life is not evolved out of

anything- that has gone before, but comes to each individual

directly from the divine Father. " Except a man be born from

above, he cannot see tlic kingdom of God." It is not bequeathed

by heredity, but must come to each individual severally,

and is the result of a voluntary and personal seeking. It is

" Christ in you the hope of glory ; " and Christ comes to the

individual heart only by individual request. Christianity, then,

is never transmitted from one generation to another. It has

no existence anywhere else in the world than in individual

liearts. " The kingdom of God is within yon." There can

be no evolution, therefore, for that which is neither hereditary

nor transmissible, but which is only received by each indi-

vidual and that by choice. Herein Christianity stands alone.

Other systems have sought chiefly to save men through exter-

nal means, or through organization. Christianity alone seeks

and claims to save men by individual and spiritual regenera-

tion. Individual salvation through repentance, faith, and re-

gCTieration—which salvation is applied Christianity—is from
the very nature of things repugnant to any theory of salvation

by evolution.

8. Christianity is distinct, in that it is the result of a superior

and supernatural power acting upon the individual heart in

generating this new life within. As the Christ-man was
unique in his birth and character, so his Church had its birth

in the supernatural bestowment of its chief operating force.

The Pentecostal effusion was not an infusion of transmissible

fluid that may be passed from one person to another, as Mor-
monism teaches, but was an indivitlurd endowment of non-

transmittible force. This force is the indwelling presence of

the II0I3' Spirit, and is not an inherited qualitj', but a special

bestowment of the divine Father. The governing principle

of the Ciiristian life is "The love of God . . . shed abroad in

our hearts by the Holy Ghost which is given unto us." It is

not evolved, but "given," How, then, can any thoughtful

student of theology and science mistake Christianity for an

evolution, when its supernatural power is neither evolved nor

transmitted, but is a special gift to the individual soul, and that

only on certain stipulated and voluntary conditions? To talk of
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it as "an evolution" is the greatest shortsightedness and care-

lessness, or else it is ignorance of the fundamental principles on

^vhich the theory of evolution is built. Its reception is in op-

position to all the essential elements of scientific evolution.

4. Christianity is also unique in its methods of operation

and o-rowth. That growth is not involuntary, but voluntary.

Evolution is, on the contrary, involuntary and unconscious in

its methods autl progress. Species progress from the lower to

liio-her forms without any concern on their own part, and are

even unconscious of any change in progress or in contempla-

tion. According to scientific evolution they are continually

progressing, from generation to generation, toward a higher

type of organism without even knowing there is any such

tiling going on in their organisms. They are constantly ad-

justing themselves to new conditions without scarcely know-

ing that they have changed conditions. All animal and

vegetable growth is carried on in substantially the same way,

Keither a man nor a tree grows by trying to grow, as Pro-

fessor Drummond has pointed out; they simply grow by con-

tinuing in the position in which nature has put them, and

neither will nor consciousness has anything to do witli it.

But with Christianity the case is different. Its growth, nay

its very existence in the human heart, depends upon tliese two

qualities, consciousness and volition. These are always the

two conditions of its benefits with responsible beings.

Where, then, is the evolution in Christianity ? It will not

do to say that it is in the fact that Christianity is the grand

climax in the plan of the infinite Creator and Father; for this

grand climax was not "evolved," but was the direct and special

work of that infinite Father.
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Art. YIIL—the UNITY OF HISTORY AND RELIGION
IN CHRISTIANITY.

The relation of liistory to religion has not the interest for

speculative reason which it Ijad in tlie preceding century

;

nevertheless, it is ever a vital question. Whether religion

can be conceived of as historical is a question which is no

longer current. But, in the present state of the philosophy of

religion, a new form of this same question is in vogue—How
may religion be historical? At once the purely speculative

and polemical form of the question gives place to a view

which is vital and constructive. Now the proper method of

discussing such a theme is twofold ; the general relation of

history and religion must be established before there can be

deduced the peculiar unity of the two in Christianity.

Twofold as is the nature of the above theme, the method

of procedure is not in each case the same. The relation of

history and religion is first to be determined in a general and

speculative manner. Only when such has been done may
tliis relation be applied to a given historical religion. "When

the general validity of tliis relation has been pointed out, then

the peculiar value of the same for Christianity may be indi-

cated. Development, as a concept, must be made consistent

with religion in general before there can be investigated the

position of Christianity in universal histoiy.

That religion is historical is by no means self-evident; nor

has such a view been developed without a struggle. The
light in which we rejoice to-day once shone in a darkness

which comprehended it not. In present-day thought nothing

is more apparent than that we are awake to the advantages of

history ; for among the ideals which the passing century has

developed none are more vivid than those of development and

process. Hereby is the truth of everything tested, so that

reality might be looked upon as that which is capable of

development. Both nature and mind reveal this tendency.

What has been the influence of Hegel and Darwin in modern

thought? A speculative system of becoming and a natural-

istic scheme of evolution have dominated the reflections of the
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nineteenth century. Thus lias the universe of thought and

thinj^s been set in motion e jmr si muove. But a mention of

tln'se names and these tendencies serves to )'emiiid us of wliat

is universally felt.

The spirit of the enlightenment vras precisely an opposite

(if historicity. Then all was static and eternal, and no greater

.'.ihnnny could be brought against an element than to regard

it as capable of change. History' gave way to nature. That

by M-hich this latter conception was developed was reason,

.iccordiug to whose principles history was tried and found

wanting. jS^ature, not in the current sense of an empirical

toiiicwhat, but as rationalistic and dogmatic a principle as

scholasticism ever saw, was the source and method, the cri-

terion and goal of all. In its application this principle Vv'as

hitli practical and speculative. jSTo more signihcant expound-

ers of this tendency are to be found than Grotius and Spinoza,

the one inclining toward etliics, the other toward metaphysics.

Ihit, in either case, the historical concept was crowded out by

the so-called "natural." Grotius proceeded from the princi-

]'le of natural rights, j??/,§ rtaturale ; Spinoza, from that of

naiura naturans. As a result the temporal and contingent

^vcre unfavorably compared with the eternal and the neces-

sary. How pale did history then appear, when all was re-

^'arded in the light of eternity

—

suh sj)eeie actcnii. The mag-

nificent conception of nature became the be-all and end-all

of early modern thought.

Xatural religion arose under such auspices, and did not fail

U\ become the most typical and exemplary result of such a

rationalistic method. Historical religion was at once set at

naught; if Christianity had any kernel of truth, it was simply

because the former was " as old as the creation." Such was the

influence of the method su^j sjyecie aeterni. It is not difficult

to see how historical (medieval) Christianity might be set at

iiaught. The practical principle of natural rights was elabo-

rated in direct opposition to that of authority ; the speculative

J^iinciple of reason, in deliance of tradition. It was with the

clashing of such contradictory opinions that the early periods

"f modern thought resounded—y?/-.? versus autoritas, ratio

^'cr.-us tradifio. Thus it came about that the facts of positive
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religion M'ere dismipsed, just as the idea of development was

despised. Ivejoicing in its emancipation and heedless of his-

tory, modern thought did not hesitate to undertake the some-

what arduous task of constructing religion anew. The result

M-as natural religion. If it distrusted the positive and contin-

gent, the enlightenment reassured itself by affirming its faith

in nature and reason. For how could the temporal contain

the eternal, or contingent facts become necessarily true ?

Whatever be the method of history or the principle of his-

torical division in general, the passage from the enlighten-

ment to the present century was no smooth evolution, but was

characterized by opposition and negation. This was brought

about by skepticism. Doubt was entertained as to the power

of reason, as well as of the appropriateness of the idea of

nature. Hume and Lessing are representative of this reversal.

The latter did not succeed so completely as did Hume in dis-

entangling himself from the artificial enlightenment; never-

theless, in showing the possibilities of a particular form of

religion—Judaism-Christianity—as an educator of humanity

he performed a service Avhieh was wanting in Hume.

The destruction of natural religion and the corresponding

rehabilitation of historical religion were brought about by

Hume, whose whole philosophy centers round the idea of the

positive-historical. Hume's speculative thought turns away

from a j)7'iori reason and logical necessity to the principles of

experience. Causation, the very heart of scientific thought,

becomes a merely customary connection of ideas. " Custom,

then, is the great guide of human life." In ethics the iso-

lated principle of custom becomes more complete and sys-

tematic in the form of conduct. Outwardly viewed, ethics

{ethika) is but the science of custom. Thus did a formal

principle receive life. But in religion, which Hume treated

historically, the principle of custom became universalized.

Custom became the guide of historical life, and here it re-

ceived its most characteristic treatment. For, it is by virtue

of historical process that custom is developed. "When history

has done its M'ork, then logic and ethics may be elaborated.

History thus became the ultimate test of all reality. }kason

gave way to custom ; nature, to history.
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Historicity, according to Huuie, was the test of reality.

AVliy was natural religion rejected ? Because it was illogical ?

Ko; because it was nouhistorical. Natural religion has no

history ; hence it is false. Examine the history of humanity.

A\'e iind that the farther back we go toward man's natural

state, the farther removed he is from anything like natural

religion. Kot reason, but superstition characterizes early re-

ligion. IN^atural religion has no place in history ; hence it can

have no place in reason ; it is, accordingly, a fiction of the im-

agination. History was doubly vindicated ; it was delivered

from rationalism and triumphed over the fictitious " nature."

The test to which history has been submitted was calculated

to prove its validity and to bring out its inner nature. Cer-

tainly a most serious view of the development of humanity

must be entertained when we observe how history has weath-

ered the "storm and stress" of rationalism, just as there must

be felt our apjjrcciation of that which has been produced, as it

were, through " blood and iron."

Emancipated as history has been by skepticism and positiv-

ism, it should be thankful for its escape, yet not content to

remain passive in the hands of its deliverers. It is for deliv-

erance from its friends that it should pray ; its enemies have

disappeared. The now-esteemed method of history may be mis-

a])plicd. A skeptical positivism may have been of real service

in revealing the falsity of rationalism, but the former is by no

nieans the complete form of the philosophy of religion. Thus
it comes about that current religious thought is not wholly

free from certain dangers inherent in its very method, the his-

torical one. At tlie same time the expeiience of the enlight-

enment should show that the relation of history to religion is

I'v no means an obvious one, so that the unity of the two is

not without difficulty. The historical character of religion

nujst be evinced by a deduction from its very nature.

The recoil from an antihistorical rationalism assumes to-day

the fonn of positivism. History is contained in the form of

this latter; its inner nature is supposed to be expressed in

terms of actuality, or phenomenalism, as well as in the princi-

ple of development. Manifesting itself in various philosoph-
ical sciences, such a twofold tendency is not absent from
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relio-ion, M'herc it appe^irs in the new science of comparative

reli-ion, as well as in a revived evangelical theology. In the

one^there may be observed, in general, the tendency to center

nil taith in the idea of evolution ; and in the other tlie prmciple

of the positive seems to be dominant. Now, to regard rehgion

from the general standpoint of evolution is bound to be as ab-

stract and\'alueless as Avas the practice of rationalism. If the

enlio-htenment reposed its faith in an abstract natural religion

developed by reason, current thought tends to look upon the

o-eneral evolution of religion as the essential and valuab e.

But, for living religion the abstract natural religion aiid the

emp'irical evolution of nature-religion arc equally alien. - His-

tory thus interpreted cannot serve the needs of rebgion. An

abstract evolution of religion is as impotent as an eternal re-

ligion of nature. When history is regarded as mere develop-

ment, such must ever be the result.

In the same way the relation of history to religion cannot

be indicated by laying emphasis upon mere matters of histor-

ical fact Advanced evangelical theology is here not withom

difficultv. Not only does it fail to evince the historical charac-

ter of relio-ion, but it likewise fails to justify its habit of iindmg

all that is'of religious value within the limits of the Christian

religion. Such has been the case with the Ritschlian the-

olo<^v ; it has not failed to ask the question as to liow history

rcktes itself to religion, but it has never given a just answer

to the same. With llarnack and Hermann this is strikingly

true. In his pamphlet, Christianity and History, Harnack

finds the value of history for religion to consist in the fact

that the former contains an account of the life and influ-

ence of a transcendent personality. Hermann is still more

pronounced in what may only be regarded as a refined form ol

positivism. Faith does not repose in a necessary and eternal

truth ; that would be mysticism. But rather is faith a fact,

nothing more. The inner nature of that faith consists in the

persuasion that human destiny is not natural but supernatural.

As the ground of such belief we have the phenomenon of Jesus

Christ.^ Thus it comes about that the theological tendency

»Coi!>r. Df ht oaussaye,Z>R-T'e/-i/<V;c/ifn(fr Rdioion.-forschung unO der rdlgiocsc

Glaithc a>'.<S).
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..resents in cnrrent religious tliought the counterpart of the

!c!.einc of evolutional religion. Together they succeed in cx-

,Ui„.r an abstract process, as well as isolated facts. Now this

\, ncJ liistorj, nor does such a method conserve the interests

of religion.
_

AVithout abandoning the historical position, and at the same

time, avoiding the error of the enlightenment, present-day re-

iloious thoug4it must adjust the question in a different way.

Neither rationahsm nor positivism will suffice ;
the one defeats

iVi.tory, the other betrays it. No little light may be thrown

upon the question by admitting the difficulty of historical reli-

-iun; we cannot regard it as of passing interestor as being purely

fortuitous. EeligTon should in some way represent God
;
and

l.ovv may this be done if tlie former be temporal and circum-

f taiitial ? The historical moment as a whole seems inadequate

to reflect the Eternal ; much less may a definite and limited

j.crlod contain the Absolute. Such objections as these are

{..oposed by religion, and history must dispose of them. In

fudi a condition as this gain may result by regarding history

!i..t so much as a problem to be solved, but rather as a means

of answering another question, that of religion. In all the

«!i.cussion of the question religion has been looked upon as a

c.inplete concept capable of determining the conditions of its

hi.^loricity. But, when it is seen that religion is itself a prob-

lem, history may tlien find its place as an accompanying pnn-

oiple. Tlie difficulty which religion encounters in realizing

itM-lf is obviated by the historical method. History then

.-.-.-nines the form of an assistant, and not that of a burden.

Kf-ligion can exist and act only as it is historical; in its inner

luture it presents problems which history alone can solve.

What, then, is religion? The enlightenment asked this

<iuostion, but its answer was inadequate. It is not suificicnt

to refer what is real and vital to abstract reason and a purely

negative conception of eternity. To define religion in so

inany words is a method fraught with little gain; nor may we

here discuss the question at any great length. For the pur-

P<-e of relating history to religion it will suffice to indicate

th" lutter's nature, and that by reference to the soul, the world,

'Uid to God. Hereby the inner nature of religion may be
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brought out. Itcligion is not primarily an attempt to gain

some speculative Yiaw of the ^vorld, nor is it a desire to pro-

duce practically some result in tlie world; but is rather the

impulse, on the part of the soul, to affirm itself over against

the opposition of the world. Thus the end and aim of re-

ligion is not a speculative conclusion or an objective result,

but consists rather in the self-realization of the soul. Des-

tiny is that which determines the behavior of the soul when

its religious consciousness is aroused ; the idea of logical de-

ductions and the principle of duty are quite alien to its cen-

tral spring. The perfect realization of religion occurs when

the victory over the world is complete. Christ realizes re-

ligion in his own person when he says, " I have overcome the

world." Such was the religion of Christ. The good cheer

which it imparts follows not as the result of any work he per-

formed or by virtue of any new view of the universe, but is

inherent in tliat religious victory w^hich was his. But this is

only a partial and rather negative view of religion.

The task which religion has to accomplish is that of self-

realization and world-overcoming. Such is the destiny of the

soul. But to work out such a salvation is a task beyond the

private powers of the personal soul. The awakening to re-

ligious consciousness at once reveals this fact ; and, out of the

depths of some divine despair, the soul cries out for aid from

some more than natural source. Various forms and ages of

religion would represent differently this common element of

all religious life. Thus, as a second moment in religion en-

ters in the belief in God. Such an idea comes not primarily

from the world, for religion is more than scholastic curiosity,

but is rather of an inner origin. The idea of God becomes a

demand of the soul, when the latter seeks its salvation. "While

liaving some general reference to the world, this view of

religion, involves a twofold principle—the impulse of the

soul, in response to the idea of its destiny, and the postulated

tendency on the part of a divine soul to further this. Xow
such a view of religion is not only capable of historical in-

terpretation, but cannot be conceived of apart from historical

influence.

With its historical character religion may find a means of
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realizing that which otherwise would be impossible. This

may be shown from the twofold standpoint involved, and by a

method in keeping with actual religion. History provides a

method by which the soul can work out its religious destiny,

as well as a means by which God can consistently supply his

aid. The history of the race makes possible the solution of

a problem too great for the individual in his isolated life. To
overcome the world is a cumulative effort demanding time in-

definite ; in it the activity of the soul, as well as the assistance

of God, may find room. At the same time the effect of

social liistory upon the individual is not only such as to make

possible the working out of his problem, but it likewise serves

to develop the character of his problem. Self-affirmation be-

comes transfigured, and thus receives a more appropriate form

than that of egoism. Historical religion thus is influential in

assisting the soul in its activity, as well as in setting up the

point of departure for its destiny. Accordingly, various

t^tages iu the progress of the soul will be indicated by epochs

in religious history. The inner connection of the two will be

evinced by the inner and outer forms of development.

If nature-religion may be regarded as typical of the original

form of man's belief in his supernatural destiny, then the self-

affirmation of the soul will be such as to assume the form of

ingenuous egoism, this being the resultof a nomadic form of

social life. But, even here, such an egoism will be tempered

by the demands of family and clan. A stage higher, in

national religion, the individual soul becomes exalted in the

nation, just as the latter by its culture and worship react upon
In'm, enabling him more readily and more consistently to ac-

complish his task. Universal religion completes the process.

The soul in the moment of its complete self-realization is

Fcen; God appears in his absolute and perfect character.

Narrow egoism and partial nationalism are done away with.

In their stead appears some universal realm of religious life,

as the kingdom of God. Such is the climax in the soul's

c^u'cer.

Another view of the same process may at the same time be

entertained. Just as the soul has availed itself of various

ftugos and epochs in the history of its realization, so God
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may be regardca as a companion idea, developing in a manner

consistent and appropriate. Here, again, various stages may

be determined. To the patriarch and his clan God appears

as a covenant-making Being. With the people of God lie

assumes the form of a national Jahvch. In universal i-eligion

the pure spirituality of God is revealed. In the kingdom of

heaven man and God are conceived of as naturally related.

Such a kingdom is man's true destiny, just as it is also God's

veritable design. In such a reahn the soul is realized, while

God is revealed. And here is the inner meaning of histoiy.

The idea of the kingdom has been wrought out by virtue of

an historical method, just as the idea itself is an historical

one. As seed sown in the ground, so is the kingdom in tlie

world. Development is inherent in the very notion, and such

development makes up the history of religion.

Ah-eady, by our niention of the kingdom of God, we have

been lu-ought to the very borders of the second and particular

part of our tlieme, the historical form of Christianity. All

that has been said concerning the general relation of history

and religion is singularly true here. In a double manner has

Christianity united these two. It has created the historical form

of religion, just as it has also adjusted to faith the content of

universal liistory. Cliristianity in its most essential nature is

preeminently historical. In it we observe the peculiar unity

of history and religion. Pre-Christian thought was strikingly

nonhistorical ; such was the case in both antique and oriental

worlds, as will become apparent when we glance at Greece,

India, and China. Cliinese thought is plainly unhistorical.

Ko progress is made ;
conservatism rules supreme. If Indian

thought has in it the idea of motion and change, such is not

with the purpose or i-esult of producing anything vital or

essential. All is in motion, an endless becoming, but all is in

vain. Change is all for naught
;
progress leads only to annihila-

tion. In a somewhat different sense does the antique world

show it>elf to be unhistorical. Wliile here there is no particu-

lar reverence for the ancient, much less an antipatliy to the

world, as in the above cases, there is in Greek thouglit a simi-

lar inability to conceive of historical progress. Motion and

activity are present, to be sure, but such evince themselves
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within a closed circle ; nothing new is produced. All reality

is given ; all that is essential has been accomplished. As a re-

sult there prevailed in Greek thought that peace of mind which

passed from complacency to resignation, just as oriental thought

liad been conservative and pessimistic.

Christianity, in striking contrast to such a view, is clearly

liistorical. The historical principle it has created for its own

needs. JNot as given, but as to be produced, arc the real and

valuable regarded. History is looked upon as working out a

result, and such is regarded as being of the nature of an innova-

tion. The new is wrought out. For the lirst time did history

become valid, just as religion was then placed upon its merits

and looked upon as capable of solution. When the essential

meaning of religion was seen, the value of history was brought

out. Such a unique method has already been observed in the

mention of the kingdom of God as a typical idea of Chris-

tianity. From a purely formal standpoint this idea of an

inde]K'ndent religious realm may find some counterpart in the

Buddhist notion of Nirvana, or in the Platonic cosmos of

ideas. But, apart from such metaphysical diii'erences as might

be pointed out, the great difference in the positive working

out of the plan of the kingdom of God consists in the fact that

the latter is historical. In the kingdom man realizes liimself

while God is revealed ; but such a use of this idea is made
possible only by the historical moment which it contains. That

which is realized is by virtue of the historical idea, and such

an idea has been achieved by the Christian religion.

The mastery over history wdiich Christianity reveals is still

further evinced when we turn from the purely historical idea

to the positive content of universal history. Here a remark-

able adjustment takes place. Dualism in history is created.

The world begins anew ; chronology is revised. A glance at

the geographical arrangement of this dualism will bring out

the radical nature of the latter. The ancient Orient is one
thing

; the modern Occident another. Europe and America
are Christian, and herein consists the striking contrast to the

Orient. The oriental w'orld, so far as its significance is con-

cerned, is past and gone ; its place has been taken by a new
civilization, a new \'iew of the world and of life.
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This dnalistic view of history which is implied by Chri.v

tianity becoines more vivid -when we pass from purely oiittr

comparisons to the inner meaning of the two parts of huiiuL'i

development. The ethical change from Orient to Occident

was most radical and striking. It is true that certain phases of

advanced Greek thought were more or less indicative of the

change which was to follow and that there was a general con-

nection between Judaism and Christianity, but it cannot be

denied that the effect of this new movement was catastrophio.

just as the position of its founder was cataclysmic. Xietzsche

—

and did not the possessed in Capernaum confess that Jesus

was the Christ?—has paid a strange tribute to the Chris-

tianity of Christ by regarding its position in the history of

culture as a ''transvaluation of all values" (" Umioerthung alhr

Werthe''^). As a direct opposition does Christian ethics relate

itself to what had formerly been of moral value. "Whether

such a change be regarded with favor or otherwise, as in

Nietzsche's case, it cannot be denied that the inauguration of

Christianity was the signal for an ethical upheaval in uni-

versal history.

Cataclysmic as is the nature of Christianity, so is the

original and unique position of its Founder. And what

gain will ensue M'hen theology, assuming the standpoint oi

religion, measures Christ b}' means of history ? "With respect

to this original soul all else is a mere before or after ; a for or

against. In history Christ is creative. Well has St. Paul

compared him with Adam.. The first Adam desiring to be-

come as God, knowing good and evil, discovered the moral

law for himself. Christ, the second and superior Adam, pur-

sued a different method. lie tliought it not robbery to

become equal with God, and thus, according to the mystery oi

the kenosis, he rediscovered the moral law, the will of God.

But what may such symbolism mean ? The first Adam and lii^

morale were both oriental, and are now antiquated ; whereat

the heavenly Adam finds value in a totally difi'ereut method o:

life, and this becomes the ethics of the Occident. Thus doe^

the dualism of universal history bring out the comparison oi

these two creative personalities.

The general relation of religion to history and the unity oi
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the two in Christiauity lead to a final question— II ow may a

single period in universal history become of intrinsic ^-alue for

what is so embracing as the relation of the eternal God to

humanity ? In a new guise rationalism here appears, demand-
ing that we regard history as a smooth and gradual evolution.

lUit such a view, however applicable to the liistory of nature,

does not necessarily hold in the history of culture. In the latter

prevails the spirit of freedom, so that history is not natural-

i;^od but spiritualized. Various branches of cultui-e reveal

this truth. In the history of philosophy all that was essential

to ancient and mediajval thought was developed within the

chronological limits of the life of Plato. The history of art

shows that the secrets of the Eenaissance were solved in the

twinkling of an eye. Slowly ascending through Romanesque
and Gothic types, then as regularly descending in Barock and
Rocacco, the essentials of modern art M'ere all developed upon
tlie nari-ow ridge spanned by Raphael's life of thirty-seven

years. Why, tlien, may we not find tiic essentials of occidental

religion limited to tiie life of John the evangelist, who ob-

served the influence of Christ's life and the effect of his death

upon men? The guiding principle should be, not a theory
of evolution, but a sense of religious value. Philosophy
ignores the ages and hastens to Plato. Art centers' in

Raphael and liis contemporaries. Religion thus knows only
one name under heaven given among men whereby we must
be saved.
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Akt. IX.—thp: higher criticism.

What is the higher criticism ? It is not a set of theories

or conclusions of any kind ; it is a method. When Dr. Briggs

defines it to be "the higher task" of considering the scrip-

tural writings "as to integrity, authenticity, literary fonn, and

reliability," he exactly agrees with that most orthodox and

conservative scholar. Principal Cave, who asks, " Yfhat is the

critical method ?" and replies, " It is the examination of the

books of the Bible by the same principles by which all litera-

ture is studied ; it is logic; it is the application to the law and

tlic prophets of that inductive method by which discoveries in-

numerable have been made in all the paths of research." And
the piincipal continues by saying that " it is a rational exam-

ination of the facts of the Old Testament, facts of literature,

history, style, and content by the aid of comparison and in-

ference." He then declares that the greatest need of this

hour is a more scholarly, thorough, and well-balanced applica-

tion of this scientific method. This is indeed tlie position of

Professor William Henry Green, and of every other orthodox

conservative who is at the same time a critical scholar. The
wi-iter does not know even one Old Testament man in the

world to-day who has a reputation outside his own village

that does not, at least professedly, accept the critical method.

August Kohler, who took the lead of the conservative evan-

gelical forces of Germany in Old Testament criticism when
Delitzsch died, voiced the unanimous opinion of scholar-

ship when he wrote a book, the main contention of which
M'as that wrong criticism was not to bo anathematized but

ansNvei-ed, and that only criticism could answer criticism.. The
skeptics who represent the orthodox position as different from
this are simply slandering us. That thoroughly orthodox Old
Testament scholar, Professor Charles H. H. Wright, M-rote

recently, "There are tliose, alas, who look upon every devia-
tion from the old traditional views as akin to apostasy from
the faith. Rut they who are gifted with a firmer faith in the

oracles of God,' and are indisposed to think the 'ark' in

danger because the oxen happen to stumble, will vrelcome all
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new light upon every biblical question." So Dr. Delitzsch

even jnore forcibly says, " The love of trutli, submission to

the force of truth, tlie surrender of traditiojial views wliich

will not stand the test is a sacred duty, ati element of the fear

of God."

All this proves that evangehcal Cliristianity believes in the

tovereignty and lordship of the trutli. The truth is the one

king of men whose right to rule Christianity cannot question.

Tin's is the one king ruling by divine right. God is the higli-

c.-t truth, and a God-given revelation cannot be in conflict with

any truth which can be discovered. If we believe the Bible

to be a true record of God's revelation to man, we need not

fear that any truth will hurt it.'^

In tliis search foj- truth the Methodists ought to be most

fearless and tolerant, for the j\Iethodist system of doctrine has

fur its center, not any particular intellectual tenet, but the as-

sured facts of Christian experience. Wesley and Whitefield,

Adam Clarke and Richard "Watson, notwithstanding their

Y,ide divergence in doctrine, were all good Methodists because

tliC}' were one in this fundamental. Whoever retains a vital

Christian experience, such as Methodism emphasizes, cannot

think yore-^ far wrong. We know Jesus Christ has power on

earth to forgive shis, which is the best present-day proof of

Ins omniscience, omnipresence, and onniipotcuce. If Jesus

Clirist is a fact, as Christian experience proves him to be,

tlicn the New Testament history must be substantially true

and the Old Testament prophecies have been proved true.f

• The writer can renieniber the time when it was counted heresy in his native town
f'T a Ljjnisterto suggest that God possibly did not maiie this earth and all that is on
i"'. just as it stands, in seven literal days. We now see, however, that God's method
!^ TPation was a little dillerent from what we thought it was when we were hoys.
Ainltlje change of view has not hurt our religious experience or our reverence for
'•'"• I'.ible. We see now that whatever method God took in creation must have been
'Ji" ripht metho<l. It is exactly the same with the Bible. Whatever has been GckI's
': iIkkI of revelation, it must be the right method, and we ought to be as glad to find
*' !t exactly what his method was in revelation as in creation.

' -Ifsiis Christ is himself the best vindication of prophecy. What particular differ-
• r,o,. ,i(,os it make whether we can tell the name of the inspired prophet who wrote
'"dill liii and various Messianic Psalms or not ? That they were written centuries
l-'ftito .Icsus came no one doubts. That they did voice the hope of those holy men
'^ <".od in a coming redemption few, even of the most rationalistic critics, deny.
•jf't by some twist of phrase, as if they were sibylline oracles, but in the heart
..to»>s of their deepest meaning the Old Testament prophecies pointed to the coming
' r.'|i:ei(,r, SiifTerer, Saviour. Even Smend himself acknowledges that the fore-
.i<j\sif(ij;e of the prophets is a divine mystery and has its source In divine illumina-
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Mctliodism, therefore, has always ui-ged lier theological schol-

ars:, from the clays of Adam Clarke to those of Professor Har-

man, to investigate every question of history, textual criticism,

and canonicity with absolute freedom, even though they should

be led to consider some books, such as the Ilebi'ews, to be

anonymous, and others, such as Jude and Second Peter, to

have no certain claim to be genuinely apostolic writings.

Methodism has always believed that no man and no generation

can get all the truth vrhieh is hidden in this wonderful word.

As the author of the nineteenth Psalm suggests, the Bible is

as great as nature, and, like natui-e, it will keep all future

generations busy seeking new discoveries. It is not a brave

nor a safe thing for any Church to build a wall of fifteenth

century or nineteenth century belief in front of a man and

say, " Thus far shalt thou think, but no farther." If we be-

lieve that the Bible contains a true revelation from God, we
need not fear that any truth can hurt it ; and if %ve believe

that the Christian thinker who knows Jesus Christ as the Son
of God is guided of the Lord and illuniinated by the Holy
Spirit, we need not fear that any sucli thinker wdio retains his

vital Christian experience will be so guided by the divine

Spirit as to do any real harm to the book which was written

by holy men as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.'^

It is true that at every great epoch in the Church a new
view of some great doctrine has been obtained. Every con-

flict, so far, with heathendom, with popedom, and with modern
rationalism has left the Church holding a better and stronger

position than at the beginning of the light. If this is God's

battle, and God still lives, that must always be ti'ue. We ought

to be glad that in the growth of the race and in the develop-

ing of the divine plan the new wine is ever bursting the old

bottles. Let them burst if they cannot hold God's new truth.

tion. Surely any Cluircli whicli has a living faith in a living Christ, and whioli
ri'ally believes his promij-e that he will U-ad his people into all essential truth (Joliu

viii, SI,' 32 ; xvi, 13), niu--t be most free and fc-arless in its examination of every roh-
gidus qufstion.

* Kdwin Williams, in his SarraJ i:ooks of (hr Old Testament, justpublished by the
AVelsh Methodist ISook Coneern, urges tliat if the higher critics believe in a true reve-
lation no harm can come to the Cliurch from tlieir speculations. Certainly this must
be true if, in addition to this intellt'Ltual belief, they also possess a reverent spirit

iind personal spiritual j.nion with llim who is the truth.
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Wc liope the day will never come when Methodism will be so

careful of her worn-out wine skins that she will count them

more important than God's new wine.* The best way to

)iiake a lieresy powerful is to persecute it and act as if the

Cluirch were afraid of it. Ilei-esy cannot be stopped by anath-

emas. Jt is perhaps Max Mtiller who in his UecolUctions

tells of an English professor who grew so excited in his class

room, while denouncing Fronde's Nemesis of Faith, that he

finally threw the book upon the fire and stirred the coals to

make it burn, and then, after this visible annihilation of the

hook, asked of his students triumphantly, " "What have I

done?" receiving the unexpected reply from one shrewd

jtupil, " You have stirred the fire, sir! " Tlie earnest seeker

after truth ought to be tolerant of speculation, even when it

is opposed to his holiest convictions. Christianity can afiord

to encourage the most critical examinations of its religious

books. There is no other religion tliat can. The Koran

claims to have been written by Gabriel, and the writer has

never met a Mohammedan who did not think that he had

fettled the matter forever by simply quoting proof texts from

tlio Koran. The Mohammedan Church does well not to allow

any member or teacher to undertake a critical examination of

the claims and contents of the Koran. It could not stand

pucli an examination. But the Bible can. Such investiga-

tion may change some old beliefs and opinions of Christianity,

l»ut it will change them for the better ; for God's truth shall

remain, thouo-h the earth be shaken and the mountains re-

moved into the depths of the sea. Heaven and earth shall

pass away, but the truth of the divine word shall never

l^ass away. He who fears the truth is no real friend of the

Bible. There may come a new writing of Jewish history, a

new statement of the doctrine of inspiration ; the old argu-

•U is better to keep a living truth than a dead dogma. The best way to kill a

living: faith is to shut it up where it has do room to grow. There were Churches,
•'v.-ral centuries ago, which came out of the great IJeformatiou possessors of a new
M>'1 living creed concerning the sovereignty of God and the smfuluess of man. But
'•'" y put this belief in a holy vault and double locked the door upon it as something
»'" sacred to look at again; and when Wesley tried to break open the tomb and give
"" dying faith a little fresh air and breathing room, they drove him away and stoned
h\n\ v.lth stones. And when to-day the Lord of all life stands before tliat same vault,

itady to cry, " Lazarus, come forth," there are still those who cry, " No, Lord."
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rncnt from prophecy bapcd upon fragments and scraps of texts

may be rendered impossible ; but the Bible as a record of

God's revelation to man and his infallible guide from earth to

heaven will not be liarmed. As Kamphausen says, "The

Bible abides ; scientific attempts to sketch tlie history of the

Bible come and go." Dr. Briggs himself declares, " The sub-

stance of Holy Scripture, the divine teaching as to religions

faith and morals, is errorless and infallible," while Robc]-tson

Smith once wrote, " Of this I am sure, . . . that the Bible

does speak to the heart of man in words that can only come

from God—that no historic research can deprive me of this

conviction or make less precious the divine utterances that

speak straight to the heart." Methodism can be charitable

with men like these who hold what we believe to be wrong

theories ; for history shows that many theories which have

been proved erroneous have yet frequently been productive of

good results,

God has proved in the past tliat he can overrule to his

glory the phases of criticism just as truly as he does the

courses of external history. So much has been said about the

work of certain great scholars of the extreme radical school

that some may have imagined that rationalism has monopo-

lized the scholarship and won all the victories of this century.

Nothing could be more untrue. Two generations ago when

Tholuek, who was himself a converted rationalist, went to

Halle as a professor he could find only one other professor

and five students in the entire university who were evangelical

believers, and they were called " the idiotic orthodox." This

represented the general feeling in the great German univer-

sities at that time. There was an almost unanimous verdict

of expert German scholarship, not only against the trust-

worthiness of the Old Testament documents, but of the New

Testament documents as well. There lias been a great

change in our generation, and even in the last decade. Con-

servative evangelical scholars now fill the chairs which were

occupied by rationalists of the most pronounced type only a

short time ago. Who is in Halle now, where Tlioluck was

insulted and even had liis house attacked because of his evan-

gelical opinions? Everyone will think of such men as Bey-
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pclilag and Ilaiipt and Kalilar, three schoLirs who are as

famous for their great learning as for their evangelical spirit

uTid criticism, \vhile Edward Mever of that university, one of

the great liistorians of the age, who only a few years ago was

iittacking the historic ci-edibility of the Old Testament, is now

defending these narratives on scientific critical grounds. At
Lcipsic one thinks at once of Delitzsch, who was followed by

Jiuhl and then by Kittel, all great scholars aiid conservative

leachers. At Berliji, when Dilhnan died, it was Baethgen, a

jirononnced conservative, who was chosen to succeed him ; and

it is Baudissin of Marburg, another conservative, who has

written a mighty work aimed at the very center of the Well-

liausen theory, who has also just been invited to Berlin. It is

interesting to remember also that Dr. Adolpli Harnack, of

that university and one of the chief leaders of the radical

school, has recently been driven by the scientific higher-crit-

ical method to date the Xew Testament books surprisingly

near the very time when orthodoxy has always claimed they

were written. If this radical can say in liis Geschic/tte, 1896,

" Tlie most severe examination of the historic foundations of

tlie Xew Testament has only made it the stronger," may we
not believe that by this same critical inethod Old Testament

.scholarship may in time, thi-oiigh the providence of God, ren-

der tlie Cliurch a similar service ?

The present wi-iter does not doubt, considering the present

tendency, that the theories which may too often be described

as "hairsplitting" and "atom-dividing"—the theories which

would turn all Jewish history upside down, and would move
:thnost all its literature into post-exilic time and make all the

LMcat Hebrew classics a patcliwork tacked together by un-

l:r.own men, often from very questionable motives—will in the

lifetime of men now living have been thrown into the curiosity

fliop of scholarship, while the documents of the Old Tcsta-

'nent. like those of the l^Tew, will have taken their place as the

Jiiost authoritative and critically accurate documents relating

f" the history and belief of Israel. That the Gaussen theory

•'f inspiration and the Milman method of writing Jewisli

history will ever return cannot be believed by anyone who
knows how the new method has illuminated the life and
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thought of this ancient people. Ah-eadj the higher-crit-

ical method has done much to increase men's love for tlie

Bible. And as critical scholars continue to use it, without

being handicapped with presuppositions against tlie miracu-

lous and the truly prophetic and supernatural character of

these records, better results will certainly be obtained. The
writer has little sympathy for the thing called on the street

" higher criticism "—a thing which has well been called a

learning " infatuated with a sense of its own infallibility, void

of reverence, and spectacled with foregone conclusions," But
even this is not as bad as an ignoi-ance equally infatuated with

a sense of its own infallibility and equally spectacled with

foregone conclusions, which would call all criticism heretical

that is not cast in its own narrow, pre-scientific mold and that

does not therefore reach fifteenth century or eigliteenth

century conclusions.

-'i^^^^ot'uy
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Art. X.—BROWNING'S VISION OF OLD AGE.

* OcK iiineteeuth century poets liave sounded no more help-

ful note than Browning's clear trumpet peal of optimism. In

a time of spiritual depression and of morbid fears, a time of

waning faith in the individual human destiny as against

the general averages of political science and the deterministic

and rationalistic explanations of man's life, in such a time he

declared
This life's no blot or blank,

It means intensely and it means good

;

To find its meaning is my meat and drink.

Its every phase as connected with individual destiny was

studied, and its good was proved. His poetry culminates in a

ringing confidence in the possibilities of life even through

its latest years to the brink of the grave. He, " the young
and undefeated," looks steadily to that " last of life, for which
llie first was made."

To what extent is his thought about old age a new per-

ception for the race, a " point of the eternal power hid

yestereve?" The venerable white hairs of Nestor in the

Greek councils, the pious care of Anchises' son, were long

known to the 'ucients; Hrothgar, the grand old man of our

Saxon forefathers, and Lear, broken in mind and body, but

filled with pitiable yearning for love, speak to us from the

l>ast. Tet, in spite of this, the thought of age was usually a

threat, not a promise. The Renaissance, with its mundane
joys, saw almost with horror that " old men have gray beard,

their faces wrinkled, their eyes purging thick amber and
l>!uni-tree gum, and that they have a plentiful lack of wit, to-

gether with most weak hams." The thought of a loathson^e

debility conquered the conquering spirit of man. Queen
l-^lizabeth fought time with rouge and wigs and bright col-

ors, and would have counted it all but high treason for a sub-
ject to have noticed in her the signs of age. In the irreverent
tune of Anne, gray hairs were satirized and despised by the
^\•if s of the day ; only Addison pleaded for them in the char-
•'(-'tcr of Sir Roger de Covcrley. But in Wordsworth, there
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broke forth again the perennial fountains of reverence and

pity wliich had produced the "good old Loitl Gonzago " an<l

the faithful servant Adam. Michael, the leech gatherer,

the pastor in the '* Excursion," all tell of the wisdom and

Ptrcngth of old age. But the deeply personal sonnet to his

wife, as he realized that age had come on them together, has

a better note

:

Morn into noon did pa??, noon into eve,

And the old day was welcome a? the young,

As welcome and as beautiful,—iu sooth

More beautiful as being a thing more holy.

And tliis is reechoed by Browning with an equal personal

fervor M'hen he speaks of " the age so blessed that by its side

youth seems the waste instead." But one further utterance

from the "Excui'sion" should be cited here, a passage wliich

anticipates in part the teaching of Browning :

Do not think

That good and wise ever will be allowed.

Though strength decay, to breathe in such a state

As shall divide them wholly from the stir

Of hopeful nature. I'Lightly is it said

That man descends into the vale of years
;

Yet have I thought that we might also speak,

And not presumptuously, I trust, of age

As of a final eminence ; though bare

In aspect and forbidding, yet a point

On which 'tis not impossible to sit

In awful sovereignty ; a place of power,

A throne, that may be liheued unto his

Who in some placid day of summer, looks

Down from a mountain top. . . .

For on that s\iperior height.

Who sits is disencumbered from the press

Of mere obstructions, and is privileged

To breathe in solitude, above the host

Of ever-humming insects, mid thin air

That suits not them . . .

And may it not be hoped, that, placed by age

In like removal, tranquil though severe,

We are not so removed for utter loss,

But for some favor, suited to our need ?

What more than that the severing should confer

PVesh power to couimunc wiili the. invisible world
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Aud hear the mighty stream of tendeucy

Uttering, for the elevation of our thoughts,

A eloar, sonorous voice, inaudible

To the vast multitude.

Bio%niing is the chief heir to this utterance. Other iiine-

teentli centurj writers have dwelt on the kindliness or the

j.ity-moving weakness of age. The latter does not touch

I'.rowning's art, the former affects it but slightly. These are

Mt)>crbeded by the larger perception of the power and majesty

iind sweeping vision of age, "its final eminence" of "awful

.-^cvereignty." Ago is no longer trembling but triumphant. It

i,^ the very crown of life; for, "say what fools will, it is, or

hiiijuld be, the best of life—its fruit, all tends to, stem and leaf

;oi(i flower." It is the time of fruitage, when life's whole re-

f^ults, self-involved, have reached maturity. Nor is it deficient

in joy

:

By the spirit, v.heu age shall o'ercome thee, thou still shalt enjoy

More indeed, than at first, when ineonscious, the life of a boy.

There is no half-hearted shrinking from iufirmity ; but the

full glory of Browning's faith in humanity gathers as a halo

M-Muud the brow of age. He has created a triad of aged heroes,

Jiot Xestors of couusel, nor Lears of sufi'ering, but athletes of

^'ud, meeting spiritual enemies and overcoming them. They
L'rapple with every assailing doubt against the faith in man
'.\w\ God. They are the nineteenth century counterparts of

•Milton's Samson. The wisdom of experience, the sinew of

t!".iining, and the fidelity of love are alike theirs. They ask

'or no help nor pity for themselves; thej' rather minister to

tiie needy world from their own large resources of spirit;

three great ones of earth indeed—the Apostle John, Rabbi Ben
''''ni, and Pope Innocent. Browning's portrayal of these three

'•'»?ii fell within half a dozen years of his artistic life, be-

'-•'Vecn his fifty-first and his fifty-seventh years, years when the

'it-inory of his own bitterest sorrow was new. And the artist

I'-'-'

made them the mouthpieces of his weightiest message to
''^ generation—a message which came to him then through
'-•^ own sorrow—his faith in man's life and his trust in God's
"^<''- Each of these three have been trained to endure hard-

«'*•-'' a> u good soldier of God. John, in "A Death in the
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Dcsort," had been tested by the Eoinan speav, by the gloziii-s

of Cerinthns, by the ratioiialism of modern speculators ; yet

he had learned through successive failures, and rising on liis

failures he could sec that "when pain ends, gain ends too."'

Kabbi Ben Ezra liad felt earth's rebuffs ; the truth as lie sa^v

it had been disputed by those around him ; his ^vhole life had

been read amiss
;
yet he, too, says

:

Be our jojs three parts pain,

Strive and hold cbeap the straui

:

Learn, nor account the pang ; dare, never grudge the throe.

And the good old Pope, in " The King and the Book,'' vreighed

down with sorrow at having all his M'orld to condemn, sees that

for himself and for all others " life is training and a passage,"

that " all to the very end is trial in life." And all of the three,

liaving borne the probation of life, stand ready alike to weigh

the past and to face the future.

But in these three poems. Browning is concerned, not so

much with tlio process of training man, a common thought

of liis in looking at individual destinies, but rather with the

spiritual power and insight of those who have passed through

probation and have been approved. They are rich, not merely

in knowledge, but in wisdom. They have steadily tried to

find and to realize God in his world. Their aspirations have

been croMmed by an abiding of Truth in their souls. Life to

them has been "just the chance of the prize of winning

love." Xor has God left those who aspired to him in dark-

ness. The Rabbi can say, "'
I, who saw power, see love now,

perfect, too." John rests in " the love that tops the might,

the Christ in God." And the Pope demands " what lacks

then of perfection fit for God but just the instance which

this tale supplies, of love without a limit?" They have

gained the great central truth, that God is in all his world

for good, with his love and with his power ; and " the Christ in

God" solves all problems in the world and out of it for at

least two of them. This Truth " ?5" to them, it has taken up

its abode in their inmost natures, where truth may "abide in

fnllness." Hence they are seers, interpreting life through

this vision of Truth. Each stands a valiant fighter against

disbelief and discouragement. John sees and answers the

!;- \
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rejteated attacks on Cliristianity even down to the skepticism

of tlic nineteenth centuiy. Eabbi Ben Ezra surveys the whole

vi life, sees tlie pkin of its years of trouble, its joys of the

llcsh, its ineffectual yearnings, then his great soul springs

jioavenward with glad faith in the molding hand of "The

Totter," whose plan is full of love. The Pope, after judging

the men brought to his bar, with an eye, as it were, the eye

of God, turns to the whole " dread machinciy of sin and sor-

row." He studies the problem of evil. Then he shows man

how to " love in turn and be beloved, creative and self-sacri-

liv'.ing too, and thus eventually Godlike." And grieving over

the torpor of assurance which has benumbed his age, he looks

to the next few years when all assurance will be shaken from

man's creed, and when man will again need to devqte himself

to the endangered truth. Each of them faces the doubts which

assail the religious thinkers of our own century ; each would

help the troubled faith of our age. " Still witliin life, though

lifted o'er its strife," they " discern, compare, pronounce,

at la?t," by the light of the Truth within them.

But Browning understands equally vrell the sadness of vision-

less age. He could not shut his eyes to the fact that for each

single aspiring soul there were many who were contented to

"find and feast and feed," who were not kindled by a "spark

of God," who had miserably deafened their ears to the voice

of aspiration within them. Browning lias portrayed such men
in the dying Bishop and in King Victor. But his saddest

picture of darkened age is in Clcon. In him we have the

pathetic failure of man's best insight when cut off from the

revealed truth of God. He rejn-esents the ripe product of

Greek culture; lie has gathered the best of Greece into his

own life; but a godless world crushes his spirit. He yearns

for another life to round to completion the imperfections of

thi?. And he can only look Mith a shudder on the time

when " the hand shakes, the years increase, the borrow quickens

^till from year to year, the consummation coming past escape,

when T shall know most, yet least enjoy." Such is old age to

thoi^e who have failed to find God in his universe through
ihou- years of probation. Browning sees indeed the horrors

of visionless decrepitude, but he also knows the joy, even in
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the tailing flesh, to the licart that yearns for Truth, and which

is assured that he will not drink of it fully until he finds it at

last in God. For the body, and the world which environs it,

have all along been hiding the Truth

:

Some think creation's meaut to show Him forth :

I say it's meant to hide Ilim all it can.

Mind " would wither up at once confronted by the truth of

Him." And as the Pope adds, '^ This vrorld is meant to hide

Him," To the strong vigorous youth, this life immediately

around, this life of joy in the senses, is so insistent and ever

present, that he is blinded to the Truth above it. But with

the decay of the body the real life of the spirit begins to

shine through the tattered veil of flesh. In his " ultimate

decrepitude" of eighty-six toilsome years, the Pope is also

"sensible of fires that more and more visit a soul in passage

to the sky, left nakeder than when flesh robe was new." The

apostle John, nearing his hundredth year, remembers the

"flesh as a veil of youth and strength, about each spirit," but

he also knows that "years . , . wear the thickness thin, and

let men see." So of the veil of flesh which had once kept him

safe, there is now scarce a shred, and he "lies bare to the

universal prick of light "—the light of God's Truth. What
was physical decrepitude to these men but the breaking of the

clouds as their souls rose at last to God

!

Such is Robert Browning's declaration as to the vision of

age. He saw this in middle life, he realized it in full till well

on toward fourscore. And in his last poem he put the seal

of experience to what had once been only the gleam of

prophecy.
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Y,:x. XL—THE DOCTRINE OF DIVINE RETRIBU-
TION.

The tendency of religious thought to-daj is clearly in the

tlii'ection of a restatement of the doctrine of divine retribu-

tion. Let no one be alarmed at this. In an important sense

tln'ology is a }3rogressive science. Men cannot state truth per-

fectly unless they see it perfectly. Increase of knowledge and

refinement of spirit must help the s'ision of man in matters of

siK'h vast moment as are involved in the character of God and

tlic laws by which he governs the moral universe. It is true

that the Scriptures are, and in spite of all that can be done to

ihe contrary, will be, our only and sulBcient rule of faith and

I'ractice. But it takes culture and knowledge properly to in-

terpret the facts and figures of the Bible. Like nature, wq
cm easily find out from it all that is necessary for practical

purposes, but, like nature, it is easy to form incorrect ideas

from it throuo;h our ignorance. It is certain that no thouerht-

fill Christian now believes in the literalness of the Bible teach-

ing concerning the doom of wicked men, nor yet in the

forms tliis doctrine assumed one hundred years ago.

But a question here arises, "Whither are we drifting ? "What
will be the thought of the Church on this subject when it

fettles into a form that shall satisfy the judgment of an en-

lightened world ? There is need of more attention to this

matter. The motive of fear is just as necessary in the econ-
omy of nature as is that of love. The influence of fear was
I^jtent in tlie preaching of early Methodism. It is by no
nicans certain that the pulpit has not lost in power by refus-

-'g to longer state the old formulas of eschatological teach-

•'>g, while nothing definite has taken its place. Certainly it is

"iiL'h time that more tliought was awakened on this subject.

This paper is written with the hope that it may contribute a

ittle to that end.

I- The doctrine of divine retribution will never be per-
''lanently formulated on the basis of Universalism. This is

'J'lp^criptural, because there the doom of the sinner is no more
'^"nted, as to time, than is the reward of the righteous. It
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is, moreover, unreasonable. If God conlcl save a soul in the
other world iu spite of his own choice, ho could certainly

do it in this. May we not as confidently say that if he could
he would, not only for the glory of his name, but much more
because of his love for the sinner? If he does not do it

here, who dares to say he will do it in the next world ? To
say that men will be more willing to be saved in the next
world than in this, is to beg the question. Sin can scarcely
produce greater horrors than may be seen as a direct conse-
quence of it \\\ this life. If this can go without arre^-ting

the downward way of men, how can we say it will do it in

.. the world to come ? Virtue appears in this world in very at-

tractive form. Her beauty is seen in nature, and it lias been
glorified by art. What could be said that has not been said

in its praise? But if all this can be lavished without avail

on the sinner, who shall say that anything can reach him in

the world to come? The fact that every year lesseiis tlie

probability of a sinner turning from his evil ways, from boy-
hood to old age, points with unmistakable certainty to the
time when our doom, or our deserts, will be settled by tlie

awful words, " He that is unjust, let him be unjust stilf: and
he that is righteous, let him be righteous still • and he that
is holy, let him be holy still." Finally, Universalism fails in

the true test by which m'c may always know the divine
teaching. The test given by our Lord as a way of avoiding
false prophets, or false teachers, is this :

" 'Qy their fruits ye
shall know them." The fruits of Universalism have never
been found in the increase of spiritual life and growth. Mo-
rality does persist in its advocates frequently, in spite of their
faitli, but is rarely, if ever, promoted by it. Much less is the
spirit of piety promoted by its teachings.

The doctrine of the annihilation of the wicked seems to be
more productive of piety than Universalism. Yet it is seri-

ously defective in that also, since wicked men indulge largely
in the thought that "death ends all" as a means to conifort
when thinking of the possible consequences of their trans-

gressions. The thought that God would raise the wicked
into physical life again, merely to burn them up in his anger,
is not only dei'ogatory to the New Testament conception of
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Deity, but -would be found of little avail in restraining the

hiiiner, even if lie could be induced to believe it. But the

doctrine of annihilation seems to be associated with that of a

ciiide materialism. The immortality of the soul is stoutly

dollied by most, if not all, M'ho teach this doctrine. But once

for all, if the soul is not immortal, there is no consistent belief

ill the innnortality of the righteous.

It is needless to spend time in the discussion of the doctrine

of a second probation. It is a scheme of Universalism, and

iniHt fall with their faith. There is not a word of Scripture

ill favor of it, and those who liave held to it among evangel-

ical Christians have done so with a hesitation of manner, and

an uncertainty of spirit, which pu'oclaimed too manifestly the

want of a reasonable basis for an "eternal hope."

AVe may therefore conclude that without a new revelation

wo shall continue to hold with the Church in all ages, that a

.M)ul may be lost, and that the consciousness of that loss shall

eternally go with it. We do not say that no difficulties go.

v>-ith such a belief. Difficulties meet us on every hand when
we try to examine the conditions of the life to come, with

o:dy the present life by which to judge, or only the light we
liou- have by which to make our investigation. But religion

i> not tile only thing that involves difficulties for the human
tnind to grapple with. Our highest wisdom will be found, in

di.-covering what best meets the demands of the present life

in reference to the future, and holding on to that in spite of

d:iiioultie?. And this, too, we ought to preach, not with

'ieiiohed fist and frowning brow, as though we had been ap-

I'"intod judge of all men, but lovingly, tenderly, with the

iiK.vt careful solicitude for the eternal welfare of those who
).ar u..

II. Let us now consider what modifications in our former
v.:ivs of teaching this subject the enlarged thought of the age
f' 'purcs.

\'i) It is necessary that we should conceive of divine retri-

-'ition as in no sense an expression of divine vindictiveness.
J -'at passages in the Old Testament naturally bear such a

'M.-aiiing is readily conceded. But we must icmember that

''^'velation, in some measure at least, had to conform to tho
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habits of thought of the times in which it was written. Men

wrote it, and there is a human element in what they wrote.

We shall never interpret the Bible correctly until we give due

weight to tiuit fact. The correct conception can only be gained

wlien we get into the spirit of the truth, rather than wlicn we

are solely guided by its verbal formulas. From the Xcw Tco-

taraent, if properly considered, all ideas of a revengeful, vindic-

tive, retaliating Deity are forever eliminated. Here we be-

come acquainted with God in the person of Jesus Christ, He

said, " He that hath seen me hath seen the Father." Any-

thing like human vindictivcness is an impossibility with Him

who prayed, " Father, forgive them ; for they know not what

they do.'' The thought that divine retribution was an expression

merely of the power and glory of God, a manifestation of his

complete triumph over his enemies, has been a leaven in the-

ology which has wrought an incalculable amount of evil. It

has been made the basis of untold horrors of torture and sufler-

ing, while men were helping to vindicate the glory of God.

Such thougjits are uuM'orthy of a noble manhood; how iniin-

itely belittling to the divine character. And here it may be

well to notice how the spirit of Christ has come to influence

the comminatory ideas of nations. To grind a conquered

peo])le in tlie dust, to inflict the worst possible punishment on

political ofienders, was once the common experience of the

world. The close of our civil M-ar was a revelation as to the

transformation the Gospel has made on human thought and

action. This work will go on. In spite of war and bloodshed

we are moving out on a millennium of human kindness. Chris-

tianity is doing this, and it is destined to complete the work-

though the demon of hate may yet produce some final convul-

sions before he is entirely cast out. The perfection of God":

truth is well seen on this subject, when we contemplate Jesu-.

rejected, plotted against, already facing a horrible death from

the rulers and people of Jerusalem, sitting on the Mount oi

Olives, and weeping over the ills that were so soon to be visited

on that wicked city :
*' Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that kill

est the prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee.

how often would I have gathered thy children together, even

as a hen mthereth her chickens under her wings, and ye wonlu
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nut I" Still God is sAvearing by biinself, because ae can swear

bv no greater :
" As 1 live, saith tbe Lord God, I bave no pleas-

iire in tbe deatb of tbe wicked; but tbat tbe wicked turn

from bis way and live: turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways;

for wby will ye die, O bouse of Israel?
''

{l)) Xear akin to tbe preceding tbougbt is anotber wbicb

we sbould carefully ponder. Tbe perdition of ungodly men

is not a place or condition especially fitted up by divine

^kill for tbe purpose of making tbem wretcbed. Tbe concep-

tion of mediaeval tbeology was tbat divine skill liad exbausted

itself to make guilty souls miserable in tbe extreme. Tbis is

a liorrible tbougbt to any man of rigbt sentiments. It bas

made a multitude of infidels. It is making tbem yet. Tbe

rt-tribution tbe sinner feels is tbe direct result of violated law.

Tiicre is a rigbt way and tbere is a wrong way. Infinite skill

could not make tbe same results to follow botb. Tbe simmer

has started on a course wberebappiness can never be found, but

where wretchedness will be in exact proportion to tbe distance

lie goes. Instead of believing tbat God would make it as bard

as possible for tbe sinner, we may conclude witb good reason

that be will do exactly tbe reverse. So it is in tbis life. His

eare is over tbe bad as well as tbe got)d. On botb be sends

the sunsbine and tbe shower. To eacb tbe pestilence comes

v.ith equal severity. Tbe difference is in tbe cbaracter. We
niay carry bell or lieaven in our own bosoms, according as

v.e choose. "We may see tbe smile of God, and it niay l.^.

•^••nie the sunshine of our souls. Tben we sbai-e tbe part of

tln^se wbom tbe poet bas described :

The day glides sweetly o'or their heads,

Made up of iiinoceuco and love

;

And soft and silent as the shades,

Their nightly minutes gently move.

Quick as their thoughts their joys come on,

But fly not half so swift away:

Their souls are ever bright as noon,

And calm as summer evenings be.

I'i'i suppose we turn from God and walk in our own sbadow,
'tow absurd to suppose tbat tbe fruition of rigbteousness sbould

"<• ours. And if Nve Avalk in darkness forever, wbose fault is it ?
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Tlie eternal law of right and wrong could not make it other-

wise than nii.serable.

{c) An}' proper conception of divine I'etribution must in-

clude that which is lost by sin though^ the sinner should be

saved. This is a subject far too much neglected. Unfortu-

nately the pulpit is not only too silent about it, but the op-

posite teaching is most carelessly given in too many instances.

An evangelist said to his congregation, " If you are forgiven,

and received into the family of heaven, it will be to you as

though you had never sinned." This is only a very little

better than the old theory, actually believed by some, that the

more the believer sins the more he will magnify the grace of

God, and the brighter he will make lieaven for his souL See

where this logic leads us. Here is a man who early learned

the life of faith in tlie Son of God. From childhood he led

a useful life ; all the strength of his manhood was given to

promote the glory of God and the good of humanity. In the

same school, possibly in the same family, one lived whose

abilities were fully equal to the good man
; but he early went

astray, fell into bad habits, led others into vice, sinned on,

until hardly an clement of manhood was to be found in him
;

then, in old age, repented, sought and obtained the forgive-

ness of God. AYill these two stand on equal terms of heavenly

bliss ? "Will he stand as high in glory, be as happy and blessed

as tlie one that gave a whole life to virtue and godliness ?

To ask such questions is to answer them. Eight must chnnge

places M-itli wrong before such results could be indorsed l>y

the Judge of all men. Sin is a waste, sin is a loss, sin is a de-

struction. It is a missing the mark. Every day a man con-

tinues in sin he loses something from the sum total of his

possible success. Though lie may repent, though he may be

forgiven, though his heart may be cleansed from all unright-

eousness, yet opportunities squandered cannot be restored, and

the loss from his folly must be great in time and eternity.

But some one may say, How about the atonement ? Chris-

tian theology will never \x\vi with the doctrine of the atone-

ment, 1)Ut some theories of it we cannot too soon set aside.

"We caiiuot too soon ])art company with the notion that

the atonement answers in God's sight, not only for the death
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vi the eiiincr, but for liis righteousness as well. Tlic most \ve

c.m Piiy is, tlmt the sufferings of the garden and the cross pre-

sent two important facts to the sinner: First, that God loves

liiiii, and lias made a great sacrifice for liiin ; second, tliat

(iod liates sin, and cannot suifer it to be taken from the nat-

ural consequences which law has afBxed to it without sucli

compensation made to law as will leave it honorable and efl'ect-

ivc forever. But what has this to do with the conclusions

I i-ached above ? Christ came ]iot to destroy the law, but to

fiillill it. The law cannot pass away, nor be nullified by grace.

The Gospel comes in with hope for the man who has gone

wrong. It tells him that though much has already been lost,

there is something left that grace will secure to him. "By
ilic washing of regeneration, and reuev\-ing of the Holy
(Jliost," he may yet have eternal life.

((7) The central thought of all correct ideas of divine retri-

I ntlon is death. This is scriptural, and, in the highest sense

»..f the word, it is reasonable, " The soul that sinneth, it shall

• lie." This is not physical death, which is natural, and an

f'sential factor in all material existence. It is spiritual death.

This does not mean annihilation. Death never means that.

Tlic body of the old Egyptian king is dead, but it exists, and
iM-? existed for thousands of j'ears. It may exist a million

iiie»i-e. The essential fact of physical death is, that it deprives

the body of its power to adjust itself to its environment. The
h 'fly has eyes, but it no longer sees ; it has ears, but it no longer

h'ars
; the nerves are all in place, but they no longer feel. The

h'KJy is not conscious, for consciousness is not an attribute of

"-liter. But consciousness is an attribute of spirit, hence dead
•r-irits are conscious. But our description of death—want of

ih:lity to adjust itself to environment—holds as good here as

"! physical death. Perhaps a good definition of spiritual death
'- Jiialadjustment to environuicnt. It does not see what it

"'^udit to see. It cannot see God. It cannot see his goodness.
•'Uicli more it is incapable of feeling his goodness, or even in

•'<-'hcving in it. Who knows but that atheism may exist in the
't.ier v/orld as well as in this? Indeed, what else could be
«'>;poctod of " wondering stars, to whom is reserved the black-
»'* .-s of darkness forever ? " This also would involve the impos-
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sibility of enjoying Avhat God has intended for the soul in its

purity. Such would naturally call evil good, and good would be

counted evil. So it is iu this world. A man conscious of his ac-

ceptance with God has a heaven in his own soul. To him the

earth becomes a land of Beulah, while the man who has cut

otf his relation to God, severed the vital cord that brought life

and light into his soul, becomes a pessimist, boasts of his abil-

ity to make a better world than this. He becomes out of sym-

pathy with everything divine, and finds only the torment of

discord iu every harmony God has made. Such a oue may
find momentary gratification in earthly, animal appetites, but

when these fail, what can he find to give pleasure in this life ?

What can he hope for as a source of happiness in the world

to come ?

-' Now spiritual death means eternal death unless there is a

resurrection. Even physical death means the same unless

there is a resurrection. Lazarus had remained entombed for-

ever except for the voice of Jesiis, crying, " Lazarus, come

forth !

" Once spiritual death has fastened on the soul tliere

is no more life unless we hear the voice of Jesus calling us

again to live. It is only by hiui that we can be raised " frou)

the death of sin unto the life of righteousness." "We have

not one word of assurance that his power in this work can

ever be exercised outside the sphere where he came to use it.

Surely there ought to be judgment enough left in every man,

even though blinded by sin, to cause him to turn back from a

doom like that. But if he see it not, the Holy Spirit is given

to show him this very thing. And the ofiices of that Spirit

will be given to all that truly seek them.

c^prz>i^-^^^.t-^£5—u%„^x^
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTJBS AND DISCUSSIONS.

A HOOK of extraordinary interest, just issned by our Book

C-mconi, in two volumes, octavo, is A History of Babylonia

t(,,ij Assyria, b}' Professor R. AV. Rogers, of Drew Theological

.Soininary. A full notice will appear iu our pages in due time.

Few incidents illustrate how accessible from the first is the

liiiman spirit to the infinite Father of spirits, better than the

following story told by a strong man:

Wlicu a little boy in petticoats, in my fourth year, one fine clay in spring my
fallicr led me by the hand to a distant part of the farm, but soon sent me home
.i!nju.>. Ou the way 1 had to pass a little " pond-hole " then spreading its waters

tt hUs ; a rhodora in full bloom attracted my attention and drew me to the spot.

.U the root of the flaming shrub I saw a little spotted tortoise sunning himself in

v.i:' shallow water. I lifted the stick I had in my hand to strike tlie harmless

<. feature; for, though I had never killed any living thing, I had seen other boys

i!il of sport destroy birds, squirrels, and the like, and I felt a disposition to

follow their example. But all at once something checked my arm, and a voice

'•ithiu me said, clear and loud, " It is wrong !
" I held my uplifted stick in won-

livT at the new emotion—the consciousness of an involuntary but inward restraint

<ipoi\ my actions—till the tortoise and the rhodora both vanished from my sight.

1 li:i-tened home and told the tale to my mother, and asked what it was that told

vic it was wrong. She wiped a tear from her eye with her apron, and taking me

''I'
in her arras, said :

" Some men call it conscience, but I prefer to call it the voice

of Cod in the soul of man. If you listen and obey it, then it v. ill speak clearer

J!:'l clearer, and always guide you right ; but if you turn a deaf ear or disobey,

ih.'ii it will fade out little by little, and leave you all in the dark without a guide,

"i oiu- life depends on heeding this Voice." Then she went her way about her

sfTairs, but no event of my life made a more deep and lasting impression on me.

Ar.wAYS, and through every phase of action and of thought,

religion was to Gladstone's life what the Nile is to J^gypt, what
'-'iiishine is to the world. It was es])ecially" manifest at his

J'awavden home, where the family life was very simple and
"•ntewhat old-fashioned—good plain food, regular and early

'"Hirs, ]\Ir. and ]Mrs. Gladstone going to church every morning
"f the week at eight, and breakfasting on their return. "With.
•"1 the business and burdens of his life, he never omitted at-

t*nding service twice every Sunday, and always held what he
'•i.k'd "once-ers" in small repute. lie was an apjneciative
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listener, and his criticism of sermons was very modest. "A
notable sermon," be would say ; or " A remarkable reference

that he made to Isaiah," and so on. Ilis jn-ivate secretary re-

members only one adverse criticism from him, and that was on

coming away from a beautiful and brilliant sermon by 3Ir.

White in the Chapel Royal, when ]Mr. Gladstone said, "He has

excited my brain by his quotations, and given me anything but

the rest which is Avhat I want and expect to find in church." He

did not like to have his brain excited or taxed on Sunday.

He wished to be lulled and soothed. A devout Episcopalian,

Mr. Gladstone endeavored to exercise a positively religious

influence over his associates. Once, at a dinner, Abraham

Hayward shocked the company by his views as to a future

state. Gladstone, being grieved and troubled, took time the

next day from busy cares of state to write Hayward a letter of

twelve pages of expostulation and entreaty about his unworthy

and unwarranted views; and he had the reward of receiving

the message years afterward from Hayward's deathbed, "Tell

Mr. Gladstone I do not die an unbeliever."

In her account of the Greek Christian poets who lived and

wrote between the second century and the fourteenth, Eliza-

beth Barrett (Browning) pays the following rapt but right

tribute to a language so highly perfected and so vital that to

speak of it as a dead language seems even now an irreverent mis-

nomer on the lips of men who still possess the immortal master-

pieces of its mighty literature:

The Greek language was a strong intellectual life, stronger than any similar one

which has lived in the breath of " articulately speaking men " and survived it.

Ko other language has lived so long and died so hard, pang by pang, each with a

dolphin color—yielding reluctantly to that doom of death and silence which musi

comeat!a<t to the speaker and t!ie speech. Vt'ouderf ul it is to look back down

the great past, thousands of years away—where many generations lie moldered

into dust, where ihe sounding of their trumpets, and the rushing of their

scythed chariots, and that great shout which brought down the birds Ftone-dc:i 1

from beside the sun, are more silent than the dog breathing at our feet or tlie fly's

paces on our window pane ; and yet from the heart of that silence, to feel words

rise up, words audible and distinct even to our times. It is wonderful to look

back and listen.

Blind Homer spoke this Greek after blind Demodocus, v.ith a quenchless light

about his brows, which he felt through his blindness. Pindar rolled his chariots

in it, prolonging the clamor of the games. Sai)plio's heart beat through it, and

heaved up tlie world's. .Eschylus strained it to the stature of his high thoughts.
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I'i.ito crowned it with iiis divine poradvciitures. Aristophanes made it drunk

with the wine of his fantastic lueriiment. The later I'latonists wove their souls

att;iy in it, out of sight of otlter souls. The first Christians heard in it God's new

ri.'vol;itiou, and confessed their Christ in it from the suppliant's knee and pre-

n iitlv from the bishop's throne. To all times, and their transitions, the lan-

puairc lent itself through along summer of above two thousand years. At the

t-!().-e of that long summer Greece lay withered to her root, her academic groves

and philopophie gardens all leafless and bare, yet from the depths of her deso-

lation still sounded the voice which did not grow hoarse, but .sang on not unswcetly

liioi'gh more faintly than oefore. Strangely vital was this marvelous langu:ige of

the Greeks. It seemed as if niankiml coukl not consent to part with it.

SIMPLICITY AND DIG^'ITY.

A CORRESPOXDEXT notes that our soldiers dying in battle in

Luzon use none of the expressions attributed to an earlier gen-

eration, sucli as, '' I die for niy country," "Wrap the flag about

my body," and other similar utterances once used -with a sincer-

ity and naturalness we can hardly ajipreciate. The note may
Ik- worth more than passiiig attention.

In this century avc have altered many things, but no cliange

is mure marked or more subtle than the changes in dress, man-
Diis, and language. The old-time sayings referred to by the

( f.'irespondent would, if used now, sound to us like mock heroics,

bi.astful and insincere. The modern soldier could not employ
ilicui; we believe such language was very rare in our civil

">\.ir; we must go farther back to find it in full use. This is

'hie to the fact that the general tendency of progress has been

toward sim]>licity, and sincerity now demands the simpler lan-

n-igo. Soldiers are neither better nor worse for the change.

1 lie silence of to-day is as patriotic and heroic as the eloquent

' ^pressiveness of former times.

i'iie newer way is noticeable also in dress, in rhetorical address,

"1 .social intercourse, and in the general temper of society. AVe
"«i',as a rule, more frank, more direct, less given to profuse expres-

''<'!!, less formal and ceremonious in many things. Tlie stalely

'iti- and the elaborate rhetoric of AVashington's time went out

•Uli knee buckles and lace-trimmed uniforms in civil life. We
" rtainly can hardly understand the stress laid on the sanctity

"' 'he ]{oinan toga or the enthusiasm of grown men. about
• -''liu's a hundred years ago. If we thanked each other for

*'y-ill kindnesses, or addressed our friends, in the stately fashion

' our great-grandfathers' times, we should feel that we were
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guilty of stilted affectation and disgraceful insincerity, and

Avould despise ourselves accordingly.

Some atHrni that we are more manly than the fathers; they

say that the old disposition is manifest among us now in the

passion for creating numerous new orders with gaudy uniforms,

but that tlie essential vulgarity of it is indicated by the fact

that only second-rate manhood serves in or inclines to join these

nuich-dressed orders. These unduly acidvdated criticisms prob-

ably miss the point. The change toward informality whicii we

are noting may be at its extreme swing, and the uniformed

orders may be the return movement toward more formal and

elaborate habits. The extreme of simi»licity may have been

reached and a movement in the opposite direction may have al-

ready begun. At first most railroad men resented the order to

wear nniforms, but it is said that the tendency is toward regard-

ing the uniform as an honorable badge. Society journals report

an increase in the number of men Avho, in their own homes, like

the presidents in the AVhite House, dine in evening dress, as the

gentlemen of the olden times ixsed to put on special and orna-

mented costumes and make domestic and social occasions stately.

Some point to signs of a reaction in manners and even in rhe-

torical address. Such a reaction need not be feared and might

be not without its benefits, for the world is in no danger of be-

ing car)'ied back to the artificiality of former centuries; and our

extremely simplified habits are not without actual evils and pos-

sible dangers.

To suppress fine and noble instincts and sentiments from hon-

est and reasonable expression is unwholesome and unfair. Re-

ferring again to our Luzon fighters—the dying soldier has some

feelings Avhich the custom of his time makes him ashamed to ex-

pi-ess. He, as much as the patriot heroes of former times, feels

that he dies for his country; he, too, loves the flag and proves it

with his blood; tender thoughts may be thrilling in him which

are denied utterance hy the hard, unwritten law of repression.

He is schooled to believe that the men of his time expect him to

die in silence.

It has been remarked that religious expression has been less

modified by the tendency to reserve, to self-repression, to brev-

ity and bareness of speech, and that, for this reason, a suspicion

of insincerity, a sense of something akin to shame, attaches to

religious testimony in the minds of many persons; and it is
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claimeil that this accounts for the increasing number of voiceless

Christians. But if tlierc is more freedom of utterance in reli-

j^'ioiis assemblies, than elsewliere, there is no cause for shame. Re-

li^Mun has both a right and a duty of utterance. An atmosphere

i-liilled by prejudice against the exprcbsiou of genuine feeling is

niDre arctic than the dullest, deadest formalism repeating ex-

pressions not in-filled "svith feeling. If, in religion or in society,

we are victims of the notion that honest feeling must be choked

into silence as not being in good form, then there is good cause

tv» tight for a recovery of natural freedom, to stimulate expi-essive-

tiess, and to cultivate the gifts of expression, in order that sincere

fi-eling may have adequate and satisfying forms of utterance. In-

di'cd a certain measure of formality—not fonnalism— is necessary

t<^ the vitality and culture of healthy emotional life. Unspoken

feeling may sometimes be deeper and stronger than clamorous

tiuotion, but the feeling of which conventionality makes us

ashamed to speak has, or will soon have, a diminished vitality,

for a dumb life is unnatural to it, since all emotion tends to break

owY at the lips. Voiceless religious feeling there is in the depths

of pious souls; but that is only because speech fails to reach

those deeps of the heart; and systematic and habitual denial of

ntterrrjice to religious sentiments and emotions must chill the

warmth it s-mothcrs and benumb the sensibilities.

In the matter of manners, too, the j^rejudice against polite

forms of speech and elaborate courtesy result often in un-

desirable extremes of plainness, bluntness, and uncourteous

simplicity. The too free-and-easy unmannerliness of boys and
men in streets or shops becomes sometimes so boorish and
hrutal that it amounts to a return to barbarism. It is a rude

'•oneeption of manliness which moves a man to express his love

^\ ith a past-]iarticiple curse and a slap on the shoulder ; a young
hull or a wild boar out of the woods could hardly be more
•'iniiiial-like or less like a manly man. Partly this style of ad-

dress may be due to the native coarseness of the man, but it is

•"ilso, in some degree, fostered by the prejudice against the polite

"lanifestation of any tender friendly feelijig. It is a despotic
I iw, indeed, which forbids sincere expression, and forces men to

make believe that they have no feeling. A lamentable conclu-

'"'on it is, if our long efforts to attain simple voiced sincerity has
'"•irried us over into coarse-voiced insincerity ; if, in trying to

•"^^''iil the hypocrisies which may underlie profuse expressions,
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polite forms, and elaborate rhetoric, avc have developed a rcf u.^al

of expressive forms, and a rough informality which is essentiallv

hyjiocritical and dishonest, inasmuch as our real feelings are
concealed and Ave pretend to a stolidity, stoicalness, and insensi-

bility which we do not possess.

Something may be said, too, in favor of a return to somethinfr
more of form at social functions and even at the ordinary famiJv
dinner. To make the family meal an occasion cif relined and
orderly proprieties may dignify the home, maintain a school of
courtesy, and constitute by the interchange of mutual respect
and kindly interest a sort of domestic sacrament. "When plain
people pride tlu;mselves on being rude and immannerly, or make
the family life one careless disorderly informali!:3-,\hey err.

Careless and slouchy habits in either parent are demoralizing to
the household. To come to the table with clean clothes as well
as clean face and hands is hardly an excessive refinement for the
father and the children, and wives do not need to be told that
the husband is rare who is not favorably affected by her reason-
able solicitude for her personal appearance. Too much ceremony,
punctiliousness, and costuming there may be in rare instances,
hard to find

; but people need not dine off the curbstone or \\\l
as in a lumber camp in order to prevent themselves from falling
into the mistake of coveting rosewood tables and solid silver
service. The world may be sweetened and beautified by things
which have no moi-al quality in themselves and yet are potential
agencies in its production, as cleanliness is not only akin to
godliness, but often immensely promotive of it. Homes need
not be gay, frivolous, fashionable, or worldly in gracing their
everyday life with orderliness, politeness, and dignity fas its
root, the word dignity means only worthiness, fitness, seemli-
ness. Systematic disregard of seemliness, fitness, comeUness,
propriety, has unlovely and discreditable effects on customs and
manners in the home ; and home habits and behaviors are
apt to accompany and control us when we go abroad. They
were not silly women and careless housewives who, in the old
days, put on their best harness when they went to take tea with
their sisters.

Our effort to get rid of cant, bombast, hypocrisv, affectation,
and other such bad things by forbidding manly feeling to 0]>en
Its mouth, has resulted in unworthy shames, half-cfeveloped
fineness of feeling, and the suppression of dearest desires. We
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are sure that the soldiers dying on those Luzon fields of battle

had something to say whicli they did not utter, and that if

the words had been spoken they would have added to the value

of their supreme sacrifice; and we must believe, also, that many

a child needs words of tenderness and examples of dignity, and

that too much inexpressiveness, simplicit}', and plainness maybe
more fatal to sound life than too little.

It is named to us as a reason for hope and congratulation that

signs are discovered of an effort to recoA'er lost liberty of uttei--

ance, and also tokens of a return toward such a respect for

forms and ceremonies as does not render life artificial or pre-

tentious, but rather pays reverence to the voice which bids " all

things be done decently and in order." In our tense, hurrying,

abrupt practical life there is little danger of profuse expres-

siveness or excessive and ostentatious ceremoniousness.

A PROTEST AGAINST SACRILEGE.

OxE of the ablest Democratic journals of the land has re-

cently felt called upon to i-ebuke certain clergymen for irrever-

ence toward Christ and tovrard the Bible. Not seeking to pose

as a religious teacher, but simply pursuing its functions as pub-

lic censor and protector of morals, this secular daily declares

that, in a Christian community, it is a common duty owed to de-

cency not to compare or class the Son of God with mere men.

One occasion of its present complaint is the recently published

Life of Theodore Parker, in which, the journal says, the biog-

rapher has broken loose from that common duty, and is found

running at large in the pages of his book in the character of a

fugitive from reverence. For this the newspaper sharply re-

proves him, asserting his offense against moral propriety to be

flagrant, his expressions flippant in spirit and deplorable in

effect. The following is a part of its criticism :

The style is marred by startling and unnecessary conjunctions or comparisons

^^ tlie Saviour of mankind with men and women of this generation. This is a

Iriek of Mr. Chadwick's writing. It is a vice. Instead of being chastised out of

It, he seems to revel in it still, and an object which suggests itself as one he has

iri viow appears to bo the provocation of readers or critics to just such a protest,

and their penetration by just such a shock as here finds expression because of his

t-Toiise. Mr. Chadnick is a large man. But this practice of his is a very little

business. We do not suppose that his purpose is to divinize the Tom, Dick, or

li^'try among men of whom he speaks or to vulgarize the second Person of the

Trinity by his chippy and almost flippant allusions to him.
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As an example of the objectionable language which the secular

critic censures, this statement is quoted from the biograpliy :

He [Theodore Parker's father] was, perhaps, a worse farmer for being a preuy

good rnecbiiiiio, and leaving the boys to work the farm wliile he puttered in tho

carpenter shop ; such an one as that of Nazareth, rude cabinet-making alteruatiti:;

tliere with the roaking and mending of farmers' implements. So Theodore had,

like the young Jesus, the happy privilege of playing among swe&t-smelling chips

and sl-.avings.

A similarly censured ofYcnse was committed when Parker's bi-

ographer, at the funeral of a worthy enough citizen, said con-

cerning the deceased, " Like Jesus Christ and John Brown, he

M-as a son of the common people." Objecting to all such speech,

the journal says: "Our protest is against the seeming purpose

or policy of vulgarizing God and cheapening Christ, toward

both of whom the Bible enjoins reverence, awe, and worship."

When one of the "liberal" clergy, whose customary mode of

speech is under rebuke, intimates that the rcbuker is in bond-

age to orthodox traditions, and glories in his own '' free soul,"'

announcing that he and his brethren will not be admonished

into pretending a reverence they do not feel, the Democratic

editor replies: " AVe have no quarrel with this man about 'free

souls.' Our soul is as free as his—free to dissent from his

smug assumption that only those souls are free at all in whom

faith is apparently represented by a fluidity of words and rev-

erence by a vacuum."

The editor rendered a commendable and impressive public

service by his weighty, straight-aimed, and trenchant stroke of

editorial condemnation. He spoke in defense of communities

which make laws and decree punishment against profanity, blas-

phemy, and perjury; communities which dislike to have their

sense of sacred propriety outraged and their morals damaged by

the irreverence of public teachers toward holy things, this dis-

like being due to the same sentiment that protests against a

vulgar ruffian's torrent of obscene profanity and punishes per-

jurers for making light of the binding sacredness of an oatli

sworn on the Bible before a court.

From the same source recently came another protest against

the irreverence sometimes shown toward the Scriptures by ig-

noring their unique and supreme character of divineh' inspirt-d

writings, thus lowering their dignity and lessening the estimatid

autlujrity of their contents. The objection made is against ut-
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tcrances, oral or wntten, which assert or seem to imply that the

men of to-day and their literature are similarly, if not, indeed,

oqually inspired, and their communications as unquestionable,

authoritative, and commanding as those of the biblical MTiters.

Studying the Holy Scriptures just as we stud}- other books, in

order to appreciate ^' the Bible as literature," as the phrase, if

not the fad, of our day has it, is not without its dangers, one of

which is that we may come to regard, or cause others to regard

the Bible as being no more inspired than some, if not many,

other books.

"When the minister of a famous church spoke of Thoreau as

one of three great prophets of God in nature, the other two be-

ing AVordsworth and Ruskin, a listening clergyman wrote in

comment

:

I have no objection to the greatly extended use of the word prophet of these

litter dava, providing the raau to whom it is applied has the marks of a prophet.

To be a prophet of God a man must possess the sentiment of the Infinite and also

must have the power of awakening the sentiment of the Infinite in other men.

We cannot read Kuskin's " Mountain Glory " and " Mountain Gloom " without

licliug that enchanting awe stealing over us which is always present when the sen-

liiiient of the Infinite is awaliened in the human soul. We feel that the ground on

fthich we stand is holy ground, and we exclaim, " God is here !

"

Wliai is true of Raskin is even more true of Wordswoith. To him this beau-

tiful world was but the wicket gate which opened into the glory that excelleth.

No one can enter into the spirit of Wordsworth's poetry without soon finding him-

self on the other side of that gate, amid the harmonies and glories of tlie eternal.

After bearing this sermon I went to work reading and studying Thoreau. But

never for a moment did he snatch me away from the things seen and temporal and

phice me among the things eternal. He is a clear, crisp, and racy writer, a mi-

nute observer of nature, with a vein of poetry running through the hard granite of

his soul. He has no mark of a prophet of God. He does not speak for God, nor

tiiin the thoughts of men to God.

Oil the other hand, I look upon Darwin as a prophet of God. Scarcely had

his Oi-igin of Specie^ been published ere the whole world was talking about God.

Darwiu has brought out into the light God's method of creation. lie has made
men to feel that God is immanent in nature, that he is the one ever near.

The preacher failed to discriminate between plain living and beggarly living.

To dwell in a shanty costing only twenty-eight dollars to build, to live upon less

than four cents a day, to work in the field barefoot, to dress like a tramp, to travel

«ii a pleasure trip to Canada wearing a ten-cent straw hat and an old linen duster,

ni Thoreau did, is to live like a beggar, and not like a high-toned manly man. It

i< a great and grave mistake to hold up such manner of living as worthy of imita-

tion. There is nothing more certain than that young men, robust in body and
niiud, will turn away with loathing from such an example of plain living and high

tliinking.

Nor is the moral make-up of Thoreau to be commended. He was a cvnic. In

8
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hi3 book tlicre is plenty of saro^tsm and scorn for humanity, but not a single

heart throb of pity or of njercy. In this age, when men are blindly feeling aftei-

the great truths of the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of men, surely thai

man is not one lo follow- whom genial John Burrouglis describes as one " devoid

of conipassion, devoid of sympathy, devoid of generosity, devoid of patiioiisni,"

no matter how devoted such one may be to jninciple, nor how rich a vein of poetry

and of wisdom runs through his books.

Nor can the impartial critic freeTlioreau from what Coleridge calls " the devil's

darling sin," "the pride that apes humility." Thoreau was proud of his appear-

ance because it was shabby, and of his clothes because they v.ere mean. In bis

book, A Yankee in Cauada, he calls attention time and again to the fact that

he went to Montreal and Quebec wearing a ten-cent straw hat and a linen duster.

As Diogenes was as proud of his tub as Chrcinylus was of his mansion, as tlie'

Quaker is as proud of his gray as the prince is of his purple, so Thoreau was as

proud of his j>oor duds as the Fiftli Avenue dude is of his fine clothes.

Upon the pulpit celebrity .and his ministerial commentator

the editor in chief of a great city journal comments thus :

These clerical gentlemen are very free and easy in their use of the words

" prophets of God." 1 he Bible contains the names of all to whom inspiration has

given the title of prophet. Men would do well to be equally economical in the use

of the title.- Such Use of it as we complain of does not exalt Ruskiu, AVords-

worth, or Thoreau to divine authority. Neither does it lower Isaiaii, Jeremiah, or

Daniel below that plane. It simply suggests that these clergymen and others

would better employ words to describe authors whom they like, differeut froia

those words which inspiration attaches to men whom God commands us to believe,

receive, and obey as his forthputters of revealed truth. The attempt to elevate

writers of human limitations to the rank of seers by divine appointment is neither

reverent nor accurate.

Such protests as vcc. have quoted are entitled to respect; they

have right on their side, reverence in their heart, wisdom in

their judgment, and moral majest}' in their mien; they will be

regarded by all save light-headed fools, reckless rationalists,

and incorrigible mountebanks. It is a severe comment on the

pulpit when the secular pre.^s is constrained to correct and

castigate clerical olTen<lers against religious decencies and the

cherished sanctities of C'hristeiidom. These reproofs fi-om sucli

a source suggest that the entire public, barring only those who
are definitely hostile to religion, feels that it has a stake in tlie

dignity, lulelity, sobriety, and integrity of the pulpit. The

lionorable and worthy ])ortion of a community is more jealous

for the credit of the clergy than the pulpit itself sometimes

seems to bo. It is mortified and grieved A\hen anything is done

or said by anybody in religious circles which lessens respect for

the Church, the minister, the Lible, or religion. For the sake of
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human well-Lcino-, all wortby citizens are anxious that the insti-

t'utitnis, niiencies, and instruments of good shall not cripple

iscives or in tlie least degree impair their influence and

.•ipacity for usefulness; for, in truth, all vital interests of the

^•uiumunity are affected by, and in large degree dependent on,

I he purity and power of those agencies. The whole respect-

able community takes satisfaction in the strength and effi-

cic-ncy of the churches. Every town longs to be proud of

its mhiisters, and is happy when it can be. It rejoices when

ihey are strong and influential, when they are able, stu-

dious, and learned, when they are reverent, devout, and

vpirituallv impressive, Avhen they arc robust, virile, and in-

trepid, when they arc careful, accurate, judicious, unanswer-

able, and commanding in their statements, when they are

bbuncless, consistent, pure, and beautiful in life and character.

There is hardly a community between the two oceans that will

net ghny in such ministers. There is one community of some

i.ixtv thousand souls, where, for thirty years, the niightiest

siiK'lo force for order and morality has been a certain sturdy,

ferirk-s, raid austerely faithful Roman Catholic priest, a man

^vl,o^e Appearance fits him to impersonate Victor Hugo's Javert.

And the population as a whole, nonreligious and Protestant, as

\u-Il as Catholic, regards that man with admiring and grateful

.ipprociation or with wholesome awe.

As there is in the common mind a deep respect for ministers

of every name who are faithful to their commission, which the

public regards as holy, and who exalt righteousness and command

r.-verence for the authoritative sanctities of religion; so there

i-^ widespread resentment toward men who deal flippantly or

irr.'vcrently with those sanctities, who vulgarize God, discredit

tiie Holy Scriptures, and lower Jesus to a merely human level,

r.prosenting him as ignorant, fallible, and even morally de-

li' lent. The best public is amazed and shocked at times at the

hhcnics which tlie pulpit itself takes with the solemn trust sup-

)-M<l to be committed to it. When the clergy destroy faith in

5!"- Dible, unsettle religious belief, cut the cables which hold souls

''- ^:U\• anchorage, trille Avith the most dearly cherished con vic-

ti'Mis of Christendom, or degrade the pulpit by playing the

•i'-wn, tlu-y are not forgiven; and it is well when the general

i'"!ignation which mutters in secret is peremptorily voiced by

the high-minded secular press.
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THE ARENA.

RECUPERATIOX L\ NATURE: A SUGGESTIOX.

The writer has read with much pleasure and profit Professor Beu-

nett's paper on " Scieuce and Immortality," in the Ketiev for September,

1900. His arguments are unanswerable. Yet we shall probably never

have the final word upon this fundamental fact of sentient and moral

being, simply because the finite mind is incapable of comprehending the

whole of the finite. But we still " follow after," hoping to reach a bet-

ter understanding of this fundamental fact of our existence.

The reading of the paper has suggested two additional arguments:

First, the longing aftei immortality is an intimation that this desire may

be attained. Well did Addison represent Cato as saying.

Else wht-nce tliis pleasing hope, this fond desire,

This loagiut; after immortality ?

Is not " this pleasing hope, this fond desire " a part of that soul hunger

and soul thirst expressed by David when he said, " i\Iy heart and my
flesh cricth out for the living God ? " Or, again, when he exclaims.

"As -the hart panteth after the water brooks, so panteth my soul after

thee, O God?" May we not consider "this pleasing hope, this fond de-

sire " a part of that soul hunger and soul thirst mentioned in the beati-

tude? "Whence this desire ?
" 'Tis the divinity that stirs -sn thin us."

It is this immortal man that remains

Unhurt amidst the war of elements,

The wreck of matter, and the crush of worlds.

Even those who have honestly—as Christian charity would lead us to

suppose—doubted and denied immortality to sentient and moral beings

have in the more sober and serious reflections of their life acknowledged

the presence and potency of this longing for endless and conscious exist-

ence. The only rational explanation of that desire is the presence and

potency of the fact itself upon which the desire rests. It is impossible

that we should think of and long for a nonentity.

Secondly, the recuperative forces of nature suggest and are analogical

of immortal existence. Job replied to the rationalism of Zophar, the

Naamathite, by saying,

For there is ht>pe of a tree, if it be cut down, that it will sprout agiiin.

And that the tender branch thereof will not cease.

Though the root thereof wax old in the earth.

And the stock thereof die in the ground;

Yet through the secnt of water it will bud.

And put forth bouj,'h.s like a plant.

How persistent are the functional forces of nature. Girdle the tree
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:iii(l it dies liard. Cut it clown aud it will sprout again. The ax of the

woodmau does not totally destroy the reproductive forces of the tree,

but new forests rise from his ravages. Analogy is not fact. But it does

Miggcst the presence and potency of the fact. In like manner these de-

sires of the soul aud their analogies in the silent, unseen recuperative

foiccs of nature are unwritten gospels that help the soul in its aspira-

tions for a better and immortal life:

Thou wilt not leave us in tlie dust;

Thou madest man, he knows not why;
He thinks he was not made to die

;

And thou hast made him, thou art just.

Let him who will deny tliese facts, these gospels in nature; they are

Kiill solid footing for the soul, which circles in its placid round to reach

iliat immortality and that rest which remaineth "to the people of God."

Whiteheath, 111. S. R. Reno.

AFTER TlIK FAMINE, WHAT?

The cry of famine-strickeu India has reached every ear and touched

< v.ry heart that can be stirred to pity by human anguish. It is impos-

sil'le to exaggerate the terrible suffering that will probably sweep away
'v.-(uty millions of our fellow-men before this pitiless destroyer has

stayed his hand. The Christian nations are moved with sympathy as

!i>ver before, and the world is brought nearer together by that exhibi-

tion of human kindness which sends a million bushels of corn halfway

ruund the world to feed famished men, most of whom are strangers to

« v'-ry motive that prompts such a deed. What matters it that they are

li'':ithen blacks ? They are men for whom Christ died, our brothers,

find they perish with hunger.

But, after the famine, what ? Do the best that can be expected,

'iiiil a multitude will die of hunger equal to one fourth of the popu-
I'ttiou of the United States. And it is only three years ago that the

< ••nditions were the worst in modern India's whole history, except now.
I^ India to be forever passing from one famine to another, so quickly
"'•it there Avill be scarcely any cessation in the cry for her relief ? Are
Uiore no lessons to be learned from the past? Is the only remedy for

tliese terrible \isitations to be found in letting the famine run its course
i>"til the population has been reduced to the level of the food supply ?

->o believer in God the Father can for a moment entertain such a

"i'Might. The world is not overpopulatcd. India is not. Godhaspro-
^•di-d amply for all his children. Tlie trouble is that many are ignorant
"I how to obtain what Providence has prepared for them. This ac-
'-ourits for the extreme poverty in nearly all heathen lands. The prob-
•'ui is one of the most dilhcult before philanthropic people to-day. It
'* ni^'h time tlie question were being seriously asked. What can be done
" j-rovcnt famine in India? "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
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of cure "
is a very trite proverb, but it is distilled ^visdom ^vhe^ applied

fn the Indian situation. ,.

The causes ot these fa.niue. ,.ay be broadly stated as throe
:

1 rr...

lalot'vH.e.: second, great stretches ot unotl.ivatcd land; thrrd the

'oort cultural methods laacticcd by the natives As to the h,s,,

Z is not noticed in the years ot abundant rains, or when the 'monsoon

br akV" on schedule time and keeps up a steady down,x,ur at the nor-

ma rte tor the .rsual season. Then all is .ell.
^

But un ortuna^ y e

mal rate lor lac ubu.ii ov-ct.,Dwu.

"onsoon refuses to be governed by the regulations ol the .eath i bu

reau It has been particularly contrary of late, and hence all thu

ouble But is this state of things irremediable ? Some of America s

deserts have been changed into gardens of paradise by irngation.

Can! this be done in India? Already ^^^ ^-^-f^^^V^^;X
teen million acres under irrigation at a cost of ^^^o, 000, 000 gold-

This is a splendid showing. Lord Curzon is reported as s.jm

Htely that only three and one half million acres more can be irrigated

Bit authorities differ upon this point. Sir Arthur Cotton, the father o

h- Ltion ^vorks in India, claimed that the possible area was sev la

L^s the viceroy's figures. It might be well for the governn en of

India to call to its aid a few American irrigation engineers before settling

down to the gloomy conclusion that the viceroy's figures are con.c.

Then the pumping of water from wells by windmills as is done m

l.ny Western States, or by hand, or cow power, or steam power where

fuel is cheap, would greatly enlarge the area of water supp.v.

The second dlflleulty is one which the government could probabh cu.o

do much to remedy. It is said that Indian native princes keep immense

tracts of land for tiger hunting. Certainly this abuse^^'^^
hold of firmly by such a strong government as t^^t of India. It i piub^

able that the e.Kperience of the past few years would lead many of the^

pr nee. voluntarily to reduce their hunting grounds, if their attention

i:re tailed to it, for the sake of decreasing the probability o a recur-

rence of the famine. But there are large tracts of unused land that re-

main so because it is not profitable for the natives to cultivate them . it^

their crude methods. With modern improvements and skill applied to

these waste areas large sections could be made productive.

But the chief reason why India never has any surplus^ .^ain to tid. t

over a year of scarcity is the exceedingly primitive methods of agrKU

-

ture practiced by the natives. The Hindus are among the l>oorest c -.

vatoiS of the soil in the world. Dr. Arthur Smith, of China, has ob. i d

that in their nealeet to use fertilizers the people of India are ^n stiikin

contrast to the Chinese farmer, who carefully P"^V:rVr% lA id
all he takes Irom them. Rev. W. H. Hollistei, of the Kolar Indu. r

u

Mission in South India, has proved that the u.se of a properly made

American plow will multiply a wheat crop by from three to five tin c^

over the best native plowing. To prevent famines in future it woull

.com to be necessnrv only to induce the Indian farmers to adopt a good
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plow. But that is not so simple a task as it would at first appear. Most

A>iatic5 are conservative to a degree that an American can scarcely ini-

n^iiic. It might cause a great rebellion for the Indian govcnnuent to

utidcrtake to force the use of foreign plows upon all the peasantry.

l)ut these wasteful methods must be changed, or India will continue to

have u famine every time the monsoon fails. It will never be possible to

jvtagiain supj)ly ahead sntFicient for even a few months, as long as

the old methods of agric\ilture continue in use. Here is a field for phil-

Kiithropy that is almost virgin soil. A rich harvest awaits the men and

Nvoincn who will come to India and put forth those Christian influences

that will in a generation or two revolutionize their methods of agricul-

lure and give plenty to these starving multitudes. We must bear in

mind that the great majority of Hindus arc underfed from the cradle to

the grave. What they call plenty would be famine anywhere else in the

world except in parts of China. Their famine is an acute attack of a

disease that is chronic. What is the remedy ? Let there be thickly scat-

ttrcd over that vast empire little oases in the form of industrial farnis.

The government of India is generous in its grants of land for such pur-

j/oses. It will be more so now (han ever before. The millions of famine

orphans form an unlimited supply of material to work with. The Chris-

tian young men and women who are crowding the splendidly equipped

ii^ricultural schools in America and other countries could provide the

leaders to bring every such well-planned enterprise to success. The
missionary societies furnish the medium through which this great force

can be set in motion for the uplifting of one fifth of the race—a consum-

mation devoutly to be wished.

That such a plan is' practicable is demonstrated by several successful

industrial mission farms already in operation in various parts of India,

i!''tably one in the ]^orthwest Provinces at Cherat, Aligarh. There
p-re not less than three million acres of land called "Usar" or "desert,"

in these provinces alone. The ground lias been considered useless for

<ultivatiou because of being impregnated with soda salt. For several

yc:ir.s the government tried fruit raising and failed. Then Mr. Edward
Kcventer, a graduate of a Swedish agricultural college, took it up and
started a dairy farm. The ground is subsoiled and a fertilizer is put

under the surface. Gradually this desert is thus being redeemed. Over
'iiirty acres are now producing vegetables and other crops of the best

• Miality. The dairy is carried on according to the most improved mod-
•.rii n)cthods. The butter is never touched by hand in the making. A
'• >dy sale is found for all that they can produce. Thirty orphans from
J'i'- famine of 1897 do most of the work. Jlr. Keventeris taking in a new
'•'t from among the victims of the present famine. And what can be
'*"nc on one desert farm could be duplicated indefinitely, if the men and
'•"men are found with the skill, experience, consecrated common sense,

••"d patience to go there and do it. But if the Christian people do not
''> u, it will never be done. The government can do a little but most
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of its scrviints aie working for });iy. Theirs is not tlie type of felf-siurcn-

dcr that will patiently toil for these little waifs washed up upon the

sliore of this fathomless sea of faraiue-stricken humanity. Unless tliis

work is done for the love of Christ, it will not be done at all. Xor can

it be accomplished by missionaries .of the ordinary type and trainin<j;.

It is to the agricultural colleges, not to the theological seminaries, that

the missionary societies must goto find the men who are fitted for this

service. If the work is done at all, it must be undertaken in a business-

like way. The workers must have had the best scientific training, and

should have proven their ability as leaders audmauagers in their specialty

by practical testing in the home land before sent to take charge of new

and difficult enterprises so far from home.

]Many missionaries in India have opened their doors to these starving or-

phans. They could not turn them away. Tliey Isave prayed to the

Father for bread for their little wards, and the story of their pitiable

condition ha? brought help from across the sea. But this is only tempo-

rary relief. The famine will soon be over, the story will lose its freshness,

attention will be withdrawn, the world Avill move on as before. But

what of the.se multitudes of rescued children ? "Who will feed them

then? Can the missionaries do it out of their meager salaries? They

have children of their own to care for. Shall the orphans be turned adrift '{

That would be positively worse than to have let theni starve during the

famine. It would make fruitful Christian work among the natives of

such a region impossible for a generation to come. It looks as though a

divine Providence had brought about a situation that will force the great

missionary societies to put these famine wards at work to help earn for

themselves a living. At the same time they will learn improved methods

of agriculture which in a few years they will take with them out into the

villages where they are to spend their lives. These boys who have

learned to use a good plow will never go back to the native implement.

They will show their neighbors how to treble their crops and lighten their

labor. Such a system, carried out u])on a vast scale, would in a gen-

eration greatly reduce the chances of future famine. And when crops

failed for a season, the suffering would not be so severe. The prosper-

ous farmer does not live from hand to mouth. The "old corn of the

land" helps tide him over until the ne.xt harvest, so that he manages to

escape suffering.

The indirect lienefits of such mission work upon the moral and spirit-

ual welfare of the community can scarcely be overestimated. In tlie

hands of spiritually minded leaders no line of mission work would produce

larger soul-saving results. The living object lesson of the love of Christ

before the surrounding heathen would be unmistakable and irresistible.

Ought this work to be done ? It most certainly ought. Then sonic-

body can do it. And we believe it will be done. "All things are }ios-

sible to him that believeth." W. N. Brewster.
Hin!.'hua, China.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

I\ order that the purpose which lias prompted the formation of the

following bibliography may be fully and ])recisely comprehended, it is

iiccossary to say, by way of explanatory introduction, that it is not in-

tended for the special student in theology, but for the practical, every-

day use of the working minister. It does not, therefore, aim at exhaust-

iveness, though it seeks to be complete so far as really valuable works

upon the subjects treated are concerned. Certain limitations, however,

will be noted. For example, no attempt has been made to classify the

large literature on the work of young people's societies or the Sunday

school, liowever valuable many of the publications in these departments

may be. In other cases—that is, in liturgies and catechetics—limita-

tions have been imposed by the lack of good works which are to be

found on the subject. In the arrangement the consideration of prac-

tical ends has been regarded, rather than scientific method. Under
each of the three general divisions, excepting liturgies, a general list

of works is given, and this is followed by detailed references under the

various subtopics. At the close is appended a short list of books that

are specially recommended for purchase to those who must limit their

selection. In general, a rough attempt has been made to cite the works
somewhat in the order of their value.

nOMILETICS.

Broadus, J. A., D.D., LL.D., The Preparation and Delivery of Scrnwns.

New York, Armstrong. $1.75.

Beecher, Henry Ward, Lectures on Preaching, Vols. I and III. New York,
Ford. 1872 and 1874. $1.25 and |1. 50.

Brooks, Bishop Phillips, D.D., Lectures on Preaching. New York, But-
ton.. 1880. $1.50.

Hoppin, J. M., D.D., Homildics. New York, Funk & Wagnalls.
1883. $3.

Pbelps, Austin, D.D., 21ie Theory of Preaching. New York, Scribner.

1867. §;2.

IJhukie, W. G., D.D., LL.D., For the Worh of the ^finistry (Homiletics
and Pastoral Theology). New York, Scribner. 1883. $2.

navies, G. J., P(7;)fr« o« P/wc^/«5r. London, Bell. 1883. 6 shillings,

I^;do, R. \{^ D.D., Lectures on Preaching. New York, Barnes, 1877.

^1.25.

hiske, F. "W., D.D., Manual of Preaching. New York, Armstrong.
1884, ?2.

IJucklcy, J. M., LL.D., Extemporanemis Oratory. New York, Eaton &
Mains. 1899. $1.50.
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Homilelical and Practical Lectures (Twenty Lectures by English Divines
with a preface by Bishop Ellicott). New York, Armstrong'
1880. $1.50.

Phelps, Austin, D.D., Fnrjlish Style iv PuUic Discm/rse. Xew York,
Scribner. 1883. $2.

T?ie Preacher and Pastor, edited by Professor E. A. Park. Containini,'

FCuelon's Dialogues concerning Eloquence, Herbert's Country Parson.
Baxter's Reformed Pastor, Campbell's Lectures on Pulpit Eloquence.
New York, Dodd, Mead *fc Co. 1849. $1.25.

Spurgeon, C. H., Lectures to my Students. New York, Sheldon. 1875
$1.25.

Alexander, J. W., Thoughts on Preaching. New York, Scribner
18G7. §2,

Simpson, Bishop Matthew, Lectures on I^rcaching. New York, Metho-
dist Book Concern. 1879. $1.15.

Taylor, William M., Th^ Ministry of the Word. New York, Randob.h.
1876. $1.50.

Mullois, L'Abb6 Isidore, The Clergy and the Pulpit in their Relation to

the People. Translated. New York, Catholic Publication Society.

18G7. $1.50.

Papers on Preaching. A Symposium. Chicago, Revcll.

Hull, John, D.D., God's Word through Preaching. New York, Dodd,
Mead & Co. 1875. $1.25.

Burton, N. J., D.D., Lectures on Preaching. New York, Webster. 18SS.

$3.75.

Phelps, Austin, D.D., Men and Pools; or, Studies in Homiletics. New
York, Scribner. 1882. $2.

Shedd, W. G. T., D.D., Llomiletics and 1-ractical Theology. New York,
Scribner. 1875. $2.50.

Crosby, Howard, The Christian Preacher. New York, Randolph. 1880.

$1.50.

Burgess, Henry, LL.D., The Art of Preaching. London, Baker. 185S.

Boynton, Nehemiah, D.D., Real Preaching. Boston, Congregational Pub-
lisliing Society. 75 cents.

Broadus, J. xV., D.D., LL.D., Lectures on iheLIistory of L^reaching. New
York, Armstrong. $1.50.

Cliristlicb, Theodore, Homiletics. Translated. New York, Scribner.

1895. $2.75.

Greer, D. H., D.D., The Preacher and his Place. New York, Scribner.

1895. $1.25.

Hood, E. Paxton, The Vocation of the Preacher. New York. Funk
& Wagnalls. 1888. $2.

Horton, P. p., D.D., The We^'d of God. New York, :Macmillan 1803.

$1.50.

Kidder, 1). P., D.D., A Treatise on Homiletics. New York, Methoai^t
Book Concern. 1804. $1.35.
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Liudscy, James, M.A., B.D., The Teaching Function of the Modern Pul-

j)it. Edinl)urgli, Blackwood. 1897. 1 sliilling.

ricrson, A. T., D.D., The Divine Art of Preaching. New York, Baker

it Taylor. 1872. 75 cents.

Piirkcr, Joseph, Ad Clenna : Advices to a Young Preacher. Boston,

Roberts. 1871. $1.50.

Th'-Ti-min, Francis, Eloquence a Virtue; or, Outlines of Systematic Rhet-

oric. Translation and Introductory Essay by "NY. G. T. Shedd.

Andover. Draper. 1872.

Yiiict, A., Homiletics. New York, Ivison. 18S0. $1.75.

SPECIAL REFEKEIxCES IX HOMn.ETICS.

(For publisher, price, etc., if not given, see above.)

I. Books and Reading:

Dale, Lectures on Preaching, lectures 3 and 4.

Alexander, Thoughts on Preaching, letters 4, 5, 6, and 10.

Gladden, Washington, D.D., The Christian Pastor^ chapter 5.

New York, Sfcribner. |2.50.

Phelps, Men and Pools.

Taylor, The Ministty of the Word, lectures 2 and 3.

Blackie, J. S., Self Culture.

Porter, Noah, LL.D., BooTcs and Reading. New York, Scrib-

ucr. ^3.

11. Sermon Preparation:

Beeeher, Lectures, Vols. I and III.

Ecce Clerxis, by a Student of his Times, chapter 7. New York,

Methodist Book Concern. $1.50.

Blaikie, For the WorJ^ of the Ministi-y, chapters 3-11.

Claude, John, Essay on the Composition of a Sermoyi. Translation.

New York, Methodist Book Concern. 1848. 40 cents.

Oosterzee, J. J. van, D.D., Practical Theology. Translation. Pp.

lGG-344. New York, Scribner. 1879. $3.50.

Compare also general works on homiletics noted above.

HL Extemporaneous Preaching:

Buckley, Ej:temporanex>us Oratory.

Storrs, R. S., D.D., Conditions of Success in Preaching icithout

Xvtes. New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1875. $1.

Alexander, Thoughts on Preaching, letters 7-9.

IV. The Delivery of the Sermon :

Russfll, William, Pulpit Elocution; with an Introduction by Pro-

fessor E. A. Park and Rev. E. N. Kirk. Andover, Draper.

1SG9. $1.

Buckley, Extemporancnis Oratory, chapters 20-29.

B!:ukie. For the Worlc of the Ministry, chapter 13.

lecture 8.
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V. Preaching 10 Cbildren:

Trumbull, H. C, Yale Lectures on the Sunday Scliool, lectures

and 10.' Philadelphia, Wattles. 1888.

Stall, Sylvauus, Five-Minute Object Se^-mms to ChiUren. Ne^

York, Funk iS: Wagnalls. $1.

Armstrong, Rev. William, Five-Minute Sernwns to aiUren. New

York, [Methodist Book Concern. 75 cents.

Howatt, Eev. J. Reid, The Children's Pew. Nc^v York, Whit-

taker. $1.50.

Outline Sermons to Children. New York, Armstrong. ^l.oO.

PASTORAL THEOLOGY.

Gladden, Washington, D.D., ThcChri.tian Pastor and the Worl-ing Church.

New York, Scribner. 1898. §2.50.

Mead, G. AY., Modern Methods of Church Work. New York, Dodd,

Mead & Co. $1-50. ^, ^ ^
Parish ProhUms, edited by Washington Gladden, D.D. New ^ork, Cen-

tury Co. 1887. $2.50.

Beecher, Henry Ward, Lectures on Preaching, Vol. II. New \ ork. Ford.

1873. SI. 50.
, c w

Iloppin, J. M., D.D., Pastoral Thadogy. New York, Funk & Wag-

nalls. 1881. $2. ^ , cw
Stall, Sylvanus.D.D., Methvdsqf Church Worl: New York, Funk & Wag-

nalls. 1887. si. 50

Cuyler, T. L., D.D., How to le a Pador. New York, Baker (fc Taylor.

1890. 75 cents.

Ecce Clems; or, The Christian Minister in Many Lights, by a btudcnt of

his Times. New York, Eaton & :Mains. $1.50.

Brid-es Charles. A.M., The Christian Ministry; with an Inquiry into the

Causes of its Inefficiency (Pastoral and Homiletic Theology). New

York, Carter. 1850. ^1.50.

The Cleriad Life. A Series of Letters to Ministers (by Watson, Dodds,

Edwards, Dcnney, etc.). New York, Dodd, Mead .t Co. :?1.25

Oosterzee, J. J. van, D.D., Practical Theology (llomiletics. Pastoral The-

ology, and Liturgies). Translation. New York, Scnbner. 18.9.

Faiibairn,' Patrick, D.D., Pastoral Theology. New York, Scribner.

12.25.

Kidder, D. P., D.D., The Christian Pastorate. New York, Methodist

Book Concern. 1871. $1-20.

Murphy, Thomas, D.D., Pastoral Theology. Philadelphia, Presbyterian

Board Publication. 1877. $1.25.

Thwing, C. F., D.D., The WorUng Church. New York, Baker & Tay-

lor. 75 cents. ^

Yinet, A., Pastoral Theology. Translated by T. O. Summers, southern

Methodist Publi-^hing House. 1S75. §1.
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Uhiikic, W. G., D.D., LL.D., The Public Minidry and Pastoral Methods

of Our Lord. New York, Carter. 1874. $1.50.

Ihrl-rt, George, Life and Writings of, including "The Country Par-

son." Boston, Monroe. 1851. $1.25.

li;i\tc'r, Richard, The Reformed Pastor. New York, Methodist Book

Concern. 60 cents.

SPECIAL KEFERENCES m PASTORAL, THEOLOGY.

(For publisher, price, etc., if not given, see general list above.)

I. The Otfice of the ^Minister :

Blaikie, For the Worlc of the Ministry, chapters 1 and 2.

Gladden, The ChrlHian Pastor, chapters 3 and 4.

Hoppin, Pastoral Theology, Part I.

Simpson, Lectures on Preaching, lectures 1 and 2.

II. Character and Habits of the ]\Iiuister:

Ecce Clems, chapter 4.

Blaikie, For the Worl of the Ministry, cliapter 20.

Bridges, The Christian Ministry, Part III.

Crosby, The Christian Preacher, lectures 4 and 5.

Hoppin, Pastoral Theology, Parts H and III.

Mullois, The Clergy and the Pulpit, chapter 1.

Miller, Samuel, D.D., Letters on Clerical Manners and Hahits.

Princeton, Baker. 1835. $1.25.

Stalker, James, D.D., The Preacher and his Models. New York,

Armstrong. 1891. $1.50.

Tucker, W. J., The Making and Umnalcing of the Preacher. Bos-

ton, Houghton, :Mifflin & Co. 1898. $1.50.

Simpson, Lectures on Preaching, lectures 2 and 3.

III. Pastoral Visiting:

Cuyler, TIoio to he a Pastor, chapters 1-3.

Gladden, The Christian Pastor, chapters 7 and 11.

Blaikie, For the Work of the Minidry, chapter 15.

Parish ProUems, pp. 179-190.

Hoppin, Pastoral Theology, pj). 387-437.

Watson, John, The Cure of Souls, chapter 7. New York, Dodd,

Mead & Co. 189G. .$i.'50.

Wolls, J. D., D.D., Tlie Pastor in the Sich Room. Philadelphia,

Presbyterian Board Publication. 1893. 50 cents.

'\ . Christian Nurture and Catechetics:

Huslinell, Horace, D D., Chrktian Nurture. New York, Scrib-

ner. §1.50.

Blaikie, For the Work of the Ministry, chapter IG.

Chesebrough, A. S., D.D., The Culture of Child Piety. Boston,

Congregational Publishing Society. 188G. $1-25.
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Adler, Felix, The Moral Tnstrudion of Children. New York,

Appleton. 1892. $1.50.

Oosterzee, rractkal Theology, pp. 448-509.

Gladden, l"hc Christian Pastor, chapter 15.

Refereuce may also be made here to the mauy catechetical works,

old and new, issued by churches and individuals. Such are Lv-

ther''s Shorter Catechism, The Westminster SJiorter Catechism, The

Heidelberg Catechism (that recently issued by the Union of the

Nonconformist Churches of England), An Evangelical Catechism

by Thomire Chalmers, Nast's Ixirger Catechism, Schaffs Cate-

chism, An Elementari/ Catechis^m by M. C. Hazard, Child's Scrip-

ture Catechism issued by the American Tract Society, Gospel

Truth by J. W. Cooper, The Christian Faith by G. A. JacUson,

Great Trvths Simply Told by G. L. AYeed, and Our Children

for Christ by Doremus Scudder.

V. The Prayer Meeting:

Vincent, Bishop J. II., JIoic to Conduct Prayer Meetings. Boston,

Lothrop. 1880. $1.25.

Parish Problems, pp. 253-2G8,

Beechcr, Lectures on Preaching, Vol. IT, chapters 8 and 4.

Gladden, The Christian Pastor, chapter 10.

Groat, W. 11., The Ideal Prayer Meeting. Chicago, Revell. 50

cents.

VI. Revivals:

Peck, J. O., D.D., The Reviral and the Pastor. New York, Z^Ieth-

odist Book Concern. 1894. $1.

Pierson, A. T., D.D., Evangelistic Worl in Principle and in Prac-

tice. New York, Baker & Taylor. $1.25.

Finney, C. G., Lectures on Pcvivals. Boston, Jowett. 18S5.

81.75.

Beech er, Lectures, Vol. II, chapters 8-11.

Gladden, The Christian Pastor, chapter 17.

Hoppin, Pastoral Theology, pp. 480-512.

LITrKGICS.

I. The Reading of Scripture and Hymns:
Russell, "William, Pulpit Elocution. Andover, Draper. 1869.

$1.

Taylor, W. IsL, The Ministry of the Word, chapter 9. New York,

Randolph. 1876. $1.50.

See, also, works above under "The Delivery of the Sermon."

II. Public Prayer and Common Prayer:

The Bool of Common Prayer of the Protestant Episcopal Church.

Beecber, Henry Ward, Prayersfrom Plymouth Pulpit. New York,

Scribner. 1807. $1.50.
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Pulpit Prayers In; Eminent Preachers. Xew York, Armstrong.

1884. §1.50,

Blaikie, W. G., For the Worl- of the Ministry, chapter 14. New
York, Scribner. $2.

Dale, R. "W., D.D., Lectures on Preaching, lecture 9. New York,

Barnes. $1.25.

Porter, Ebenezer, D.D., Lectxires on Ilomiletics and Preaching, and

on Pullic Prayer. New York, Collier. 1844. §1.25.

Spurgeon, C. H., Lectures to My Students, lecture 4, New York,

Sheldon. $1.25.

Iluugerford, Edward, The American Bool of Church Services, icith

Selections for Responsive Readings. Boston, Houghton, Mifllin

& Co. 1SS9. $1.25.

Miller, Samuel, D.D., Thoughts on Pullic Prayer. Philadelphia,

Presbyterian Board Publication. 75 cents.

Oosterzee, J. J. van. Practical Theology, pp. 403-415. New York,

Scribner. $3.50.

III. Responsive Services:

Sunday Service and Select Psalms, hy John WesUy. Edited by

C. S. narrower, D.D. New York, jMethodist Book Concern.

45 cents.

Responsive Scripture Lessons, arranged by J. F. Marley, D.D. New
York, Eaton & Mains. 20 cents.

Hungerford, American Book of Church Services.

Parish Problems, pp. 462-108. New York, Century Co. $2.50.

IV. Church Music

:

Gladden, The Christian Pastor, pp. 139-150. New York, Scrib-

ner. $2.50.

Beecher, Lectures on Preaching, Vol. 11, chapter 5. New York,

Ford. $1.50.

Parish Problems, pp. 422-461.

Bridges, Robert, A Practical Discourse on Some Principles of

ITymn Singing. Journal of Theological Studies, October, 1899.

New York, Macmillan.

Julian, John, M.A., Dictionary cf Hymnology. New York, Scrib-

ner. 1891. $10.

On the general subject of Christian worship, compare also the

the following -works:

Parish Problems, pp. 401-47G.

Broadus, Preparation and Delivery of Sermons, Part V. New
York, Armstrong. $1.75.

AVatson, John, The Cure of Soids, chapter 8. New York, Dodd,

Mead ic Co. $] .50.

Christian Worship, by C. C. Hall, Thomas Hastings, A. V. G.

Allen, E. C. Smyth, W. R. Huntington, etc. New York,

Scriljner. $1.50.
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SELECT MST KECOMMENDED FOR PUKCHASE.

HOMILETICS.

Broadus, John A., D.D., LL.U., The Preparation and Delivery of Ser-

mo}i^. New York, Armstrong. ^1.75.

Beech.i, Henry Ward, Lectures on Preaching, Vols. I and III. ^ew

York Ford, 1872 and 1874. $1.25 and $1.50.

Brooks, Bishop Phillips, D.D., Lectures on Preaching. New York, Dut-

ton. 1880. $1.50. „ , r ^.r u

Hoppin, J. M., D.D., Ilonuletics. Ne^v York, Funk & Wasoalls.

Phelit Aust?D, D.D.. The Theory of Preaching. New York, Scribner.

Blaikit. W. g'., D.D., LL.D., For the Work of the Ministry (Homiletics

and Practical Theology). New York, Scribner. 1883. $2

Davies, G. J., Papers on Preaching. London, Bell. 1883. G sh. Ijngs

Buckley, J. M., LL.D., Extemporaneous Oratory. New ^ork, ^iclhodi^t

Book Concern. 18i:i9. $1.50.

PASTORAL THEOLOGY.

Gladden Washington, D.D., The Christian Pastor and the Working

Church. New York, Scribner. 1898. $2.50.
^, , ^ , ,

Mead, G. W., ^fodern Methods of Church Work. New \ork, Doda,

Mead & Co. $1.50. ^^ , r-.
Parish ProlUv.'^, edited by Washington Gladden, D.D. New lork, Cen-

tury Co. 1887. $2.50. .,,-.. 1

Beecher", Henry Ward, Lectures on Preaching, Vol. H. New 1 ork, I ord.

1873 j^l 50

Hoppin, J. M.'d.D., Pastoral Theology. New York, Funk & Wagnalls.

1884. $2.50. „ , T. 1 f-

Stall Svlvanus, D.D., Methods of Church Work. New York, Funk &

Wagnalls. 1887. $1.50

Cuyk^r, T. L.. D.D., Boio to he a Pastor. Now York, Baker & Taylor.

1800. 75 cents.

LiTuucacs.

Sunday Service and Select Psalms, hy John Wesley^ ^^''^^'^,,^;/-

narrower, D.D. New York, Methodist Book Concern. 4o cents.

Hungerford. Edward, The American Book of Church Servrc..,^ith Sehc-

tions for Pesponsire P<adings. Boston, Houghton, Mrnim 6. Co.

Beeclfr^Henry'ward. Prayersfrom Plymouth Pulpit. New York, Scrib-

ner. 18G7. $1.50. .,

Christian Worsh^p, by Hall, Hastings, Allen, etc. -New lork, bcn.>

ncr. $1.50.
.
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ARCHEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

BABYLON 1AX EXPLORATIONS.

TuEUE never has been any greater activity lu this field of exploration

than during the past twelve months, nor have the efforts of these

i.atk'nt toilers ever been crowned with greater success. To dig for an-

tiquities is, at best, but very uncertain work, and often has it been that

one has sown and another reaped. Dr. Koldewy has been working dil-

JL'ontly, for more than a year, at the supposed site of one of Xebuchad-

luzzar's palaces with indifferent success, for the number of objects found

liHS been quite few and of no special interest. Quite close to the palace

}ic came across a small temple which belonged to the goddess Nin-

inakh, where fifty or more cuneiform tablets were found, none of them,

however, being of any special value to the Bible student.

From the Sunday School Times and other sources we learn that the

l:ist expedition of the University of Pennsylvania to Xippur was by far

the most successful of any archajological exploration of the recent past.

Kv(.u Dr. Hilprecht himself is exceedingly pleased with the results of

tlic season's work, as the reader may gather from the following extract

from his pen. }Ie says : "All the three expeditions—American, French,

and German—which have been excavating in northern, central, and

southern Babylonia respectively, have had'peculiar and valuable results;

Ijui the greatest and epoch-making result of this year was obtained by

the expedition of the University of Pennsylvania through the discovery

of the oldest and foremost Babylonian temple library (destroyed about

22S0 B. C.) and the huge pre-Sargonic palace of the fourth pre-Christian

Biillcnium, buried under more than seventy feet oi dSris.''^ It is uu-

<kr.<tood that among the many objects discovered there were many
vases, a very large number of clay, shoe-shaped coffins, and nearly

twenty thousand inscribed tablets of varying ages. This old sanctuary

has already yielded nearly one hundred thousand documents of all sorts,

«!k1 i)robably when as fully explored as some other archa;ological re-

mains will yield as many more.

It is too early yet to predict the contents of these venerable clay

bifiks, written ages upon ages before Abraham left his native land. It

^ill doubtless take many years to decipher these thousands of tablets,

^'^i the number of those capable of reading them may be counted upon
oiH-'s fingers. One of the fragments already read brings out a new
^i'lrr^ En-shag-shur-an-a, who reigned about G500 B. C. Early as this

'hite is, it was not too early for discontent and war; for we read that
this king witli a long name made war against the ruler of a neighboring
^i^'iiUry and defeated him, carrying his treasures as trophies into the

t<"i|<le of Bel.

9
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There was a time w'hpn certain Bible critics ridiculed the account

given in Gen. xiv of Chedorhionier and his allies who made a camjiaigu

from the distant north through Syria and Palestine to the region suutii

of the Dead Sea. Archaeology came to the rescue, and followed Sargon I

(about 3S0O B. C.) step by step as he marched, nearly a thousand years

before the days of Chedorlaomer, along the eastern shores of the Medi-

terranean Sea. And now again comes another mighty conqueror, Lu-

gal-zay-gis-i, who seems "to have been a veritable Alexander." If we

can trust the tablets, this ruler, who ilourished about 4500 B. C, or fully

700 before Sargnu I, also led his victorious armies from Babylonia to

Palestine.

HIGH PLACE AT rKTRA.

TiTE last number of the Quarterli/ Statement, the orgau of the Palestine

Exploration Fund, is exceedingly rich in good articles, of which none

is more interesting to the Bible student than the paper by Professor

Samuel Ives Curtiss, D.D., entitled " High Place and Altar at Petra."

The article is elaborately illustrated with ]ihotograplis taken on the spot,

and has a well-executed plan of the "high place " and the surrounding

area, as well as an isometric sketch of the altar by !Mr. R. A. Macalister,

who is widely and creditably known in connection with Dr. Bliss's

latest researches in Palestine.

Petra, situated about midway between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of

Akaba, not far from Mount Hor, is an old Edomite stronghold, known
in the Bible by its Hebrew name, '*Sela," that is, "rock." (See

2 Kings xiv, 7, and Isa. xvi, 1.) The place has ever been difficult of

access, and has been made the more so by the hostile tribes in and around

it. But the few travelers who have visited it speak in high terms of the

imposing ruins and interesting antiquities. It is, however, a little strange

that this high place and altar had escaped the notice of such experienced

travelers and archaeologists as Seetzen, Burkhardt, Laborde, Robinson,

Stanley, Palmer, and many later ones. Even Baedeker's last edition of

Syria and Palestine, though devoting considerable space to Petra and its

ruins, has not a word concerning this old sanctuary, which only empha-

sizes the fact that many a place in Bible lauds has not yet disclosed its

secrets or given up its buried treasures. There is reason for expecting

great discoveries in the future.

It is also a matter of sur})rise—^though an American traveler, Edward
A. "Wilson, editor of the Photographic Magazine, called attention to the

Petra altar as long ago as 1S91—that little or no attention was paid to

the matter, but that the whole subject was allowed to pass with scarcely

a notice from any quarter. ]\rr. Wilson, it is true, knew the nature of

this discovery, for he descril)os this rock-hewn temple as "one of the

altars in high places consecrated to Baal;" but he evidently did not ap-

preciate its importance, ]iossibly l>ecause it did not show off to advantage

in a photograph. Be that as it may, it was nearly ten years later before
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the learned world was fully informed regarding this ancient monument.

For it was not till last May that Professor G. L. Robinson, of Chicago,

ni:ido a trip through the regions west and south of the Dead Sea and an-

nounced his important "find" at WadyJIusa, or ancient Petra. Whether

or not lie had ever heard of ]Mr. Wilson's previous discovery is not stated,

nor is it of any great importance,' for all students of Semitic religions

will thank Professor Robinson for his important contribution to this

hnuich of study. And as he did not have time at his disposal to make a

careful examination of this old sanctuary, it was furthermore very for-

tunate that his friend, Professor Curtiss, was in Palestine at the time,

and that this scholar a few weeks later, in company with some friends,

repaired to Petra with the intention, which they successfully carried

out, of making a thorough study of the altar.

As already stated, the results of his observations are published by Pro-

fps.sor Curtiss in the article above mentioned, from which we learn that

the altar is situated on a ledge of rocks about five hundred and twenty

fict long by ninety feet wide, a little north of Petra's citadel. The ledge

itself rises to a height of several hundred feet above the valley, and is

the very center of an "amphitheater of hills and mountains which are still

much "higher." The altar was not built, but was hewn out of the solid

rock, from which it is separated on all sides except that on the east, that

is, the side from which the priest approached and that on which the

interested spectator stood. The altar proper measures nine feet one inch

by six feet two inches. Its height at the highest point is exactly three

!c(.t. On the top or surface of the altar, very near tlie center, is cut out

a hollow place in the shape of a pan, measuring forty-four inches by

fourteen, and having a depth of three and a half inches. This might have

been used for the fire. There are also small holes cut into this solid altar

on three sides, which, according to a theory advanced by Professor

Curtiss, suggest metallic altar horns. Why there were not four of

these is impossible to say. Before the altar are four steps of easy

ascent, one of these being a large slab over a yard long and about two
fiet widcv It was on this step, we judge, that the ofliciating priest in

h11 probability took his stand while he was attending to the sacrificial

f^trvice.

On the south side and within two feet of the altar is a platform six-

teen feet six inches by eleven feet, which is ascended by four steps of

Unequal size, at the northeast corner. It is almost certain that this

phitforra was used by the priests and those attending them in preparing
tl"- victim for the altar. This is made the more probable from the fact

Ihat connected with the platform are two "circular and concentric pans
•<\itli vertical sides, . . . with a conduit leading from the lower pan,
'^'lieh may have served to carry away the blood of the victim." A short
Mi.-.tanco to the cast of the altar is a space forty-seven feet four inches by
iwfiity-fuiir feet four inches, which is cut down to the solid rock some
luteen or eighteen inches. Near the center of this sunken area is a raised
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platform only five feet b}' two feet seven inches, and four inchrs

high. If Mr. Macalister's supposition is correct, this slight elevution

in the center was the place upon which the one oft'ering the sacritic-

stood during the ceremony, tlie rest of the area being occupied by other

worshipers.

Though high places and religious services connected with them are

often mentioned in the Old Testament we have nowliere any descrip-

tion of them such as to afford us any idea of their arrangement. That

they had altars we know, but nothing is said of their shape, size, or

construction. This article of Professor Curliss is, therefore, of genuine

interest to every student of Semitic antiquities; for, as Petra was within

the territory of Moab or Edom, countries having much in common in

their religious institutions with other Semitic tribes, including the

idolatrous Israelites at various times in their history, this rock altar may
have been the exact counterpart of those on the hills of Judea. How-
ever that may be, and of course we cannot be entirely sure of the fact>.

this ancient altar at which a guilty soul tried to appease the wrath of

some ofTeuded divinity is an object of genuine interest to every in-

telligent and studious Bible reader.

The professor calls attention also to two large monoliths, a little to

the east of the citadel. Both of them are about eighteen feet high, with

lateral dimensions varying at the base from five to eleven feet, and aboiU

two feet and a half at the top. There is every reason for regarding tliCM-

as in some way connected with religious worship, for, like the pilla;>

and m(i.zzd>a& of the Hebrew Scriptures, they most likely symbolized tin-

divine presence. Professor "Wliitchouse, in Hasting's Dictionary of t'^c

Bihle, goes so far as to say that the mxazeha was the never-failing accom-

paniment of the laviali, that is, liigh place, and that in "the })rimitivf

sanctuary of the early Semites the upright stone served as altar and

divine symbol in one," but that, in the course of time, the altar and

mazseba became separated the one from the other. The fact that there

are two of these is also significant, for the twin pillars, associated in

religious worship, were well known outside of Edom. We find them

in the Pliccnician cultus. The Temple of Melkart, at Tyre, for iiistancf.

liad two magnificent ones, whicli are fully described by Herodotus; and

the Bible reader is acquainted with the two pillars, Boaz and Jachin, iu

the temple of Solomon (1 Kings vii, 15-21), which were very probably

imitations of those in Pha;nician temples. Though the Israelites wert-

clearly commanded, as early as the Exodus (Exod. xxiii, 24), to destroy

such pillars, and were absolutely forbidden to erect them near thci:

altars (Dent, xvi, 22), yet it is evident that the injunction remained ;i

dead letter during a good part of the monarchy, especially in the nortlv

ern kingdom. Hence the deniuiciations of the prophets, as in Ho?, i^--

5, and^Iic. v, 13. The existence of Boaz and Jachin in Solomon's toui-

pie is difhcult to harmoni/c with the spirit of the INFosaic law. This i-

surely one of the most inviting fields and subiects for research.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

THE BIBLE IX FOREIGN MISSION FIELDS.

That the American Bible Society should take a prominent place in

the Ecmnenical Conference on Foreign Missions was not a mere com-

pliment. The society has become, more and more, a foreign missionary

society since its issues for other countries now exceed those for use at

home. Of the nearly one and one half millions of copies for the year

ending in May last, over eight hundred thousand copies were distributed

outside of the United Slates. One of its agents in South America says

that the work of their society ou that part of the western hemisphere

would itself vitiate the now somewhat popular designatiou of South

,\incrica as "the neglected continent." The Bible Society has work in

eight of the ten great republics into which the continent is divided, hav-

ing grown from a single agency in a single province of a single republic

within thirty-five years, and its itineraries would mark the map from

ocean to ocean. Argentina, Uruguay, Bolivia, Paraguay, Chili, Pei-u,

])cuador, and Brazil are all permeated with the operations of this organ-

ization. Of course its influence is lin'iited by the heavy percentage of

illiterates throughout the territory and by the antagonism of the Roman
priests, which, however, seems to be less and less influential. The
marked eagerness for the word is still a prominent feature in the gen-

eral situation, as are the number of cases of couver.';iou from the mere
reading of the Scriptures. The discovery of the numerous instances, in

111! parts of the land, where isolated persons or small communities have
found Christ without the known aid of the living teacher is part of a

widespread phenomenon, certified to in nearly all heathen lands where
the Scriptures have been circulated. There is a marked preparedness
for the reception of the Holy Scriptiu-es to which, also, the experience of

Hible distribution attests in widely separated communities, and in some
<!ises where it would not have been anticipated. This has been strangely
true in East Central Africa, and is being experienced amongst the Fil-

ipinos as unaccountable, except "by the preparation and power of the
Holy Ghost."

As the Church enters on the work of the twentieth century it must
fount as among its assets the influence of the three hundred millions of
Hihles, Testaments, and other portions of Scripture distributed through
'he agency of the Bible societies alone in the nineteenth century. It is

"> the credit of American Christianity that, of these, sixty-seven and
"»e third millions have been issued by the American Bible Society,
•od s answer to criticisms on the book has been, in the century just
closed, the greatest circulation for it of any book in any century.
»e have now over four hundred translations of tlie Scriptures, and in
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niiin}- cases the inspiration to reduce a langua<^'e to writing -^as solt-fr

tlie desire to give the peo])le speaking it the word ot God. The veri

alpliabet was invented to this end, in these cases. A glance at a li-i d
seveuty-two Bible societies shows what Cuuou Edmonds has said, th;it

"whatever is the share of other lauds, America, Germany, an.l

Great Britain are clearly put in trust of the Gospel. They must trans-

late and they must distribute it. . . . The missionary idea is co!i-

quering the life of the Churches. The living Churches are alive to it

and live by it; but let us be zealous for the stability and authority, as

well as the fervor, of our work. The word of God is the most living i.f

all God's oracles, the most evangelical of all evangelists, the nio.-t

trustworthy of all Gqd"s messengers."

. "the spread of MOHAMMEDANISM.

There is much made of the advance of Islam in several portions of the

•world ; but the fact needs a careful analysis, in order to avoid a false im-

pression being made. One Mr. Oscar Mann, described as "an Ameri-

can student of comparative religion," has written in the North Amer'icin

Reokw without full information, or without regard to it, about the

growth of ilohammedaaism in India. First, he basis his argument on

what he calls the "absolutely reliable publications of the India govern-

ment in the census of India." That the last census approached a relia-

bility not equal by any previous census is true, but that it was " abso-

lutely " reliable no one who is acquainted with the facts would claim.

The trouble with Mr. Mann's argxmientis that he deals with the census of

ten years before as " absolutely " reliable, when its imperfections are so

well known that it is regarded, in the matter of religious and some other

items, as lacking accuracy, though it was the best that could be taken

at the time. There was territory covered in the later census not in-

cluded in that of the earlier one, and that itself would disturb compari-

sons. But, taken on its face, the advance of the Moslems is only in

the ratio of the increase of population. They numbered one in five in"

1881, and the same in 1891. The truth is that this is suri)rising, consid-

ering the announced growth of ^Moslem in lower Bengal among the non-

caste races. We are prepared to believe that the relative increase is

greater than 'Sir. Mann's statistical statements show, for in the aggregate

for all India they show none at all.

In China, the showing, as everyone knows who knows anything about

it, can be only a happy guess at the best. Tlie record of Stattsin,'ii'»

Year liool- has no confirmation, and even if its computed increase of two

millions of Moslems in that empire be accepted, Islx. Mann's hurdle-leap-

ing logic, that this is " considerably more than the pro])ortional increase,"

is only amusing. Still, the probabilities are that the number of ^Moslems

in China has considerably advanced in the last quarter of a century, even

without nullifying the statement, as ^Ir. ]\Iann does, by accusing the

[Moslems of compromises with native idolatrous customs. The author
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shows himself a neophitein the study of comparative religions in speak-

ing of these couutries as allording an " almost unexampled missionary

success,'' especially when lie thinks he has established the fact that Islam

has barely maintained its status in the old Moslem lands of Asia and has

decreased in some portions even of these.

The extension of Islam in Africa is acknowledged on all hands, as it

has followed the Arab extension over the continent. Its reception has

been demanded as an alternative of slave-raiding, conversion being the

acceptr.uce of the simplest formula— " There is no god but God, and Mo-
iiammed is his prophet "'—the first part of which is not at war with the

underlying belief in all African races of the unity of God, however

many subordinate fetiches they may fear. Still, even the progress of

Islam along Arab trade routes is scarcely phenomenal, considering that

it has been in Africa for a thousand years. Tlie assertion oc-ases to be

astounding, when the facts are viewed in this light, that one half the

continent is "dominated by Islam, and of the remaining half one quar-

ter is leavened by it and another threatened by it." Nevertheless, the

fact of the extension of Islam over Africa is one to be reckoned with by
the Christian propagandist, since it may not be as easy to convert even

nominally Moslem communities to Christianity as to evangelize the

"raw heathen." The Uganda mission work, however, does not indicate

that even the Moslem communities hold very stubbornly to Islam far out-

side the Sudan. Certainly experience has not proved that it is either

dangerous or useless to meddle witli Islam in large parts of Africa.

Nor does it appear that this crude Islam is diflicult to influence in

other quarters of the globe. The extension of Islam in the Malaysian

islands, as Java and Borneo, was not long since quoted as an alarming

indication of its progress, just as is now said of its growth in lower Ben-
gal and central and west Africa. But the success of the Dutch and
Khenisli missions indicates it to be idle for the Church to conclude that

these communities are inaccessible to Christian effort. The largest part

of the more than thirty thousand Battak Christians are converts from

Mohamn'iedanism, and in some parts of Java still larger results are

claimed. That the ]\[ohammedans of Java have a mongrel form of that

faith, which has made it so distinct as to be called " Javaism," is indica-

tive of the actual nature of many of the crude accessions which are cred-

ited to Islam, when it is said to be making great strides over the world.

Largo portions of the accretions of Islam in India, China, and Africa are

merely of the nature of a conglomerate of Islam and the old superstitious

faiths and heathen usages of the communities.

The fanaticism of Mohammedanism inheres not so much in its doc-

trinal system as in the politico-ecclesiastic tenets about the caliphate. It

'^ the doctrine of the sultan as pope or caliph—at once king and ruler of

State anc\ Church—that becomes the center of i\roslem fanaticism. Great

nvmibcrs of ^loslems would accept Christ if they could be shown pro-

tection from the scimiter of the sultan and liis political associates.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADEliS OF THOUGHT.

L. Clasen. The certainty of our relation to God is a subject that

is of perennial interest. Clasen, a pastor, has given so much thought to

it that his opinions deserve attention. He has set them forth in a -ftork

entitled Die dirktlkhe Heilsgeioissheit (Christian Assurance), published

in Ilalle by E. Strien. To some Clasen's views will be less welcome

because he is an out-and-out Ritschliau in his theology. Nevertheless,

to Protestants who do not trust in the Church to insure their salvation

the subject is one of such profound importance that we should be thank-

ful to anyone who cau shed any light on it. For Clasen is probably

correct in thinking that. the differences of opinion on this matter arc in

some considerable measure responsible for the lack of assurance on the

])art of so many Christians. And we agree with him in the aflirmation

that modern theology has no more important task than to exhibit the

nature of Christian assurance, and that the final purpose of all preach-

ing, teaching, and pastoral labor is to implant this assurance in every

heart. Clasen holds that assurance is not an externally established,

sensible fact, but it is the work of God through Christ. It is fellowship

with God; experience of pardon or justification; certitude of a new
birth; a new life of love to God and man, together with a new estimate

of self and a new attitude to the world. This assurance, which is

summed up by Paul in Rom. viii, 38 f., is wrought objectively by Christ,

whose power over us is immediate, but subjectively by faith in Jesus

Christ as a person. From all this Clasen draws certain conclusions : Assur-

ance is, in reference to God, a state of perfection which shows itself in

prayer and in confidence in God's providence; but it is also love to our

neighbor, faithfulness in our life-calling, and superiority to the demands
of the earthward aspect of our life. Doctrine has only so much value,

a,s if derived from its ability to aid us in the religious life and, in the

last analysis, in attaining Christian assurance. This is, in fact, to say

that Christian assurance is Christian experience, or, in other words, that

one who has a Christian experience has Christian assurance. This is

true only within limits. The vast majority find it true, and for the ma-
jority nothing further is needed. Yet there is a minority who have had
this very experience, but who have gone into the depths of skepticism
in spite of it. There are many other facts besides the facts of Christian

experience; and it is possilile so to conceive these other facts as to ren-

der doubtful the divine source of this experience. AYhencverthis do\ibt

becomes strong the very foundations of a'^surance, as laid by Clasen, are

swept away. 3Iany cannot reconcile these other facts with the farts of

Christianity. ITonro it is not so simple a matter as Clasen supposes, ex-
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cent iu those instances "uheu doubts of the divine origin of experience

)i;ive never arisen. Christian assurance, in other words, has its intellec-

tuiil as well as its emotional as])ects.

E. W. Mayer. "Why does the Christian trust iu God ? To this ques-

tion Mayer has given us a very interesting answer in Bas clirutliche Gott-

r<r(r(iuen vnd dcr Glaube an Christus (The Relation of Faith in Christ

to Confidence iu God), Gottiugen, Vandenhoeck & Kupreclit, 1899.

In some measure people of all religions trust in God, though out-

tide of Christianity tliere is nothing to elicit the idea of an un-

conditionally good higher power. Even iu Christendom the indi-

vidual consciousness of sin and the evils of the world somewhat

hinders confidence in God. Through Christ these hindrances are re-

jiioved. But what is the relation of faith in Christ to confidence in

God ? In the best periods of Christianity faith in Christ is the pre-

supposition and cause of confidence in God, although the faith in Christ

h'.re spoken of is not, either according to the Xew Testament or the

principles of the Reformation, connected with any particular tlieory of

Christ's saving work. That which is essential to true faith in Clirist is

the feeling sense of certainty that Jesus, as the rejjreseutative of God and

the manifestation of the grace and truth of God, has brought to man the

external divine gifts of salvation. This does not mean that no work
pleasing to God can be done except in cases in which faith in Christ

cooperates, but that as a matter of fact such works are performed only

^^ithin Christendom, while he who does them is more or less conscious

i'f the influence of Christ in his act. Mayer draws certain practical con-

clusions from all this, especially for those who have to do with the

p'.iblic preaching of the Gospel. The Christian preacher must set the

historical Christ before his hearers as the herald and bringcr of the

kingdom of God—who gave liis most loving attention to repentant

f'Uiiir-rs, to those who hungered and thirsted after righteousness, and

'«> the weary and heavy laden, and who carried through Lis work, even

i» the midst of poverty, suffering, and death. But, in order to

'he effective preaching of Christ in all these aspects, the preacher

!"ust show by his words and deeds that he has himself the present

^spenence of the reality of this new life in Jesus Christ. The thouglits

•^-'hich ^Mayer has given us here arc worthy the attention both of profes-

Koiial theologians and practical workers in the Lord's vineyard. It is

^Tcatly to be feared that the "preaching of Christ" is neglected in our

•^Isy, and that this is the principal reason why so few are ''converted

'> C.Md." There is such a thing as preaching about Christ without pre-

*- 'itmg the one preached about in such a way as to win men to faith in

"'• claims and to labor for him. But there is another aspect of the

*holc subject not treated by IMayer. Jlen may have a restful confidence
s-i God ns jrood, because tliey believe that Christ was the express image
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of God's person, aud yet be most uu-Christlike in that they fail utter!}

to participate in the sutlcriiigs of Christ. Only tliat is true faith in

God which sets u\cu to work on the tasks wiiich God has for all his

children in Christ.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Die Eergpredigt nach Matthaus (The Sermon on the Mount accord-

ing to jMatthew). By Friedrich Grawert. Marburg, N. G. Ehvert,

1900. This author does not believe that the Sermon on the Mount as

recorded by Matthew is a compilation of the sayings of our Lord, but a

unit. He does not believe that it is a didactic address concerning liis

attitude toward the law, nor a doctrinal address giving the fundamental

principles of the kingdom of God, nor an ethical treatise of any kind.

He thinks tliat all such conceptions of the sermon are misleading. On
the other hand, he is of the opiuion that the discourse had for its occa-

sion a Sijecific situation lu which Christ found himself. The Jewish

opposition had reached a great height before this sermon was de-

livered, aud had taken the form of an accusation that Jesus was a

destroyer of the law. In order to defend himself against this charge

and to convince his disciples of its injustice, Christ delivered this

address and accompanied it with an accusation that his opponents were

themselves violaters of the commandments of God QIatt. v, 17-37). This is

followed by instruction to the disciples relative to their conduct toward

the unfriendly world (chapter v, 38-48), and this by a warning against

the false piety of the Pharisee and a descriptiou of true piety (chapter

vi, 1-18). Then Jesus gives his disciples instruction concerning their

faith and its purpose (chapter vi, 19-34) and the character of a Christian

disciple (chapter vii, 1-11). The remainder of the sermon is an epilogue,

as what preceded chapter v, 17, is a prologue, the eight blessings of

which correspond iu reverse order of statement to the principal points

of the sermon, as follows : v, 3 = vii, 7-11 ; v, 4 = vii, 3_6 ; v, 5 = -vii, 1.2:

V, 6 = vi, l-34;v, 7=:v, 38-18; v, 8 = v, 27-37;v, 9= v, 17-26; v, 10-
V, 11-16. Grawert confesses that the comparison of the first three bless-

ings with chapter vii, 1-11, is not 'easy to make, though he thinks the

thoughts correspond. Since the quintessence of the sermon is founded
in these blessings bethinks the unity of the discourse is demonstrated.
The thesis is at least interesting, and perhaps it is not without truth.

Still it is strange that along Avitli the difficulty of making the identifica-

tion he has made there should go the unnatural reversal of order, which
the author thinks he has estaldished, tliough it must be confessed that

an exact reverse, if it could be made reasonably sure, would be in favor

of his contention of unity. Nevertheless, it rather favors the unity give:i

to the parts by the composer of the Gospel than by Jesus. For, if he

spoke under tlie stress Grawert supposes, he would not likelv emplov so

artificial an arrangement. So that the whole outcome of Grawcrt's
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theory, if proven, would be to coufirm tlie idea that the sermon as Matthew

^'ivcs it is a compilation of sayings of Jesus, rather than an address of

Jtsus given at any one time. But, if this be true, then the sermon was

not occasioned as Grawert supposes.

Ueber den biblischen und kirchlichen Begriff der Anrechnung. Ein

Beitrag zur Rechtfertigungslehre (The Doctrine of Imputation as Taught

in Bible and Chmch. A Contribution to the Doctrine of Justification).

By Adolph Zahn. Amsterdam, Schcffer & Co., 1899. The author of this

book must not be confused with his cousin, Theodor Zahn, who is an

abler man. T\'e call attention to this book for a specific purpose.

Adolph Zahn has receuily been making a good deal of noise in the theo-

logical world, especially by his opposition to the newer views of theology

and the Bible. Not a few—among them some Methodists—have hailed

liim as a scholar who is to lead us back to the truth. That jMethodists,

at least, should not appeal to him as a leader will be apparent from the

teachings of his book above mentioned. According to his views the

doctrine of imputed righteousness is the key to the whole of sacred

Scripture. The doctrine experienced no development as taught in the

IJible. Indeed, the very nature of the word of God is such as to com-

)icl the supposition that there can be no development in doctrine in the

Bible, but that God said at the beginning what he ever afterward re-

l>c'ated. Hence the Pauline doctrine of imputation is found away back in

Gen. XV, 6. It is essential to note that the imputation of righteousness

takes place with those who have no righteousness in themselves, but

who on the contrary are unrighteous. The Abraham that believed was

the godless Abraham, and yet he was looked upon and esteemed in the

thought of God as righteous. He was most godless at the time of this

imputation of righteousness. The idea of imputation rules both the Old

find the New Testament. The relation of Christ to his disciples is one

of constant imputation. Paul brings this out with especial force. The
f.ara7rfi}7/ is nothing but one great exchange in which the suffering,

death, and resurrection of Christ are imputed to the godless. Christ

h:'.J to become flesh in order that the sin of Adam could be imputed

to liim. For fourteen centuries this doctrine was lost, but the reformers

restored it to us, and the orthodoxy of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centTiries held it fast. But through pietism, rationalism, and modern
theology the doctrine has been lost to Protestantism, Kevelatiou is

,

wliolly predestinarian. One must either be a biblical theologian—and

then he will be a Calvinist—or else must be a synergist and distinguish

between God's and man's part in conversion. Man has not and cannot

have the slightest part in his own conversion, not even to consent to the

»aine. Every participation of man in conversion, as in sanctification, is

<^xc-luded. Synergism in every form, whether before or after conversion,

's an error, since it destroys the true faith which is one continuous glori-
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fication of the power of God and an admission that man can do notliing

and foresee nothing. Such is the man whom some JMethodists ignorant ly

hold up to us as a leader. May we be saved from this, as also from the

opposite extreme.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIDNAL.

The German Protestant Association. Representing as it does the ex-

treme left in German theological thought, its members would ordinarily

be classed with our so-called freethinkers. But more and more they are

coming to see, as are the Unitarians of America, that mere protests

against existing conditions can furnish no firm basis for aggressive union.

Hence, at the annual meeting of the Association, held in Hamburg,

September 26-28, 1899, they emphasized the necessity for adding to

their usual plea for liberty of thought and teaching positive, constructive

activity, especially since in this lies the strength of Protestantism in

contradistinction to the ecclesiasticism of Rome. Among the important

resolutions adopted were the following: "1. The antithesis between the

traditional doctrine of the Church and the modern view of the world can

be overcome only by an entirely new statement of Christian doctrine in

which frank recognition shall be given to all the tnithsof science. 2. "U'e

demand of the Church freedom to tell the truth; from theology strict con-

formity to the truth in her statements of Chiirch doctrine; and from

preachers the faithful proclamation of that which is recognized as fact.

3. Such freedom and truth will, in our judgment, secure the existence of

the evangelical Church and preserve for her the confideuce of the people."

The onl J' objection offered, and the principal objection which could be

offered to these resolutions was that they appeared to intimate that any

who do not hold the modern views are insincere and untruthful. "When

it was explained that the resolutions carried with them no such implica-

tion they were unanimously adopted, as they might be in any Methodist.

Conference. It is also noteworthy that the Association put itself une-

quivocally on record as denying the adequacy of the programme of the

so-called ethical-culture movement which would do away with all dogma
and which would place the ground of morality elsewhere than in Go<i.

On the whole the reported proceedings of the meeting indicate a more

positive attitude than is generally attributed to the Association.

The Struggle for Social Purity in Germany. Americans are chary of

discussing questions in public which our soberer and more earnest

cousins of the Fatherland are not xmwilling to l)ring to the front. In

October, 1899, the General Conference for Social Purity met and reviewed

the work of the preceding and planned for that of the coming year. The

Conference numbers among its members university professors, physicians,

and philanthroj)ists, both male and female. It was announced that tlio

university professors will issue a tract warning the students that all im-
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purity threatens the health. The declaration was made that there are in

Corinan}' two hundred thousaiid women who depend upon unchastity for

u livelihood. Some claimed that one of the great causes of social impurity

ill (Jc-rmany is the one-sided intellectual aspect of education which neglects

the development of character. The principle, also new for Germany, was

ttunouuced, that there is but one morality for men and women. The white

cross, similar to our white ribbon movement, was reported to have about

(icveuteen thousand members. The close connection between the use of

jiioxicating drinks and unchastity, and the responsibility of women in the

tlcvation of ethical ideals in the family and society were emphasized.

The futility of attempting to check the evil by license was clearly proved

uiul tlie heathenish character of such measures ])ointed out. The Con-

fiTonce declared that the only aid the state could afford was in repression,

or, as we would call it, prohibition.

Ancient Theories of Immortality in India, From the earliest times,

jiccording to a recent writer in the Indian Evang'elicul RevieiD, zueu in

tli:it eastern land have speculated about the future. The "venerable

fiiges" there, our author tells us, "thought much about this question,

.IS it presented itself on the banks of the sacred Ganges, and gave very

< loar expression to their cherished conviction of life after death, so that

i:i the ancient strains of the hymns of the Rig-Ycda we find distinct

tnices of belief in the continuation of life beyond the grave." Inviting

us first to look at the Yedanta system, our writer speaks as follows:
' It may be said that accoiding to the Vedautists immortality of a kind

fi'llows from the very foundation principle of their sj-stem. The funda-

iiiiintal idea of this philosophy is that there is only one real being, and

tliat this being is absolutely one. The famous aphorism which our

theistic couutrymeu now adopt as enunciating the unity of the Godhead
i> the assumption on which Vedantism is based. As used by the Vedan-
ti^ts. it is charged with the pantheistic meaning that individual souls

who seem to be distinct personalities are really so many finite manifesta-

tions of the universal spirit, Brahra. . . . Since there is really only one

\tiuan, or spirit, though there are many minds who are used by the

supreme Atman as its instruments, difl'ereut uien and women are all

truly one, and, of course, the soul of man is immortal, as it is nothing
<'thcr than the eternal Brahm, the only self-existent, eternal, and change-
l'--s one." Still another argument that the Hindu philosophers em-
ployed is that all composite things are eventually resolved "into their

'•iiiipic elements," but that the soul—as a simple substance, "above the

•iw's of causality, time, and space"—will escape destruction. Another
Hindu argument for immortality is based ou the preexistence of the

'-'ul. Phto also gave this view a conspicuous place, and to his theories
'hi- latter part of the article from which we quote is largely devoted,

^'t"k'elhor, the paper—if it does not state truth particularly new—at

''•:'--l presents the old in an oriental and attractive setting.
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SUMMARY OP THE RE3VIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

L. JIakilliek, of Paris, concludes in the November issue of The Inter-

national Monthly (Burlington, Vt.) his scieulific discussion of "Primi-

tive Objects of "Worship," wliich Wcis begun in October, the trend and

final eiiect of which may be inferred from a single sentence, "Thus fall

at once the theories which make of religion an artificial or semiartilicial

creation, the conscious work of a priesthood, or a collection of symbols

intentionally selected to be the brilliant and mysterious garb of a system

of highly metaphysical or moral truths." Professor Sumner's paper ou

"The Predominant Issue," insists that the United States ought not only

to grant independence, but to force it ou Hawaii, Cuba, Porto Rico,

and the Philippines, and that this country should turn its attention to

itself, and look for its safety and prosperity only in domestic develop-

ment, peace, industry, free trade with everybodj', low taxes, and indus-

trial power. With this view we are luiable to sympathize. An article

which continues the homage offered to Ruskin since his death, is

by John C. Lafarge, of New York, who writes, to be sure, far more

in criticism than in homage, claiming to express the sentiments of

the majority of those who paint anything of enduring value, and

asserting that Ruskin's long and laborious work as a teacher in art

has now no authority Avitli artists. The trouble was that not be-

ing himself a practical artist lie could not be a practical teacher. It

is as an artist in words that he sho\ild most be magnified and valued.

Lafarge quotes from the close of Ruskin's lectures on art, delivered

before the University of Oxford in 1S70, a passage in which the lecturer

indicates the possible improvement which may come to art in conse-

quence of its introduction among the studies of the university. He says

that, in the past, art has not been thoughtful enough, great artists have

been too exclusively craftsmen. "Many of the greatest pictures are enig-

mas; others, beautiful toys; others, harmful and corrupting toys. In

the loveliest there is something weak; in the greatest there is something

guilty." And then predicting better possibilities, he says, sauguinely

:

"This is the new thing that may come to pass—that the scholars of Eng-

land may resolve to teach also with the powers of the arts; and that

pictures may be painted which shall not be enigmas any more, but open

teachings of what cannot otherwise be so well shown; which shall not he

fevered or broken visions any more, Init shall be filled with the indwell-

ing liglit of self-possessed imagination; which shall not be stained or

enfeebled any niore by evil passions, but glorious with the strength and

chastity of human love; and which shall no more degrade or disguise

the work of God in heaven, but testify of Him as dwelling here with

men, and walking with them, not angr)', in the garden of the earth."
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Tliis prediction au artist regards as about as presumptuous and silly as if

n triiclier in literature should say to his university class, "This, O young

L'oiitlcmen, is what will come to pass through our superiority over our

pn'ilecessors; wc shall so teach that works will be done through us,

iliat neither the errors of Homer, nor the fevered and broken visions of

J)aute, nor tifltf evil passions and lukewarm morality of Sliakespearc

t-hall stain or enfeeble, but which sliall be glorious with the strength and

chastity of noble human love." Professor F. H. Giddings contributes a

wise paper on "Jloderu Spciology," and John W. Foster writes, from

itiliiuate knowledge, of the Chinese viceroy and diplomat, Li Hung
I'liang. This extraordinary man, now seventy-nine years old, is pure

Cliinese, having no Manchu blood in his veins. He was never out of his

<r,vu country until his visit to Japan in 1893, and to Europe and America

1!! I89G. Wu Ting-fang, the present Chinese minister at AYasliing-

ton, got his training iu diplomacy as one of the viceroy's secretaries for

many years, as he got his early education and his knowledge of English

in the schools of the missionaries at Canton and Hongkong. When Li

Hung Chang was in Japan, and an attempt to assassinate him came near

nKcecdiug, the Christians of Nagoya, both Japanese and foreign, sent a

message saying they were praying for his recovery. His son sent the

following reply: ''3Iy father is deeply moved by tlie solicitude you ex-

jiress for his welfare, and feels that the prayers you have offered cannot

have been unheeded by the Power who controls human destinies. He
believes that his life has been spared to him for some wise purpose be-

yond the capacity of man to fathom; but he will venture to interpret

his almost miraculous escape as an indication that his lifework is not

yet complete; that he may yet do some good in the world, and perhaps

render service to his country by endeavoring to restore peace and good
will where strife now prevails." "While in New York in 189G the vice-

roy fully acknowledged the useful labors of Christian missionaries in

China and the duty of his government to afford tliem ample protection.

And after his return to Peking he used this language to one of our Meth-

fxiist bishops: "Ask the American people, forme, to send over more

missionaries for the schools and hospitals, and I hope to be in a position

I'oth to aid and to protect them." Yet, after all, the missionaries feel

that this astute diplomat may need to be watched in order to see whether
iic will live up to his professions.

In that sterling and unmeretricious magazine, TJie Atlantic Monthly

<!l5oston), for December, twenty-two articles, in prose and verse,

l'i-'>ides the discussions in The Contributors' Club, offer varied attrac-

tions. "The Story of a New England Town " is John Fiske's historical

nddres^s at the two hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the founding of

that niost beautiful of college towns, IMiddletown, Conn. Of it the Har-
^^rd professor says: "In the very aspect of these broad, quiet streets.
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with their arching trees, their dignified and hospitable, sometime-

quaint, homesteads, we see the sweet domesticity of the old New Eng-

land unimpaired. ISowhere is true worth of character more justly valueU

or more cordially welcomed, with small regard to mere couveutioual

standards; and this I believe to be one of the surest marks of high civ-

ilization." Goldwin Smith writes of " War as a Moral Medicine," criti-

cising and opposing Dean Farrars article iu the North Americnn lievieic,

which spoke of war as not only necessary for self-defense and for main-

taining international police, but also as a moral tonic promotive of the

health of nations and often an agency of human progress. Goldwiu

Smith thinks that to-day a revived love of war indicates a satiety of tlie

gentle virtues of civilization and a reversion toward the brute passion^

and rages which beflt b:ir])arians; that Christianity, the religion of miM
and philantlu'opic spirit, is declining in its influence.over the conduct of

nations, and that the physical view of man is ascendant over the mornl

and spiritual. He refers to a Gennan philosopher, recently deceased,

who frankly preached the gos])el of force and held that the chief ob-

stacle to progress is morality. He is of opinion that governments which

believe themselves to be actuated by ideas about "manifest destiny,"

the "white man's burden," and the "mission of the Anglo-Saxon race"

are led by those mystical fancies far away from the sober dictates of

righteousness and humanity. Gerald Stanley Lee finds "The Domi-

nance of the Crowd" manifest even in theology: "The measuring by

numbers is found iu all belief. Helpless individuals mastered by

crowds are bound to believe in a kind of infinitely helpless God. Ho

stanils in the midst of the crowd of his laws and the systems of bis

worlds: to those who are not religious, a pale First Cause; and to tho?e

who are, a Great Sentimentality far away in the heavens, who, in a kind

of vast weak-mindedness (a Puritan would say), seems to want every-

body to be good and hopes they will be, but does not quite know what

to do about it if they are not. . . . Every civilization has its typical

idea of God. A civilization with sovereign men in it has a sovereign

God; and a crowd civilization, reflecting its mood on the heavens, is in-

clined to a pleasant God, eternally considering everybody and every-

thing, but inefllcient withal." But he takes this turn presently: "If

the One who called Himself a man and a God had not been born in a

crowd, if He had not loved n,nd grappled with, crowds, if He had not

been worshiped and crucified by crowds. He might have been a Re-

deemer for the silent, scattered, spar.'se, ancient world that was before

He came, but He would have failed to be a Redeemer for this modern

world—a world where the main inspiration and the main discourage-

ment is the crowd, where every great problem and every great hope is

one that deals with crowds." Henry L. Abbott writes of "The B?^*

Isthmian Canal," which he forcibly argues uuist be by Panama and not

by iSicaragua. Benjamin Ide Wheeler contributes an acute and needed

])aper on "Art in Language." He says that in this rattling day of
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».tt'nui,M-aphcrs and typewriters we sadly " miss the restriiigent and

dtiiailcent intluences of the old quill peu; " that, with present methods

of education, the next generation will not know how to write or how

to spell; that art is superior to the rationalizing intelligence, because

tlie former seeks the vision which is face to face, while the latter knows

\\\ part, prophesies in part, and sees in a glass darkly. "Poetry is pro-

fonudcr than psychology, architecture than engineering, painting than

the physics of color, literature than philology, faith than criticism; and

though these sterner disciplines of the intelligence purge and chasten

and correct, they are guideboards and not the way, precepts and not

the truth, body and not the life. . . . The judgments of the intelli-

gence judge with part of a soul. But taste abjures the minims and the

niillimeters, the fragmentary tests and the partial vision, looks full and

.ttraight with the whole of the soul, and judges with the whole of tlie

life. The judgment of taste is more than the sum of all the j idgraents

of reason, as home is more than the sum of the rooms of a house, life

tiiorc than the sum of the members of a body, communion v.ith God

more than the sum of all the doctrines. . . . Teaching that imparts

knowledge, and fails to supply ideals and inspiration, is notably not

education; craft that fires no yearning for the vision of the greater

vhole is not art. A rift in the veil, a glimpse of that other fair land

where the best that is in us divines itself native—that alone is the

li.indiwork and yield of art. . . . The effect of suitable language will

•nlways be measured among civilized communities, not by its precise

report of concepts and propositions after the manner of algebnuc for-

tnuUe and equations, but by the spiritual atmosphere of thousandfold

*u>,'gesliou and association which it brings in with it, like the breath of

» larger life to quicken the dry bones—the dry bones which lie in the

narrow valley of the matter-of-fact. Our response to the forms of

^irte and the gentle touch of poetry has place among the intimations

of immortality. We know that we have part in the larger life, because

tliere is that within us which is more than can be said. . . . The quest

f'^r the ideal and the instinct of form are close akin. Form in art, form

in literature, form in manners, form in devotion, all are born of one

Sniman instinct and desire—the desire to see the common everyday life

*5"'<1 its materials now and again dignified to the service of some higher

r-Jrpose, to participation in some greater plan of the greater whole."

^d'HULATHELY dolcful in its spirit is Frederic Harrison's funeral

*ai! in theiVw^A American Jievieic (New York) for December, 1900, over
|f'e circumstances which attend the closing of the old year. His article

>* entitled "Christianity at the Grave of the Nineteenth Century," and,

"iiile having primarily to do with conditions that obtain in England,
>*'t discusses principles which are general in their ap])lication. " Our
'•'"'!icili;ite trenenitiou ''—so the author records his cunvictiou— "has

10
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been sinking of late to meaner ideals, to coarser ways of life, to more

vulgar types of literature and art, to more open craving after wealth,

and a more insolent assertion of pride and force." Tlie causes of the

"general debasement of tone" !Mr. Harrison regards as "partly mate-

rial and partly spiritual." The change for the worse began with "the

triumph of the Bismarckian policy, by which the map of Europe wa^

transformed thirty years ago." The previous European wars, following

the fall of NapoleoDf "had all been professedly waged to protect some

people from oppression, for defense against aggression, not of avowed

ofiense and conquest." Eut Bismarck set a new fashion in statesman-

ship, and did not lack for imitators and rivals. "Russia, from whom
perhaps the famous chancellor originally impoi ted his great idea, had an

irresistible destiny in that direction, as the largest, most populo\is, lea<t

civilized nation in Europe. Austria, even, added to all her difficulties

by anotlier big annexation in the Balkan peninsula. Italy, in spite of

her bankruptcy and dynastic weakness, must needs clutch at a province

on the Red Sea. France could not be left out, and must make the tri-

color wave over part of Siam, Tonquin, 3Iadagascar, the Niger, and at

last the Nile. Japan, and even little Greece, took up the imjierial

mania. And at last the United Stales forsook their settled rules ami

policy, and are starting an empire across the ocean." All this has

been followed by " gigantic speculations," started "in all parts of the

planet," and the effects on the intellectual life of the nation have been

degrading. " Compare the early part and the middle of the reign of the

queen with the last two or three decades. Who will dare to say that its

close can compare with its promise—m poetry, in romance, in literatuie.

in philosopln-, or in science ? . . . Names will occur to all—Dr. Arnold

and his son, Wordsworth, Tennyson, Browning, Macaulay, Carl}ie.

Thackeray, Dickens, Bulwer, Disraeli, llallara, jMilman, Freeman, Froude.

Ruskin, the Brontes, George Eliot, Kingsley, Trollope. All the work, or

all the best and permanent work, of these was completed and had passed

into the fabric of English literature before the imperialist era began,

some twenty-five years ago. Have their successors quite equaled them C
The same fact, also, the author finds to hold in philosophy, sociologv. and

pure science. Intellectual and aesthetic aims have become "gross and

materialized." The drama "runs not merely to vice, but to morl)id.

sneaking forms of vice. . . . Popular novels, songs, and plays are coir.-

posed in the jargon current amongst costermougers and thieves. Ro-

mance tends to vignettes of sensationalism, to the more cancerous forrus

of dcbaucher_v, and to prurient maunderiugs over sex problems." Fur-

thermore, Mr. Harrison finds spiritual and intellectual causes, as well ii'^

material, for tlie deterioration. The philosophy "of evolution and of

logical demonstration" has not performed what it ])romised. "b
claimed to explain the world and to direct man. But it left a grc^it

blank. That blank was the whole field of religion, of morality, of the

sanctions of duty. It left the mystery of the future as mysterions a>
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fver, and yet as imperative as ever. Whatever ptilosopby of nature it

oircitd, it gave no adequate philosophy of man. It uas busy witli

ithysiology of humanity •, it propounded inconceivable and repulsive

piesses about the origin of humanity." From the hesitations and

doubts of such leaders as Darwin, Mill, and Spencer there followed a

" general discredit to the entire philosophy of evolution and the entire

theology of ueo-Christiauity." Xor does the writer find encouragement

in the religious situation of the day, as the new century dawns. It is

true that the Churches were never more "m evidence" than at the

present. "Their pretensions were never higher; their rolls never fuller;

their patrons never more illustrious." But, continues Mr. Harrison,

*' is vital religion more general, more effective? Is genuine belief in

the creeds more definite and clear? Is Christianity more truly a civiliz-

ing, a moralizing force? Who will dare say so ? , . . We have been

dwelling to-day on the evil things in our modern life, on the chase

after money, the rampant love of gambling, the extravagance, the coarse-

ness, the materialistic spirit growing on all sides. "What have the

Churches done to purify and check all this ? Who would care if they

did try ? Who would believe them in earnest in doing so ? " Not a voice

conies from the official churches of England in challenge of the justice,

good faith, and Christian charity of those who wage the "wanton war
of spoliation" in South Africa. "At home our own prepnration for war
is sounded in slang from drinking saloons, which is echoed back in pale

and conventional litanies from the altars of the State Church. This is

how Christianity works out in practice at the close of the nineteenth

century." Under such gloomy conditions—in the estimate of Mr. Har-
rison—the world moves out of the old era into the new.

The Critical Review (London) for Kovember, 1900, is weighty, as usual,

with critical reviews of numerous books. AVe quote a part of its notice

of the thirtieth Fernley lecture, delivered in Burslem last July by Dr.

Charles Joseph Little, President of Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston,
III.: "It is now published under the title of Chrhiianity and the isine-

(anth Century. It begins with a somewhat rapid sketch of the Chris-

tianity of the czar, the ]wpe, and the people, and then passes on to deal

^^ith the Christianity of experience, and what the author describes as the

Lt-aven and the Lump. The lecturer carries us with liim and never lets

'he interest flag. . . . His estimate of the meaning and power of the

Information is one of the best things in the book. 'The hidden root of

th.' Reformation,' he says, 'was and is the attainment and paramount
nuthority of a living experience of Christ in the soul of the believer.' As
to the theology of the Reformation, he rightly claims that, ' like the me-
chanics of Galileo, it started from experience.' And in well-chosen words
'le points out how soon theology became something different from that,
a:id what it might have been with us now if it had kept true to its bc-
K'»iungs." The brief discussion of Professor Harnack's lectures, <?iven
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last winter at the University of Berlin, on the Essence of Christianity, js

discriminating in witliliolding approval of certain views and positions

while admitting that portions of the lectures may be helpful to some

minds disconcerted and in difficulty with regard to the claims and

meaning of the religion of Jesus Christ. To us Harnack's views

as to the biblical miracles arc extremely unsatisfactory, even thouo-h

he does not peremptorily reject miracle, and in one place says that the

religious man cannot help believing that "the course of nature serves

higher ends, and tliat, by means of an inner divine force, it may be so

used that everything shall serve the best," Ilarnack founds his inter-

pretation of the essence and meaning of Christianity on the Synoptical

Gospels alone, and holds the Gos])el which they teach to be a very sim-

ple thing—a moral message, which stands apart at once from dogma,

external Pharisaic rules, and social programmes—a Gospel witliin the

Gospel, which makes love to God and to man the one ground for all

action. The better part of the lectures may be inferred from the fol-

lowing words: "What Ilarnack recognizes as true is that Christ knew
Himself to be ]\lessiah, and to have the Father with Him and in Him.

And the essence of His work is declared to be this— the impartation to

men of that living conviction of the Fatherhood of God which He Him-
self had. What Christ did was to deliver a message to men which had

three circles of ideas, namely, first, the kingdom of God and its coming;

secondly, God the Father and the infinite value of the soul of man; and

thirdly, higher righteousness and the law of love. His message, there-

fore, is entirely moral, in no sense dogmatic." Dr. James H. Ricre's

Oxford High Anglicism and Jis Leaders, written from the view-j)oint of

Wcslcyan Evangelical faith, now in its second edition, is recognized as

"an ivnportant contribution to the study of a chapter in the ecclesias-

tical history of England, which is likely long to retain its interest."

A review of more than usual force and interest is that by E. H. Blake-

ney of Dr. J. H. Stirling's large octavo, What is Thought? The Problem

of Philosophy ly Way of a General Conclusion, in which a sort of criti-

cal parenthesis is this: "Chapter A^., 'Philosophy and Science,' is one

of the most impressive chapters in the book. And there we may con-

veniently note one peculiar characteristic of Dr. Stirling's writing, and

that is his instantaneously solemnising power. He will be dealing, say.

some shrewd hits at Kant's system; or gibing at some idle piece of

rationalism more than usually redolent of the new Aufkliirung; or gird-

ing himself to do battle with some fallacj', tossing his opponents to and

fro, as he heaps scorn upon solemn quackery, whether canonized by

Aufgeklarter or not—and then, suddenly (and in this he reminds one

of the poet Browning), his words shape themselves into noble order.

and a strange sense of harmony, as of some cosmic hymn, breath---;

through each syllable, making itself felt in living power of spiritual

conviction."
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Thf A'jc of Faith. By Amory IT. Bradford, D.D. l2mo, pp. 30C. Boston and

New York: Houglitoii, Mifflin & Co. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Henry Van Dyke called this an age of doubt, and publislied a hook to

.kIiow the Gospel's adaptation to such an age. This author describes

the &;ime age as one of faitli, a time of moral earnestness, and eagerness

ti) believe Avhatever is approved by the intelligence and the conscience,

and thinks that the subjects most needing emphasis in such a time are

tlie Personality of God, the Fatherhood of God, and the fact that all

theories about God, man, and the tiuiverse should be interpreted in the

light of the Fatherhood. These furnish a sure basis for optimism; they

hhow that the brotherhood of man is universal and vital ; that sufTcring

and sorrow are means in the hands of love for the perfecting of human

character, and indispensable to human progress ; that sin is an incident

in the upward movement of the race, not necessary, but always possible;

tliat salvation is the sure purpose of omnipotent love ; that prayer is the

liUtural and necessary intercourse between parent and child; that what

is called punishment is always disciplinary and intended to restore; and

that the deathless life follows of necessity, because man is of the same

i^ulure as God, and, therefore, must partake of His immortality. But
.i!l human interpretations would be fallible and uncertain, however true

the principle on which they were based, unless there was an infallible

guide. That infallible guide Jesus promised, and the ages are real-

izing, in the person of the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Truth, who will

lead into all truth and show things to come. Christians are disciples of

the Spirit of Truth, and they wait reverently and expectantly for the

'iiselosures of the future, while they honor and trust the revelations of

the past. These are some of the truths which Dr. Bradford believes

Slid emphasizes. The motto of his book may be said to be, "Interpret

(>o(l by Ilis Fatherhood." Declaring this to be preeminently an age of

''•'•th, it must be confessed even by the despondent, that he comes very

'far to making his statement good, while the more hopeful will feel

'"i:it he is solidly and firmly right in his thesis and in his proofs. As
'"r siicuce, he shows that it cultivates faith, not doubt. The scicn-

ti->t is of necessity a man of faith. He searches for something in which
he l>elievos, althoiigh for him, when he begins, the object of his quest
'i;^^ only imaginary existence. Faith, as an intellectual attitude, is the
•^ine whether it atfirras the law of evolution or the being of God. Dar-
•nn used faith as truly as Paul. They had the same mental attitude,

'>!thouL;h their minds were directed to different objects. An astronomer
•'^nis Ills telescope toward some part of the heavens, not because he has
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ever seen a planet, in that Held, but because the perturbations of another

planet have led him to believe that if he searches long enough there liis

elYorts will be rewarded. Science is the athrmatiou by faith of an un-

discovered but discernible reality. Dr. Bradford points out that the

proportion of men of science -who are deeply religious is very large.

" In the British Scientific Association the Christian members maintain u

daily prayer meeting. Lord Kelvin is an elder in a Scotch Presby-

terian Church; Professor Young, the Princeton astronomer, is, or was, a

Presbyterian elder. George J. Romanes, after long wandering in the

deserts of agnosticism, came back to a child's faith. Agassiz was a

devout believer in God. John L. Gulick, who in the opinion of Ilo-

manes has made more original contributions to the doctrine of evolution

than any scientist after Darwin, is a missionary of the American Board

in Japan. Sir William Dawson finds a divine revelation in the rocks.

Asa Gray, the botanist, used to delight in saying that he was a believer

iu evolution and in the Xicene Creed. Few books have done more to

strengthen faith in immortality than the TJmeen Universe, the joint work

of Professors Tate and Balfour Stuart. Henry Drummond was both a

professor of physical science and an evangelist. If this is an age of

science, it is of necessity an age of faith, since the scientist trusts his

own intellectual faculties and processes, which is one act of faith, and

believes in a reality behind phenomena, which is another act of faith."

In literature, also, the author shows that, while skeptics are prominent,

yet faith is a marked characteristic of the age. "Zola, Paul Bourget,

and Bruneti&re in France may be skeptics; John ]\Iorloy, Frederic Harri-

son, Mrs. Humphry "Ward, and Thomas Hardy, to say nothing of

Matthew Arnold and George Eliot, may be agnostics, although some of

of them would repudiate the title. The Scottish school of fiction is

just now most prominent in the literature of the English-speaking world.

]SracDonald, Stevenson, Barrie, Crockett, Ian ]\Iaclaren, all are known as

devout believers. The fact that no novels are so popular as those which

treat of religious subjects shows where the hearts of the people are. . . .

The most potent and enduring literary force in Europe is Tolstoi, a man

with the courage of a warrior and the vision of a prophet, who has

penetrated deeply into the heart of human life, and found that character

is the sublimcst thing of which an author can -write." As to the p^ets,

our author shows that the greatest voices utter no uncertain sound.

Who that remembers what Browning, Tennyson, Lowell, Whittier, Sid-

ney Lanier, and Richard Watson Gilder have written can call this an

age of doubt? As a typical utterance of our time Robert Louis Steven-

son's Sunday evening prayer, which he wrote in Samoa, is quoted

:

*'Wc beseech Thee, Lord, to behold us with favor, folk of manj^ fami-

lies and nations, gathered together iu the peace of this roof; weak men
and women subsisting under the covert of Thy patience. Be patient

still; suffer us awhile longer with our broken purposes of good, with

our idle endeavors against evil—sutler us a while longer to endure and
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(if it may be) help us to do better. Bless to U3 our extraordinary mer-

ci(^; if the day come when they must be taken, brace us to play the

iii.-in under affliction. Be with our friends, be with ourselves. Go with

f :icli of us to rest ; if any wake, temper to them the dark hours of watch-

ii)"-; and when the day returns, return to us our sun and comforter, call

us with morning faces, eager to labor, eager to be happy, if happiness

.shall be our portion, and, if the day be marked for sorrow, strong to en-

dure it. We tliank Thee, and praise Thee, and, in the words of Him to

whom this day is sacred, close our oblation." Dr. Bradford endeavors

to show that the study of comparative religion, the Chicago World's

rnrliament of Religions, the study of the Bible by what is called cri 'deism,

l.)\v or high, the new movement in theology, the very fads of the day, like

f:iith healing, Christian science, and the rest, and the crusade of charity

niul widespread activity of Christian philanthropic agencies, all illustrate

nuJ promote the power of faith. He says that the Gospel needed by

tliis age, a Gospel which makes life worth living and rings the knell of

jjissimism, must begin and end in the revelation of God, who in all the

eternities and infinities, in His dealings with this world and all worlds,

li truly made known in Jesus Christ, who, in His earthly life. His un-

wearying service. His matchless teaching, His self-sacrificing death, and

His victory over the grave, was "the briglitncss of the Father's glory

and the express image of His person." This glorious Gospel is inter-

ITf.'tcd in this optimistic book and presented as the only rational basis

and warrant for optimism. The range and order of the thought are

iiulicated by the chapter headings: "The Age of Faith," "The Con-

cqjtion of God," "God Interpreted by Fatherhood," "The Basis of Opti-

mism," "Brotherhood," " SufTering and Sorrow," "Sin," "Salvation,"

'•Pmyer," "Punishment or Discipline," "Tlie Immortal Life," "The
Teacher for All Ages." We commend The Age of Faith as a stimulating,

i''r.{lrining, and heartening book for all, especially for such as have

jiclded to gloomy views about the state and prospects of the Church
find the world. It is a bracing and most wholesome tonic. We have

• :id of late altogether too much wailing, and lamenting, and despond-

i:iij in Christian, and even in Jlethodist, circles. We stoutly alhrm that

I'll 10 hivs been no sufEcient and justifying cause for it. Let Mr. Faint-

'•' irt keep still, and no longer infect and dispirit the body with his own
'•iniidity. Let those have the floor whose souls are brave with courage,

I'uoyaut with confidence, mighty with faith in God and in the sure,

*^ift, victory of Jesus Christ,

ff-'irnctfr and Characteristics of William Law, Nonjuror and Mystic. Selected
'ini.J Arranged with an Introduction. By Alexandkr AVhyte, D.D., of St.

Ceorgc's Free Church, Edinburgh. 8vo, pp. 329. London: llodder & Stoughton.
New York: Thomas AVhittakcr. Price, cloth, $1.50.

^ luit would be the result if one should, for a year, exclude from his
i^H'.A the miscellaneous flood of light, unseasoned literature pouring
"-'a the contemporary press, and sliut himself up with an incomparable
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old ^v^iter like William Law, cau7iot be precisely guessed; but th:it

twelvemonth would surely be au intellectual and spiritual epoch in

cue's life. Many Avell-read men have not read a single line of this great

tiiiuker. Yet it is truly said that there is possibly no author in Eugli-li

literature whose works will better delight and reward readers of :in

original or serious cast of mind than those of Law. To make a volume

of selections from the larger mass is not easy, for he is called the mos.t

cordiraLoui^x\\.bx in the English language. But such a volume is of ex-

traordinary value, because in sheer intellectual strength and brilliancy

he ranks with the foremost of his illustrious contemporaries—Dc Foe,

Po])e, Addison, Goldsmith, Bishop Butler, Southey, and the rest—while

in that fertilizing touch, which is the true test and token of genius,

he simply stands supreme and alone. One has said that Canon

Mozley at his best would be not unlike Law if there were added to Moz-

ley's style a dash of J. IL Newman to give lucidity, keenness, flexi-

bility, with here and there a subtle touch of wit and satire. Law was

one of the mightiest of all polemical writers. An early exercise of this

power was his refutation of the abominable doctrines put forth by Man-

deville in The FaUe of the Bees, which taught that the vilest and most

diabolical vices are not only natural to man, but necessary to fit him for

his life in this world. This book, so cynical and insulting toward virtue,

evoked many indiguant replies, but none to compare with Law's. Even

Gibbon confessed that morality and religion must unite in applauding

Law's overwhelming onslaught against Mandeville's licentious doctrines.

It is a masterly piece of philosophical polemic, red-hot with passionate

indignation and tempestuous with moral fury, showing how human vir-

tue has its origin and seat in the divine virtue; how obligation arises in

the reason and conscience of man; how our human idea of God is formed;

how and what happiness is the perfection of human nature; and how

our liberty and our conduct act upon the formation of character, and on

our ultimate desert and destiny—making a treatise which is an essay in

moral philosophy and a gem in literature, such as fills the reader's heart

with joy. Mandevillc was a powerful writer, who saw the seamy side of

life, and saw some seams and creases and stains and scars which existed

only in his own ])olluted imagination and con-upt heart. Law's two

most famous productions are A Serious Call to a Holy Life and A Practi-

cal Treatise U}jon Christian Perfection. In the latter he bottoms his

book deep in the nature of fallen man, in the nature of sin, and in

the nature and design of true religion ; and works up from all that

to the A'ery highest attainments of Christian experience, and out

from all that to the finest fullillments of Christian obedience. He takes

us into a strait gate and along a narrow way, but every step rewards us

with new liberty and a nobler prospect, till he lands us at last without

spot or blemi^^h before the throne of God. When John "Wesley com-

plained that Law's doctrine of Christian yjcrfection was too high to be

attainable. Law rei)licd, ""We shall do Vvcll to aim at the highest degree
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of porfection if we may thereby at least attain to niediocrity." Of the

i.niiiful quarrel that afterward broke out between Wesley and Law, Dr.

Whvte Siivs: "The ins and outs of this dispute are set forth witli im-

i.;irti!ility both by Tycrman in his Life of Wesley, and by Canon Over-

ton iu his Life of Laic. It is refreshing and reassuring, and reads us an

ixrollout lesson, to see how Tyeriuan holds that "Wesley was in the

wrong, and Overton that Law was wrong. Both biographers show that

Wesley's attack on his old oracle and master was inevitable, given the

iiian and given the great change he passed through after he had taken

Peter Bohler to be his new master. But it is not the less to be de-

plored that the two best and most influential men of that whole century

•ihould have afforded such a display of acrimony and recrimination. A
p,'irt, if not the whole, of that controversy lay in this—that Law and

AN'eslcy were perhaps as diflerent as two able and good men could well

1)0. Wesley was fitted to be a popular and most impressive preacher,

while Law was never allowed to preach, but was early set apart

hy divine Providence to think, and read, and write. The work of

Wesley's life was to preach awakening sermons, whereas Law's

<(piully divine commission was to take already converted men,

csp.'cially the intellectual and educated, and compel them to a more

(oiisecrated life. And surely, if they could only both have seen it,

tlii-re was ample scope and call enough within the lines of evangelical

Christianity for two such signally gifted if singularly individual men.

Wc see now that one of these extraordinary men without the other Avould

have left the religious life and literature of the eighteenth century weak,

one-sided, and unsafe. Could they but have seen it, both were indispen-

j-able—Wesley to complete Law, and Law to complete Wesley. Even
lifter their long quarrel Wesley said of Law's Serious Call, ' It will hardly

h<' excelled, if it be equaled, in the English tongue, either for beauty of

''Xpression or for justness and depth of thought. It must remain as long
til Etighmd endures, an almost unequaled standard of the strength and
purity of our language as well as of sound practical divinitj-.' Dr .John-

'on, tit Oxford, took it up, expecting to find it dull and perhaps to laugh
'it It, but found it quite an overmatch for him, so that it set him to

thinking in earnest, for the first time, about religion; and he called it

the finest piece of hortatory theology in any language. Gibbon said of
uiv Serious Call, * It is a powerful book; and many of its portraits are

'"'•rthy the pen of La Bruy&re.' While in our own time, Augustine
I'irrell, speaking of Gibbon, says, 'Splendid achievement of learning and
industry though the Decline and Fall maybe, glorious monument though
'^ '^<, more lasting than marble, yet in sundry moods it seems but a
l-^'or and barren thing by the side of a book which, like the Serious

•'•A has proved its power to pierce the heart and tame the will.'"

"nrorning the production by Law of two golden books in the latter
|*»rt of his life, the following is written: "Sir James Mackintosh has
auduced the memorable instances of Cicero and Milton and Dryden
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and Burke ia support of Iiis idea that there is some natural tendency iu

the fire of genius to burn more brightly iu the evening than in the morn-

ing of liumau life. This was signally the case with William Law. His

seraphic genius blazed up to heaven in the evening of his holy life, till

we cannot take up The S}nrit of Prayer or The Spirit of Loi-e into our

hands without feeliug that we are in the presence of a man whose heart

was an absolute altar-fire." Law testified that it was Jacob Behmeu,

the poor unlettered German shoemaker, who taught him his deepest

knowledge of the spiritual life. Thus Behmen took up one of the greate:>t

theologians and practical v.ritersof the eighteenth century and made him

the greatest of English mystics. A sample of Law's shrewd portraitsin his

book on Christian perfection is this: " Patronus is fond of a clergyman

that understands music, painting, architecture, and statuary, ile is an

enemy to the dissenters, and loves the Church of England because of

the stateliness and beauty of its buildings; lie never comes to the sacra-

ment, but will go forty miles to see a fine altarpiece. He goes to church

when there is a new tune to be heard, but never had any more serious

thoughts about salvation than al)0ut flying. If you visit him when he

is dying, you will hear his dying thoughts about architecture." Law

died in 17G1, aged seventy-five. The volume before us contains pitliy

e.\tracts from his various works, forty-eight from the Characteristics,

eleven from Christian Perfection, and twenty from the Serious Call.

Christian Life atid Thcolooy. By Frank Hugh Foster, Ph.D., D.D., Professor

of Theology iu the Pacilie. Theological Seminary. 12nio, pp. 286. Xew York and

Chicago: Fleming H. Kcvcll Company. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The precise subject of this book is the contribution of Christian experi-

ence to the system of evangelical doctrine. Its chapters are the Stone Lec-

tures for 1900, at Princeton Theological Seminary. As to its aim. Profess-

or Foster say§iu his preface: "It has not been my intention to advocate

experience as a substitute for the Scriptures as a source of Christian doc-

trine, or to make it the primary source. Personally I prefer the experi-

ential method of introducing the study of Systematic Theology, and em-

ploy it in my own instruction as, upon the whole, the best; but I do not

deny that other methods of approach are legitimate, nor that they have

certain advantages which must be surrendered to gain the greater advan-

tages of the experiential approach. What I have positively sought to do

IS to promote the accurate study of Christian experience. Under the

name of Christian consciousness it has received great attention in recent

years, but most of what has been said about it has been so careless and

vague as to be of little value. It should be treated with accuracy, as it

may be. Two incidental services I liave sought to render: 1. One is the

development, in a new form, of tlio old I'rotestaut argument for the

Scriptures from the 'Testimony of the Spirit.' It is, I believe, an argu-

ment particularly suited to meet the difficulties of the present day. 1

call attention to it in order to solicit searching examination of its validity

and soojic. If it can be invalidated, this will be a service to Christian
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t!iinking. If it cannot, it will remain a bulwark of faith in the ques-

tionings of our day. 2. Then again, I have sought to secure by theoret-

iciil iliseussimi, and to exhibit by practical examples, the true jilace of

Church history in the determination of the voice of experience. The

r.-sults of a critical history of doctrine have their place among the ma-

terials of Christian doctrine. The current histories of doctrine do not

M^cm to be aware, for the most part, that there are any such things

fis 'results' of their work; and few, if any, modern attempts to

contilruct systems of doctrine make any distinct use of historical

iiiMtorials. Even Principal Fairbairn in his great book, admirably

furni-^hcd as he is with historical knowledge, has been unable in

llic constructive part of his work to use the materials he has collected

nnd himself augmented in the historical part. But the history of

Christian doctrine should not be a collection of mere annals; it should be

A ^'uuetic history tracing the true development of the Christian system;

nnd its results ought not to be a collection of learned lumber, but ma-

terials for assisting men and ascertaining the mind of the Spirit and the

truth of God. Thomasius remains almost alone as an historian of the

l'.ij,'her aspects of Christian doctrine. He ought to have a successor who
could in our day take the additional material brought together by the

l-.hors of Ilarnack and his school and draw the lessons of history in a form

to be used by the Christian thinker.'' Substituting Ciiristian experience

r^r traditional scholasticism as a base line, and sympathizing with the iu-

tfiitionof the German evangelical school, represented by Schleiermacher,

Thuniasius, Frank, RitschI, and Kaftan, he goes beyond them all in basing

theology directly oa Christian life, or what he calls "the rich treasure of

accumulated Christian experience of nineteen centuries." The fundamen-
t;i! princijjle of Christian experience is faith, which our author defines as

"ViC permanent choke of duty as such.'''' In his chapter on " The New
i'.'rth " he elucidates and illuminates this with remarkable clearness,

^i'liplicitj', and convincingness—a practically valuable chapter it is for

tn*" minister, the teacher, the convert, or the penitent. We wish we had
t'><>m for the whole chapter. The attempt is made by careful analysis to

«-r:ug out the things involved in that ultimate fact of Christian experi-

<"C..', the new birth. In the introductory chapter it is written: " Faith
i* n mystery to most Christians and a greater mystery toother men. . . .

«'. may be simple, abiding trust, repose of the soul, submission to
•-if care of a perfect Redeemer, the attitude of })assive receptivity; or
*'• i:5ay be enlistment in a service, as when a warrior girds on his arms
*"<! tftkes his place with firm purpose amid the dangers and terrors of

'•^ttlo. It is like a seed thrown into the earth, capable of growth, pro-
^"cmg deeper thoughts, a more enlarged horizon of life and duty,

=>riner feelings, more ])rofound resolutions, longer and more consistent
'rsiTM of action. But as faith is the ultimate thing in the Christian life,

- !' IS ultimately one thing, which given, all the rest will develop, which
*''''"g, nothing else can flourish. Jl is the i^annancnt choke of duty
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as duty. Jesus calls to (Z^/^y embracing botli God and man; and coii-

science afilrni? obligation and ultimately defines it in tbe same wav.

Man in response must take tiie right attitude toward obligatory duty.

"When he does, the mental gaze, fixed steadily upon it hj conscious

effort, acquires new knowledge of its abstract relations aud concrete

contents. Tlius the intellect is enriched. But more, the affections are

enriched, for they cannot fail to be stirred by the contemplation of the

chosen object, so that duty becomes the center about which gather dovp

feelings of devotion. Duty cannot omit the relations which we sustain

to our Chief Teacher in holy things, and thus the attitude of trust in

the Redeemer develops from it." This the author takes to be the core

of true Christian experience, apart from all doctrines as to what pre-

cedes, environs, follows after, or relates to it. His argument proceeds

upon the following facts as a basis. 1. The actuality of a distinctive

Christian experience in the world. 3. The new birth as the central and

ultimate fact in the Christian life, defined to be, on its human aud ex-

periential side, the supreme choice of duty as such. 3. The suprem-

acy of obligation aud of the moral faculties in man. 4. The idea of

duty conveys and confirms the principle of responsibility. 5. The fact

of sin—that is, of failure to obey conscience and perform duty— cre-

ates guilt, or lial>ility to moral self-condemnation. 6. Siu is univer-

sal in humanity and unrelieved by auy jiersonal holiness. 7. The world.

as the seat of universal sin, is a kingdom of evil, and lost. At the end

of tliese scholarly, earnest, and intensely practical lectures Professor

Foster expresses the hope that two main positions have been clearly

established in the estimation of hearers and readers, whatever dissent

there may be as to minor matters and mere details. 1. Christian expe-

rience is capable of logical analysis aud of rigorously scientific treatment.

2. Thus analyzed Christian experience speaks for the system of evan-

gelical doctrine believed in substance by all the great Churches which

base their theology upon the Bible. Two great questions present them-

selves to future investigators and scholars for solution: 1. "What par-

ticular doctrines are in fact associated in the experience of the Christian

Church with genuine, pervasive, aud active piety ? 2. What precisely

is it in those doctrines which actually elicits and promotes this as-

certained piety ? This book on its side, along with those of E. D.

Starbuck and Professor George A. Coe on their side, gives evidence of

theintentuess and avidity with Avhich our age is concentrating its efforts

upon the investig.itiou and interpretation of the facts of Christian c.\-

j)erience. Tlie sources aud course of the Nile were never so earnestly

searched for. Even if a complete rationale of religious experience may

not soon be obtained aud agreed upon, the search will be endless, for

the seeker is immortal. As to ^Methodism's share in this momentous

investigation, the fact of history is that no other communion has laii.1

6\ich emphasis on religious experience or devoted so much attention to

its analysis and interpretation.
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PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

The Complete Poetical Works of Elizabeth Barrett Browning. Crowu 8vo, pp.

5J0. liostou and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. rri'.-e, cloth, .•j2.

This is the eleventh of the volumes of the Cambridge Edition of the

I'DCts, the works of each poet being complete in one volume. Each

Vi)luine contains a portrait of the author, a full biographical sketch, and

nil neces.sary notes, with indexes to titles and first lines. The com-

plete works of Longfellow, TYhittier, Holmes, Lowell, Robert Browning,

Hums, Tennyson, Milton, Keats, Sir Walter Scott, in one volume, are

already issued; Shelley, Byron, and others are to come. Miss Elizabeth

IJjirrett, while making that translation of the Prometheus Bound of ^Eschy-

his which was published in 1850, conceived the idea of her poem, " The

Seraphim," which was the first original work of hers that obtained gen-

tral recognition. In her preface to that poem she says, "I thought

that, had JEschylus lived after the incarnation and crucifixion of our

Lord Jesus Christ, he might have turned in poetic faith from the soli-

tudes of Caucasus to the deeper desertuess of that crowded Jerusalem

where none had any pity, to the rent rocks and darkened sun, to the

Victim whose sustaining thought beneath an unexampled agony was

nut the Titanic, 'I can revenge,' but the celestial, 'I can forgive!'"

"Aurora Leigh," Mrs. Browning's longest poem, is, in its main pur-

jKjrt, frankly socialistic, and was begun under the immediate impulse

of studies in the works of Louis Blanc, Proudhon, and similar the-

orists. It was, on its publication, demurred to by Thackeray, fiercely

condemned by Edward Fitzgerald, and called by Ruskin "the finest

I>ocm written in any language in this century." Her "Sonnets from the

Piutuguese " are, and are likely to remain, matchless among the poetic

utterances of woman's love to man. In "Aurora Leigh" the eye

latches many passages which fixed themselves in our memory long ago,

Kuch as:

Y'ou who keep account of crisis and transition in this life,

Set down the first time Nature says plain " No "

To some " Yes " in yon, and walks over you
In gorgeous sweeps of scorn. We all begin

By singing with the birds, and running fast

With June days, hand in hand: but once, for all.

The birds must sing against us, and the sun

Strike down upon lis like a friend's sword caught

By an enemy to slay us, while we read

The dear name on the Made which bites at us !
—

That's bitter and convincing: after that,

We seldom doubt that something in the large

Smooth order of creation, though no more
Than haply a man's footstep, has gone wrong.

la her girlhood Elizabeth Barrett read the Greek Fathers in the original.

Under the guidance of the blind scholar, Hugh Stuart Boyd, who could
^jH-at from memory whole pages of their works in prose and verse; and
•'K' wrote a series of papers for the Afheiiaum on the Greek Chris-

l::iu poets. Those papers are given us in the Appendix of this volume,
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and will be new to many long familiar with her poems. Speaking of
the yearning of the Greek Christian poets to Avrite true religious poetry,
she says: "Of religious poets, strictly speaking, the earth is very bare!
Religious 'parcel-poets' avc have, indeed, more than enough: writers
of hymns, translators of Scripture into prose, or into rhymes, whose
heart-devotion was worthy of a higher faculty. Also there have been
poets, not a few, singing as if earth were still Eden ; and "poets, many,
singing as if in the first hour of exile, when the echo of the curse was
louder than the whisper of the promise. But the right 'genius of Chris-
tianism'has done little up to this moment (1842) even for Chateau-
briand. We want tlie touch of Christ's hand upon our literature, as it

touched other dead things—we want tlie sense of the saturation of
Christ's blood upon the souls of our poets, that it may cry through thera
in answer to the ceaseless wail of the sphinx of our humanity-, expound-
ing agony into renovation." Of Gregory Nazianzen as an orator, Miss
Barrett wrote: "He was not excellent at an artful blowing of the pipes.

He spoke grandly, as the wind does, in gusts; and, as in a mighty wind,
which combines unequal noises, the creaking of trees and rude swinging
of doors as well as the sublime sovereign rush along the valleys, we
gather the idea, from his eloquence, less of music than of power. Xot
that he is cold as the wind is—Gregory cannot be cold. He is various
in his oratorj-, full and rapid in allusion, briefly graphic in metaphor,
equally sufficient for indignation or pathos, and gifted peradventure
with a keener dagger of sarcasm than should hang at a saint's gir-

dle." Of George Pisida, who lived cariy in the seventh century, the
following is written: "He knew the secret of beauty, and, haviu-
noble thoughts, could utter them nobly. But he is unequal;
often coldly ])erplexed when he means to be ingenious, and violent
when he seeks to be inspired. He premeditates ecstasies, and is inclined
to the attitudes of orators; and he not only sleeps sometimes, but snores."
About John of Euchaita we read this: " He was a bishop, but is only
a poet now; and we turn to see the voice which speaks to us. It is a

voice with a soul in it, clear and sweet and living: and we, who havi-

walked long through desert centuries, leap up to its sound as to the dim
flowing of a stream, and would take a deep breath by its side both for

the weariness which is gone and the repose which is coming. But it is

a rarer thing than a stream in the desert; it is a voice in the desert— tlu^

only sound remaining of a city denuded of its multitudes and ruined
even of its ruins—a city so deserted and forgotten that the foxes have
lost the way to it and the bittern's cry disturbs not the silence of its

tombs. Only this Voice remains—one speechful voice, the effluence of

the .soul of John Mauropas replacing the bittern's cry." John Tzetza's
name hi the middle of the twelfth century is not a great one. H^-
wrote in meter about crocodiles and flics, Plato-s philosophv and Cleo-
patra'.s „ails, Samson and Phidias, the Caledonian boar and the resur-
rection from the dead. But as to Poetry, Miss Barrett wrote, "There is
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110 nppai-ent consciousness of such an entity in the mind of this versirier,

no aspiration toward her presence, not so much as a sigh upon her

absence. In Tzetza's work there is no unfolding of faculty; its general

level is a dull talkativeness and a slumberousness without a dream."

After him is mentioned Manuel Phile in the fourteenth century, and

then Miss Barrett fancies her readers saying to her, "Now we have

watched out the whole night of the world with you, by no better light

than these poetical rushlights, and they fail, and the clock is near upon

the stroke of the seventeenth century, and surely you have done." But

^lle finds one more name to notice, Maxiraus Marguuius, of Crete.

From cue of his hymns she quotes

:

I, Saviour, am Thy bird.

Peeking with an open beak

At the words that Thou dost speak!

Leave a breath upon my wings.

That above these nether things

I may rise to where Thou art,—

1 may flutter next Thy heart

!

For if a hght within me burn,

It must be darkness in an uin

Unless, within its crystalhtie,

That unbeginning Uglit of Thine

Shine. O Saviour, /e4 it shine!

And then she writes :
" He is the last of our Greeks. The light from

Troy city with which all Greek glory began shone into the heart of

Greece. The light from Greece kindled beacons onward far along the

ritlgcs of time. We have watched them along the cloudy tops of the

prvat centuries, through ages which were dark but for them ; and now

we stand looking with eyes of farewell upon the last pale sign on the

last mist-bound hill. But it is the sixteenth centurv', and a new light is

breaking; above the falling of the dew a great sun is risiug; there is a

rushing of life and song upward. Shakespeare is in the world ! And
tiic Genius of English Poetr\', she who alone of all the earth is worthy

(Goethe's spirit may hear us say so, and smile), stooping, with a royal

U''>tnre, to kiss the dead lips of the Genius of Greece, stands up as her

ficcessor in the universe, by virtue of that chrism and in right of her

'•••vn crown." The history of the human race thus far leaves Elizabeth

Barrett Browning supreme among women poets.

^''"^o sand Appreciations. By Lewis E. GATES. 12mo, pp. 234. New York: The
•Mai.millan Company. Price, J1.50.

It is not long since we noticed this author's Three Stvdies in Literature,

'^'Mch was aluminous treatment of Francis .Jeffrey, the brilliant reviewer;
*
'"-rilinal Kewman, the spiritual rhetorician; and ]Matthew Arnold, the

'umanistic critic. The present volume makes a welcome foritself by the

'Aiiic obvious mastery of subjects as its predecessor. The ten chapters

rtvp fresh and sparkling treatment of the following themes: "The Ro-
r-antif! Movement," "The Return to Conventional Life," "Tennyson's
J^'Intion to Conunou Life," "Nature in Tennvson's Poetrv," " ITaw-
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thorne," "Edgar Allan Poe," "Charlotte Bronte," "Three Lyriciil

Modes," " Tainc's Iniluencc as a Critic," " Impressionism and Apprecia-

tion." One fault we are comiielled to mention; the book should have

an index. Of freshest interest is the characterization of three most recent

newcomers of note into English verse, "William "Watson, Francis Thomp-

son, and John Davidson. Of "Watson it is said that his spirit, like Mat-

thew Arnold's, is "Wordsworchian, that his welcome has been large among

ofticials and academic "people of importance, " and that the London Sjiec-

tator claims his right to rank with the greatest English poets. In his work

as a poet Professor Gates finds much undeniable beauty, but a disappoint-

ing quality which he attributes to his excessive subservieLce to tradition

and precedent, saying: " He has subjected a by no means powerful genius

to a training and discipline that have brought him exqui>iite sureness of

taste and deftness of technique, but have failed to develop real richness

of nature or any novel or distinctive euvisagement of \\l^. He is too

much of a poetic sacerdotalist; his autheuticitj- has been his ruin; he is

vaingloriously traditional; he hiis the ideal temper for a laureate; he

prides himself openly on being heir to a manner and a 'mystery;' his

art is intensely sophisticated and almost always self-conscious. He even

boasts in good set terms that he is a divinely dowered jjoet." The re-

lentlessly arrogant pose of this sophonioric self-consciousness is noted in

Watson's verses on "The Sovereign Poet: "

He sits above the clang and dust of time,

With the world's secret trembling on his lip
;

He asks not converse or companionslnp.

In the cold starlight wliere thou canst not climb.

In his spirit and manner there are echoes of ^Matthew Arnold. Sub-

servient to tradition, his themes and his symbolism have often a rem-

iniscential flavor, if not actually hackneyed and trit€. In refreshing

and enlivening contrast, our author says, is the work of John David-

son, who is, above all else, modern and individual, with restless

sincerity for the prevailing note of his art. He is called "the bard

of a new world in process of making," intensely alive and "ex-

perienced in this age of contending ideals, perishing creeds, and

slowly evolving systems. Everywhere he grasps the rudest facts of

modern civilization and finds in the most forbidding externalities an

essential spirit of beauty, which he knows words to evoke. The stacks

of a factory town that 'lacquer the sooty sky;' the shrieks of steam

whistles ' that pipe tlie morning up before the lark;' the telegraph wire

'taut and lithe, within the wind a core of sound;' the railway train, 'a

monster taught to come to hand amain '— these and similar modern

realities, because of which Ruskin refused to be comforted, simply chal-

lenge D.ividson's virile imagination and put it into fierce play in the

service of a brave love of life. . . . Nothing modern is foreign to hiro,

and some of his best effects are secured from the most sordid material."

One sharp criticism is provoked by Davidson's flaunting treatment of
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rvIi"-ious themes, vrhicli has caused him to be clubbed " the man who

d;ircs." He uses Christianity as a means of fitting himself out with the

i.iriiphcrnaha of art, using its symbols, names, and terms for merel}-

i.corative effect. The last of tlie trio of newcomers is Francis Thomp-

..,11, who, our author says, offers us beauty far beyond anything that

William Watson or John Davidson can produce. In contrast with

DuNidson, Thompson's spirit "lives within a magic crystal spheie.

uliich gives entrance to but few of the commonplace objects of

tuodern life, but holds afar off its crass immediacy and bewilder-

ing insistency of appeal and its coarse and glaring disorder. It.

IS as the poet of an inviolate region of iulense personal emo-

liou that he is specially distinguished." His rhythms mark him

•1-; preeminently a singer. "Watson's verse is 'frozen music;'

Thompson's is the exquisitely modulated utterance of a flexible, vibrant

Voice. The latter is master of rich and intricate harmonies, of delicate

and airily drifting effects, of splendid and audacious metrical effects.

. . . Although he is doubtless a virtuoso of the dictionary, making ex-

hii.'ition of his technical command of its pages, yet his imagination

k-'cps pace with his phrasing, and his radical fault in showy passages is,

[•rliaps, not so much luxuriance of language as extravagance of imagery.

.\s a seer of visions Francis Thompson is by all odds the greatest of the

younger poets. ... In the intensity and quality of his passion, as well

aA ill the scope and vividness of his hnagination, he is to-day preeminent.

W:itson, when compared with him, is wan and conventional, and David-

f-a\ turbid and murky. . . . Neither in mood nor in treatment is

Thompson to be classed with the devotees of art for art's sake. His

jXK'try emancipates and strengthens, whereas theirs unnerves, and is

tYt-rmore 'wreathing a flowery band to bind us to the earth.' Beauty

there is everywhere in his poetry, but it is spiritual as well as sensuous; it

!•> *piintes=;ential, j^rimordial, regenerative; it is beauty that stings the

''i'irit into keener activity and more passionate aspiration." These
arv- some of the things which are said in the piquant, suggestive, lucid,

'"•1 enjoyable book which we now reluctantly lay down.

n." Man that Corrupted Hadleyburri. By Makk Twaix. Crown 8vo, pp. 398.

N«-w York: Harper & Brothers. Trice, cloth, §1.75.

It is not possible for the name of Samuel L. Clemens to go down to

i'-'ttrity as that of a mere jester. He is moralist as well as humorist.

*'!'«i.n a serious purpose runs through his parables, paradoxes, exaggera-
^'J:is. ironies. His shrewdly satirical article in the Cosmopolitan Magazine
'*"' .^^'•'*r, on "Christian Science," was possibly the fittest and fatalest

'Garment which that elusive and delusive subject has anywhere received.

-ere are eighteen stories and essays in this volume, which takes its title

• •'•'tn the first of them. One is concerning the Jews, a people who have
•'i'.\ Ik'cu the butt of many bu'-eless, vicious animosities. One of the

f*
pr.->.-ir:hes against them has been that thev were willing to feed upon a

II
^ - =. 1
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country, but not to fight for it, This essay says that this slur cannot

hold up its head in presence of the figures of the "War Department. In

the civil war the Jews were represented in the armies and navies of both

North and South by ten per cent of their numerical strength—the sanK-

percentage furnished by the Christian population of both sections.

General O. O. Howard says, "Intrinsically there are no more patriotic-

men to be found in the country than those of Hebrew descent who

served with me in parallel commands or directly under me.'' Fourteen

Jewish families contributed, between them, fifty-one soldiers to the war,

in one case a father and four sons. But the one thing to be noted now

concerning this grizzled veteran of American letters, whose shaggy

white head fronts the title-page of this book of which he is the author,

is that, though lie has never taken on the air of saiutship, the royal man-

hood of him stands to-day before all the world so superior and superb,

tall and erect as the Ten Commandments are, that some who have posed

as saints would not measure to his loins if subjected to the painful or-

deal of comparison with him. Sir Walter Scott toiled to pay debts, the

result largely of his own extravagance, and for which he was legally

bound. George William Curtis toiled through early manhood to pay

debts for which he felt bound, not by law, but by his own self-respect.

And now this man, thought of by many only as a jester, suddenly towers

up as about the tallest example of the very chivalry of probity to be

found among authors. Six years ago a publishing firm, which he was

financially backing, failed, owing over §200,000. Though not legally

liable, he announced that he would pay all the debts; and, past sixty

years of age, started out to earn the money by a lecturing tour round

the world, having previously given up all his property. And his state-

ment, sent to the ci'editors of the publishing firm before he sailed west-

ward from Vancouver, in August, 1895, is worthy to be graven in gold

and have a tablet by itself in the Hall of Fame: "I intend these lectures

for the benefit of the creditors. The law recognizes no mortgage on a

man's brain, and a merchant who has given up all he has may take ad-

vantage of the laws of insolvency and start free for himself again. But

I am not a business man, and honor is a harder master than the law. It

cannot compromise for less than one hundred cents on the dollar, and its

debts never outlaw." The whole world of upright men rejoices that hi>

brave, high undertaking has not only paid the last penny of his self-im-

posed burden, but placed him once more in comfort and independence.

His is "that sensibility of principle, that chastity of honor, which feeb a

stain like a wound." When you make your list of manliest American-'

you cannot omit ^Mark Twain, who has contributed not alone to the

gaycty of nations, but to the regal splendor of manhood. Professor

Stevens, of Yale, thinks the cthicizing of theology one of the marked

features of religious progress in the nineteenth century. The cthiciz-

ing of commercial life after the highest standards of honesty and honor

is of equal import.
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HISTORY, BIOGRArilY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

JIUitort/ of the Eitual of the Methodist Episcopal Church. With a Commentary on

its Offices, By K. J. Cooke, M.A., D.D. 12mo, pp. 313. Cincinnati: Jennmgs &
Jpye. New York; Eaton & Mains. Trice, cloth, $1.20.

The title of this engaging volume hardly suggests to the stranger its

wide scope of discussion. It is, in other words, more than a scholarly-

study of the verbal structure of the Ritual of our Church—with an exact

tracing of tlie processes by which cumbersome and heretical phrases

were displaced and the present familiar and hallowed forms adopted for

general use. All of this, however important, is found in the second

portion of the volume. But, since the record of the development of

every great document is not less vital than the finished product itself,

Dr. Cooke does well first to consider the story of the origin of the

Ritual. This purpose leads to the opening of a chapter in Church his-

tory than which none is more thrilling. The time was the vivid and

immortal period when English royalty broke with the Romish Church,

and out of the strife of tongues and the shedding of martyrs' blood there

emerged the virile Protestantism of England, evermore to live its sep-

arate existence and cheer the world with its benedictions. Through tiie

reigns of Henry Vill, Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth, James I, Charles II,

and William of Orange—and with such conspicuous figures engaged in

the great struggle as Cranmer, Latimer, Laud, and other prelates of the

English Church beyond the enumeration—the process went on to its

completion. To marshal these great leaders in succession, with a

proper regard for historical perspective, to trace through more than two
and a half centuries the gradual development of the Ritual which is now
ours, and to do this with an impartiality that shall disann. the antag-

onism of those who stand for prelatical rights and dignities, is a task

which only a master should attempt. Yet from a reasonably careful

reading of his volume we are persuaded that Dr. Cooke has well suc-

ceeded in this effort. His lead is, in other words, as safe as it is instruct-

ive, while he directs us through this fascinating, pregnant, and memor-
able period of ecclesiastical history. After such a necessary and am])le

review of the steps that led to the framing of the Ritual, the reader

comes to the authors "Commentary," or verbal study of the text,

which, as already noticed, makes up the second part of the volume. It

mfiy only be said of this, in a word, that it is intelligent and helpful.

Take, for instance, the note upon the use of the " Gloria in Excelsls," in

the observance of the Lord's Supper. Dr. Cooke writes: "If said, then
it should be said by all ; for, if sung, it would be, or should be, sung by
«11. But it is more in harmony with the first communion service to sing

the ' Gloria in Excehis ' than to say it, for we read in ilatthew that

'when they had sung a hymn they went out,' thus concluding the

events of that hour. Xo liturgy in the world comes to a more solemn or

niajfstic conclusion. All the grandeur and magnificence of language is

put into it; the sacred fire of ecstatic love, adoration, thanksgiving.
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and praise glows in every ascription of honor and glory, and it is most

fitting that all who have partaken of this holy institution should si!;i,r

their gratitude in this peerless hymn of the universal Church." From
this extract the scope of the whole "Commentary" may be inferred.

The indebtedness of the Church to Dr. Cooke for its construction :'>

certainly great, and in its use by our ministers there can be only benelit.

What a stimulus it is to discover, for illustration, that the germs— or

even a considerable portion of our order for the Lord's Supper— is to hv

found in the form adopted by Parliament in 1548! So do the familiar

lines of the eucharistic service take on new dignity and value, while the

faces of venerable arclibishops and reformers frame themselves upon the

page, and the oft-used lines become animate with the life of the long

past. Dr. Cooke, we may repeat, has done well a difficult task, and in

his story of the development of a great document makes a vigorous call

upon the Church for more intelligent worship. In his preface he offers

thanks to the friends who have encouraged him in his undertaking,

especially to "that eminent Layman, Robert T. Miller, Esq., of Cov-

ington, Ky., Avlio to business sagacity of a high order has united in

leisure hours the ever-deepening love of scholarly jiursuits valuable to

Methodism."

The Life of Jamex Th.rirjhf Jjana, Scientific Explorfr, Mineralogist, Geologist.

Zoologist, Professor in Yale University. By Daisiki. C. Gilmax, President of

the Johns Hopkins University. Crowu 8vo, pp. 400. Kew York: Harper &
Brothers. Price, cloth, $2.

"Well worthy to be written is the life of this distinguished naturalist,

explorer, investigator, writer, editor, and teacher, who holds honor-

able rank alongside such men as Linntvus, Cuvier, Darwin, and Agassiz

—men who excelled in special, patient, and prolonged investigation,

yet who also had the power to take broad views of nature and her laws,

and who thus became to their contemporaries the philosojjhical interpret-

ers of that small portion of the cosmos which comes within the cogni-

zance of man. Dana was an eminent scientist, whose intellect assented

to the doctrines of Christianity and his heart to its precepts, while his

life was pervaded from beginning to end with a sincere and unobtrusive

religious faith. Among the letters in this volume are included parts of

his correspondence with Asa Gray, Guyot, Darwin, Agassiz, Sir Archi-

bald Geikic, Professor Judd, and other colaborers in the field of science.

Considerable sj)ace is given to the interesting but perilous crui.se made by

Dana as one of tiie scientific staff in the United States exploring ex-

pedition of three ships which spent four years, from 1838 to 1842, in

investigating the coasts and islands of the Pacific Ocean. Dana was minc-r-

alogist to a corps which included also botanists, taxidermists, philolo-

gists, ethnographers, artists, and various naturalists. iMuch interest,

scientific and other, attaches to Dana's observations during this eventful

and often exciting cruise. At Rio de Janeiro h3 was much impressci

bv thf> characteristics of the negroes met evervwhere in the citv, and
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wrote: "They appear to be a grade higher than the negroes of our

country. This is owing to the political privileges the free blacks enjoy.

They are equally entitled with the whites to the offices under govcrn-

meut, and are treated in every way as equals. There is nothing of that

prejudice which color excites with us, and black and white are seen

mingling together with only those distinctions of rank which must exist

in every state of society. The consequence is that the blacks have more

self-respect, and, without losing respect for their superiors, seem to feel

themselves to be men." The natives of the South Sea Islands gave the

explorers no welcome; they did not want to be discovered. To the

friendly overtures of the Americans they answered: "Go back to your

own lands ; this belongs to us, and we do not want anj-thing to do with

you." The fleet spent a month in the region of Samoa, then almost un-

known, now well known to the world chiefly through Robert Louis

Stevenson, who " sought to find the words of vital aptness and anima-

tion '' for describing its enchanting beauty. Mark Twain, in his FoUmn-

ing the Equator, tells how to find Samoa: "You will have no' trouble

about finding it if you follow the directions given by Louis Stevenson to

Dr. Couan Doyle and Mr, J. M. Barrie— * You go to America, cross the

continent to San Francisco, and then it is the second turning to the left."'

President Gilman records his belief that Stevenson's writings will be

read as long as Sir "Walter Scott's. The expedition was at ]\Ianila in

January, 1842, and Commander Wilkes -«TOte: "The Philippines, in

their capacity for commerce, are certainly among the most favored por-

tions of the globe." On the coast of Terra del Fuego they were long in

deadly peril of shipM'reck, and Dana wrote: " To avoid all disquietude

when death comes so near is scarcely possible; but, thanks to the saving

grace of our dear Redeemer, I looked with little dread on its approach.

I committed myself to the care of our heavenly Father and retired

to rest." There are many signs that his four years at sea were marked

by the deepening and confirming of his religious life. No scientific in-

vestigations interested him so much as did his examination into the

work of the Christian missions he visited in various parts of the world—
iu the Society Islands, the New Hebrides, the Samoan, and others. He
Was filled with reverent admiration for the heroically self-denying lives

and holy characters of the missionaries in their lonely posts, and with

hallowed and joyous wonder at the mighty transformations wrought in

savage heathen populations by the mysterious dynamic influence of the

Gospel. This great scientist's appreciation of his own favored lot is

expressed in a letter wiitten long afterward to a lifelong friend: "I
have never failed, as each year has passed, to recognize with gratitude

the divine goodness which gave us Christian homes on the same street

''1 the same pleasant Christian city, where Sunday schools were a de-

light, and other Christian influences pointed heavenward. I still labor on,

doubting if this year may not be my last on earth, yet rejoicing in my
^'ork and my home, and in that upper home toward which life con-
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verges." Presidcut Gilman says: "It is doubtful whether among Chri^-

tiau biographies of this century the like of Dana can be found. Hero

is a man exclusively devoted to science. To explore tlio regions of the

unknown, to record new facts, to discover better principles of classifi-

cation, and to reveal, if possi]>le, laws of nature hitherto hidden, is

the dominant occupation of his life. But simultaneously the tran-

scendent purpose of his soul is the service of his Master—a fact whicli

is apparent in his letters as a traveler and explorer, constantly mani-

fested in his letters to his mother, often revealed iu his scientific

writings, and perpetually shown in his daily walk and conversation.

'Lord, I thank thee that I think thy thoughts after thee,' might have

been Dana's own utterance. The astronomers and mathematicians for

centuries were men of strong religious convictions— Kepler, Galileo,

Copernicus, JSfewton, Leibnitz. So was Linnaeus. So iu recent days was

Clerk Maxwell. So were many of Dana's most distinguished cowork-

ers—Agassiz, Henry, Gray, Pierce, Torrey, Hitchcock. All of them

may have been as religious as he; but few of them, if any, have left on

record so many expressions of religious devotion. A selection might be

made from his letters which Avould seem to indicate that he was wholly

absorbed in his religious duties, like one of the brotherhood in a conse-

crated order—a Benedictine or Franciscan; and yet one might live near

him without ever being annoyed by words not fitly spoken, indeed,

without ever hearing aiiy but the most simple and natural allusions

to his Christian faith." "We must frankly confess that our one

dissatisfaction with this valuable biography is that we are too fre-

qiieutly tantalized by being told of illustrations that might be given,

and selections that might be made which would reveal to us more

completely the inner life of Professor Dana. Our hungry and some-

what impatient comment is, "Why were they not given us? In 1851

Dana writes to Professor Guyot: "I have recently endeavored to ex-

plain your views upon the harmony of Science and the Mosaic ac-

count of the Creation, before a few gentlemen, but wished much that

you were here to do the subject justice. Professor Mitchell has also

been lecturing on this point, and takes the same basis for his explana-

tions—the nebular theory. But he is only an astronomer—no geologist,

chemist, or zoologist—and his views are therefore imperfect in detail and

wanting in philosophical spirit. There is something exceedingly sublime

in the command, ' Sit Zwj;,' when we consider that light is the first index of

chemical combination and molecular change, and therefore the command
is equivalent to ' Let force act.' The vivifying impulse thus given to par-

ticles before inert would send a flash of light through the universe."

Twenty-five years later he wrote to Guyot: "With regard to species, I

am a little off from my old ground and yours. But the more I have

thought of late over the first chapter of Genesis, the more ready I have

been to believe that the fiats were the commencement of a series of pro-

ductions, through force imparted. at the time to nature. Is not this tlic
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true interpretation of the language ? This is essentially the view taken

by Professor Tayler Lewis, of Schenectady, -whom I once criticised on ac-

count of it." In one of his last years Dana wrote: " I have all my life

found great satisfaction in being virtually an Englishman, rejoicing in

mid wondering over the grandeur and power of the British nation."

Tliis is the story of a life consecrated to the pursuit of exact truth and

the service of "the God of things as they are," a life in which is no

trace of selfishness, no neglect of opportunities, no unworthy motive.

Its motto might have been: Tue works of the Lord are great;

SOUGHT OUT OF ALL THEM THAT HAVE PLEASURE THEREIN.

MISCELLANEOUS.

John Wesley. By Frank Banfield. l6mo, pp. 128. Boston: Smail, Maynard &Co.
Price, cloth, 75 cents.

Among the many biographies, sketches, and studies of John "Wesley

this small book has a clear and independent individuality of its own.

The author ventures on his well-worn subject, because, though no new

facts can be presented, the well-known facts may be susceptible of

other constructions than those placed on them by past writers, espe-

cially when the founder of Arminian Methodism has been over a century

in his grave and unprejudiced judgments concerning him and his work

are more possible to all sorts and conditions of men. The most serious

criticism of the Methodist movement by Southey, who expressed the

moderate Anglican view of his time, is summed up as a deprecation of

what is called "enthusiasm;" "but," the author says, "for critics of

this type, any serious, earnest concern of the individual in the matter of

his eternal destiny would appear to deserve such qualification. "Wesley

unquestionably was the means of exciting deep concern in tens of thou-

«mds of English men and women." And the manifestation of strong

religious feeling was not pleasing to "superfine people who could

understand a human being who was disturbed over a bad dinner but

not if he was disquieted about his soul." For this class of critics Mr.

Baufield has little regard, as also for the critics of the more agnostic

type, who find in the catch phrases of the materialistic psychology a

f-olution of the problem presented by a great moral and religious move-

iiient, of whose pipings in the market place he doubts whether they are

entirely reassuring and satisfactory to the agnostic pipers themselves. He
looks upon John Wesley as a special instrument of Providence for lifting

Anglo-Saxondom out of the paganism in which it was wallowing when
he began his work, lifting the Englis^h masses out of the mire and
slough of brutality and sensuality and indifi'ercntism; and upon the

evangelical revival as a great and far-reaching episode in human history.

Ho truly says that it was a powerful "counter movement to the one
^vith which the names of Voltaire and Rousseau are associated, which
wrought such appalling mischief in France. "While the hourfjeoisie who
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were to rule France were being infected with the corruption of a slial-

low mockery, the English masses became more distinctly Christian thau

they had been for several generations. The one movenient was towani

the heights, the other toward depths where all things were foul, slimy,

leprous, and hateful. " Mr. Banfield has, as he hoped, told the story of

John "Wesley in few words, fairly, squarely, and readably. His litth-

book is one more indication of what may be called the "Wesley renaissance,

which is now witnessed in general literature outside of Methodism.

The Life of Christ as npprcsoited iyi Art. F.y Fkkdkric "W. Fahkai^ D.D., F.K.S.

Arcliileaoon and Canon of Westminster, Chaplain in Ordinary to tlic Queen and

to the House of Commons. Svo, pp. 507. New York: The Macmillan Company.
Price, cloth, 43.5().

Canon Farrar's Life of Christ has been for years one of the most })opu-

lar among the many lives of our Saviour. That work is beautifully

supplemented in this new volume by reproducing all that the best art

has had to .=ay in jjaintiug or in sculpture about Christ. The illustration-;

are a multitude. Art in all the Christian centuries has been fascinated

with Christ and has devoted its noblest genius to portraying Ilim in all

phases and incidents of Ilis life. "Whatever else art might neglect, it could

never be indifferent to the One altogether lovely. And it has hovered

reverently about Ilim, to catch His every look, as if it knew instinctively

where and "Who is the center of all life. The great painters have

preached mighty sermons with their art. The pictures here reproduced

reflect the religious tone, temper, and conceptions of many centuries and

countries. liuskin has said, " Great nations write their autobiographies

in three manuscripts—the book of their deeds, the book of their words,

and the book of their art ; but of the three the only quite trustworthy

cue is the last." Proof of this, the author says, is seen in \\''estminster

Abbey, in the contrast between the eighteenth century piles of incon-

gruous statuary—their meaningless paganism, crude vulgarity, conven-

tional commonplace, and affectation of being terribly at ease iu Sion—

and, on the other hand, the noble images of the dead Crusaders, their

hands humbly folded u]>ou their breast ; in the antithesis between the

way iu which life and death were regarded by an age of belief, however

erring, and an age iu which skepticism and worldliness were prevalent.

The larger part of the picttn-es herein reproduced are from the great

Italian masters of the fourteentli and fifteenth centuries, whose suprem-

acy is generally acknowledged; a small part from the Dutch, German,

and Flemish painters, and very few from the Spanish painters, who,

with the exception of Yelasqucs, are far inferior. The history of the

changing phases of religious thoughts and feelings cannot be fully

known without a chronological study of sacred art, such as this book

protnotes and assists. It would ])erhaj)s be diflicult to find anyone

whose taste and culture more adequately qualify him to ])orform satis-

factorily the task which is here undertaken than this accomplished and

brilliant prelate of the Anglican Church.
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Art. I.—CHARLES H. PAYNE, D.D., LL.D.

TniiKE are men of tlionglit, and there are men of achicve-

luciit. Some characters defy exchisive classification with

< it her type becanse they belong at once to both. Such a man

u.is Charles Henry Payne. In liis case there was the epic of

!i .th the inner and the outer life. He was born at Taunton,

M;i^s., October 21, 1830, and entered into rest at Clifton

S'j>riiigs, Xew York, May 5, 1S99. His career falls naturally

iiitu four divisions—the period of preparation, the period of

".'vtoral service, the period of his college presidency, and the

i'Tiod of his educational secretaryship.

The first school which he entered was the school of adver-

-ity, and " adversity makes men." He was the youngest of

^'vcn children. His father, dying while he was a babe,

•ft the mother in straitened circumstances. The boy grew

':;' under the pinch of poverty. In his early life there was far

'^'-ofo of toil than of play. While yet very young he acquired

'li^l discipline attained only througli limitations. He came to

"-mhood nervy and self-reliant. He was accustomed from the

"•.'inning to meet obstacles and to overcome them. He expe-

?:vnced the power of the new birth when eighteen years of

--'". As has been so often the case with the marked men of

'-tory, the Spirit of God found him engaged at the common
•>^Ks of life. He was a clerk in a country store at North
''iL'htun, Mass. The effect of his conversion was electric.

^'•^ iiiiniediate result was a consnmino; reli"ious zeal aiid a

T'i-Koned intellectual activity. He at once joined the Church,
•Jts'lff the pastorate of the Rev. William Cone, a devout and
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succcssfnl minister. He began to take an active part in pub-

lic meetings. The Church was quick to recognize his zeal

and native ability, and ijranted him a local" preacher s license

at tlie beginning of 1850. At that time he was teaching a

district school near his native village. The character of his

early preaching was influenced largely by reading Finney's

Revival Sermons and by association with James Caughey, the

evangelist. He had a zeal to win men from the first. His

first sermon was from the text " Trepare to meet thy God.'

From time to time he held meetings in schoolhouses and

farmhouses, preaching to the rural population-many of

whom became Christians through his labors. These early

experiences gave color to his entire ministry. To the end his

life was strong in evangelistic purpose and power. At once

he recognized the ministry as a high calling. It must not be

entered upon without due preparation, but the means for an

education were lacking. To many a faint-hearted young man

this would have proved a fatal discouragement. To hiin it

was nothing. He could make his own way, and he did.

Mostly by teaching he worked his way through East Green-

wicli Seminary and Wesleyan University, with a brief course

at Concord Biblical Institute.

Graduating from college in 1S56, he was married m ISo.

to Miss Eleanor Gardiner, of Wickford, Rhode Island. He

ioined the Providence Conference and had successful pastor-

ates at Sandwich, East Bridgewater, Fall River, and Broadway

Church, Providence. As the result of his strain to secure

an education he was hampered in the earlier jears ofJns

ministry by wavering health. At the Conference of 186a he

felt compelled to ask for a year of rest, and took a nommal

appointment. A few weeks later he happened to be passing

through New York. Dr. Cyras D. Foss had 3ust been ap-

pointed to the pastorate of St. Paul's Church, leaving vacar.t

the pulpit of South Fifth Street Church, Brooklyn H'-

James Porter, Book Agent in New York, was associated wi

H

this church. Learning of Dr. Pavme's presence in the city, D-^

secured him to preach as the pulpit supply for the Sunclnv

following. On the preceding Friday night President Lmcoli

had been assassinated. The whole country was m a state oi
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panic. It is impossible to describe the feelings with which

the people gathered in the churches for worship on that mem-

orable Sunday morning. At the South Fifth Street Church

the occasion and the man met and fitted each other. The

preacher of the day came to his task full-armored. By his sane

and masterly treatment of the crisis he completely captivated

the large congregation. The ofiiciary of the church came to-

gether at once and insisted that he should abide among them

and be their minister. This leads to the mention of a promi-

nent trait of Dr. Payne's character and ministry. He was

ever an ardent patriot. Nothing stirred his soul more quickly

or more deeply than civic unrighteousness or disloyalty. Again

and again we have seen hira under the spell of this noble

passion when his wliole being was tremulous and dynamic,

even to the very tips of his fingers. The last entry in his

diary, made but a few days before his departure, was upon a

question of national policy.

Dr. Payne yielded to the wishes of the people and became

tiie pastor of South Fifth Street Church. The appointment

proved the turning point in his career. From that day to the

end he moved upon the top level of opportunity. lie justified

the confidence of his friends by a series of splendid achieve-

ments unsurpassed by any of our leaders in this generation.

Before he had been long at South Fifth Street his enterprising

spirit conceived a great plan of expansion, and with consum-

mate skill he led his people forth to build St. John's Church
on Bedford Avenue, which was, at its completion in 186S,

the noblest structure in American Methodism. His fame
^vent abroad. Soon his good name was in all the churches.

The Arch Street Church of Philadelphia was considering a

similar enterprise, and sought this young Hercules to be its

leader. He went to be the pastor of this church in the spring

«jf 1 8G8. Upon the evening of his public reception the sum
of ^80,000 was subscribed toward the enterprise. Here again
J»c did heroic service, and led the people on to a remarkable
victory. Before the end of the second year of his pastorate

the costly and beautiful temple was dedicated. " Thus within
Jive years his magnificent energy built two superb monuments,
one of brownstone, the otlier of marble, which will long stand
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as memorials of his intrepid and inspiring leadership and

practical power." Two additional pastorates completed hi-

twenty years of pastoral service, one of these being at Sprinir

Garden Street, Philadelphia, tlie other at St, Panl's Church,

Cincinnati.

As a successful pastor Dr. Payne is a model worthy of

careful study. Men of his type in tlie pulpit have done

much to make Methodism what it is. He was a striking

contradiction of the widespread and harmful notion that no

man can be at once a faithful pastor and a great preacher.

He considered a thousand pastoral calls per year a moderatt-

achievement. Meantime, his increasing grip upon truth was

tremendous, and his pulpit efforts ranked with the best in the

land. As a shepherd of the flock none could exceed him in

tender ministrations. But his was not merely a mission of in-

sipid sentimentality to the feeble-minded. He led himseli

the strenuous life. He dealt with great moral problems witl.

a viselikc gri]). As an administrator of affairs he never

flinched at the most costly and disagreeable duty. His m\-

<launted courage in dealing with practical and difficult prob-

lems amounted to heroism. Upon the occasion of a social

event at the home of one of his members he was surprised to

discover that wine was being served. His tract, " The Socia!

Glass and Christian Obligation," was the result, which is one

of the most sane and persuasive pleas anywhere to be found

for the Christian ])rinciple of total abstinence. And yet so

considerately was the entire subject handled that this parish-

ioner and his family remained the firm friends of Dr. Payne

to the end of his life.

Halfway through a great church-building enterprise he

required a man who had subscribed $50,000 to withdra^v

from the membership of the cliurch. The material temple

might not be completed, but the spiritual temple should 1a;

kept pure at any cost. For years afterward Dr. Payne never

returned to preach in the city in which this remarkable even:

occurred but that this man and his family were present to lie:^^

him. What a tribute to his preeminently Christian method ''

dealing M'ith dillieult problems ! This quality of his mini?:rv

is well illustrated by the stirring events of his last pastorate.
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tlnis described by Dr. William V. Ivellej, his successor in the

pastorate of Spring Garden Street Church, Philadelphia

:

llis ministry did not lack the gladiatorial passion. The militant

f piril burned in his breast and made him fond of the fray. The sight

(.if audacious and insolent wickedness filled him with holy rage. He

thowcd himself a soldier of the cross, a knight of his Master, the King's,

Kound Table, sworn to "ride abroad redressing human wrong, to break

the heathen and uphold the Christ." This is remarkably illustrated in

his pastorate in Cincinnati, which began in 1874 in the midst of the ex-

citement of the great temperance revival known as the "Women's Crusade

ill Ohio. He promptly entered the thick of the fight, opening his pulpit

b;ittcry on his third Sunday there with a volley so damaging that the

mayor, whom he arraigned, thought it uecei^sary to defend himself in the

press with "xin Open Letter to Dr. Payne," to which Dr. Payne at once

leplied with "An Open Letter to the Mayor," who, as he pointed out

was evading his duty and protecting the saloons. In this letter, which

shook the city, Dr. Payne was a front-fighter, and his wife was one of

forty-three Christian women who were arrested by the police for praying-

with the liquor-sellers and were hurried off to the station house along

with thieves and harlots. When they were brought before the police

court the justice dismissed them with the warning that if they com-

mitted their awful crime again they would be dealt with severely.

Wc-ek after week the pulpit of St. Paul discussed the situation fairly

hut scathingly, exposing the perfidious and cowardly conduct of the

tity officials; and in all the prolonged excitement and provocation of

the conflict Dr. Payne bore himself with such mingled fearlessness and
\visdom as earned throughout the city and the State the grateful friend-

hip of all decent people and the no less honoring hatred of the classes

whose curse is their only benediction.

It is little wonder that a man with such qualities enjoyed
for years the distinction of being one of the foremost minis-

ters of Methodism and of the country. jN'or is it strange that,

v.-liile yet in Brooklyn, lie was approached with refei'ence to

tiio j>astor;ite of the old Park Street Congregational Church in

Boston. To be summoned to a throne of such power would
li'ive ))roved too much for a man who was interested chiefly in

iiiaking a career for himself. He declined the advance made,
Mating modestly that he preferred to remain a Methodist.
This lie did, not because he was a narrow bigot or an intense

K'.'tarian. He was far removed from either of these types.

'•'It lie believed in the providential mission of Methodism,
i-iid ]>e considered it worth Avhile to sacrifice himself if tlius
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he could contribute souicwhat to the fulfiHrnent of this

mission. This decision was characteristic of the man. lie

was ever loyal to the Church of his choice and love. Within

a year of the time of his death, in a close heart-to-heart talk,

he declared that if he were a young man again he would give

his life to the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal Church.

Our history records no finer instance of intelligent and whole-

hearted loyalty than this.

In IS 75 Dr. Payne was elected by the unanimous vote of

the board of trustees to the presidency of Ohio Wesleyan

University. His inauguration took place in June, 1S76. The

conditions prevailing at tlie time and the immediate influence

of Dr. Payne's personality are thus portrayed by Professor

Edward T. Xelson, the university's historian :

Dr. Payne's administration began in the gloomiest days of iSnancial

depression; but the growth of the university during his administration

was rapid and great, A quickened interest for the university -was felt

throughout the Church; the patronizing Conferences were stimulated to

renewed efforts for the endowment; the school was advertised on a

much more liberal scale than before, and the area of its patronage

greatly enlarged. The univei'sity and the female college were united.

As the result of all these influences, both the enrollment and the income

of the university were doubled in a few years, and the endowmeiit

largely increased. Dr. Payne was always alert for the interests of the

institution.

This new field afforded a fine sphere for the exercise of Dr.

Payne's distinguished abilities, and he put himself into it with

a spirit of ahandon which was magniticent. Xo power of

body or of brain was withheld. Under the touch of his or-

ganizing ability chaos gave M'ay to orderly progress in every

department. The momentous task which he immediately im-

posed, upon himself found expression in the motto, " The

Ohio "Wesleyan Univei'sity—let us aim to put a thousand stu-

dents within her walls and a million dollars in her treasury.''

lie gave attention to every detail. He knew every student, and

especially took a practical, fiitherly interest in those who

needed assistance. To each one personally he was the devoted

pastor ; to the student body in general, tlie strong disciplin^i-

rian and at the same time the winsome evangelist. lie wa^

the prophet and leading citizen of the community. iS^>
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blsliop of the Chiirch or far-famed lecturer could attract such

audiences as month after month for years attended his Sunday

afternoon lectures in the opera house. It has not been given us

to witness a series of greater oratorical masterpieces than these.

It was often whispered that the Church's greatest men were

in the East. But neither the East nor the AYest during this

l^onci-ation has produced men who in platform and pulpit abil-

ity were able to outrank Dr. Payne at his best.

In addition to his onerous home duties he delivered ser-

mons, lectures, and addresses throughout the State of Ohio

and other States north, south, east, and west, traveling with-

out a dollar's expense to the university, though in its interests,

twelve thousand miles a year. He poured freely of his own
personal savings into the treasury of the institution, giving dur-

ing; his presidency in the aggregate nearly eight thousand

(iollars. Such devotion won the admiration of all, and all but

Hi.-hieved the ideal witii which he began his work. In the first

year of his incumbency there were 323 students ; in the last

year there were 973, while tiic assets of the institution steadily

increased until they were well on toward the million mark.

In liis annual report for 1SS9 President Bashford, in a just

and generous reference to the invaluable service of his prede-

cessor. Dr. Payne, said

:

His administration marked a great transition in tlie history of the

university. He brought about the union of the college and of the Ohio
\\ csleyan Female College, and established coeducation upon a perma-
nent basis. He secured additional and able teachers for the faculty.

He greatly increased the number of students in attendance at the col-

Jf;,'c. He struggled earnestly and successfully to enlarge the endow-
tnents of the university. He transformed and improved the courses of
^tii'iy. He infused new vigor into the administration of the college,
f»!i(l by necessary sternness raised the moral and mental standards of our
'•tiidciits. He became the prophet of the community, and led the city in
ii"tal)le civic reform. He became the evangelist of the college, .-ind in-

'I'li.'urated sweeping revivals, thus quickening and elevating the spiritual
'no of hundreds of young people who have since blessed the world by
*'i''ir influence. Since his call to the secretaryship of the Board of Edu-
cation he has continued to cooperate heartily and unselfishly with his

*'Uxxs=;or in raising funds for the university. In his wider relations to
tho cflucatinnal work of our Church he has lifted the standard of ad-
«"!>'.'> ion to our colleges, unified the educational work of IMethodism,
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quadrupled the contributious to the Board of Education, and roudcrtd

invaluable service to higher education in the Methodist Episcopal

Church. Charles H. Paj-ne brought to the discharge of all his duties

as pastor, president, and secretary, clear thinking, profound convictions,

and a strong, manly, courageous spirit. The Ohio Wesleyan University

owes him a debt of gratitude which succeeding generations will recog-

nize increasingly. He builded for the future, aud the historian of the

university will recognize him as one of the potent factors in molding

her destiny. He stands with his noble compeers, Thomson aud Mer-

rick, as worthy to rank with Fisk of Middletowu, Hopkins of Williams,

McCosh of Princeton, Dunster and ]\Iather of Harvard, and Stiles aud

the elder Dv-nght of Yale, among the leaders of higher education iu

America.

However brilliant and gratifying the achievement with re-

gard to the university's material prosperity, Dr. Payne always

placed the emphasis upon the spiritual side of the work. Let

his own words from his last report to the board of trustees,

made in 1888, bear witness. He says :

The most gratifying pjirt of all my work iu this university has been

that connected with its moral aud religious development. Without

this feature it would have missed its chief charm, and could by no

means have held me as long as it has. It has been a great and intensely

interesting pastoral charge, and no pastor in the Church could have felt,

and borne up under the burden, the weight of responsibility for the

religious welfare of his charge more than i have felt as a perpetual care

upon my heart. That these hundreds of young men and women might

come into early aud intimate fellowship with Christ, the ideal man;

that they might pattern after his perfect character and imitate his un-

selfish life; that they might seek all noblest ends, and be swayed by all

highest motives and impulses, this has been ever the object of my con-

stant prayer and unceasing endeavor. And it has been a constant source

of marvel, as well as of gratification, that so large a number of youths,

gathered from all classes in society, should maintain such a high average

of good order and pure morals and religious character as have been ex-

hibited in this institution. The specifically religious aspects of my
work have occupied much of my time, and brought abundant aud

gratifying rewards. The monthly Sabbath lecture, continued through

all these years, ritost of the time in the City Opera House, with seldom

other than a crowded audience of citizens and students, has given ir.e

the opportunity, highly prized, of meeting both these classes, of neigh-

bors and of pupils, as a religious teacher. The weekly prayer meeting

with the students, in which I have met them a? a pastor, and the gracious

revival seasons, with their protracted services, have all furnished me

with lull pastoral work of the most important chantcter, and have
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yielded most gratifying results. In the t-welve years of my Rctive con-

jifCtiou with the university, very nearly, or quite, one thousand stu-

dents, the flower of this land and of other lands, have professed faith in

Christ. It is impossible rightly to estimate the broad sweep of influence

resulting from this work.

Dr. Payne was elected by the General Conference of 188S

to the position of Corresponding Secretary of tlie Board of

Education. " The transition from liis college presidency to

this office was a natural and fitting one, and for the work of

his new sphere his experience at Delaware was a fine prepa-

ration. He entered on his new duties not as an amateur, but

as a master in educational matters. The versatility with which

lie applied his faculties to all parts of his M^ork amazed his

friends. Year after year he devised fresh programmes for Chil-

dren's Day with remarkable fertility of invention. Though

not an artist, he designed pictures, and, though not known as

a poet, he wrote hymns. But, while he handled these details

ingeniously and skillfully, his more important work was large

enough and substantial enough to be called monumental,"

His grasp upon the general educational problems of the

Church was clear and comprehensive. To him very much is

due for what has been accomplished in the coordination of our

schools and colleges and in the adoption of a high standard

common to all our higher institutions. It was he who
sounded the cry " Ten Milllions for our Educational Institu-

tions for the New Century." The imperativeness of Chris-

tian education had burned itself so deeply into his soul that it

iiad become the ruling passion of his life. Of his efficiency as

Corresponding Secretary of the Board of Education his suc-

cessor in office, Dr. W. F. McDowell, thus writes

:

As student, teacher, pastor, college president, corresponding secre-

tary. Dr. Payne won well-deserved distinction. As a student he

touched all phases of school life as seen in the public school, the acad-

emy, the college, and the theological school. As pastor he became
familiar with church life in towns and cities. As president of Ohio
"\\ eslcyan University he came to know practically the life and problems
of our Christian colleges. As corresponding secretai7 of this Board he

nroadencd his field both of observation and usefulness until he touched
tlic entire Church with his influence.

His devotion to education was thoroutrh and lifelong, beginning in

his early struggle to obtain an education in spite of limited means, poor
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health, and manifold obstacles. His devotion to Cliristian education

developed at last into a passion. To this cause he gave the last twoutv-

five years of his life; for it he spake and wrote his most burning find

eloquent \vords; to further it on every field he spared not himself. H...

stood ever and everywhere for sound learning; sham culture was hate-

ful to his very soul. But he stood especially for Christian culture.

During his presidency he increased endowments, raised the standards,

enlarged the courses of study, multiplied the attendance of students, and

represented the Ohio AVesleyan far jmd -^-ide; but his chief joy at tlic

last was that more than a thousand students were converted there durinq

his administration. It is doubtful whether the argument for the Chris-

tian college was ever more forcefully stated than in his last tract, " The

Christian College a !Isecessity." His voice was heard often in the

Church; it was never heard advocating anything unworthy or unmanly

or unrighteous. Two words were frequently on his lips— "character"

and "manliness." He obtained his ideas of each not in the "ivory

palaces of kings," but in the heroic New England of a half century ago,

from his Puritan ancestry and from the two Testaments.

On many a platform and in many a pulpit he spoke like a master.

He vras a comiuanding preacher, ranking with the greatest our later

Church has produced. He was a radical, having the blood and spirit of

a reformer.

For eleven years he was Corresponding Secretary of the Board of

Education. His work in this great ofiice is seen in a score of way;,

and has been felt throughout our entire educational system. He left the

affairs of the office in perfect order. His records needed neither ex-

planation nor adjustment. They wei^e without spot or blemish.

He was a deeply religious man. He lived the white life. His puMic

prayers and daily conduct convinced men that he knew the way into

the secret place of the ^lost High. He honored the King and loved the

Church. He enthroned the Christ in his life and sought to enthrone

him in society. He leaves an unstained name, a noble record of large

service, and has gone with clean hands to receive a rich reward.

Begarding liis character and services to the Churcli let tho?c

speak who know the facts, and who liave a right to be heard

:

Dr. W. V. Kelley: A tremendous sort of man was this Charles Ih

Payne.

Dr. J. M. Buckley: His ofiice is vacant and may bo filled; his place

is greater than his office—that must remain vacant.

Dr. C. E. Jeiierson: He was one of the giants; in many ways a phe-

nomenal man, one of the greatest teachers of the century, one of th'^'

most eloquent jireachers that ever filled a pulpit, a man of indoraitaM''

and unflinching courage, who has left his mark in every city in which

he has ever -vsorked.
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Dr. A. B. Leonard : In the pulpit and on the platform he had few-

equals. He has gone, but he has left to his family and to the Church

of his love and choice a stainless record.

Dr. S. F. Uphani: I knew Dr. Payne intimately. We were class-

mates in college, associates in Conference relations, and close personal

friends for forty-five years. He was a genuine man, frank and open as

the day. He attained deserved distinction in many lines, but it was in

the pulpit that be shone with a bright, steady, and commanding light.

He was preeminently a preacher. The Gospel which he preached was

not a puny and inefficient sentimentalism, but the Gospel of a divine

deliverance from sin. I heard his last public address. . . . How he

pleaded that morning for a consecrated ministry I He went from the

Conference room to die, but his work lives, and he lives, for "he that

doeth the will of God abideth forever."

Bishop \V. F. Mallalieu: Forty-eight years ago and a little morel

first met Dr. Payne. From then till now we have been the closest

friends. In all these years I never knew him to do or say anything that

was wrong. " JIark the perfect man" may be said of him as truthfully

as of any man I ever saw or ever expect to see. These last days have

l>ecn days of silent grief and heartache. True friends that are perfectly

trusted are so rare that it is an unspeakable loss when one departs from

lis. No man on earth was so near my heart as Dr. Payne. He was

without fear and without reproach.

Bishop D. A. Gocdsell: Dr. Payne brought knowledge, enterprise,

and great ability to the work which went froni my hands to his. I was

startled at his activity and success. \Vhatever he did, he did with all

his might. In God's service his hot heart burned itself out of this earthly

life, and was exhaled to God.

Bishop C. D. Foss: He was a gi-eat preacher, a tireless worker, and a

transparently true and faithful man. Few men have done so much for

the Church as he.

Bishop J. H. Vincent: He was an earnest, intense, consecrated, and

faithful man. He had many kinds of power, and he used all well. He
was an extraordinary preacher, an ideal pastor, an able teacher, a power-

ful platform speaker, an cflScient administrator, a true friend, and an

uncompromising Christian.

Bishon E. G. Andrews : As the successor of Dr. Payne in the pastorate

of St. John's Church, Brooklyn, I quickly came to know and value his

character and work. The things notable in these were the strength of

his convictions and his loyalty to them, his ability and faithfulness as

preacher and pastor, his wise forecast of church opportunities and duties,

and the strenuous will with which he wrought. After 1888, when he

'as made Secretary of the Board of Education, I came to know him
fitill better. The qualities conspicuous in earlier years now a])peared

modified and heightened by large experience as pastor and educator.

He had become a powerful and attractive preacher and platform speaker,
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a wise counselor in the geueral life of the Church, a progressive theobi-

giau, a courageous yet cautious reformer in Church and State. To hi^

new work he gave untiring industry, capacity for broad schemes, a

luminous and effective advocacy, and an energy which neither indiffer-

ence, opposition, nor his own imperfect health could abate. He believed

in God, and therefore attempted and achieved great things.

As is very often the case with good men, Dr. Payne was

frequently misunderstood. He was never a man of robust

physical health. Throughout his career, he wrought under

the disadvantages of physical weakness. The effect of this

was sometimes to give a wrong impression as to the real spirit

of the man. There were those who thought that the scalpel

was his favorite instrument. But lie never used it so merci-

lessly upon any other man as upon himself. He had lofty

ideals for himself and for everybody else, and insisted upon a

high measure of excellence everywhere. He desjiised shams.

J^o man ever had a better right. He was himself absolutely

transparent and sincere. He knew not how to fawn for favors.

To balance the truth against self-interest was not in him. God's

eternal law of righteousness was his pole star. He always

steered by this, without fear of man or devil.

He was individual throughout. His gait upon the street, his

laugh, his hand shake, his method of using his voice, his ges-

tures—all were unique and inimitable. Personality throbbed

at every point of contact. A man of so many angles, so in-

sistent upon his ideals, so pertinacious in his purpose, so

aggressive in his action, must now and then of necessity come

into collision with men of similarly pronounced convictions.

It has been said that he was ambitious. Naturally he was, but

he ever held his ambition in check by the taut rein of con-

science. The central figure of his ambition was not Charles

H. Payne but Jesus Christ, his Lord and Master.

His versatility was remarkable. As a writer he excelled.

His style was a happy combination of the forceful and the

ornate. If the question in hand were one of morals or reform,

he was incisive and luminous. He could write in words tliat

burned and in sentences that breathed. He was a great reader

all his life, and kept fully abreast of the times. The latest

great book was fi-equently the subject of j-emark in his con-
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versatioiis and public addresses. Theologically he was pro-

oressive, in the best sense of the word. He did not allow

himself to be tied to the old simply because it was old, nor yet

to the new because new. "What he demanded was the true

and therefore the best, whether old or new. Thus he was

related vitally, as every man of like spirit must be, to the

achievements of the past and the progress of the present. It

lias been an open secret among the younger men of the

Church for years that no man, young or old, in Methodism was

more open-minded than Dr. Payne. The larger hope beat in

]\is heart, and the larger vision charmed his soul.

To his other accomplishments he added in later years that

of an expert money-raiser for church-building purposes. He
!md reduced that business to a science, and had many calls

from all parts of the country, from Methodist and non-

Aiethodist churches, to do that kind of work. His power in

]>rayer has well been the subject of comment. He knew liow

to enter into the secret place of the Most High. And this

—hecause he walked with God. If there were those who
thought that his character was lacking in heart quality, it was

ln'cause they did not know or failed to appi-eciate the man.

Dr. Payne loved all men with Ciiristian affection. The
colored man never had a truer friend. None who knew his

spirit were surprised that he bequeathed his splendid library

to Gammon Theological Seminary. His love for his former

ttudents was intense and touching. No more was he the

rigid disciplinarian, when once college walls had been left be-

liind. He was now the interested friend and helpful brother.

Their devotion to him was equally marked. To-day ho is

• ushrined in the hearts of thousands. The home life was

I'eautiful. To the loyal companion of his years he delighted

to attribute the largest measure of his success, and upon each

laeinber of his family he bestowed a tender affection. If the

^^ospel standard of service be the criterion by which nien shall

be awarded their place in the history of our Church, then

must high rank be given to Charles Henry Payne.

^^^^r^-^^-cA^
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Akt. ii.^siiakespeare's men.

In Shakespeare was an abundant love of life. The vital

streams had not run dry in the cliannels of his spirit, but \vere

in spring freshet, overflowing the banks and inundating

meadow lands and fields. When Shakespeare touches ns we

feel a vital shock, as if an electrode of the lightning had in

passing grasped our wrists. He is no dyspeptic, with hung

head and dolorous voice and mendacious replies and invective

speech. He docs not rage as Walter Savage Lander did, is

not bellicose witli sword at play as Shelley was, nor mild and

remote as Wordsworth. He was impassioned as the storm,

but sane and wholesome ; he was like contact with the earth.

Charles Lamb—pale, slender, cloaked, nervous, stammering,

playful, a delightful sort of human kitten, on his way now

from the East India countinghouse to his half-mad, crabbed

old father and Mary his sister, with insanity haunting her

eyes—is loitering a moment buying at the Strand a volume of

old plays and hiding it like miser's treasure beneath his cloak.

Coleridge is complaisant, ethereal, discursive, bland, imperturb-

able, mild, with thouglit-orbit like the sweep of a planet, and

is dreaming aloud in a conversation in which there are no

associates. Keats—pale, reticent, invalid, a sensitive plant

among poets and men, of classic thought, a Greek born cen-

turies after the days of Greek intellectual supremacy—is hold-

ing dialogue with Endymion and Hyperion and Lamia until

his pale cheek flushes like a girl's. Byron—tyrannical, scowl-

ing, revengeful, riding hard like an angry bandit—is cursing

till his breath is spent. Chaucer—observant, buoyant, piquant,

clad in the garment of a kings follower—drinks his wine

which comes as part of his laureate stipend, mixes with court-

ier and soldier, well content, hearing, seeing, enjoying, rejoi-

cing. Spenser is prisoner in the land of lotus-eaters, and

Bees the drift of blue smoke over distant hills, and hears the

calling of the sea and of the wind, and thinks this world a

picture. Tennyson—sad, dreamy, remote, feeling the world

he does not see, looking eagerly " to where beyond these voices

there is peace"—chants to himself and not to us,
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And may there be no moaning of the bar

"VVheu I put out to sea.

Shiikcspcare—radiant, delighted, amused, careering like a yacht

with favoring wind, hmghing aloud without assigning reason for

iiis laughter, intoxicated with the vrorld he wanders in, as if it

were old wine—is pleased with everything as on a holiday. He
ir^ as a country boy in town. Everything interests him. Flower,

K-iioolboy with "morning face," beggar, prince, king, knave,

flattern, fool, the pure, the debauched, the railer, the mad-

man, the ingrate, the intriguer, the proud pine, the dim vio-

let, an accusing conscience, the cliff that leans seaward and

lifts heaveuM-ard, Falstaff and Pistol and Prince Hal, the lad

Arthur and the bawd, Mistress Quickly, the moonlit bank, the

*•!^c're, the yellow leaf," the w^hiteness of Imogen and the

Mack darkness of lachimo—Shakespeare saw them all and

was interested in them all. So it is nature or man or ghost,

all is well with him, for he belonged to the brood of discover-

ers, Gilbert and Drake and Cabot and Haleigh and Hudson;
Mily he discovered men—they, island and river and continent

and inland sea. iXot one among that glorious company was
iiiore adventurous than lie. Like them he adventured on the

tiiidiarted seas. He sails on all waters, enters all harbors, lands

at all ports, his pennant floating at the mast far as adventure

dares to sail. Shakespeare's coat of arras would be, were I his

hi'iald, an archer with quiver full and the bow bent with
liirow fitted on the string and all the air full of a shower
of arrows. That should be his coat of arms and appear upon
'lis banner. At every port of soul, however late one visits it

(T early, will be found Shakespeare's gonfalon floating there.

Ho fccems ubiquitous. His knowledge of the soul dazzles us

1;m: 6ome great light. I feel more and more, as I consort with
''•in, that he saw everything and that his scrutiny cannot be
• 'Ufjcd. He does not need to look to see, but sees without
''iHt crude contrivance. x\ study of "Henry IV" will con-
^I'lco any skeptic that nothing is hidden from Shakespeare's
<vo,s, v.'hether he look or not. In this play and its successor,

"Jlcnry V," we are let into the very privacy of kings. We
''H»k iheni full in the face, and answer vrord for word. What
>.it.y arc we know. Shakespeare tells us. Do we not see
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Henry Bolingbroke and Prince Hal ? Are tliey not in truth

become among the familiars of onr household ? Their cares,

ambitions, anguishes, fears, tremors, stratagems, policies, alli-

ances, court manners, privacies, and publicities ;
their glowing

patriotism and barren selhshness; their thought's prologue,

monologue, epilogue; their coronation gladness and gasping

ad vices'on a dying bed—were we not made privy to them all,

as if we were gentlemen of the king's bedchamber? These

two plays are dramas of royalty, and are liung about with

kings' banners and helmets and shields. True as this observa-

tion is, more is to be said, if all the truth is to be uttered.

England's two worlds are in these plays. The king's world

of court, palace, queenly women, courtier, battlefield, debauch-

eries, royal wooing, waving bannei's, and the march—this

king's world is here ; and, besides, here is an underwoi'ld of

Justice Shallow, with his farming and turnip crops and old

beau speech and justice court and money-loaning and the tav-

ern with its sack and bawds and bullies and grim humors and

rollicking laughter and drunken quarrels— this underworld

with shabby patriots and enlistments and cowardice and lech-

ery, inanity, animosities, braggart speech, and craven retreats,

contumacies, arrogancies, conceits. This England, too, is seen,

not as through the dust of a summer's highway, but clearly as

throuo-h air after a rain. I know not which is more admirable,

Sliakespeare's etching of the court or the tavern, his king's

antechamber or his justice court. This double world tliat

always lives and will live—Shakespeare is its biographer, and

a sturdy Boswell he proves himself to be. The entire land-

scape is his. Nature, man, patrician, plebeian, honor, dis-

grace—this writer of plays knows them all, and calls each by

name as if each were comrade. All zones are his. He loved

every sign in the zodiac, and claimed each season as his favor-

ite. Everything and everybody reported to him ; he was re.

ceiving station for the world.

And he loved human kind. While not physicist nor psy-

chologist nor politician, he was interested. Everybody in:-

pressed him. His was the art of extracting secrets, of inspiring'

confidences. Everybody told him his story, for this, among

other reasons, he v/as a royal listener, and into this willing ear
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Juliet Bobbed her story, and Tinion of Athens trumpeted liis

luitc. Falstaft" swaggered and drank and swore and lied to

Siiakespeare as to Prince Hal or carbuncle-nosed Bardolph

;

Marc Antony made no secret of his passion, such as made a

gfopter inconsequential ; iMaebetli stamped out his ravings in

Shakespeare's pi'esence ; and Lady ]\Iacbeth walked with her

lit candle in lier hand so close to the poet he might have

fuiichcd her; and Hamlet heeds him not what time he makes

si^liloquy ; Lear curses his two daughters with scarce an inter-

mission; Regan speaks her flint-hard words, nor cares that

Sliakespeare hears ; Pericles M'eeps before liim—he is the con-

lidant of this divei'gent company. Dogberry and Malvolio

und King Lear's fool and Launce and Justice Shallow and

Ligo and Leontcs and Pandarus, Bassanio and Antonio and

Shylock, Kym, Pistol, Bottoni, Oberon, Angelo—besides all

that sweet conipany of fair womanhood whispering or sobbing

their story forth—they are every one voluble with him, show-

ing no reticence or next to none ; and he hears, sees all, and

forgets nothing.

Shakespeare loves men and women, though, as for loving

women, what man does not ? I think no man has ever loved

women more than he, and am quite sure no poet has. He has

loved them so as to make many of them queens regnant for-

ever, and has joyed to lift them into the heaven of the heroic

and leave them there. My wonder is not at this, but that he

1-0 evidently loved men, and with such tropic warmth. He
>:traitly enjoys them, sees their strength, applauds them so you
fan hear him cryhig, " Bravo, bravo," as one who watches a

wrestler's skill, but strangely enough has not a hero- among
thnm, which is one of the strangest things in strange Shakes-

]•< arc. His women have many heroines, his men have no
heroes, howbeit he loves them both. How is this condition

'-•> he explained ? M lyhap Shakespeare's vast chivalry is key
'"this exclusiveiie:S of elevation in womanhood. Even ]Mis-

"c.^s Quickly he has dignilied by making her in many regards

{'ic most bewildering feminine character his genius has pro-

'hiced. She is not admirable, but is anomalous and marvel-
'^ns, and is in genius of execution sister to Falstaif. To ex-

;' iui this partiality in Shakespeare puts us at om- wits" ends,
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and to no avail. The fact remains, however, the exphmation

halts. Among his men, giants as many of them are, is not a

hero, so far as I have found ; and certainly, if we were writing

a biography of heroes, not one of Shakespeare's men would

find a place in the book. When the Odyssey is read, Ulysses

is seen an intended hero. For his statue, the poem is pedes-

tal ; but does any man in Shakespeare impress us so ? Some-

times we are told that Faulconbridge and King Henry V are

heroes. They may be. Ko absolute rule for determining a

hero has been prescribed. Here we Avander at will, as butter-

flies do on sunny days. No one can say us nay to our claims,

be they what they may. In both tlie men named possess some
heroic, notable qualities, but I would never think of them as

heroes. Henry is a soldier, outward bound for conquest, and

is brusque and soldierlike in war and wooing, as Shakespeare

has him, while the drama is fairly chanted to the tune of bat-

tle marches. All this I cheerfully concede, at the same breath

insisting that Henry is somewhat lost on the field of Eng-

land's growing greatness ; we feel not Henry so much as we
feel England, he being sword and voice, but England's sword

and England's voice. For myself I cannot feel him. He
never grasps me as a warrior grasps an enemy and bears him
down. Columbus and Magellan and Raleigh dig their spurs

into my sides till the blood starts, but Henry might be a

paper man for all his might with me. He sailed with England

over seas and conspired with her triumph, but Shakespeare is

playing a triumphal march, not for the king but for the king-

dom. Henry is not so impressive as king as he was as Prince

Hal. The king has lost in blood and heart, and gained in

statesmanship. My feeling, as well as my thinking, dissent

to Henry being counted Shakespeare's hero or any other

body's hero, for that matter. He is soldier like Marc Antony
sa^^ng in this, Antony stirs the blood, while Henry is almost

sedative. He is aware he is now a king, and his self-con-

eciousness warps his courtesy and manlier parts, and he wears

it like his crown and royal garment. His dismissal of Fal-

stafl is so cold, so kingly in its heartlessness as to make us

resent it for Falstafi's sake, not as loving him, but that we
feel the perfidy of the king even as the sad Falstaff did. His
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forgetfnlness is so utilitarian that bis face is in eclipse. He
iiui) not rank as hero for the lieart.

One miglit have expected Julius Caesar to be hero, since he

w;is most apt for such a pai-t of all the men who take rank in

tliese dramas, when, digi!:ing deep into the play, we find our

thcorj disconcerted by the presentation in that most of Caesar's

career is presented in epilogues, Antony or Cassius telling of

it m strict seclusions or on the house top of the Forum ; and

oil the face of this past master of the Roman world is scarce

the glow of triumph, not to say the proud light of a premedi-

tated hero. Or, if there be a hero among his men, not Ham-
let nor Faulconbridge nor Henry \ nor Prospero is he, but

Falstaff, whom, if Shakespeare did not love and linger over

.IS over no other man he has fasliioned, I miss his bearing

utterly.

H Shakespeare, however, exalted no man into the heaven

f'f lieroes, neither did he show antipathy toward any man.

lie was without favorites, so far as touches his ecstasy over

any or special pleading for any. "We may put the case thus

—

Shakespeare enjoyed all almost alike and was disinterested in

attitude toward all his creations, unless there be a shadow of

favor for Falstalf, for I cannot drov/n my conviction that,

into the minute working out of the jesting Sir John, Shakes-

peare put an enjoyment unknown to any male character in his

plays. He is without favorites in the sense that he was unfair

with none, representing each as he was. He enjoyed men
and women, and admired genius, achievement, thought, love

;

but I defy anybody to say whether he loved Othello or lago

Juore. 1 lean to believing he loved lago more. Yet, why
^\•a£te guesses? This is simple surmise. Thackeray loved

I'ccky Sharpe better than anyone in Vanity Fair, she being

the one and only one at whom he did not poke f^^n. She was
dangerous as a poisoned stiletto. Can we tell what thing he

crL-ated pleased Michael Angelo most ? His frescoes, or his

l)avid, or Moses, or Dawn, or the sky-dome of St. Peter's ?

•-o we cannot tell with any assurance what man Shakespeare

hl:cd most. He treats all fairly, and is as courteous as Paleigh
'" each of them ; but bias toM'ard any is barely visible, if at

ii.l—certainly not so visible as that any may as?crt, " This man
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he favors and this lie dislikes." He detests nobody, not

lachiuio nor Angelon or lago. In Shakespeare is nothing vin-

dictive as in Dante, who with a grim urbanity lifts his friends

into heaven and drops his enemies hito hell—a procedure

touched with a baleful humor, though Dante was not cognizant

of it. He was too severe to be just. Those who expatriated

liim must be damned as certainly as if God had decreed the

sentence. That unsmiling poet had made a grim putentate

whose ears had been deaf to petitions for mercy and whose

acts had been maledictions. Shakespeare has neither hell nor

paradise ; he has earth, and his men are here and only here,

for King Hamlet is a ghost at best, and his voice is husky

and his words inept and sorely uncertain. Shakespeare is no

advocate ; he is fashioner. What does he think of Hamlet I

Nobody knows. Is he making sport of him, or castigatuig

him, or pitying him, or enthroning him? Does lie think

Mai'c Antony a fool to barter away a world for a woman's

kiss, or does he envy him? Who knows? What does he

think of Shylock? Does he favor Shylock or Antonio? This

Shakespearean faculty of expressing no preference is astonish-

ing and without parallel. Ask him to tell ^vhom he prefers

and he \\'\\\ smile at us, as at a foolish child, and will make no

answer. The truth is, the artist is doniinant in him, and he

enjoys his men because they are men and for no other reason.

Life* delights him, as it does kittens and birds. The self-ex-

plication of a soul is what charms him. Momsen hates Cicero,

and deifies Caesar ; but Shakespeare will have no demigods,

and will maintain so absolute an impartiality as that we cannot

break through his reserve. What he at any moment has de-

lights him as a child is delighted alternately with doll and

pkiture book and drawing with colored chalks and playing

school and writing expectant letters to Santa Claus ;
and that

is the end of what we may safely say of Shakespeare's prefer-

ence. Caliban and Ariel and Prospero and shipwrecked king

and raging seas flecked with dllris of wreck and Miranda and

Ferdinand— all are dear to him as children to a sire.

In "Henry YlII" strict impartiality and absolute truthful-

ness are exemplified in a striking manner. Whether the drama

was written durins the life of Elizabeth or in the reign of
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James is not material, inasmuch as to neither of these sover-

eigns would extolling Katharine be palatable. Plainly a

courtier's task would have been to have glossed the ruffian

coarseness of Henry VIII, for he was Elizabeth's father, and

to have painted in colors unfauingly glowing the character of

Anne Boleyn, for she was Elizabeth's mother. Who composed

this play was not a courtier, meant though it is to glorify

Elizabeth. If ever a poet was under bonds to be fulsome in

praise and full of innuendo toward those who were antagonists

to the reigning sovereign, Sliakespeare was such poet, when

he wrote this triumphal ode to Queen Elizabeth. What to

expect under the circumstances v/e readily see, which expected

thing is precisely what does not happen, for Henry is not lauded,

but stands out all but totally unlovely. His vices announce

tlicmselves in his face. His brutality, heartlessness, concupis-

cence, repugnant egotism, and autocracy all blossomed in him,

60 that to even an imperfect sight they are apparent. Shakes-

peare does neither adorn rjor praise him, but liolds him up in

naked blameworthiness, to speak and answer for himself.

We had supposed Katharine had been blamed, would be be-

littled by look or gesture, for such treatment the case appar-

ently imperatively demands, whereas, instead, she is pictured

one of the sweetest women whose heart ever knelt to kiss a

husband's hand. Her words, soaked with tears, are honey-

Rweet, and she stands as if she were the queen of grief, nor ever

in her days of pomp and circumstance was she so queenly. How
more than strange such presentation in one who is telling a

story for the ears of those whose fortunes are grown out of

the grave of her calamities. And Anne Boleyn is not lauded
;

fiither she is discovered to be a weak, vain woman, selfish and

lacking in moral stamina, yet human and feminine, and she

stands in shamed contrast with Katharine. If this be not

anomalous in him who is lauding her daughter, I do not know
the meaning of anomaly. In painting Wolsey, we who
loathed him when Queen Katharine turns her tear-diramed

t'ves full on his face and with her quivering woman's lips

^alls him her enemy set to do her hurt—this spent glory that

once was premier puissant we pity, and execrate his master as

ingrate and unkingly ; and this Elizabeth's father so dethroned.
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from our respect and love. Tliese remarks may serve to justify

the claim that Shakespeare was " without partiality and with-

out hypocrisy."

Xor has Shakespeare a specifically good man. Edgar,

Pericles, Prospero, Valentine of the "Two Gentlemen of

Verona," Kent, Horatio, Leonatus are clean men and whole-

some. So is Hamlet. That they are contrived for good men,

however, would never suggest itself to a caieful reader.

Shakespeare has bad men, weak men, execrable men, men of

prodigal genius, dominant personalities, whirlwinds of power

and conquest, laudable men, men not evil, negatively good

men ; but good men, such as might sit for a picture of good-

ness, as Colonel Nev^'come, there is not one of, or, if there be,

I know not who he is. Shakespeare is not in this sense moral

in purpose. The great moral contentions never wrought

havoc in his soul, as fierce armies on a battle ground. The

Puritan rectitude and duty did not thrill him to the center.

Milton, poet of duty, had not been palatable to Shakespeare,

I think, and certainly had not been comprehensible ; while, to

have pivoted two epics on sin and sin's conquest over man, or

sin and man's conquest over sin, as Milton did in " Paradise

Lost " and " Paradise Regained," or as Bunyan did in " Pil-

grim's Progress," is unthinkable of him. Intense moral ear-

nestness is not a])parent in him. Those throes which make the

travail of a mountain's birth frivolous in comparison belong not

to this wide-horizoned dramatist. Raleigh and Shakespeare

are brothers of one house in their reflection of their genera-

tion, and they glow as a city illuminated on a gala night.

They did not take religion too much to heart, leastwise not in

such fashion as to create earthquake shocks of moral and

political upheavals and revolutions and renovations, or lead

them with laughing hearts to the martyr's flames. They arc,

in short, children of their era, and look as if they had been

fathered by the Greek gods. I do not suggest that Shakes-

peare's dramatic bias was immoral. That is remotest from

what he is. His was a genius-perception that evil told against

the evildoer; but, whether he ever approved goodness as

goodness and for its own sake, I for one cannot tell, but

gravely doubt. He is the exact contrary of being immoral.
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I have found him one of tlie cleanest writers in all literature.

]lu has no rejoicing in filth and pruriency and debauchery.

C'oai-se he was, when measured by our higher standards, be-

cause he did not wholly rise—though he rose far—above liis

u^e in this regai-d. He is no voluptuary; is always scn-

j.iiQii5__as ]\Iilton would have the poet be—but never sensual.

1 do not impugn Shakespeare nor his motive ; I only hold to

the atmosphere of his poetry in insisting on liis inability to

conceive goodness in such measure and with such regard as

appears in the literature of our century ; for indeed, that

view-point belongs to our century and not to his. Free will

lie knew and believed in ; vice lie saw and knew ; virtue lie

l.eheld and pictured ; but, as to what he thought of the two,

his reticence remains, and a good man like Job there is no

trace of in Shakespeare, or that he ever thought of such a

juan is dubious. By this phrase " good man " 1 understand a

in;ui M-hose controlling impulse is God and who would honestly

translate him into the common vernacular of life. Such a man

i-hakespein-e never did portray, nor in my judgment, could

li;ive done so, had he tried. In him is always apparent a

tidid movement against vice and for virtue. He knew the

HMil's life too intimately to defy conscience or deny a single

^tab of its envenomed sword, but such attitude is far removed

from a determinate and glowing allegiance to love and God

and a cai-eer of human bettennent Kor must we confound

l.is justice element with the question now under consideration.

To this justice idea he was always true, just as sunlight vrould

be true to tell the whole story of any figure taken in a picture.

lu Angelo, of "Measure for Measure," we note this love of

iiUd fealty to justice. In Piichard III, whose conscience,

I'inioned and gagged by day, is free and tempest-toned by

^:i;:l!t; in Macbeth's growing and childish credulity on the one

^'.de and his bloody tournament with murdered Banquo on the

"'dier; in the grim soldier justice with which Bardolph and

N'vtn are hung as common thieves, while enlisted soldiers

.'•jhting for England in foreign wars—though we have spent

»5iuny an idle hour in hearing and seeing them in revels with

o]k-<q Sir John—and Pistol the braggart coward, is let slink

^^'Jine a pimp and vagabond and parasite ; and most of all in
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Falstafl:—lord of laughter and penetrative jest—wlio by and

by falls to the shamed level of being a booby tricked by coun-

try wives, in these we see how just as fate Shakespeare was.

He would not sin against the central verities ; though to love a

man like Eunyan or even Edmund Spenser—idealizing virtue

in his music-making rhymes—is not in him. Ko man of simple,

sweet, human goodness ever walked onto Shakespeare's stage

and had his coronation.

Shakespeare's men are sufficient to the point of greatness.

As characters they are superb. He has slighted no one of them,

having done like the builders of mediaeval cathedrals, who fin-

ished every part, however remote, concealed, insignificant,

with laborious detail and skill. Each man stands lull height

himself. This is true of his women as well, as ^vill witness

any of the delineations, selecting at random. Are not the

merry wives of Windsor as clearly disclosed in personality as

Ophelia or as complete a portrait as Rosalind? This accuracy

goes further. Launce and his dog Crab are as minute e;igrav-

ings as Romeo. Xever was beast more completely identified

with man than here, and as between owner and dog we are apt

to enjoy the scrubby dog the more, and—as not unfrequently

occurs—whatever we think of the master, \\q admire the cur.

Shakespeare was as painstaking as Balzac, with this difference

—the difference between talent and genius. Balzac is always

takmg pains, Shakespeare is never taking pains, yet is as ency-

clopedic in attention to details of finish as if he has passed

years in study of that shigle 'object of creation. Shakespeare

is as a gifted speaker whose words flow out beautiful and

abundant as light and with no more effort. A painter could,

as I suppose, paint a likeness of any person validly introduced

into the plays as rendily as if the subject sat before him, so

sufficient are the lines of face and figure of character ; as, for

instance, the murderei-s in Macbeth, who are much more than

voice and shadow, with murderous intent and execution, with

spiteless but venomous thrust. Two murderers have this

cursed business in their hands, when, at the bloody tryst, ap-

pears an unanticipated third, and, though he is in darkness

and his face is hid and name unknown, and his voice never

poised above a hoarse whisper, we see him as in a lurid lighi-
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Wliocvcr be is, leadership and a stony, settled purpose are in

iiiin, and his face is hard, liis eyes cold, his lips tightened to-

(;etiier in spiteless and uupitying determination when the

liorses' hoofs make merry on the darkened road up which the

unsuspecting victim rides. And Hubert in " King John," pre-

meditated ruffian to burn out sweet Artliur's eyes—why he is

visible as dawn, so that an artist could paint him as if a hun-

dred sittings had been afforded. In Shakespeare is the effi-

ciency of tlie mighty artists, who, witli a few strokes of the

linisli, limn a face with accuracy and iUumination. Kipling

i;;is this gift in a higli degree ; but Shakespeare is without peer

in this field, as in many others. Cordelia, in the tragedy of

" King Lear," is given slighter heed than the king's fool. She

appears, is angered at her sisters' hypocritical protestations of

l"ve, speaks to the angering of her father, is driven from his

presence by the whirlwind of his wrath, is wedded to the king

"•f France, comes back with an army to win back Lear's crown
for him, bends above her father's sleeping face what time she

wooes liim back from madness, and is borne dead by the de-

crepit, winter-white Lear back from licr death. " The rest is

^ilcnce," and yet she suffuses the play as crimson light, the

fkies and clouds and waves on summer evenings. Any artist

can see her, and, if he fail in painting her, the failure arises not

I'ccause he does not see her with all sufficiency. She sits as

tlironcd in sunlight, and she was only a fair, girl shadow pass-

ing across our path in timorous haste.

And the grave diggers in " Hamlet," yokels as they are, we
Jcel acquainted with them as if they had been our neighbors

niany years. Their pithy and unfeeling words might drop
fjoni lips much more modern than themselves. Tlie scene is

"•lique, and they preempt the scene as a bride preempts at-

{•ntion at a marriage, for Hamlet is a lesser figure than they
'^"Iiile he holds converse with them, they filling the hour even
"•^ they occupy the grave. The grave making ready for the
'Hir Ophelia, the growing mound of damp earth their spades
^re making; their jesting talk, their cloddy indift'erence to the

neartln-cak of the occasion ; tlieir decision gravely reached
<!'Ht, seeing " tlic crowner hath set on her, and finds it Chris-
'!an burial," they may with clear conscience dig her grave ; the
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apostroplie to the spado and to themselves ; the proposal of a

conundrum—which in anybody should be accounted one of

the cardmal sins ; one calling to the other in mandatory voice,

"Fetch a stoup of liquor," his singing a rude love ditty while

he lightly throws out the earth and therewith a skull which,

after much badinage, Hamlet finds to be " Yorick's skull, the

king's jester "—have done, do we not know the grave diggers

so as to hear, see, feel them ? Or the witches in " jMacbetli/'

with their hellbroth brewing, their hairy chins, their crooked

beaks, their ferret eyes, their maudlin, devilish words, their

crafty imposition on superstitious, gullible general Macbeth

fresh from his rout of the king's enemies, ugh ! they make us

shudder; come away ! Shakespeare, thou art the chief magi-

cian, and thy revels are never ended.

The contagious quality for Shakespeare is mastery. 1 do

not think we can mistake him here. He wants characters to

be princes in what they do, demands imperiously that each bo

masterful. Competency, control, and sufiiciency are his trin-

ity of character virtues. He enjoys, as Phidias might, the

frame and muscles of Hercules and the beauty-dower of lovely

Venus, each adequate and satisfactory. Characters must be at

one with themselves ; nothing must be out of joint. Be they

bad as king Claudius or foolish, mooning, and simpering as

Malvolio, or friend like Friar Laurence, or coarse like the old

nurse to Juliet, or vociferously churlish as Apemantus, or en-

vious as Cassius, or idealizing and duped as Brutus, or syco-

phant like Oswald, or king's tool like Bosencrantz, or politic as

Polonius, or scheming and M'icked as Cymbeline's queen, or

fond like Bianca, or sultry in passion like Cleopatra, or vile

like Boult, or chaste like Marina, or just like Duke Ymceuto,

or rebellious as Caliban, or headstrong and rash as Harry Hot-

spur, or crushed into the sheer poesy of sorrow like Eichiu'd

II, or consequential as Dogberry, or fool as Quince, or fantas-

tical like Don Armado, or melancholy, as Jaques, or witty ^5

Touchstone, or poetic like Lorenzo, or patriotic as Faulcon-

bridge, or shrewd like Petruchio, or unlovely like Bertram, or

insanely jealous like king Leoutes—each is coherent. Koono

falsifies himself, no one is obscure. Each stands a chief p^'i'*

sonality in the delineation. Shakespeare demands of each
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lh.it Ijc- IjQ lAimself, full-growu. The idiotic magistrate as Dog-

Ix-rrv ijuict be full idiot, the swashbucket as Sir Tody must be

iv>viteriiig as a carnival uight. Shakespeare will have all his

iVAii and women lite-size. Is not his uurevcaled motto—and we

cju fairly hear him now command as in a general's imperious

l,,j^
—«' Show what you are ;

" from which there is no appeal ?

In a crude way the following groups may include Shakes-

jvare's men: The fool, the child, the statesman, the politician,

i!.e soldier, the aristocrat, Falstaff, the pessimist, the optimist,

i!icn of the baser sort, the men of pathos, the men of honor,

•.:ic friend, the lover, the man of duty, the men in whom
conscience, after one fashion or another, operates. Under the

caption of "fools" are to be included the clown in "Twelfth

Xii,'ht,'' Touchstone, Malvolio, Quince, Bottom, Dogberry,

Sir Andrew Aguecheek, Launce, Justice Shallow, and Justice

Silence, with the fool in "Lear" and Hamlet as jester. Now
'.!i<-' calling these names shows two classes of fools, namely, the

i::tentional and the unintentional, or the fool from plenty of

*cn.-e, and the fool from paucity of sense. Nobody is so

liinnorous and ludicrousas the person who never sees himself

l.uinorous nor feels himself ridiculous. He is solemn as a ghost,

l.c never goes, as the pitcher's balls are sometimes said to,

in curves, but in straight lines and, like the leading carriage

i'i a funeral procession, turns street corners at abrupt angles.

V.'e feel as if we were chummy with a hearse, wheii he is

rear. He eschews jest as an irrelevancy, and espouses seri-

ousness as a profession. He is funnier than jokes, and never

»"a;jpccts it, nor could be persuaded. Some are humorous be-

c-v.ise they do not know to be sensible—as a 3'outh enamored
^f himself with pompous egotism wedging himself into all

w.-a.sjons, with stilted speech and foppish manners and excess

"f frtyle in make-up, ^vith monocle and jejune mustache and
bull terrier following as if himself cast a shadow, rouses all

""r lisibilities, gives us fits of laughter from which we fear

•^e niay not recover, while he remains sober as a photograph,

»>vvcr doubting that he excites wonder akin to awe. With
'•^iii unintentionally jocose soul belong Quince and Bottom
^-•I'l Dogberry and Sir Toby and Sir Andrew and Malvolio
'""^'i Justice Shallow and Justice Silence. The other class of
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fools is never fool, but always brainy, alert as an Indian on

guard in war time, keen as a razor-edged sword. Such fools

make laughter, as a skilled artificer. They use us, we cannot

use them. They are edged tools, with which to meddle is

probably to lose some blood. Call him by what name we will

—wit, humorist, laughter-monger, merrymaker, the cause or

the excuse of laughter—he is still our superior and in part

our enemy. In him is an intellectual ascendency and a

meaning we know not quite what. The one class was fool

from scarcity, the other from excess, of brains. In this latter

class belong the clown in '^ Twelfth iN^ight," King Lear's fool,

Hamlet in his saturnine humor, and, as I think, Touchstone.

Singularly enough, among Shakespeare's women are no

fools, nor on the contrary are there any humorists, unless

Beatrice in "Much Ado about :N"othing" be a single excep-

tion. Beatrice and Benedick are constantly crossing swords in

repartee, but, for myself, I confess to seeing in her only an

excess of what I may term feminine priggishness. She does

not, as appears to me, so much say cute things, merry things.

as pert things, tart things. Instead of a fund of good humor,

with its line bead on the liquor of her words and laughter,

there is rather in her soul an unconscious discontent looking

for vent. What she has not, nauK^ly, a lover, she affects to

despise—a trick some women have not forgotten to this hour.

I may be wrong, for these are so largely matters of opinion

for which no solid reason can be given, but I am not enter-

tained nor yet stung to laughter by her jest. She impresses

me as ill-supplied with good nature, though entirely uncon-

scious that she is so, and is studied in her rejoinders, as one who

plays a part without the art to hide that she is conscious. She

had the repute of being witty, and felt she must live up to

her reputation at whatever hazard, but when in love she has

found her heart and ceases to rail, and her sarcasm sleeps, be-

ing possessor of a happy heart. Beatrice i5 not therefore an

exception to the rule of Shakespeare's presentation of women

without humor. Benedick's words have by far the finer flavor ;

they arc always in admirable tcniper, and he is parrying, not

making, thrusts, is spontaneous as laughter, and full of good

liumor as Democritus.
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The child is Arthur in " King John," and we love him and

cannot help it, Shakes23eare's children were girls, and possi-

bly in his secret heart was a man's longing for a son, a " lyttel

tyku " to follow him along the Avon lanes and through the

Idistle of the London streets. Certain we are that upon the

child Arthur he has poured a very sky of tenderness. Arthur

with his child's treble, his winsome M'ays and words, liis art to

worm his way into our heart and we not know it, his soft and
tearful and unsophisticated childish pleading, his persuasive-

ness, his cogency of argument, because he is a child and gifted

a pleader by the God of little children—these are portrayed

with such economy of words and lavishness of idea and sug-

c^^estion as are indigenous to Shakespeare. Small wonder,

therefore, if the cliild by the tears in liis voice and the dear

j'leading of his arms about Hubert's neck puts out the glow

upon the iron and makes it passionless as earth. That Sliakes-

]>care loved little children, and that his eyes carressed tliem as

they passed him on the street or lane, no reader of " King-

John '- can ever. quest! on.

The statesman is Cardinal Wolsey. Cresar, though the

chief statesman of the Koman race, is not pictured as statesman

in Shakespeare's play. Wolsey is alone, lacking in the politic,

etalwart in his power and genius, the dominator of kings,

liaughty, imperious, opulent, sagacious, ambitious, and yet a

creature to be put down or up at a gross king's whim, and in

his fall more the prince than in his poni]) of premiership.

The politicians are Henry Bolingbroke, Marc Antony in

his harangue at Caesar's funeral, and Polouius. The character

of Bolingbroke is luminously sketched. Bowing low from his

jTancing steed, saying, " Your servant, countrymen," selfish,

peevish, courting favor assiduously as any lover, veneered, be-

ing all things to all men if by all means he might fool some

—

tliat M-as Bolingbroke. Polouius is tlie shrewd soul, not quite

^fatesman but full-grown politician, skilled in diplomacy, a

magazine of precedents, lacking the creative faculty and in-

*=tinct, whose business is politics rather than policies, crafty

hut not astute, never doubting himself, penetrating all othei-s,

i^ever guessing he is looked through like glass, intent on sub-

HTviency to his chief, and, when he hides in the queen's
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boudoir to ravish Ilainlet of liis secret, is slain by the quick,

chauce thrust of Hamlet's suspicious and angry sword. So

ends this politician.

The soldier is Henry V, rather than Antony or Faiilcon-

bridge, though Faulconbridge rather than Antony, and Ed-

mund rather than eitlier. Military prowess and accomplish-

ment are in Edmund, He is aglitter like a knight in battle

liarness, and is possessed of fire, audacity, ability to mass men

and hurl them on to victory and lead them back with spoils

and banners and captives, but is lost in the movement of the

tragedy of which he is so bad and great a part. Henry is the

truer soldier portrait No defeat clouds his campaigns ; his

trophies are crowns and wife and kingdoms. Henry thinks

himself a soldier, and as a soldier wooes. The soldier at home

in the infernal din of battle, groans, and charge, and wild

huzza is what Shakespeare has made Henry to appear.

Falstaff is a class by himself. He has no brothers. No
hint can do him justice. His case must be argned at length,

like a pending treaty. He is king of laughter, so that when

he jests the whole world must keep silent. He is the xVmeri-

can humorist, before America gave a jester birth. As him-

self saw, he was cause of humor in others, provoking brilliancy

from very clods, the versatile, ten-thousand-sided man whose

huge bulk "lards the lean earth as he walks along " and whose

amazing wit plays on all about him as if they were pipes

whose every stop he knew and was fnll master of. Huge in

boast and impudence and laughters and bestialities and per-

suasions with men and women, say now for this arch-jester

only this—Nobody has ever come in bowshot of his humor.

Even yet the world's sides ache with laughter at his jests and

him.

The pessimists are Gloucester, in " King Lear,'' and Shy-

lock and Timon and Apcmantus and Cassius, hater of Ca?;ar,

and Jaques, in " As You Like It." Practically, all shades of

pessimist mood are presented in these persons. Jaques i>

incipient pessimistic, being melancholy and suspicious ar.d

dreamy in his views of things ; he sees, or thinks he sees, the

shadows chasing sunlight from the hills. If he change not

nor die, he will by and by be misanthrope. Gloucester is i^^
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nothing amiable. A coarse man, speaking lewdly of the

inotlier of his son, steered by no governing motive pure and

etrong, he becomes attempted suicide in his calamities. Ape-

niantus raves to hear himself, Timon curses because he does

nut hear himself. He had been lavish and foolish ; now he

is splenetic, turbulent, unreasoning, revengeful, and misan-

thropist. Both moods are insane. Shylock hates them that

despise him, and his heart so pants for vengeance as that his

hand plays with the knife for utter love of it. He had occa-

eion for his anger, but vengeance is best left to God ; and

vengeance is pessimism grown to fruit. Cassius is cold as ice,

bitter as winter, and using every man in range of him as

hand and knife to stab his enemy, whom he hates for the

good reason that this Caesar has won applause and popularity

and glory and Cassius plays a lesser part. Cassius is egotism

that exalts itself to heaven in estimation, and is selfishness in

full and poisonous flower. In this company legitimately fall

the suicides, who are Eomeo, Cassius, Brutus, and Othello,

lloiuco had with his equatorial nature loved to distraction,

Iiad wedded, and now, standing at the tomb of his beloved

Juliet, finds the day pitch-dark about him. His broken heart

&ays the day is dead with Juliet—there can be no more light

—

and that is the full mood of pessimism. Lost hope is- a life in

ruins. Hope must not die. Duty Romeo had not seen, for he
was one to whom that word had made no loud appeal, and
tuch- a man is blighted while in gorgeous bloom ; so it hap-

pens his impulse controls him and goads him to drink the

I'oisoned cup. Cassius—stoic and pessimist, his plans defeated,

his ambition slain but not dead, his envy in nothing abated

—

thinks death a lesser evil tlian to meet his conqueror. In pes-

finiism is little real courage. To live under adverse stars is

odds harder than to die. Suicide is rank moral cowardice,

l^rutus, carried away with his enthusiasm for liberty, finds

himself the dupe of Cassius who has used him as his dagger
<o work his envy's spite, finds C£esar truly " dead as earth "

but the republic as dead as Cfesar, finds Antony his conqueror,
&nd, what is worse, far worse, finds his dreams all dead ; and his

eyes are dim, he can see no whither save only the road for his

dagger to his heart. Othello had lost faith, then Desdemona,
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then had found himself poor dnpe of cunning lago, and leaps

toward his suicide us swiinnier toward the flood. "When God

has died to any soul, suicide is the quick way out of liie's

tragedy.

Shakespeare's optimists are really one, and he, Prosporo.

Faulcon bridge might pass for company, if one would stretch

a point, but he was rather loyal, unquestioning soldier-follower

than schooled optimist. What Hamlet missed of being by

his scowling attitude, that Prospero was. Pobbed of hi--

kingdom, he liad his daughter and his books, and therein

found a kingdom spacious as the skies. He had outlived

hate, was calm, and so a calmer of the angry waters, scientist,

aiid knew the art to make Caliban and Ariel do his bidding,

schooled to endure adversity with a smiling face and beat back

ruin with a laughing heart, self-poised, mage, master of him-

self and so of others, a man who refused to be conquered or

handicapped by fate, but with his undaunted courage and his

books found recovery and kingdom.

Shakespeare's aristocrat is Coriolanus, and is aristocrat

life-size. He is a glowing portrait. His stout words of hati;'

against the canaille are still hot in the air. Coriolanus was a

soldier, a hero scarred witii many battles for the State, and he

hates the crowd nor loves their cheers, nor feels their cnrsf^.

He is a graphic working out of this attitude toward society,

the attitude that calls folks cads and lavishes fulsome love

upon itself. Xever was aristocrat so clearly seen, so aptly

delineated. Into this character, I take it, Shakespeare poured

the acidity himself had seen in aristocracies. Doubtless li<'

had felt the lash of that inferiority that boasts itself in blood,

and a great name not made but inherited. He is very caustic

in that he lets the littleness and bigotry of Coriolanus hl;uc

out so as to obscure his valor and exploits and hurl him head-

long to treason. Aristocratic pride is cheap and little.

Worth is God's merit mark. Coriolanus should have kIl0^vI^

that worth- makes the man—himself or another—and that ari-

tocracies and democracies both have their weaknesses ai)''

wickedness, and as between the two the common man is tii-'

conserver of the safety of the world. He was hysterical ;^'

'

self-conscious as a foolish irirl.
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Tlic men of the baser sort are Cloteu, Pandarus, Claudio,

Aiigelo, lacbimo, King John, Richard III, Claudius, Oswald,

Kdmuud the bastard, and lago—not to mention those moral

scullions, Falstatf, Xym, Pistol, and their ilk. Macbeth sliall

be mentioned in another company, though he belongs here

too. Bad men belong in many classes. lago was pessimist,

and miglit have found classification there, but that his more

legitimate ranking was with the basest of the base. Cassius

belongs here ; but, among pessimists, he felt so altogether

at home, I thought to make him cheerful after his gloomy

fashion, and so placed him there. Cymbeline was perilously

near being a base man because weakness, culpable weakness,

differentiates itself with difficulty from badness and baseness.

A word to these brothers in wickedness. Cloten, son of Cym-

heline's queen, is first coarse, then ambitious in what requires

no manliness nor manly effort, then criminally weak, then

base and brutal. Pandarus is paid go-between of lust and

love, and has come to such shamed eminence as that his name

is written in the world's lexicon as " pander," a minister to

hist. Claudio is brother to the chaste, immaculate Isabella

;

and when his sister's virtue is assailed by Angelo, the duke's

deputy, and this foul ruler makes the sister's virtue the price

of the brother's freedom and life, Claudio, fearing death, asks

Isabella to prostitute herself that he may live. Few concep-

tions in Shakespeare are more fiercely and mightily wrought

out than this, and Claudio is damned to all the ages. Angelo

is ruler who makes rigid laws against vice, and himself holds

not back from any lust, and will stop at no violence to com-

pass his will, and is so base as that no pleading from chaste

lips nor tears from chaste eyes nor eloquence of purity and

Ijcartbreak can move him ; and he is dead and his name rots,

hichimo is in some regards, to my fancy, the, vilest man in

Shakespeare, in that he, without a shadow of reason, does the

foulest thing possible to a man, namely, blemishes a spotless

^vonian's name, and that with her husband. A wager did it.

Wai^^ers are vicious and vice-producing. lachimo affects to

have access to Imogen's room and person, describes her

boudoir and her breast so that silly and mean Leonatus—for

j'> this he was less than man that he would put liis wife's vir-

14
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tue to a wager, but so still does gambling bold notbing sacred

—is deceived, and lachimo lets biin stay deceived {uid rest iu the

belief bis wife is lewd. Can any man be viler than lacbiniu \

King John is the impotent meanness and rage of a small min<l

set in high places. Richard III—as Shakespeare fashiuiis

bim, I do not now raise tlie question of the historical accuncv

of the portrait—is a powerful and wicked mind turning ;ul

its resources of statecraft, cunning, courage, and imperial will

toward the single task of self-aggrandizement. King Clau-

dius is a man weak in all but wickedness. Oswald is sycophant

and pusiilanimuus. Edmund is a man of military carriage,

fascinating to women^ dissatisfied, ambitious, villainous, heart-

less when his own interests are jeopardized by kindliness, a self-

sympathizer, a murderer of a brother's good namiC so that he

may become his father's favorite and heir, giver-over of

liis father to the charge of treason so he may seize bis es-

tates and this with a courtly semblance of virtue which might

make lago envious ; and, dying, spitting out with bis Hfc's

blood
Some good I mean to do,

Despite of mine own nature,

and with bis selfishness still regnant in him, seeing by report

that Goueril and Regan are dead, and for love of bim,

Yet Edmund was beloved

:

The one the other poisoned for my sake,

And after slew herself.

lago is patron saint of villains and hypocrites. 'W'ords are lost

on him. His guilt is black like Erebus. He is so deep a

hypocrite as to deceive himself, which is the last infamy d
hypocrisy and becomes its suicide. Only Guido in Brown-

ing's powerful drama is worse than lago. So stands be in a

foul preeminence.

The men of pathos are such as Wolsey—for whom no word.-

now—and Lear and Richard II and Henry YI ; and thev

three are kings ! Is this design of Shakespeare to make b'

men of tears all sovereigns ? Can kings weep and come to

ashes as their sweetest morsel ? So say these kings with

broken voices and bumbled looks, that used to be so big^i-

Richard moanincr.
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I am 6wom brother, sweet|

To grim Necessity, and be and I

"Will keep a league till deatli,

• And must I ravel out

My weaved-up folly ?

Mine eyes are full of tears, I cannot see,

is very pitiful. And Henry is full brother in tliis grief. As
Henry's father's father had uncrowned Richard, so now he

is nilcrowned, and Richard and Henry across the years reach

trembling and unsceptered hands and say with tear-choked

voice, "Brothers we, kinsmen in grief." And Lear—with

liis eighty years and past of snowfall on him and his

dear, misprized Cordelia in his arras and he with voice metal-

liiird rasping, " Cordelia, stay a little," and then sobbing, with

(lroo23ing voice,

She's dead as earth.

No\7 she's gone forever

!

Cordelia, Cordelia ! stay a little.

Thou'lt come no more,

Xever, never, never, never, never !—

v/ell may Edgar say—no words of ours—" Very bootless."

Ilanilet and Othello and Valentine are Shakespeare's men
t'f honor, Hamlet was eager to be honor's self, but knew not
liow. Othello is not the tragedy of jealousy, as many think,

l>ut is the tragedy of wounded honor. He was a soldier, and
f'-'ldiers hold honor above all beside. Othello loved with a

V'ild, true heart, it is true, but behind this is his sense of beincj

t'i;uned in Desdemona, and his hot haste of honor slew him
^JiJ her. He presents the fatuity of honor. His soldier mind
^i'H;t his husband sense and fidelity of love. Valentine's is

i^oiior's noble and spotless self.

^ome sweet friends are shaped in Shakespeare ; and no
^^'onder, if he who wrote the " Sonnets " for love of friend

••-lould from his heart's deep loves make friendship beautiful

^'l"'n the stage. Enobarbus, in "Antony and Cleopatra,"
Jnt^nd to Antony ; Menenius, friend to hot-blood Coriolanus

;

;^auio at once servant and fast, true friend of posthumous
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Leonatus and Imogen ; Marc Antony, Ci'esar's friend ana

eulogist—and for such a culogiuui from such a friend who

might not endure to die ?—and Horatio. And Horatio ? Wli...

that loves loves not.

Horatio ? Hamlet trusted him as I fear me he did not trust

God, and left him legacy

Absent thee from felicity awhile

To tell my story.

Had 1 but time—as this fell sergeant, death,

Is strict in his arrest— I could tell you

—

But let be. Horatio, I am dead
;

Thou Uvest ; report me and my cause aright

To the unsatisfied.

The rest is silence, and his last look lingers on Horatio's face,

and with a voice stained with tears Horatio whispers, '*' Xow
cracks a noble heart

;
good night, sweet prince."

The lovers are Duke Orsino, seeming fickle but surely true

,

Orlando, lover of Rosalind, and a more welcome and comely

lover woman never would wish to love ; Valentine, spotle--

gentleman from Verona, whose love was like himself true a-

the stars and white like their light; Romeo, a tempest of ln.-

wildered passion ; Marc Antony, mad with love, checkmated by

his heart, slave of that haunting voluptuousness named Cleo-

patra, fond enough to lose an empire and think nothing L'.?t,

and feeling his wounded way to Cleopatra's tower to die u}>un

her heart and with her kisses on his hps
;
posthumous Leonatus.

true in love to lovely Imogen, but weak in trust of her

;

King Leontes, ridiculous in his distrust of stately Hermioni-;

Othello, who loved Desdemona with all the fervor of lu's

tropic race; Lorenzo with his poet speech—these are royal

lovers, and glow like crimson skies that will not fade.

Hamlet is the man of duty, and essentially he is the one

man who is so presented, unless we except Kent in " Lear."

who to my thought is rather the faithfulness of the courtit.r

than the worker out of sober duty. But Hamlet is trying t"

find out what his duty is and do it. He did not find it oj'.:.

and did not do it; but the man's futile endeavors, his colL-

quios with ghost and king and queen and himself to thi'l

where duty lay are sufficient to wake my pity and my tear;.
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He liiiunts me as his father's gliost does not. His was a soli-

t.u V search for duty, and only in his dying throes did he

U'hold his opportunity for which liis hfe had waited. Pity

Jiiuulet for his endeavor's sake.

Ill strident tones, Hke wind on winter seas driving through

ri^'ging of a ship scudding before the gale, conscience speaks

ill Kichard HI and in Macbeth. "When Richard sleeps, con-

rcience menaces him like lightning swords ; when Macbeth

wakes, conscience turns the intrepid soldier into a quaking

voice and fear-whitened face and ghastly look at the empty

t.ut bloody chair of Banquo, and he calls so that the dinner

fc.ist is quite undone, calls with pallor in his very M'ords,

You cannot say I did it

:

Shake not your gory locks at me.

In Lady Macbeth and King Macbeth conscience rises to its

Duon.

The time is spent, and more. This Shakespeare's world of

Jticn cannot be summoned and arrayed, as in a line of march,

in fuch brief space. But they are mighty, and their name is

legion, and they grow on the imagination like the height of

midnight skies.

ts-ra. (^-^-^.
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aet. ni.—scholastic realism and some op its
BEQUESTS TO THEOLOGICAL THINKING.

As every student of pbilosopli}' knows, "realism" in the

Bcbolastic sense is not properly antithetic to " idealism" but to

" nominalism." It stands for the conclusion that we are not

dealing with mere names or conventional signs when we
mention " imiversals "—general terms, designations of classes,

names significant of species and genera, such as "wisdom,"
" man," " bird," " animal," '' body," " color." In all instances

of this kind, it holds, we are deabng with objective realities.

To speak succinctly, scholastic realism has to do with the

nature and functions of universals, and represents an emphatic

position in favor of their reality, their actual existence in sn

objective range or apart from the human mind in its act of

contemplating them.

The mediaeval scholastics found an historic basis for their

realistic doctrine in Platonism, or in Aristotelianism, or in a

combination of the two. As commonly understood, Plato

was an advocate of the most emphatic and unqualified reahsni.

Before the individuals of like name he placed the universal;

before concrete entities, the ideas. He regarded the latter as

eternal and imperishable archetypes, uniform and self-identi-

cal realities ; whereas, individual things belong to the sphere of

mutation, and depend for the measure of reality which they

do possess, as well as for their cognizability, upon participation

in the universal essences, the ideas. So Plato has been gener-

ally understood to have taught. Lotze makes the suggestion

that Plato was badly served in this relation by the Greek

language, as failing to afford suitable means of discrimination

between " validity " and " subsistence ; " tliat what he wished

to insist upon was not the independent subsistence of idea.-,

but their unconditioned validity—the fact of an ideal order cr

system which abides in its truth quite independent of any ex-

pression in the sphere of sensible and concrete reality, the

perfect and unassailable integrity of thought-distinctions over

against the flux characteristic of all finite things.* However,

*LooiJ:, pp. 501-505.
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tho verdict that Plato conceived of the ideas as substantial

entities can claim a pretty good ground in the fact that a

philosopher as near to him as Aristotle so judged, and also in

the fact that historical critics as competent as Zeller, Erd-

)!iann, and others have pronounced very decidedly for the same

conclusion.

Aristotle repudiated the theory of the independent and sub-

ttautial existence of uiiiversals. The individual alone, he main-

tained, is entitled to be called substance. A general name is a

j.rcuicate-terni, not a subject-term. It is significant of an at-

tribute, or of a complex of attributes, vie^ved as common to a

greater or less number of individuals. There is no whiteness

apart from individual white objects, and no lunnanity save in

individual men. To name universals, therefore, is to express the

connnou or resembling qualities of a plurality of objects. In this

Hr.e of statements Aristotle seems to stand essentially on the

basis of conceptualism, or the theory which makes universals

expressive of concepts—mental representations of the com-

mon or (more strictly) similar in a plurality of objects. But,

on the other hand, Aristotle made statements which were

'•apable of being understood in a sense approximating not a

little to Platonic realism. "With Plato he taught both that

individuals are known in their essential character in and
through universals, and that the objects of genuine knowledge
fnn?t be supposed to be real. In this way, notwithstanding

his ascription of substantiality solely to individuals, he gave

occiisioQ to emphasize the superior reality of universals. A
chance was afforded to one who was disposed to interpret

Aristotle in favor of a somewhat stanch type of realism to do
p'> without appearing to go far afield. If not fairly invited,

t5iis ordei of interpretation was not distinctly excluded.

Platouism was undoubtedly the more congenial basis for a

pronounced i-ealism, but it could also find harborage among
tijose who reckoned themselves disciples of Aristotle.

The essence of the Platonic doctrine came to be expressed
>ii the formula ufiiversalia a?ite rem^ while the characteris-

tic feature of Aristotle's teaching in this relation was set

J'>rth in the formula univei'sa.Ha in re. These formulas may
he credited with a measure of propriety as applied to the
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respective ways of tliinking of the two Greek pliilosopliers.

But evidently tliey are not fitted in themselves to serve as

means of an accurate classification of realistic doctrine. It is

necessary to inquire in what sense the universal is supposed to

be prior' to the individual thing, and in what sense it is sup-

posed to be in the individual thing. As a matter of fact,

pronounced realists in the middle ages had no objection to

either formula. If they did not hold that universal arc be-

fore the things in the manner of strictly independent entities,

they did hold that they have a prior existence as the forms or

patterns of things contained in the divine mind from eternity

;

and they were also agreed in maintaining that in an important

sense they are in things. A discriminating exegesis must

therefore look beyond the mere formula with which the teach-

ing of a writer may have been associated.

It is commonly admitted that Erigena reproduced substan-

tially the Platonic realism. He conceived of universal as

rcafessonces, superior in rank to individuals, logically prior

to them, and containing the fundament of their being. As

Uebcrweg remarks, he seems to have hypostatized the talnla

logica, making the degrees of abstraction to correspond with

the degrees in the scale of real existence. A close approxima-

tion to the realistic teaching of Erigena was made by x\nsehn.

He reproached contemporary nominalists for estimating ?^7U-

vcrsales suhsiantias as mere words, and for showing them-

selves incapable of understanding by color anything distinct

from body, or by wisdom anything distinct from the soul,

being so merged in sense as to be disqualified from contem-

plating things sole and pure. He also represented the ideas

which^ God thinks in the Logos as a veritable basis of the

creature universe, the unchanging grounds of changnig

things, originals to which the things of the time-world but

feebly correspond. Anselm did not indeed define his posi-

tion very precisely, but such hints as he has given leave no

reason to doubt that his thinking was emphatically of the

realistic order. Among those who followed, William of

Champeaux strongly asserted the objective reality of univer-

sal, and reduced^ individuals to the rank of accidental dis-

tinctions superinduced upon a connnon base. Fundamentally
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Socrates, Plato, and the rest, as lie represented, are one and

the same entity, the universal, humanity, which in manifesta-

tion is diversified by certain accidental forms or characteris-

tics. In the list of emphatic realists may be mentioned also

Odo of Cambrai, Bernard of Chartres, "Walter of Mortagne,

and William of Auvergne.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries there was somewhat

of a tendency to curtail the realistic theory. This tendency

may have been due in part to the growing ascendency of

Aristotle in the thinking of that period. Abelard and John

of Salisbury are understood to have espoused essentially the

platform, of conceptualism. Even such masters of orthodoxy

as Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas indulged in state-

ments which make for conceptualism rather than for any type

of realism. "Wlien the former said, Non est universale nisi

dum intelligiiur^^ he was certainly very far from giving ex-

pression to a realistic tenet. Language that looks in the

same direction may be found with ^ quinas.f However, the

teaching of Aquinas shows also traces of realistic leaven. For

instance, in his theory of cognition he seems to assume in

things, as in some sense separable from their matter, a real

existence of forms, that is, of universals in the sense of the

realists. A fervent admirer thus construes the theory of the

lie doctor " relative to the process of knowledge

:

The thing effects by means of the image-like in itself, that is the

thought element, its entrance into the inner world of images, that is the

circle of our thinking. Through the species as an element in the being

of the thing, which element is conformable to the soul, the subject [of

cognition] is placed in the soul. The soul receives the foreign form

* yielaphys.. Lib. v, tract, vi, cap. vii. Cited by Haiiv6au, Ilistoire cle la Philosophie

Scolastiqne, ii, 3i'>.

1 Diccndum, quod licet qiiaelibct scioitia et definitio sit solum cntivni, non tamcn
oportct quodres etindcni moduin habeant in e^saido, quon intcllectxis habct in imcl-

lirjcndo. Xos enim per virtutem iiitellectiis agoitis abstrahivuis species imiicrsalcs
't particidaribus conditiotiibiis : noyiiamen oportct quod wiirersalia praeter par-
ticularia sxibsistarit, tit particidariiim cxemplaria.—Sum. Theol., Pars i, quaest,

^liv, arf. Hi.

Creatio non dicit constitntionem rci compositae ex princijiiis praeexistentibus

;

^"l compositmn sic dicitKr creari, quod siinul cum omnibus suis princi}yiis in esse

iroduritur.—Sum. TliroL, Pars i, quaest. xlv. art. iv.

'^'omina abstracta non important res per se existentesin ncnere substantiae; nt

fximanitas norncn ubstractum est, non tarnen per se exisiit.—Cittd by flauieau,
li, 4U.
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without losiug its own, aud that is the preemineuce of the cognitive

being.*

Ilather more explicitly than Aquinas, Duns Scotus and

the Scotists paid tribute to realistic doctrine. It is true that

on the one hand Scotus reproduced the Aristotelian stress

upon the individual ; but k is also true that he brought to the

front the other side of Aristotle's teaching—his stress ui)on

the two facts that individuals are known in their essential char-

acter through universals, and that the objects of knowledge

must be supposed to be real. In construing this order of

representation the " subtle doctor " seems to have assumed

that, corresponding to the names of genera and species, there

are objectively subsistent forms, prior in the order of genera-

tion to the individual, and constituting a nature which without

detriment to its unity may be in any number of individuals.

" Universal natures," says Sti3ckl in exposition of Scotist doc-

trine, " would exist, even if the understanding which thinks

them should not exist. . . . Universal natures are constituted

through the union of the generic and the specific form, and

these forms present themselves to the understanding as objects

located in nature itself, objects which are independent of the

act of thinking on the part of the understanding." f Scotus

may have said some things which look in the direction of a

modification of this decisively realistic teaching, but it must

at least be admitted that realistic doctrine finds very congenial

ground in his representations.+

In the fourteenth century a distinct revolt against realism

was inaugurated by William Occam and his school. The Oc-

camist teaching has becTi styled "nominalism;" but it is a

fair question whether it would not be more justly denomi-

nated '• conceptualisuj." For a time it ruled a good part of

*Otto Williuann, Gcschichte dcs Idrafismns, ii, 3^G. 387. The followiug is a p.'vt

of the statement of Aquinas : Co^no.-icntia a non-cofj/iosriiitibus in hoc distin'ndO'-

tar, quia non-cofinoscentia nihil liubrnt nisi j'ormam sv.aia tantum, sed cognon'C'^

nntvm est habere formam, etiaui rci alterius; nam species cogniti est in cwj-

nosccvfe.

t Gcschichte der Philosojjhir (/->• MitUlalters, ii, 789.

tStOc-ki, Ilaurt-au, and Wilhnann atrrec in the conclusion that In the Scotistlc

formalism a very cousiderabU; appioach was made to the riatouic hypostasiziii.-'ff

universals. Some other interpreters have understood Scotus in the sense of a less

pronounced realism.
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the ecclesiastical domain. Realism, however, was not effectu-

al! v displaced. In a general view it appears as a prominent

cMLMUcnt in medieval scholasticism. Even in quarters where

it was not inculcated in the most open and unequivocal

niaiincr there was a tendency to admit more or less of its

implications.

What now is to be thought of scholastic realism ? It must

be pronounced philosophically unsound. It may point to

truths, but it is not true. There is absolutely no rational

warrant for the real objective existence of universals, and all

the analogies which are pertinent to the subject are distinctly

opposed to such existence. Suppose there were in the mind

of God from eternity generic and specific patterns of things to

be made, what connection could these have had with real sub-

Hi>tenee ? Analogy would lead us to say not a whit more con-

nection than a rule of action has with the act which it fore-

casts, or a picture with the object which it represents. A
J nan purposing to make clothespins and ball clubs naturally

fashions in his mind patterns of these things. T\^hat relation

ill such a case do the patterns hold to the things ? Just sira-

}'ly that of antecedent thought-forms. They stand for a

))urely subjective mental function. They are in the mind

and of the mind, and can no more get out of the mind into

the things m any real sense than a part of the mind can be

cut off and inserted into a lump of matter. The things cor-

respond in certain respects to the patterns, because the will

u^es the patterns as standards or rules of action in making the

tilings. In no proper sense are the mental patterns moved
into the things, or made to reside in them, or to serve as a

constitutive element of their being. The being of the things

13 due to the shaping, energizing will—the mental patterns

torving simply as the rational antecedent, the governing rule

for the agency of the will which effectuates the things. Such
i-i the dictate of any analogy to which we can appeal. Out of

the range of finite experience we can get no warrant whatever
for the making of any supposed ideas or patterns in the divine

'iiind anything more than rules of procedure for the creative

*i;vine will. For aught we know there may be in the divine

"lind ideas which serve as the rational antecedents of thine;s :
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there may be even ideas of as general a cast as one may be

pleased to imagine ; but that these ideas enter literally intu

the being of things, or are to be credited with any sort of

objective or extra-mental subsistence, with any subsistence

other than purely conceptual, there is no reason to sup-

pose. It is slipshod thinking which ignores or minifies the

gulf between the mere notions of things and things them

selves.

But, it will be asked, is it not true, as Plato and Aristotle

assumed, that individuals are known through universals, and

that the objects of genuii:ie knowledge must be supposed to

be real ? This is to be granted. If we look carefully, how-

ever, at the import of the facts in question, we shall find no

justification therein of the realistic doctrine. To say tliat

individuals are known through universals is simply to say

that nothing is known in the way of absolute isolation, but

rather in the way of connection or comparison with the known.

Having on hand, as understood categories, such general or cla^s

terms as *' animal," " rational," " volitional," " moral," " spir-

itual," "corporeal," "mortal," and "immortal," we proceed

to define a given individual that is introduced to our attention

by applying to the same these terms or as man}^ of them as

are suitable to the case. What does that signify ? That the

Individual is veritably compounded of universals correspond-

ing to the list of general terms mentioned ? Nothing of the

sort. It signifies merely that the individual is capable of

being viewed in class relations and is defined to our minds by

being so viewed. Intrinsically he may be individual in every

atom of his being
;
yet if he has points of resemblance to

other individuals, he can bo set in relation to them on the score

of these points of resemblance—in other words, be associated

with them under class terms. The resemblances being real,

the act of association or classification is not arbitrary, but cor-

respondent to fact. The Platonic and Aristotelian proposition?

under consideration reduce, therefore, to this : The indi\'idual

is defined to our thought by being viewed in class relation-.

and a genuine basis for so viewing him or it is supplied in hi-

actual resemblances to other individuals. In the individual

there is and can be nothing universal. Pvationahty in John i?
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niirelv John's capacity for rational activity. But, in so far as

Julia is rational, he has a distinct resemblance to James and

Nathan and the rest, and so in the comparing mind can be

l.rought under a common designation with them. The uni-

versal is a matter of concept or mental representation. Con-

ccptualism .must be pronounced the true theory, it being at

the same time understood that the concept expressed in a

L^encral term is not arbitrarily formed, but has respect to actual

resemblances of individuals.

[Jsing language with customary freedom, one may indeed

speak of ideas as being immanent in things. As a matter of

fact, philosophical writers who confess .no allegiance to scho-

lastic realism are not unaccustomed to define the continuous

identity of changing things by saying that through all their

changes they remain true to their immanent ideas. The

l.iiigiiage is excusable, but in strictness, as no one should

i.Lvd to be told, there are no ideas in the things. What is

meant is that the shaping and conserving power back of

tilings secures their conformity throughout their history to

certain types or patterns.

The substance of the above discussion may be embraced in

the following summary :

A geueral notion is no actual or possible metaphysical existence. All

rtiil existence is necessarily singular and individual. The only way to

K''Ve the notion any metaphysical significance is to turn it into a law

inherent in reality, and this attempt will fail unless we finally conceive

this law as a rale according to which a basal intelligence proceeds in

l->siting individuals.*

Scholastic realism being at fault in its fundamental conten-

ti"n, any theological structure which has been built upon it

*> a necessary basis must be accounted worthless. Of these

•structures the most notable has been reared in connection

^'•'itii the problem of original sin. JSTot all of the scholastics

'>y any means made any direct use of the realistic postulate in

'heir attempt to solve this problem. But some of them did.

A iisehn, for instance, proceeding on the common assmnption
''' the Latin Church in that age, that Adam's sin was not

'i'orcly the beginning of the depravation of the human family,

* Bowne, Theory of Thought and Knoulcilge, p. 134.
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but chargeable as a matter of guilt to all the members of the

race, endeavored to explain this universal guiltiness by refer-

ence to the subsistence of the whole race in the tirst trans-

gressor. He admitted that the descendants of Adam were

not in bira in tbeir proper personal character. But bunian

nature, he argued, was one ; it was in Adam in its entirety

when be sinned ; it was corrupted in its entirety by that

trespass ; and, as eacb man that is born bas this nature from

the start, he is justly accounted from the start a guilty sinner.
•'^

To whatever skirmisliing Anselm may have resorted, he

evidently assumed in this construction the substantial exist-

ence of a universal, a human nature in Adam, whicli was not

merely Adam's nature, but literally the nature as well of his

remotest descendant. Eepresentatious quite parallel to those

of Anselm appear in a treatise by Odo of Cambrai.f Kor did

tliis order of tbeological construction end with the palmy

days of scholastic realism. Survivals of tbe same marvelous

scheme for making men into responsible sinners in and

tbroiigli a transaction occurring thousands of years before

their birtli appear up to date. In at least two of the promi-

nent dogmatic works published in this country within tbe last

fifteen years a full equivalent of the Anselmic representation

bas place.

What bas already been said may serve to indicate how this

realistic doctrine of original sin rebels against philosophical

interpretation. Tbe real existence of tbe species, or of* a

general buman nature in Adam—a buman nature wbicli is

literally the property of all the descendants of Adam—is an

artificial and unmanageable conception. How can the same

identical nature, regarded as substantially existent, be literally

present in a plurabty of individuals? If it is counted indi-

visible, then we bave the problem as to the possible multi-

presence of a finite entity—its simultaneous subsistence whole

and entire in any number of subjects. ISTor is this all. We
liave tbe question as to whether distinctions of personality

•Dc Concept. Virg., vii, xxiii. Quia natrira svbsistit in personis et perso7>(r twn

ermt sine tuUura,/acU natitra i"'>''^ona--i hi/ontiuoi jirecatrices. Sic s/ioltarU pf^

eona nnhiram bono justitlae in Adam; et natura cffcns/acta omnes perso/uis quus

^psla (If $p. prorrr:nt. eadem ecicstate peccatrices et injuatos facil.

iUc Piccnto Orir/inidi, Lib. ii.
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amount to anjtliing more than diversities in accidental proper-

tics. If human nature taken as a real entity, one and self-

jdcntical, is in every man, then it would seem to follow thafc

any given individual of the human race is, in the whole foun-

dation and core of his being, identical with any other indi-

vidual and is distinguished from the same only superficially

—

tlie outcome to which William of Champeaux was led by his

realistic premises. On that basis one ought not to say with

fiiipliasis, "I am myself," but, rather, "I am any other man
jiliis a little surface difference." This flattening down of the

fiu;iiificanceof personality, we need not say, is something which

a sober philosophy cannot regard favorably. It is the presup-

j'osition of all earnest thinking of a theistic and Christian

crdcr, that distinctions of personality are the most funda-

mental in the world. Men may be said to have a common
nature in the sense that they are resembling personalities. To
alnrni that in the fundament and core of their being they are

nil one and the same entity styled '' human nature" is to deny

to them the proper uniqueness and significance of distinct

)'('r?onalities. If, on tlie other hand, the human nature prima-

rily resident in Adam is supposed to pass literally into his

descendants through partition, we have a conceit second to

none in its strangeness and repulsion against all rational con-

ttrnction. This conceit, we judge, has not often come to

ojicn and explicit expression. The marvel is that it should

ever have been entertained. Yet we find it distinctly an-

nounced by a distinguished advocate of the realistic interpreta-

tion of original sin. He makes /this formal definition, "An
individual is a fractional part of human nature separated from
>lje coTnmon mass." This identifies human nature with a
«-i visible stuff, and suo'srests the question how manv basketfuls

iho pieces would make if they should be gathered up. More
''an this, it implies that human nature is a stuff characterized
i'V a low degree of organization, for even sensible bodies that

'-IVC any high degree of organization cannot be cut to pieces

v.ithout being condemned to utter disintegration. Then, too,

*"' <picstion arises how a fractional part of human nature can
''<-' cuunted a real human nature. One would hesitate to dig-

Mfy with the title of "man "a thumb which had been severed
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from a human baud. By what analogy, then, shall one justify

the rec^arding of a fractional part of human nature as a real

human nature ? The most drastic materialism in its attempts

to construe psychical facts never made resort to a cruder con-

ception than this of a partition of human nature into real sub-

stantial portions.

With these metaphysical shortcomings of the realistic doc-

trine of original sin must be joined other grounds of objection

which can never cease to be weighty in the sight of a practi-

cal mind. It affronts connuon sense to suppose that human

beings can have a responsible part in a transaction occurring

before their personal conscious subsistence. The sober judg-

ment of men leads them to except the first stadiiun even of

conscious life from accountability, on the ground that newly

born children have too small a dower of intelligence and self-

direction to provide for responsible agency. How tlien shall

sober judgment tolerate the notion of the responsible partici-

pation of an individual in an event that happened ages prior

to Ins birth and which he had no more power to prevent than

-he had to veto the fiat of creation ? Furthermore, if on real-

istic grounds Adam's sin is chargeable to the newly born child

of this generation, then the same child is chargeable on pre-

cisely the same grounds with all the sins of those preceding

liim in the direct line of his ancestry ; for, in any real sense in

which the child was in Adam, he was in every one of his an-

cestors. If he bears the guilt of Adam's sin and does not

bear the whole accumulated load of ancestral transgressions, it

must be in virtue of a perfectly arbitrary ruling.

As not being a book of metaphysics the Bible of course

gives no direct sanctioJi to the philosophical postulate back ot

the realistic interpretation of original sin. Much more may

be afhrmed. The Bible affords no proper occasion for such an

interpretation, since it does not by any means enforce belief

in a responsible or guilty particijnition of the race in Adam s

trespass. Only three or four sentences of a single biblical

'

writer afford even a verbal basis for a belief of that sort. And

one may reasonably regard himself as warned against taking

these Pauline sentences in a literal fashion, when he finds that

a like style of interpretation applied to parallel expressions
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wi'uld shut up exegesis to the conclusion that all men actually

tlicd with Christ and have at the moment of birth in veritable

j.>».-sessiou and process of fulfillment a tolerably full ethical and

uligious code. The apostle, using the prerogatives of vivid

n-ligious oratory, did not stop to discriminate closely between

ic'iidency and the goal of tendency. The bad beginning in

Adam tended to make men sinners, as the glorious consum-

mation of righteous obedience in the dying Christ tended to

make men die to sin. Men are born with tendencies which,

loft unchecked and unconquered, are quite certain to issue

into the character and conduct which invite wrath, just as they

are born with tendencies wliich in anything like a normal un-

fuldrnent lead to a recognition of the cardinal demands of the

•livine law.* An emphatic expression of these thoughts, an

oratorical putting of tendency for a natural though not strictly

necessary result is all that needs to be found in Paul's state-

ments. To make his words go on all fours, and thus to put

a meaning into them that affronts common sense, is quite

pratnitous.

To guard against misunderstanding, let it be said that hered-

ity may be a very considerable fact. Conduct, as respects

one or another of its conditions, may be placed at a disadvan-

tairein any given case by reason of some transmitted tendency.

I'tU an unavoidable inheritance, apart from a consideration of

'••hat is done with it, is never a ground for condemnation.

What less than heathenish arbitrariness is it to condemn a child

«'ti the score of congenital lameness ? And what diflerence

'••-•es it make, so far as blameworthiness is concerned, whether
t:ie adverse entail appears in the visible members or is hidden

^-niong the invisible conditions of the soul's activity ? Whether
it bo in the one range or the other, since it is not present by
'<iiy choice or invitation of its subject, no naan of sane judg-
'•'i^'Ut can blame its subject for the mere fact of its presence

;

*:id surely God's judgment ought not to be imagined to be
•t'^'* regardful of the truth and reason of things than that of
UK-n.

^

Another application of realistic speculation somewhat less

^i^tmct tiian that which we have been considering appears in

Compare Kom. v, 12, with 2 Cor. v, U; Eph. ii, 3, with Eo-.n. If, 11, 15.
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connection with tlic subject of Christ's person and work. Ad-

vocates of the mystical theory of the atonement have sometimes

represented that Christ's manhood was not simply an individual

manhood, but rather generic or universal, and thus capable,

as in a real manner embracing the race, to have its doing and

suffering rated as the doing and suffering of men generally.

Now it is to be admitted that the completeness of Christ's man-

hood, with its marvelous balance of perfections, and the

uniqueness of historical position which belonged to Chri.-t

provide for him as man an extraordinary breadth and full-

ness of relationships. It is also to be admitted that Chri^r'a

transcendence of human measures, his possession of a nature

spiritual and divine, legitimates the notion of a possible mys-

tical union between himself and those who adhere to him in

living faith. But in all this there is nothing to suggest that,

in a proper philosophical use of terms, the manhood of Christ

is not to be regarded as concrete and individual as is manhood

in any other namable instance. The supposition of a veri-

table universality, as involving the person of Christ in mist

and vagueness, tends, so far as it is taken seriously, to embar-

rass Christian contemplation of the Son of man. It is a sup

position, too, which is loaded down with difficulties for rational

thinking. No less than the kindred supposition of an all-

inclusive Adam, this notion of an all-inclusive Christ assails

the proper conception of distinctions of personality. It needs

to be inquired, too, in connection with such a notion, whether

the universal humanity of Christ embraces all men continu-

ally, so as to harbor equally the good and the bad, the saved

and the damned ; also, whether, in case a portion of the race

is dissev^ered and given an outside standing, this is to be

counted prejudicial to the integrity of Christ's manhood.

Still, further, it will be pertinent to inquire how, if we are to

accept the conclusion that all men were in Christ so as to p:ir-

ticipate in his dying, we are to construe the fact that so

large a portion of the race must have died before they were

born. Again, if it is so easy to identify all with one, it may

be asked why M'ould not a respectable benevolence insist upon

the identification of all with Christ in his earning of eternal

and heavenly reward, and so abolish outright all painful con-
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tiij-'cncies as to the destiny of souls. Once more, a rational

tit-sire for insight into the subject may prompt one to ask

what the generality of the race were doing in the interval be-

tween sinning in Adam and dying in Christ. Surely, if that

».j>aee is to be regarded as occupied ^vith any serious business,

luen could fitly be pardoned for being born tired. Beauty

and charm belong to the thought of union with Christ by the

hunds of faith and love. The notion that there is in Christ a

universal manhood, a manhood absorbent or inclusive of men
gt'iierally, is barren, confusing, fantastic.

Scholastic realism may be credited with a certain service in

cniphasizing the truth that knowledge rejects the isolation of

its objects, and that in the great system of reality there are

means for something more than an arbitrary association or

^Mouping of objects. In its characteristic tenet, however, it

a]»i)ropriated from antique philosophy products of immature

thinking. The doctrine of the real existence of universals is

iui unmanageable figment. The coming age will show wisdom
ill excluding from its theological structure an}i:hing which

rests upon the realistic postulate as a necessary basis.
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Aet. IV.—faith and belief.

A GLANCE at Criideivs Concordauce will show considerable

difference in the use of the words "faith" and '"belief" \\\

the Bible. The latter word is quoted only once—in 2 Thess. ii.

13—''through sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the

truth." Having in mind the passage in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, where the faith of the ancients is repeatedly meii-

tioned, we are surprised to Hud that faith is quoted only twice

from the Old Testament—llab. ii, 4, " But the just shall liv-

by his faith," and Dent, xxxii, 20, -'For they are a very frowun!

generation, children in v/hom is no faith." Aside from tlio

one occurrence of the word "belief," forms of the word—"be

lieve," " believing," and " believer "—occur two hundred aii'l

eighty-five times in about two hundred and seventy independ-

ent statements, the same statement in several instances having

been recorded by different writers. About forty of the occur-

rences are in the Old Testament, leaving about two hundred

and thirty for the Xew Testament.

The word "faith" occurs two hundred and twenty-six

times in the Xew Testament—twice in half a dozen pas-

sages—but the number of independent statements is somi-

what less than two hundred. To this number are to be

added '- faithful " (thirty-nine in the Old Testament ; forty

in the New Testament), " faithfully " (seven in the Old

Testament ; one in the New Testament), and " faithful-

ness" (twenty-one in the Old Testament, nearly all in-

stances being in the Psalms), making three hundred and tbir-

ty-six occurrences in the Bible of affirmative forms of the wori
" faith." This number does not differ greatly from the nuni-

ber of occurrences of the word " belief," though there is con-

siderable difference in the usage of individual writers. S-

John's gospel, which has forms of " belief " eighty-six tiuuv.

does not have "faith "at all. In the epistles, excepting Sr.

John's (" belief " occurring seven times and " faith " oncel

the word "faith" is largely predominant^ especially in tlie

epistles of St. Paul. The frequency of occrn'rence is al-"

very noticeable in the Epistle to the Hebrews and in ti:e
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Kj'isile of James, this being due to the general subject

which is presented.

The negative forms of these words are much less commonly

ii^ed. Thus it is that the expression " faithless " occurs four

times, in two independent statements, while the word " unbe-

lief " is found seventeen times, the term " unbelieving" six

times, and the word "unbelievers" four times—all of these

,H>es being in the Xew Testament. These instances, added to

the. various occurrences of the affirmative forms of the word
" belief," make the number nearly the same for forms of the

words " faith " and - belief."

Looked at from the standpoint of the Greek nearly all, both

siflinnative and negative forms, are translations of some form

K)i one Greek word, so that in the mind of the Greek there

could not be any opposition or even contrast between " faith
"

iind "belief." In English there is no verb " to faith," and
the translators have taken the verb " believe " to represent the

Greek verb corresponding to the noun which is translated

" faith." For the affirmative noun the Greek has Triong, which
is also, in the Authorized Version, translated "belief," as in

2 Thess. ii, 13, already quoted. Translating here by the

•vord " faith," as Triarig is translated in other passages in the

New Testament, the word "belief" would altogether disappear

Iron the Bible.

Both in the New Testament and in the Septuagint version

of the Old Testament the verb TriorEvco is used ; in the Xew
Testament the present participle of this verb and the verbal

•"'•djective TTmrdf are translated "faithful," "believing," and
" believer," the latter term being used to translate the Greek
•adjective and participle once each. Perhaps the most notice-

-'hle expression is Kom. xv, 13, " With all joy and peace in

U'lieving," which in Greek contains the infinitive with the

article, TTGa7/c x^P^^ '^^^ etprivrjg ev ru niartvuv. Though the

'^roek adjective is translated in three different ways, in some
}'.u-sages different terms are used in the translation merely
'Or variety of expression, as in John xx, 27 :

" Be not faith-

'<^'S.«, but believing," ju^ yivov dmoTog dXXd T:iar6g. In this

*»reek one term is nierely the negative of the other, and a
I'^rallel translation m the two parts would give, " Be not un-
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believing, but believing." The same variation is shown in.

Rom. iii, 3, " Shall tlieir unbelief make the faith of God

without effect ? " the Greek being, (ifi nj dmaria avrcov tijv

TTiOTtv Tov deov Karapyijoei. Another instance, also, is found in

Rom. xi, 20, " Well ; because of unbelief they were broken ofl,

and thou standest by faith," KaX(og- r?} d-ioria e^eKXdaOipav^

av 6e rg -iaret iorrjKag. In these the affirmative and negative

nouns 7:iori.g and druoria, " faith " and " unfaith," are con-

trasted, though in the translation not the latter term, but " un-

belief " is used. The Greek form of expression does not in

all parts correspond so closely to the English translation. In

addition to the Greek forms used in the New Testament, the

Hebrew expressions rendered " faithful," " faithfully," and

"faitlifulness" are also translated by forms of dPirjdeia, " truth,''

which is used in all pass<iges in the Psalms and Isaiah where

" faithfulness " occurs in the English translation.

While nearly all the affirmative Greek terms translated into

English by " faith " and "belief" are merely varied forms vi

one Greek word, this is not so in the case of the negative

terms. These are expressed by moTEvw with a negative—the

negative formations dmario}, dmoTia, and dntoTog—and in addi-

tion by d-eidio) and dTreiOeia, in which the element of persua-

sion is predomintint. *' UnbeRevers" and "unbelieving," four

times each, are the translations of d-jtoroi ; and d~ad/]aavTtc is

also translated " unbelieving " in Acts xiv, 2 :
" But the unbe-

lieving Jews stirred up the Gentiles." This verb is also used in

Acts xvii, 5 ; xix, 9 ; Rom. xi, 30, 31 ; Heb. iii, 18 ; xi, 31,

where the translation is " believed not," though the negative of

"believe" is generally Trmrsvcj with a negative. 'A.maTE^,^\>

used in Luke xxiv, 41 ; Rom. iii, 3 ; and 2 Tim. ii, 13. " L h-

belief" is used to translate a-rrmrta, the regular negative of

T^loTiq, twelve times, and d-rreiBeia is employed five times. The

latter term is also rendered by "disol>edience" in four p^--

sages, and the con-esponding verb and verbal are translated in

the same way. The Latin translation has a variety of expres-

sions for these terms, but in one passage, Eph. ii, 2, insucu'-

hilitos, " unpersuadedness," gives the force of the Greek.

Both the verb and noun forms are used in Rora. xi, 30 :
" For

as ye in times past have not believed God, yneidjjoare^ yet have
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iu>w obtained mercy through their unbelief, aixuOdq,P Forms

of tlie word occur also in verses 31 and 32, or four times in

tiiicc verses. The participial form is used in Heb. xi, 31,

•' With them that believed not, rolq c.ixuOr\aaGiv^"^ and in 1 Pet.

iii, 20, "To the sometimes disobedient spirits, d-eiOqaaatv ttotsJ'

The force of tlie terms, as iu some other negative expressions,

is iu tlie negation of the willingness to believe, and so the denial

(.f an attitude inclining toward belief. Yet this difference be-

tween unbelief and unpersuadedness must not be ])ressed too

far, for we read in Ileb. iii, 18, 19, " And to whom sware he

tluit they should not enter into his rest, but to them that be-

lieved not ? So we see that they could not enter in because

of unbelief." Tliese expressions for unbelief are apparently

^VIlonymous
;
yet the latter is dmoria, " unfaith," while the

former is ei p) rolg aTreidrjaaan', "if not to the unpersuaded."

In the parallel statement, found in Heb. iv, 6, d-neideia, "un-

]H rtuadedness," takes the place of d-iarca, " unfaith."

Though there is no verb form in English corresponding to

the noun "faith," use is sometimes made of the equivalent

l-jriphrasis " to have faith," txigtiv sx^tv. This expression oc-

euis in three gospels five times, in Acts once, and in the Epistles

«'f St. Paul and of St. James three times each. A comparison
of Matt, xxi, 21, with Mark xi, 22, 23, shows that this is a vari-

ation of the verbal expression usually translated " believe."

T)ie equivalent of the Greek j^^^ij^hi^asis is found in Latin

ai.~o, and judging by passages quoted in the lexicons, it occurs

!iiost frequently in Eoman legal writings, and its appearance
ill the Kew Testament may perhaps be an indication of Roman
iiilluence over tlie users of Greek.
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Art. v.—spiritual SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
"DIVINE COMEDY."

The great increase of the influence of Dante Las been one

of the most notable features of the intellectual life of the

nineteenth century. At the morning of the twentieth *' the

voice of ten silent centuries " is sounding through the ^vorM

as never before. The first English translation of the '' Inferno
'"

was published in 1770. Fifteen years later the same transla-

tor^ published a version of the whole of the Divine Comedy.

But neither this translation nor one of the " Inferno ' which

appeared in 1782 f gained either the interest of the Enghsh

public or any great measure of the commendation of critics.

The translation by H. F. Gary—of which the " Inferno

"

appeared in 1805 and the whole poem in 1812—was languidly

received at first, but won its way rapidly after it had been

eulogized by Coleridge. It passed through several editions in

a generation, and is still widely read. Many popular editions

of it have been issued. During the last half century English

translations of the Divine Comedy have been numerous ; and

now many English and American students are realizing that

no other poet suffers so much in even the most faithful trans-

lation as Dante, and are mastering Italian in order to fully

enjoy the incomparable music and beauty of the greatest of

spiritual poems. Among the nineteenth century expositors of

Dante, France has two or three great names and Germany

many, though it is only a little more than a hundred years

since Goethe pronounced the " Inferno " abominable, the

" Purgatorio " doubtful, and the " Paradiso " tiresome. Schil-

ler gives no token of any acquaintance with Dante. There

has been more progress in the study of Dante in the h^'-

seventy-five years than in the previous five hundred, and th.o

interest in the three of his works which have an orderly ar.i

vital relation to each other

—

La Vita J^uova, II Convlto, ariU

La Divina Commedla—is constantly increasing.

The Yita isuova tells the story of his youthful love f*-''

Beatrice—his pure passion for one who seemed to him a mlra-

* The Kov. Henry Boyd. -t By Cliarles Eogers.
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clc froiii heaven, whose beauty moved none to envy but all to

<'cutlencts and faith and love. The Cony zVt> relates how after-

ward human pliilosophy won his devotion and intellectual

J.ride blinded him to the beauty of spiritual faith. The Divine

Coinedy begins with his conversion. Beatrice has now be-

rouie to him the embodiment of divine grace and truth.

Through her comes the gracious summons by which he is led

t.. spiritual freedom and rest in God. No other great poem
has so personal an interest, no other is so autobiographic ; but

])ante's journey through hell, his toil u])ward from cornice

to cornice of the mount of cleansing, and his ascent from

^lory to glory in the "Paradiso" were not for himself alone.

He represented the race. In form the Divine Comedy is a

literal vision of the world beyond the grave. Xothing can be

more realistic than the poet's description of every incident of

his difficult, perilous, and awful journey through hell, his climb

up the purgatorial mountain, and his flight from heaven to

heaven under the guidance of Beatrice; his interviews witli all

vurieties of sinners and of saints ; his first sight of the city of

I)is, with its domes made red by the eternal fire ; his morning

vision of the trembling sea from the steep mountain of Purga-

tory ; his countless etchings of picturesque details; his por-

traits of fiends, angels, and men and women, lost or glorified,

lie makes us see the boiling pitch of Malebolge, the bubbles

that arise in the slime of the Styx from the sobs of the sullen

who lie immersed in the black mire, the ruined souls fleeing like

frogs before the face of the heavenly messenger, the traitors

(:Unimering through the ice of Cocytus like straws in glass.

But, while the vision is so literal in form, it has an alle-

t'orical meaning. Dante, the pilgrim, represents man, whose
salvation is a threefold process: (1) The realization of the

pnilt and doom of sin
; (2) The attainment of spiritual purity

and freedom
; (3) Union with God. In liis dedicatory letter to

Can Grande della Scala, Dante says

:

The aim of the whole and of the individual parts is to bring those who
tre living in this life out e»f a slate of misery, and to guide thcra to a

tuto of happiness. .. . The subject ol the -whole work, then, taken lit-

•'•^ily, is the state of souls after death regarded as matter of fact ; for

'••f; action of the -whole -work deals -with this, and is about this. But, if
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the work be taken allegorically, its subject is man, iu so far as by merit

or demerit iu the exercise of free will he is exposed to the rewards or

punishment of justice.

Henry Hart Mihnan calls Dante "the one authorized toi)og-

rapher of the mediaeval hell." The " Inferno " of Dante is

nevertheless his own creation
;
perhaps it would be better to

say, his o^vn vision of the guilt and ])unishnieut of sin. Ir.s

signitifctnce is not in its resemblance to medieval notions of

hell, but in the features that are original with hina. Current

mediaeval conceptions of hell were as unreasonable as they

were grotesque and horrible. Dante's hell also has abundance

of grotesqueness and horror, but is never irrational. Sin and

punishment closely correspond. Grotesqueness, horror, and

cruelty are essential traits of sin.

Dante's supreme contempt was for those who had not suffi-

cient courage and will power to qualify themselves even for

hell, " those who lived without infamy or praise," the caitiff

wretches hateful to God and to his enemies, who never were

alive, who endlessly follow a whirling banner and are perpetu-

ally stung l)y gadilies and hornets

:

These have no longer any hope of death ;

And this blind life of theirs is so debased,

They envious are of every other fate.

No fame of them the world permits to be

;

Misericord and justice both disdain them.

Let us not speak of them, but look, and pass.*

Thus he emphasizes his respect for the sovereignty of the

human will. In the descending circles of the " Inferno " are

those who have been masters of their own fate. The infinite

justice built hell, not supreme caprice. Its foundations anJ

those of heaven are both laid in the will of man, who de-

termines his own destiny, being the free architect of his own

character. In the '' Inferno " are those who " have foregone

the good of intellect." They have made their own choice

:

Celestial justice spurs them on,

So that their fear is turned into desire.

This way there never passes a good souL

The order of degrees of guilt in the '•' Inferno " is signifi-

cant. The incontinent are in the u]iper circle ; tlie violent are

* /"/.. Ill, 4&-51. The metrical quotations are from Longfellow's translation.
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far down ; below the violent are the fraudulent, seducers, flut-

ttiois, fortune tellei*s, those who make merchandise of justice,

liVj^ocrites, thieves, falsifiers; lowest of all are traitors. This

order is determined bj the relative effect of the various sins

lijiuii society. The man of appetites mainly wrongs himself;

the violent imperil society ; the fraudulent destroy the bond

of social confidence ; universal treachery would annihilate so-

ciety—the traitor can have no mutual fellowship, he isolates

liiinsclf in ice. The intemperate or gluttonous man may make

himself little better than a beast; but the traitor dehumanizes

himself and becomes a fiend. He can have no home, no friend,

jio country, no God. Even treachery, the worst of sins, has

its different degrees, ranging downward from those who be-

tray their kindred, country, or friends to Lucifer, ''the em-

peror of the kingdom dolorous."

Many on superficial acquaintance with the " Inferno " have

l>oeii repelled by its hon-ors, its seemingly cruel torments.

r.iit in reality Dante represents sin as its own punishment.

His material representations — doleful, grotesque, horrible,

I'.-rrible—are all the fruit of the respective sins. Each works

its own pmiishment. Its doom is in its nature. The essence

(f sin is selfishness, which is destructive of real selfhood.

The weary, naked, ruined souls blaspheme God, the human
r;tce, their progenitors, and their own birth. Lustful passion

is a hurricane that never rests, driving the soul in darkness

''hither, thither, downward, upward." Intemperance and

^hfttony make men beastly and- drench them in filth. The
avaricious and the prodigal both have an ignoble and fruit-

l'^>s slavery to material things, and their hell is simply the

I'<Tpetuation of their ill-giving and ill-taking. Anger fills the

^>ul with sluggish smoke and mire," Political corruption is

'ike boiling pitch. Hypocrites are a painted people, whose

^''ak, outwardly gilded, is heavy, "a weary mantle" in time
;*•!<! eternity. The thief in taking the property of others loses

"i-^ own personality and is transformed into a snake. Evil

t"Uiiselors are tongues of flame, self-consumed with the

'Intbt' third chapter of A'uh, Rudyard Kipling's story now in course of publica-
*'••;• m }'frr}nrp:sMaoaz\nc,\\M lama says, "He was led to speak harshly by the red
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miscliief wlierebj they injure otliers. Liars get to believe their

own falsehoods ; their sin is like a burning and delirious

fever. Treachery makes the heart as cold and lifeless as ic:.

All of the grotesqueness and shame and horror of Dante's

" Inferno " are visible about us. All of its torments are bi-

ing suffered in the life that now is. Every sinner has a hell in

his own heart. The doom of the miser is in his frenzy f.^r

mere accumulation. Beastliness is found in palaces, as well

as in shims. Every edition of a daily paper tells us of the

serpents of fraud, the pitch of corruption, the weariness ui

those who lead a double life. The living traitor is as isolated

as though he were frozen into the eternal ice of the farthe.~t

north or Dante's Cocytus. In picturing the punishments of hell

Dante has only told us of the actual and inevitable reaction ui

sin on its subject. The " Paradiso " may be an unknown

country to all but a few ; but the world of wickedness is t!:e

"Inferno." It is all around us. Even those who are not <^i it

live in it. We need the guidance of the reason and the pro-

tection of angels, if we would safely traverse its marshes and

mire and pitfalls, its realms of fire and filth and blood.

In the "Fnrgatorio" we have Dante's conception of per-

sonal salvation. This is nothing less than the winning of holy

self-control. Salvation is character. Character is an achieve-

ment. The infinite grace has provided a mount of purifica-

tion. He that would be clean and free must climb, and lie

cannot begin his arduous endeavor till he has girded himseii

with the rush of humility. ' The prayers of others will aid hi:»

by increasing his consciousness and receptiveness of divine

sympathy and help, but they do not take a single step fro:v.

the upward journey. In patience and persistence the upward

toiling pilgrim must win his soul. The agony of his endeavor

is immeasurable ; but it is not intolerable, for the atmosphere

is full of light and hope and vocal with music. A new li-e

is in liis heart, for the resurrection has become to him an in-

ward reality. It is the dawn of Easter when he comes to tiie

foot of the purifying mountain. "When he enters on tl-'^

" realm where the spirit is pui-ified and becomes worthy t<.'

ascend to heaven," a soft color of oriental sapphire, gathered

in the serene aspect of the pure air, renews delight to 1:--
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eves. The air of sin is dead ; but to the penitent tlie heavens

uppear to rejoice in their flanielets. Even the wornnvood of

his torments is sweet. All the ministries of art, nature, and

human society promote his progress.

The beginning of spiritual development is confession, con-

trition, and the sacriiico of self. The first step to the portal

of tlie mount of purification is a mirror in which the sinner

a>es his real condition ; the second is rough and t-corched,

cnickcd lengthwise and across ; the third is porphyry, flaming

red as blood.. The angel who sits on the diamond threshold

is chid with raiment of the color of ashes, and to the pleading

jtenitent lie opens the door with the golden key of authority

and the silver key of knowledge. The toil and pain of the

successive circles of the mount are not penal, nor are they

merely penances ; they are a moral gymnastic, a spiritual dis-

cipline. The pilgrim comes to realize the nature of the deadly

sins, and when his discipline in each circle has done its per-

ft-et work he rises by free volition to " a better seat,"

And aye the 7iiore oue climbs, the less it hurts.

Ho practices humility till it becomes a habit; is conscious of

the blindness of envy till he learns to rejoice in the welfare

of others ; endures tiie stifling smoke of anger till his heart is

tilled with peace and mercy ; contends against sloth till his

spirit is aflame with zeal and energy; is taught the groveling

nature of avarice till he is completely purged from it; is

cured of gluttony and intemperance by abstinence while in

»>ii/ht of the most tempting fruits, meanwhile praying for spir-

itual longings; and plunges eagerly into the fire that purifies

^i'»m lustful passions, a fire so fierce that Dante says of it, "I

\\uuld have flung myself into boiling glass to cool me, so im-

measurable was the degree of beat." As he rises from ter-

r-ice to terrace of moral purification celestial voices celebrate

I'is victory by singing a beatitude. Thus, by practice of vir-

tue he becomes morally free and king over himself

:

Free and upright and sound is thy free will,

And error were it not to do its bidding

;

Thee o'er thyself I therefore crown and miter.

Thus he is prepared, not only to die, but to live. He is ready
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to enter the terrestrial paradise, a life of active holiness.

Dante's description of this terrestrial paradise is of marvelous

beauty. The living forest, the soil everywhere breathing

fragrance, the sweet breeze, the birds singing in the trembling

branches, the stream so pure that it hid nothing though mov-

ing along dusky under the perpetual shadow, the "'solitary lady

who was going along, singing, and culling tlower from flower,

wherewith all her path was painted," form a peerless picture.

Here the memory ceases to remember evil, here it becomes

quick to recall every good deed. The real continuity of life

is not in its worst, but in its best. Here is allegory within

allegory, the pageant of the Church's triumph, the vision of

divine grace in the person of Beatrice, " the splendor of the

living light eternal." Here the pilgrim, revived by tlie sweet

draught of Eunoe, becomes

Pure and disposed to mount unto the stars.

]\[ade free, realizing his union with the social whole, in-

structed and trained in both contemplative and active spiritual

virtue, the pilgrim proceeds " from glory to glory." Dante's

" Paradiso," though divided into ten heavens, is not a place

but a state. The " Purgatorio " sets forth the achievement of

character, the training of man for right relationship with his

kind ; the " Paradiso " represents the relationship of the saved

soul to God. The direct vision of God is not a matter of loca-

tion in space. It is the privilege of the pure in heart. Holi-

ness is of different degrees, but all holiness is heavenly:

The seraphim most absorbed m God,

Moses and Samuel, and whichever John

Thou niayst select, I say, and even Mary

Have not in any other huaven their seats

Than have those spirits that just appeared to thee,

Xor of existence more or fewer years

;

But all make beautiful the primal circle,

And have sweet life in different degrees.

By feeling more or less the eternal breath.*

The "perfect life of love and peacefulness" has no limitations

of space. It is the same on earth or beyond the sun. In the

"Convito" Dante tells us:

Pac, IV, 2S-30.
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The empyrean heaven by its peace signifies the divine science of the-

cUitry, Avhich is full of peace and unperturbed by strife of opinion or of

fophistical arguments, by reason of the preeminent certitude of its sub-

j.rt, God himself. . . . The human soul, ennobled by the highest

j*awer, that is by reason, partakes of the divine nature in the manner

of an eternal Intelligence; because the soul is so ennobled by the sov-

ereign power, and denuded of matter, that the divine light shines in it

ns an angel ; and therefore man has been called by the philosophers a

divine animal.

Dante's scheme of ten heavens enables him to continue tlie

realism of his allcgorj while exhibiting different degrees of

holiness. In the nnitj of the perfect society tliere is endless

individnal diversity. The lowest degree of the heavenly life

i.s that of those whose conformity to the divine will is formal

and variable. In the second heaven are those whose love of

God is alloyed with love of fame. The third heaven is that

of those who have found their joy in human affection, whose
life has been absorbed in the love of kindred, or friend, or

lover. In the fourth are the lovers of divine truth, theolo-

gians, whose light and ardor proceed from the vision of God,
a vision evergrowing clearer and brighter, spirits seraphic and
Eplendid with " light cherubical." Still more glorious is the

lifth heaven, the home of heroes and martyrs, whose self-sac-

rifice has been nnto death ; they form a living cross, and they
f'ng " Arise and conquer." The sixth heaven is that of just

nilers, those whose greatness has been mercy and service.

Kach appears a burning ruby ; all are united to form

The beautiful image that in sweet fruition

Made jubilant the interwoven souls.

-^0 good deed is solitary. The complete self-realization is

that which comes by union with our fellow-men. Righteous
rulers are all vitally related. The seventh heaven is that of
the mystics. In the eighth Dante beholds the triumph of

Christ. In the primuin mobile, the crystalline heaven, are
t-ic concentric circles of the angelic hierarchy, all gazing
upward to God, and all attracting others to him. Then the
pilgrim comes to the Empyrean, where is the river of lie;ht1*1 r./ 1 to

uoNving between banks of eternal spring. From the river issue
living sparks, that on all sides sink down into the flowers,

'iK'e unto rubies that are set in gold:"
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In fashion then as of a snow-white rose

Displayed itself to me the saintly host,

Whom Christ iu his own blood had made his bride;

But the other host, that tiyiug sees and sings

The glory of llim who doth enamor it,

And the goodness that created it so noble.

Even as a swarm of bees that sinks iu flowers

One moment, and the next returns again

To where its labor is to sweetness turned,

Sank into the great flower, that is adorned

With leaves so many, and thence reascended

To where its love abideth evermore.

Their faces had they all of living flame.

And wings of gold, and all the rest so white

No snow unto that limit doth attain.*

The vision of the mystic rose, whose petals are the ranks

of the glorified saints and heroes, is sncceedcd by the unveil-

ing of the mystery of the holy Trinity, the pilgrim's mind be-

ing illumined by " a flash of lightning wherein came its wish."'

His desire and will are now completely possessed by

The love which moves the sun and the other stars.

Man has reached his goal. His pilgrimage is ended. The

vision of God inspires the life of perfect love. The lowest

heaven is that of love limited and imperfect ; the supreme

heaven is that of love universal and perfect. Personality is

completed and glorified by divine union. The Empyrean is

The heaven that is pure light,

Light intellectual, replete with love,

Love of true good replete with ecstasy,

Ecstasy that transcendeth every sweetness.

Thus from love formal and inconstant there is progres?

through the successi%^e heavens till perfect vision of God cre-

ates perfect oneness with the divine will. In the " Paradiso

there is no sensuous delight. Its progress is constant increase

of light, increase of knowledge, and increase of love. The

nearer Dante comes to the Empyrean, the more rapid is h.-^

movement, which at the beginning is like the flight of ^^^^

arrow. The increasing glory is suggested by the increa.sin^

splendor in the face of Beatrice,

•Vo.r., XXI, 1-15.
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That along the stuirs

Of the eterual palace more enkindles,

. . . tb« farther we ascend.

In hell .there was no light, no rausic, all movement was

difficult. In the "Purgatorio" there is light and music; but

motion is impeded, progress is an achievement of the deter-

mined will that fights for cleansing and freedom, looking not

biick, inspired by the hope that moral freedom shall at last

l-c attained, though ages be spent in the agony of the en-

tleavor. In the '" Paradiso " motion forward and upward has

liecome the very law of the being; the soul ascends as natu-

mlly as a rivulet descends from a mountain to the lowland :

There is a light above, which visible

Makes the Creator unto every creature

Who only in beholding him has peace.

The Divine Comedy contains the pliotograph of the mediae-

val world. Dante believed himself divinely commissioned to

j-liow his own age its sin and to reveal to it the way of reform

and salvation. But that is a very shallow view of Dante

v.liich finds in him only the theology of the mediaeval Church,

or the dualism of the empire and the papacy. The teaching of

l.is wonderful poem is a living Gospel still. Its cardinal

truths he did not receive, either from Romanism or from the

fcliolastic philosophy with which he was so familiar. He
\vas even more familiar with the Bible than with Aristotle, Boe-

ttiius and Aquinas, St. Francis of Assisi, Bonaventura, and

Joachim di Fieri. His reason was as transcendent as his im-

.".^j^ination, and his spiritual vision was that of a seer and a

(•^iiiit. The spirit of the Divine Comedy is essentially modern.
^>iily within the last half century has the Christian pulpit

<^'^ine up to Dante's view that the punishment of the sinner is

^'"C reaction of his own sin upon him. The distinction be-

t'>\ecn a religious nature and a religious character, which he
"i:>kes so clear, is still practically unknown to the majority of

* -iristcndom. Tlie race is still progressing toward his concep-

''"U of the greatness of man. The truth as well as the music
^'f the foUoM'ing peerless line will never be outgrown

:

In la sua volontate h nostra pace.

^'1 this age we still need Dante's conception of the sov-
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ereignity of tbe human will, his vision of the infinite value

of the soul. His great poem pictures the whole world, tinu',

and eternit}', but he finds it all in the individual man. Per

sonal freedom, progress, and purity are the essentials to a per

feet society, i^either heredity nor envii-onment deterniinus

character and destiny, unless God be regarded as the supremo

element in both the former. Every soul must somehow como

to its free choice, its supreme opportunity.

With the inexorable justice of the poem there is mingled

marvelous beaut}^ of human nature, even in the sinful. Dante's

hel) is no indiscriminating lake of fire and brimstone. The

lost are human still. They have traits of appealing loveliness

or colossal greatness. What womanly charm in Francesca,

notwithstanding the greatness of her sin ! What noble dig-

nity in Farinata, standing erect in his burning tomb ! What

paternal love in old Cavalcanti ! What scornful hingliness in

Capaneus ! With what matchless pathos Ugolino renews Ins

desperate grief ! Dante in a line can make us see tlie wh'.'lc

drama of a human life. No other poem so exalts human

nature. There was in this lofty spirit a profound sympathy

with tiie sorrows, aspirations, and emotions of the multitude.

In a i-emarkable passage on Dante in his Moral and MetapJojs-

iced Ph ilosophy Frederick Denison Maurice says :

The transceucleutal metaphysician never for an instant forgets the

sorrows of the actual world in which he is living; the student sus-

tains the patriot. Drenched in the school lore, it is still the vulgar elo-

quence, the speech of the peo})le, that is dear to him. Virgil is 1h>

master because Virgil was a Mautuan and sang of Italy. And neitlicr

theology, politics, nor the study of ancient song crushes the life of the

individual man. Fervent human love was the commeucemcnt to tliC

poet of a new life. Through the little child of nine years old he ri?c-s

to the contemplation of the divine charity wiiich governs all things it"

heaven and subdues earth to itself.

While no other poem so depicts the unnaturalness, the wretch-

edness, the inevitable doom of sin, no other IS so hopeful. There

is no hope for those who voluntarily continue sinful; there i^

infinite hope for those who will repent. "While hope hath

speck of green -' the eternal love is within reach. Erownin-i \

a kindred spirit, calls Dante a " pluckcr of amaranths gr^v.-n
;
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U-iicath God's eye." This is surely a juster cliaractej-ization

thai) that of Macauky, who says of the Divine Comedy

:

Tliere is perhaps uo work in the world so deeply and uniformly sor-

lowful. The melancholy of Dante was no fantastic caprice. . . . It was

fruui within. ^Neither love nor giory, neither the conflict of earth nor

!hc hope 01 heaven could dispel it. , . . The gloom of his character

.ii«colors all the passions of man and all the face of nature, and tinges

with its own livid hue the flowers of Paradise and the glories of the

ri.Tual throne.

^lacaulay could not have been really familiar with the

" rurgatorio " and the "- Paradiso." lie seems, moreover, to

jiave interpreted the character of Dante from his portrait.'^i, of

which he had then seen only the sterner ones." In the

" Purgatorio" hope is triumphant, and the " Paradise '" is all

hfo, light, and music. The Divine Comedy shows how the

jiTfcetion open to the individual is prophetic of a universal

haiiian society. The virtue of one is the pledge of the unity

:uiJ ha])pincss of all. Man becomes thoroughly human by

hi-couiing filled with God. Dante called his '' mystic, unfath-

"inable song " a " Comedy,'' ])ecausc it ends well. Its final

f^x'iic is the transformation of human nature by the vision of

(i<:d. Sun, moon, and stars are under tlie feet of the penitent,

'«^!io beholds the glory of God and is filled with his love.

T!ic Divine Comedy is as contemporaneous as Browning or

K'l'lyard Kipling; for its keynote, like theirs, is the infinite

^•ilno of the human nature that is in every man. Hell, Pur-

;Mtory, and Paradise are actual in the life of to-day. Sin is deg-

r i'iation and suffering in any world ; but man can do God's

"^•ill freely, joyously, eternally. He that wrestles and clnnbs

"!-\v attain. The " fruition of the divine countenance " is not

<^"iHlitioned upon disembodiment, but upon faitb.

* Macaulay's " Essay on Milton," which contains his characterization of Dante,
^ »' I'litilishcd in iS3o. The beautiflU Bargello portrait of Dante, by Giotto, was not
«: vovcrctl tin 1841.
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Art. VI.—ARISTOTELIAXISM IN MODERN THOUGHT;
A STUDY IN THE HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.

In the history of philosophy antiquity reveals two fignif.

distinct and dominant, Plato and Aristotle. The one was im-

aginative and idealistic ; the other, practical and materia!.

The one, metaphysical and mystical ; the other, realistic an.]

logical. " Plato stands with upturned finger, pointing to tli^'

one perfect Good beyond the clouds; Aristotle, with down-

turned hand outstretched toward the complex details of

earth," * In all the development of thought no two men

have had such directing power. The Academy and tliu

Lyceum marked the channels for the movement of minds fur

hundreds of years, and even in this day a careful student can

easily discover a seepage from the old channels into some

which have been pronounced absolutely new and original.

The believer in originality is startled by the philosophic fore-

shadowings of antiquity. In the primitive system of Anaxi-

mander, for instance, can be seen the rudiments of the evolu

tionary theory. Many of the terms of modern materialism

are found in the system of Anaximenes. The leading tenets of

Pythagoras are closely allied to modern theosophical specula-

tion. The heliocentric doctrine is embryonic in Pythagorean-

ism. The pessimism of Schopenhauer is foreshadowed by the

" typical pessimist of antiquity," Heraclitns. An incipient

Darwinism can be read in Empedocles. Anaxagoras, in soiuu

matters, anticipates Buffon and La Place.

In the philosophic syncretism which reigned in Rome at

the beginning of our era it is interesting to notice the ap-

parent inability of thought to get away from the methods of

Plato and Aristotle. Neoplatonism and the degenerate

philosophy of this time proves the truth of the statement.

Cliristian thought could not altogether escape from the in-

fluences which radiated from Athens. " The breath of expir-

ing Hellenism passed into Christianity. The doctrines of

Plato and his latest interpreters continue to influence the

ablest thinkers among the followers of the Gospel, and the

Hyde, God's F.dxicalion of Man, i>. 215.
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philosophy of the Church during the entire jNIiddle Ages

merely reechoes the teaching of the great Athenian pliiloso-

i.liors."'
" E%'en to-day there are some systems in wliich the

inihience of Plato's "idea as a reality" can be traced. Tlie

horror of matter, the utter godlessness of the material, held

tlirougli the ages, is born out of Platonic doctrine.

To the student of history it is scarcely necessary to speak of

the adjustments and the modifications of thought which took

place at Alexandria between the Greek and the Semite. Ex-

treme schemes of thought, even, are not in perpetual conflict.

There is going on continually an effort to discover points of

.similarity. It were impossible that the systems current in the

fiiipire exist and not modify each other in some degree. An
illustration is furnished by TertuUian, a great heresy hunter,

but who ended by becoming, himself, a heretic. Justin Mar-

t}r, the author of the Apologies, did draw from Plato in his

discussion of the Logos doctrine ; and who shall say that the

beloved apostle was not influenced by the prevailing philo-

Njphic thought during his contact with the Greek mind, par-

ticularly at Ephesus ? Tatiau, St. Clement, and Origen, were

all moved by Greek conceptions of things. St. Augustine

eould not get away from them. His theodicy is essentially

Platonic. In fact, Augustine seems to be permeated by the

.Hibtle power of Plato. Had Plato not lived, the ontologieal ai'gu-

ment of Anselm would never have been put in logical terms..

In the famous discussions between the realists and the nominal-

ists the "idea as a reality" is prominently set forth by one

party. To accept the opposite view at this juncture would
bave been to change the whole current of speculation. It

would have modified theology, and history would have been

very far different. Plato's " idea " favored the established

<-'rder of things, because the stream had thus far been influ-

enced by this force. " The Church must be realistic, and

<leelare with the Academy, Unieei'salia sunt realia. Cathol-

'cisni is synonymous with realism." The metaphysics of the

t.irly Church are built on Platonic foundations.

^Vhilc Plato controlled the thinking of men on the lines of

the ideal, Aristotle quickened the thought of men in the

* Weber, History of Fhilotophy, p. 185.
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practical and tlio positivistic. It is especially with the luttrr

that we have to do. In the philosophy of nature is the gen i^.;.,

of the Stagirite revealed. His doctrines of space and movenie;/.

arc not, to any great extent, suggestive, but iu his teleology oi

nature he is especially rich. His differentiation of thoui^i:!

and instinct is careful and fruitful. His doctrine of " ends
"'

in nature reminds one of our own Fiske. When the reaciiuu

came m philosopJiy ; when, toward the latter end of tL,.-

Middle Ages, its a priori element was bitterly arraigned

;

when men began to interrogate nature herself, Aristotle railier

than Plato naturally received the first place.

"When Aristotle was introduced into Europe, via Alexandria

and Arabia ; when the trend of thinking was toward him, it

was quite natural that the Church accept him with open arini

as her " official philosopher." The balance of power she was

determined to maintain. Was not the Church in danger from

the discriminations of the profound? If Catholicism could

quiet the fears of these thinkers, it would be well ; and to J •

so she did not hesitate to receive Aristotle in great fullne-.-.

Platonism was relegated to the rear, and Peripateticism wa^

enthroned. Tlius Aristotle and his system obtained a grip <.>:;

the later thinking of the world ; thus he came to control lii--

thought channels in which philosophy long moved.

Aristotle said that the " sphere of becoming wa^s the sh!^:-^'

of nature proper, as distinguished from the sky, which is tl:.*

abode of the supernatural, that is, of the unchangeable a;i'l

everlasting." His " dualistic conception of an earth placi!

in the center of the world and a God placed at the peripheiy.

as far from the earth as possible," says one authority, " caui-.d

the Church to adopt the Aristotelian system, and led to it^

being forced upon the minds of men as revealed truth, evt'-'

after the great majority of scientists had taken sides witii

Copernicus." * Our modern philosophical vocabulary coniON

in part, from Thomas of Aquino, who was largely influence i

by xVristotlc ; and it is thus not difficult to see how the Cluirvi'

came to have a vitiated view of the Copernicun system.

The Ptolemaic astronomy was regnant for nearly fifteen lui--

dred years. The cosmography of this famous thinker tlnv-'-

* Weber, Hlstonj of Philosophy, p. 124.
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died tbe philosophy of the Church. It endangered the whole

iiijtitutiun. The Church had accepted Aristotle. If she

^lnJuld be proven in the wrong, would it not make her a very

UKiterial and fallible institution '. "Would it not militate

against the Bible i The theory of Ptolemy was supported by

gieat names in the past. It had received the sanction of the

authorities of the Church, thereiore it must be ti'ue. Aris-

totle was right. The earth was the center of things ;

If the sun is the center of the planetary orbits, if the earth moves,

then, so they held, Joshua did not perform his miracle, then the Bible is

iu error, and the Church fallible. If the earth js a planet, then it moves

in heaven, and is no longer the antithesis of heaven; then heaven and

furth are no longer opposed, as tradition assumed, but form one indi-

visible universe.'

The Church suppressed Galileo, but she struggled against

fate

:

On the ruins of its ivy-grown cathedrals ecclesiasticism, surprised

ami blinded by the breaking day, sat solemnly blinking at the WW nnd

Hizlit about it. absorbed in the recollection of the night that had passeu.

drtamuig of new phantoms and delusion in its wished-for return, and

vindictively striking its talons at any derisive assailant who incautiously

;il)l)rouched too near, t

Wliile the author of the above is somewhat prejudiced, the

attitude of the Church toward Aristotle and the traditions of

tlie past is not pleasant to dwell upon. Her support, her

Ftrength was given to the theory of " the here and the be-

yond.'' Her hesitancy to accept truth caused incalculable

mi.-cliief. It bred the conflict with science and religion. It

colored theological thinking for scores of years. The apolo-

getics of Christianity were sent out on misleading lines. It

bred a transcendentalism not helpful to thinkers ; and it, in its

tiini, developed a practical infidelity. It threw philosophy

into a vain and profitless discussion, and originated volumes

^vliich, in the Halit of a better day, are among the " curiosities

of literature." The results are not yet absent from the world,

^fcn talk about "the here and the beyond,'' forgetting that

fliey are not indebted to the Christ system so much as to

Aristotle and the Church of the Middle Ages.

* Webor, Hl^torii of Philosophy, p. 284.

+ Draper. InMlcctnal Development of Europe, vol. ii, p. 284.
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The doctrine which is gaining ground to-daj does not par-

take of Aristotelianisui. It is in opposition to that proclaimed

by the dominant power of the Middle Ages. It is rationally

dediicible from the Bible—the doctrine of the immanency of

tlie Divine. The discursions on law, which are characteristic

of this age, are the expression of this idea. The philosophical

readjustments, the modilication of types of theology, the un-

rest, the strife tell the story of a movement away from the dog-

matism of Aristotle. A recent writer suggestively says

:

The Copernican astronomy made mea dizzy for a time, and they held

on to the Ptolemaic system to escape vertigo. In like raauner the coii-

ception of God, as revealing himself in a great historical movement and

process, in the consciences and lives of holy men, in the unfolding life

of the Church makes dizzy the believer in a dictated book, and he longs

for some fixed word -which shall be sure and steadfast.*

The swing of thought from transcendence to immanence is

to make noticeable, in the history of philosophy, this present

period. The whole realm of thought will be affected by it.

Some effete systems may have to look to their foundations

;

some philosophies and tlieologies will need reconstruction

;

bat the end will mean the broadening of life, superior views

of the universe, and finer conceptions of duty. It will mean

the banishment of mere authority and the insistence of basic

truth as the first requisite of metaphysical, ethical, and reli-

gious superstructure. It will mean no name dominant except

by the force on truth, and thus it will bring about the annihi-

lation of the metaphysical errors of Aristotle and the libera-

tion of the mind from the slavery of mere authority.

Professor B. P. Bowue, Independent, April 19, 1900.

PUo:

\J>

^CM.^t'MlK ^«,^A^w^-^^^
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Art. VII—KESWICK AND ITS TEACHING.

This little English town of some three thousand inhabit-

ants nestling at the foot of Skiddaw, on the lovely shores of

Dcrwentwater—in the very center of that lake country whose

beauty fired the souls of Southey, Coleridge, and Wordsworth,

and attracts thousands of tourists—lias come in late years to

j^tand for a movement in spiritual things deserving of the most

critical examination. Prolonged gatherings for devotional, as

distinguished from theological or ecclesiastical, purposes are

one of the most encouraging characteristics of the present

day. They are not confined to Christians of any one school of

thought, but under various names—" Eetreats," " Quiet Days,''

" Conventions," " Conferences," " Camp Meetings "—have

been widely utilized to quicken spiritual life ; and they seem

to be imperatively demanded because of the unsatisfactory ex-

perience of the average Christian, who is largely destitute of

real power and hampered by many weights—not to say sins

—

in the running of tlie heavenly race. "When such a believer

becomes conscious of his poverty, he feels the needs of warm
sympathy and competent instruction, neither of which, per-

haps, he finds at hand ; and hence the call for a place where

those like-minded may assemble and mutually minister to each

others faith.

Of all such places Keswick is unsurpassed in the way of nat-

ural scenery, which, though a minor matter, has nevertheless

an appreciable influence in lifting the soul to the glories of the

unseen world. The towering mountain, the glassy lake, the

winding stream, the falling cascade, the wooded glen, with

luxuriant pasture lands and fruitful gardens, lend an inspira-

tion to one who is in communion with their Maker, and fur-

nish a fit setting for fervent prayer and holy speech. Xo other

place has for so long a time attracted such multitudes ; the as-

M-'mbly during the last week of the coming July will be the

twenty-seventh consecutive meeting in this favored spot. The
I't'ople in attendance at Keswick are of the best—those whose

a-^?ociations and intelligence demand and appreciate a clear,

forcefulj intellectual presentation of the truth, those least
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likely to be ephemeral in their purpose or narrowly restricted

iu their opinions. A measure of strength resides also in their

numbers. From eight to ten thousand are usually thci-e

during the week. Yet there is no confusion. Quietne.-s

combined with prayerfulness distinguishes the tlirong. It is

perhaps, tlie calmest assembly ever convened for spiritual

advancement. There are no attempts to work upon the feel-

ings, but happiness beams in every eye and abiding peace per-

vades all faces. There is marked courtesy and thoughtfuhicbs

for others, the chastened chivalry of Christian gentlefolk. The
attire of all present is simple, although nearly all are evidently

TR'ell-to-do. Deep seriousness prevails, and an ex])ectation of

blessing. There is no criticism. An attitude of stillness be-

fore God is carefully cultivated, as of those waiting iu the

presence chamber of the Most High, The conversation on all

sides is about the things of the kingdom. Groups for prayer

are frequent, as are also 0{)en-air services. Most of those one

meets carry a Bible and hynm book. The town is wholly

given over to religion. Everything is subordinated to this one

end ; the indefinable charm of the invisible presence is pro-

foundly felt, and days of heaven upon earth are enjoyed.

The people come, with one desire, from all quarters of the

earth. Every country in Europe is represented, as well as

America, Africa, India, China, and Palestine. Scotland and

Ireland send large contingents. Great numbers of missionaries

are there, for whose entertainment special provision is made and

special funds collected. Comjiames of students from the various

universities and theological institutions of Great Britain lodge

together. Ministers, of course, abound. A large proportion

of those present are young men and women with notebook and

pencil, alert and purposeful. There are separate ladies' meet-

ings, which are among the best held. A great missionary meet-

ing closes the series, and missionary enthusiasm throughout t!ic

week rises to a very high level, as might be expected ; for any

so-called movement in the direction of sanctification is radically

deficient which does not raise up missionaries at home and

abroad. Keswick, indeed, supports a number of njissionaric- i^i

various foreign fields, connected with different organizations.

and sends out deputations to various lands to propagate the
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principles which it has found so great a source of blessing.

Probably as many as two hundred minor conventions also meet

under its auspices. For several years meetings have been annu-

ally held at Biankenburg in Germany, where people from all

parts of that empire, as also from Tlussia, Austria, Switzerland,

Holland, and other countries, come together. There were

nearly a thousand present last year. There is a similar con-

vention at Sodertelge in Sweden, near Stockholm, on the

shores of the Baltic, presided over by Prince Bernadotte, where

many assemble from Finland, Korway, and Denmark. A
meeting of the same sort has been held with marvelous effect

in Central Africa, by the missionaries to Uganda. The move-

ment, in short, has already assumed immense proportions and

bids fair to spread yet more widely.

There is, however, but one Keswick. Xothing on either

side of the water furnishes any proper parallel to this stupen-

dous gathering. It has been greatly favored in the leaders and

teachers tliat have been providentially raised up, many of

them having now for a score or more of years given unity

and coherency to the enterprise.* These men vary, of course,

in their manner of ])resenting the truth, though there is a

substantial oneness in tlieir views and experience. There are

some forty different men and women whose voices are heard

at these conventions. One speaks as a theologian, another as

a Bible expositor, another excels in Bible readings. One can.

define and discriminate, another lias a particular tenderness and

unction, to another is given keen insight into obscure truths,

still another can illustrate and bring liome to the heart what
is well known. There is never any set programme of topics,

'lever any announcement of speakers or subjects. Yet no two

a.hh'esses cover the same ground or ever conflict. On the con-

•Tlit* Kev. E. H. Hopkins, editor of Tlie Life ofFaith and author of many volumes.
li-is been near the heha from the start. Identified with it from the beyinuing. and
'5:1! presiding i)art of tlie time, though in much feebleness of body, is Mr. Kobert
^'•'ison, a layman of the Church of England. Other prominent speakers and leaders
'»f*^ ih^ Itev. G. Campbell Morgan, now of Northfield. Mass.; the Kev. Charles In-
viood, of Belfast, who has visited many lands under deputation from Keswick ; Pro-
f-'Nor Handley Moule; Dr. John Sinitli. of Edinburgh; J)r. J. Elder Gumming, the
»'--vs. Hubert Brooke, C. S. Moore, J. J. Luce, and C. A. Fox. On the Keswick plat-
'•""'"1 li.ive also api>eared with groat acceptance, from other countries, Pastor Tb.
M.viod, of France ; .1. Hudson Taylor, of China; Andrew Murray, of South Africa; F.
»'' Macartney, of Australia; and A. T. Piersou, of America.
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trary, it has been often remarked that a special evidence of

the presidency of tlie Holy Spirit seems to be found in the

fact that without prearrangement there is a very remarkable-

pertinency in the order of themes.

The unity of the Churcli of Christ is greatly emphasized at

these gatherings ; and this must be set down as one of the

main secrets of the success reached. Over the entrance

of the huge tent or pavilion, seating over three thousand

persons, in which the main meetings are held, waves the

motto, "All one in Christ Jesus." Class and creed and

clime are quite unknown ; no special deference is paid to

men because of high social or ecclesiastical position ; no de-

pendence is based upon human patronage ; no effort is niade

to secure public attention or to attract large numbers ; iv\

speaker is asked to take part because of reputed learning or

eloquence. Clear witnesses are rather sought to the power of

God to save to the uttermost, this testimony being indispensa-

ble
;
yet those are of course preferred who have given evi-

dence that they also know how to put trutli clearly. Xothing

erratic or of doubtful tendency is admitted. A jarring note i?

scarcely ever heard. There are no questionable methods, there

is no mischievous and divisive teaching, there is a total absence

of censoriousness and sentimentalism. Each speaker seems to

feel that he is dealing ^-ith a message from God, under spe-

cial guidance from on high. There is no attempt to unravel the

tangles of prophecy, or to explain what is beyond our pres-

ent capacity of understanding ; the whole effort is to help

toward a closer following of Christ and a better compre-

hension of the Scriptures, Out of thirty speakers in 1S90.

fifteen gave direct expositions of the word of God. Out of

seventy-four addresses in 1S99, thirty-seven were by Chr.icii

of England bishops and clergy, thirty-seven by Xonconforr::-

ist ministers and laymen from many churches, and all we'.c-

in perfect harmony. The fellowship of Christians in this place

seems to be complete. Ko denominational names are n^eu-

tioned, no theological strifes are known. There is a de-

lightful sacramental service at one stage of the meeting.

Three banners on the top of the tent proclaimed far a:;'^

near the watchwords, "Love, Joy, Peace." The singir._'
:'-
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purely devotional, wholly congregational, perfectly simple,

and intensely impressive. The Spirit of God is honored

and the word of God exalted as perhaps nowhere else.

The Lord Jesus is given first place in address and song and

conversation. " Jesus only " might he said to be the pre-

vailing theme, and yet it might also he affirmed that no

one truth is more emphasized than the personality of the

Holy Ghost, since the two things entirely harmonize. Sea-

sons of silent prayer are frequent, and are often the means

of special blessing. There is also much intercessory prayer.

" Some friends were to be found at almost all hours of the

day," writes a visitor, "in the little "Wesleyan chapel in

Southey Street, denying themselves the pleasure of the great

meetings so as to uphold the speakers in prayer and to lay

definitely before God the needs of each particular meeting.''

The after-meetings are conducted with rare skill
;
people

are led to decide, yet are not overpressed. Iso undue

stress is laid upon any visible act of surrender, there is no

formal pattern of procedure nniforraly followed, but there

is a wholesome insistence upon a present, open decision, a

full committal to the new life. For it is clearly recognized

that no mere proximity to the fountain will quench tliirst

;

there must be a moment of acceptance, an act of entering

in. And the constant effort is made to bring the attend-'

ants to the immediate appropriation of Christ in all his

power to sanctify, as well as to save, to endue as well as

to redeem.

The question will, of course, occur to the reader—and it is

an important one—as to how this gathering began, so OM-ned

of God for more than a quarter of a century. Mr. E. Pearsall

Smith, of Philadelphia—thirty years ago an evangelist of rare

power, and author of those wonderful little books. Holiness

Virough Faith and Walking in the Light, to whicli his wife's

niost excellent Christian''s ^Secret of a Happy Life is a worthy

successor—seems to have dropped the seeds so remarkal>ly

germinant. In 1873 he wrote—we believe here in America

—

certain ai'ticles which were republished iu the London Chris-

tiayij presenting so forcibly and reasonably, without technical

terms or sectarian shibboleths, the power of Christ to save to
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the uttermost that thcj produced an immediate and powerful

impression in England. Meetings prompted by tliem, de-

voted to the realization of greater practical holiness, vrere held

in the Young Men's Christian Association Rooms, London,

the Mildmay Conference Hall, and other places. During the

next year Mr. Samuel Morley, member of Parliament for Bris-

tol, a wealthy Congregationalist, held a series of bi-eakfasts at

which some tM'enty-four hundred ministers in parties of thirty

or forty prayerfully and earnestly considered tliis same high

theme, with great blessing to many. Two or three conventions

followed, in all of which Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Smith w-ere the

leading spirits. The first was of a somewhat private nature,

about one hundred persons being invited to be the guests of

Lord ]\rount Temple at Broadlands Park near Southampton,

formerly the residence of Lord Pahnerston. For six days in

July, from seven in the morning till late at night, the Scrip-

ture possibilities of the Christian life as to maintained com-

munion with the Lord and victory over all known sin were

eagerly canvassed with absorbing interest and precious results.

So manifest was the presence and power of God, and so great

the good accomplished—both there and at Langley Park, Nor-

folk, immediately follownng—that it was universally felt these

meetings must be repeated on a larger scale. A call was ac-

cordingly sent out, signed by Mr. Smith at Langley Park,

summoning the people to a union meeting for the promotion

of scriptural holiness, to be held at Oxford, August 20 to Sep-

tember 7, 1874. About one thousand clergy and laity of all

denominations, including twenty or thirty prominent ministers

from the Continent, spent together a precious ten days, con-

cerning which the universal testimony was that God opened

the windows of heaven and poured out marvelous blessings. So

intense was the interest aroused, and so unanimous w^ere the

testimonies as to the benefit received from great numbers who

before liad scarcely been in sympathy with such things, that

in the following year a still more wonderful convention,

also under the presidency of Mr. P. P. Smith, was held at

P>righton, from May 29 to June 7, at which nearly eight

thousand were present, gathered from all the chief countries

of Europe.
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Cue of those who entered into the rest of faith at the Ox-

ford Convention and also participated in tlie Brigliton one was

Canon J. Harford-Battersby, Vicar of St. John's, Keswdck.

lie ininiediatelj arranged for holding at Keswick, in July of

that year, a convention similar to those at Oxford and Brighton.

Ho associated with himself Mr. Kohert Wilson, to look after

the business arrangements, and some three or four hundred

took advantage of the opportunity, the meetings being held

in a tent, as they still are. The little band of four or five

speakers were all accommodated in the vicars hospitable home,

(nxl was so manifestly with the endeavor that it was continued

tlie next year, and so on down to the present time. Canon

Hattersby presided as long as he lived, and when he went to

heaven, some fourteen years ago, the presidency passed by

^'oneral assent to Mr, Henry Ilowker, and at his death to Mr.

Kubert Wilson, There has, however, never been any fixed

i-.tnunittee of control or any very definite organization, except

tiiat for many years now Mr. J. Poslethwaite has served very

.\oeoptably as secretary in charge of the arrangements, while

Mr, Wilson is treasurer of the trustees who hold the property.

There is also a separate treasurer, Mr. A. A. Plead, of the

Keswick Conference Missionary Council, who reported last

July—in loans to missionaries, contributions to deputations,

grants to the fund for assisting missionaries to attend the con-

vention, and free distribution of The Life of Faith, the organ

uf the Convention, among missionaries abroad—expenditures

tu the amount of £1,492, leaving a balance on hand of £55.

No collections are taken at the meetings, and no appeal for

money is ever made to meet expenses, save through boxes pro-

vided for voluntary oft'erings ; but the treasury is never

tnipty, and a reserve fund of £2,000 has never Ijeen drawn

"i'*^'^< A financial debt or deficiency in connection with Kes-

'^viek would be as incongruous and impossible as a failure to

'•-'ok into the word for wisdom or u]) to God for strength.

As to the teaching drawn from the word by these men
>ii!ghty in prayer, pure in life, and strong in intellect it is, as

'=H'y all say, in no respect new, but that which has been de-

'^lared by the evangelical Church from the days of the apostles.

^ lie three elementary K's—ruin by the fall, redemption by
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the blood of Christ, and regeneration by the Holy Ghost

-

are taken for granted, and on the basis of these fundamentals

a larf^er structure is reared. The main effort is directed toward

the deepening aud quickening of tlie spiritual life. A neces-

sity is shown for the readjustment of the relations of the soui

to Christ, bringing it into that condition which is everywhere

in the iSTew Testament assumed to be the normal state of those

who are in Christ and who are therefore following him and

denying self. The leaders lay much stress on the necessity

for immediate, decisive action by which a person shall become

clearly committed to a different line of life from that into

which through lukcwarmness he has fallen. The Rev. E. H.

Hopkins said in a somewhat recent address, in answer to the

question, as to the reason the Keswick movement has any

power or has made any progress

:

It is because Christiau men aud women who had been made to

know and realize their deep need as Christians were brought into defi-

nite blessing—a marked, definite, and divine blessing. There was a crisis

in their spiritual life after conversion, a new beginning in their Christiau

life. They were converted before they understood God's truth or were

properly instructed. They needed to be brought into a right attitude to

God. There was a hindrance in their practical life that needed to be

removed.

The utmost pains is taken, especially in the earlier part of

the convention, to get at these many hindrances which are

keeping people back from the blessing and the Blesser, to

' bring those in attendance face to face with God as the Judge,

and to produce conviction of need, even of guilt and sin. The

tests are very searching and solemn ;
hearts are pro1)ed

;
what-

ever impedes progress, even if it cannot be called necessarily sin-

ful, is ferreted out and its absolute abandonment urged. The

weights, it is shown, nmst be laid aside, as well as the glaring

transgressions. The self-life—the life that centers in self-

dependence, self-seeking, self-choosing—must be renounced:

the pleasures of ambition, avarice, appetite, and other forms

of selfishness must be resclutely turned from. Those fonns

of annisement or indulgence that bear the distinctive stamp of

this world—such as the dance, the card table, the theater, the

opera, the wine cup, and tobacco—naturally rise before the
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R-ekcr's conscience at this time. For, wliile they are seldom

referred to specifically at the Keswick gatherings, all who at-

tend find it necessary to face the question of their abandon-

ment, realizing that the believer cannot gain any deep ex-

perience of Christ's power while clinging to such amusements,

because they exalt self to the throne, and because, however

hnvful they may be deemed, they do not contribute to the

advancement of holiness, and do not edify others, but tend to

enslave the soul. All debatable territory is thus swept clear

;

all doubtful things, " not of faith," and things partaking of

the nature of sin are given up for Christ's sake, that God in

all things may be pleased and honored. Everything, however

trifling or dear, that is found a hindrance to holy living is reso-

lutely abandoned, and the will is surrendered to God in a cov-

enant of complete obedience. The " old man," with all in-

cluded in that elastic and capacious phrase, is put off, so that

the "new man" may be completely put on. This second re-

sult, of course, closely follows. The removal of the hindrances

at once makes a mighty change in the condition of the soul.

Without delay there comes such a flood of the grace of God
into the heart that in one hour there is more advance in the

divine life than there was before perhaps in ten or twenty

years. As soon as the hindrance is gone it is easy to take

God at his word in everything, and to believe that what he

says he is bound to accomplish. Then comes the indwelling

and infilling of the Holy Spirit, on which so much stress is

nj,ditly laid, the claiming by the believer of his share in the

Pentecostal gift of power for service, and by faith the appro-

I»riation of Christ in all his gracious oflices.

The holiness taught at Keswick is deliverance from and

Mctory over everything which would hinder the Christian

from living a life of entire surrender to Jesus Christ and

obedience to his will, and the possession of the fullness of the

indwelling Spirit which will cause the Christian to live a loyal

ebedient life ; and this he receives as a free gift by trusting

^h\a who saves to the uttermost. It is chai-acterized by tlie

complete subjection of self and the complete enthronement of

^•lirist; it is a life wholly given up to God for sanctificatiou

:»nd service. It is the blessedness of the man who maketh the
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Lord his trust, who walks by faith not sight, who presents his

body '' a Jiving sacrifice," not " conformed to this world " but

daily being "transformed by the renewing" of his mhid in

the ever-advancing and successful search to know what is tht-

" good, and acceptable, and perfect will of God." It include.-

the passion for souls, conscious fellowship with God, growiiii:

possession of the promises, and growing interest in the sal-

vation of all the world. It is a holiness that produces no

divisions or discords, but is made a means and bond of uniuii

;

that is marked by great simplicity and sobriety of thought

and feeling, as well as great scripturalness of statement ; that,

while definite and pointed and thoroughgoing, is full of

humble love and remarkably free from crudities and extrava-

gancies whether in word or deed. It is reasonable, practical,

and every way sane and solid. Ko man or woman has ever

been known under this teaching to leave one communion for

another, nor does it produce self-righteousness and censorious-

ness. Dr. A. T. Pierson, who has been recognized at Kes-

wick more than once as a highly valued helper, gives this

excellent summary of what he counts its definite and unnii>-

takable teaching

:

It affirms a possiV>le and practical deliverance from continuance in

known sin, a renewal of the spirit of the mind, a dominion of love, an

experience of inward peace ; it maintains that it is a sin to be anxious,

because where anxietj' begins faith ends; that it is not necessary to he

under the dominion of any lust of body or mind, to live a life of doult

and despondency or of interrupted communion with God. Forfeited j"y

means broken fellowship. Keswick maintains that to every trusting',

obedient soul, who dares take God at his word and count every commaiul-

ment an enablement, there is an immediate deliverance from the paliio!

limbs that make impossible a holy work for God; from the withern--

hand that prevents a holy work for God; and from the moral deformity

that bows one together so that it is impossible to lift up oneself to

spiritual uprightness and erectncss.

It will be said by some who have not perhaps examined the

matter closely that this is precisely the Methodist doctrine ot

eanctification as taught by Wesley and his followers. Thi'"^

assertion certainly overlooks some variations, but these ar^'

mainly, we are glad to think, in points of nomenclature. P*-'^'

haps the chief apparent difference is in the extent of sanctih-
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cation, a difiereiice largely accountable, wc believe, for tlie

fact that tlie Wesleyans have lield aloof almost entirely from

Kes^vick and have maintained for the past sixteen years a

separate "Ploliness Convention" at Sonthport, on whose

platform until very recently only Methodists were permitted

to speak.

What is the Keswick teaching as to the extent of sancti-

fication? The Eev. F. B. Meyer, in a recent address, re-

marked :

On this platform we never say self is dead; were we to do so, self

would be langh-::i_g at us round the corner. The teaching of Romans \i

is not that self is dead, but that the renewed will is dead to self, the

umn's will saying, "Yes" to Christ and "No" to self; through the

Spirit's grace it constantly repudiates and weakens and mortifies the

l)ower of the flesh.

Prebendary 11. W. Webb-Pcploe, in an article contributed in

1898 both to The Life of Faith and to The Sunday School

Times, says

:

It is simply according to our faith that we receive, and faith only

draws from God according to our present possibilities. These are

hmited by the presence of indwelling corruption; and, while never

needing to sin within the sphere of the light that we possess, it is ever

taught at Keswick—as in every part of God's word—that there are, to

the very last hour of our life upon earth, powers of corruption within

every man which defile his very best deeds and give to even his holiest

efforts that "nature of sin" of which the ninth article in our Church of

England Prayer Book speaks so strongly and so scripturally. .
Hence, while

teaching that we need never sin against light, we still hold that, judged

by the perfect standard of God, there is the sin of shortcoming and

defilement in every thought, word, and deed of our lives.

One more witness may be cited. The Kev. J. Elder Gumming,

D.D., in an address delivered at Keswick, on July 2S, 1S9G,

entitled " What This Teaching Is," after discussing the proc-

ess and the power of sanctification, devotes himself to its ex-

tent. He says

:

"We teach that the Christian life should be one of continuous victory,

not of common defeat and occasional triumph; that "God is able to

make all grace abound toward you; that ye, always having all sufilciency

ill all things, may abound to every good work;" that God is able per-

fectly to keep a man from stumbling; that God can do for us what he
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did for Paul, who says (1 Cor. iv, 4), "Iknow nothing against myself : yet

am I not hereby justified: but he that judgeth me is the Lord." There

is the limit of the extent. A man's conscience may be clear, but tliat

does not say he is a perfect man, that does not say that God sees nothing

wrong in him.

From thcee extracts the position of this band of teachers is

sufficiently plain. Is it the same as that of Methodism ? In

substance we believe it is, but not in appearance or in termi-

nology. And it is more in accordance ^vith the later usages

of Methodism—those at present more and more prevailing

—

than with the former, those coming down from ancient days.

There is certainly a decided gap between the lang aage used at

a Keswick convention and that used in an ordinary '''holi-

ness " camp meeting ; but probably not greater than between

the expressions current at the latter place and those found in

our theological institutions or our more carefully written theo-

logical works. It en n not be disguised that the nomenclature

of Methodism on this suliject from the days of "Wesley to the

present has been very much mixed and hardly self-consistent.

so that quotations in abundance can be given from standard

authors on both sides of the important question. For exam-

ple, Wesley said, near the close of his sermon on the " End of

Christ's Coming," "The Son of God does not destroy the

whole work of the devil in man as long as he remains in thi?

life." And, since we mean by depravity that abnormal or

disordered condition of human nature inaugurated by the devil

w^hen he induced man to commit the first sin, it might fairly

be said that Wesley believed depravity—or " original sin," as

he preferred to term it—must remain with us to some extent

while we are in the flesh. On the other hand, he speaks in

another place of sanctification as "the recovery of the whole

image of God," and again, as "the recovery of the divine

nature," "the restoration of the soul to its primitive health.

its original purity." He also speaks of the " total death to in-

bred sin," of the " destruction of the body of sin," of " entire

salvation from inbred sin," of " the root of sin being taken

away," and of "deliverance from the root of bitterness "—ap-

plying these terms to those he called "sanctified," although, as

he hhnself occasionally admits, all believers are sanctified.
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Xevertlieless, we are disposed to think that, wlieii all of

Wesley's words are taken into consideration, the ])roper con-

clusion is that he did not really hold to an extent of sanctili-

cation essentially difiereut from that taught by the Keswick

leaders. The apparent conflict arises simply from the am-

bi£;uity of the word " sin " and the use of popular, rather

than scientifically accurate, terms. Certainly, about all the

later writers- of Methodism who treat this theme are on oiie

side. To quote from only one of these, second lo none in

ability, we find Professor Beet saying in his masterly study of

'' Holiness as Understood by the Writers of the Bible :

"

I do not find anywhere in the Bible reason to believe that the inward

forces of evil [another expression he uses is "the inward tendency to

sin" or "depravity"] may now by our faith, or at any future time in

our lives, be utterly annihilated. . . . Unless yielded to, these foul-

nesses do not defile. . . . Temptation, even though it be from within

as the result of previous indulgence in sin, does not defile or w-eaken

until yielded to. Consequently, the promise to cleanse from all sin

does not necessarily involve the annihilation of all iuward tendencies

toward sin. They are conquerors over sin who have completed victory

over each temptation as it arises. So long as they abide in faith, the

cross of Christ stands as an impassable barrier between them and sin.

In this sense, while striving against it they are dead to sin. For the

above teaching I cannot claim definitely the authority of Wesley. But,

so far as I know, he has not written anything which contradicts it.

The professor rightly says that "Wesley's teacliing on this

matter was " indefinite and incomplete," and that " from some
of Wesley's remarks we might infer that in those who put full

faith in Christ the curse of original sin is removed." He then

adds, " This was not his real meaning." With this conclusion

we quite agree. We fully believe that Wesley and Fletcher

and the most careful Methodist writers on the subject since

are in substantial harmony, when rightly understood, with the

Keswick teachers as to the extent of sanctification. They
are a unit in the position that it is better to emphasize the

glorious possibility of complete deliverance from the power of

fin, so that it shall in no sense reign over us, rather than to

speculate or dogmatize about the eradication of hypothetical

•Such as Bishop Foster, Bishop Merrill, Dr. Whedon, Dr. Miner Raymond, Pro-
fessor Joseph Agar Beet, of England, Chancellor Huntington in Hin and Boliyicsf,
and Mudge in Growth in Holiness.
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" seeds " or " roots "—very misleading figures, in this connec-

tion, and responsible for much mischief.

It would seem that the Keswick movement deserves not

only to be carefully studied by Methodists, but to be consider-

ably patterned after. Have we not let a. fancied denomina-

tional loyalty, or an attachment to traditional orthodoxy, or

pride of consistency, or love for old-time terms keep us from

accepting what is really excellent in the later methods of pro-

moting the higher, or deeper. Christian life ? We are in

danger of losing an old leadership in this theme by our un-

willingness to admit that mistakes were made in the nomen-

clature so long ago adopted, mistakes excusable under the

peculiar conditions then existing, but not defensible in the

present state of biblical scholarship. While we have been

stickling for shibboleths and insisting that Wesley's Plain

Account, written a century and a half ago, is just the thing

for to-day, and the only thing, the age has swept on. The

books on this theme that now sell by the buudred thousand

are by such non-AIethodist writers as Mrs. H. W. Smith, F. B.

Meyer, Andrew Murray, John McNeill, and others of their

class. Their modern methods of statement—simple, natural,

reasonable, scriptural—commend their productions to all

classes of readers. The revival of genuine godliness whicli

the times demand—and which, please God, is coming—will

have its teaching less theological and more scriptural, Icis

controversial and more practical, less emotional and more

ethical than heretofore. The cry with us must be, not " Back

to the fathers of Methodism," but "Back to the fathers of

Christianity, and the New Testament."

It is the testimony of those who attend the Keswick meet-

ings that nothing now on earth seems so closely to reproduce

the assemblies of the primitive apostolic Church, that nowhere

have they found so well exemplified four great Scripture laws

—habitual prayerfulness, prominence of the word of God,

unity among all believers, and dependence on the Holy Spirit.

Is there not a call for at least one such meeting where, with-

out sensationalism or fanaticism, those who have a definite

experience of full salvation and a clear grasp of divine truth

concerning it can, as at Keswick, instruct such as are eager to
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ol»rain ? We ought to have the men competent to conduct

tiicli a gathering—men of deep spirituality and broad in

nrholui-ship, level-headed, many-sided, earnest-hearted, ready-

toMgued—and we onglit also to have those willing to dedi-

cate to the purpose whatever financial means may be necessary

to })ut it on its feet. If the Methodism of the twentieth

ct'utnry is to measure up to its opportunities ; if it is to escape

l!io perils that beset it because of its numbers, wealth, and

popularity ; if it is to glow with devotiou and shine with the

liglit of God, it must be jealous of its leadership in the matter

of the Spirit-filled life, and must hasten to lay hold of every

available means that promises to fill its churches with those

whose wills are at one with the will divine—those who fear

nothing but God, hate nothing but sin, and are ready at any

cost to do their utmost for the salvation of the world.

a^^-v^^^
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Art. VIIL-DETLEV VON LILIENCROK—A GER^IAN
SOLDIER POET.

For three quarters of a century Heine has been the real

lyric divinity of the Fatherland. His popularity began in the

days Tvhen old Germany was growing dissatisfied with life.

but the dreams and aspirations of young Germany have nut

lessened his hold upon the hearts of the people. He is still

the master of sweet sentiment and romance, as he was when

German ballad poetry was bursting its graveclothes for a

glorious immortality, and such, doubtless, he will ever be.
'

But there are some who think differently—some who have
^

the audacity to hold that this Heine worship has gone far
|

enough, and who are now beginning to let their hearts turn
|

unto strange gods. They have the courage of their convio-
|

tions—these Latter-day Saints in literature, as then* enemies
j

might call them—and throw down the gage of battle at every
|

opportunity. And naturally enough battles come, and no end \

of doughty foemen whose ardor is fanatical. Love potions \

will not avail them in this contest
;
people who believe all lyric

\

poetry was born and died with Heinrich Heine, and who an-
|

swer all arguments on the subject with beer mugs—such pe'>
|

pie have to be settled with a bludgeon or a battle-ax. Fortu- |

nately these revolutionists, these literary rebels, have biog-

raphers who study their character and philosophize over their

mission. One of these described them tht^s :

They are a mixed company. In one sense or another their usefulness

is about the same, but their boldness varies greatly. Some are bold be-

cause tliey are, some because they irMiit to le. Some are full cheekci

and ruddy, others ruddy, but neither from health nor shame, for th^.'

color on their sunken checks is hectic, and in their hollow eves thcr.

burns an uncanny, uneasy, devouring fire, and their foreheads are markt J

by Venus, not by Urania—stalwart peasant lads and tired metropolitan

jin-de-siecUsts, dreamers of an ideal human state, and suchlike. Siil-

they are mainly of one heart and soul, and however different their voic^^^

sound they souud, nevertheless, and they are their-«wn voices too, r.V-

the notes of a hand organ. Such are the " Xew Toners."

For several years now, Dctlev von Liliencron has been ^-

\
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leading light among these reactionists. His literary career

has been one of much discouragement, but also with some

fame of a breadless sort. With half pay on the army list—no

j.aj almost on the list of the muses—he has toiled on, Hying

partly in reminiscences of the past, partly in bright hopes of

the future \vhen the "New Toners" shall haye come into

ihcir heritage, xlnd in that day, as Grotthuss says, how nmch
wrong done Von Liliencron must be atoned for

:

First from his couutrymen, who troubled themselves much more about

riich new cJiansonette in the Berlin Winter Garden or the Apollo Thenter

than about one of their own most important poets; then from his small

but extremely agile "community," which consists almost entirely of

jwets. It is, indeed, a pretty sight when, with momentary depreciation

of their own services and worth, thoy lay their homage at the feet of

sluir brother in Apollo; but the clamorous, exuberant, Eyzantine man-

iiiT in which it has been done has not helped him either in poetic

development or in public favor. It has held back, widened but not

deepened, the former, and kept him away, not to say estranged him,

from the latter.

Detley von Liliencron is a soldier poet. This comes be-

c'luse he has himself been a soldier, tasted the zest of battle,

and known the Teuton's fondness for parade. When the music

sounds the rabies of war breaks out in his blood. Listen

:

Kling-ling, boom-boom, an(3 ching-da-da,

Comes there in triumph the Persiiin shah ?

And round the corner roars this way

The trumpet tone like judgment day

—

Ahead the jingling crescent.

Boom-boom, the giant bombardon,

Tlie cymbals' clang, the helicon.

The ]nccolo, the cornet's strain.

The Turkish drum, the flute's refrain,

And then the gallant captain.

The captain comes in proud disdain,

Beneath his chin the helmet chain,

The sash is girt around his waist

—

By Zeus ! this Is not time misplaced

—

And then the bold lieutenants.

Rose-red and brown, lieutenants two,

The flag they guard with valor true

;
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And hats come off, the flag draws nigh,

For it we fight till hour to die.

And tlien the grenadiers, !

The grenadiers with sturdy tramp,

In stamp and step, and step and stamp,

That sounds and beats and ring? and quakes

;

The lantern jars, and window shakes.

And then the little maidens.

Ranged head to head the maidens there,

With eyes so blue and braids so fair,

From door and gate and houses near

Mina and Trina and Tina peer.

But past is now the music.

\

Kling-ling, ching-ching, and roar of drum.

Now from the distance does it come,

Quite softly, boom-boom, ching,

Was that an insect fluttering,

Ching-ching, boom, round the corner ?

Sometimes, when twilight has come at the close of a pei'fect

day, Detlev von Liliencron falls into a reminiscent mood. He
is such a typical son of the North, has such an inborn love fur

breezy moorlands and sport and war, that he cannot shake

himself loose from the memory of his earlier years—though

he is by no means old—when, as he liimself confesses in some

charming w^ords of self-biography, to wander with dog and

gim through forest and over heath made a day worth living.

And then the provinces he .visited in his soldier career, the

garrison towns he lived in, the three wars he fought through

—what a background against which to frame his longings and

daydreams !
" O thou lieutenant time ! with thy jolly hcalrb-

fulness, thy keenness, thy many friends and comrades; wirh

all thy rosy days, thy punctilious feeling of duty, thy stern

self-discipline !
" Of such feelings is born the exquisite poem

which Yon Liliencron calls " The Tattoo :

"

Up comes tlie very last tent pin,

Accouter'd all, the men fall in,

Tight buckled every girth is

;

The flood of iron melts all around

Like snow of >[arch o'er sunny ground,

And reeking now the earth is.
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Like ilou'rets in their summer bed,

Like flow'rets blue and flow'rets red,

There gleams the foe's bright jacket

;

Soon everywhere tiie deadly crash,

The shells are tearing flesh from flesh,

As gallows ravens hack it.

Ahead the colonel, in gold bedockt,

His collar soiled and blood befleckt,

Is bound to gain the glory
;

Already him the bullet seams.

The saber shines, the saber gleams,

And hoofs tread forms all gory.

Then comes the dart fashion'd for him,

The dart is fine and point so slim,

He falls in forward breastwork
;

And over him, as yarn winds out.

Pile wheel and horse in maddened route,

A snakelike tangled nest-work.

That all was ten long years agone.

Through many leaves the wind has blown

O'er grave and bridal scattered

;

The colonel pines in garden's ease

—

There is the gallant Achilles,

And cane, not weapons battered.

The night is hot, he sits alone, -

He sits in light of bright full moon.

His thoughts are sad and fleeting;

When suddenly a faint tone hears,

Yet one, but hark ! the tone it nears,

Kling-ling, and drums a-beating.

And nearer yet the music couies.

And through the air the tumult hums,

And nearer, ever nearer

;

The old man's soul it sweeps afar

—

Drums beating time and battle jar

—

His heart feels drear and drcar'er.

The battalion moves to town close by,

From whence, in quarters ever nigh.

It greets the warrior aged.

And brings to him the tattoo call.

Which sweeps up like the storm's onfall.

And stops, its force assuaged.

Yet what a pleasure for him thought

Has only sorrow to him brought,

And memories oppress him
;
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In streugth and valor proud, on steed,

And priiicelike there the host to lead—

These thoughts do now possess him.

The music wanes and torchlight glare,

The town absorbs the furious blare,

Aud leaves the old man dreaming

;

The valkyrs passed there in the night

Aud lifted him from settle light-

Away, and colors streaming

!

But our singer is not complete master of the poesy of patli- >.

till he catches his inspiration from some simple summer lar.u-

scape which lias been stained by the carnage of battle. Li lii^

" Dead in the Wheat " he is at his best

:

In wide wheat field, in poppies gay.

There lies a soldier yet uufound

;

Two days and nights have passed away,

His painful wounds as yet unbound.

In racking thirst and fever mad

He lifts his head in power of death

—

A fleeting dream, a vision sad

—

He looks on high and gasps for breath.

The sickle cleaves the field of wheat,

He sees his village calm, content

;

" Adieu, adieu, thou homeland sweet,"

And drops his head, and life is spent.

Another fact from the poet's biography cannot fail to be »;|:

interest to people on the new side of the ocean. He telU r.

himself : " I was born at Kiel, June 3, ISii. My brotlur-

and sisters early had to fold their little hands in their coffi:.^-

My sainted mother, Adeline Sylvestra, nee Yon Harten, wa-

born in Philadelphia, where my grandfather was an Anicr;-

can general. Though younger by half his life, he was one «
'•

the last, true friends of the great Washington." From the--

words we can easily see why Detlev von Liliencron is a soldur

and sings in his clearest tones of the work of war ;
in doing ^-

•

he is but living out the strain of family history.

/?^&L^£^o-Ji^
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Akt. IX.—the correspondence of JAMES RUS-
SELL LOWELL.

It has been said that the days of the art of letter writing are

forever past ; that the telephone, the telegraph, the type-

writer, and the modern newspaper have reduced the epistles

that pass between friends to the exchange of the merest con-

ventional civilities. In these streuuons and rushing years little

opportunity is found to enjoy the pleasant and gossipy leisure-

liness of the old-time letter writers. The letters of Cowper,

of Dean Swift, of Keats, of Landor, of Garljde, and his bril-

liant wife, of Emerson, of the two Brownings, and, we might

add, of R. L. Stevenson will never be duplicated, because

iempora mutantur^ et nos mutaimvr in illis. And yet, down
to the very 3-ear of his death, the letters of Lowell were the

same delightful, lucid, and witty expressions of a charming

personality. In them are quaint bits of observation, wise and

incisive comments upon men and things, sudden revelations of

a heart overflowing with love, passages as bright with humor
as anything that appears in the Moosehead Journal^ erudite

allusions, and quotations from the most diverse sources, until

it would seem that the advent of one of these letters must

have been marked as an important event in the experience

of the recipient.

James Russell Lowell first opened his eyes to the light of

the natural sun in Cambridge, Mass., on February 22, 1819,

a day noted in the calendar of American patriotism as the

one made memorable by the nativity of the immortal Wash-
ington. Lowell was most fortunate in his antecedents. His

father was a cultured clergyman, a lover of books and of

the benign and beautiful things of life. The poet's mother

was of an ancient Orkney family, and through her there was

filtered into the blood of the son the solitude and romantic

mystery of those northern islands. Lowell's early home was

such as would foster the poetic instincts of a child. Elmwood,
a product of colonial times, stood in the midst of lawn and

garden, orchard and English elms. It was a roomy old-

fushioned house, rising amid its rural surroundings, with an
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air of quiet respectability all its own. There were nve otlur

cliildren in the Lowell household, three brothers and two i.i^.

ters, all older than the poet. He was an ardent little fellow,

loving boyish pastimes, and was happy and healthy in ath <•-

tions and temperament as a boy should be. We may obtain

a glimpse of his joyous childhood from the following letter t...

his brother Robert, written seventy-one years ago :

Mt Dear Brotuer,—I am now going to tell you mtlancholy m-w-:.

I have got the ague together with a gumbile. I presume you know th::'.

September has got a lame leg, but he grows better every day and nuw

is very well but still limps a little. AVe have a new scholar I'rora rou:;.!

hilL his name is Hooper and we expect another name! Penn who I

beheve also comes from there. The boys are all very well excti.t

Nemaise, who has got another piece of glass in his leg and is waitii-

for the doctor to take it out, and Samuel Storrow is also sick. I am

going to have a new suit of blue broadcloth clotlies to wear every duv

and to play in. ilother tells me that I may have any sort of button? i

choose. I'have not done anything to the hut but if you wish T will. 1

am now very happy; but I should be more so if you were there. I hope

you will answer my letter if you do not I shall write you no more letter^,

when you write my lettere you must direct them all to me and not write

half to mother as generally do. 3Iother has given me three volumes of

tales of a grandfather.
farewell

Yours truly

J.oiES R. Lowell.

You must excuse me for making so many mistakes. You must keep

what I have told you about my new clothes a secret if you dont I shnll

not divulge any more secrets to you. I have got quite a library. Tin-

Master has not tnken his rattan out since the vacation. Your littl''

kitten is as well and as playful as ever and I hope you are to for 1 atr.

sure I love you as well as ever. Why is grass like a mouse you cant

guess that he he he ho ho ho ha ha ha hum hum hum.

Lowell matriculated at Harvard as a freshman, when he

was fifteen years of age. Although somewhat diffident,^ be

made friends among his classmates, and found much enjoy-

ment in his college days. In a letter written to W. H. Shack-

ford, in 1836, the critical habit of Lowell's mind already be-

gins to appear. He says :

I am reading the life of Milton, and find it very interesting ;
his first

taste (as well as Cowley's) for poetry was formed by reading Spenser.

am glad to have such good examples, for Spenser was always my favor-
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ito poet. I like the meter of the "Faerie Queene ;" Beattie's " Minstrel

"

is in the same. Apropos of poetry, I myself (you need not turn up your
nose and grin)—yes, I myself have cultivated the muses, and have trans-
lated one or two odes from Horace, your favorite Horace. I like Horace
liUR-h, but prefer Virgil's " Bucolics " to his " Odes," most of them. If
you have your Horace by you, turn to the IXth Satire, 1st Book, and
ix-ad it, and see if you don't like it (in an expurgated edition).

In a letter to G. B. Lorhig, written in the same year as the
foregoing, we have another allusion to the fact that he has
begun the writing of poetry

:

Here I am, alone in Bob's room with a blazing fire, in an atmosphere
of "poesy" and soft-coal smoke. Hope, Dante, a few of the older
Knglish poets, Byron, and last, not least, some of my own compositions,
lie around me. Mark my modesty. I don't put myself in the same line
with the rest, you see.

Writing to W. II. Sliackford the following year, he gives
apparently the first intimation of what his pursuit in life"shall
be: "I thought your brother Charles was studyincr law. I
intend to study that myself, and probably shall be Chief Jus-
tice of the United States."

That dominant love for the home of his birth and childhood,
^ylach made Lowell cling to Elmwood to the closing day of his
I'fe, he expresses in another letter to Loring, penned April 5,

To revisit the home of one's childhood has much of joy, but it is
joy mingled with sadness. To think how soon those flowerl that ha>t:
•bloomed, those fields that have smiled, and those trees that have so often
•irrayed themselves in "summer's garb" for you, mav bloom and smile
';f"l array themselves for another ! You may think me a fool to talk
'» '^uch a moralizing strain, but, George, I have lately talked less and
|-'"ught more. I mean to read next term, if possible, a chapter in mv
iSiblo every night.

The increasingly studious habits of his mind and that
f>0}ihoinie which were cliaracteristic of Lowell throughout his
liiter life are now (1S37) well defined :

^

^lam busy as a bee—almost. I study and read and write all the time.wc laid my hands on a very pretty edition of Cowper, which I intend

i^" Tf'^-'

^^ ^^^ volumes I have also " pinned " some letters relatinc,' to
^'J'-^lf in my early childhood, by which it seems I was a miracle of a boy

s a
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for sweetness of temper. *' Credite posteri! " I believe I vras, altlioui^h

perhaps you would not think it now.

Already, in this same year, he begins to find himself able to

express his intense love of nature

:

You can't imagine how delightful it is out here. The greatest multi-

tude of birds of every description that I ever recollect to have seen. TLe

grass is fast growing green under the kind sun of spring—that is, m
southerly aspects. Every day that the sun shines I take my book and go

out to a bauk in our garden, and lie and read. 'Tis almost as pleasant ai

To sit on rocks, to muse o'er flood and fell.

. . . The birds now sing loudest, and the fowling piece breaks " the

quiet of the scene " less often than at any other time. Besides, 'tis beau-

tiful to watch the different steps of nature's toilet, as she arrays herself

in the flowery dress of Spring. It almost seems as if one could see the

grass grow green. Then, too, the sky is so clear.

Years after this impression of his love for natnre Lowell

wrote in the same spirit as follows

:

The older I grow the more I am convinced that there are no satisfac-

tions so deep and so permanent as our sympathies with outward nature.

I have not said just, what I meant, for we arc thrilled even more by any

spectacle of human heroism. But the others seem to bind our lives to-

gether by a more visil)le and unbroken chain of purifying and softening

emotion. In this way the flowering of the buttercups is always a great,

and I may truly say religious, event in my year. . . . There never was

such a season, if one only did not have to lecture and write articles.

There never is such a season, and that shows what a poet God is. He says

the same tiling over to us so often, and always new. Here I've been

reading the same poem for near half a century, and never had a notion

what the buttercups in the third stanza meant before. But I won't tell.

In one of his early letters, written while lie is rusticating in

Concord for having neglected certain studies of the college

curriculum, he thus mentions Thoreau :
" I met Thoreau last

night, and it is exquisitely amusing to see how he imitates

Emerson's tone and manner. With my eyes shut, I shouldn't

know them apart."

The decidedly poetical bias of Lowell's nature is now clearly

apparent. " I have been reading the first volume of Carlyle*?

Miscellanies,'''' he writes. " One article, that on Burns, i^

worth all the rest to me. I like, too, the one on German play-

wrights. There are fine passages in all." About this time
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there was some thought upon the part of the poet of entering

a divinity school, that he might prepare himself for the minis-

try. He seems to have been possessed of very distinct notions

with regard to a clergyman's condiy£)n as related to his work,

and reached the conclusion that ne was not adapted to the

minister's vocation. He says :

No m;in ought to be a minister wlio has not a special calling that way.

I don't mean an old-fashioned special calling, ^Yith winged angels and

fat-bottomed cheruljs, but an inward one. In fact, I think that no man
ought to be a minister who has not money enough to support him besides

his salary. For the minister of God should not be thinking of his own and

children's bread, when dispensing the bread of life. I have been led to

reflect seriously on the subject since I have thought of going into the

divinity school. Some men were made for peacemakers and others for

shoemakers, and if each man follov^f his nose we shall come out right at

last. If I did not think that I should some day make a great fool of

myself and marry (not that I would call all men fools who marry), I

would enter the school to-morrow. Certain am I that it is not pleasant

to work for a living anyway, but "we youth" must live, and verily this

'.'money " is a very good thing, though on that account we need not fall

down and worship it. The very cent on which my eye now rests may
have done a great deal of good in its day; perhaps it has made glad the

heart of the widow, and put a morsel of bread in the famishing mouths

of her children; and perh;i])3 it has created much misery; perhaps some

now determined gambler began his career of sin by playing chuck-

farthing with that very piece of stamped copper.

In this same letter his burning love of liberty, which seemed

to intensify with passing years, obtains a tentative utterance

that came to its culmination long afterward in the noble

" Commemoration Ode :

"

A plan has been running in my head, for some time, of writing a sort

of dramatic poem on the subject of Cromwell. Those old Roundheads

have never had justice done them. They have only been held up as

canting, psalm-singing, hypocritical rascals; as a sort of a foil for the

open-hearted Cavalier. But it were a strange thing indeed if there

were not somewhat in such men as Milton, Sidney, Hampden, Selden,

and Pym. It always struck me that there was more true poetry in those

old fiery-eyed, bufl-belted warriors—with their deep, holy enthusiasm

for liberty and democracy, political and religious; with their glorious

trust in the arm of the Lord in battle—than in the dashing, ranting Cav-

aliers, Avho wished to restore their king that they might give veut to

their passions, and go to sleep again in the laps of their mistresses, deaf

to the cries of the poor and the oppressed.

IS
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After the final relinquishment of his nascent purpose of en-

tering the ministry Lowell turned his attention to the'study ^f

law, but only at intervals and in a desultory and half-heartc d

manner. He says

:

I am reading Blackstone -with as good a grace and as few wry faces as

I may. ... A very great change lias come o'er the spirit of my dream

of life. I have renounced the law. I am going to settle down into a

business man at last, after all I have said to the contrary. Farewell ! a

long farewell, to all my greatness! I find that I cannot bring myself to

like the law, and I am now looking out for a place "in a store." You

may imagine that :ill this has not come to pass "VNithout a struggle. ... I

have been thinking seriously of the ministry, but then—T have also

thought of medicine, but then— still worse 1 . . . On Monday' last 1

went into town to look out for a place, and was induced en passmd to

step into the United States Court, where there was a case pending in

which "Webster was one of the counsel retained. I had not been there an

hour before 1 determined to continue in my profession and study as well

as I could.

The vacillation of Lowell's mind at this period with regard to

his life pursuit is well portrayed by the foregoing quotations.

The poet's interest in matters of public concern had already

been kindled, although he was still ineligible to vote, not yet

having come of age. In view of the Bigloio Papers and

their infiiience upon their time, and also of Lowell's brilliant

career as the representative of his country at the Spanish

court and at the Court of St. James, some of the lines

in a letter written November 15, 1838, seem to be almost

prophetic :

I shouldn't wonder if the peaceable young gentleman whom you know
in college flared up into a great political luminary. I am fast becoming

ultra-democratic, and when 1 come to sec you, which I trust will be very

soon, I intend to inoculate you with the (I won't callit by the technical

teiTU of "virus," because that's too hard a word, but with the) princi-

ple. ... By the very last accounts from England, immense meetings

had been held in all parts of England to petition Parliament for an equal

representation. . . . There is a great and pregnant change, ominous of

much. It almost brings tears into my eyes when I think of this vast

multitude starved, trampled upon, meeting to petition the govern-

ment which oppressed them, and which they supported by taxes wrung

out of the very children's lifeblood. Verily, tome enthusiasts have

even ventured to assert that there are hearts, aye, even warm ones, un-

der frieze jerkins.
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A<'"ain Lowell swings toward the law, with the pathetic ter-

"ivcrsation characteristic of so many young men groping

toward their lifework. In tliese days of large prices for

famous names and commonplace performances, it is rather

wholesome to note the highest fees to which Lowell aspired

in payment for a lecture

:

The more I think of business, the more really unhappy do I fe.el and

tluTik more and more of studying law. In your letter you speak of my
lecturing in Andover, about Vv'hich 1 forgot to speak to you. Do they

]i;iy expenses ? They gave me four dollars in Concord. I wish they'd

lake it into their heads to ask me at Cambridge, where they pay fifteen

dollars, or in Lowell where they pay twenty-five dollars ! ! What to do

with myself I don't know.

Lowell had been accused of indolence by his friends. The

accusation seems to have had a basis of fact, and the poet him-

pclf recognized it. Yet it has ever been so with those pos-

fC'SPed of poetical genius ; it comes to its best only in that

atmosphere of leisureliness and contentment wherein indeed

the

. . . Spirit lies

Under the walls of Paradise.

Here is the young writer's confession :
" I am lazy enough

and dilatory enough, heaven knows, but not half so much so

as some of my friends suppose. At all events, I was never

made for a merchant, and I even begin to doubt whether I was

made for anytliing in particular but to loiter tlirough life."

In view of the eagerness with which publishers afterward

fought the work of Lowell's pen, the desire expi-essed to pub-

lish a volume of his poems is curiously striking :

If I could get any bookseller to do it for me, I would publish a vol-

ume of poems. Of late a fancy has seized me for so doing. If it met
^^ith any commendation I could get paid for contributions to periodicals.

1 tried last night to write a little rhyme—but must wait for the moving
'^i the waters. The nine goddess virgins who dance with tender feet

f^ound the violet-hued fountain of Ilippocrene, and whose immortal
Voices drop sweetly from their li])s, will not come to me.

Apropos of his relation to the law he writes again, in 1839

:

If I live, I don't believe I shall ever (between you and me) practice
''^v. 1 intend, however, to study it and prepare myself for practicing.
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But a blind preseutiment of becoming indepcudent in some otlicr -w:!-.

is always hovering round me. Above all things should I love to be uIjIl-

to sit down and do something literary for the rest of ray natural life.

The first mention of Miss Maria White, afterward Mr.r

Lowell, we find in a letter addressed by Lowell to G. B. Loi-

ing, and bearing date December 2, 1S30 :

I went up to "Watertown on Saturday with W. A. White, and spent

the Sabbath with him. You ought to see his father. The most perfect

specimen of a blulT, honest, hospitable country squire you can possibly

imagine. His mother, too, is a very pleasant woman—a sister of Mr^.

Oilman. His sister is a very pleasant and pleasing young lady, an

!

knows more poetry than anyone I am acquainted with. I mean she ii

able to repeat more. She is more fanuliar, however, with modern poets

than with the pure wellspriugs of English poesj*.

Lowell completed his studies at the Harvard Law School \\\

184:0, receiving the degree of Bachelor of Laws. His father

had suffered financial reverses, and the poet now found hini-

self confronted with the necessity of earning his own liveli-

hood. In these straits, as other good men have done in all

ages, Lowell became engaged to be married. Miss Mari:;

White was a woman of uncommon personal attractiveness, q.vA

her mental endowments were of a high order. She, too, wn-te

poetry, and thus was peculiarly fitted to sympathize with tin-

tastes and aspirations of her gifted husband. About this tiuit-

Lowell concluded to collect his poems for ]:)ublication, which

he did under the title of A Years Life. The little book at

once gave its author an assured place among his younger p'
-

etical compeers. Lowell published his second volimie of vcr-e

in 1843, and this second venture afforded indubitable evidence

of maturing power. Li 1814 Lowell published n volume oi

prose consisting of Conversation on Some of the Old Po-:t-.

The critical and analytical bent of his mind was now well

determined, and the work in this book already showed element.-

of futtu'e power. At the close of this year Lowell nmrric'i.

despite his very limited and precarious income. He began t-^

write for autislavery organs, and, being deeply moved by t.'!-^

noblest humanitarian instincts, he gave utterance ^veek aft^r

week to sentiments that stirred like a bugle blast. Thtis th^--

Biglow Papers began to appear, and were at once receiv<-''
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witli an expression of popular favor which has never changed.

J;i 1S4S they were issued in a volume, and in the same year

\\\Ki Fahle for C/'iiics a.iid the Vision of Si/' Launfal were

wriften and published.

The growing temper of Lowell's mind is well illustrated

by the following lines which appear in letters written in 1S41

:

J know that God has given me powers such as are not given to all,

and I will not " hide my talent in mean claj'." I do not care what others

may think of me or of my book, because if I am worth anything I shall

oue day show it. I do not fear criticism so much as I love truth. Xay,

1 do nut fear it at all. In short, I am happy. Maria fills my ideal, and

1 satisfy hers. And I mean to live as one beloved by such a woman
should live. She is everyway noble. People have called "Irene "a
U-autiful piece of poetry. And so it is. It owes all its beauty to

her. ... I have just finished something which I ought to have done

long ago. I have copied oil a ballad of mine for a publisher of the

name of D. H. Williams, who is getting out an annual. He will pay me
five dollars per page, and more if the book sells well. Hawthorne,

Krncrson, and Longfellow are writing for it, and Bryant and Halleck

have promised to— so I shall be in good company, which will be pleasing

to groundlings.

At times Lowell bubbled over with fun and animal spirits

;

he would then pour out sufficient original wit and humor to

have supplied a professional humorist with a working capital

for several years :

The next day I was up before sunrise, and got into a habit of early

rising that lasted me all that day. ... I have nothing else in the way
of novelty, except an expedient I hit upon for my hens who were back-

ward with their eggs. On rainy days I set William to reading aloud to

thorn the Lay Sermons of Coleridge, and the effect was magical.

Whether their consciences were touched or they wished to escape the

preaching, I know not. . . . I take great comfort in God. I think he is

« f-nsiderably amused with us sometimes, but that he like us, on the

'•vhole, and would not let us get at the match box so carelessly as he
d'X-s unless he knew that the frame of his universe was fireproof. . . .

As usual I haven't left myself time to correct my proofs. What a pleas-

init life I shall have of it when I have all eternity on deposit. Then the

printers will say, " If you can with convenience return proofs before end
*' next century, you would oblige; but there is no hurry." 'Tis an in-

^'iiicible argument for immortality that we never have time enough here
—^xropt for doing other things.
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Ae;ain and again Lowell reveals the extreme aftectionate-

ness of his nature :

You say that life seems to be a struggle after notliiug in particular.

But YOU are ^vrong. It is a struggle after the peaceful home of tho

soul in a natural aud loving state of life. Men are mostly unconscious

of the object of their struggle, but it is always connected in soniu way

with this. If they gain wt-ulth and power or glory, it is all to make up

for this Avaut, which they feel, but scarce know what it is. But nothing

will ever supply the place of this, any more than their softest carpets

will o-ive their old age the spring and case which arose from the pliant

muscles of youth. ... It is always my happiest thought that with all the

draw^backs of temperament (of which no one is more keenly conscioia

than myself) I have never lost a friend. For I would rather be loved

than anything else in the world. I always thirst after affection, and de-

pend more on the expression of it than is altogether wise.

The stron2:ly altruistic tendencies of Lowell's mind are ob-

servable in the views which he expressed upon the question

of slavery :

If men w-ill not set their faces against this monstrous sin, this clt&t'agus

of all other enormities, they, at least, need not smile upon it, much less

•write in its favor. "What, in the name of God, are all these paltry par-

ties, which lead men by the nose against all that is best and holiest, to

the freedom of five millions of men ? The horror of slavery can only be

appreciated by one who has felt it himself, or who has imagination

enough to put himself in the place of the slave and fancy himself not

only virtually imprisoned, but forced to toil; and all this for no crime

and for no reason except that it would be iuconveuient to free them.

That Lowell was possessed of a deeply spiritual nature

none who are well acquainted with his writings will be dis-

posed to deny, lie seemed to be always conscious of the

divine Immanence, and undoubtedly the sense of God's pres-

ence and overruling pi-ovidencc lent grandeur and dignity to

his thought and life, ire says :

I had a revelation last Friday evening. I was at Mary's, and happen-

ing to say something of the ])rcsence of spirits (of whom, I said, I was

often dimly aware), ISlr. Putnam entered into an argument with me on

spiritual matters. As I was speaking, the whole system rose up before

me like a vague destiny looming from the abyss. I never before so

clearly felt the spirit of God in me and around me. The whole room

seemed to me full of God. The air seemed to waver to aud fro with the

presence of something, I knew not what. I spoke with the calmness and

clearness of a prophet.
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In liis young manhood Lowell was filled with tlie fine and

brave enthusiasms of youth. His wings were light and strong,

and to him no height seemed beyond his reach. His buoyant

i-pirits responded swiftly to every change for the better in the

lurtterial circumstances of his life. He looked upon his con-

quest of the world as already assured, and the event proved

the justice of his judgment

:

I have set about making myself ambitious. It is the only way to

climh well. Men yield more readily to an ambitious man, provided he

<r.\\.\ bear it out by deeds. Just as much as we claim the world gives us,

:md posterity has enough to do in nailing the base coin to the counter.

IJiit I only mean to use my ambition as a staff to my love of freedom and

man. I will have power, and there's the end of it. I have a right to it,

too, and you see I have put the crown on already.

To the bereaved friend the poet, who himself had lost a

«l;irHi!g child, and who was again to pass through the swell-

ing of the great waters, thus addresses himself concerning

Ufath and sorrow

:

I agree entirely vdWi what you have said of death in your last letter;

f.ut at the same time I know well that the Crst touch of his hand is

cold, and that he comes to us, as the rest of God's angels do, in dis-

i^'uise. But we are enabled to see his face fully at last, and it is that of

a seraph. So it is with all. Disease, poverty, death, sorrow all come

to us with unbenign countenances ; but from one after another the mask

falls ofl, and we behold faces v.hich retain the glory and the calm of

li'tving looked in the face of God. To me, at least, your bereavement

1>.^ come with the softest step and the most hallowed features, for it has

opened a new channel for my love to flow toward you in. • • • Itisthere-

l^iit no idle form when I tell you to lean on God. I know that it is

n.-eJlcss to say this to you, but I know also that it is always sweet and

consoling to have our impulses seconded by the sympathy of our friends.

We all are tall enough to reach God's hand,

The angels are no taller.

I could not restrain my tears when I read what you say of the living

tiiiiigs all around the cast mantle of your child. It is strange, almost

awful, that, when this great miracle has been performed for us, nature

is'-.vfs no sign. >^ot a bee stints his hum, the sun shines, the leaves glis-

l''n, the cock crow comes from the distance, the flies buzz into the room,

••!id yet perhaps a minute before the most immediate presence of God of

which we can conceive was filling the whole chamber, and opening its

irms to " suffer the little ones to come unto him."
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The filial love and reverence that a child owes to a worthy

parent Lowell has expressed in lines which fairly throb with

warm and deep ajffection. His portrait of his father is as

unstudied as it is delightful, but want of space forbids its pres-

entation here. The manner in which scholars gather knowl-

edge by processes of accretion Lowell has indicated with his

accustomed freshness and originality :

If you had cast about for a hard question to ask me, you could not

have been more successful than in desiring my advice as to a course of

reading. I suppose that very few men who are bred scholars ever think

of such a thing as a course of reading after their Freshman year in col-

lege. Their situation tlirows books constantly in their way, and they

select by a kind of instinct the food which will suit their m?ntal diges-

tion, acquiring knowledge insensibly, as the earth gathers soil. This

was wholly the case with myself.

Having been taken to task for entertaining the principles of

an abolitionist, and in like manner having been accused of

one-sidedncss, Lowell thus proceeds to defend himself

:

There is one abolitionist, at least, who seldom lets slip any opportu-

nity against any institution which seems to him to stand in the way of

freedom. Absolute freedom is what I want—for the body first, and

then for the mind. For the body first, because it is easier to make men

conscious of the wrong of that grosser and more outward oppression,

and, after seeing that, they will perceive more readily the less palpable

chains and gags of tyranny.

That erratic, irresponsible, iconoclastic free lance of letters,

Edgar Allan Foe, who ran atilt at most of Ids fellow-writers

in his own day, did not permit Lowell to escape. In common

with Longfellow and others already eminent in literature, Poe

accused Lowell of plagiarism. Lowell thus repels the charge

:

Poe, I am afraid, is wholly lacking in that element of manhood

which, for want of a better name, we call "character." It is sometliing

quite distinct from genius—though all great geniuses are endowed with

it. . . . As I prognosticated, 1 liave made Poe my enemy by doing him a

service. Poe wishes to kick down the ladder by which he rose.' He is

welcome. But he does not attack me at a weak point. He probably

cannot conceive of anybody's writing for anything but a newspaper

reputation, or for postluinious fame, which is but the same thing magni-

fied by distance. I have ijuite other aims.

In this same letter, from which the foregoing quotatiun is
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made, Lowell permits us to look for a inomcnt into the depths

of bis heart, where he reveals his intense longing for syrn-

nathy and love. Could we gaze below the cold exterior of

many a person whose pathway for an instant crosses our own,

we doubtless would be astonished to learn how, in the largest

and purest natures, this yearning for human fellowship rises

into a very passion. Lowell's conception of the office of a

poet was a lofty one. His charming and beautiful prose did

not possess in his own eyes a hundredth part of the value of

his poetry. His desire was to live and be remembered by

what he had done in the poetic field. He was conscious of his

liigh calling, and attained to rare moments of prophetic power

and vicarious suffering :

My calling is clear to me. I am never lifted up to any peak of vision

—and momeuts of almost fearful inward illumination I have sometimes

— but that, when I look down in hope to see some valley of the Beautiful

Mountains, I behold nothing but blackened ruins ; and the moans of the

downtrodden the world over—but chiefly here in our own land—come

up to my ear, instead of the happy songs of the husbandmen reaping

snd binding the sheaves of light; yet these, too, I hear not seldom.

Tlien I feel how great is the office of poet, could I but even dare to hope

to fill it.

The mutual helpfulness which lies at the foundation of all

true democracy is not always recognized, particularly by those

who, because of birth, training, and education, should be first

to embody in their own lives the fact that noblesse oblige. But
with Lowell democracy in its widest and truest sense was

almost a religion. All great genius has been allied with a

youthful temperament that never aged. In fact, genius itself,

'^ a subtle prophylactic against time, is a preservative of the

finiple beliefs, elasticity, and fire of youth, to which the vision

of the world is ever fair and bright. Whatever epigraphs

time may score upon the brow, or howsoever upon hollow^

temples he may dust his rime, genius permits no wrinkles to

tome upon the heart. The selfsame hopefulness and high-

iieartedness of early years are borne lightly onward to the

very end of life. It was so with Lowell.

How much a matter of conscience Lowell's antislavery senti-

ments were may be discovered from the fact that he was re-

hict:int to take pay for the articles which, he produced in behalf
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of the cause so dear to his heart. Whatever the acknowledged

charms of Lowell the author—and they are many—they were

eclipsed by the charming personality of Lowell the man. It

siuoild -e.^fei' he thus. The writer who is not greater than his

writings is a kind of on inipostor^ for'tie creates in thfJininds

of others a false conception of himself. That Lowell never

lost a friend who really knew him need not be regarded as sur-

prising. " If I did not think that I were better than my
books,'' he says, " I should never dream of writing another."

He cherished a perpetual and consuming desire to fulfill the

expectations of his friends. ITc knew that they anticipated

great things for him, and ho set about to realize these anticipa-

tions. At the same time he felt that his poetical power

and skill were increasing, and he looked into the future with

the resilience of hope based upon praiseworthy performance.

His never-failing kindliness of heart and invincible good hu-

mor helped him over not a few of the rough places of life.

He was able to see the humorous side of almost everj' situation,

so that ditFiculties which would have dismayed man}-- another

man were for him miniiied to the vanishing point. IS^or was he

afraid of dealing with some of the most perplexing of the eth-

ical problems of the world. He looked upon human nature

with a clear and tolerant eye, and he never despaired of the

ultimate elevation of humanity. His attitude toward the x\u-

thor of the Christian faith was one of deepest reverence and

unchanging love.

Death was not idle in the poet's life. His dear children

were taken from him, one by one—with the exception of his

daughter Mabel—and all too soon his beautiful and beloved

wife. In the loss of the latter Lowell drank of the bitterest

cup that can be pressed to the lips of man. She was a frag-

ile creature of fire and dew, and the end approached so insid-

iously under cover of a constitutional delicacy of health that it

took the poet by a heartbreaking surprise. This great sorrow

wore him down, but his faith and resignation rose triumphant

above the affliction.

In the opening months of 1S55 he was elected to a profess-

orship in Ilarvaid College—a chair which had previously

been oceupiud by Ticknor and Longfellow. Lowell entered
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upon the duties of his new position on his return from Europe,

iu 1S56. He continued in this relation for twenty years. In

1S57 lie also became editor of the Atlantic Montfdy, " sitting

ill the seat of the scorncr," as he expressed it, for four consec-

utive years. At the end of this period he became associated

with Charles Eliot Norton in the joint editorship of the JVortk

American Review. During the soul-trying years of our civil

war his was a puissant voice lifted in defense of the Union.

The mounting fire and passion of his patriotism culminate in

the splendid '' Commemoration Ode," which seems to have

been written with his very heart's blood. Lowell was always

}>lca3ed at any recognition of his work as a poet. He felt that

he had in liim all the elements of the highest poetical achieve-

ments, and in consequence looked with a certain dissatisfaction

upon his best productions as falling far below his own ideal

of excellence and of possibility. He wtis always conscious, also,

notwithstanding the general buoyancy of his nature, that upon

liim, as upon all great sensitive souls, pressed the inescapable

iccttschnierz which haunts these years of time.

Many of Lowell's utterances might pass current as prov-

erbs, so trenchant are they and bite with such power into

the memory

:

He cannot be a wise man who never says a foolish thing, and, indeed,

I go further, and affirm that it takes a wise man to say a foolish

tiling. . . . \^*e never find out on how many iusiguiiicant points we
liave fastened the subtile threads of association— which is almost love

\^ith sanguine temperaments—till we are forced to break them. . . .

We shall never feather our nests from the eagles we have let fly. ... It

is splendid, as girls say, to dream backward so. One feels as if he
were a poet, and one's own Odyssey sings itself in one's blood as he
^'alks. . . . "What a web a man can spin out of his life, if a man be only

u genius. ... I have discovered that it is almost impossible to learn

all about anything unless indeed it be some piece of ill luck, and then
»'ne has the help of one's friends. . . . But let us have a cheerful con-

fidence that we are worth damning, for that implies a chance also of

f-oiuothing better. ... I believe it one of the most happy things in the

^orld, as we grow older, to have as many ties as possible with whatever
1"* best in our own past, and to be pledged as deeply as may be to our
'>wn youth. . . , That friendship should be able to endure silence with-
<''ut suspicion is the surest touchstone of its sufllcicncy. ... I have
u.ways believed that a man's fate is born with hiui, and that he cannot
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escape from it nor greatly modify it—and that consequently everyone

^^\s. in the long run exactly what he deserves, neither more nor less. . .

If a man does anything good, the world always finds it out, sooner or

later; and if he doesn't, why, the world finds that out, too—and ought

to. . . . Women need social stimulus more than we [men]. They con-

tribute to it more, and their magnetism, unless drawn oil by the natural

conductors, turns inward and irritates. . . . I look upon a belief as noLc-

the worse, but rather the better, for being hereditary, prizing as I du

whatever helps to give continuity to the being and doing of man ami

an accumulated force to his character. . . . They go about to prove to

me from a lot of nasty savages that conscience is a purely artificial

product, as if that wasn't the very wonder of it. What odds whether

it is the thing or the aptitude that is innate ? What race of beasts ever

got one up in all their leisurely a'ons? ... I don't care where the

notion of immortality came from. If it sprang out of a controlliDs:

necessity of our nature, some instinct of self-protection and preservation.

like the color of some of Darwin's butterflies, at any rate it is there and

as real as that, and I mean to hold it fast.

The unfolding of a commandijig intellect always presents a

fascinating study, and hence the writer of these lines has pur-

posely lingered over the earlier portion of Lowell's life as we

find it expressed in his letters. His high place as a poet is so

widely recognized that no words in emphasis of that fact are

needed here. As a critic lie brought to hear upon his task a

kindly disposition, a culture broad and exact, and a catholicity

of taste equaled only by the acumen of his mind. His per-

ception of high qualities seemed to be instinctive. The slasli-

ing, swashbuckling style of criticism which prevailed about

the middle of tlie present century Lo%Vell w^holly eschewe'J.

and perhaps for the first time on this side of the Atlanti'j

there was apparent an earnest and painstaking eifort to ascer-

tain the real content of a piece of literary art. Over all li-s

writing, likewise, in whatever kind, there played an evci

various and subtle humor like iridescent light.

(^pA/y.r^^i^ fvj' r^/xKAi^eu^
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

The New York Observer wisely says:

Criticism of a sort must be ; but the proper spirit of Scripture study is indicated

iu the words that John Bro\v!i, when in prison, wrote in the Bible, which, just

t>ofore his execution, he gave to a friend : "There is no commentary in the world

so good in order to a right understanding of this blessed Book as an honest, child-

like, and teachable spirit."

Of a certain professor's mechanical comments or Stedmau's

American Antliology, a literary critic writes :

It is very wonderful to see how a statistician, who has stumbled into the Chair

of Literature instead of that of Agricultural Ciiemistry, which he might conceiv-

ably have adorned, can produce a quantitative instead of a qualitative analysis, as

the thing which it behooves to be done. 77te ultbnate moral scons to be that a man
lifuh an ininsnal decree of saise in o}-J(r to trmt himself in ajMsition in which no-

'/-/•Ty can " talk bad: " to him, on the papal throjie, in the pulpit, on the bench, or in

a /o-o/essor's choir. When he does not exhibit that eminence of wisdom we see

«hat happens to him. Upon a mind not apparently extraordinary from the first,

the habitual practice of telling boys, without fear of contradiction, things which
are either irrelevant or "not so," must, in the long run, most unfavorably react.

The following brings out Carlyle's emphasis on the dignity of

work as work

:

Two men I honor, and no third. First the toilworn Craftsman that with earth-

"lade implement laboriously conquers the Earth, and makes her man's—Venerable

to me is the hard hand, crooked, coarse ; wherein notwithstanding lies a cunning

''irtue, indefeasibly royal, as of the Scepter of this Planet. Venerable too is the

r'"gged face, all weather tanned, besoiled. with its rude intelligence; for it is the

f-ice of a man living manlike. 0, but the more venerable for thy rudeness, and
*;ven because we must pity as well as love thee ! Hardly entreated Brother ! For
'^= *as thy back so bent, for us were thy straight limbs and fingers so deformed:
t.iou Wert our conscript, on whom the lot fell, and fighting our battles wert so

fiarred. Far on thee too lay a God-created Form, but it was not to bo unfolded

;

iri'.Tusted must it stand with the thick adhesions and defacements of Labor : and
'hy body, like thy soul, was not to know freedom. Yet toil on, toil on : thou art

'!» thy duty, be out of it who may; thou toilest for the altogether indispensable,
if'r daily bread. A second man 1 honor, and still more highly. Him who is seen
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toiling for the spiritually indispensable; not daily bread, but the bread of Life.

Is not he too in Ins duty-, endeavoring—towaid inward Harmony; revealiiii;

this, by act or by word, through all his outv\ard endeavors, be they high or low y

Highest of all, when his outward and his inward endeavor are one : when we can

name him Artist; not earthly Craftsman only, but inspired Thinker, v\ho wi:!»

heaveu-madft implement conquers Heaven for us ! \i the poor and humble loU

that we have Food, must not the high and glorious toil for him in return, that ho

have Light, have Guidance, Freedom, Immortality ?—These two, in all their de-

grees, I honor ; all else is chaff and dust, which let the wind blow whither it li.-ttih

—Unspeakably touching is it, however, when I find both dignities united, and l.e

that must toil outwardly for the lowest of man's wants, is also toiling inwarviiv

for the highest—Sublimer in this world know I nothing than a Peasant i^aint,

could such now anywhere be met with—Such a one will take thee back toXazart'tli

itself; thou wilt see the splendor of Heaven spring forth from the humblest

depths of Earth, like a light shining in great darkness.

STED3IAN'S VIEWS AND VALUATIONS.*

Mr. Stedmax's "Introduction" is far from being the least

valuable part of the volume which contains his compilation of

the choicest and most typical examples of the poetry of the

English tongue \vritten by American authors between 1787 and

1890 ; although the collection itself is judiciously regarded a>

"the most authoritative, catholic, and sensitive exposition that

has been made, or that is likely to be made, of American verst-

for the period which it covers." As compared Avith his previ-

ous volume, A Victorian Antliology, Mr. Stedmau thinks that.

if that collection of verse from the poets of England exceeds in

wealth of choice production, this anthology of the writings of

the poets of America may neveitheless prove to be, from an

equally vital point of view, the more significant of the two. In

amplification of which opinion he says:

Our own poetry excels as a recognizable Toice in utterance of the emotions of a

people. The storm and stress of youth have been upon us, and the nation has not

lacked its lyric cry ; meanwhile the typical sentiments of piety, domesticity, free-

dom have made our less impassioned verse at least sincere. One who underrates

the significance of our literature, prose or verse, as both the expression and ti.e

stimulant of national feeling, as of import in the past and to the future of Amerii.t,

and therefore of the world, is deficient in that critical insight which can juike

even of its own day unwarped by personal taste or deference to public impression.

He shuts his eyes to the fact that at times, notably throughout the years resultiiv^

in the Civil War, this literature has been a "force." Its verse, until the dooii-

Dance of prose fiction—that is well into the seventies—formed the staple oi

An American Anthology, by Edmund Clarence Stedmau. Houghton, MitWin &

Co., Boston. Trice, cloth, $3. See Book Notices.
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current reading ; and fortunate it was— while pirated foreign writings, sold cheaply

everywhere, handicapped the evolution of a native prose school—that the books

of tlie elder Ainericau poets lay on the center tables of our households and were

read with eager zest by old and young. They were not the fosterers of new-world

i;i,ortv and aspiration solely ; beyond this, in the case of Longfellow, for example)

the legends read between the lines made his verse as welcome in Great Britain

t.6 among his own countryfolk. The criterion of poetry is not its instant vogue

^^ilh the ill-informed classes; yet when it is the utterance of an ardent people, as

i:i the works of Longfellow, Bryant, Emerson, Lowell, Whittier, it once more

assumes its rightful place as the art originative of belief and deed. Emerson pre-

^u:ntcd such a union of spiritual and civic insight with dithyrambic genius as may

not be seen again. His thought is now congenital throughout vast reaches,

anion"- new peoples scarcely conscious of its derivation. Longfellow and liis

pupils, for their part, excited for our people the old-world sense of beauty and

romance, until they sougiit for a beauty of their own and developed a rew literary

ni.muer—touched by that of the motherland, yet with a difference. In Bryant,

often pronounced cold and granitic by readers bred to the copious-worded verse of

iijodorn times, is found the large imagination that befits a progenitor. It was

stirred, as that of no future American can be, by his observation of pruneval

nature. He saw her virgin mountains, rivers, forests, prairies broadly, and his

vocabulary, scant and Doric as it was, proved sufficient for nature's elemental bard.

His master may have been Wordsworth, but the difference between the two is that

of the prairie and the moor, Ontario and "Windermere, the Hudson and the Wye.

From " Thanatopsis " in his youth to " The Flood of Years " in his hoary age, Bryant

vsui conscious of the overstress of nature unmodified by human occupation and

tiaining. . . . The Etsthetic note of poetry was restored by Longfellow, in his

Vcrgilian ofEce, and by Edgar Poe with surer magic and endurance. . . . The

7K)!emic work of Whittier, Lowell, and their allies illustrates the applied force of

lyrical expression. . , . Poe's renaissance of art for beauty's sake, and Vv'hitmau's

revolt against social and literary traditions were in full accord with the modern

spirit. The academic vantage no less held its ovra with Parsons and Holmes

as iiiaintainers—the former our purest classicist, and a translator equaled only by

I'ayard Taylor. The stately elegance of Parsons limited his audience, yet perfected

the strength of his ode " On a Bust of Dante," than which no finer lyric ennobles this

collection. Holmes's grace, humor, contemporaneousness, brought him into favor

ajain and again, and the closing days of a sparkling career were the most zestful

U<r the acknowledged master of new "architects of airy rhyme" on each side of

the Atlantic. In Lowell, the many-sided, the best equipped, and withal the most

sfKjoianeous of these worthies, their traits were combined. Xever was there a

S'inger at once so learned and so unstudied ; no other American took the range

that lies between the truth and feeUng of his dialect verse and the height of his

ii'itional odes.

Of the poetry produced in the period since the Civil War it

is Knid that, thougli having less to do with public tendencies and

t' vents, it has had " none the less a force of its OM-n; that of the

Wauty and enliglitenment which shape the ground for larger

oflices hereafter, by devotees possibly no more gifted than their
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forbears, yet farther up tlie altar steps," After referring to tin-

effective lyrics of Poe, to Emerson's translimury spirit, to Loiii:-

fellow as the people's artist of the beautiful, and to Whittier a>

a born ballaJist, Stedman, ^vhile not specifying the chief writer.^

of our later period, many of whom are still -with us, says:

As the couutry lias grown, the Eastern soug-belt has widened, and othir

divisions have found voice. The middle "West quiclcly had poets to depict ii-

broad and plenteous security ; and more lately very original notes have coii:l'

from territory bordering upon the Western Lakes. The Pacific coast and tli>.-

national steppes and ranges as yet scarcely have found adequate utterance, thougii

not without a few open-air minstrels. Dialect and folklore verse represents tlio

new South ; its ahuiidant talent has been concerned otherwise with prose romance;

jet the song of one woman, in a border State, equals in beauty that of any recent

lyrist. Some poets of this period have gone who should have died hereafter.

Sill was a sweet and wise diviner, of a type with Clough and Arnold. O'Reilly is

zealously remembered, both the poet and the man. In Emma Lazarus a star

went out, the western beacon of her oriental race. When Sidney Lanier died,

not only the South that bore him, but the country and our English rhythm under-

went the loss of a rare being—one who was seeking out the absolute harmony,

and whose experiments, incipient though they were, were along the pathways of

discovery. Eugene Field's departure lessened our laughter, wit, and tears, hi

the present year, Hovcy, whom the nevr century seemed just ready to place amoii"

its choristers, was forbidden to outlive the completion of the intensely lyrical

" Taliesin," his melodious swan-song.

"Were Stedman writing now, he miglit add regret for the mucli-

deplored premature departure of that charming and vigorous

writer, a contributor to this Review, Maurice Thompson, the

author of that popular book, Alice of Old Vincennes, who has

stood at the head of poetic celebrants of forest archery, fishing,

and other outdoor sports, but whose later work broadened into

larger ranges—the gallant Confederate soldier who shows him-

self as the friend of freedom in " A Creole Slave-song " and

"Lincoln's Gra^e," and as a })atriot, a passionate, proud patriot,

in that most stirring poem " The Lion's Cub"—a poem not un-

worthy to be put by this nation, in these days of Anglo-Saxon

"expansion" and so-called "imperialism," side by side with

Kipling's " The White Man's Burden," the one a message of

glorious incitement, tlie other of grim and solemn admonition.

As for poetry, Mr. Stedman thinks it the last of all the aris

to which the word "lost" can be applied. It is sure to be a

perennial product of human nature, and no century can claim

supereminence as the poetic age. And as for America, with all

her brawn and force, so far from having |)assed a poetic eli-
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luacteric, she is only enteriug upon her song. The instinctive

tense of beauty is more in evidence among ns every year. In

other centuries and lands the culmination of imaginative litera-

ture has more than once been found in the poetic drama, and as

vol, Mr. Stedman says, there has been little of the indubitably

.lr;iinatic in our rhythmical production, a token that our culmina-

tion is before and not behind. This seasoned and sagacious

liaruspice, whose searching fingers are familiar with the vitals of

literature, believes that the height of utterance in Shakespeare's

mode and tongue is not in the past, but is still to be attained

\)V us. Looking before and after, the talk of literary atrophy

seems childish to him, especiall}' -when he remembers what life-

less, unproductive, songless stretches preceded the Miltouic and

the Georgian outbursts.
,
He thinks the present pause in high

{)oetic products is innocuous and a safeguard against cloying, a

rest in which force is accumulating, and he notes that our new-

tledged genius is not listless but is testing its wings in fields

outside the poetic hedgerows. His prognosis is that " in the

near future the Avorld, and surely its alertest and most aspiring

• ountry, will not lack poets." Having brought to these pages,

largely in his own words, some of the views and valuations

'jiven by Stedman in the Introduction to his American An-
(f>olo(fi/^ a more distinct notice of the work itself will seek to

present its merits among our Book Notices.

FRENCH PROSPECTS.

Why does a retired sea-captain say: " People going to Europe
often ask me which is the best line to take. I tell them to take

any line except the French; if there were a Spanish or an Ital-

ian line I should also except it"? What means the European
'i'.n.vim, "Do not trust a Frenchman with a ship or a horse;" am^
^'- Ity are the grooms and jockeys of Paris, as a rule, not French
"-r Italian, but English or Irish? Does it indicate a lack of re-

•"Jiiree, a want of nerve and grip and grit in the French charac-

^••r? Ships and horses are among the things which bring men
"itu sudden emergencies where safety depends on alertness,

f'Toinptitude, coolness, courage, and swift decisive vigor. The
'I'U'stion is not unnatural whether men who are not good at

!''ian.iging ships or mastering horses are competent to guide a

'..'''Vtrnnient, when the elements to be controlled are like wild
10
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horses and surrounding conditions are like the surging sea; and

this is one reason why the prospects of the French Repuhlie

have been considered dubious and debatable.

Of the families into which the Caucasian race is divided,

the Teutonic and the Anglo-Saxon, with their affiliated. Celts,

have been charged with unduly and unkindly disparaging the

Latin nations; but is it possible to find one intelligent person

who expects the course of world history to be controlled or

largely influenced in the twentieth century by either the Span-

iards, the Italians, or the French ? And is it not quite impossi-

ble to avoid noticing that in this division and eniumeration,

" Latin nations " is pretty nearly synon^^Tiious with Ronmn
Catholic, while, on the other hand, Father Brian J. Clinch, in a

recent issue of the American Catholic, Quarterly Beviexo, shows

that Teutonic and Anglo-Saxon are nearly equivalent to Protes-

tant—less than ten per cent of the Roman Catholics of the worli]

being found in English-speaking lands, while in Germany and

Holland also their numbers steadily diminish. That the Roman-
ized Latin nations are not among the strongest and sturdiest is

so plain as to be beyond dispute.

Another fact of some impoi'tance is that the French Repulilic

is not so well built for stability in its constitution as our own.

In its construction it is far from being so perfect a model of

free institutions as ours. It is not so well safeguarded from cor-

ruption and abuses, gives more scope to the exercise of arbitrary

power, and is more liable to be overthrown by some ambition-;

and unscrupulous coiq) iVitat like that of Louis Napoleon. In-

deed, France, though nominally republican, is less essentially

republican than is monarchical England, and the liberal pojui-

lar spirit of English government is at this very time notably evi-

denced by its allowing the establishment of an imperium in

imperio in the organization of the Australian Federation with .i

construction modeled largely upon that of the L'"nited States.

Thoughtful patriots in France are not without misgivin-j-^

and apprehensions. In the end of the nineteenth century, t^v*

anxious and unhopeful French books invited attention to tin"

plight, and discussed the ]>rospocts, of France, TJie Cause of

Anglo-Saxon Supcrioriti/, by Edward Demolins, and 7'/":

JJisease of Democracy^ by Gaston Desehami^s. These writrr<

describe the present generation of Frenchmen as destitute "^

reverence, believing nothing, and respecting nothing, treat inLr
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gravest problems flippantly, lacking self-control and intlepeud-

i-nco, truthfulness and manliness. Demolins and Descbamps

(U'plore the decadence, physical, mental, and moral, which is

rnaiiifest in the pitiable incapacity of the average young French-

man to hold his own in the struggle for life and success, his

ciiildish want of enterprise and his persistent looking to "gov-

irnmeut " to do something for him—a decadence manifest also

in a literature base with degraded conceptions of humanity, in-

dated with insane egotism, sickly with morbid fatalism, bitter

witli cynicism, and leprous with licentiousness, as well as in a

journalism which represents the triumph of scandal and sensa-

tion, and in public enterprises mismanaged b}' incompetence and

moth-eaten by jobbery.

One distinct note in the warning appeal of these two honest

publicists is the cry for capable leadership which is heard in

nt'^charaps's dedication of his book " to all Frenchmen who
sull'er in the present and are anxious for the future, to the great

riiinister Ave cannot find, and the statesman for wliom we are

waiting"—which recalls the poet's cr}-, "Ah God, for a man
V. ith heart, head, hands, like some of the simple groat ones,

HOIK' forever and forever by, one still, strong man in a blatant

land I" Doubtless one towering man of rugged virtue, dogged
^corruptibility, and uncommon sense, if ni place and power,

might do much for France; yet, in addition to the difficulty of

finding such a one, salvation by the virtue and valor of a single

iiian is an idea somewhat mediaeval and monarchical. If the

iicpublic is to endure, even such men as Demolins and Des-

tliainps must learn that democracies prosper and are stable, not
'0 much by the overmastering dominance of one superior per-

f'onaliiy, as by the intelligence, sober-mindedness, honesty, and
hoinoly virtues of the multitude—that the power which makes a

rvpublic safe is "the common sense of most," holding fretful,

lukle, and turbulent elements in awe.

The most serious thing, after all, in the alarm sounded by
those writers, is that the real ground for their ajiprehensions

^<-enis to lie somewhere in the French character. They show us

^ nation so superficial that no amount of sore suffering, in con-

"••'pience of its own wild excesses and tragic follies, iias sufficed

t" ^<>lomnize its mind; a people engaging Avith boundless esprity

^''rvf^elan in plays and pastimes, but deficient in the strength
an<i earnestness demanded by serious affairs. "When a people, sxir-
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rounded by the inciting examples; and pusliing rivalries of strin-

uous nations, arc content with the role of cook, caterer, costunifr,

and comedian to civilization, applying their creative genius to thr

invention of fashion plates and operettas and their critical facul-

ties to judging of the flavor of sauces, bouquet of wines, wract-

of gowns, charms of actresses, and etiquette of the duel, theiv

must be some lack of great and noble qualities. In the liifht

of history, what is the probable forecast of the horoscope of a

people whose mirth seems more light-headedness than iiolit-

heartedness, whose laughter resembles the crackling of thorns

under a pot tilled with the " brewed enchantments" of Comus,

whose breath reeks of cognac and absinthe, who care less fur

purity and principle than that life be made vivacious, piquant,

and sensational, who do not miiid what threatening thunders

mutter around Sinai's rocking dill's provided the boulevards an-

brilliant and the gardens gay ? Mrs. BroAvning noticed in thf

life of the Parisians a pervading artificiality, as intimated when

she wrote of

The glittering boulevards, the white colonnades,

Of fair fantastic Paris, who wears trees

Like plumes as if man niade them, spire and tower

As if they had grown by nature ; tossing up

Her fountains iu the sunshine of the squares

:

—a city whose people, Avith consummately confusing art, trans-

pose the order of realities, giving a theatrical falsity to life by

making the artificial seem natural and the natural appear as if

it were artificial. One reason why the French praise Poe ex-

travagantly is that he and his characters are artificial like them-

selves. Clara Morris, herself an actress, thinks that Bootli'^

assassination of Lincoln was inspired partly by the natural

vanity of an actor who craves dramatic situations iu real lifo.

Among the French a passion for the theatrical often appears,

even in their way of transacting the sober and momentous busi-

ness of life, as if they imagined themselves on the stage and in

the glare of the footlights. In their action there is no littlr

acting, and French history, in a degree exceeding any other, lui-

been characterized by comedy culminating frequently in traged\

.

Carlyle, searching for the secret of this reign of insincerity and

make-believe, of polite perfid}' and debonair duplicity, goes back

to the sixteenth -^entury and v.'rites :
" France, with its koe!i

intellect, saw the truth and was within a hair's breadth of hi--
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coming Protestant; but France saw fit to massacre Protestant-

ism, and end it at the bidding of the execrable Charles XI, on

the night of St. Bartholomew, 1572. The genius of Fact and

Veracity accordingly -withdrew, was staved off, got kept away

for two hundred years."

But whatever be the origin and causes of the faults and frail-

tics which Demolins and Deschamps describe in their fellow-

countrymen, there is no denying that a population Avhich shows

a want of mental and moral soundness, a population liable to

paroxysms of emotional insanity and capable of such a volcanic

explosion of popular passion as the French Revolution, fur-

nishes a precarious foundation for a form of government which

preeminently depends for its safety on a high average of pei--

sonal character and wisdom in its citizens.

The task of maintaining a republic in France resembles, not

so faintly as we could wish, the problem of making a lightliouse

stand firm amid the fury of the waves off Cape Hatteras; and

no engineers have yet been able to build one which could with-

stand the sweep of the surges across the Diamond Shoals.

Nevertheless we think a more hopeful feeling is warranted than

that which depresses the French writers whose fears have been

referred to. To begin with, there is encouragement in the fact

that the French Republic has stood for thirt}^ years in spite of

the intrigues of royalists, Bonapartists, clericals, and Bonlangists,

whose triumph would have meant its downfall and the ruin of

French liberties. It has been fortunate in the feebleness and

mutual jealousies of the various hereditary claimants to the

throne. The danger from militarism is far less than in the days

of Marshal MacMahon's presidency, and the prestige of the

array has been so diminished by the exj)Osures and humiliations

of the Dreyfus trial that the supremacy of the civilian is more
than ever assured. And that shameful drama of calumny, in-

trigue, and perjury was not without other benefits, for, as

Demolins says, the Dreyfus affaire, with its startling revela-

tions of corruption and raising of sharp ethical issues, forced

the nation back into moral life, so that, "to the surprise of

Europe, France for the first time in fifteen years became serious."

Doubtless the Parisian populace is capricious, volatile, frivo-

lous, and Baron von Humboldt wrote truly that " Frivolity

undermines all morality and permits no deep thought or pure

feelino; to germinate; in a frivolous soul nothinir can emanate
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from principle, and sacrifice and self-conquest are out of ili,,.

question." But against giddy and passionate Paris there is

much, steadying ballast in the hard-working and frugal, ovi !>.

though unintelligent, peasantry of the provinces, who mosilv

paid out of their hard earnings the indemnity exacted by Ger-

many after the Franco-Prussian war. One encouraging fat i

is that the government is to-day in the hands of the nio.-t

virile, brainy, and sturdy class, the upper working class, knowi:

as the haute bourgeoisie. To this class belong President J.ou-

bet, and Premier Waldeck-Rousseau and his cabinet, and tlif

members of the legislature, as also the bankers, lawyers, physi-

cians, merchants, and authors, indeed the strong successful men

in every department. The control is not likely to be wrenohe<l

from their stout muscular grip by feebler hands. It is not

encouraging to hear Brunetiere condemning the French govern-

ment for its anti-clericalism, saying, " You cannot be at once auti-

Catholic and French;" but Yves Guyot speaks for a fast-grow-

ing sentiment when he says that the need of the situation is an

open rupture with the Vatican and that France be de-Catholi-

cized. France needs to be less exclusively French, more cosmo-

politan in her intelligence, comprehending better the character

and ideals of her neighbors. With all their psychological aeute-

ness, the French fail to understand the ethical seriousness of

sturdier peoples. A Frenchman called the TCnglish *' insular,"'

but it is the French who insulate themselves and alienate

themselves from neighboring nations, from Gennany on the

east by bitter animosity, and from Great Britain on the west

by suspicion and aversion.

Most of all, France needs that Gospel which was massacred

and exiled with the Huguenots, that grace which teaches men

that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, they should live

soberly, righteously, godly in this present world. She will not

work out her salvation until she does more fearing and trem-

bling in the august presence of the moralities and sanctities oi

existence. Amid much darkness she could find her path to peaee

and power and permanence by the radiant light of the illumined

face of Robert W. ]McAll, the evangelist of the JTission Popn-

laire, who entered France with the Gospel of the Huguenots,

though with oidy so much knowledge of French as enabled him

to sav to the wretched [)uor of Paris, "God loves you—I love

you !"
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THE ARENA.

IS CHRISTIANITY IX A STATE OF DECLINE OR OF TRANSITION?

In a recent issue of the North Ainerkan Revkio Dr. Briggs seems to

liave taken the attitude that the apparent decline in Church membership

and attendance is due to a revolt from official orthodoxy, and that it

not only does not indicate any real decline of faith in the essentials of

Clnistiauity but is rather "an evidence that Christianity is in a state of

transition . . . from an untenable position of exaggerated dogma to a

truer and stronger position." Commenting upon Dr. Briggs's position

the Beview for November, 1900, says: "The charge that this i onattend-

hiice upon Christian Churches is a revolt from the preaching of orthodoxy

is easily answered by a reference to the fact that there is no manifest

tendency to increased attendance on the services of those who are desig-

nated as liberal Christians, The Universalist and Unitarian Churches,

according to the theory set forth by Dr. Briggs, should be crowded and

should oTOw with great rapidity. But investigation \<\\\ show that such

is not the case. The large congregations and the attendance on general

religious services will be found more widely prevalent in tlie orthodox

Churches than elsewhere."

We write not to support the contention of Dr. Briggs, but only to

.show that it is not so " easily answered." The suggestion that, if there

were any such transition as Dr. Briggs describes it would be manifested

in the rapid growth of the Universalist and Unitarian Churches assumes

that these bodies occupy the "truer and stronger position" toward

which it is claimed Christianity is tending. That Dr. Briggs would

accept this assumption we very much doubt. A careful analysis of the

present tendency of advanced theological thought will show that it is

not in the direction of Universalism or Unitarianism; and that it is

much too broad to find its goal within the limits of these narrow sects.

The dislike for official orthodoxy to which Dr. Briggs refers is a revolt

from exaggerated dogma and narrow sectarianism. But the Universalist

aud Unitarian Churches are as dogmatic and sectarian as any of the

orthodox denominations, and much more so tiian some of them. It is

true that Universalists and Unitarians are "designated as liberal Chris-

tians." But it is only because they have been bold enough to call them-

selves such. As a matter of fact they are less liberal than the liberal

wing of the orthodox Churches. Hence, if it is true that the tendency

toward liberal Christianity is the cause of the decline of attendance

upon orthodox Churches, it does not necessarily follow that the Uui-

Vi-r.-^alist and Unitarian Churches would show a corresponding gain in

th< ir congregations and membership ; for those who are led to revolt
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from the preaching of orthodoxy may not only remain Christians but

evangelicals, as well.

There is a growing feeling in our day that evangelical Christianity

does not depend for its life upon the literal truthfulness or infallibility of

the orthodox creeds; and there is a manifest tendency in orthodox

Churches either to revise the creeds or to hold them less dogmatically.

If Dr. Briggs bus not overestimated the magnitude of the revolt from

orthodoxy and the influence which such a revolt is exerting in the

"transformation of the dogmas of the Church," the result of the transi-

tion to vsrhich he refers will be the revision of the orthodox creeds

as they now exist in the thought and teaching of the Church, rather

than the triumph of Universalism and Unitarianism over evangelical

Christianity.

It can hardly be hoped that Christianity will outlive the Church.

But the power of the Church to adapt itself to changed conditions and

to keep abreast with the progress of human knowledge is proved by his-

tory. The ideal of Christendom is not " absence of Church attendance "

or a Churchlcss Christianity, but is rather a Church united in spirit,

broad and liberal enough in form to include all Christians within its

fold, and progressive enough to expand with man's ever-widening view of

divine revelation. The evangelical idea which recognizes the various

denominations as branches of the one Church comes nearest to this

ideal. E. F. Roe.

Lacon^ III.

"THE RELIGION OF CHILDHOOD."

A REMARKABLE article upon the above subject, from the pen of Dr.

J. A. Story, is found in the Revieir for July, 1900. Doctors Merceiu,

Hibbard, and Nadal were all sweet-spirited, lovable men whose natural

instincts would have led them to repudiate the doctrine of future pun-

ishment, or of sin in any form, or of retribution of any character; yet it

is to be doubted whether any one of them could have gotten the consent

of his mind to write such an article. The writer of this criticism upon

that article is not well up in Boston theology nor well acquainted with

the intricacies of the higher criticism, but he must believe in plain Scrip-

ture. Somehow he has been unfortunately (?) led by the Bible to believe

that "the carnal mind is enmity against God;" that even the heart of

a child is "deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked; " that

all are "by nature the children of wrath;" that "the natural man re-

ceiveth not the things of the Spirit of God; " that David supposed he

had been "shapcn in iniquity;" that Paul found a law in his members
"warring against the law" of liis mind; and that Jesus regarded it as

necessary that even such a good man as Xicodemus must experience a

new birth.

All these things have led me and multitudes of other Bible students
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to believe that at some time and in some way every child of Adam needs

to have a change of heart; that there must come a "vanishing point"

when culture or something else must make the child of nature the child

of grace. It is somewhat severe on the past to say, with Dr. Story, that

"the intelligent kindergartner of to-day who is an earnest Christian

comes nearer to finding the natural laws of the Christian life for child-

hood than all the Sunday preaching and teaching of our fathers." That

smacks of a new theology and seems to us to reflect upon the knowledge

and wisdom of Fletcher, Wesley, Ames, Simpson, and others of the

fathers who did not hold that a child of Christian parents was born ex

necessitate with a tendency to the good and only needed guiding, fos-

tering, and developing into full salvation. Is this new doctrine better

than the old ?

Nor is it true that every child is "won more by love of good than by

hatred of evil." Some may be, but many are not. The sense of danger,

even in a child, is often appealed to by the best of parents with good

effect. "By our theology and by our insistence upon this idea of con-

version we often forbid the children to come unto Christ." This is be-

cause we have not yet discovered "what we may call natural laws for

the spiritual growth of a child." Probably some Drummond or some

other kindergartner may yet discover these laws. Dr. Story may have

been misunderstood, but the trend of his article is against the fact that

we inherited from sinful Adam a tendency to sin, and that at some point

the blood of Jesus must cleanse the child from this inherited tendency.

That it may be a gradual and almost imperceptible cleansing is freely

granted, for even adults are converted without being able to tell when
the great change came. But there is, we greatly fear, a growing tend-

ency in these latter days to e.xalt culture above repentance and conver-

sion—which disposition is to be deprecated—and the article under

review goes a great way in that direction. At least so it seems to one

careful reader of the Methodist Reuieic.

While the old method of preaching has not done all that has been

desired, and while revivals have seemed to be necessary, it may be well

not to let our sympathies get the better of our judgment. Samuel was

a little slow to understand the Lord's call, and but few have such a

eall. If the " religion of childhood " can be kept in the heart the world

may not be entirely "redeemed," but it will be greatly helped. With
all of the beautiful things in the article under review this writer is in

full accord, and with many of the conclusions reached there is complete

agreement; but against the seeming teaching of natural childhood purity

^vithout added grace a protest is uttered. Revivals are good and con-

version is necessary for every descendant of Adam; parental example
and teaching, moral culture and discipline in right conduct are all in-

<5ispensable; but the line of the new birth must be crossed by every

child before he can become the child of God.
io.s Aiigeles, Cal. W. R. GooDWix.
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ATHEISM NO DISPROOF OF DIMORTALITY.

In the '• Areua" for January S. R. Reuo suggests two valuable argu-

ments for immortality, cousidered from the scientific standpoint. An-
other argument may also be offered, which should be taken in connec-
tion with the ninth point for immortality in the paper on " Science and
Immortality," in the lievkic for September, 1900, such point being that

"the existence of a First Cause presupposes immortality in man." In

connection with this it may be said that the denial of a First Cause is an
acknowledgment of human immortality. If the existence of a FirstCause
be denied

;
if all creative acts as beginnings be denied ; and if it should be

affirmed that the world is eternal, having passed successively through
vast cycles of development and change from apparent chaos to orderly

forms—which cycles ever recur, like the osOillatiou of a swinging pen-
dulum, from everlasting to everlasting—eveu then, man, the simple
spiritual element, has existed from the most distant eternity, just as has

the gold or the simple chemical element, and like the gold is destined

to exist forever. That this is true, we think, is incontrovertible, or at

least cannot be successfully denied.

If the soul has existed forever as an element in the world scheme and
has not lost its identity in all past eternity, with its many changes of

relation, from the time of the whirling fire mist to the era of the perfect

physical man. it certainly is not inconceivable that man should continue

to exist after death in new and even unsuspected relations to the uni-

verse. Moreover, even if, after all, there prove to be no God or First

Cause, still all the facts of human life—physical, mental, and moral—all

the facts of human obligation, of virtue, and of vice, together with their

recompenses, remain wholly unchanged. If a First Cause exists, but

should be destroyed, many of these facts would be lost in that de-

struction; but, if there actually be no First Cause, all these facts exist

and continue to exist irrespective of our speculations upon the subject.

And who shall deny that these facts, grounded as they assuredly are in

human consciousness, are consistent with the eternal world scheme
which is sweeping on to the consummatiou of another splendid cycle in

cosmic history—a cycle so vast as to be beyond the calculation of our

mathematics and beyond imagination.

Wisdom, whose excellent impress is stamped in all the fonns and

features of the world around us, forbids that man, her noblest work,

shall prove a sad mislit at last, stamping wisdom with the name of folly.

Power, which is everywhere exhibited in the kingdoms of this world.

forbids that man who swaj's omnipotence should, after all, prove the

weakest of the weak. And love, whose tender sympathies are so woven
into all the fabric of earthly life, forbids that man shall utterly perish

from existence and in death be robbed of all future activity and joys of

which love has dreamed. G. II. Ben^^ett.
Vi'oodburn, Ore.
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THE PROBLEMS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FOR THE MIXISTRY.

It is everywhere conceded that the close of the nineteenth century

fluds the world in a period of transition than which none in the past has

been more remarkable. National problems of a new and varied char-

acter are thrust upon us. Social questions are at the fror.t, in the

thought of large masses of people. And religious problems are none the

U-ss in evidence—indeed, they are perhaps the greatest. For, with all

the apparent unrest in the world, religion has never received more

attention than now—the attitude of some being hostile, that of others

being indifferent, and that of still others being one of profound interest

and favor.

But, if great problems affect the people generally, they none the less

afl'ect the minister, and how far the new conditions demand new methods

is a question which thoughtful Christians will do well to consider. The

first problem which the Church confronts is that of numbers. Is the

growth of Christianity to be measured by the increase of membership in

the churches ? There is a feeling widely prevalent that it is not essential

to be a Church member in order to be a Christian, in fact, that men can

be as good Christians outside the Church, and even better, than within

its pale. This is so manifest a departure from the general theory of

Christianity in the past that it needs attention on the part of the minis-

ter of the new century. Shall it be understood that only those are

Christians who are on the rolls of the Church and punctually attend the

house of God ? Or, shall we accept the theory that Christianity is

broader and includes all who are seeking a better life, whether within

the Church or out of it ?

With this is closely connected the feeling, widely prevalent, that the

conditions of Church membership should be modified, and that less

should be demanded in the way of obligation on the part of the appli-

cant for the privileges of the Church. It is well known that the Pres-

byterians make a distinction between the vows of a minister and those

of a layman. They do not require a formal assent to the "Confession

of Faith" on the part of the members of the Church, but it is required

of those who are to be public teachei-s. A desire for a shorter and a

>inipler creed, which is being expressed and now discussed in that body,

• > but the expression of a wish to make the way into the ministry as

simple as the way into Church membership. There seems to be reason

f'''r this, as one can hardly think that such a broad distinction should bo
niiide between the faith of the preacher and that of the people; and yet

'here is a widespread feeling on this matter. The thought is that the

~'rg:inizatiou of the Church in its forms of thought is too complex, and
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that there should be a return to what is characterized as "the siniplicitv

of the early Church " in this matter. The problem, therefore, of Church
membership is one that the minister must soon confront.

Ad other of the problems is that of Christian unity. The prayer oi

the Lord that his disciples might all be one is being largely apj^roved

in the thought of Christendom. There is scarcely a minister of any

Christian Church who would not hail the day when there should be such

a union of the forces of Christendom as would enable the Church to aivc

its undivided strength to its work of saving men. It is believed that

too much ellort is expended in promoting the peculiar interests of the

several denominations. There is such a tendency to build up individual

denominations, rather than the Christian life, that men are asking

whether there is not some ground on which all may unite, so as to

cause the divergences of Protestant Christendom practically to disappear.

The question with many to-day is not whether it ought to be done,

but how shall it be realized. Each one is willing to give up some-

thing, but that something is alwaj-s something indifferent and not

fundamental. When the Episcopalian can see his way clear to modify

his claims for an historic episcopacy, and the Baptist the necessity of im-

mersion as essential to entrance into the visible Church, and the Metho-

dist his peculiar form of Church organization—in short, when each one

shall be willing to make concessions, that there may be a common effort

to save men—the time of Christian unity will have come. But, as yet.

the question is one that must be confronted.

A third problem that must be considered is that of the relation of the

Church to the social movements of the world. The social question h:is

come to stay. The Church has thus far largely kept aloof from it. but

it can no longer do so. The relation of the classes and the masses,

so called, is one that will not down, and how to meet the emergencies

of the time and lead capital to perform its duties and labor to meet its

proper obligations, without the loss of self-respect ou the part of either.

must be considered. The remedy for social di-scontent must be wrought

out in the thought and life of the people, and especially under the wise

teaching and humane influence of a godly ministry.

Another practical problem v.-hich the beginning of the new century

will confront is that of methods of Christian work. Is the development

of the Churcli to be educational or revivalistic ? The method of our

fathers is largely that of expecting a sudden turn in the life of the indi-

vidual, called "conversion;" that is, entrance into the Church is a

break and a revolution in the life. Having preached the Gospel to the

people, at length, through the power of the Holy Spirit, an impression i~

made on the human soul ; there is a turning away from sin and a turn-

ing to God; there is a conscious awakening of the new life, the assurance

of the divine favor, and the man becomes a new man in Cluist Jesu-.

"When this takes place, about the same time, with a multitude of people

who are brought into the Church, it is called a revival of relicrio:i.
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Tiiere is a tendency, however, to train people up into Christianity ; to

prevent them, if possible, from going the wrong way in the start; to

bring them into the Church as seekers of religion, even before conver-

sion. Of course, this includes the operation of the Holy Spirit on the

human heart and the conscious self-surrender of the soul to God

through Christ. Is there not a tendency to dismiss the old forms ?

And in the new century will not the process of Cliurch work be largely

one of training on the part of parents and of churches in the nurture and

admonition of the Lord ?

A still further problem which we confront is that of form and ritual.

One can scarcely be blind to the fact that the tendencies in this respect,

at the close of the nineteenth century, are decidedly ritualistic. Edu-

cated people, who are called cultured, are growing to a love of decorous

services, and are unwilling to admit anything that is out of harmony

with correct taste. They are desirous that the service from beginning

to end shall be conducted with precision and beauty; in other words,

the worship of Christendom is growing to be more festhetic. Formerly,

the Presbyterian Church was probably the most simple ; now, in many

respects, their service tends gradually toward that of the Episcopal.

The Methodist Episcopal Church has ever recognized something of form

iu its worship, but the growth of the sentiment is manifest in the action

of the more recent General Conferences and in the increasing practice

of the churches.

To meet these problems our young ministers should arouse themselves.

The new century should open with new consecration on the part of

every preacher of the Gospel, especially so with those who this year take

upon themselves the vows of this high office. Consecration is itself an

element in solving such subjects. A consecrated heart almost instinct-

ively accepts the line of duty; but joined with religious consecration

should come a profound study of the conditions of the world at the pres-

ent time—material, social, political, religious. Never were broad infor-

mation, profound insight, and deep religious conviction more needed

than to-day, and we may well pray that this may be the heritage with

which our rising ministry shall begin the new century.

THE HOMILETICAL VALUE OF THE LATE REVISIOX OF THE SCRIT-

TURES.—Rom. i, 14, 15.

One instance of the homiletic value of the changes in the Revision of

ISSl is found in the insertion or omission of the article. A passage in

illustration of this point is found in Rom. i, 14, 15. The King James

version reads :
" I am debtor both to the Greeks, and to the Barbarians;

both to the wise, and to the unwi.se. So, as much as in me is, I am ready

'•J preach the Gospel to you that are at Rome also." The Revision of

IS^l translates the same passage thus: " I am debtor both to Greeks and
to Barbarians, both to the wise and to the foolish. So, as much as in me
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is, I am read}' to preach the Gospel to you also tbat are in Rome." The

significant chjinge, as found in this new translation, is the absence of the

article before the words " Greeks " and "Barbarians," the fullness of

meaning being greatly enlarged by the change.

AVe may inquire why the revisers omitted the article where the King

James version inserted it, since this is not a case of textual variation—
the manuscripts in neither case employing the article, while in the King

James version it is inserted. In answer, it may be due to the fact tlmt

the meaning and importance of the article does not seem to have been in

the mind of the early revisers, as it was with the more recent revisers: in

fact, the emphasis put by the scholarship of later years on the article has

in many cases greatly modified the meaning. It has been well suggested by

Winer that, "in the language of living intercourse it is utterly impossi-

ble that the article should be omitted where it is absolutely necessary, or

inserted where it is not required." He allows, however, that "there are

cases in which the article maj* be either inserted or omitted with equal

objective correctness; " and, while the laws governing the use and omis-

sion of the article are yet in some confusion, the general principle as

laid down by Winer prevails. Applying this principle to the text, the

following is a general analysis of the passage: It affirms, first, Paul's

recognition of obligation— "I am debtor;" second, to whom he was obli-

gated; third, his readiness to fulfill his obligation; and, fourth, the na-

ture of the obligation, namely, to preach the Gospel.

The homiletic value of the omission of the article will appear under

the second point, namely, that Paul states his obligation both to Greeks

and to Barbarians. That is, he does not say "to the Greeks," but "to

Greeks," the grammatical point involved being that the absence of the

article indicates that the noun with which it is connected is viewed in its

qualitative, rather than its individual aspect. The article as inserted in

the ordinary version indicates that Paul regards his obligation to be "to

the Greeks." In general usage the term " Greek" meant such as were

residents of Greece, or of the colonics of Greece, that is, the people who
had proceeded from the centers of Greek culture and who spoke the

Greek tongue; this would include the cities like Corinth and Ephesus,

and wherever the Greek language prevailed. The same remark would

apply to the term "Barbarians." In Greek thought all those who were

not Greeks were called by this term, however cultured they might be.

The word " Barbarian " merely meant one who spoke a language not

Greek. In this sense the cultured men among the Jews and Asiatic

races generally would be so designated. It was not necessarily a term of

reproach, except as it grew out of the applicatiou of the term.

The omission of the article at once broadens and expands the mean-

ing, "lam dcV)tor to Greeks;" that is, to such as are Greeks; to all

who bear the marks of Greek thought and understand the Greek phil-

osophy and life— wherever tlie Greek spirit pnjvails—there Paul regards

himself as called upon to preach the Gospel. The question has been
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nii^cd whether Paul in this chapter referred to the Romans as "Greeks"

or "Barbarians." If we assume that the latter word had a tinge of

otlensiveness, as perhaps it had at that time in the view of the Greek,

the apostle's native courtesy which was exhibited on so many occasions

would lead him to regard the Romans under the general application

"Greeks," namely, such as are Greeks. Moreover, the Romau civiliza-

tion in its choicest forms was Greek. Rome was filled with Greek

art and had been permeated with Greek literature, and it would

be perfectly natural that Paul should regard their civilization as

belonging to that high civilization of which the Greeks were then

the chief exponents in the world. It is somewhat strange that al-

though there is no article before the words "wise" and "foolish," in

the fourteenth verse, the revisers have inserted the article. The omis-

KJon would have been equally significant if the text had read literally

'•to wise" and "to unwise"— that is, to the educated and to the un-

educated classes; in other words, the meaning would be, "to all such

as are wise " and " to all such as are unwise." "The wise " might have

been understood as some well-known wise persons, "the unwise" as

some t\ell-known unwise persons; but the omission of the article would

change the meaning so that it would be "to all such as are wise" and
" to all such as are unwise, " that is, "to the cultivated" and "to the

uncultivated " classes.

The text, then, contains an enlargement of the view as compared with

tile ordinary version. The preacher finds here a ground for a broad

statement, namely, that the apostle with his great mission to proclaim

the Gospel regarded himself as called to preach to all nations and races

represented by the phrase "to Greeks and to Barbarians"—to all con-

ditions of men, whether cultivated or uncultivated, represented by the

words "wise" and "unwise." He not only refers to specific cases or

sj)eciflc nations, but to all nations; there is thus expressed a grand in-

ckisiveness of the world-wideness of the salvation provided by Christ,

fur Paul aflirms that he was debtor to preach the Gospel to them all.

It is not uncommon for people to feel, if not to say, that the Gospel is

n<'eded by persons who lack culture, refinement, or learning, but that

the educated can get along without it. But the passage quoted, as found

lu the late revision, sweeps away all such thoughts. The Gosp^-l of

•lesus Christ is to be preached to all people, whntever their nationality,

culture, or business: in other words, this utterance to the Romans is

tinother form of expressing the world-wideness of the Saviour's last

command, " Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every

creature." The declaration of Paul has been a great missionary text

through the centuries, expressed as it is by the greatest of the apostles

'» u letter of wonderful elaborateness and addressed to the capital of

the whole civilized w-orld. The absence of the article in this case, there-

^^re, is rich in homilctical value, and gives fullness to a very important
passage of the Scriptures.
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ARCHEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

HIGHER CRITICISM AND KIXDRED THINGS.

SiGXiFic.oJT is the language of the editor of one of the leading English

religious weeklies, who says: "We cannot persuade ourselves thut,

things are going well with us and our country. [England, but applicn-

ble, Tn a measure, to the United States.] Abroad there is s:till bloodslied

on earth and bitter rancor among the nations. At home we recognize a

slackening of moral fervor, a decay of ideals, a dreary dearth of prophets

and captains, while the weight of evil against which we have to contend

increases, like the letting down of water. Although our people never

appeared more prosperous, they never showed plainer and uglier

symptoms of the maladies which are bred out of matericil prosperity.

Among the dazzling conquests of science, we begin to question whether

man's discoveries of the powers of nature are really giving h'm increased

power over nature. . . . The familiar optimistic watchwords about

human progress have somehow lost their spell. Indeed, to be quite

candid, this belief that mankind must needs go on steadily advancing

from age to age is a modern superstition which, like some other humani-

tarian dogmas, is derived from the school of Rousseau." The above

citation, though not as optimistic as could be desired, is yet a fair pres-

entation of conditions as they now exist in Church and State.

But what has all this to do with higher criticism ? Every effect has

a cause. If there be, as hinted above, a dearth of religious fervor, a

lack of faith, and a decay of morals, has higher criticism, directly or in-

directly, contributed to such results ? Before such a question can be

answered another one must be propounded, namely, "What is higher

criticism ? To one class it is a system, devised by the enemies of revealed

relio-ion for the purpose of desupernaturalteing the Holy Scriptures, to

eliminate the miraculous and prophetical elements; to another class ii

is the great panacea which is to heal all our backslidings, to bring back

the careles,s and skeptical to a more rational belief in the essentials of

Christianity. The watchword of this latter class is: " Life, not dogma;

doing good and being good. Creeds and confessions are no longer

vital. Doing the will of God, not believing the Scriptures nor the

Chi-ist, is the foundation upon which the Church of the future must be

founded." In other words, our beliefs in regard to the Bible and the

nature of Christ are minor questions. We are constantly assured that

the Bible is only one of the great literatures of the world—literature, ti->

be sure, surpassing in many ways the sacred literatures of all other

nations, but, excellent as it is, yet full of errors, and therefore having

little or no claim to a supernatural origin. The advanced higher crUio

does not hesitate to brand much of the Old Te.stament not only as myta
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and legend, but as downright cunningly devised fables, the inventions

of crafty priests and vrily politicians in the ancient Jewish Church.

And why not, they ask, for is this not true of all sacred literatures ?

"We are told that the Bible is a book like any other religious book, and

must be treated like any other book. This assumption has taken a deep

hold upon modern biblical criticism. Sanday argues that we should

let the Bible tell its own story, adding, "Let us by all means study it,

if we will, like any other book, but do not let us beg the question that

it must be wholly like any other book, that there is nothing in it dis-

tinctive and unique." If the Bible is no more inspired than the Vedas,

Zend-Avestas, the Koran, and other sacred books, it is passing strange

that it has exerted so much more spiritual, energizing, life-giving power

than all these put together. Somehow, as no other book, it lifts the

individual and the nation to God. The Bible knows no national or

geographical boundaries, but addresses " every class with a voice which

grows intelligible as each listener is j)repared to hear," and wherever it

is believed it is the power of God uuto salvation.

But to revert to the subject—higher criticism, when properly defined

and directed, should have no terror for the most conservative Methodist,

notwithstanding that, in its name, some very silly and wicked things

have been said and done. Higher criticism, when applied to the Holy

Scriptures, is preeminently the science which concerns itself with the

origin, date, place, and method of composition of the several books in

our canonical Scriptures, and accounting as far as possible for the influ-

ences at work when these were written. Now, if this be a fair defini-

tion, where is the man who will object to such a science ? If, however,

higher criticism, in its zeal for new light, branches off into speculation

and paradoxes, into vague and irreverent hypothesis, and discusses bibli-

cal questions in an unscientific manner, we have a right to question such

proceedings, no matter how persistently such men may call themselves

higher critics.

Very few intelligent Christians who have studied the subject will

seriously object to the assertion that Solomon did not write Ecclesiastes

or Canticles, or that some Psalms commonly ascribed to David are not

the products of his muse ; nor, indeed, will any insist upon the Mosaic

origin of every line or section of the Pentateuch, much less will any

claim the absolute inerrancy of the entire book. Textual corruptions

have undoubtedly crept in as the ages have rolled on. But when learned

men, in the name of higher criticism, tell us, with the authority of

literary prophets, that Solomon never wrote a line, that the entire

Psalter does not possess a verse from the pen of David, that Moses had

nothing to do with the Pentateuch, and that not even the Ten Com-

mandments were known to him, but were produced six or seven hundred

years after his time, it is time, apparently, to stop and consider. "When

these same critics assure us that Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and even Joshua

are unhistorical, have we no right to dissent ? Cheyne, discussing the story

20
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of Abraham, savs: "The narratives of Abraham have a claim upon our

attention. The religious v.lue is for all; the historical or quasi-lmtor.

cal for students only. Hebrew legend may have told of an ancient luro

an the Greek sense of the word) bearing this name. . . .
This supposed

hero (whose real existence is as doubtful as that of other_ heroes) cannot

originally have been grouped with Jacob or Israel." This is not an ex-

treme instance of this species of criticism, as anyone may conyinc^ hun-

self by reading articles in the first volume of Encydopadiu LMim

When, to repeat, we are told tbat Abraham is no r. ore or less historical

than Cantor or Pollux; that the story of Israel in Egypt and the wilder-

ness belonos to the realms of tiction; that the Decalogue was not given

on Sinai; that the taDernacle with its costly furnishings and elaborate

services existed onlv in the brain of a novel writer; that the bulk cf

Old Testament miracles never took place; and that it does not con-

tain Messianic prophecies in the proper sense of the word, it is no won-

der that a few "uacriticar' Methodists ask whether higher critics of

this school are dealing out science or fiction!

It would be utterlv uufair to say that all those who call thomseh-es

hiaher critics, even though they have accepted the leading conclusions

of°Graf, Wellhausen, Cheync, and others, are agnostics or rationalists;

indeed, manv, if not most, Old Testament critics, in Germany especially,

have accept;d the literary results of the Wellhausen school, and yet m

some mysterious way manage to "reject the religious and his oncal

superstructure erected on this literary theory." It is also equally fair

to say that such teachings have reached their summit in Germany, un-l

that the tendency now, not only in the churches, but also in the theolog-

ical faculties of the universities, is toward more conservative views. iUe

extreme ideas preached by many of tbe higher critics have, as a rule, par-

alvzed spiritual growth and retarded the revival of religion. Wherever

sudi views have obtained a firm foothold not only conversi(Uishavc ceasea

to be numerous, but even church attendance has greatly fallen off, rever-

ence for the Bible as the inspired word of God manifestly decreased, ana

the belief in praver has been weakened; in fact, the prayer meeting

itself has been either entirely discontinued or changed into a semi-

social fathering. The cardinal doctrines of Christianity, as held by

those who have been famous as evangelists and soul winners, are no

lon-er favorite themes for sermons. Sin, as an awful crime against e.ou

and" something deserving punishment, is rarely dwelt upon. Cabary

has been relegated to the l,ackground. The merits of the atomuj,

blood of Jesus Christ are not dwelt upon by the disciples of AN eu-

hausen. Repentance for sin and the necessity for the new birth, spokeu

of by our Lord to Nicodemus, have little place in the theology of tut

critical school. Instead of the glorious doctrines which gave, not ouiy

to -iants like Foster and Simpson, but also to thousands ol Metlioui^

minister- less able but equally faithful to Jesus Christ and the word c'l

his truth, such tremendous power in turning men to the Lord, we hu\<.
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now too much of an emasculated theology, which presents Christ as

t!ic typical man, the great exemplar, in whose footsteps we must follow.

There is an awful indifference to what were regarded by the fathers as

•<oine of the most important doctrines of Christianity. Among the causes

of tliis state of things the extreme higher criticism is named.

It is, however, true, as already said, that the historical critics cannot

be held responsible for all these ills that threaten Zion. In these latter

d.ivs a semi-infidel philosophy, taking its cue from naturalistic evolution,

his had great fascination lor many young men. Unfortunately for bib-

lical criticism, the chief destructive critics of the age " have been adher-

ents of an atheistic evolution of all things." The following words by

Professor F. H. Foster, who deplores present conditions, are to the point

.'iiid state the case well: "The whole drift of the popular evolutionary

philosophy of things is toward a view of sin that is merely negative. Sin

becomes an incident of the evolutionary process, the necessary condition,

it may be, of progress, but something essentially the product of environ-

ment, and falling under the category of the undesirable, or the imperfect,

or the defective, or the preparatory, and not of the perverse, the guilty,

and the ill-deserving. It does not belong to the realm of the voluntary, as

the object of repentance, the occasion of self-condemnation, the source

of primitive ill. It is no rupture of the designed moral order, but it is

as inevitable and essential to the scheme of things as the struggle for

existence itself. It is to be avoided by the intelligent as other mistakes

are to be avoided." This language may seem strong, but it is more of a

portrayal than caricature. This semimaterialism, together with a sub-

conscious Unitarianism, frequently crops out where least expected. Dr.

Kdward Everett Hale said at a recent conference of his Church, that the

chief increase of Unitarianism is not among those who openly profess it,

but rather inside the ranks of the so-called evangelical denominations,

where, according to him, Unitarianism is often ably proclaimed from

Presbyterian and other orthodox pulpits. Indeed, our Roman Catholic

friends have some groimds for openly accusing the Protestant Church
of increasing doctrinal laxity, especially of loosening its hold upon the

iloctrine of the Trinity. They go so far as to accuse us of a drifting

toward the Socinian and Arian views, claiming that while many are

willing to call Jesus Christ divine they no longer worship him any

more as the eternal and infinite God, the almighty Creator of heaven

«'id earth. In short, they sec a growing tendency to deny the literal

iiiearnation. The worst thing about this fearful charge is that they are

able to furnish the names of more than one prominent person willing to

I'lead guilty to the indictment. As already pointed out in these i)ages,

Jie who disbelieves the Messianic prophecies of the Old Testament has

'•'ikon a long step toward denying the deity of Jesus Christ. The kind
of teaching concerning the Holy Scri]>tures and the nature of Jesus

<"hrist, our Lord, which produces the conditions above described should
'»ot be welcomed by the ]\lethodist Episcopal Churclj.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

THE EARLY SUCCESS OF CHKISTIAXITY IX JAPAN.

The newspaper of Japan entitled Chu-o Koron has addressed

itself to the task of accounting for the rise and progress of Chris-

tianity in Japan in modern times. It does it as a thing to be ac-

counted for, and this is well. The Romans had some difficulty in

explaining the rise of the Christian Church in that empire, though

they missed the mark in accounting it as a secret mystical society.

There is, however, some force in more than one of the points madc-

by the Japanese editor, and altogether his treatment is respectful,

even though it w^ere designed to show that Christianity can be ac-

counted for without reference to anything supernatural in its sys-

tem or to any other recognized merit in its ethics or doctrines.

There are ten reasons given by this newspaper for the success of

Christianity in Japan. The first, that it had the advantage of being

introduced at the time of the breaking up of the old feudal order,

has pertinency. When all the crusts of society are upturned it is

easier .than usual for any new system of thinking, secular or sacred.

to enter as a part into the new order of things. But the insinuation

that the distress of the times led the poor to accept Christianity from

selfish motives can scarcely be borne out in such a way as to give it

weight. A good deal of pecuniary help was given to those in dis-

tress, to be sure, just as Christians have always rendered aid to

stricken communities; but the Japanese converts were among well-

to-do and educated people in good proportion. The claim, therefore.

that the missions were backed by full treasuries, which is the second

reason given has altogether less force in Japan than in any other

mission field. That "Christianity was enshrouded in the halo of West-

ern civilization"—the third reason named—had nothing derogatory in

It, for Christianity had created that halo, and could not go anywhere

without being so robed. The fourth reason is like the first, that the

new era in education favored acceptance of new ideas, and that

Christianity was on hand to do the educating. True, it was a power-

ful factor, but it could not have done the educating unless capacitated

to teach. The fifth reason assigned is that the missionaries took

the lead in female education. With that we have no quarrel. It

must needs be a powerful factor, from any point of view. Nor have

we need to comment on the sixth point, that in all departments of

education Japanese weakness "gave the missionaries the opportuni-

ties which they promptly made use of." When, seventhly, the editor

attributes the success of Christianity to its "advocacy of popular

rights," and the association of those rights with Christianity, it

might as well say the sun is a success because it gives light, or thai
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Cbrlstianity has succeeded because it is what it is. The eighth rea-

son, that young men and womec have been attracted by the novelty

of the religious meetings introduced by foreigners, may stand for its

worth. The ninth reason is that evangelists and pastors were raised

bocially by their connection with the Church, While this is a natural

BCQuence in many instances, yet in Japan it has not been true in the

majority of instances. The tenth reason reads, "The foreign policy

of the government was such that Western institutions, laws, and
methods were held in high esteem, and among them Christianity had
its share of public favor." But "Western institutions, laws, and
methods" are positively inseparable from Christianity, so far as there

is anything in them worthy the esteem of the Japanese. The latter

have tried in vain to take the one and leave the other.

DUTCH MISSIONS AMONG THE BOERS.

iNFOEirATioN concemiug the missions of the Hollanders in South
Africa, other than that which comes through English channels, is

so limited that it is well to give special emphasis to an utterance

from some of the principal members of the Synodical Missiou Board"

and the professors of tlio Theological Seminary of the Dutch
Iveformed Church in South Africa. This Church is one in creed, lan-

guage, membership, and blood-relationship with the burghers of

the Free State and Transvaal republics. Reviewing the events which
led up to the British-Boer war, they declare—what is clear to a
great many minds—that this conflict was preventable. Defending the

Dutch in South Africa through a series of years, the paper under-
takes to refute the charge that the Boers have been intensely hostile

to the missionary and the Gospel he preaches. It declares that full

liberty to minister to the heathen is grauted in both the Free State
aud the Transvaal. The Berlin and Hermausburg missionary socie-

ties have been doing effective missionary work in these republics,

and, since 1S7.5, the Berlin society has been intrusted to two synods,
each with a superintendent to advise and assist in the various

departments. Their stations number fifty-five, half of them in the

Transvaal, while the Cape Colony branch of the Dutch Reformed
Church maintains several missionary stations and out-stations with
honored and respected missionaries in the Transvaal. In one in-

stance an able and earnest minister is wholly supported among
Transvaal Boers as a missionary to the heathen. Among the Natal
I^iitch the same missionary spirit prevails. Not long since they
started a Natal-Boer mission for the evangelization of the blacks,

^vhich has resulted in a strong Christian congregation of Kaffirs. In
the Orange Free State mission work has been organized, with native
evangelists as laborers among the blacks under ordained mission-
ories or pastors of Boer congregations, in almost every village or
'"wnship, and it has lately liecn pushed into Central Africa, where
'he Dutch are supporting two missionaries. In the Transvaal there
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are special centers of missionary activity in which the Boers cor-

dially cooperate with their pastors to make the work a success.

The Dutch Keformed Church itself shows as keen an interest and
hearty an effort in mission work as any other in South Africa. It

contributed hist year for this purpose $50,725, though it has a com-

municant membership of less than 100,000. Its missionary giving

is thus at the rate of more tliau fifty cents a communicant, or about

twenty cents prr caiiila—n condition of things which is certainly in

advance of that of Germany in ISSO, when Professor Christlieb said,

"The national Church contributed in some places per head at some-

thing considerably less tlian one farthing." This Dutch Church sup-

ports throughout South Africa sixty missionaries, with an equal

number of evangelists and lay helpers, exclusive of the work done in

the Transvaal, Free State, and Natal, and also exclusive of the local

contributions to mission work through the several churches which

maintain their own missions from their own congregational collec-

tion.s, there being instances where more than .^500 is set apart annual-

ly in this way to support mission congregations. The Cape Colony

Dutch Keformed Church has a foreign and a home mission com-

mittee. The foreign field lies in the Transvaal, in Mashonaland,
Bechuanaland. the lake country of Central Africa, with some thirty-

five missionaries and lay assistants and a number of native evan-

gelists, and the work is gradually extending. The home mission in-

cludes all that is done among the Dutch-speaking natives in Cape
Colony. Thirty-five of these congregations have been formed into a

mission Church, having its own synod and presbyteries, and admin-

istering its own affairs subject to the control of the home-mission
committee. Other unaffiliated congregations are doing good work,

and yearly the Church enlarges its borders.

Within the two republics and Natal the Church has undertaken
mission work, and, though its operations have been limited, the mis-

sionary spirit and enthusiasm are not lacking. There is also within

the Dutch Reformed Church in Cape Colony a Woman's ilission

Band which was started in 18S!) to support lay teachers and native

evangelists. They have also a Theological Students' Missionary So-

ciety, while the Young Men's Christian Association has a mission

branch v.-hich supports a missionary, and the Christian Endeavor
societies are actively engaged in work in the Transvaal. Besides

this, there is also a Christian Students' Mission, with its branches

of missionary volunteers, through which more than one department

of the work in this foreign field has been strengthened.

While American and British missionaries have had encouraging
success in South Africa, as in the cases of the American Board
in Natal and the Wosleyan Missionary Society in the Transvaal,
there should be frank and sympathetic recognition of what the

Dutch societies of tlie continent of Europe and of South Africa have
effected, and far greater information should be available than at

present generally obtains as to their distinctly missionary enterprise.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Carl Griineisen. No mau can early in life distinguish himself in

many lines. Griineisen has, however, made a good start in a recently

nublislied work, entitled Der Alineiikultus xind die Urrelighm Israels

(Hallo a. S., M. Neimeyer, 1900). The book is a serious attempt to

overthrow the position of Stade and Schwally relative to ancestor wor-

ship in Israel and to demonstrate that, however similar the primitive

conceptions of ancient Israel may have been to those of other peoples in

a like stage of development, animistic ideas and usages never amounted

among the Israelites to a religious reverence and much less constituted

the primitive religion of Israel. Gruneiscn admits that the animistic view

prevailed in ancient Israel, but denies that there is anything in the early

llflirew conception of the soul or the condition of the soul after death

to warrant the conclusion that the Israelites ever observed the worship of

the dead. After a careful examination of the mourning customs, the

;tlleged offerings to the dead and the conjuring of the dead, he reaches

llie conclusion that the mourning customs signified no worship of the

ck-ad, and that, according to the ideas of ancient Israel, the dead did

not live a-s divine beings to whom reverence was to be offered, in order

tu make them favorable to the offerers, but as ghostly shades who haunted

tlie earth and against whom men strove to protect themselves as best

ihey could—especially by rendering themselves unrecognizable through

f;i.sting and other means. Griineisen also admits, on the basis of

Dent, xxvi, 14; Tobit iv, 17; and Ecclus. vii, 32/., that the Israel-

ites did place food at the disposal of the dead, though he sees no rea-

son for thinking that the food thus offered was a sacrifice in the same

sense in which sacrifices were offered Jahweh. Schwally's view, that in

the old Israelitish family the parents as such were reverenced as divine,

lie disputes. On the other hand he finds that from the earliest times

Jahweh was worshiped in the homes of Israeh As an evidence of the

thoroughness and completeness of Gruneisen's investigations it is worth

while to remember that he takes up also the attempt to' trace the origin

of family life in Israel to ancestor worship, as with tiie Greeks and

Itom.ius. He finds the parallels between the family constitution of the

Ont'co-Romans and the Israelites outweighed by the differences, and also

tl»u so far as those parallels exist they do not originate in a domestic

ancestral worship. In fact, he claims that the civilization of Israel

prior to the prophetic period did not furnish the conditions requisite to

the development of ancestor worship such as existed among the Greeks,

Uotniin?, Chinese, and Japanese. Griineisen would scarcely be called a

cuuscrvative in America; but all the more valuable are the opinions he
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holds relative to this extreme theory that the prirriitive religion of the

Israelites was the worship of the dead in general and of ancestors iu

particular.

Martin Rade. Through his connection with the Christliche Welt, as

editor and publisher, Rade wields a Avide and powerful influence in the

more intelligently religious circles of Germany, and even in other coun-

tries—an influence which is all the more important because it is exer-

cised chiefly upon the laity, whence in the end all great religious move-

ments must spring and upon whom all great religious reforms must

depend. Hence it is most interesting to know some of the views of this

popularizer of the critical theology to which he adheres. We take as a

fair specimen some of his recent utterances on the truth of the Christian

religion (Die Wahrheit der christlkhai. Religion, Tiibingen, J. C. B.

Mohr, 1900). He distinguishes between truth, in the sense in which

natural science employs the word, and spiritual reality which natural

science cannot note or measure. The Christian religion is, first of all, a

fact which constitutes an essential part of human history. It is, sec-

ondly, an object of choice or free appropriation. The choice must be

between Christianity and Buddhism, since Judaism is merely an unde-

veloped Christianity and Islam is practically out of the field. As com-

pared with Buddhism, Christianity is far more zealous and successful

in its propagandism, and at the same time presents truth far better

adapted to the needs of mankind. Christianity in its historical form

may be considered as a present fact, to be reckoned with and experi-

enced. Properly understood, Christianity is neither that form of evan-

gelism which makes so much of awakening, nor that which lays the

emphasis upon pietistic feelings and conceptions of duty, nor that which

is largely taken up with the Church and its forms and ceremonies.

Christianity is experienced normally in the education of the Christian

home and the Christian congregation or community hj contact with

Christian institutions and personalities. This gives us a threefold

experience: first, that, notwithstanding our imperfections, we are chil-

dren of God, from whom Ave have received forgiveness of sin ; secondly,

that we become superior to all the vicissitudes of life by regarding

them, in patience and faith in God, as expressions of the divine will

concerning us ; thirdly, that out of the will of God thus discovered we

learn the true conduct of life and receive the courage to live righteously

in the face of all obstacles. But Christianity may be considered also as

a remembrance which connects us with the past, and by which Ave be-

come heirs of the jtast. Yet we must learn in this connection to submit

to the loss of specific elements of Christian history and doctrine which

have hitherto been precious to us, when further investigation reveal-?

their untenability. We must also recognize that the religious value uf :i

fact or movement in Christian history can be determined alone in tli'-

light of our own religious experience. This last point is very far-reach-
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ing, and if kept in mind -prould save us many a pang in this day of over-

turnings. It is notable that the emphasis is placed where Wesley placed

it, namely, on experience as a means of determining both the truth and

the religious value of the Christian past as recorded in the Scriptures.

EECEXT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Die Propheten in ihrem sozialen Beruf und das Wirtschaftsleben

ihrer Zeit Ein Eeitrag zur Geschichte der Sozialethik (The Social

Vocation of the Prophets and the Economic Life of their Time. A
Contribution to the History of Social Ethics). Ey Franz "Walter.

Freiburg i. B., Herder, 1900. Tliis book furnishes, first of all, a survey

of the economic development of Israel prior to the time of the prophets.

Originally the Israelites in Canaan gave themselves up almost exclu-

sively to agriculture. David began indirectly to encourage commerce,

and with Solomon appeared a real commercial policy. As Palestine -was

very fertile, commerce was chiefly concerned with the trade in grain,

especially veith x'hrenicia. This change from a purely agricultural ex-

istence to one in which foreign commerce had a large place brought

with 5t important consequences for the nation in respect to the economic,

social, moral, and religious life. "Wealth increased; but especially the

land and its products became the object of speculation, and as these

were made tributary to private gain the country was less capable of sus-

taining itself in time of famine. Large wealth increased prices. The
soil and the currency became the possession of a very few capitalists;

and on the one side appeared people of enormous wealth, while on the

other there was deep poverty. The middle classes disa])peared. The
authorities did nothing to check or correct the abuses which this state

of affairs carried with it. The real source of the difficulty, however,

>vas not the change from agriculture to commerce, but the fact that

with this there came a change for the worse among the people both in

morals and religion. Their thought was now fixed on gain, and the

ti'.s of family were ignored. Foreign traders settled in the principal

cities, bringing with them their foreign customs and forms of worship.

This engendered indifference to the ancient moral and religious tradi-

tions. In the midst of this situation appear the prophets. They are

lot socialists in the political sense, nor are they agrarian reformers.

They do not champion the cause of the Vortrgeoisie. They struggled

chiefly against the injustice that was being practiced, and strove to

ff'cure the betterment of the individual ethical life, in order to give to

the ntedy classes more favorable conditions. Their voices were raised

''.^'^inst the general moral ruin, the luxury of the strong at the expense
''f the weak, the evils of alcoholism, and the disintegration of family
'isc. They make no claim that riches and trade are essentially sinful,

ttiough they do bitterly oppose the selling of bad grain to the poor and
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condemn false -n-eiglits and the -vrithholding of wages. But, while all

these abuses vrere denounced by the prophets, they entertained ami

preached no revolutionary ideas. On the other hand, had it not betn

for the prophets Israel would have experienced a mighty communistic

movement. This is a most interesting discussion in these days when
everything which pertains to the subject of sociology, whether aiicitnt

or modern, is so eagerly sought after. Possibly, when the author says

that the preponderance of earthly and selfish over religious ideals began

from the time of Solomon to be a stigma upon the history of Israel, lie

is somewhat extreme; but, on the whole, his picture of the social respou-

sibilities of the prophets is correct.

Die Anschanung vom heiligen Geiste bei Luther. Eine historibch-

dogmatische Untersuchung (Luther's Idea of the Holy Spiri:, An llii-

torico-Dogmatic Study). By Rudolph Otto, Gottingcn, Vandenhoeck

«fc Ruprecht, 1S9S. For many millions of Christians Luther's theo-

logical opinions have enormous weight, which exi:>lains the effort

of every theological tendency in Germany to find support in him.

As a result, it has fallen to the lot of few mortals to be studied as

Luther has been and still is. That he deserves all the attention be-

stowed on him is unquestionable, for was he not the prince among rt-

ligious rcformer^iu the sixteenth century ? Nevertheless, it is a strikinir

commentary on the alleged independence of German theological thought

that, however far away from the traditional orthodoxy one may stray,

and howsoever powerfully he may sustain his views with arguments

drawn from every source, he never feels quite satisfied until he has con-

vinced himself and has attempted to convince his readers or hearers that

Luther's views carried to their logical consequences either demand or

allow unorthodox conclusions. It is in this spirit that Otto has written,

and he comes as near making out his case as most who have delved in

the inexhaustible mine of Luther's thinkings for materials in support of

their peculiar views. Otto argues that Luther, as has been generally

supposed, held the doctrine of the Trinity as a truth not to be ques-

tioned. But he thinks that Luther's doctrine of the Holy Spirit as tlio

third Person in the Holy Trinity did not spring from his own thought,

but was lield as a dogma received from the past. He asserts that as soun

as we examine into Luther's concrete representations of the work of thi'

Holy Spirit we find that the Spirit has no true place along with the

Father and the Son. According to the orthodox faith, after the Son

has accomplished the redemption of man it is the work of the Spirit t'>

give each individual the power to appropriate for himself that redemp-

tion. And here, in thought, is a distinct work for the Holy Spirit

alongside of the office of the Father and the Son. Yet Otto thinks

that, withLutlicr, the oflice of the Spirit is not to aid man in appropri-

ating the redemption of Christ, but to produce certain moral and religious
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effects, such as comforting tlie heart, awakening courage to consecrate

ourselves to and confide in God, kindling love to God instead of our

former fear, and, in general, of calling forth every moral energy hitherto

latent in our entire being. This result of the workings of the Holy

Spirit is to Luther tlie Gospel. Otto is no doubt correct in thinking

that Luther laid tlie chief stress on these religious and moral effects.

But this only shows that not every fact tenaciously held as a dogma is

frequently before the miud, or, at most, that some opinions necessary to

consistent thinking are not practically important—a j)heuomenon no

more to be condemned in theology than in science. But Otto is un-

doubtedly in error when he tries to make it appear that Luther gave no
special office to the Holy Spirit alongside of the offices of the Father and
the Son. For the great reformer believed that only by the Holy Spirit

is the word of revelation, whether to the race as a whole or to the indi-

vidual, a truly divine word. The Gospel and the office of the Holy
Spirit are not, to the mind of Luther, one and the same.

EELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Old Catholicism in Italy and the Netherlands. The Reformed Cath-

olic Cluirch of San Remo recently enjoyed the rare privilege of a visit

from Father Hyacinthc, who preached twice and ^ave the work an im-

petus which will be felt for a long time to come. The Old Catholics of

the Netherlands, or the Jausenistio Church of Utrecht, which arose

out of the Jausenistic controversies of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, is also taking on new activity. According to the OudTca-

thalel; the organ of the Old Catholics of Holland, there are now
twenty-eight congregations, of which that at Egmont has 1,G80 mem-
bers. The whole number of members in ICOO was 8,300, as against

5,287 in 1875. The membership is united, full of religious earnestness,

and active in the work. The expectations for the twentieth century are

great, as it is believed that the principal dangers of the Church are past.

It is significant that tlie Hollanders in Paris number a sufficient force to

warrant the ordination of a deacon to serve them.

Jew^; in China. There are several hundreds of these living in Shang.

hai and inland. In Tangschwang, southwest of Kaifungtu, there is an

old Jewish colony of silk weavers. In Kaifungtu and its vicinity most

of the Jews have about lost all their old rehgious views and customs.

They have no synagogue and no rabbi ; they do not observe the Sab-

bath; and they cannot read the Hebrew. One of the Jews is a Bud-
dhist priest. They intermarry with ^Mohammedans and heathen. All

this is a degeneration from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

when Jesuit missionaries found there a stately group of buildings. In-

cluding a synagogue, and over forty Jewish inscriptions, some of which
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reach back into the fifteenth century. These inscriptions reveal the fact

that when the Jeus arrived in China they honored Abraham as tlie

founder of their religion, Moses, Ezra, the law, and the Sabbath; thu:

they offered the three daily prayers, and observed the day of atoucmiiit.

Also that they were favorably received by the emperor, given grants of

land, and allowed the free exercise of their religion, on condition thai

they would become his loyal subjects. The Jews of Kaifungtu observe

with the Chinese the worship of ancestors, and bring offerings to tlic

dead. The first Jews settled in China, according to the supposition,

sometime before 220 A. D.

German-Italian Congregations. Of these there are at least sis, situated

in Naples, Venice, San Rerao, Genoa, and Florence, Prosperity seems to

attend each of these congregations, and some of them have taken meas-

ures to become organically connected with the Prussian National Churcli.

In Florence an organization of women has opened a hospital for the

care of Germans. With great exertion about thirty-eight thousMiid

lire have been collected, with which a well-situated plot of ground has

been purchased, and it is expected that a church will soon be built. In

Genoa the Germans conduct a seaman's mission, of which, however, the

German congregation thinks it has some occasion to be jealous. la

Naples a mission has been opened for the benefit of waiters in hotel? and

restaurants. So that, in Italy at least, the Germans do not seem to lose

the zeal for the neglected classes which characterize their Church nt

home. An effort is being made to unite all these German-Italian con-

gregations more closely, with a view of preparing them to become the

nucleus of a German foreiffu Church.

Mariolatry in France. A congress for the promotion of the venera-

tion of Mary was recently held in Lyons, and was attended by thirty-five

bishops and five hundred priests. The opening ad^'icss was delivered

by the Abbe Chatelus, who declared that the congress had been called

because the nineteenth century was the century of Mary. "Upon wh:it

page of history," he exclaimed, "can one find facts of such far-reachii;;,'

significance as the definition of the dogma of the immaculate conception

of Mary and the assignment of two new titles of honor to the Virgin by

Pius IX and Leo XIII ? " The congress was invited to France bcc.iu-.'

regnum Galliac rcgnura Marine. The divine Saviour chose Judea a- the

scene of his teaching ; ]\Iary chose France, where Lourdes, La Lalletic,

and so many other places testify to her presence. And Lyons was cho-er.

because here was erected the first altar to the Queen of Heaven, The

cardinal archbishop, Couilie of Lyons, spoke of Mary as the co-

redeemer; and a Jesuit celebrated her praises as the Judith of the N"-^^

Testament, which, to most of us would a]ipcar a doubtful complimeii'-.

However, Roman and Protestant ethics differ.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Though the negro problem in the South is far from settlement, yet

the- frequent discussion of the subject in the magazines is an indication

of tlic serious place it holds iu the public thought. Two articles in the

iVtio World (Boston) for December, 1900—with which number, by the

way, this weigb.ty quarterly discontinues its publication—give promi-

nence to important phases of the question. The first of these papers is

entitled "The Religion of the American Negro, " and is written by that

able representative of his race, Professor W. E. Burghardt Du Bois. A
"peculiar ethical paradox, "he declares, "faces the negro of to-day, and

is tingeing aud changing his religious life. Feeling that his rights and

his dearest idols are being trami)led upon, that the public conscience is

even more deaf to his righteous appeal, and that all the reactionary

forces of prejudice, greed, and revenge are daily gaining new strength

and fresh allies, the negro faces no enviable dilemma. Conscious of his

impotence, aud pessimistic, he often becomes bitter and v-indictive, and

his religion, instead of a worship, is a complaint and a curse, a wail

nither than a hope, a sneer rather than a faith. On the other hand, an-

other type of mind, shrewder and keener and more tortuous, too, sees

in the very strength of the anti-negro movement its patent weaknesses,

and with Jesuitic casuistry is deterred by no ethical considerations in

the endeavor to turn this weakness to the black man's strength. Thus
we have two great and hardly reconcilable streams of thought and eth-

ical strivings; the danger of the one lies in anarchy, that of the other

in hj'])ocrisy. The one type of negro stands almost ready to curse God
and die, and the other is too often found a traitor to right and a coward
before force; the one is wedded to ideals remote, whimsical, perhaps

impossible of realization; the other forgets that life is more than meat
and the body more thau raiment. But, after all, is not all this simply

the writhing of the age translated into black— the triumph of the Lie

\vhieh to-day, with its false culture, faces the hideousness of the an-

archist assassin ? . . . Between the two extreme types of ethical attitude

which I have thus sought to make clear wavers the mass of the mil-

lions of negroes North and South; and their religious life and activity

partake of this social conflict M-ilhin their ranks. Their churches are

differentiating; now into groups of cold, fashionable devotees, in no
Way distinguishable from similar white groups save in color of skin;

now into large social and business institutions catering to the desire for

information and amusement of their members, warily avoiding unpleasant

t^iestions both within and without the black world, and preaching in

f'uect, if not in word, Dum virimus, vivamus.'''' The second article in

the same quarterly discusses '• Negro Education," its author being UoUis
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Burke Frissell, of Hampton, Ya. Having noticed the discipline tluit the
colored man received during the Civil War, the attempts at negro edu-
cation in the reconstruction period immediately following that struir-dc

and the later efforts to solve the great proldom which have had tbtir

climax in the industrial training of Hampton and Tuskegee, the author
finally says: "Yet the results of thirty years of negro education are hv
no means discouraging. Statistics show that negro illiteracy has de-
creased from 79.9 percent, in 1870, to 56.8 per cent in 1890. The num-
ber of common and higher schools has increased, as has also the number
of pupils enrolled in the schools. The status of colored teachers is

constantly improving. They are respected and valued by their white
neighbors, and their opportunities for broader culture are increa-intr

year by year through the teachers' institutes, which are supported in

part by the Peabody Education Fund. "Whole communities have been
revohitionized by these teachers, civilized homes have been multiplied and
laudholdiugs increased, and a large portion of the race has grown m
character, self-respect, and self-reliance. The outlook for the future is

most hopeful. The things to be striven for are better primary and sec-

ondary schools, more adequate equipment, more industrial training, bet-

ter prepared teachers, and more hearty cooperation between the hiuher
schools and the public school system." ^"or is the outlook regarded
as hopeful by this writer only. In the Isorth American (New York)
for February, ^l. L. Dawson, formerly Judge-Advocate General of Vir-

ginia, concludes his article on "The South and the Xegro" as follows:
"History teaches us that education, in its most comprehensive sense, is

the only known means by which the desired results can be obtained. . . .

The South has gone to the limit of her resources to confer this priceless

gift upon the negro race. She now expends about forty millions of dol-

lars annually in school funds, of which sum the negroes contribute but
one tiiirtieth, though they have the opportunity to reap nearly half the

benefit. In the South all trades are open to them, and they receive

every encouragement to become proficient in the industrial arts. . . .

Education and civilizing influences must ultimately win the victory over

ignorance and vice; if they do not, education is a failure and the history

of civilization a lie."

The opening article in the Bihllothcca Sacra (Oberlin, O.) for January
discusses "The Passage from Mind to Matter, "its author being Professor
Jacob Cooper. "The passage from the world without to that within
us," declares the opening sentence, "is the problem which in some form
has ever confronted philosophy." Seeking to find " the point of transi-

tion l)etween the material and immaterial," the professor lays down the

folloxsing as his four theses: "I. The mind cannot be' localized;"
"II. It is omnipotent and omnipresent in a relative sense; " " III. Mind
and matter are one substance, differing only in the relative subtletv of
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their composition, and are transferable into their equivalents without

loss or limitation ;
" "IV. Therefore, they act on each other directly and

immediately, and no bridge is required for them to cross." The paper

is at once lengthy, profound, and lucid. The commencement address,

delivered by Professor R. M. Wenley, Ph.D., at Oberlia College, June

27, 1900, forms the second article. It is entitled "The Valley of De-

cision," and is filled with those wholesome advices to the young whose

observance makes for worldly success. The title of the third article,

by Professor Howard Osgood, is "Isaiah the Myth and Isaiah the

Prophet." "After eighty years," the author asks, "what is the latest

word on the division of Isaiah by the followers of the school of Eich-

horn?" He then adds: "It has been suggested that six of their fore-

most writers be taken and their results compared. Two shall be of the

Episcopal Church of England—Driver and Cheyne ; two shall be British

Presbyterians—G. A. Smith and Skinner; and two shall be Gormuiis—
Cornill and Duhm. They are all of the same school of critici>ni, able,

learned, and in high position, and their latest works quoted are all of

the past ten years and easily found. There are no belter exemplars of

this school." In the comparison which he makes the professor linds

that these six critics are "absolutely contradictory " in their founda-

tion stones; that they "condemn their own past judgnoients ; " and

that in their decisions on date, style, and interpretation, each one gives

his varying impressions—the result being "a knot of thorns," instead

of " a bunch of fruit or a bouquet of roses." As for the real author-

ship of the Book of Isaiah the author himself has no doubt. But that

there was a prophet by that name he finds the New Testament clearly

to bear testimony. The fourth paper, by Professor T. "W. Hunt, Ph.D.,

discusses "Coleridge and his Poetic Work," and gives the poet place

"in the second group of English bards—with Moore, Southey, Landor,

Scott, and Shelley." The next article, on "The Book, the Laud, the

People; or, Divine Revelations through Ancient Israel," is tlie address

delivered by Professor S. I. Curtiss, D.D., at the opening of the Chicago

Tlieological Seminary, October 4, 1900— it being altogether worthy of

that prominent occasion. The following articles are "The Anthracite

Coal Strike," by Professor E. L. Bogart, Ph.D.; "President Samuel

Colcord Bartlett," by Professor Gabriel Campbell, S.T.D.; and "Count
Tolstoy's Sociological Views," by Rev. E. A. Steiner. The last article

is based upon a personal interview, and is rich in the sayings of the

Hussian philosopher. Though holding agnostic views as to the person

of Christ, he exalts his words as divine. And his great cry is: "The
kingdom of God is within you, and you are to be the pattern after

which the kingdom of this world is to fashion itself."

The interests of Judaism are laid as a weighty charge upon the Chris-

tian Church, t)ie glorious result for which all believers must devoutly
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pray being the conversion of tlie Hebrew race to the fiiith of Jesus

Christ. Such a new quarterly as The Peofle^ The Land, and The Book

whose expressed object is "to promote a better understanding between

Christians and Jews, and to foster among the latter a recognition of tht-

claims of Christianity," should therefore receive a generous "welcome.

Its editor is B. A. '^l. Scliapiro, who was for several years Superin-

tendent of tlie Brooklyn Christian Mission to the Jews, and who is

particularly fitted by birth and endowment for the prosecution of the

new work to which he now addresses himself. The June (1900) and

September numbers of the publication are filled with much pertinent

and instructive matter, which is calculated to help not only the Jew
himself who may be searching after the light, but also the studious

Christian, and even the Gospel minister who would thoroughly know
the spirit and needs of Judaism. A miniature of the holy scroll contain-

ing the Pentateiach in the original is the premium presented to those

subscribing for the magazine. This publication is issued at 436 Carltou

Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ajs important quarterly not before noticed in these pages is The

American Jmtrnal of Theology (Chicago), edited by the divinity faculty

of the University of Chicago. The opening article, by H. S. Burrage,

D.D., of Portland, l^Ie.. aims to answer the question, "Why was Roger

Williams Banished ? " The Rev. L. H. Schwab, of New York city, fol-

lows with "A Plea for Ritschl,"his elal)orate consideration of the work

of this theologian ending with the affirmation that, while the "process

of readjustment " is taking place, "those who believe in divine provi-

dence will thank God that a great teacher has been raised up to open up

to men an insight into the very core of Christianity, where the truth

abides high above all questions of Bible criticism." The third article

is entitled "Isaiah's Prophecy Concerning the Major-Domo of King

Ilezekiah," its author being Professor Adolf Kamphauseu, D.D., of the

University of Bonu. The three succeeding papers are :
" A Tract on the

Triune Nature of God," by Professor J. Rend el Harris, of Cambridge, Eng.

;

"A New Criticism of Ilegeliauism—Is it Valid?" by Professor G. H.

Mead, Ph.D., of the University of Chicago; and "Theological Universi-

ties and Theology in the Universities," by E. C. Richardson, Ph.D., of

Princeton—the latter declaring, among other matters of practical value,

that, "until the universities relegate biology and psychology to the

medical schools they have no right to relegate theology to the semina-

ries." The concluding sections of the quarterly are entitled " Critical

Note" and "Recent Theological Literature," The former contains a

study, by C. P. Coftiu, of "Two Sources for the Synoptic Account of

the Last Supper:" the latter is rich in the review of late important pub-

lications, both American and foreign, and is too valuable to be over-

looked bv the scholar.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGIOX, THEOLOGY, AXD BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

A nictionary of the Jiiblfi : Dealing with its Language, Literature, aud Contents,

tiieluding the Fiblical Theology. Edited by Ja3I£s Hastings. M.A., D.D., with
the assistance of John Selbie, M.A., aud others. Vol. 111. Kir-Pleiades. 4to,

pp. xv-«06. New York: Charles Scribuer's Sons. Price, cloth, $6.

The fourtli volume, when it comes, will complete a moiiumental work,

})orh;vps the best possible at the present stage of scholarship aud research.

Tills volume, like the two previous ones, is for professional aud non-

professional circles, for readers of the English Bible and for students of

the original. Much attention is given to the authorized and the revised

English versions, to illustrating and explaining especially the lancruage

of the old version, and to the studv of archaic, anomalous, or otherwise

difficult English words. To some it seems that an undue share of space

has been allowed to the literary form of the Euglish versions and to ex-

plauations which have little or no historical or theological bearing. To
us, however, none of the matter so referred to seems without value, aud
because of its interest and usefulness to the English reader, and espe-

cially to the working minister, we are glad to tiud it here. The three

volumes now published are of sustained excellence, this one like the

others being characterized by eminent learning, candor, reverence, and
sobriety of mind. To say that it is, as a whole, remarkably free from
eccentricities of treatment and from extreme and unwarranted views, is

not to say either that its judgment is inerrant, or that its conclusions
are sure to stand, or that the teaching of every specialist in it will com-
maud the present assent of soundly conservative scholars. Written by one
hundred and fourteen different contributors—three Germans, fourteen

Americans, and the rest British—it is not to be expected that it would
show uniformity of temper and attitude. The writers could not be classified

all in one school, though the preface to this volume tells us that they have
been chosen out of respect to their scholarship aud nothing else; that the
articles all have been written immediately and solely for this Dictionary;
that even the shortest and unsigned ones are from men of recognized
alnlity and authority; and that, in addition to the work put upon it by
iiuthors and editors, every sheet has passed through the hands of three
tmiuent scholars. Dr. Davidson, of Edinburgh, Dr. Driver, of Oxford,
ii'ul Dr. Swetc, of Cambridge. Almost the only fi'ivolous suggestion we
I'.ive noticed, arising from the specialist's tendency to exaggerate the
importance and bearing of petty items in his own department, is the
notion on p. 431 that the historic fact that the .Jews never were per-
tJHttcd the constitutional privilege of coining money in silver or gold is
J^ jiroof or token of the purely spiritual character of their mission. That
Kind of weak and imaginative reasoning, which tills homileticai mag-
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azines and books vrith seutimeutal, visionary, and fiighty trash, is not

to be tolerated in the scientitic work of biblical scholars; and it is a

pleasure to be able to say that Hastings's Dictionary of the Bible has

hardly a microscopic trace of it. "Whatever criticism may be passed fin

any particular article, it cannot be charged that the work is not upon a

high plane of scholarly ability, seriousness, carefulness, and religious

dignity. When completed, the four volumes will furnish a vast store-

house of biblical and cognate information, as thoroughly up to date and

approved by a general consensus of modern scholarship as can well lie.

The particular section of the alphabet, from K to P, covered by the in-

dex to this third volume, does not include the greatest subjects belong-

ing to a Bible dictionary, yet there is no lack of themes of prime signifi-

cance and interest, nor of Avriters of the first order of ability. If asked

to select one which might fairly compete for the first place in ability

and impressiveness, we would name the article by Professor Findlay, of

Headingly, on " Paul the Apostle," who justly ranks in Christian history

next to his divine Lord and Saviour—an article filling about seventy

columns and containing a multitude of items condensed into a presenta-

tion so unified, symmetrical, and complete as to be at once a masterpiece

of scholarship and a work of art like some great statue or picture. Any
adequate criticism or examination of the particular teachings of the

various articles is impossible here and now; there are not a few single

articles each of which would require many pages for a sufficient discus-

sion. Such discussion is beyond the scope of this notice, which seeks only

to give a true impression of the character of this work and a not inaccurate

estimate of its value. The articles on Peter are by Dr. F. H. Chase,who con-

cludes against the genuineness of 2 Peter. Professor Stanton,of Cambridge,

writes on theZsew Testament Canon, showing the reasons for accepting

the New Testament writings as inspired to be based m part on Apos-

tolic testimony, in part on the testimony of Apostolic Fathers and of the

early Church Fathers. The express statements of such authorities as Tertul-

lian, Clement of Alexandria, and Hippolytus, and their assumptions, prove

that nearly all of our New Testament was accepted by the end of the second

and the beginning of the third century as of inspired aiithority in all the

important churches. In this general acceptance were included our four

gospels and none other ; thirteen epistles of Paul, that is all which bear liis

name in our 2sew^ Testament except Hebrews; the Acts of the Apostles;

1 Peter; and 1 John. The writings which came into the Canon later are

the Epistle of James, 2 Peter, and 3 John, and still later the Apocalyps''.

Professor Curtis, of Yale Divinity School, fills seventeen columns on

the "Old Testament." Professor Adams Brown, of Union Seminary.

writes on "Parousia." Dr. George T. Purves, recently Professor of

Exegesis and New Testament Literature at Princeton, now Dr. John

Hall's successor in the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York

city, writes of the " The Logos " in geimine Princetonian style.

Dr. McClyniont. of Aberdeen, in the article entitled " New Testament."
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effectively vindicates the genuineness and authenticity of the books.

On the Johannean question he writes: "Until the closi; of the eight-

eenth century the Johannine authorship of the Fourth Gospel was never

t-oriously challenged. In some respects it has stronger external testi-

mony in its favor than any of the others; and the whole tone of it gives

the impression that it was written by one who was familiar with the

inner life of Christ and his apostles, as well as with the topography of

Jerusalem, and the ideas and customs prevalent among the Jews before

the destruction of their capital." The evidence shows it to have been

written about A. D. 80, probably at Ephesus. The article on " Matthew "

is by Vernon Bartlet, that on "Mark" by Professor Salmond, and that

on "Luke "by Principal Bel)b. The geographical articles on "Lyca-

oiiia," "Pergamos," and " Phrygia "' could not be by any better hand

than Professor Ramsay's, and Colonel Conder is equally fit for the one

on " Palestine," as also Professor McAlister for "Medicine," " Leprosy,"

"Plagues of Egypt," and other semiscieutific subjects. Dr. Driver

writes of Law in the Old Testament, and Dr. Denney, of Law in the

New, Some of the articles of theological importance are "Lord's Day "

by Professor White, of the University of Dublin, "Lord's Supper" by

Dr. Plunimer, Master of University College, Durham, "Mediator" by

Adeney, "]Magi" by P. M. Benecke, "Miracle" by J. U. Bernard,

"Mystery" by A. Stewart, "Philosophy " by T. B. Kilpatrick. Other

nientionable articles are "Apocrypha" and "Language of the Old

Testament" by Margoliouth, "Language of the New Testament" and

"Maranatha" by J. H. Thayer, "Latin Versions" by H. A. Kennedy,

"Natural History" and similar topics by G. E. Post, Egyptian subjects

by F. L. Griffith and W. M. ]Miiller, apocalyptic and apocryphal studies

by the English specialists Burkitt, Charles, and James. Professor

Banks writes on " Perfection," condensing into brief statement what he

understands to be the teaching of Scripture on this subject. The editor,

Dr. Hastings, writes admirably on. " Paraclete." The aggregatiDU of

eminent scholarship in this Dictionary makes it a theological and bibli-

cal work of the first rank and importance; its ability inspires confidence

in the strategic skill and sufficiency of modern defenders of the Faith;

and taken as a whole it arranges the evidences of Christianity in a way

to meet and defeat the latest maneuvers of the enemies of the Truth.

The Life of Lives. Further Studies in the Life of Christ. By F. W. FAraiAK. D.D.,

F.lt.S., Dean of Canterbury and Deputy Clerk of the Closet to thu Queen. Crown
SVC, pp. 444. New York: ])odd, Mead & Co. Price, cloth, S'-'-tO.

One of the most widely read books of our time is Farrars Life of

Chriatj issued more than twenty years ago, and since translated into

many languages, even into Japanese. The object of the book before us

is different. It deals with questions of high importance which the gos-

pels suggest, and aims at deepening the faith and brightening the hope
in Christ of all who read it. In forty-three chapters it deals with such

subjects as these: "The Divine Birth," "The Unique Supremacy .f
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Jesus," " The Testimony of Skeptics and Free Thinkers, "The Claims

of Jesus and the Spell lie Exercised, "The Humau Education of Jesuj,"

"Lessons of the Unrecorded Years," "The Home and Family at ]Sazn-

reth," "The Condition of the World," "The State of Religion in Pales-

tine," " The ^tfessianic Hope," " Joliu the Baptist," " Christ's Baptism,"

"The Temptation," "Scenes of Christ's Ministry," "Methods of Evan-

gelization," "Form, Substance, and Uniqueness of Christ's Teachiuy,''

" The ^Miracles," "The Gladness and Sorrow of the Christ," "The Apostles

and Their Commission," "Our Lord's Closing Days," "Gethsemane,"

"Trials and Suffering of Jesus," "Atonement," "Resurrection," "As-

cension," "The Final Issues." What is possible here is not a discussion

of the book as a whole; nor is that necessary, for the prolific pen of

Farrar has made his style of thought and speech familiar throughout

Christendom. This volume has the same concrete richness of expression,

the same affluent and ornate vocabulary, as his previous writings. Hero

it is only possible to quote a few characteristic passages. Michael Fara-

day's devout faith is illustrated in the story that one day Sir Henry

Acland found him in tears. "I fear you are not well," said Sir Henry.

"No," answered Faraday, "It is not that; but why, O why will not all

men believe the blessed truths here revealed to them?" Those v.ho

have conferred on the human race the greatest services of goodness have

been the servants of Christ. "What was it but the pity learned from

Christ, and the commission received from him, that sen.- lorth Paul to

preach the Gospel amid hatreds, miseries, and cruel persecutions, till,

like the blaze of beacon fires from hill to hill, its glory flashed from Jeru-

salem to Antioch, to Ephesus, and to Troas, and thence leaped over the sea

to Athens, to Corinth, to imperial Rome, and even to Britain, then the

vltima ihule of the world ? What made the Roman lady Fabiola spend

her fortune in founding hosjutals at Rome and in distant lands ? Why
did Jerome bury himself in the Cave of the Nativity at Bethlehem to

translate the Bible from Hebrew into Latin ? What made the boy Bene-

dict fly from the allurements of Rome to the Rocks of Subiaco, and found

the order to which learning owes so deep a debt ? Why did Bouaven-

tura, when asked the source of his great learning, point in silence to his

Crucifix ? Why did Francis of Assisi strip himself of everything, and,

by living as a pauper and a beggar, infuse new life and holiness into an

apostate and luxurious world? What led Francis Xavier to. lay aside

rank and pleasures, and become a wandering missionary, gaining by his

sacrifice a happiness so intense that he even prayed God not to pour

upon him such a flood tide of rapture ? What sent the Baptist cobbler,

William Carey, to evangelize the mighty continent of Hindustan ?

Every one of these and thousands more whose lives have been a bless-

ing to the world answer ' CimisT !
' What led John Howard to toil

among plague-stricken prisoners, until his death at Cherson, on the

Black Sea, clothed a nation in spontaneous mourning ? What made

Elizabeth Fry go unaccompanied among the wild, degraded, brut:il
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women of Newgate, to take them by the hand and raise them from dis-

ijrace and darkness ? Why did men like Thomas Clarkson, Granville

Sharpe, and TVilliam Wilberforce scorn delights and live laborious days in

order that, in spite of opposition, reproach, and bitter hatred, they might

save Enrdand from the guilt of using the arm of freedom to forge the fet-

ters of the slave ? What made Lord Shaftesbury, while yet a Harrow boy,

vow himself to those works of mercy which added the brightest jewel to

the glory of Queen Victoria's reign ? What enabled him—amid the ven-

omous attacks of the press and the chill aloofness of the clergy—to toil

on until he had inaugurated the Ragged School movement, and passed

the Ten Hours and the Factory Bills ? Why should the poor Ports-

mouth cobbler, John Pounds, have troubled himself, day after day, to

gather the ragged waifs into his shop, and teach them with letters torn

down from the advertisements upon the walls, and so—poor and ignorant

as he was— to give an impulse to a great national system of education?

What made Sir Henry Havelock face so many sneers for holding Bible

classes among his soldiers and winning them to Total Abstinence ?

What made General Charles George Gordon so kind to the poor, dirty,

homeless boys of Greenwich ? One and all, they would give the same

answer, * The love of Christ constraineth us.' . . . Let us not fail to

observe that the superhuman grandeur which has invested J.:jus was

something wholly apart from all earthly pomp of circumstance, -n splen-

dor of endowments. When the world bows before him, it is no oecausc

of any of the gifts or qualities which ordinarily dazzle mankinci. Jesus

was no Poet, entrancing the souls of men with passionate 3nelodies.

He was no mighty Leader like Moses, emancipating nations from servi-

tude, or, with illiuninated countenance, promulgating to them a code of

systematic morality. He was no rapt Orator, now stirring men to tu-

multuous emotion, now holding them hushed. He was no Warrior,

smiting down his foes in triumphant victory, and breaking from the

necks of the oppressed the yoke of foreign bondage. Yet turning away

from the choir of immortal Poets ; from famous Leaders; from mighty

Orators who have played on the emotions of men as the wind on the

strings of an ^Eolian harp; from all magnificent Conquerors; from the

Pharaohs in their chariots whirling into battle; from Assyrian monarchs

leading home their captives; from Babylonian emperors with the crumbs

gathered from beneath their tables by vassal kings; from deified Cff^ars

in their dizzy exaltation; from Aurungzebe or Haroun, flaming in their

jeweled robes and surrounded by kotowing courtiers—the world,

abandoning all its natural predilections, has felt constrained to drop its

weapons, to tear the garlands from its hair, to kneel lowly on its knees

before the Son of man in His humiliation, in the faded purple of His

mockery, in His crown of torturing thorns. For He was the Son of

God." Concerning Buddhism, Barthelemy St. Hilaire, who made a

special study of it, said, "It is a spiritualism without soul, a virtue

Without duty, a morality without liberty, a world without nature and
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without God." Of Mohammed it is written that he did indeed render

one great service to his adherents by the rigorous prohibition of strong-

drink: to which is due the fact the Turk makes a good, tough soldier

who will recover in a fortnight from wounds which would send an

ordinary English soldier to a certain grave because of his driukinf;

habits and the poison of beer in his blood. This book would not make
the reputation of Dean Farrar, but will be helped by it to a sale.

Skilled Labor for tlie Master. P.y Er<;KXE E. IIendkix, D.D., LL.D., One of the
Bishoiis of the Methodist Episcoiial Church, South, lutioductiou by Bishop c. i;.

Galloway, LL.D. 8vo, pp.3-JG. ^'ashville: Barbee & Smith. Price, cloth. .^Li,.

This volume reminds the reader of a gallery of paintings from the

hand of some great master, each one of which deserves individual men-
tion and encomium. The chapters of the book, in other words, are n\

some measure independent of each other and each of them worthy, both

from their subject and treatment, of larger review than is here per-

mitted. In their union they form a harmonious whole, the treatmcDt

being the consideration in a new and fascinating setting of the many
intellectual and spiritual qualifications that mal:c for ministerial success.

A few random quotations will make plain the wide scope of the volume,

its charming style, and its gracious spirit. In the discussion, for in-

stance, of "A Preacher's Bookshelves'' the author writes: "Often a

mere glance at its Homiletical Commentaries, its ' Books of Skeleton*.'

its ' Sermon Helps,' its 'Pulpit Illustrations,' which constitute the major

part of its stores, shows that the preacher has been building a librray

and a ministerial outfit under a mistaken notion as to how to meet his

real needs. Such a library is more of a 'museum of crutches' than a

table spread with nourishing food for the brain and heart, as well as the

hands and feet. A nourished brain and a glowing heart are the best

'pulpit helps.' These canned goods on a preacher's bookshelves can

never put much iron in the blood or gray matter in the brain. ... To
analyze for one's self some great sermon of another, to separate its exe-

gesis from its argument, to verify its positions from the Iloly Scriji-

tures, to distinguish the limits of its application, to note its figures of

speech and the character of its illustrations is an intellectual exercise of

a high order, and may be to a preacher what an analytical study of a great

masterpiece is to an artist in helping to make him a painter. One such

sermon as that preached before Oxford University by Canon :>rozley on

' The Reversal of Human Judgment ' may be read aloud alone or iu

company with a fellow-preacher or in one's family; and, while its search-

ing truths may prove a spiritual tonic for a twelvemonth, the careful

study of its argument may mark an intellectual epoch in one's ministry.

So of Dr. Chalmers's sermon on ' The E.xpiilsive Power of a Xew Affoc-

tiou,' or of John TVesley's on 'TheGreat Assize.' or of Robert Hall's o:\

'Without God in the World.' or of Richard Watson's on 'Man]Magni-

fied by the Divine Regard.'" The chapter on "The Unmaking of a

Preacher " has this always truthful statement: " Arrested development,
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whether it be mental or spiritual, is alike a disease and a symptom. Bad

us it is in itself, it frequently indicates a moral bankruptcy which affects

l»)th mind and heart. Peo})le are quick to distinguish a religious vo-

cnbiilary from a religious experience. Their ears can tell the sounding

|.r!i>:s and clanging cymbal, even though a man speak with the tongues

of angels. He may have had a genuine religious experience, a very vision

of the Lord by the way; and it is fitting to refer to it, as Paul did to his

at the most critical moments of his ministry. But such au experience

should be more than a memory; it should be an inspiration. His midday

vision quickened Paul's whole intellectual and spiritual life." True to the

teachings of the fathers upon the power and need of the Spirit is theau-

tiior's utterance in the chapter on "The Anointed Preacher." He says:

"The true Shekinah is a holy man. The symbol of the divine presence

may ever be seen in the tongue of fire. It is the unction, the anoint-

ing from the Holy One. What a new discovery of the divine resources

comes with a knowledge of the Holy Spirit! . . . Unless there be the

heart of fire, there cannot be the tongue of flame. It is the burning

cure within that yields the flaming tongue on the volcano's brow."

The true object of preaching, continues the writer, in his chapter on

"The Ministry of Intercession." is as follows: "His preaching is best

adapted to what is called a revival occasion each of whose sermons is

suited for a revival because he ever keeps in mind that persuasion is

the real end of preaching. Such a man of God is always seeking to

make full proof of his ministry in the conversion of souls, as well as in

beseeching men to present their bodies a living sacrifice to God. There

is enough Gospel truth in every such sermon to save a soul. Happy that

preacher who can say what was said by Phillips Brooks when, after

preaching before Queen Victoria, he was asked what sermon he

preached. 'What sermon ?' he asked; ' I have but one sermon ; that is

Christ.' It sometimes will happen that some one is hearing his last

sermon from your lips. Let there be enougb of Christ in it to save

both thyself and them that hear it." And, finally, in his discussion of

"The Church of the Future," the author has this to say, among much
that is pertinent: "The Church of the future will be powerless before

the ])roblem of the world's conversion without a full consecration of

bruin and heart and purse that work. The power of the apostolic

Church was seen in the dedication of their all to the work of saving

the world. Eat that was a small world compared with ours. The ter-

ritory embraced in the American republic is twice that embraced in the

Roman empire in the proudest day of its history. Jlore tongues are

spoken in our borders than ever Rome compelled to subjection. In this

tnighty work of the world's conversion we must have disci^ilined,

trained workers and an unbroken front. Our forces must not be weak-
ened before the ramparts of heathenism by some Achan eager for the

wedge of gold and the Bal)ylonish garment, more anxious for the profits

from the sale of opium or rum than for the salvation of the heathen. . . ,
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O Church of the living Christ, this is your crowning and, if faithful,

your speedy work—the conversion of the world ! And from this work

will come so gracious an iutlueuce upon a religious life of the Cliurch

as to fit her indeed to become the Lamb's wife." From these abbreviated

extracts the reader will infer the scope and value of the volume. I)i>

sides the chapters already mentioned others are entitled: "After Gradu-

ation, What?" "The Obligations of Professional Life," "Gristlo

Turned to Bone," "Dead Reckoning," "The Sacrifice of the AVill,''

"The Sacrament of Suffering," "Fainting Fits," "The Guest of God,"

" 'Letting the Light Shine,'" "3Iy Parisli is the World," "A Pastor's-

Perplexity," "The Pastor's Personal Staff," "Skilled Labor for Christ,"

"Our Methodist Liturgy," and "Isaiah as a City Preacher." We can-

not, in conclusion, overstate the worth of the book. The ministry of

the 3Iethodist Episcopal Church, as well as of our sister Church in the

South, might well read it—and in its reading would find rare intel-

lectual stimulus and spiritual uplift.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

Jemis Christ ovd The Social Question. By Francis Gkeexwood Peabodt,
Pluninier Frofessor of Christian Morals in Harvard University. 12mo, pp. o74.

^CewYork: Tlie JNTacmillan Company. Price, cloth, §1.50.

An observant American economist once said, "When I hear anyone

bring forward a solution of the social question, I move to adjourn; " by

whicli he meant that no complete and immediate solution of all proli-

lems involved is yet practicable. No one can propose a panacea for ail

social ills. Yet, vast and intricate as the problem is, the brain aud

conscience of Christendom grow more resolute and strenuous in the en-

deavor to mitigate those ills, if a full solution be not possible. The ques-

tion of this book is how far the teachings and example of Jesus are of

value for the desired solution. Its seven chapters consider the com-

prehensiveness and social principles of the teaching of Jesus; his teach-

ing concerning the family, the rich, the care of the poor, the industrial

order; and the correlation of the social question. The author begins by

saying that the present age is conscious of a distinct mission and bur-

dened with a sense of responsibility for the fulfillment thereof. " Behind

the extraordinary achievements of modern civilization, its transforma-

tions of business methods, its miracles of scientific discovery, its mighty

combinations of political forces, there lies at the heart of the present

time a burdening sense of social maladjustment which creates what we

call the social question. . . . Never were so many people, learned and

ignorant, rich and poor, philosopliers and agitators, men and women,

stirred by social ills, by dreams of a better social world, and by the

call to sofcial service. . . . Among human interests, the social question

is just now central and commanding." And the pendulum lias swung

from a Christology which ignored the social question to one which finds

that question the center of the Gospel. The demand of radicals is not
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for the amelioration of the evils of the existing order, but the destruction

of that order. The fabric of modern civilization ap])ears to rest on three

social institutions—the family, private property, and the State. Each

of these is challenged ; the first is said to have outlived its usefulness, the

second is called a mere symbol of social oppression, and the third is

declared to be a mere instrument of the privileged class, which ought

to be supplanted by a cooperative commonwealth of collective owner-

ship. Social and economic revolution is the solution proposed by the

radicals. Such insui-gent proposals seem to some a portent of coming

chaos, and to others the sunrise of a happy era of brotherhood and

justice. Men like Bebel, and Friedrioh Engels, and Marx, and Belfort

Bax include the institutions and habits of the Christian religion among
the obstacles which must be removed before a better social order can

come in; but Dr. Peabody, regarding the social question as an ethical

and religious question, aims to show, and does it with great thorough-

ness and success, that the better order can come only by the practical

application of the teachings of Jesus, in the spirit of Henry Van Dyke's

lines in "The Toiling of Felix:"

"Where tlie weary toll together, there am I among my ov.ti.

"Where the tired workman sleepeth, there am I with him alone.

This is the Gospel of labor—ring it, ye bells of the kirk.

The Lord of Love came down from above to live with the men who work.

The volume before us goes very far toward giving indubitable theo-

retic proof that Christianity can accomplish what is possible to no power
or wisdom without the Gospel ; and it also points the way by which the

Christian Church may furnish the practical proof which shall convince

all unbelievers and turn the hatred of its enemies into love. This book
contains the most systematic and scientific inquiry ever made, so far as

we know, concerning the social teachings of Jesus; and is for the

Christian minister or layman the most instructive and valuable discus-

sion of the social question. A significant fact of our time is the degree

to which the Carpenter of Nazareth keeps his place in the confidence of

the oppressed and dissatisfied. Much as many of them misconceive

him, they yet trust him. Renan said, "Jesus, in one view, w"as an an-

archist;" Pfiiiger said, "The first proclaimers of the Gospel, especially

Jesus himself, belonged to the proletariat;" a prominent socialist said,

" If Jesus were here to-day, he would be one of us;"' another wrote,

"Christ was a poor workiugmau, who had a heart for the poor—he is

the man for us." Gohre says that all that remains of Christian faith

among workingmen is their respect and reverence for Jesus Christ; they

all stand reverently and quiet before his great personality. To those

^vho are alarmed at the social ferment of our day the following has a

reassuring thought: "The social questions are, in their main scope
and intent, manifestations of the moral life of the time. They are

ethical questions. They appear in forms which are })olitical or in-

dustrial, but behind these diversities of form works the one spirit.
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Agaiust the lust of the flesh there rises up the instinct of chaste lovo

and creates tlie social question of the family; against the lust of

riches there appear the emotions' of benevolence and pity and create

the problem of charity; agaiust economic injustice there rises up tlie

hope of an industrial commonwealth and creates the labor question.

The social questions occur simply because a very large number uf

people are trying in many different ways to do what is right. The

moral life is written across the face of the time in the language of the so-

cial questions. The social energy of the modern conscience finds its m;iiu

channel of expression in the social forces of modern reform." To tlic

question, What is the place of the Church in the modern world ? Pro-

fessor Peabody answers: "It is not a place where correctness of opiniou

is guarded and maintained ; not aeold-sturage warehouse for uncorruptcd

truth; not merely a place of religious utterance, nor of religious symbol-

ism, nor a gymnasium of ritual for the calisthenics of the soul. It is, to

use the language of our modern life, a ' power house,' where there is gen-

erated a supply of spiritual energy sufficient to move the world with

wisdom, courage, peace. Let this power fail, and a church stands in the

midst of modern life without adequate reason for existence, a Sunday

club, an entertainment bureau, a survival of the days when religion was

real. A living Church communicates power. An irony of religious

teaching it is, and a deliberate withdrawal of the influence of Chris-

tianity from any bearing on the concerns of modern life, when it is pro-

posed to })rolong the ancient controversies of orthodoxy, or ritual, or

organization, as though they in any degree represented the ends to

which Jesus devoted himself, or could be of the slightest concern to

those who are meeting the needs of the present age. According to the

teaching of Jesus, the Christian Church is to be, not a deposit of opinion

but a source of spiritual energy, a mighty social dynamic, a fountain of

life, creative, redemptive, self-propagating.'' Coiicerning one of th.e

most urgent and distressing social questions, the following is part of the

author's thought: "Temperance reform is but a labor of Sisyphus, and

the burdcu it desires to remove rolls back on the community again, un-

less the agitation is consistently directed not so much to the liamperini:

of a trade, as to the disciplining of a passion. The drink habit \i in

very large degree the perversion of one of the most universal of human

desires, the thirst for exhilaration, recreation, and joy, and to reinnvc

the only available means for satisfying tliis normal craving without pro-

viding adequate substitutes, is like blocking the channel where a stream

does harm without observing how many new fields the same stream i*

likely to devastate"

An, American Antholoou. Kditinl by EDMt'XD Ci.akknce Stedmax, editor ff

A Victorian Antholof};:. Svo. pp. 878. Uostou and Nl-w York: Houghton, Mil'li"

& Co. Price, cloth, $3.

What lie did in the former volume for the poetry of the nineteenth

century written on British soil, Mr. Stedman has here done for the
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poetry of this country %vritteu betweeu 17S7 and 1809. It is hardly too

much to say that no other living person has the combined knowledge,

ta-ite, and literary judgment for making such selections from modern

Kn^iish verse on both sides of the sea so wisely and well as has been

done iu the two choice volumes which should stand side by side in

every library, jjublic or private. An American Aidhology is a collection

cuide in illustration of Stedniau's critical review of our own poets and

poetry in his volume entitled Poets of America, as his Victorian Anthology

was an illustration of tlie judgments in his Victorian Poets. Wlioever

lias those four volumes does not absolutely need anything more upon the

field they cover: or, at most, he can find nothing better. This selection

reaches from Philip Freneau, 1787, to Joseph B. Gilder, 1900, and is

preceded by the editor's tine Introduction and followed by concise

Biographical Notes and a threefold index of titles, iirst lines, and
jtuthors. Among the early poems of the century is one by Timothy
Dwight, president of Yale College, in 1784, entitled "The Smooth
Divine," which hints that Dr, Dwight thought not ill of ;Mcthodism.

There smiled the smooth Divine, unused to wound
The sinner's heart with ht'll's ahinniiig sound.
No terrors on liis gentle tongue attt-nd;

>o grating truths the nicest ear olTeud.

That strange new birth, that T^Iethodistie grace,

Nor in his heart nor sermons found a place.

Plato's fine tales he cliunsily retold,

. Trite, fireside, moral seesaws, dull as old.—
His Christ and P.ible placed at good remove,
Guilt hell-deserving, and forgiving love.

'Twas best, he said, mankind should cease to sin:

Good faina requirr^d it; so did peace within.

Their honors, well he know, would ne'er be driven;
But hopetl they still would please to go to heaven.
Each week he paid hi-> visitation dues;
Coaxed, jested, laughed; rehearsed the gossips' news;
Smoked with each goody, thou;zhr her cheese excelled

;

Her pipe he hghted, and her baby held.

Or placed in some great town, with lacquered shoes,

Trim wig, and trimmer gown, and glistening hose,

He bowed, talked i)0litics, learned manners mild.

Most meekly questioned, and most smoothly smiled.

Still further pungent satire on the dainty, pampered, and compliant
diviue is followed by the same author's .still familiar hymn, '"I love
tny kingdom. Lord; " and it may be noted that hymns have tlu-ir pro-

portionate space iu this selection. The First Lyrical Period begins fitly

"Jid forcibly with John Pierpont's "The Fugitive Slave's Apostrophe to
'^lit- North Star." "Warren's Address to the American Soldiers," and
"The Pilgrim Fathers," with Fitz-Greeue Halleck's "Marco Bozzaris."
Waniel "Webster is here with his ver.«es, "On the Death of ^\\ Sou
vnarjes." The earliest really great name iu American poetry is Bryant's,
n'ld the next, by home and foreign judgment, is Poe. One marked
eature of this volume is that American history, especially in its critical
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and passionate eras, is fully and thrillingly sung by many poets of • ,,.

triotism,the singers of the South as -well as of the North. An artistic

purpose, the result of which is noticeable in the order of arrangement, i*

confessed in the editor's Introduction. "The anthologist mav wcii

follow the worker in mosaic or stained glass, to better his (ancru;

effects. Humble bits, low in color, have values of juxtaposition, a:ui

often bring out to full advantage his more striking material. The rcj.-

resentation of a leading poet is to be considered by itself, and it i.-; m

pleasure to obtain for it a suitable prelude and epilogue, and otlicrv.;,..-

to secure a just variety of mood and range." It was impossible thut ^.)

conscientious and seusitive a literary artist as Mr. Stedman should oi}er

a careless heap of miscellaneous stuff. Eather, we find a master's hand
in the arrangement, as in the selection, and in each poem some peculiar

note which prevents it from being worthless or insignificant. The value

of the collection is enhanced by the general aim to represent each poet

variously and at his best. Mr. Stedman is aware that " there is no re-

ception more distrustful, not to say cynical, than that awarded nowa-

days to a presentment of the artistic efforts of one's own time aud

people;" nevertheless he laudably includes, in full and just representa-

tion, the writings of living poets, honoring and not slighting his con-

temporaries; and for this we applaud and heartily thank him. Ances-

tor worship is not the most useful cult; to appreciate those who now
are "fellow-heirs with us of this small island, Life, with whom we live

and work as brothers, " is the foremost and nearest duty. To uegk ct

our liomes while we tend the graves of the dead is to reverse the proper

order of duties. Those of us who despise the work of our contempora-

ries would have despised the greatest of the ancients if we had Hvlm]

with them. No churlish, grudging, and exclusive editor is Stedman. but

one who does justice even to the youngest of those who sing true sono-.cot

yet rated great, but on the way, perhaps, to that distinction; and even to

minor singers who sound some one note worth our hearing. Edgar Fawctit

is absent from the volume by his own request. But T. B. Aldrich is b(.rt-

with twenty-eight subjects, and that fine spirit, E. R. Sill, and that m-.-t

piquant, intense, small package of die eicige WcihUch, named Emily Dick-

inson, with her niece Martha Dickinson. Here are Henry Van Dykf
and James B. Kenyon and Frederic Lawrence Knowles and Edwin
Markham with John Vance Cheney answering him, and Julie Lippmnu.

Here is Richard Hovey, who sends no more songs from Vagaboiidi.i.

mourned by Stedman as a bright star vanished short of its meridian, and

Maurice Thoinpson whom we cannot help regarding as, oa the whole, a

greater loss. Here is Charles Henry Luders with his exquisite " The

Four Winds," and Will H. Tliompson with his "High-tide at Getty.-

burg." And Paul Dunbar and Stephen Crane, and Daniel Dawson with

"The Seeker in the Marshes," and Ella Wheeler Wilcox with " Wccv.'m-

ination," and that glib, copious versifier Francis Saltus Saltus—evtu

these are here under the roof of Stedman's generously hospitable cani-
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vau^ary. Among recent poems, worthy of note, is Markham's vreirdly

grand conception, "A Look into the Gulf:"

I looked one night, and there Semiramis,

"With all her mourning doves about her head,

Sat rocking on an ancient road of Hell,

Withered and eyeless, chanting to the moon
Snatches of song they sang to her of old

Upon the lighted roofs of Nineveh.

And then her voice rang out witli rattling laugh:

•'The bugles! they are crying back again—
Bugles that broke the nights of Babylon,

And then went crying on through Nineveh.

Stand back, ye tremliling messengers of ill

!

Women, let go my hair: 1 am tlxe Queen,

A whirlwind and a blaze of swords to quell

Insurgent cities. Let the iron tread

Of armies shake the earth. Look, lofty towers:

Assyria goes by upon the wind !
"

And so she babbles by the ancient road.

While cities turned to dust upon the Earth

llise through her whirling brain to live again—

Babbles all night, and when her voice is dead

Her weary lips beat on without a sound.

There is a wild pathos in this ghostly picture of the ancient Assyrian

•jueen, a shriveled crone in the inferno of the spirit world, imagining

in a delirium of memory that she is once more with her armies and

issuing her imperial commands.

Ivolntion and Theology. By Otto Pkleiderer,D.D. Crown 8vo, pp. 30G. Lon-

don: Adam & Charles Black. New York: The Macmillan Company. Price,

cloth, S2.

These ten essays are occasional writings of the Berlin University Pro-

fessor of Theology, whose larger works have had due notice in our

pages. The first gives title to the book, and the others are on "The-

ology and Historical Science," "Luther as the Founder of Protestant

Civilization," "The Essence of Christianity," "The Notion and Problem

of the Philosophy of Religion," "The Task of Scientific Theology for

t!ie Church of the Present," " Jcsus's Foreknowledge of His Sufieriugs

and Death," "The National Traits of the Germans as Seen in Their Reli-

jjion," "Is Morality without Religion Possible or Desirable?" and

"Free from Rome!" While affirming his loyalty to the Christian

faith, indeed imagining himself a defender and deliverer of it, Pfleiderer,

*ith his naturalism, entirely shuts out miracle of every kind, and re-

duces Christianity and its Lord to a very pale reflection of the orthodox

conception. With his acute mind, his clear and pointed style, he is one

^f the subtlest and most dangerous undcrmiueis of all faith in the super-

'i'ltural. He is foremost among those who think to retain the essence of

Christianity without its facts, to improve it by repudiating the doctrines

"*hich have been its "-lory and its power; who propose to retain the
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flame while removing the candle. Pfleiderer holds that neither t!i...

Jesus of the Gospel history nor the Pauline Christ is for us a biutlii.;^.

object of faith; that the Christ of the orthodox is a being who is n>jit!,. r

God nor man, a hybrid, accessible neither by means of rational thiiikir.L-

nor by poetic contemplation; that as the divine princi])le which euli'lj.

ens every man has revealed itself in an extraordinary manner in some ii;

dividuals by reason of the especial force and purity of their conscious-

ness of God, so in Jesus we see the most powerful human organ of th.t

principle, and he takes highest rank among these prophets of the ratuni:.!

God-consciousness. This, Pfleiderer says, is the conception required tr,

a strictly scientific view^ of history; and theology, if it claims to be-

a

science, must accord with the principles recognized in all science. If

we were in a rationalistic Unitarian pulpit or professorship, we woiiM

feed and fill ourselves with Pfleiderer, certain that he would make some-

what less feeble (even if no less futile) our difficult endeavor to persufnU-

men to obey and trust in a merely human Christ, a rather unusunliv

endowed Jew, and to accept a Christianity with nothing super-eavthly

in its authority or its nature. But this limp, lowered, and devitaliztd

gospel cannot abide the fire-tests of time, which let the true and gemiine

stand and cause the unreal and false to pass away. After all the librr-

lies he takes and the reductions he inflicts upon Holy Scripture, tlio

Christian history, and traditional conceptions of the Truth. Pfleiderer

declares his purpose to devote all his powers in order to "maintain the

holy inheritance of the fathers unimpaired amidst the storms of the

present time, and to give it an ever-richer development and a finer fori'i

for the welfare of the coming generations." "When this German rational-

ist shall have finished his work on "the holy inheritance " transmitted

by "the fathers," those wise and faithful worthies will not be able t<^

recognize it. The third essay, on "Luther and Protestant Ci\'iIizatioii.'"

showing that the great reformer was the founder not only of the puririci

Church which bore his name, but also of the Protestant civilization 1:1

which we all live and move, gives niore satisfaction in the reading, though

one of its first pages sets us to wondering how- a man can, as is there

implied, "join his heart with Christ so that the two become one spirit-

ual person, receiving into his own heart the bright portrait of the Saviour

with all the saving powers that stream forth from Him," without accept-

ing the history of Christ as true. The forever unanswered question

rises perpetually, "When these iconoclasts have destroyed the Christ of the

New Testament, what ground or authority have they for any Christ :;t

all ? The largeness, richness, and wholesomeness of Luther's nature

are finely set forth. Xext to theology, he considered music to be God"s

most precious gift, and he knew how to employ it in the service of tiiC

Highest. A true s.aying is that "the German people owe it to Luther

that there has been a Bach or a Handel." He was the creator of the

German hymn, and the immense influence upon his contemporaries of

those which he wrote was recognized by his enemies, fur a Jesuit
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wrote, "Luther's hymns have slain more souls than all books and ser-

mons," which is a testimony to the power of Cliristiari hymns in gen-

tTiil. The author says that "German science owes to Luther nothing

Ic-^s than body and soul; for the body of science is language, and the

soul is the conscientious sense for truth and the impulse to free investi-

<':itiou. These two it has from Luther and only from him. He created

for the German people the unified language which for centuries has been

tlie single bond of the politically rent and divided tribes. And what a

language ! "What fullness of forms, what flexibility of structure, what

power of expression did it win under his master hand! Les^ing's

clearness, Schiller's power, and Goethe's euphony are combined

in Luther's speech. Therefore it is, and remains the model of all

who write and speak German." Of the wide influence of the fre'^donv

breathing nature of Luther's spirit and language the author writes:

"It was Luther's spirit wiiich arose victorious in Lessing to free us

from the intolerable yoke of the letter. In Luther's spirit and in the

footsteps of his criticism of dogma a Kant proceeded to the criticism

of the reason, sought with the torch of self-knowledge to illuminate

the dark depths of our breasts, and found in the law of conscience

the rcsting-pole in the flight of phenomena. Again, when a Schiller

sought to mitigate the harsh severity of the Kantian law by the

cheerful grace of the 'beautiful soul,' in which the discord of nature

and mind is reconciled with the free and noble humanity, what

is this but Luther's central thought of the freedom of a Christian

man, who does the good of himself without the compulsion of the law,

impelled only by holy love's own compulsion ? Or when a Schleier-

macher has led us back from all outer forms of religion in cultus or in

dogma to its mysterious source in the depths of the heart, wht-re the

soul feels itself touched by the infinite Spirit, and m dependence upon

it exalted above the limits of the senses, what is this but Luther's cardi-

nal doctrine of faith as alone the saving principle Avhich, indeed, is the

life ol the soul in God ? " Goethe said: " We do not at all know what

we owe to Luther and the Reformation. We have been freed from the

chains of mental limitation, and we have, in consequence of our grow-

ing culture, become capable of returning to the source and apprehending

Christianity in its purity. We have again the courage to stand with

tirm feet upon God's earth and to feel conscious of our God-endowed

human nature. Let mental culture continue to advance, the natural

pcieutes grow in ever-greater breadth and depth, and the human mind

bo broadened as it may, it will never surpass the grandeur and ethical

culture of Christianity as it shines forth in the gospels." The one thing

^hich most surprises and mystifies us in Pfleiderer's writings is his un-

consciousness of the glaring inconsistency and irreconcilable contra-

<3ictions l)etween his various and, as it seems to us, opposing views. >^ot

a few readers will find the essay on "The National Traits of the Ger-

nims as Seen in Their Helisrion " the most interesting in this volume.
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HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPnY.

Theodore Parker, rreacher and Reformer. By Joay White Chadwick. Crown
8vo, pp. 422. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. Price, cloth, $l'.

Mr. Chadwick dedicates his book to those who believe that "Religion

is the most natural and significant expression of our human life." This

is the third biography of Theodore Parker, and the present author has

freely used the work of his predecessors, pouncing on whatever he liked

best in the pages of Weiss and of Frothingham. As a piece of intel-

lectual and literary work this is doubtless the best of the three, as, in-

deed, for several reasons, it should be ; its later date gives it a calmer

atmosphere, a truer parallax, and more correct perspective, while this

author, more perfectly than the other two, mates aud matches with his

subject as a close-fitting glove upon a hand. Such diflereuces as arc

discernible between Parker and Chadwick are rather of degree than of

kmd. Their ways of dealing with the Scriptures and with Jesus are

much like. Yet in some things Parker is a conservative compared to

the farther-gone and more reckless radical who now acts as his biogra-

pher. Parker has more passion aud fire; in Chadwick there is little

heat or flame—on his religious hearthstone there seems more ashes than

embers. Parker's affirmations are as dogmatic and positive as his

iconoclastic denials are vehement; Chadwick is scant and chary of

affirmations and credos—he poises, balances, hesitates, and leaves faith's

great questions unsettled—a mist of doubt blankets his landscapes and

mystifies his hearers. We should expect Parker to preach to large con-

gregations and Chadwick to small ones. The world likes a positive

man who knows what he believes, and it will listen to him through

•whose strong and steady words rings the high note of certitude. It was

of Parker that Lowell wrote

:

Every word that he speaks has been fierily furnaced

In the blast of a life that has struggled in earnest.

Theodore Parker's intellectual gifts, we are told, came more from his

father; from his mother, deep religiousuess and a warm heart. What

that mother was to him we catch a glimpse of in a passage which con-

tains, no doubt, the reflection of his own experience, in which he

records how the thoughts of the child go up from his earthly mother,

who manages the little room he sleeps in, to the great heavenly House-

keeper who manages all the world. This, he says, is only the beginning

of religion in the dawn-twilight of the young soul's life, like the voice

of the bluebird and the phcebe, coming early in March, but it is the pre-

lude to that whole summer of joj-ous song which will erelong gladden

the procreant nest. And it was of her the grown man was thinking in

the pulpit when he said to his people, "The best part of many a man's

•wisdom cauie to him Avhen his mother laid her hand on his childish head

and smoothed down his silken hair, and taught him of God, of con-

science, of righteousness, and, awaking the devotion of his young
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heart, bade him fly toward heaven on his half-flcdged wings." The first

books the farmer's lad bought he earned by picking huckleberries and

taking them to Boston to sell. When he finished his course at Harvard

he describes himself as "a raw boy, with rough clothes made by coun-

try tailors, coarse shoes, big hands, red lips, and blue eyes," going out

to teach for fifteen dollars a month and his board. At that business,

with overwork and insufficient nourishment, he sowed the seeds of long

and finally fatal ill health. In Boston, for a year, he attended on Lyman
Beecher's preaching, with the result of revolting utterly from his the-

ology. The progress of Parker's ministry and the process of the gradual

disintegration into rationalism of his original faith could not be more

accurately or amply described than by this biographer who is himself a

ruaster-unbuilder, an expert conductor of disintegrations, a lord of

demolition. If preachers should adopt one of Parker's early resolutions,

to preach nothing as religion which he had not experienced inwardly

and made his own so that he knew it by heart, the range of their affirma-

tions might be narrowed, but the note of reality would be more piercing

and constant. Parker was nothing if not intense. Ue could not abide

coldness. Goethe as a man he abhorred, because there was " no warm
beat out of his heart." Chadwick says that if Parker had accepted

Coleridge's antithesis of natural and supernatural religion (the former

meaning a religion of sensational origin and the latter a religion of in-

tuitional origin), he would have been the most ardent supernaturalist of

his time. But Parker left it for Bushnell to take up, as a useful and

convenient means of getting all the salvage possible from the wreck of

certain traditional beliefs. The distinction between "reason" and "un
derstanding " Parker heartily accepted from Coleridge, who had appro-

priated it from the German schools. The influence of Germany upon

English thought, in the thirties, was mainly through Coleridge and

Carlyle. The secret of the genesis of New England Unitarianism lies

open in the remark of Dr. Dewey that he preferred Rationalism to Cal-

vinism; and it was the same recoil that made Parker write, " If this

New England theology, which cramps the intellect and palsies the soul

of us, does not come to the ground, then it shall be because it has more

truth in it than I have ever found." He preferred no God at all to the

one fashioned in the furnace-heat of Edwards's pitiless imagination or

hewn by Calvin's frozen steel. It is noted that at Channing's funeral

four undesiral)le and unsuitable persons took active part, two of his

personal enemies and two others sharply antagonistic to his way of

thought, while in the church porch two of the saints were heard con-

versing thus: "Well, Dr. Channing is gone." "Yes, and much trou-

ble has he given us." Martineau overhauled Parker for something that

looked like Pantheism and a doctrine of Inspiration that made of one

kind God's immanence in matter and in man. Martineau, haWng been

6 necessarian in his youth after the manner of Priestley, was ever after

almost bitter in his assault on anything bearing either a real or formal
9'2
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resemblance to the doctrine of philosophical necessity or tending to deny

that man, as a moral being, lias "life iu himself." "When failing health

forced Parker to seek rest and recuperation he "rested like fury" in

Europe, an example of perpetual motion and intense interest. Seeing

in Paris the Venus of Milo, he comments, "A glorious human creature

made for all the events of life; " while of the one iu Florence he says,

" The toy icoman came to her perfect flower in the Venus de Medici."

At Pisa he sees the two towers, the lesser of which "resembles the

great one only in its leaning, as is the way with all imitators—they get

the halting step without the inspiration." He thinks the Roman Church
cultivates feelings of reverence, of faith, of gentleness better than the

Protestant Churches, but does not affect the conscience so powerfully or

appeal to the reason or to practical good sense. At Tiibingeu Parker

found Ewald regarding De AVette as too skeptical, and Baiu- saying,

when asked how many hours a day he studied, "Alas, only eighteen !"

One is not surprised to find Goethe's friend, Bettiue von Arnim, calling

herself not a Christian but a heathen, offering her prayers to Jupiter, and

saying that Jesus Christ had done more harm in the world than anybody

else—doubtless because he appears in history as the one supreme over-

thrower of heathenism. Parker describes the bigot as worshiplusij the

knot hole through which a dusty beam of light has streamed in upon

his darkness, the radical as declaring nothing to be good if it has been

established, and the patent reformer as screaming in your cars that he

can finish and perfect the world with a single touch. Theodore Parker

affirmed that God, the iMoral Law, and Immortality are directly known.
Jacobi, from whom he took the plan of his thinking, taught that God,

the Soul, and Free Will are intuitive beliefs of the mind and have the

same validity as Time, Space, and the External World as postulated by

the demands of sensuous perception. Kant held that the Moral Law is

given in consciousness while God and Immortality are posited as intel-

lectual forms convenient for its operation. A fine definition it is which

says, " Our conscience is our consciousness of the conscience of God."

Parker's hierarchy of the human faculties was ordered thus: intellect,

conscience, afi'cction, religiousness. He always insisted that without a

conscious relation of the soul to God life is a poor aborted thing in

comparison with its normal possibilities. Theodore Parker's ardent and

powerful work in the crusade against slavery, which some consider his

greatest service to mankind, may be typified in what he wrote from

Eirrope after John Brown's daring stroke at Harper's Ferry: "Brown
will die like a martyr and a saint. , . . Let the American State hang

his body and the American Church damn his soul. Still the blessing of

such as are ready to perish will fall on him and the universal justice of

the Infinitely Perfect God will make him welcome home." In his time

of failing health Parker wrote: "I am forty-seven by my mother's

reckoning, but seventy-four in my feelings. Sometimes I think of

knocking at Earth's door with my staff, saying, ^ Liebe Mutter, let me
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in ? '" Yet he wrote in another letter, *' In all my illness, and it is now
in its third year, I have not had a single sad hour." Nevertheless, in

1843, on the eve of his birthday, he had written in his journal: "Two-
and-forty ycr.-.T ago my father, a hale man in his fifty-first year, was

looking for the birth of another child before morning—the eleventh

child. How little docs the mother know of the babe she nurses at her

breast ! Poor, dear mother ! You little knew how many a man would

cui-se the son you painfully brought into life !
" Parker had the lone-

some lot of beiiig anathema to both evangelicals and autievungelicals, to

orthodox and Unitarian. The only funeral service over his remains in

Florence, in May, ISGO, was that an old friend read the Beatitudes.

In 1866 Frances Power Cobbe began the jiublication of his complete

works, but the fourteen volumes fell dead from tho press, and still lie,

we believe, in dust, unsold upon the shelves. An uneraasculated Gos-

pel is more in demand. One is surprised to find Chr.dwick criticising

Parker and Martineau as looking for the significance of religion too rig-

idly to its intellectual contents, but not surprised when this Unitarian

pastor publicly states that faith in immortality is diminishing in his

congregation. "We do not wonder; we should think it would. Just

here it may not be irrelevant to note that the opinion we expressed in

our last November number concerning the pernicious character of Allen's

novel, Tfie Reign of Laic, is sustained from the opposite side by the

recent statement from E. E. Hale, indorsed by J. W. Chadwick and M.
J. Savage, that Allen's book is worth more to the "liberal" cause than
all the sermons that " liberal " ministers have written in a twelvemonth.
This we also believe, for the book is insidious and saturating, while the
" liberal " pulpit is not pungent or convincing. Its preaching exhibits

the futility of its gospel, which the more it is preached the less it is

believed, and the fewer they be who care to hear it. Heretic fiction in

Christian homes is far more dangerously potent than the "liberal" pul-

pit, which gets not many hearers and convinces few of them.

HiiTPlemaitary History of American Methodism. By Abel Stevens, LL.D. 8vo,

pp. 2.59. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings & Pye. Price, cloth,

$1.50.

This is a continuation of Dr. Stevens's abridged History of Americaii

Metliodism, and is the last work of his fertile, diligent, and eloquent

pen, having been barely finished when, in the fullness of years, our great

historian passed into the heavens. His Compendious History of American
Methodism culminated at the Centennial Jubilee in 1806, the climax of

the first hundred years in this New "World of theMethodistic movement,
the greatest popular religious movement in history since the Reforma-
tion. The singular and increasing success of the demonstration since

1866 demanded that Dr. Stevens continue his narrative, and in this

volume he has brought the record down to 1890, covering about a

quarter of a century, a period filled with rich results of the labors of the

preceding hundred years, a period of culminations and harvests. While
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this volume is a continuatiou of the preceding one, it is as far as possible

complete in itself; and it enables the reader to estimate comprehensively

the present significance, the actual condition and prospects of the ]\Ietti-

odist Episcopal Church throughout Christendom—throughout tie

earth. Its marvelous statistics are exact, authentic, and verified by ofii-

cial authoritj-. The author records the fact that, during the period

covered by this book, Jlethodism has become more than ever a move-

ment of the people all around the world, and that this popular and uni-

versal trend denotes the sweep and speed of its coming history. And

there is cheering encouragcnieut in the fact that this veteran observer

and scholar, uatching the signs of the times and the drift of events,

•writes with almost the final strokes of his careful pen, '* After more than

seventy years spent in the practical as well as passive study of 2tIethodi?:m,

I do not hesitate to believe that its greatest history can be wrought iu

the future, and that its prospects for the new century into which we

are about to enter are such as should inspire our Church with devoutest

ambition and heroic energy." Saying which, ho only adds his tinal ex-

hortation to his ilethodist brethren, that, as their denominational form

of the common Christian cause is, in its primitive simplicity and essen-

tial cath'jlicity, best prepared for the predicted perils of Christianity

in the coming century, they should more than ever he steadfast iu

their work, confronting the new century with unwavering courage,

and marching into it and through it with united ranks and the con-

sciousness of a universal and invincible mission ; and the last message

of Abel Stevens to the Church he loved and loyally served is delivered.

The book before us treats first of the territorial progress of [Methodism

to and across the New World to the Pacific coast, building a Christian

empire in Oregon, "Washington, and California; then of the episcopate,

lay representation, increased lay activity, progress in home and foreign

missions, the work of church extension, and aid to the freedmen,

women's work in the Church, education and literature, the increasing

liberality and great resources of the Church, Arminianism, episcopal

necrology, the presence and activity of our Church in the South, our

work abroad in Africa, South America, China, Japan, Korea. Europe,

and India, the two Ecumenical Conferences which Methodism has held

in London and Washington. It then oflfers some final views on the

reasons for the past, and conditions of the future, success of Methodism.

and ends with an appendix containing extracts from the Episcopal Ad-

dress at the General Conference of 1896, and from the sermon of Bishop

Andrews at the celebration by New York ]\Iethodism, in 1897, of his

twenty-five years of episcopal service. The solid history reliably re-

corded iu this book is so wonderful and manifestly divine that only a

very bilious and pessimistic saint can rise from its perusal without

strong faith and confident hope for continued victories hereafter for the

onward-marching ISIethodist columns of the army of King Jesus. On

the last pages Dr. Stevens quotes, from a public lecture given in 1803
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t)V Kev. John "White Chadwick, Pastor of the Second Unitarian Church,

Brooklyn, N. Y., the following: "There are more Methodists to-duy

th:m there were English-speaking people in the world when "Wesley eu-

t.Ted on liis great apostolate in 1739. There are nearly half as many

Jfethodists in the world as there are people in the United States, and

they are increasing in number all the time. They will grow in culture

»nd intelligence more and more as time goes on; in knowledge of the

order of nature and the spiritual history of man. If it shall be their

hnjipy fortune, growing thus and to the liveliness of their emotion add-

ing,' self-control, to lose nothing of their earnestness either in matters of

divine communion or of human help, imagination cannot conceive for

them a more glorious Church than they shall build for worship and for

work."

Hxd'-lreich Zwinoli. The Keformer of German Switzerland, 14S4-1531. By SAsruKL
Macauley Jacksox, Professor of Cliurcb History, New York University.

Together with an Historical Survey of Switzerland hefore the Eefor nation, by
Professor John Martin Vincent, Johns Hopkins University; and a Chapter on

Zwiiigli's Theology, by Professor Frank Hugh Foster, University of California.

12mo, pp. xxvi-519. New York and Loudon : G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price, cloth, $2.

To the extent that the Reformation shall assume more majestic pro-

portions as time passes, an exact knowledge of its issues, leaders, and

results will be increasingly necessary. The present volume, which is

the fifth in the series known as "Heroes of the Reformation," has

therefore a mission that entitles it to special notice. By the statement

of the preface Professor Jackson was not only the projector of the

entire series, but has been busy at intervals for nearly five years in the

preparation of this particular biography. Avoiding both rhetorical em-

bellishments and excessive eulogy, he easily makes apparent the results

of his long and wide investigation. The Zwingli whom he depicts was

hedged about by human limitations. It is, indeed, wholesome to find

an author so free from the disposition to apotheosis in the portrayal of his

hero. "The four years of intimate association with Zwingli which the

author has enjoyed," Professor Jackson writes, " have greatly increased

his respect for the man. But though Zwingli has won his high regard,

he is unable, through his own inability perhaps to appreciate goodness,

to value him so highly as some do. He does not put him in the front

rank of the great men of the world, nor in Reformation history on

equality with Luther and Calvin. His defects are patent; his literary work
is so frequently marred by haste that while it served its immediate ends

well it has less interest for the after world ; in his treatment of the Baptists

he followed only conventional lines and was prejudiced and cruel—the

author is himself not a Baptist—his jealousy of Luther was a mark of weak-
ness

; in the latter part of his life he was more a politician than he should
iiave been." Yet the professor makes a due recognition of the value of

Zwingli's leadership and of his claim to a high place in history. "But on the

other hand," continues the author, "he led the Reformation movement in

German Switzerland, and spent his days in the service of his conception of
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the truth. He was a generous, self-sacrificing, lovable character, whose

politico-religious writings reveal the stalwart Swiss who could not be

bribed to silence, the man who saw clearly the cause of his country's

decline, but who loved his country in spite of all her faults with a

passionate devotion, and for her sake laid down his life. It is as a

man, as an indefatigable worker, as a broad-minded scholar, as an

approved player of a large part on a small stage that the author ad-

mires Z-vvingli and commends him to others. Whether he was right

in his theology the author does not here discuss; nor is he at all

concerned to expound and defend his distinctive teachings. But he

beUeves that if the four great Continental reformers—Luther, 5Ie-

lanchthon, Zwingli, and Calvin—should appear to-day, the one among
them who would have to do least to adapt himself to our modern

ways of thought and the man who would soonest gather an enthu-

siastic following would bo Huldreich Zwingli, the reformer of German
Switzerland." Of the incidental features of the volume it is not

possible to speak in full. They include, however, a preliminary bibli-

ography of German works, entitled "Some Indispensable Aids to the

Study of Zwingli," and in extent most ample; an introductory chapter,

by Professor J. M. Vincent, Ph.D., of Johns Hopkins University, giving

an historical survey of the period preceding Zwingli's birth, under the

title of "Switzerland at the Beginning of the Sixteenth Century;" a

supplementary chapter, by Professor F. H. Foster, D.D., of the Pacific

Theological Seminary, which discusses " Zwingli's Theology, Philoso-

phy, and Ethics;" and an Appendix containing "the first published

defense of Zwingli's reformatory ideas" and Zwingli's Confession of

Faith, both of them being translations by eminent authorities. A series

of charming Swiss illustrations accompanies the text; while, to secure

local coloring and to see the manuscripts of Zwingli, the author in 1S9T

made a special journey to the places in Switzerland associated with the

reformer, and also to Jlarburg in Hesse. Altogether, the professor has

put into a relatively small compass a biography so scholarly, full, and

unprejudiced as to invite most favorable attention.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Survivals. By Lewis V. F. Eaxdolph. 12nio, pp. 89. New York: G. P. Put-

nam's Sons. Price, cloth. Si.

This little volume of verse, embellished by the artistic hand of Bry-

son Burroughs, is made up of the responses of the soul of a man of

affairs to the beauties of nature, the call of public occasions, and the in-

spirations of religious truth and sentiment. The author, who is president

of the Atlantic Trust Company, prints in place of preface an " Apology "

for this book of poetry offered by a financier. In his youth ilr. Ran-

dolph longed for a literary career, but could not afford it. When a

young clerk in a bank the bank president, discovering that he wrote
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viTses, remarked to the cashier, "A proper euough young man, but

jtoftry and banking don't mix; " and Randolph's innocent little verses

came near costing him his clerkship and his living. Years ago when

Governor Leslie M. ShaNv, of Iowa, Avas in the banking business, he

needed an assistant bookkeeper. A business man in an adjoining town

wrote a strong letter recommending a certain young man. At the bot-

tom was written, "P. S.—He plays in the band." That postscript lost

tlio young bookkeeper his chance. The future governor reasoned, "A
iiuu can do but one thing at a time ; if ho has time to play in the band

lie hasn't time to be a first-class bookkeeper in a bank." This is worth

recording for the sake of its lesson. Probably to be a first-class minister

requires as much concentration, and as rigid exclusion of all side issues,

as to be a first-class bookkeeper. Success can come on no other plan.

Concentration means intensity, which like a red-hot electric cautery

f)iirns its way through. The public faith in the man who attends

strictly to his business, and its distrust of oue who turns aside, are illus-

trated by another story in our autlior's "Apology." John Mills was a

Lnnker of Lancashire, who occasionally indulged secretly in writing

verses. R. W. Emerson saw some of them in manuscript and said,

" Why not publish them?" ** No," answered the banker, "if I pub-

lii^hed a book of poetry, there would be a run on the bank in no time."

Mr. Randolph, through a life necessarily "much devoted to the cares of

this world and the deceitfulness of other people's riches," has refused to

spend the whole of this probationary existence wielding a muck rake,

like Bunyan's old man ; has cultivated the spiritual fervor and aspiration

which animate and elevate his verse; and is not ashamed of cherishing

poetic ideals, laying most emphasis upon the religious aspects of life,

and taking a large active part in the work of the Chui-ch militant. Here

is a financier whose most serious figuring has been over the problem,

"What shall it profit a man to gain the whole world and lose himself ?

"

The Poetry of the Psalms. By Hexry Van Dyke, LL.D., Professor of Litera-

ture iu Princeton University. 12mo, pp. 25. >«ew York: T. Y. Crowell & Co.

I'lice, cloth, 60 cents.

This beautiful little book, printed at the Merrymount Press, with

cover design by Goodhue, is for readers of the English Bible. Professor

Van Dyke's introduction shows the spirit in which he has written:

" There are three ways in which we may study the Bible; as a revela-

tion, as a document, and as literature. . . . The true lover of it has

na interest in all the elements of the immortal Book. He wishes to dis-

cern, and rightly to appreciate, the method of its history, the spirit of

its ))hilosophy, the power of its eloquence, and the charm of its poetry.

He wishes this all the more because he finds in it something which is

"ot in any other book; a vision of God, a hope for man, and an inspira-

tion to righteousness which are evidently divine. As the worshiper in

the temple would observe the art and structure of the carven beams of
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cedar and the lily work on the tops of the pillars all the more attentively

because they beautified the house of his God, so the man who has u

religious faith iu the Bible will study more eagerly and admiringly tr.r-

literary forms of the Book in which the Holy Spirit speaks forever. "\V,

shall do well to consider appreciatively the poetical element in tlie

Psalms. The comfort, help, and guidance that they bring to our spii-

itual life will not be diminished but increased by a perception of their

exquisite form and finish. If a king sent a golden cup full of cheerin::;

cordial to a weary man, he might well admire the twofold bounty of thr

royal gift. The beauty of tlie vessel would make the draught more

grateful and refreshing. And if the cup were incxhaustiljle, if it filled

itself anew as often as it touched the lips, then the very shape and

adornment of it would become significant and precious. It would be ;iu

inestimable possession, a singing goblet, a treasure of life.'' The Psalms

are great with ''an intense love of nature, a passionate sense of the

beauty of holiness, and an exultant joy in God."

Ephesian Studies, Expository Reatiiugs on the Epistle of Saint Tau! to the EpUe-
siaus. By the Kev. Haxdley C. G. 3Ioule, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divin-

ity, Fellow of St. Catherine's College, etc. 12mo, pp. 341. New York. A. C.

Armstrong i Son. Price, cloth, $1.75.

For their reverent spirit, evident scholarship, and sensible exegesis

these Studies are to be commended. From the Preface we learn that

they complete a series of expository works upon the epistles written by

Paul during his first Eoman imprisonment. Of the method followed iu

his present work Dr. Moule writes: "As in dealing with the epistles to

Philippi, Colossfe, and Philemon, so with this to Ephosus, or more prop-

erly—as we shall see—to Asia, the author has sought, as his one aim, to

exhibit something of the treasures of 'edification, exhortation, and com-

fort' lodged for ns by the inspiring [Master in the wonderful work of the

inspired servant. To this everything else has been subsidiary, alike

the brief historical and critical introduction and the occasional gram-

matical discussions. The highest aim of the interpreter has been to

bring the reader into closer contact with the ' celestial letter ' itself, and

with the mind and message of God in it."

God and the People, and Other Sermons. Ky D.wip J.a.mf,s BuKnEi.L, D.D., Pastor

of the Collegiate Church at Fiftli Avenue and Twenty-ninth Street, New York.

121110, pp. 350. New York: Wilbur B. Ketchani. Price, cloth, §1.50.

The commendations we have pronounced upon previous volumes of

Dr. Burrell's sermons might well be repeated in the present instance.

Few discourses read better. They are at once honest in exegesis, vivid

in the portrayal of truth, pungent in appeal, and wide in their swec])

of thought. The reader is insen'^ibly reminded of the majesty of the

ministerial oflice, and comes to feel in their perusal that the metropolis

of the Kew World has few more earnest preachers than Dr. Burrell.
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Aet. l—the counter-reformation.

The term '"Counter-Reformation" must not be understood

as implying merely a movement in opposition to the Reforma-

tion. It was largely that, beyond question, and from our

Protestant point of view we can hardly do otherwise than to

regard it chielly in this light. Yet it was also a positive and

very important movement of reformation and rejuvenescence

within the Roman Catholic Church. It was, indeed, a defini-

tive and determined rejection of the teachings of Luther and

Calvin. It was also a rejection of the appeal to the patristic

Church on wliichi Anglicanism, although accepting the alliance

of continental Protestantism, laid special and increasing weight.

The Counter-Reformation resolutely maintained not merely

the Catholic system at large as this, for instance, is held by
the Greek Church, but the Roman Catholic system in particu-

lar as this is defined by the schoolmen, particularly by Thomas
Aquinas. Still, within the limits of this system, it was a posi-

tive and very energetic movement of rtform. The leaders of

It, indeed, finally shrunk from pressing the full compass of

the reforming propositions laid before Pope Paul III by a

commission of cardinals, including even the vehemently Cath-

olic Caraffa, afterward Paul lY.

There were various prerogatives assumed by the Roman
Curia—for instance, the granting of dispensations of a great

many kinds—which, although excessively liable to abuse, were
nevertheless seen to be so inextricably interwoven with the

Koman claims over the Church that to deal radically with
tiieni seemed to involve danger of shattering the whole
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machinery of tlio central administration. Yet even tlie.sc

impregnable prerogatives have unquestionably been vastly

restricted in their scope and reduced to the control of a cau-

tion and conscientiousness profoundly different from the

wanton venality with which they were flaunted in the latter

part of the Middle Ages. In the matrimonial causes of tlie

great the Roman Curia seems to have retained no small sliare

of its ancient hypocrisy and venality. Yet, speaking gener-

ally, the Eoman extortionateness—especially as this was dis-

played after the breaking out of the Great Schism, when there

were two and at last three papal coui'ts to keep uj)—is a thine

of the past. The expenses of the papal administration, after

the Counter-Reformation gained force, were mainly met by
the revenues of the ecclesiastical State, so long as this lasted,

and are now chiefly dependent on voluntary contributions.

The intrusion of Italians into foreign benefices has been for

several centuries unknown. 'Whatever scandals may here and
there hang about the episcopate in some of the Latin coun-

tries, especially in South America, yet the general standard of

episcopal character is vastly higher than in the time of Leo X.
In short, while sucli a self-controlled hierarchy as the Roman
Catholic, cut off from the wholesome safeguards of family life,

and so unevangelically dominant over the laity, must always

be excessively open to abuses, yet its general tone is vastly

more worthy of a Christian Cliurch than in the beginning of

the sixteenth century. Of this elevation of character the

Counter-Reformation, though not the sole, may well be re-=

garded as the innnediately guiding, cause.

The fundamental character of the Reformation is that it is

a repristination not of Christianity, to which both sides were

equally devoted, but of apostolic Christianity in its deepest

form, the Gospel of Paul. His repeated use of " my Gospel
''

or" our Gospel " seems to show a sense of a profound peculiar-

ity in his preaching, exposing him to vehement attacks from
Jewish believers and to occasional qualms on the part even of

the twelve, and still more of James, the Lord's brother, wjio

may be regarded, even more than Peter, a.s representing the

Catholic conception of the Gospel as a nova lex, in distinction

from Paul's great apprehension of it as a gratuitous connnu-
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liic^Uiou of a spirit of Jife. Paul's own churches of the second

• 'Ciieration seem already to view Christians rather as servants

than as sons. The conception of good works, therefore, as a

cofulition precedent to rewards, rather than as being, in the

beautiful language of the Heidelberg Catechism, " the fruits

of thankfulness," is already in the first century fast gaining

f.'round. Catholic Ciiristianity to this day, while not denying

nur adoption as children, shrinks from a free actuation of this

very much as the prevailing English Ciiristianity shrank from

i!ie cheerful filial confidence of the early Methodists.

Of course, the filial character and consciousness have their

nwn peculiar temptations—presumption, negligence, irrever-

ence. And we all know, thougli few know in its full extent,

the extravagance of the language which Luther used in his

rebound from the dejected servilism of the elder system.

Doubtless, as Heinrich Heine says, "the sublime brutality of

l5rother Martin " was necessary to communicate to the Refor-

mation a prevailing headway against the dead weight of tlie

hiorarchiai Church. Vituperation is assuredly immeasurably

less reprehensible than burning people alive. But, whatever

.wlvantages this unbounded intemperateness of language may
have implied for the Protestant regions, there is no doubt how
it must have sounded to Latin Christendom. It violated every

ni.^tinct of reverence toward Christianity as it had been under-

^tood and practiced for at least fourteen hundred years ; toward
the immemorial hierarchy of the Church; toward that papal

Jnajesty which, even in an unworthy man, could, as Catholics

H'ld, no more lose the saeredness of its delegation from Christ

•han Caiaphas lost his divine delegation even by the mur-
•i'-T of the Redeemer. To Latin Christendom, accustomed to

Ciearly defined forms of belief, to definite and ancient reliirious

•'-iithority, and to a rich affluence of ceremony, the surging, toss-

••'^' confusion of the North seemed a sheer outbreak of un-

"'Jiitrollable barbarism against Christian civilization. Almost
•'^ one man the religious depth, no less than the policy and
•--ift of Italy, and also of Spain—to say nothing of France

—

''^' up against this threatened irruption of Gog and Magog,
|"t<.'nnined alike to enter into no compromise with the bar-

'"'Jum licretics, to banish alike the sensualism and the freedom
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of the Renaissance, to purge away the crying abuses of the

Church, to draw tight the reins of the central authority, and

to encourage every form of genuine Catholic devotion, ancient

or recent, to unfold its fullest capabilities. This profound

determination of tl}e Counter-Reformation, at once relentless

and fervent, developed itself on one side in persecution, and

on the other in rich I'eligious fruitfulness.

The fundamental principle of the Reformation, as we know,

is justification by faith alone. Does God gratuitously justify

the believing soul, and is lioliness the result of this antecedent

justification ; or does he wait for holiness, and justify on the

ground of that, even though that holiness be his own work?

Protestantism took the first position ;
Catholicism the second.

Protestantism assumed a wholly nnmerited act of God in justi-

fying the sinner, who, in the consciousness of this justification,

opens his soul to the divine Spirit, that justification may ])as5

on into sanctification. Justification is the root, sanctification

the fruit. The attitude of the soul is from first to last neither

passive nor toilsome, but receptively active, working in the

strength and joy of God, and appropriating a redemption

which it can do nothing to effect. Catholicism, on the other

hand, declares that " God is minded to have the fruits of his

own grace become the merits of his creatures." There is here,

therefore, a strong temptation to tormenting self-examination

and to self-originating activity, pleasing itself in the thought

of laying up claims against God. Undoubtedly the Catholic

position in many approximations has largely invaded Protes-

tantism, particularly in our day. Yet, as Dr. R. TV. Dale

well says, if it prevails, the whole work of the Reformation

will have to be done over again. This question is not an idle

speculation ; it is the root of the whole spiritual life. Even

the vast secular activities of Protestant lands, however adulter-

ated with worldlincss, have had their deepest spring in the

spirit of filial gladness engendered by the Reformation.

At first there seemed to be hope that justification by faith

alone, thus interpreted, might be accepted even by Rome.

Two great cardinals—the English prince of the blood, Regi-

nald Pole, following the Teutonic instincts of his race, and

the Venetian Gaspar Coutarini, imbued with the Venetian
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love of the Bible—were zealous on this side. When Pole,

years later, became papal legate and the last lloman Catholic

archbishop of Canterbury, he ^vas still, as Dr. Fuller says,*

••an absohite Protestant on the point of justification." He

used to say, " Too nnicli cannot be taken away from man's

power, nor given to God's grace." Yet, after some wavering,

Home and Trent decidedly rejected this higher doctrine of

justification, and established the lower. Apparently Pole was

saved only by his death from a trial for heresy.

It is true that the Luthei-an doctrine was trumpeted in the

extravagant and often revolting forms. How could it sound

to Catholics when Luther declared that if it were possible

for a man to commit adultery in faith he would not be guilty

of sin? How easy to turn this into a declaration that to a

believer adultery is not a sin. A disciple of Luther declared,

" Good works are prejudicial to salvation." Besides, for two

centuries the Peformation was deeply involved in the prepos-

terous assumption that to be justified we must already say, "I

believe myself to be justified"—an absurdity to which some

schools of Protestants yet cling. Thus, multitudes of tender

souls were put under a new yoke, heavier than the old. Yet

from the beginning Catholicism had been averse to the free

gladness of the evangelical view in itself, apart from all these

caricatures of it, so that its final rejection by Trent may be

said to have been predetermined from the last years of the

first Christian century. Rome has always been afraid of Paul,

in spite of honors rendered him. And, as Penan says, there

is no Church more iucapable of understanding the epistle to

tlie Romans than the Roman Church of to-day.

The Counter-Reformation did not succeed the Renaissance

without an undetermined interval. Good Pope Adrian, in-

deed—Leo's immediate successor, the plain, frugal Dutchman,

not even speaking Italian, chosen by the bcM'ildered cardinals

in the first confusions of the Reformation because he m-rs ut-

terly unlike themselves and because he had been the emperor's

tutor—lived too short a time to do anything. He published

to all the world, as we know, the most ample acknowledg-

ments of the unbounded corruptions which had flowed out

• Church Nistonj, book viii, ^ 50.
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over the Cliurcli from the Koinan See. His plans of reforrn

were most tJiorough and most sincere, and, could he have live.l

twenty years, might have given the Counter-Refonnation a

cliaracter far less divergent from the Reformation tlian it

actually assumed. It is even possible, Teuton as he was, that

he might have thrown the papal iniiuence decisively on ih-

side of Pole and Contarini, to the higher doctrine of justifica-

tion. On the other hand, it is perhaps as probable that the

Latin episcopate would have risen in its wrath and forced the

intruding Fleming out of the sacred chair as an heresiarch in

disguise. " What matters it," said the benevolent and godlv
man, in his epitaph, " that a man has the worthiest aims in an

obstinately unworthy age '] " We have given an interpreta-

tion rather than a transcript, for Adrian YI deserves it.

Clement YII, the illegitimate Medici, Leo's almost innnedi-

ate successor, was, like his predecessor and cousin, deeply iui-

bued with the smnptuousness and luxury of the Renaissance.

Neither in Church nor State M-as his policy much more ele-

vated than Leo's. Selfish astuteness and magnificence are

essential IMedicean traits, though this famous race has oiilv

produced one monster, Catherine. Yet even in Clement tlie

mighty bulk of the papacy begins to swing about in a new di-

rection. His personal character was blameless, his enjoyment
of the religious ofiices profound, and his rendering of the'.n

majestic. The airs of the coming age began to breathe, al-

though they were to be crossed by the contrary currents "f

more than one pontificate before the full seriousness of the

Counter-Reformation was established in control. Under
Clement begins that strange relation of the popes, to the em-
peror which lasted well through the century, and whose vicis-

situdes were of vital service to the Reformation. As heads of

the Church, the popes could not fail to be intensely eager for

the suppression of the great northern revolt. The only capa-

ble instrument of this achievement was the emperor—the

secular chief of Christendom, the sovereign of the great Aus-
tro-Hungarian dominion, of the Netherlands, of Spain, Sicily,

Naples, and Milan, of golden Mexico and Peru, and the fed-

eral head of Germany. Yet this very greatness of his power
terrified the popes. As Italian princes they were in a vi.-e
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between Kaples and Milan, while even as chief pontifts there

was danger, if the emperor absolutely crushed the Protestants,

that the popes would sink into mere arehchaplains of a second

Charles the Great. This involved a perpetual and sometimes

absolutely ludicrous vacillation between eager pursuit of the

Protestants by the pope and secret encouragement of them

against Charles Y. Humanly speaking, this wavering in the

papal policy saved the Reformation, especially as being paral-

lel to a similar fluctuation of Catholic France, which likewise

rocked to and fro between her dread of the Protestants and

her dread of the emperor. Even after the Ilapsburgs divided

into a Spanish and an Austrian line, the still subsisting family

understanding kept the popes uneas}'. These alienations of

their policy were principally active under Charles Y, before

1555, yet they can hardly be said to have altogether subsided

before the Peace of Westphalia, in 1048.

Commonly, wlicre there is a protracted struggle between

two powers, it becomes most aggravated toward the end.

Poor Clement YII, however, was destined to feel the reverse

of this. The most terrible blow from the emperor came

upon him in the sack of Rome by the imperial army, with its

unspeakable horrors and its infinite spoliation, in 1527. A
century of the Renaissance had filled the papal city with an

untold aiHuence of wealth, in its most precious and delicate

forms. All this disappeared in a day. The great churches,

paintings, statues remained, but every form of opulence took

wings. Yet, as the double sack of Alaric and Genseric had

lightened Rome for the spiritual leadership of the Middle

Ages, so the sack of Rome by the army of the Constable

Bourbon left her less alien to the great religious revival of the

Counter-Reformation.

Paul III was a mere Renaissance pope, although worthily

noted for his energetic seconding of Lasbasas and the Domini-

cans for the protection of the Indians, forbidding the bull of

Alexander YI to be interpreted in any way that should preju-

dice aboriginal rights. Julius III was of even more dubious

reputation, and let the great interests of his office pretty much
go by default. ]\rarccllus II was a man of eminent worth

and holiness, but like YirgiUs Marccllus he was only shown
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to the world to be taken out of it. After him the Counter-

Reformation became definitely established in control, in the

person of the fiery Neapolitan zealot, John Peter Caraffa, wlio

took the name of " Paul IV." Although now seventy-nine

years old, his deep-set, blazing eyes betrayed all the energy of

yonth. His soul was absorbed in the purpose to restore tlie

ancient Church and destroy the Protestants. Happily he Lad

a third passion, very much at variance with this, an invinci-

ble hatred of the Spaniards. He was deeply intent on reha-

bilitating the Italian Inquisition and reestablishing monastic

discipline, and on reforming the Church in various ways; but

the mutual antipathj- between him and the emperor, and to

Philip II, which he was incapable of even wishing to re-

strain, redounded greatly to the benefit of the Reformation.

He was a most intense Catholic, but an almost equally intense

Italian, and this latter passion setting him against the Spanisli

king, greatly baffled the hope of future Catholic victories

against the Protestants in Germany. He even had the au-

dacity to threaten that Charles and his son should be tried for

heresy, a threat which the Spanish Inquisition treated with

sovereign contempt. His scornful and furious answer to

Elizabeth's respectful notification of her accession, in 155S,

sent England away again, this time hopelessly, from the Ro-

man chair. He is a pope to whom we, as Protestants, ought

to be profoundly obliged, for although he meant not so, he has

certainly done our cause great and lasting service.

Catholicism actually benefited from the fact that Paul's

successor, Pius IV, was at heart a calculating, worldly man.

Caraffa's furious resentments were at least tlie expression of a

nature that had no private ends. Even his nepotism rested

on a sadly miscalcuLating public zeal, and was abandoned as

soon as it disappointed this. He was as unworldly as he was

nnamiable. But his boiling Neapolitan nature, like that of

an earlier Neapolitan, Urban VI, who precipitated the Great

Schism, was incapable of all self-restraint. His powerful

personalit}' gave a mighty impulse to the determinate victory

of Catholic Puritanism over the Renaissance. Yet he wrecked

the hopes of Roman Catholicism in England, and did his full

part toward wrecking them in northern Germany. Ilis
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successor, Cardinal Medici of Milan—in no way related to the

tjreat Florentine princes—a cool commercial Italian of the

north, was just the man to redress Caralfa's mistakes. He
understood the rising spirit of religious earnestness, and pro-

moted it without ever being really inspired by it. His cold-

blooded execution of one thousand five hundred Waldenses in

Calabria, although it seems to have exceeded many fold all

the Italian persecutions of Caraffa, was so managed as scarcely

to have made an impression on history. In Rome itself he

very decidedly tempered the inquisitorial severity of his pred-

ecessor. His own want of real devoutness was largely cov-

ered by the wonderful unworldliness and sanctity of his

nephew, Saint Charles Borromeo, archbishop of Milan.

Charles was the consummate flower of the Counter-Refor-

mation. His intense Catholicism led him to cling still, in

tlieory, not in practice, to the mediaeval tenet that a pro-

claimed heretic, like a proclaimed traitor, may lawfully be

killed by anyone. His Catholicism also led liim to count it

no waste of time when he consecrated three hundred altars in

liis diocese, each consecration taking up eight solid hours. On
the other hand, he was embodied purity, unworldliness, lieav-

enly-mindedness, benevolence toward all men, high and low.

In the time of a great plague he wore himself out in offices of

love, and died at forty-six. He was also a model of episcopal

energy and wisdom, and has for the whole Roman Catholic

Church permanently raised the standard of pastoral devotion.

The Konconformist monument in London worthily places liis

name at the head of Sunday school workers. Dr. Arthur T.

Pierson's little portraiture of him is a jewel of ecclesiastical

biography. His younger cousin and ultimate, though not

immediate, successor in the archbishopric. Cardinal Frederic

—

portrayed in Manzoni's great romance, 1 Promessi Sposi—
almost literally reduplicated his kinsman's episcopate, even to

the great plague, and seems to have been of yet deeper piety

and benevolence. Thus the elevation of the worldly Pius IV,

in setting forward his nephews, seems to have opened in Italy

the purest and most refreshing fountains of Catholic piety.

Constance and Basel, with their lofty and, for the former,

assertions of superiority for the collective
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Cliurch over the papacy had taught Eome to hate the very

name of " General Council" Yet Paul III in 1545 had

yielded to Charles's peremptory urgency, and had couscnted

to assemble one. Trent, in tlie Tyrol, was chosen for the

locality—an imperial city, it is true, but Italian in speech and

feeling. Care was taken to give the Italians a large majority

over all the others together. The votes w^ere no longer, as at

Constance, by nations, but individual. The cardinals and

monastic generals peculiarly attached to Rome were, ever,

though not bishops, allowed to vote. To the papal legates

was assigned a control over the proceedings hardly less strin-

gent than at Rome in 1870. The Council, it is true, could

not be persuaded to define the papal prerogatives, or even to

say that the papacy is of divine right. Yet practically it wa^

as obsequious as theoretically it remained independent. As
Herzog-PIitt remarks, the Vatican Council had but little to

do but to crown the work of Trent.

In doctrine Trent was obstinately hostile to Protestantism

at every point. The freedom of the elder Western Churclu

M'hich, content with practice, left alternate theories very much
at liberty, was liere narrowed down to a determinate Roman
Catholic denomination. Justification was defined by only

sixty prelates, not one a German. The Apocrj'pha were defi-

nitely canonized ; the Vulgate was declared not, indeed, i:;-

spired, or exempt from errors of translation, but sufiicient and

final for the determination of doctrine. Primitive tradition

was declared equally authoritative with Scripture. All sorts of

prerogatives which the Church had practiced, including the

right of forbidding priests to marry, were established on

articles of faith. At not one point does there appear the

slightest concession to Protestant scruples, opinions, or claims.

Absolute submission or permanent excision are the only alter-

natives offered. The hand of Rome is seen throughout. In-

dulgences are very guardedly defined, and the trafl:ic in them

forbidden. Outside of Spain there has been little of it since.

Purgatory is defined in very mild and general terms, but

practically, in the Latin countries at least, the grossness of

media3val superstitions concerning it is hardly abated. Within

these sharply defined limits, the Council of Trent was vigor-
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oiisly reformatory. It enlarged episcopal rights against mo-

n;istic encroachments ; enforced episcopal and pastoral resi-

dence
;
provided for better training of the clergy ; set on foot

catechetical instruction ; and passed a great many reforming

edicts touching laymen, monks, nuns, priests, and bishops. It

nowhere descended to the deep springs of spiritual renewal,

but it provided for a wise disposal of the spiritual forces

already at hand. On the other hand, it instituted a rigid

censorship of books, and did its best to promote the long

contest of the Roman Catholic priesthood against the mental

emancipation of mankind. Accordingly, the deeper tliouglit

and research of Catholic countries have either been quenched

or have inclined to actuate themselves in hostility to the

Church. The doctrinal decrees of Trent, when papally rati-

tied, were of force at once, proprio vigor^e. Disciplinary

decrees, however, take effect only by publication in each

country, and indeed in each diocese. Accordingly, these latter

decrees of Trent have been received in very varying propor-

tions in different regions. Yet on the whole the Tridentine

legislation, modified by later popes and assumed in all papal

transactions, has controlled ecclesiastical administration, and,

save for its restrictions on freedom of thought, has been gen-

erally beneficial.

The great organ of the Counter-Reformation, however, was

the militant Spanish institute of the Company of Jesus. Its

founder, the warlike Biscayan nobleman, Ignatius Loyola,

gave it this military title, not as having, like the Salvation

Army, a military organization—the title " General " is a mere

abridgment of " General Superior "—but because he wished

its members to esteem themselves in an eminent degree the

soldiers of Christ. lie also exalted the military duty of obe-

dience, not indeed to quite the height commonly assumed,

but perilously near it. The order was founded at Paris in

1534, and papally confirmed in 1540. The aim of the Society

of Jesus

—

Societas being a rude Latin translation of the Span-

ish Compana—was to advance mediaeval Catholicism, concen-

trated in the papacy, by weapons adapted to grapple with the

Renaissance and with the Reformation. Therefore it has

always combined fixedness and flexibility to a degiee that has
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made it the marvel and often the terror and the horror of tlic

world. Ko association has had more genuine saints, and none

more unscrupulous politicians* whose wiliness has been cov-

ered by the sacred simplicity of their colleagues. "What hns

been said of Roman Catholicism at large is eminently true of

this quintessence of it, that it is a masterpiece of God, man,

and the devil. Only the eyes that are as a flame of fire v.-ill

ever be able to resolve its good and its evil.

Jesuitism, casting aside all cumbersome monastic observ-

ances, debilitating austerities, and distinguishing attire, hold-

ing each member ready for any service as spiritual ruler,

preacher, teacher, scholar, confessor, missionary, took at once

the whole conduct of the Counter-Reformation. Ultimately

favoring moral laxity, it began by bi'eaking the yoke of moral

rigorism. Highly favored by the aristocracy, it warmly pleaded

the cause of the people, and had much to do with the ultimate

triumphs of democracy. Intensely Catholic, Pelagianizing,

and ceremonial, it .was yet so deeply imbued with the nev/

influences that the old Church under its lead renewed her

conquering confidence. As Macaulay says,f by the end of the

sixteenth century Catholicism was hardly safe on the shores

of the Mediterranean. Before the middle of the seventeenth

Protestantism was hardly safe on the shores of the Baltic. The
Thirty Tears' War, ending in 1648, and costing Germany half

her population, and Bohemia at least two thirds of hers, put a

term by mutual exhaustion to these mutual aggressions. Since

then there has been in Europe generally but little fluctuation

in the boundaries of the two creeds.

In Pius Y, reigning from 15G6 to 1572, the Counter-Refor-

mation reached its papal culmination. He had been grand

inquisitor of Rome, and had never been known to mitigate a

capital sentence. Less furious than Carafla, he was still more

inexorably and searchingly severe against heresy
;
yet toward

Catholicism lie was mildness and benevolence itself. Pro-

foundly devout and unworldly, he was personally as simple

and humble as a child. Under him Rome, allowing for its so

much greater population, became as gravely devout as Geneva,

•Gioberti: H Grsmta mndfmo, Xc\mosecox\Ao, p. 1^S.

t So, in substance, in his Ks<ay on " Kanke's History of the Popes."
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and hardly less austerely moral. This character it long re-

tained. Savonarola would have rejoiced could he have beheld

the change that had passed over the Italian cities. It is not

strange then that, under Pius V, Rome solemnly absolved

Savonarola's memory from all taint of heresy. Pius, indeed,

might almost be called a Savonarola in the papal chair—

a

c::!-eatly reduced Savonarola, it is true, for there was a largeness

about the Florentine friar of which there are no traces in

Michael Ghislieri. Pius Y is the one pope since 1813 whom
Korae has thought worthy of canonization. Ghisheri is the

last pope that, in his bull against Queen Elizabeth, has under-

taken to depose an actually reigning sovereign, and the last to

excommunicate a king or queen by name. ISTapoleon, Victor

Emmanuel, and Humbert have been merely excommunicated

by inference. The bull of Pius against Elizabeth, determined

but dignified, was very effective, but brought down the bolts

of persecution upon the English Roman Catholics.

After the politic and temperate Gregory XIII, the reformer

of the calendar, Sixtus Y, from 15S5 to 1590 conducted the

Counter-Reformation with rude peasant energy, but with

thoroughly disciplined judgment. He knew just when to ad-

vance and when to pause. He blessed the Invincible Armada
that was to reconquer England, but out of the vast papal treas-

ure would not advance a crown toward it until it should have

succeeded. When it was hopelessly shattered he at least took

comfort in his own prudence. The course of Roman Catho-

lic missions in England went on, and for many years, with

great results, but all serious thought of reconquering England
as a nation seems to have slowly waned away.

In Germany, Catholicism led by the Jesuits and the princes

reconquered Austria and most of the South, and at last, in

161S, advanced in military force against the Korth and against

Bohemia. The latter kingdom was almost depopulated, and
Its Protestantism completely crushed. In the North the in-

tervention of the Swedish hero, Gustavus Adolphus, and after

his death of the French statesman. Cardinal Richelieu, finally

checked the Catholic advance and left Protestantism—leaving

out the Austrian provinces—with about two thirds of the

poj>ulation as proportions are now. Of this most fearful of
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wars Archbishop Trencli assigns three causes—the despotism

of the Catholic princes, the intrigues of tlie Jesuits, the utteily

loveless spirit of Protestant controversy with Rome. The
third cause may well be pondered by us, much of whose
popular controversy with Rome, as has been well said, breathes

the very spirit of a religious war.

In Antigua, a generation back, appeared a strange disease

on the cocoanut trees. They grew healthily until they reached

a man's height, and were then stopped by an invincible web
of blight. Even so, for all those strata of Italian and Spanish

—and more or less of other—countries that were not much
troubled with thinking the Counter-Reformation was a deep

and lasting religious benefit. But minds and characters above

mediocrity were, by no means universally, but only too gen-

erally, under its iron restraint, smitten with decay. Whether
Catholicism in our day can burst these limits and, retaining

its distinctiveness but losing its confining mediaevalism, enter

into a more generous and believing future remains to be seen.

^p^^^^zcy^Zr
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Art. IL—the MUSIC OF THE BIBLE.

In tlie days when "music, heavenly maid, was young,"

there were, according to one theory advanced, three stages of

development. The lirst brought the class known as percussion

iijstruments, consisting of drums, cymbals, and tambourines,

as well as the ancient tabret. The second gave the world wind

instruments—as the pipe, flute, organ, clarinet, and trumpet.

The third brought the highest class, that is, such stringed

instruments as the harp and violin, Tlie piano belongs to the

tirst and third classes.

This theory is worth considering. Percussion instruments

undoubtedly came first, for it is well known that the pulsa-

tions of music affect persons of the lowest intelligence, while

many of higher mental force are sometimes unable to distin-

guish between two very different melodies. The clapping of

iiands and stamping of feet probably originated this class of

instruments, which could also be more easily made and played.

Wind instruments would naturally come next. The wind

sighing over a bed of reeds or whistling through the trees

must have suggested sounds worthy to be imitated. The same

reed over which the \vind sighed was fashioned into the

primitive pipe, and later pipes were bound together to form

the Pandean yjipes. The warrior loved his bow and, as he

twanged its cord, was pleased with the sound and resolved to

utilize it for a gentler art than war. The harp was the result.

Tins theory may or may not be correct, but it at least fur-

nishes us with a convenient grouping of instruments into three

great classes in the order of their impoi-tance.

In general terms we may say that the Hebrews derived

their music from the Egyptians, as did the Greeks and Romans.
The first mention of music in the Bible is in Gen. iv, 21,

v.'here Jubal is characterized as " the father of all such as

i'andlc the harp and organ ; " and thence, throughout the

^fripture, there are numerous references to music, for the

•ove of melody led the Hebrews to burst into song on any

"ccasion of joy or sorrow. Solomon speaks of their musical

i'lstruments as " the deliirhts of the sons of men.'' The birth
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heard when he goeth into the holj place before the Lord, and

when he cometh out, that he die not." In Zech. xiv, 20,

occurs the passage, "In that day there shall be upon the

bells of the horses, holiness unto the lokd." The so-

called "bells" were likely flat or slightly hollowed plates of

brass, attached to the harness for the sake of ornament or be-

cause of the agreeable tinkling. The Authorized Version in

the margin gives " bridles," it being perhaps customary to

ornament bridles in that way. It is also a modern, as well

as an ancient, custom for the women of Eastern countries to

wear bells about their ankles.

There are two kinds of cymbals * mentioned in Psalm cl, the

" loud cymbals " and the " high sounding cymbals." The dif-

ference, no doubt, was in the size of the hollow in each brass

plate. The " high sounding " cymbals, being smaller and

much more concave, were struck sharply together in accom-

paniment, as we use cymbals to-day. They were employed

by the Hebrew women in their national dances.

The timbrel and the tabret f (Hebrew, ioph ; Greek,

rv\x,-avov)^ instruments of Egyptian origin, were the same, and

were practically no different from our tambourines. They
were used very largely by the women. "We read of them in

Exod. XV, 20, where Miriam " took a timbrel in her hand,"

accompanied by the women ; in Judg. xi. Si, where Jephthah's

daughter " came out to meet him with timbrels and with

dances ; " in 1 Sara, xviii, 6, where " the women came out of

all cities of Israel, singing and dancing, to meet king Saul,

with tabrets, with joy, and with instruments of music;" and

in Psa. Ixviii, 25, where we learn that in processions " the

singers went before, the players on instruments followed

after," among them being " the damsels playing with tim-

brels." The tabret, or timbrel, was a very popular instru-

nient at social festivities. It was used in very early times by

the Svrians of Padan-aram at merrvmakings. Laban said to

*Two Hebrew words are translated, " cymbals: " 1. MetziUXam (Greek, KVfiSaXa),

1 Chron. xv, 16, 19, 23; xvi, 5, 42; xxv, 6; 2 Chron. v, 13; xxix, 25; Neh. xii, 27; Ezra
iii, 10. 2. Tziltzelim (Greek, Kvu^aln), 2 Sam. vi, 5; Psa.cl,5.

tl S.iin. X, 5; 2Sam. vi, 5; Isa. xxiv, 8; Jobxxi, 12; Ezek. xxviii, 13; Jer. xxxi, 4;

Tsa. Ixxxi, 2; cxiix, 3; cl, 4.

21
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Jacob, " Wherefore didst tliou flee away secretly, and steal

away from nie ; and didst not tell me, that I might have sen:

thee away with mirth, and with songs, with tabret, and wit!i

harp \ " Isaiah, in an invective against the house of Israel,

tells us that " the harp and the viol, the tabret and pipe,'^ aiid

wine, are in their feasts;" and in another place he says tliat.

when the judgment of the Lord falls on the land, "the mirth

of tabrets ceaseth," The tabret was also a token of peace arul

joy. In Job xxi, 12, we read, "They take the timbrel ami

harp, and rejoice at the sound of the organ." In Isa. xxx, 32,

it is written, "And in every place where the grounded staff

shall pass, w-hich the Lord shall lay upon him, it shall be with

tabrets and harps : and in battles of shaking will he fight witli

it." And Jeremiah, speaking of the restoration of Israel,

says, "Again I will build thee, and thou shalt be built, O vir-

gin of Israel: thou shalt again be adorned with thy tabrets,

and shalt go forth in the dances of them that make meriy."'

"We thus see that tlie tabret was also an article for feminine

adornment.

The sistrum,'\ also of Egyptian origin, was used to a large

extent in the same manner as the tabret, and was also employed

in the temple service to notify the worshipers that the solemn

moment had arrived—a purpose now served by bells. It con-

sisted of a loop of metal attached to a handle and having loose

bars -which were run through the loop. It was shaken vigor-

ously by the handle.

The Hebrew word macliol \ is generally rendered " dance''

in the Septuagint and the Authorized Version. The Author-

ized Yei'sion, however, in one marginal reference denotes

" dance " as a " pipe," It was really an instrument of tlie per-

cussion cla?s, Tised in very early times by the Hebrews. We read

of it in Exod. xv, 20, where " all the women went out after her

[Miriam] with timbrels and dances," and in Jer. xxxi, 13,

•Note the expression " tabret and pipe." It seems clear that they were compan-

ion instruments.
+ Id 1 Sam. xviii, 6, where the women came clown " to meet king: Saul, with tabret*,

with joy, and with instruments of music," the plirase " instruments of mu.sic " trans-

lates the Hfbrew shalishlm, which occurs only lifre in ttie Bible. The Fievi-^eil

Version in the mar^'in yivcs "triangles, or three-strhiged instruments." It ^eems

probable that sistrn are meant.

J Psa. XXX, 11 ; cxlix, .3.
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wliere he says," Then shall the virgin rejoice in the dance." It

is mentioned atnong the instruments of praise in Psalm cl. It

is thonght to have hcen made of metal in the form of a circle,

pcrliaps with a row of bells around it. "Women played it, and

used it as an accompaniment to their singing at weddings and.

merrymakings. Ey some, however, the instrument is thought

to have been a small flute used with the tabret for dancing.

Wind Instmments.—The word * translated. " organ " in

the Authorized Yersion in Gen. iv, 21 ; Job xxi, 12 ; xxx, 31,

means perhaps a pipe or reed flute. Possibly it refers to a box

with tubes attached, on the principle of the modern organ,

and operated by a bellows. Such an instrument was known
in ancient Egypt. Its greatest use was in the temple, especially

in rendering the Hallel, that is, Psalms cxiii-cxviii. Some
identify it with the Pandean pipes.

The Hebrew wordf translated "pipe" comes from a root

meaning " to bore, perforate," and hence we may conclude

that it was a very simple instrument. Its wonderful popu-

larity and adaptability lead us to the same conclusion. The
oldest form was a sort of oboe made from a reed, in which

the mouthpiece was at the end.:|; There were many other

varieties also, some being made of bone. Isaiah speaks of

the pipe in reference to lightness of heart, " as when one

goeth up with a pipe to come into the mountain of the Lord,

to the Mighty One of Israel." It was used at great public

demonstrations. At the anointing of Solomon it is recorded

that " all tlie people came up after him, and the people piped

with pipes, and rejoiced with great joy, so that the earth rent

with the sound of them." Thougli perhaps not used in tlie

temple itself, the pipe also had a prominent place in proces-

pions, it being said of these, " The singers went before, the

players of instruments followed after ; among them were the

damsels playing with timbrels'" In Psa. Ixxxvii, 7, where this

is alluded to, "players of instruments" should be "pipers."

• L'gvXt; Greek, il<a?.fi6g, bpyavov.

1 C7taZ«; Greek, ct'/oc. AnoUier word translated "pipe" (machalath; Greek,

h<"'^JS) occurs in the titles of rsalins liii and Ixxxviii. It probably refers to instru-

inent.s of accompaniineut Gesenius ti-anslates it " lute."

U Kings 1,40; Isa. v, 12; xxx, 29. In Amos vi, 5, it is rendered "instruments of

luusic."
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Kor can we forget the passage, " They are like unto children
sitting in the market place, and calling one to another, and
saying, AVe have piped unto you, and ye have not danced

; we
have mourned to you, and ye have not wept." This Httle
instrument served not only those who rejoiced, but those who
mourned as well. Jeremiah, lamenting for Moab, cries,

'•'

There-
fore mine heart shall sound for Moab like pipes, and mine
heart sliall sound like pipes for the men of Kir-heres : because
the riches tliat he hath gotten are perished.-' It also adapted
itself to the saddest and most sacred of uses—the burial rite,

"And wiicn Jesus can-.e into the rulers house, and saw the
minstrels [literally, 'pipers ;' the original is ovXr]-a(:'\ and the
people making a noise, he said unto them, Give place : for the
maid is not dead, but sleei)et]i." A rabbinical rule ]-equired at

least two flute players and one mourning woman in such cases.

The word (Chaldee, mashrohitha ; Greek, ovpiy^ which
is translated "flute" in Dan. iii, 5, 7, 10, 15, occurs only in
these passages* from the ancient prophet, and the nature of
the musical instrnment named is hard to be determined. Some
authorities describe it as a '• double flute ; " some as Pandean
pipes, and some as an " organ "—Avith the final conclusion as to
its character yet to be made.

Trumpet and Cor7iet.—Thc&Q instruments, aside from their
use on the field of battle, were employed by the priests to
assemble the people and by heralds "to announce the ap-
proach of a monarch, though, even as late as 59 A. D., the
trumpet is spoken of in 1 Cor. xiv, 8, as distinctively a war
instrument. The priests, as distinguished from the trained
Levites, did not play or sing, and necessarily could use only
a simple instrument

; hence they very largely employed the
trumpet and cornet. The sound of the trumpet was deeper
and more hoarse than that of the cornet, which was hiah
and clear, like a bugle. Tlie primitive trumpet was the
horn of a ram or chamois, as in Josh, vi, 4. That which

th*J wfthT? '^"^f^d
references have to do with the music of the Assyrians, ratherthan «,th that of the Hebrews. The story of Nanarus mentions one hundred and

fifty female musuMans, singers, aad players of instruments. An.ong the instruments

S'k"! T "'^*'^;^f^"T" '" *" ^•'""'''- S""Pt"'--^ ^o"W I'ar.ily depict so large aband but a bas-rehef of a date somewhat earlier than Nebuchaduezzar's time shows
tjventy-s.x per ormers. The Assyrians had ei^ht or nine different instruments. See
I^gvpt and Jioh>j(onia, Kawlinsou.
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souiidetl when Moses was on Mount Sinai was a long, slen-

der horn, turned up at the end ; it was much used for stir-

ring up religious and patriotic enthusiasm. The chatzoizerah^*

a straight trumpet of silver ending in a bell, was that which

Moses was commanded to make, and the nse of which was

so minutely described in Num. x, 1-10. One hundred and

twenty of these were sounded at Solomon's dedication.

The shop}iar\ was the instrument Gideon placed in the

liands of his three hundred chosen men when he used the

stratagem of the trumpets, lamps, and pitchers against the

Midianites. This was also the trumpet which Ehud blew in

the mountains of Ephraim. In 1 Chron. xv, 28, and Psa.

xcviii, 6, it is rendered '' cornet." In the version of the

Book of Common Prayer it is " shawm." Keren (Greek,

adXmy^), in Dan. iii, is translated " cornet." It seldom oc-

curs, and is generally called a "horn." "Cornets":}: in

2 Sam. vi, o, is the translation of mena 'an 'im % (Greek, avXol).

The Eevised Version lias " castanets," marg. " sistra^ It

generally translates J:erc7i. The " feast of trumpets "—Lev.

xxiii, 24—was a day of blowing of trumpets. The " dulci-

mer" of Dan. iii, 5, 10, 15, is simply a bagpipe.

Stringed Instrumeyits.—The principal instruments of this

class in use among the Hebrews were the harp and psaltery.

The psaltery bore a great resemblance to the Grecian lyre.

The word translated "psaltery" in Kings, Chronicles, and

Psalms is " iiehel^^ which is a form of the harp and will be

considered later. They probably had the soprano register, for

in 1 Chron. xv, 20, we read that certahi Levites were ap-

pointed to sound with psalteries "onAlamoth"—the latter

term meaning " in the manner of maidens," that is, " soprano."

•2 Sam. vi, 5, 15; 1 Chron. xiii, 8; 2 Chron. xv, 14; xx, 28; 2 Kings xi,H; Psa.

xcviii, 6.

Greek, CDokp^ca>.-L-,-^, Ksparlvr/x Joelii, 1; Psa. xlvii, 5; lxxxi,3; xcviii, 6.

J 2 Chron. xv, 14; Dan. iii, 5, 7, 10, 15; Hos. v, 8; Psa. xcviii, 6.

t The word only occurs in thi« passage, and in ecujunction with " c>Tnbals," though

translated "cornets" in the Authorized Version and "pipes" in the Septnagint.

The Hebrew word is supposed to be derived from a root meaning " to sway to and
fro," or "vibrate;" hence it is thought that the Vulgate rendering, sL<tru. is more
corrpct, and that it was a rattle—very common In the East—consisting of an oval

loop with a handle, having crossbars of metal rods, on which loose rings were
thrt-sulcd, Jingling when shaken, like the plates of a timbrel.— Ox/orcZ i>u)id<xy School

T'.achcr's Jilble.
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In the next verse we read that certain other Levites were ap-

pointed to sound with harps " on the Sheminith." This word
means " eighth," and hence it is supposed that the octave lower

is referred to. It seems that the psaltery and harp were some-

times made of fir wood, for " David and all the house of Israel

played before the Lord on all manner of instruments made of

fir wood, even on harps, and on psalteries." But Solomon
"made of the algum trees terraces to the house of the Lord,

and to the king's palace, and harps and psalteries for singers

:

and there were none such seen before in the land of Judah."

The psaltery that Daniel mentions as having been played be-

fore Xebuchadnezzar's golden image in the plain of Dyra
should be translated '" dulcimer," as the instrument ther*^ men-

tioned was very much like the modern zither, except that the

strings, of which there were ten, were struck with a hammer
or pUctru77i. It was the germ of the modern piano, the j;^<:-

trum being an invention that is credited to Sappho, the great

poetess of the Greekt.

The harp proper, being, as stated before, of lower range

than the psaltery, necessarily had longer strings, and perhaps

in some way corresponded to our bass viol. The general term
" harp " includes three instruments. The first—the hiimor,"

of Syrian origin—was the most ancient. It is described as a

" triangular lyre, formed of two flat pieces of wood, whose ends

were imited with eight or nine animal strings." It was held

under the left arm, and played by the fingers or with a ^;Z^c-

trum. Josephus records that it had ten strings and was played

with a pl-ectrum^ making no mention of its being played with

the fingers. In 1 Sam. xvi, 23, we are distinctly told that

" David took a harp, and played with his hand." This is

the instrument which was hung on the willows of Babylon.

The second kind

—

nehel,-\ a later instrument of Phoenician

* Gen. iv, 21; Job xxi, 12; xxx, 51; Psa. cxxxvii, 2; Isa. v, 12. Tbe word kinnor
is tlioiigbt to be '"bn'iiiciau, which leads many to suppose that the iustrument is of

rhuiiician origin. This is cloarly not tlie case, however, for rha'uicia was not in ex-

istence for several centuries after the time of Jubal.in connection with whom the in-

stnunent is first mentioned. It may l>e that tbe name was applied to JubaFs iustru_

ment long after the tinies covered by tbe narrative.

tlSam.x,5i 2Sain.vi,5; 1 Cbron. xiii, 8; xv,16; xxv, 1; 2Chron. v, 12; xxix,-2.5;

Psa. xxxlii, 2; Ixxi, 22; Ivii, 8; Ixxxi, 2; xcii, 3; cl, 3; Isa. v, 12; Neh. xii, 27. Xeb€l\s
translated " psaltery " wherever it occurs, except in Isa. v, 12; xiv, 11; Amos v, Zi;

vi, 5, iu which places it is translated " viol."
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origin—had three sides, one curved, and ten strings. This is

the instrument already mentioned in connection with the

psaltery. It was there stated that probably it was of the so-

prano register, and the ftict that it was generally played with

some other instrument would seem to strengthen this supposi-

tion. Neljel is also translated " lute " and " viol," the ancient

viol being a six-stringed guitar.

A third kind of harp—the asoi\ referred to in Psa.

xxxiii, 2 ; cxliv, 9 ; a smaller instrument of Assyrian origin

—

is mentioned only with nebel. Perhaps it supplied the bass,

but that is very doubtful, as it was smaller in size than the

ticlel. It is more likely that it took a sort of alto part.

It is thought by some that " sackbut," * in Dan. iii, should

be translated " harp." The latter word in these passages is a

translation of the Chaldaic Jcaithros (compare Greek Kidapcg,

Latin cithara^ A. S. cytere, Eng. "cithern," "guitar").

This was a four-stringed lyre which was imported into the

East from Greece, f
The tone of the harp was soothing in its effect ; for " when

the evil spirit from God was upon Saul, . . . David took a harp,

and played with his hand : so Saul was refreshed, and was

well, and tlie evil spirit departed from him." This harp

—

kiiinoi'—is the same as that mentioned in connection with

Jubal, a thousand years before. The harp was the leading

instrument of the Levitical orchestra. Certain Levites were

appointed to sound with harps " on the Sheminith to excel

[that is, to leacljJ^ The chief harper was therefore the'

•Hrcctor. The harp, it may be observed, is the only stringed

instrument mentioned in the Pentateuch.

Vocal Music.—The vocal music of the Hebrews is perhaps
<»f more interest to us than the instrumental. The Hebrews
were a nation of singers ; they sang on occasions of every
Kind. We iind that among them the singing was done almost
entirely by men at first, while later it was done almost entirely
by women. " "Women singers," even in those early days, made
'ruuble. The son of Sirach, in the Apocrj^pha, says, ''Be-

• Till' word is the Chaldaic sahbrca. The sackbut was a wind instrument.
• Str:ibo tells us of a Greelc who served In Nebuchadnezzar's army. Several like

=""iJfnts incllue us to the thout;ht that Assyria may have derived her instruments in
* '•'"'' "r If^-s direct way from Grteor'.
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ware of female singers, tliat they entice tliee not witli tlicii-

charms." One of the earliest expressions of rejoicing was the

song of Miriam, " Sing je to the Lord, for he hath triumphed
glorionsly;" and, at a later time, " when David was returned

from the slaughter of the Philistine, . . . tlie women came
out of all cities of Israel, singing and dancing . . . with joy."

Social festivities were enlivened with vocal music. In Gen.
xxxi, 27, already referred to, Laban reproached Jacob for

fleeing away without giving him an opportunity to speed the

parting guest " with mirtli, and with songs." Amos, in con-

demning the hypocritical feasts of Israel, cried out, '• Take thou

away from me the noise of thy songs." * The older bi-other

of the prodigal son, "as he came and drew nigh to the hou?e

. . . heard music and dancing." f Great triumphs were cele-

brated with a song. The grape gatherers and laborers at the

wine presses enlivened their toil M'ith singing. A love song
is found in Isa. v, 1, and Psa. xlv is a " song of loves." The
marriage festivities were enlivened with singing. ]\Insic

was also turned to idolatrous purposes, for Joshua heard the

"noise " of them that sang and danced before Aaron's golden
calf. Isaiah affords us an interesting and instructive picture

in chapter xxiii, 16, 16: "After the end of seventy years

shall Tyre sing as a harlot. Take a harp, go about the city,

thou harlot that hast been forgotten ; make sweet melody,
sing many songs, that thou mayest be remembered." Amos bit-

terly denounces the wantonness and effeminacy of Israel—they
" that chant to the sound of the viol, and invent to themselves

instruments of music, like David." The power of music in

arousing patriotism was well understood by Jehoshaphat, who,
" when he had consulted with the people, . . . appointed sing-

ers unto the Lord, and that should praise the beauty of holi-

ness, as they went out before the army." This was the occa-

sion when the riches of the enemy were so great that Jehosli-

aphat's army was three days in gathering up the spoils.

From the very earliest ages music has been the handmaid
of religion. Max Miiller pictures the prehistoric Aryan fam-

• Note the sarcasm In "noise." For other instances of this sarcastic use of the
word, see Exod. xxxii, 18; Eztk. x.wi, 13.

f Zf/idwv/ac, "music;" x-ai xopur, "and dancing together with singing."
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ilies as gathered about their altars at early morning and sing-

iug or intoning, with hands upraised, their chant to the god

of t]ie sun. This union of ninsic and worship w-as peculiarly

characteristic of the Hebrews."^ We are told that, after David

had " made him houses in the city of David, and prepared a

place for the ark of God, and pitclied for it a tent," he made

arrangements to have the Levites carry it to its place and

minister before it. His arrangements in regard to the music

are then described at length, and were elaborate. Among all

else he assigned a large body of musicians to each of the chief

musicians, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun. The whole "num-

ber of them, with their brethren that were instructed in the

songs of the Lord, even all that were cunning, was two hun-

dred fourscore and eight." These were divided into twenty-

four groups, generally of twelve each, who assumed charge of

the musical part of the services in turn.

In the eighteenth year of his reign Josiah prepared a

solemn passover. Great preparations were made. The king

and the leading men all gave freely of their substance, that it

might be a success. " And the singers the sons of Asaph were

in their place, according to tlie commandment of David, and

Asaph, and Heman, and Jeduthun the king's seer ; and the

porters waited at every gate ; they miglit not depart from their

service." This compulsory attendance of the musicians shows

ns how important their services were considered. In this in-

stance " there was no passover like to that kept in Israel from

the days of Samuel the prophet."

Women took occasional part in the temple services. In the

second temple the whole coTigregation did not usually sing, but

joined in the amen. In the Ilallel they repeated the first line

of each verse, and after the second line fell in wnth the " Ilal-

lelujah." At the dedication of the city wall ISehemiali

appointed "two great companies of them that gave thanks."

By many this is considered an instance of " antiphonal " sing-

ing, the first instance of "antiphonal"—more correctly "alter-

nate"—singing seeming to be the song of Miriam's company
of M'omen in answer to the song of the men, wlien Exod.
XV, 1, was sung by men, and verse 20 by women, in answer.

* 1 Chron. vl, 32; xv, IC, 19; xvi, 5; 2 Sam. xix, 3-5; Ezra ii, C5; 2 Chron. v, 13.
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Another early cxainplc seems to be the singing ol the women
in 1 Sam. xviii, 7, whei'e they "answered one anotlier as they

played, and said, Saul hath slain his thousands, and David his

ten thousands/' Alternate singing was also performed in such

cases as in Psahns xxix and cxxi.

The services when " man gocth to his long home, and the

mourners go about the streets," as has before been suggested,

were incomplete without singing. "We read that after Josiah

was killed Jeremiah lamented for him, "and all the singing

men and the singing women spake of Josiah in their lamenta-

tions." And Amos says, " They shall call the husl)aiidman to

mourning, and such as are skillful of lamentation to wailing."

Many, especially women, made a profession of mourning at

funerals or other solemn occasions, and must have been very

successful at inducing sadness, for Jeremiah calls for "mourn-

ing women," and adds, " Send for cunning women, that they

may come : and let them make haste, and take up a wailing

for us, that our eyes may run down with tears, and our eye-

lids gush out with waters."

The Psahns.—From a musical standpoint these composi-

tions present many features of interest. The word " psalm "

(•j/zaAjuof) lias two meanings. The first is the music of a

stringed instrument; the second a song sung to the accom-

paniment of such music. The Hebrew, tnizmor^ rendered

" psalm," is prefixed to fifty-seven psalms and denotes a psalm

with the accompaniment of instruments. aS/uV, meaning "a
song," and either ])receding or following inizmoi\ is the gen-

eral term for a song. It occurs thirty times in the titles of

the psalms. " Shiggaion," the title of Psalm vii, comes from a

verb meaning " to wander away," and is supposed to refer to

the musical setting, indicating no doubt a much freer, per-

haps an agitated, style of music. The prayer of Habakkuk is

"set to Shigionoth." There are fifty-five psalms to or for

" the chief musician." " Selah " occurs seventy-one times in the

Psalms and three times in Habakkuk. Almost all the psalms

in which " Selah " appears are " for the chief musician," and

no doubt were intended to be sung. If this is the case,

" Selah" is cleai'ly a musical term. The word is of so great

antiquity that its meaning is lost. Hebrew tradition gives it
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the meaning "fore\rer," wliich Las tlie disadvantage of not

'•making sense." Modern research derives the word from a

root meaning '•' to raise." This would signify a louder accom-

j)animent, or an interlude during a pause by the singers.

The titles of many of the psalms refer to musical setting or

instruments

:

"On Ncginoth" (iv; vi; liv; Ixvii; Lsxvi) means "on stringed in-

struments."

"On Neginah" (Ixi) means "on a stringed instrument."

"On Nehiloth" (v) means " on wind instruments," probably flutes.

"On Alamoth " (xlvi) is supposed to mean "for maidens' voices"

—

that is, soprano.

" On the Sheminitli—that is, "eighth "— (vi ; xii) no doubt means the

octave lower, referring to tenor or bass.

"On Gittith" (viii; Ixxxi; Ixxxiv). This is a feminine adjective

from Gath, and refers cither to some Gittite instrument or to a Gittite

song.

"To Jeduthun," or, as the Revised Version has it, " after the manner
of Jecluthun" (Lxii; Ixxvii), probably refers to a melody composed by

Jeduthun, or to some peculiarity of his in rendering the music. In

the title of Psalm xxxix Jeduthun is given emphasis by the words "To
the chief Musician, e^en to Jeduthun."

We find that much of the music of the temple services was

adapted from the popular songs of the time, since many of

the titles of the psalms are taken from the names of tunes or

from the first words of songs. Psalm xxii is set to the tune

Aijeleth Shahar, " the hind of the morning." Psalms xlv and

Ixix are set to Shoshminim, " the time of the lilies." Psalm

Ix is set to Shushan-cduth, "the lily of testimony." Psalm

Ixxx is set to Shoshannim-Eduth, "lilies, a testimony."

Psalm Ivi is set to Jonath-elem-rechokim, " the silent dove of

them afar." Psalms Ivii, lix, and Ixxv are set to AHadchithj

"Do not destroy." This is also thought to be the vintage

^ong of Isa. Ixv, 8. Psalm ix is set to Muth-lahhen, " Die for

the son "—but this latter is considered doubtful.

Schools of Ifusic.—Up to the time of David we find but

few traces of a systematic cultivation of music. In the

schools of the propliets which Samuel organized, music seems
to have been cultivated. We are given a hint that David
had " singing men and singing women " about him, for Barzillai,
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when pressed to make liis liome with David, said, "I am this

day fourscore years old : . . . can I Jiear any more the voice of

singing men and singing women? wherefoi-e then sliould tLv

servant be yet a burden unto my lord the king?" Solomon

was also a patron of the art, saying, ''I gat me men sin'urs

and women singers, and the delights of the sons of ]nen, a.s

musical instruments, and that of all sorts." He was aUi) a

prolitic composer, for " his songs were a thousand and five."

The general conclusion from Ezra ii. Go, where he say.-.

"There were among them two hundred siiiging men and sink-

ing women," seems to be that there was an equal number of

each, and that they sang alternately. These singers formed a

distinguished class, and were given maintenance. " It was tlie

king's comniandment concerning them, that a certain portion

should be for the singers, due for every day." Cities were

also assigned to them, for we read that " the priests and the

Levites, . . . and the singers, . . . dwelt in their cities." Tk'e

are given no information on the methods of teaching music

among the Hebrews, but our biblical type of music master is

Chenaniah, chief of the Levites, who "was for song" and

" instructed about the song, because he was skillful."

The following table from j^elson's Bible illustrates in a

clear and forceful manner the temple service of praise

:

Performers. InstrumcnU. Fuiiction.

Priests Trumpet and Cornet Processions and feasts.

Orchestra
) f

^^'^^^^^ ^^yre or Lute)
.
.Treble.

,
( I

Harp (or ^ lol) Bass.

T c^rA^o^ \
"" "• •

I Flute Occasional use.
^^^^^^^

' [Cymbals To keep time.

Bovs J
Ordinary and antipb-

f Women \
onal sincrins.

In the second temple a platform was occupied by an orchestra

of at least twelve instruments—nine harps, two psalteries, and

one cymbal. Occasionally the organ (flute) was added.

Conclusio7i.—The ancient Hebrews never succeeded in

raising music to the standard of a real art, and, in view of the

universal use they made of it, it is remarkable that there was

so little development of it. Their nmsical instruments were
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practically the same in A. D. 70, when the Komans sacked

the great temple at Jerusalem, as tliej were in the days of

.Tubal. The little triangular harp of Jubal's time, the ktvnor^

sufTered some change and had had several strings added. Its

companion instrument, the shepherd's pipe, had developed

into several subvarieties, and trumpets had been brought into

Uf;e. This was the sum total of development in about fifteen

iiundred years.* The early music of the Hebrews is of little

practical moment to this generation, but its historical interest

is great. They knew and appreciated the great value of music

as an expression of emotion, and in joy or sorrow tuned their

hearts to a song. In their beautiful temple services they

truly worshiped in '* the beauty of holiness."

As for the times of the jS^ew Testament, music was then of

luuch less moment to the Hebrews than formerly, and hence

the references to musical instruments are somewhat meager

and of slight interest. Even when the subject is mentioned,

the allusion is not specifically to music, as " the last trump."

The language of the New Testament is of course not that of

the Old, and in mentioning musical instruments and kindred

subjects perhaps it was not possible to find an exact Greek

equivalent for the Hebrew, while the music and instruments

of Palestine must have been modified by later developments

in the art. At all events Hebrew music had become too cos-

niopolitan to afford much present interest as a special study.

• It is of interest to note that many of the master minds in music have since been
of the Hebrew race.

^^y^^K>«>?-vy^^2^7M
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Art. III.—the TWENTIETH CENTURY PREACHER.

The ideal preacher has been reahzed but once in history,

and, should he appear now, would not be recognized as tiic

man of the hour. As before, he would be " despised and re-

jected of men." Our purpose is simply to name a few of the

distinctive features of tlie Gospel preacher which the nine-

teenth century has produced and projected into the twentieth.

Nor do we mean to assert that this product is common. Every

centur}' has its anachronisms. Ghosts of the past haunt the

present, and are trying to scare us into the belief that the

rejuvenescence of the future can be secured only by lying in

the skeleton embrace of death. Antiquated systems frequent

a new age like withered hags, clad in decaying garments dri{>

ping with mold and emitting the odor of the sepulcher. The

mediaeval priest crosses the threshold of 1901 counting liis

beads, reciting liis Pater No^ters and his Ave Marias^ and

kissing his holy relics. Scribes and Pharisees of every age

come enforcing their dogmatic and ecclesiastic narrowness as

the ancient truth of God and the only hope of the future.

Antediluvians are here with the spirit of Cain, worshiping

nature and endeavoring to recover their lost Eden by their

own works. The odor of antiquity is easily mistaken for the

incense of the sanctuary, and there are multitudes who fear

that in turning from the past they are turning from God. The

new man, the minister of the hour is a lonely soul, and can in

some measure understand tlie profound pathos which is found

in our Saviour's utterance, "Behold, the hour cometh, yea.

is now come, that ye shall be scattered, every man to hi^

own, and shall leave me alone : and yet I am not alone, be-

cause the Father is with me."

A distinctive feature of the twentieth century preacher is a

mind relciised from the thraldom of dogmatical and ecclesias-

tical authority. The last century has witnessed a remarkable

reaction on the popular heart from the lifeless forms in which

religious thought had congealed. The Augustinian theology

which had dominated the greater part of Protestantism had

lost its vitality, flighty as it once was—as when it hurled '' the
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fovereigiitj of God " against the pretensions of the papacy

and thus secured liberty of conscience for the individual ; and,

again, when under the massive genius of Edwards it swept like

a rushing wind over the heart of Kew England— it had during

the last century fossilized into a rigid system of logic, incrusted

with endless definitions and exhausting polemics. Quite as

dead was Anninianism in the English Church before the "Wes-

icyan revival. It is thought by some of our best students that

this form of theology was a political expedient adopted in Eng-

land to diilerentiate the Anglican Church from the rest of

Protestantism and yet not identify it with popery. The ele-

ments of truth that lay in the system could not have saved it,

unless it had been disengaged from the "political and sacerdotal

fungi that W'ere eating out its life.

The Oxford movement, Avhich originally sought to recover a

dying Church by a return to the sacerdotalism of Rome, was

like an attempt to appease hunger with shells from which the

meat had been taken. The form of religious thought—if, in-

deed, it can be called a form of thought—which has been so

singularly fatal to the life of nations, and so feeble in the ele-

vation of communities could not be commonly received as the

bread of life. In England the reaction soon came, and its force

was soon spent. Dr. Watkinson says that in many of the

Komanizing churches the attendance is small, and when such

churches are popular the congregations have little or no sym-

]tathy with the ideas which find expression in novel gestures

and symbolism, and the innovation is endured with more or

less impatieiice. From dead and deadening theologies the

heart was sure to revolt. The prophets and conservators of

this revolt were of widely diverse characters. On the one

liand were men like Martineau, Maurice, Emerson, Channing,

liomanes—great hearts who preferred to cross the circle of pre-

scribed opinions and brave the perils of the outlying infinite,

»~<Uher than to choke in an atmosphere thick with the dust of

ages. On the other hand were men like Wesley, Bnshncll,

I'rooks, ]\Ioody, Booth, Bruce, who believed the life could be

found within that circle, if they would only go back far

enough toward the center, where they would find in conscious

experience the great truth which reason failed to prove.
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Thus, both from within and from without the orthodox cir-

cle there has arisen a distrust of all human interpretations of

divine truth.

This distrust lias furthermore been strengthened by the

trend of events in politics and commerce which have trarnj>lfJ

under foot ancient traditions and liave moved steadily on in

tiie very face of priestly anathemas. The martyred heretics

have proven to be the world's light bearers. The most effi-

cient evangels have been those who were the least encumbered

with metaphysical and theological systems. The most sub-

lime cliaracters—sages, seers, and saints—have spoken out of

the most opposing schools of thought. The area of divine

truth is too great for 'any individual to cover. The quarrels

of the ages over conflicting systems have led us to suspect that

we have overlooked the full significance of the command-

ment, " Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image.''

It is a remarkable fact that while Rome seeks to save her life

by affirming her infallibility Calvinism would save hers by

either burying or modifying her confession. One effort is as

vain as the other; for religion is not a creed but a life—a life

infinite in its adaptations to every people and to every century,

varied and changing in its forms according to the material and

the conditions on which it works.

Theology is not Christianity, but only a form of thinking it.

If it be no more than a correct form of thought, although the

river of life pours into it, it is a Dead Sea in which no living

thing swims. On the other hand, the true life often thrives in

a wrong theological system. It is this conviction that has lib-

erated the twentieth century ])reacher from the thraldom of

traditional theology. We do not say that scientific theology

is doonied in the world. The closing years of the nineteenth

century have not witnessed, as Comte prophesied, " the utter

extinction of theology and the enthronement of the Grand
Etre^ On the contrary, these years have proven to be a pe-

riod of the reconstruction of theology. Its changing form docs

not mean decay, but unfolding life. But tlie very fact tliat it

is changing proves that it is not yet perfect. Science is sys-

tematized knowledge ; and, before theological or any other

science is complete, it must not only have all the facts, bn:
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must know those facts in all their causes and consequences. In

short, it must be omniscient. This fact alone releases the mind

of the preacher from slavish faith in the divinity of any form.

Kevertheless, for us to affirm that he has no form of theology

at all would be for us to deny his intelligence. Every active

mind demands some intellectual shaping of the great facts of

spiritual life. I^or can it rest while these facts lie in chaotic

disorder. Tiiey must be systematized. But the preacher's sys-

tem is not his final appeal. To make it so would be for him

to claim to have exhausted the infinite, and to do for the liv-

ing truth what the Pharisees did for the living Mosaism, wlio

made their temple the sepulcher of their faith.

Anotlier trend of the religious thought of the last fifty

years which has given distinctive character to the preaclier of

the twentietli century is that faith should rest on historic fact,

rather tlian on speculative theory. Hostile thinkers were

alarming the Church by appealing to history. Our preachers

were charged with preaching what was essentially the Gospel

according to Paul, and misnaming their Paulianity Chris-

tianity. Penan said that the real danger to Christianity was

not metaphysics but history. It was there that Strauss and

others pitched their camp and set their guns. It was a fortu-

nate alarm, for it led to a reexamination of the historic foun-

dations of our faith. An appeal came to us like the voice of

a prophet, " Back to Christ." There has never been a time

since the apostolic age when Christ has been so earnestly and

so universally studied as during the last half century. ISever

have so many and so able historians written the story of his

life. It has been repeatedly told in the form of fiction, and
.

poets have put it in rhythmical verse. Popular monthly mag-

azines and weekly journals have told the old story in thought-

ful and systematic order. This new study came like a fresh

descent of the Holy Ghost npon the Church, and has given

character to the age. It has been happily called " Johannine,''

which describes a more intuitive perception of the glory of

Christ and a greater simplicity and depth of Christian

thought and experience than characterized the Pauline or

the Petrine era.

The preacher who is awake to the time has come to believe
25
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that the one thing essential to the salvation of the century i.s

the "Me and my words" of the gospels. He preaches Jesus

—not the scholastic and the ecclesiastic caricature which has

been too often thrust upon the consciences of the ])eople and

is as unlike the real Redeemer as is the painted effigy over the

altar of a Romish churcli, but tlie historical Christ, his eliar-

acter, liis work, and woi'ds. Everything, whether of tliouglit-

activity or morals, is brought to this final test for con5ideran(:)n

and settlement. There is perhaps nothing that will explain

the many excellencies of the distinctively twentieth century

preacher as these two words, " Jesus only." Here lies the

secret of the vitality of his ministry. It is intensely personal.

The preaclier believes that he is not merely to preach about

Jesus, but to preach Jesus. His chief mission is not merely

to present a great salvation, but a great Saviour. He cannot

safely separate the thing he teaches from the Teacher. "\Ve

do not question the fact that what Jesus taught is true even

when separated from him. But it is truth in the abstract,

beautiful as a statue and as cold and lifeless. To give a single

illustration, Jesus once said, " Whosoever will save his life shall

lose it : and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find

it." We all assent to it; but whose life does it infiuencc^

We go on in the old way, every man selfishly trying to save

liis life. It is a practical untruth. But in Jesus that truth

becomes a living verity. We see him welcoming poverty, not

because poverty is good, but because he would enrich the poor.

We see him shortly after his transfiguration, when he miglit

have ascended up on high, "steadfastly" setting his face *'to

go to Jerusalem," choosing to die that others nnght live.

From the struggle of Gethsemane he goes calmly to the cross.

Then it is that the truth incarnated glows with all the charm

of life. Xow, by his impersonation of it, it lives in the breast

of millions who see that a life given to others is the highest

life. And so of everything he taught. He embodies all in

his own magnetic person. It is in the charmed circle of this

personality that the preacher lives. And that calls out every-

thing that is noble and joyful in him. It awakens slumbering

endowments and brings them forth in rich thou2:ht and o-lad

songs. It discovers to him his better self, and fills him not
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only with a desire to be divine, but also with a conviction that

he can be so and a determination that he will.

This vitalizing efiect of a personal union with Jesus is fur-

thered by the habitual study of his words, which the preacher

believes he is called to preach. There is something in the

words of Jesus which is not easy to explain, by virtue of which

they flow into our lives like that river which, parting into

four heads, went out of Eden to water the garden. The secret

is not to be found merely in what he said, th^ words he sppke.

Many of these in one form or another may be found hidden

away in the old law or psalms or prophets or the commeuis of

the great rabbis. Aye, some of the loftiest utterances of Jesus

had been spoken by rare spirits outside of the recognized circle

of faith, and centuries before he came. His mission was not

to say new things, but true things. But, when he says them,

they come like something new. They throb with the might

of his own personality. They awaken slumbering divinity in

us. Like the spirit, they " quicken." He himself explains

the mystery, " The words that I speak unto you, they are

spirit, and they are life." Augustine says that what Jesus

meant when he spoke these words was that they were the

statement of spiritual truths in distinction from historical and

scientific truths. But there is certainly a larger meaning than

that in this strong utterance. He makes his words not merely

the carrier of spiritual truth, but they bear somewhat of the

very spirit that created them :
" My words are spirit. It is the

spirit that giveth life." His words come to the receptive soul

like the breath of the Creator in Adam's nostrils. They carry

not simply the thoughts of the Redeemer, but they are the

hearer of liis own life which he communicates to us in his

utterance and so re-creates himself anew in us.

Another very characteristic feature of the last half of the

nineteenth century is a strong current of materialism which

lias poured through the age with disastrous results. Its flotsam

and jetsam are secularization of piety, despair of faith, and

wreck of morals. It arose chiefly out of the stupendous dis-

coveries which science has made in the realm of nature and
the still more stupendous application of those discoveries to

practical uses. Xever has the world witnessed such sudden
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aud enormous changes in its material wealth and consequent

social conditions as those that have occurred during the present

ao-e. The extravagant lictions of the Arabian imagination ar-

the sober realities of our day. Science has discovered tiit-

Aladdin lamp and how to command its genii. Obeying th..-

first command, " Subdue the earth," it is rapidly fulfilling'

the divine purpose, '' Thou madest him to have dominion over

the works of thy hands ; thou hast put all things under his

feet." The forces of nature have become our willing servant^

and are relieving us from the curse of slavish toil. The old

image of our drudgery, "The shoulder to the wheel," has been

changed to " Touch the button." How rich we are ! The

average man of to-day lives in the enjoyment of comforts of

which the most luxurious princes of the centuries past divl

not even dream. Does he M-ant gardens with fountains, lakes,

and winding avenues ? Here they are as free as the air he

breathes. Does he want the breath of the hills? The charior

is at the door, di-awn by the steeds of the sky. Does he want

books? The library is free, his for the using. The elves of

the air tell him the story of the world's yesterday while he

eats his morning meal. The springs of the mountain pour

their streams into his room. The lightning turns his night

into day. The sun paints his pictures. The orchards, vine-

yards, pasture fields, and granaries of every nation lay their

treasure on liis table. Such is the opulence of our civiliza-

tion. But material prosperity has its perils. Ascribing itJ

progress to the intellect of man, its temptation is to deify rea-

son and debase faith. It emphasizes the outward good, to the

neglect of the inward ; and earthly wealth is often the sul

that lies on buried simplicity, purity, and joy. It creates a

false measurement of personal worth, making success the gauge

of a man. It lowers our ideals, discarding the old-fashioned

notion that virtue is peerless and exalting the rich man as the

noblest work of God. It carries its method into the house of

the Lord. Organization passes for piety, bustling actiWty for

holiness, generous giving for consecration, aesthetic ceremonial

for worship. The pulpit becomes the platform for literary,

scientific, and humorous lectures on " up-to-date themes." Tlic

kitchen, the parlor, the stage are features of the holy house.
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The club invades tlie church. The result is a lamentable

tecularization of holy things, in wliicb we lail to distinguish

what is of the world and what is of God. Far be it from us

to say that this has been the universal condition of things in

the time of which we are writing. In some respects this age

lias been unparalleled in many centuries in the depth and

breadth of its work for Christ. Vet there can be no question

but that the nineteenth century has been troubled by the

destructive .sweep of a resistless cyclone of secularism.

The philosophical justilication of the dominating seculanza-

tion of life is materialism. Although it has been called a

science, most of its tenets are hypothetical statements, rather

than proven facts, and are utterly lacking in scientific classifi-

Gition. The inchoate cult is better called an intellectual drift.

For this reason it is difficult to seize or resist. Like Laodamia,

we may think we clasp a body,

But unsubstantial form eludes our grasp.

Its basis is the ancient atomic theory which reduces the uni-

verse, including God, to the atom and motion. Spirit, soul,

life, character, love are only "a heap of dust." That godlike

being we call man is resolved into physiological chemistry.

The crucible and the microscope explain him. Life is only

inatter in motion—"aqnosity." Soul is no more than a vibra-

tion of the cerebral nerve, a music wliich has no existence

aside from the strings which evoked it. It differs from the

animal, not in its kind but in the- measure of its nerve forces.

As the sun is the giver of all kinds of force—vital and nerv-

ous, as well as mechanical and cheniical—the life of the soul is

the sun. Thus this modern atomist builds anew the ruined

altars of Assyria. Baal I Ideas are changes in the gray

matter of the brain, their clearness and force being propor-

tioned to the quantity of phosphorus and other chemicals it

contains. Pharmacy explains the scholar. That imperial

thing we call the will is but a current of electricity. Moral

character ceases to exist, and ethics is simply a question of

voltaic batteries. Conscience is automatism, and character a

chemical product. Religion is self-delusion. The only im-

mortality, as Molcschott states it, is that '' when the body is
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disintegrated its ammonia, carbonic acid, and lime serve ti)

enrich the eartli and to nourish plants, which feed other gener-

ations of men," This, then, is the sum of this high imagina-

tion of modern secularism ; out of the atom we came, chemis-

try is our career, and our destiny is compost.

From this withering atheistic materialism tliere has already

come a powerful rebound. The pendulum is swinging over

to the other extreme of idealism, which afhrms that the

unseen alone is reality and tlie seen is only its, expression.

Spirit is the cause, and matter is the effect. "Spirituality" is

the word of the hour. How ready the age was for this ncv,-

thought is seen in the eagerness with which the hungry heart

turns to the many tables on which is supposed to be spread

the " hidden manna." That weird olla podrida of oriental

religion and occidental science known as "theosophy" has

had an astounding growtli, and that in spite of the exposed

fraud of its gi-cat prophetess. Studies in the occult are not

only fascinating the intellect, but are commanding the heart's

devotion. There men are erecting their altars. The folloM*-

ers of spiritism are numbered by the nullion. " Metaphysical

science " has become a Church, with a membership that is

phenomenal in its rapid increase and in its sweet contentment.

Books on the immanence of God, psychic phenomena, and

the power of silence are of a high literary grade, and are hav-

ing an enormous sale. Professors in our universities arc

making special studies in the psychology of spirituality.

The effect of all this on the preacher of the Gospel who is

sensitive to the temper of the times is to convince him that he

must live in conscious personal union with God. His life is

the constant inhaling of that Spirit by which originally man

became a living soul. No system of thought or order of wor-

ship or mode of behavior, however correct it may be, can be

a substitute for the life of God in the soul of man. The sub-

jective features of spirituality are not easily defined. The

phenomena of life within the sphere of the soul seem to

belong to that class of occult themes which do not come in the

category of common thought. The word "life," even in its

simplest and most obvious sense, has not yet been satisfacto-

rily defined. How, then, can wq unveil this Isis who sits
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enthroned in the profound depths of our being ? One thing,

however, is sure—spiritual life is not to be identified with any

particular form of emotionalism or intellectuality or moral be-

havior. It interpenetrates and gives character to them all,

*• brhiging into captivity every thought to the obedience of

Ciirist." Nor is it sufficiently accurate to say that it is a life

like Christ's which we attain by a laborious imitation of him.

It is his very own imparted to us by his Spirit, as we impart

our thought and feeling to others, enriching them without

impoverishing ourselves. It is, first and chiefly, "Christ

in US.''

TJiere are three features of this inner life which our cen-

tury is emphasizing. The iirst, which distinguishes it from the

spirituality of the Mystics, is that it values this outer world as

the expression of the immanent God and the sphere of the

soul's activity. Xot in the caves of Thebais or the cells of the

monastery, with their night-long vigils and wasting austeri-

ties, does tlie spirit of man find its divinest ideal, but where

Christ found it—in the household, by tlie wayside, in the mar-

ket place, in the scenes of recreation, or in the place of toil.

The true preacher of the century is, in the right sense of the

word, a man of tlie world, who becomes holy, not by giving

up his horses, but by writing on their bridles, "Holiness unto

the Lord." Though his citizenship is in heaven he cannot

separate himself from this world. He enters into its politics,

its education, its benevolences, its social and business relations.

But in doing so he contributes in his measure toward bringing

down to earth the heavenly city, the Xew Jerusalem.

The second feature of his spiritual life is practical morality.

A woi-d commanding attention in these latter days is " ethics."

It expresses a healthful movement of religious thought. We
prefer it to the more common word " morals," because it is

deeper and states more accurately the true relation of conduct

to religion. The Latin word mores, " manners," simply de-

scribes behavior. The Greek word is " character," including

conduct but tracking it back to its spring. It is suggestive of

tlie Sermon on the Mount, which lays bare the fatal defect of

conduct regulated solely by rule—incomplete, delusive, slavish.

True morality has its root, its liberty, its perfection in religion.
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Keligion is not a mere gush of pious sentiment, but a rugirod

principle of trutli and duty. It is life that issues in conduct.

Indeed, it is the act that is the final test of character. Eut,

wliile that is true, Jesus has very little to say about the details

of conduct. He rarely tells us in the great moralities what we
shall and what we shall not do. We have often wondered

why he did not speak more definitely about the great abuses,

such as drunkenness, slavery, dice and other games, or the

immoralities of trade. Instead of that he gave us great life

principles, leaving it to the individual conscience to make the

application of them to the incidents and occasions of life as

they might arise. To borrow an illustration, Christ's direc-

tions are not finger posts on the roadside, whicli are of service

only in the place where they are set up, but rather a pocket com-

pass which rightly used and understood will give a man his

bearings everywhere and always. That is life.

And that is the third feature of spirituality which our

century emphasizes—liberty. We arc free, not to do wrong,

for tliat would be enslavement indeed ; but, by virtue of the

inner life of holiness, we are free to do the thing we wish.

As Dante was tol 1 by Yirgil when about to enter Paradise,

Take thy pleasure for thy guide henceforth

;

Free and upright and sound is thy free will,

And error were it not to do its bidding ;

Thee o'er thyself I therefore crown and miter.

Another characteristic feature of the time which has given

color and tone to the preaching of the century is brotherhood.

It is by no means a new idea in the world. It was dreamed
by tb.e classics; but their most extravagant dreams, were

hardly a hint of what the close of the iiineteenth century has

realized. It was clearly taught by Jesus; but the limitations

of the common thought made it possible for none but the

noblest minds to accept it. It staggered even such men as

Peter and James. Later, the idea was debauched by becom-
ing the battle cry of passion. Fraternity was lost in commu-
nism. But the divine idea has been spoken and emphasized
dui-ing the past hundred years as never befoi-e in history

;

and we believe that this century is to witness a wonderful
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approacli toward its realization, Many and varied have been

the forces which have contributed to this end. The sciences

Ijave done much. If steam and electricity have not literally

annihilated space, they have certainly compressed this world

and brought its parts into closer touch. The traveler makes

the tour of the world now as quickly and with greater com-

fort than he could have traveled from Boston to San Frai5-

cisco one hundred years ago. And during his journey he

can pause and converse with the dear ones at home. Geo-

graphically the nations are not wide asunder. The other

country is simply my neighbor's garden. Physiology and

anatomy demonstrate the identity of the human species. Eth-

jiology affirms the essential unity of the race. Philology

confirms it. More and more is science assenting to St. Paul's

declaration that God " liath made of one blood all nations of

men for to dwell on all the face of the earth." Amid a great

variety of men, there is but one humanity. Commerce is

another factor in affirming the kinship of man. However
selfish it is at heart, and however conscienceless it often is in

its methods, it has made it impossible for the nations to live

in isolation. China is an instance in point. Commerce has

proven to us liow needful we are to each other. Our daily

wants must needs be supplied by the gifts of all the lands.

"We cannot live apart. Another thing which serves this end

is the spirit of exploration and colonization M'hich possesses

the heart of all the civilized nations. If it were the glory of

the fifteenth century to discover continents, it is the glory of

the nineteenth to explore and more fully occupy them. Liv-

ingstone, Speke, Schweinfurth, Stanley are names of our time.

The ambition of nations is no longer to unfold their individual

life within the limits of their own territory. Their outlook is

^vorld-wide, and expansion is tlieir law. Many of us believe

that M'e -are in the dawn of the day which is to realize the

confederation of the nations. Literature has been another

fiictor coTitributing to the growth of the passion of brothcr-

liood. All the great poems, dramas, romances breathe a spirit

that is cosmopolitan. Goethe, Shakespeare, Dante, Moliere,

Balzac, Camoens, Longfellow, and all the goodly company
which Iield the pen of genius belong not alone to a nation but
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to the world. In the literurj Pantheon the Immortals arc

from every clime. The modern study of the religions of the

world, wide apart as they are, also emphasizes the absolute;

oneness of man in his spiritual being. Everywhere he hus

the same sense of sin and guilt, the same premonition of

penalty, the same feeling that relief is obtained only by sacri-

fice, the same aspiration for the divine. Wherever the Gospel

of Christ has been received, it works the same sublime regen-

eration and holiness of heart and life as among us who have

come into it by generations of culture.

The eifect of all this on the preacher is to fill him with

the missionary spirit. " Wise men who know the time

"

have learned that the very law of the Churches' life is service.

The luxury of selfishness is a deadly disease like a cancerous

growth, which, while it enlarges, is eating out the very life both

of the individual and the community. The luxurious minister
—" up-to-date " as he believes himself to be—is only the de-

serted shell of the chrysalis. His venerable traditions, his

splendid ritual, his dignified conventions are an empty sepul-

cher ; and the only real service we can hope from him is that

he will soon give his carcass to fill it. This is not an age for

the expenditure of our strength in erecting pyramids or cathe-

drals, but in founding libraries, schools, hospitals, asylums,

dispensaries, missions, which will help a struggling people out

of their poverty, ignorance, vice, and misery into that divine

manhood which is their birthright. This is the temper of the

time, and he is the true preacher of the age whose heart is

most in tune with this spirit. Browning strikes its keynote

when he says

:

The man most man, with tenderest hands,

Works best for men, as God iu Nazareth.

In closing our study of the preacher who enters this cen-

tury, we cannot refrain from some denominational pride that

the Methodist Episcopal Church has inherited or acquired so

little to prevent our preachers from answering the highest

demand of the modern world. We are not encumbered with

an antiquated doctrinal system. The tenets of our faith are

preached in every evangelical pulpit, and require no labored

adaptation to the culture of the age. While we have an elab-
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onite organism our genius is against tlie idolatry of any eccle-

giustical form which would prevent the adjustment of our

administration to every fresh requirement. Our Church origi-

nated in a hunger of soul for a genuine spiritual life ; nor has

it forgotten the dream of its youth. Its ideal of holiness has

become the aspiration of multitudes of leading spirits outside

of the sphere of the denomination. It has from the first been

a Church of the people and for the people. In exceptional

instances where it has attempted to pamper to a class it has

had a precarious existence and found itself out of harmony
with its environment. It has always been missionary, both

in spirit and practice. Its very soul is evangelism, and it

believes the dictum of its founder, " The world is my parish.''

Truly, the Methodist preacher who aspires to meet the require-

ment of the age need seek no more favorable environment

than that of his own denomination.

-^H. VuZ^lc.
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Art. IY.—ax INDICTMENT AGAINST MORMONISM.

The Mormon hierarchy ^s-as never more thoroughly unitetl

and determined than now. The term " hierarchy " is us-ed

advisedly, as will be manifest in this article. The Mormons
call themselves a " Chnrch," but they are not such in the true

signification of that term. In opposing them we are not an-

tagonizing a Church, but rather a socio-political propaganda

of the most virulent and vicious type.* Multitudes of

people throughout the East believed that with the entering

of Utah into the sisterhood of States the offensive features of

the system under review would pass away and be heard of no

more. Those who were acquainted with the system by actual

contact therewith felt morally certain, and did not hesitate to

declare, that there was no real intention to give up any essen-

tial feature or abate one iota of zeal for its propagation. In

the light of the most careful and thorough observation on the

field during the past three years we unhesitatingly afiirm that

never before have the Mormons been so eager and determined

as now in pushing their work, not merely in the far West, but

in the South and East.

The influence of the Mormon hierarchy upon legislation is

second only to that of the Roman hierarchy. Instead of being

"a case out of court" Mormonism is one of the burning
questions before both Church and State in these opening days

of the twentieth century. That our readers may know more
of this iniquity we present the following indictment

:

First : The system had its origin in deceit and fraud. En-
gaged in digging a wclhiear Palmyra, New York, in September,

1819, were Joseph Smith, Sr., and his two older boys. Loiter-

ing about in compimy with other idlers was Joseph Smith, Jr.

The family was destitute of good name, but young Joseph
was remarkable for shrewd cunning, and had won a large fol-

lowing among the clans. On this occasion he picked up a

peculiarly shaped stone and carried it away to his wretched

* The writer knows wbeitof he speaks, for it was his privilege to spend two years
in educational work that brouj^ht him into frequent contact with the various phages
of Mornionisui belore Utah became a State ; and his present position places him in
the city which is now. and has for several years been, the chief center from which
are sent out uiisbioiiiirie> al! through the vast Southland.
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home with an air of great mystery. He professed to see

iiiarvclons sights by looking through this stone. The others

were greatly excited. Soon he began to see great chests and

kettles of gold hidden away in the earth. Men ridiculed him
at first ; but he persisted until men and money were forth-

coming to carry on the digging. One of the conditions re-

vealed to hira by an angel was, that no one should speak during

the digging. Thus early did this " lirst prophet of JMornion-

isin " have '* special revelations " direct from God.
^N'othwithstanding the failure of seven or eight years of in-

termittent effort in unearthing these hidden treasures—some
mishap always destroying the charm when they were just on

the point of grasping them—dupes were plentiful, and the

fame of these "diggings" became more than local. But this

could not last always. Some new tack was necessary. During
the summer of 1S27 a stranger came often to Smith's house,

iihd seemed very intimate with Joseph. At about this time

the younger Smith also professed to have a wonderful vision.

The angel of the Lord appeared to him, while engaged in secret

prayer in the woods, and proclaimed to him that all the

Churches were in error, but that to him should be revealed

the true "way of life." Then there came another angel

revealing to him the astonishing fact that he was to be the

instrument of the "new revelation." These visions conthiued

tnuil he was finally commanded to go alone at a secretly fixed

liour of an appointed day to a certain spot and dig out of the

earth a metallic book of great antiquity and of lasting conse-

quence to men, it being nothing less than a record in mystic

letters of the long-lost tribes of Israel, which no human being-

hut himself could see and live. To him also was given power
to translate this wonderful book, wliich should become a sup-

plementary Bible, or " God's newer revelation to men." At
the time designated in tlie revelation Smith started off with

every appearance of solemnity, and after some three or four

hours came back with something closely wrapped in a large

cloth. The tales he told about the miraculous occurrences

while engao^ed alone in the digging rivaled anvthing his most

superstitious listeners had ever heard. " Legions of devils,"

lie declared, "disputed every inch of ground."
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The query very naturally arises as to whence came the

so-called " Book of Mormon," which was afterward published

and which purports to be a translation of the golden Bible

found in the hill near Smith's house. It possesses a large

degree of literary merit, and entirely surpasses the powers of

60 illiterate a man as the pretended prophet. Taking into

account the circumstances connected with the coming of the

stranger to Smithes house, just previous to his wonderful
" change of visions " from seeing gold to seeing a iievr Bible,

and correlating them with other facts which it is needless to

relate, the conclusion is almost inevitable that young Smith

purchased from the stranger a stolen manuscript and con-

cocted the scheme of ''finding " the mysterious metallic book

and by supernatural aid translating it. He worked faithfully

many long and weary weeks, hidden away alone, translating

the strange " divinely illumined " letters. When at last the

translation was complete, namely, when Smith had copied

such portions of the purchased manuscript as suited his pur-

pose, and filled in such other matter as completed what he

wanted to foist upon the people, dupes were found ready to

accept it as divine and money was freely subscribed to pnblish

it. As will be seen from these well-authenticated facts of his-

tory, Mormonism was conceived in deceit, born in fraud, and

cradled in imposture.

Second : The first twenty years of the history of the Mormons
is one of cumulative meanness and social ostracism. The reader

need not long delay upon this proposition. Soon after the pub-

lication of the new and wonderful book the better class of peo-

ple became disgusted with Smith's pretensions to supernatural

power and threatened to see for themselves the marvelous

metallic book, whereat he fled into Ontario County. There

the professors of the new faith prospered for a little time

;

but in less than a year they became obnoxious to fair-minded

men and were constrained to depart for Ohio. Mormon mis-

sionaries were sent out, full of zeal for the cause, "indued

with powder to speak in unknown tongues, exercise the gift of

prophecy, heal the sick, and perform all manner of miracles.''

The same hard fate attended them in Ohio, by reason of their

iniquitous practices, and in about a year Smith had a remarkable
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revelation from the gods directing them to go to Missouri.

There, in 1832, The Evening and Morning iStar was estab-

lished and began spreading Mormon doctrines broadcast

throughout the entire region. The people became so exasper-

ated that on July 20, 1833, they resolved upon the expulsion of

the Mormons from their midst. They demanded that the

*SYar oflSce be'at once closed, and that the Mormons immedi-

ately leave. The saints demurred, but the people demolished

the printing office, and gave two of the leading Mormons a

coat of tar and feathers. Some fled across the Missouri and some

returned to Kirtland, Ohio. Here, in 1835, the first quorum

of twelve apostles was ordained, one of whom was Brigham

Young. The occurrence of greatest moment, however, was

the finishing of the temple in March, 1836. It was constructed

at a cost of forty thousand dollars, the amount being an im-

mense outlay for one building in that day and region. The
money was extorted from the faithful in various ways—lafgely

by appealing to their love for the dead. Smith taught that it

was necessary to salvation to be baptized in a Mormon temple,

but that the living could be baptized for the dead. Of course

they were anxious to remove their dead relatives from pur-

gatory as soon as possible, so that willing hands hastened the

work by voluntary toil and money came freely.

What was known as " The Danite Band," or the " United

Brothers of Gideon," was formed and placed under the

leadership of one of the apostles. This incipient arm^^, it was

confidently predicted, would one day subjugate the whole

earth. They, however, possessed more the character of ma-

rauders and assassins than of good soldiers. The region was

infested with burglars, and murders became exceedingly com-

mon. These " Danites " have been one of the chief instru-

ments, during all subsequent years, for visiting sure and swift

destruction upon those of their own number seeming liable to

apostatize, and upon troublesome Gentiles. About this time

^niith received a most wonderful revelation direct from heaven

enjoining polygamy. Only the apostles and foremost elders

^^'cre at first informed of this supreme revelation. It will

thus be seen that although the popular thought of to-day re-

gards Mormonism and polygamy as almost synonymous terms.
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this was by no means the root whence Mormonism sprano-, but

an aftergrowth, having its germ in the licentious character of

the founder. Soon tiie opposition proved too great in tliat

region for the leaders, and a convenient revelation directed

them to Kauvoo, Illinois. There their record is even darker.

Smith and his brother were finally shot bj the mob in the

Carthage jail, whither they had been taken for safety. Tlie

twelve apostles being now supreme, a quarrel arose between
the foremost two, Brigham Young and Sidney Ptigdon, as t..

who should be president. Young proved more than a match
for Rigdon, and on being recognized as the spiritual and tem-

poral head of the Church cut off all dissenters and "delivered

them over to the devil to be buffeted for a thousand years."

In September, 1S49, they had become established in Utah,
and President Fillmore signed a bill organizing Utah Terri-

tory. Brigham Young was made governor. From that time
to the present they have gone on increasing not only in imni-

bers but in iniquity, whose stench has reached the nostrils of

all the civilized peoples of the earth.

Third: Their peculiar social customs are not only so revolt-

ing as to forbid detailed description, but are rooted in then-

fundamental doctrines. Xone but those who have actually

resided in those regions, coming into constant contact with the

influences of their " peculiar system " and into frequent busi-

ness or professional relations with it, can understand Mormon-
ism. Let tlie reader be again reminded that this article speaks

from personal observation. Those who visit Salt Lake City
or any of the larger centers see Mormonism in company dre??.

Neither time nor expense is spared in case their leaders think

a good im])ression can be made upon a representative man
from tlie East. All the evil features are kept under cover.

Their publishing houses and popular publications are freely

shown, but not their secret books of doctrine. Their great

houses, fitt<3d up in superb style, liaving every convenience
and luxury of the genuine Christian home, are thrown open
with lavish hospitality. The most tactful efforts are con-

stantly made to convince visitors that their domestic system is

the sweetest and most harmonious ever known. But to sec

the typical Mormon habitation one must go into the smaller
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towns where there are few Gentiles, There one often finds

families of froui two to five wives and dozens of children

crowded into two or three large rooms and a loft. To even

think of such herding of human beings under the sacred name
of " home " is to outrage all the better instincts of our natures

;

to describe it fully no writer will dare.

We know no better way to let in the sunlight of truth

without offense than to state a few of the fundam.ental doc-

trines of JMormonism on this subject and let the reader infer

the inevitable results in actual life, iS^o Mormon missionaries

ever divulge these doctrines. They never show their sacred

books when one is visiting their publishing houses. They
will stoutly declare tliat there are no such doctrines. They are

taught that to lie to a Gentile when it will help Zion is praise-

worthy, and that when a Gentile tells an unwholesome truth

concerning their system it will greatly aid the faithful Mor-

mon to win celestial glory if he declares the Gentile a liar.

The writer has frequently encountered their missionaries and

heard them brazenly assert that he lied, when he has stated

that they held such doctrines as those presented here and

subsequently. But tliis is what we might expect from men
who have been chosen for the " high and holy calling of

a missionary " because of their zeal for the Church and evident

faith in her doctrines including " no faith with Gentiles," as

above declared. They lay down the following as three funda-

mental tenets : {a) There are a great many gods ; {]>) A\\ the gods

are polygamists
;

{c) The head of every polygamous family will

in eternity come to be a god and have a celestial kingdom, the

extent and glory of which will be proportionate to the number
of his M'ives and children. Let the reader carefully note the

sequence of these doctrines and draw his own conclusions as to

^vhy polygamy cannot be eradicated from this monstrous sys-

tem. The children are thoroughly indoctrinated, while the pros-

elytes from other regions are generally uneducated and readily

accept the teaching of zealous catechists. Moreover, when
going through the endowment house, or, in other words, being

initiated into Mormonism, they are sworn to obey the priest-

hood in every least particular.

The orthodox Mormon fully believes that Jesus had several

26
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wives and that lie himself cannot be Christlike unless he hiu-,

several. Thej teach that every saint who is commanded

to enter into polygamy by tlie priesthood and refuses will he

eternally damned, Many a man who loves the wife of his

youth with sacred loyalty and would sacrifice every earthly

consideration rather than violate the holy bond by taking an-

other does so because not to enter into polygamy is to lose

heaven. Having once launched upon the slimy sea, he is

prone to take on all possible sail, to the end that his celestial

glory may be very great. Thousands of faithful wives who

would gladly endure every conceivable physical torture, rather

tlian have another wife brought into the house, patiently sul>

mit in order to make sure of entering heaven, and incident-

ally in order that their husbands may shine as resplendent

as others in the new Jerusalem.

It is almost impossible to comprehend the absoluteness of

the power such a belief exerts over multitudes and how com-

pletely, together with other tenets, it holds them soul and

body in a bondage of nameless misery. The following are

two extracts from their authoritative deliverances :
'* When

I trifle with the priesthood I trifle with the Almighty. I

forfeit my salvation and every blessing I possess." '' To me
the word comes as the word of the Lord. He will come in

flames of fire and will take vengeance on them that know not

God and do not obey his priesthood and the power he has

placed on earth."

As before indicated, it is not our purpose to say much
about polygamy, but to leave the reader to draw his own con-

clusions. Neai'ly every writer and speaker dwells upon this

feature of the system. So generally is this course pursued

that most people have been led to think that this is about the

only crime which the Mormon system fostei'S. But nothing

could come farther short of the truth. The worst that has

ever been written concerning polygamy lias utterly failed to

describe it as seen in practice in the smaller toM-ns and country

regions, not only in Utah but other sections ; and yet lust is

only one item in this bill of indictment.

Fourth : The Mormon system of extortion is more galling in

many respects than that of the worst governed countries of
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Europe during the Middle Ages. In those countries the rank

and file M^ere robbed under the semblance of civil law enforced

by open violence. Under this system they are robbed by the

hierai'chy, whose mandates are enforced by secret violence

and threats more terrible to the faithful than death or physical

torture. By this practice of extortion the coffers of the propa-

ganda are kept full, and at any time the president can com-
mand all the money needed to influence legislation, send out

missionaries, pay the traveling expenses of the thousands they

gather from the far-away East and South and even Europe, and

do anything else that the interests of Mornionism demand.

We are not now speaking of the " tenth," about which' so

much is -written. They do not stop with a tenth. They often

demand a fifth or a third, and woe unto the Mormon who fails

to meet every demand. Sometimes by a special revelation

from heaven " two thirds " is named as the Lord's share, and

it must be forthcoming on pain of death.

The reader doubtless queries as to how the leaders can

find out every man's income. We reply that not only is this

kno%ATi to the priesthood, but all his affairs besides, provided

the}'- are of sufficient importance to call for reporting. Their

system of espionage is equal to, and in many particulars sur-

passes, that of the Jesuits in the darkest days of the Inquisi-

tion. This is a grave charge to make concerning a class of

people in free America, but it is the literal truth. How do

tliey do it ? As follows : Here is a Mormon city, large or

small as the case may be. It is divided unto wards, every

ward is divided into districts, and over every district is placed

a "teacher" so called. He is chosen on account of his faith-

fulness to Zion and his special fitness for the work. He is

not a teacher in any true sense of the word, but a spy. He is

not merely privileged but commissioned to know all the secrets

of every household and of every person's affairs in his district.

All the district teachers in a ward report to the ward bishop.

All ward bishops report to the central bishop, who is very apt

to be the mayor. Wherever JNIormon majorities are suffi-

ciently overwhelming this system is worked vigorously.

Where Gentiles are numerous it is worked as fully as pos-

sible, and to the extent of their power they watch the Gentile
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families also. Every teacher acts as a spur to every otliLT

one. Favoritism or negligence is next to impossible. Even
zealous private individuals act as a guard upon their teachers.

If any teacher fails to bring any member to book he may bo

degraded to the ranks, and some eager informant put in his

place. Let the reader take note. This system cannot be fully

and openly carried out where Gentiles are numerous. More-

over, Mormon missionaries and leaders of all grades will

declare on oath that no such espionage exists anywhere.

The reader is also reminded that these same leaders have

solemnly sworn to uphold the priesthood in everything, and

that they believe a lie either to or about a Gentile is honor-

able, and a help toward heaven, if the falsehood is calculated to

benefit'the Church.

Suppose, now, some man gets an advance in wages from a

dollar to a dollar and a half per day, but continues to pay in

only ten cents per day. The teacher will soon find it out and

report him. lie will be " warned," and perhaps a heavy

money '' penance " be exacted. Some wife becomes dissatis-

fied because her husband is planning to take another. He 1ms

been unable to convince her that the interests of his "celestial

kingdom " demand the additional spiritual wife, and so he ap-

peals to the teacher. She is warned, and if still incorrigible

is reported to the ward bishop, who visits her; and if the

case is one which lighter threats will not cure, she is reminded
of the doctrine of blood-atonement through the operation of

which her life will be taken if she persists in her opposition.

In many instances such have persisted, and have been " miss-

ing;" but generally this awful threat conquers. Some poor

proselyte who has listened to the smooth tales of a missionary

and has come on from the East or South filled with the hope

of better pay for labor and greater opportunities for advance-

ment, assured^ that none of the peculiar exactions reported

against the system by the " wicked Gentiles " will be put

upon then1, has awakened to the wretched reality and wants

to get away. Her discontent becomes known to the

teacher. Warning is given. Escape is ahnost impossible.

The writer has had some bitter pei'sonal experiences in en-

deavoring to rescue such sufferers from an unforeseen bou-
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tlwrc worse than death. AVhat mediaeval despotism could equal

this ingenious system ?

Fifth: Mormonism teaches treason against the United

States government. The following is the verbatim testimony

given by one who had escaped frouj the Mormons concern-

ing one of the oaths administered during the endownnent

house ceremonies:

We %vere therefore sworn to £lieri!<li constaut enmity toward the

I'liitod States goveinment, to do all that we could toward destroving,

ttaring down, or overturuing that government, to renounce all alle-

^'iaiice, and refuse all submission. If unable to do anything ourselves

toward the accomplishment of the.se objects, to teach it to our children

from the nursery, impress it upon them from the deathbed, entail it

upon them as a legacy. To make it the one leading idea and sacred

•luty of their lives, so that the kingdom of God and his Christ, the

.Mormon Church and its priesthood, might subdue all other kingdoms

aiid fill the whole earth. Curses the most frightful and penalties the

iriost barbarous were threatened on nonfulfillment.

Any man who has been much among the Mormons knows that

from infancy their families are carefully trained in accordance

with these teachings. Moreover, wherever Gentile influence

does not prevent, their preachers most persistently inculcate

these doctrines. The following is an utterance taken down as

it M-as spoken by one of their foremost priests

:

God is greater than the United States, and when the government con-

flicts with him we will be ranged under the banner of heaven and against

iho government. The United States says we cannot marry more than

"fie wife; God says diflerent. "We had no hand in the business. It was
!i!l the work of God, and his laws must be obeyed. If the United States

»iys different, the saints cannot obey it. "We do not want to rebel

:i.;.'ainst the United States. Rebellion is not on the programme; but we
^ill worship God according to the dictates of our own consciences.

^Ve want to be friendly with the United States, if the government
will let us, but not a jot or a tittle of our rights will be given up to

purchase it. Polygamy is a divine institution. It has been handed
down direct from God. The United States cannot abolish it. No
"fttion on earth can prevent it, nor all the nations of the earth

<^ombiued.

And yet men of sturdy common sense seem to liave been
''•'iiight by their pretense of doing away with polygamy.
V rodulity gone daft! The only way to account for it is t"
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assume that those thus deceived liave not known how th(jr

oughlj this doctrine is wrought into the very liber of tin-

orthodox Mormon's being. Of course they would profess t..

do away with it ; and because it would give them a better

chance to break away from all federal authority at a periinl

later on, they would lay aside the open practice of polygamv

for the present and win celestial favor by perjuring thein-

selves for the good of Zion.

Treason is proven, but let us look again, " The kingdom of

God is an order of government established by divine author-

ity. It is the only legal government that can exist in any p;ii

;

of the universe. All other governments are illegal and uii

authorized. Any people attempting to govern themselves ly

laws of their own making, and by officers of their own ap-

pointing, are in direct rebellion against the kingdom of God."

This is the very essence of treason, the very core of nullifica-

tion. Within the memory of most of us blood and treasiuf

beyond all price were freely laid upon the altar of the Union.

Have we so soon forgotten ? Have we given the suvereiavi

powers of statehood to a territory which is dominated by self-

confessed traitors? This lust of power seems even more all-

consuming among the leaders, the older hierarchy, than doo.-^

the lust of the flesh.

Sixth : The i\Iormon hierarchy are systematic murderers, in

the name of their gods and for the good of their so-callcl

" Church." For many years it was a great mystery what

became of so mnny of the proselytes who were known to hav.'

become dissatisfied after entering Mormondom, but oi

whom nothing further could ever be learned, either by old

friends East or searchers on the ground. The same mystciy

hung about the disappearance of numerous Gentiles, wii"

Avere known to have entered those regions, but from which

they never emerged. In other instances they were known t.-

have been murdered. It was no very uncommon occurrciKi-

at that time for some person to be found dead in an alley t-'i'

out among the sagebrush. It was an exceedingly uncommon

occurrence for even a suspect to be arrested. Many times ^vo

Gentiles were morally certain that the Mormon leaders kia''^^'

all about who did the bloody work, but we were powerle-^
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wliere the mayor, aldermen, policemen, and, in fact, nearly all

utlicers were Mormons. Such murders are seldom ever heard

uf by the outside world. The mystery was, however, dis-

j.elled when it ^vas discovered that one of the sacred doctrines

t)f Mormonism is that of blood-atonement, whereby this hor-

rible practice of murder is provided for. We quote enough

of it to show the reader what it is

:

There are sins that can be atoned for by an offering as in ancient

(lays, and there are sius that must be atoned for by the blood of man.

AH mankind love themselves, and let those principles be known" by an

inilividual and he would be glad to have his blood shed. This would

U' loving ourselves unto an eternal exaltation. Will you love your

brothers or sisters likewise, when they have a sin that cannot be atoned

fir without the shedding of their blood ? That is what Jesus meant.

Tiiat is the way to love mankind. This is loving our neighbor as our-

M'lves. If he needs help, help him. If he wishes salvation, and it is

in-cessary to spill his blood upon the ground in order that he be saved,

^l>i^ it. , . . Did not Moses kill an Egyptian and put him under the

sand, and have not we, the only people of God, just as good a right to

kill a Babylonian and put him under the sod if the interests of Zion

demand it ?

Xow M-ith these teachings before him, let the reader call to

mind the system of esj^ionage above detailed, and he may be

able to form some conception of the power of the Mormon
hierarchy over both the persons and property of their sub-

jects. He will also see how easily any obnoxious Gentile can

be gotten out of the way. Let the mayor of the city or the

president of the village be a Mormon priest, as is very com-

monly the case, and let the aldermen or the members of the

village board be leading preachers, as they are almost certain

to be in the smaller towns. Under these conditions the police-

men or constables or sheriffs are sure to be true and tried

•Mormons. A teacher has given warning to some dissatisfied

''^jfe, but she has not heeded the admonition. The ward
h'-^hop lias visited her, but still she gives signs of apostatizing.

A council is held, and it is decided that she shall be blood-

^itonod, in order to save her soul. If there are but few Gen-
tiles in the town or city, not much secrecy is observed. Almost
•»'iy man may be commissioned to do the deed. But, if Gen-
'iH'.> are numerous, some Danite, policeman, or constable is
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detailed to shed her blood. In due time it is done. Theie is
no escape. From highest official to sacred executioner every
man has done his sworn duty. The blood ofthe slain is upon
all ot^ them, but such blood only makes illustrious crowns and
extensive dominion in the New Jerusalem more certain for
the perpetrators. A Gentile is thought to be underminincr
the faith of his Mormon neighbors or in some way to be
inimical to Zion. As before stated, the teacher who has
charge of the district within which he resides has an eye upon
him. Report is made. A more careful watch is instituted.
If suspicions are confirmed, the same proceedings are entered
into as in the former case, only much more cauSously, and in
process of time that Gentile " bites the dust." His death is

shrouded in the darkest mystery, and if any trouble is feared
from the Gentiles large rewards are offered by the Mormons
for the arrest and conviction of the murderer! As a matter
of course he is never found.

These are not supposititious cases. Hundreds of such mur-
ders—"legalized killings '—have occurred. We mean just
that. By actual count hundreds of them, where the neigh-
bors or friends were entirely convinced that they were com-
mitted in the name of one of Mormonism's most sacred
doctrines. But to undertake to prove it would be to jeopard-
ize their own lives, while even if the most absolute proof
could be furnished no jury could be found to convict. We
might give numerous instances of the working of this bloodv
doctrine, from the waylaying of an innocent pi-ospector, who
seemed likely to encroach upon the claims of the saints, to
that of one of the most beautiful wives of a leading missionarv
who had shown signs of insubordination during his absence

;

for any man who lives among the Mormons, and keeps eyes
and ears open, will come to know that they visit these judcj-

ments upon all classes, as the interests of the system seem \o
demand. But we turn with horror from even the contempla-
tion of such sickening crimes, feeling that every count in

our indictment against Mormonism has been fully sustained.
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Akt. v.—miscellaneous PROTESTANT BLUNDERS.

Tins paper, as its name implies, is meant to be a hodge-

podge. We have already dealt with the central Protestant

error respecting tlie Church of Rome, namely, that the pope

it; supposed capable, by his mere arbitrary act, not only of put-

ting a man out of the Church, but, by this mere fact, out of a

ftute of salvation. .
This error perhaps turns the whole Roman

Catholic system of doctrine more thoroughly topsy-turvy

tlian any otlier, as it is almost the worst of all in its influence

on Protestant feeling. There is left, however, an infinity of

prevalent blunders.

Roman Catholic theology is so vast and so widely ramified

a system that—distinct as are its great lines and forming prin-

ciples—it is hardly within mortal power to master it wholly.

A learned divine, to whom^ the writer once remarked that, so

far as he could see, almost no one could draw the line with

jicrfect certainty in his Church between dogma and opinion,

laughingly rejoined, "You might have left out tlie 'almost.'
"

It is really amusing to see with what calm confidence writers

of opposite schools will say of some proposition, "This is

of faith," when other men of equal learning and standing will

declare it to be mere opinion, and perhaps ill-founded at that.

Indeed, the learned Recollet friar Chrisraann complains bit-

terly of such arrogance, which especially distinguishes what

Newman calls "an aggressive and insolent faction." We
shall therefore try to treat nothing as a blunder which

does not run against the main current of Roman Catholic

teaching, as this may be ascertained out of any familiar Theol-

ogy or tolerably extended Catechism.

To begin with what is first in our mind—a blunder funda-

mental but not in the least complicated with ill will—Dr.

Charles A. Briggs, in the Kew World for June, 1S97, says

tliis, " The Roman Church does not recognize the validity of

any orders but her own." Tl)e writer could hardly believe

his own eyes when he first Siuv this quoted in the Sacred

Il'firt Revieic, and does not wonder that the editor uttered a

l'''iiJ exclamation of astonishment. A reference to any Theol-
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ogy, or to the Catholic Dictionary, or to Wetzer and AVclte's

Kirchenlexi'kon would have shown the author that llonio

acknowledges unhesitatingly the validity of orders in the

Greek Church, the Armenian, the Kestorian, the Jacobite,

the Coptic, and has never seriously questioned that of the

Church of Utrecht, which, indeed, the pope officially describes

as " certain schisniatical bishops," thus owning the reality of

their episcopate. He does not call the Anglicans bishops of any

sort, we believe. Rome requires for valid order only unbroken

succession, sufficiency of rite, and sacramental intention. Juris-

diction is needful for its regularity, bnt not for its validity.

Say "SVetzer and Welte, "We do not question Anglican

orders because they are heretical, or because they are schis-

maticnl, or because they are excommunicate, but because they

come through a broken succession, and are transmitted by in-

sufficient rites." The pope, in the Aj^ostolicce curc2, lays out his

whole strength—we should rather say his whole weakness

—

on the latter point. He assumes, provisionally, Barlow's pre-

vious consecration, and, arguing on this assumption, signifies

that even if Barlow were heretical as to ordei-s the Edwardiue

ordinal, if explicit in a Catholic intention, might perhaps be

owned as coercing the consecrators into a valid transmission

of the episcopal and sacerdotal character. That the whole

question has been settled negatively by the secession of England

from Borne is something which has never entered any in-

structed Catholic head. As the Catholic Dictionary says, in

the Middle Ages invalidity and irregularity were continually

confused, but since the Great Schism, St. Augustine's doc-

trine, always maintained by the great teachers of the Western

Church, has been fully reestablished, namely, that neither

heresy nor schism invalidates order, if only it has unbroken

succession, adequate ritual, and ecclesiastical intention. Xay,

Pope Leo seems to intimate that the last may possibly be dis-

pensable, provided the ritual is so thoroughly explicit as to

secure what theologians and the pope himself call "external

intention."

To make the matter worse, the Boman doctors—though not

all Boman Catholic doctors—ascribe to the Eastern Church, as

Dollinger points out, not merely true order, but the power of
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the keys, or spiritual jurisdiction. This implies a true mission,

from lawful superiors. The whole matter was thus summed

up to the writer by his friend, the late Bishop Richard Gil-

tnour, of Cleveland, an Ultramontane of the Ultramontanes:

*• We own the Greek, Monophysite, Xestorian, and Old Catho-

lic Churches as having true orders. We own the Greek,

Monophysite, and Xestorian Churches as having jurisdiction.

We own the Anglican Church neither as having true orders

nor jurisdiction." The same author, in the same paper, says,

speaking of the Roman view of the English, the Scottish, and

tlic Lutheran Churches, *' They have no valid ministry, no valid

sacraments." This seems to treat the latter defect as involved

in the former, which is true of five sacraments, but not of the

other two. Baptism has no dependence on order, and mar-

riage only a contingent dependence. Rome teaches, not, as

often said, that lay baptism is sometimes valid, but that it

is always valid. Indeed, her claim to jurisdiction over us

rusts on this teaching. To the question. Who is the minister

of baptism ? Catholic theology answers, '"Any human being

possessed of reason"

—

'' quilihct homo comjyos 7'ationis.'''' It

only requires the application of natural water, actually flow-

ing on the head, in the trinne name, " with the intention of

administering the rite known among Christians as baptism."

It is equally valid, though not equally regular, administered in

sickness or health, by priest or layman, man or woman, Catho-

lic or heretic, Jew, Moslem, or pagan. As to marriage Trent

solemnly anathematizes any who shall maintain that the minis-

tration of a priest is intrinsically necessary to a valid Christian

marriage. And as Rome has alwa3-s refused to apply the Lex

(.'landesiinitatis to Lower Germany and Saxony, Scandinavia,

Great Britain, or the Protestant world generally, and by the

very terms of this law is restrained from imposing it on them
as a body, it follows that all baptized members of these

Churches are, as Pope Pius VII expressly says, capable by.

virtue of their own rites, of contracting valid and indissoluble

marriages, which being such, says Pius IX, are eo y'>so sacra-

inentak All these Protestant Churches, therefore—not speak-

ing of stray oft'shoots—may, according to Rome, enjoy the

fundamental sacrament of ecclesiastical and that of social life.
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The other five sacraments, of course, depending on a vahd

priestliood, are held to be out of their reach.

An eminent author says elsewhere, together witli another

wlio in this department is far more eminent than lie, "Konie

teaches that grace is only given through the sacraments."' If

they had said, "Home teaches that grace is principally given

through the sacraments," it would have been true. But to say

" only " is very wide of the mark. "Without baptism no other

sacrament, it is taught, can be validly received. '• Baptism is

the door of the sacraments." Yet grace can be received with-

out baptism, and therefore without any sacrament. The prop-

osition, "Grace is not given out of the Church," has been

solemnly condemned by Rome. Kor can it be said that grace

may be given to a baptized heretic or schismatic, living in

good faith, but not to a Quaker, and still less to a Jew, Mos-

lem, or a pagan. The bull Unigenitus knows no such limita-

tion, nor does its now prevailing interpretation. A Roman
Catholic is not held bound to say that grace is in fact given to

any particular Quaker, Jew, Moslem, or pagan; but if he says

that it may not be, or would, as concerns personal sanctification,

limit it in form, measure, or effect, he restricts what the Uiii-

genit^is gives no warrant for restricting. The Rev. E. S.

Ffoulkes, wiiile still a Roman Catholic, seems therefore to

have been not without w^arrant in questioning the liberty of a

Catholic to put any limit whatever to the possibilities of divine

grace outside of the sacraments. Indeed, what Clement XI
expressed negatively Pius IX has expressed positively, with

emphatic disthictness. Says he, in his encyclical to the bishops

of Italy, under date of August 10, 1863

:

"We and you know that those wlio lie under invincible ignorance as

regards our most holy religion, and who, diligently observing the natural

law, and its precepts, which are engraven by God on the hearts of all,

and prepared to obey God, lead a good and upright life, are able, by

the operation of the power of divine light and grace, to obtain eternal

life.

We use Cardinal Newman's translation. This authoritative

declaration, addressed to the bishops of the central Catholic

nation, and evidently intended urhi et orli, plainly teaches

—

probably not ex cathedra, but in absolute consonance with
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present theological consent—that the grace of eternal salva-

tion itself may be rationally viewed as by no means confined

within the visible limits of Christianity or of the Christian

fjicraments.

Within the pale of baptism, again, it is not taught that

fjrace is only given through the sacraments. Indeed, it would

be preposterous to say that grace without baptism may even

bring a man to eternal life, but that if once baptized he could

receive the divine spirit only through the sacraments. This

would be to say that God is less bounteous within his Church

than without. Theology, moreover, ratified by Trent, ascribes

justifying efficacy to perfect contrition and " the ardent de-

sire" of baptism or penance

—

votum sacramenti—where the

outer rite may not be had. Moreover, Trent distinguishes the

sacramental reception of the Eucharist, the spiritual reception,

and the spiritual and sacramental, and ascribes to the last two

the same benefit, though presumably in unequal measure. And,

say the theologians, while the Eucharist sacramentally can by

a layman only be received at most once a day, it can be received

spiritually whenever his pious affections are turned toward it,

and thus may as a continuing benefit become the vehicle of

far greater grace than by the outer reception.

Preaching is not a sacrament, nor even a sacramental.

Yet the orthodox bishop Massillon has an essay entitled

"Preaching a Greater Mystery than the Eucharist.'' In

the thirteenth century Saint Louis IX contended against

his weaker brother-in-law, our Henry III, that to hear

preaching may be more edifying than even to hear the mass.

How absolutely inconsistent this view of the canonized king

is with the notion that grace is only given through the sacra-

ments ! Moreover, it is taught that each increment of grace

Well used merits more grace, and so in rising measure, by a

sort of spiritual compound interest. Thus every internal

movement of purity, devotion, benevolence, and every ex-

ternal good work proceeding from it is at once an expression

and a channel of grace. The initial point and the principal

sustaining force, it is true, are commonly found in the sac-

raments, yet the chief increments of grace may be received

extrasacramentallv. And, as we have seen, it is held to be
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probable that in some cases—the Jesuits would rather say

many cases—grace from initial justification to final gloiitica-

tion has been received altogether outside of the sacraments.

As Cardinal Bellarmine says, "God is not limited by our

merits, nor by his sacraments." And, as a Jesuit missionary

in Japan said to the Rev. Edward A. Lawrence, who asked

him whether certain infant baptisms administered in the wrong

form were valid, "No, the Church must have her rules; but

then God is very much kinder than the Church." This is

both the teaching and tone of modern Roman Catholic the-

ology, beginning indeed in special fullness about 1050 among

the Jesuits, but swollen by a constantly augmenting and now

universal current of theological consent, and at last solemnly

ratified by pontifical authority.

A most curious and ludicrously blundering use has been made

of this false statement as to grace and the sacraments. We have

seen in more than one Protestant magazine a picture of two

towers, Oiie inscribed "Romanism," one "Buddhism." Each

is represented as built of large blocks, inscribed in each

" Monasticism," " Processions," "Asceticism," " Rosaries," and

so on. One block is labeled in each, " Grace only through

Sacraments," the object, of course, being to show that Roman
Catholicism and Buddhism are essentially the same thing.

For so pious a purpose, of course, the ingenious artist does not

allow himself to be stopped by the fact that Catholicism does

not teach that grace is only given through the sacraments, and

that Buddhism has no place for either grace or sacraments.

Grace is a divine power given in the soul to help it toward

God, and a sacrament, in Catholic doctrine, is a visible sign

and channel of grace which, to a soul not in mortal sin, infal-

libly produces its efiect. Buddhism, knowing nothing of God,

and denying the reality of the soul, can have, of course, no

room for either sacraments or grace. Another Protestant,

equally desirous of identifying Catholicism and Buddhism,

but standing in awe of Max j\liiller's remark that Christianity

is in principle the direct antipodes of Buddhism, compromises

between his malice and liis knowledge by saying " Romanism
and Buddhism are almost identical except in doctrine," which

is like saying, " William and llenry are almost precisely the
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Ktine sort^of men, except in character." It is usually thought

tluit when two men or two systems differ fundamentally in

cluiractcr and principles all outer resemblances, however curious

and striking, are of the least possible account. Whether

Tibetan Buddhism borrowed its outward garb and various

particulars of discipline from Catholicism or Xestorianism,

or Catliolicisra from Buddhism, or both from Mithraism, or

wliether a common liumanity has expressed itself in similar

ways in all are very interesting and curious questions, but as

fur as possible from being fundamental. We have borrowed

church bells from the Buddhists, but we are not therefore

Buddhists. If the Catholics have borrowed rosaries from

them, it is a heathenish burrowing, but it does not make tliem

iJuddhists. Such a mode of reasoning is abominable.

We have said that almost the worst effect is produced on

IVotestant feeling by the assumption that every Roman Cath-

oHc is supposed to hold his salvation at the will of the pope

and therefore is bound, if he would escape hell, to obey every

command of the pope. However, there is one popular false-

liood that works more malignantly still, that strikes domestic

honor in the center, and conveys an insult

That turns the coward's heart to steel, the sluggard's blood to flame.

It is repeated from one pulpit or Church paper to another

that the pope has declared all Protestant marriages to be mere
"filthy concubinages." The obstinacy with which this cal-

umny is reiterated is beyond belief. Thus a noted clergyman,

(subsequently for a number of years a leading pastor of Boston,

U-ing reminded that the Council of Trent solemnly anathe-

matizes those who declare that there cannot be true Christian

iiKUTiagc w^ithout a priest, was capable of answering that he
did not know what the Council of Trent might have said, but
lio did know that Pius IX had declared so. This is as if a

"lan, undertaking to explain our federal jurisprudence, and
f«jing reminded that some position of his is flat against the
^ ''n8titution, should answer that he does not know what the
^ 'justitution says, but he does know what Congress has
tn;u-ted, as if a congressional statute signified anything against
t-ic Coiistitution. iSTow Trent bears to modern Roman Cath-
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olicisra essentially the relation which the Constitution bears

to federal legislation. Even its disciplinary decrees, where once

published in a diocese, are imprescriptible, and can be voide.l

only by a papal derogation, which is granted with much re-

serve and is never to be presumed. Its doctrinal decrees aic

irrevocable, and their anathemas strike every baptized person

who contradicts them. Had Pius IX contradicted this anath-

ema of Trent, it would simply have swept him out of his seat

and joined him to the ignominy of his anathematized predeces-

sor Honorius. In reality, instead of contradicting it, he com-

pletes it. The Council requires every Catholic to own that,

where the Lex Clandestinitatis is not in force—that is, in

most Protestant countries—even an unwitnessed nonsacerdotal

marriage, Christianly intended, is valid. Pius IX goes

further, and expects him to admit not only that it is valid

but that it is sacramental. He sweep>s out of court, as no

longer tenable, the doctrine that the priest is the minister of

the sacrament, and will only allow him, for Catholics in Cath-

olic countries, to be a necessary public witness of the contract.

Yet the.-e foolish people who are so eager to stir up bad

blood between the two religions—as if there were not enouich

of it already—blunderingly confound " sacramental " with
" sacerdotal," and so make the pope say the exact opposite of

what he has really said.

The phrase "filthy concubinages"—which is used by Pius

IX in his allocution of September 27, 1S52, concerning Xew
Granada, and also subsequently concerning Italy, soon after the

introduction of civil marriage into those countries—has not

only no reference to Protestant marriages, but none to thoso

of Roman Catholics born and resident in Protestant countries.

The pope is simply contending that where Catholics, knowing
that in the Catholic regions the Church declares a marriage

void which is not contracted before the pastor or his deputy,

contract it only before a magistrate, it can only be because

they wish to evade Christian obligarions and under the name
of marriage to enter really into a mere concubinage dissolu-

ble at pleasure. "With a few very restricted exceptions this

requirement of Trent has never been applied to Protestants,

or to Poman Catholics native in and resident of Protestant
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countries. The pope, therefore, not only has no reference

licrc to either, but he cannot have had. There are, indeed,

Protestant marriages which the prevailing Roman schools

must regard as void, but -which they are very far from treat-

ing as " filthy concubinages." Thus, if two baptized Protes-

tants have the same great-great-grandparent, or are related by

uiarriage within this degree, or are godparent and godchild,

in all these cases a marriage between them, being undispensed, is

regarded by almost all Roman Catholic divines as null. Yet

they never call a marriage agreeable to natural morality ''a

iilthy concubinage," if contracted in good faith. On the con-

trary, the canon law declares the offspring of all such mar-

riages legitimate. There is only too much uncertainty in the

application of this principle, but the principle itself stands

firm. JS"© one is so unreasonable as to imagine that Protes-

tants are to be expected to suppose it necessary to apply to

Rome or her delegates for a dispensation in such cases, of

wliich they are commonly ignorant, which, moreover, could

nut easily be granted to them if they did ask for it. Such

marriages are held as abstractly null, but not as impugning

the moral purity of those who contract them, or as prejudi-

cing the rights of their children. Practically, they are re-

garded as legally and socially valid, though sacramentally

void. Even where an invalid marriage has been contracted

in good faith on one side only, as apparently by Agnes of

ileran in marrying King Philip Augustus, no difficulty has

been made as to declaring the children legitimate. The vast

majority of marriages between baptized Protestants, however,

have been by innumerable decisions of Rome, resting on the

express command of the Council of Trent, pronounced valid,

j-acramental, and indissoluble. Indeed, so jealous is the holy

see of prejudicing this validity that where the Protestant hus-

l^and or wife of a now Catholic wife or husband has been bap-

tized—but with a doubt remaining as to the value of the

'>aptism, while there is no doubt on the other side—Rome di-

rc'cts that the decision shall always be for validity i7i online

"</ inatrimonium. Therefore, if the Protestant, becoming a

ikonian Catholic, is then provisionally rebaptized, a renewal
of conjugal consent is not required nor encouraged.
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We admire the genius whicli packs a great deal of truth

into a few words ; and we oughtj after a sort, to admire the i,'eii-

ius wliich packs a great deal of falsehood into a few words.

There is one statement of fourteen words, from a noted

preacher, late of Boston, which contains as many falseiioo-Js,

and has done as much mischief as ought to satisfy the ambi-

tion of any mischief-maker living or dead. It is this, '• rtoniu

pronounces null and void every marriage not declared by one

of her priests." Let us enucleate the misstatements of this

brief proposition. And first, Rome, through Innocent HI,
confirmed by unbroken previous and following consent, de-

clares all marriages of pagans, Jews, Moslems, not contradicting

Christian morality, even though diverging from the positive

law of the Church, true marriages and, so long as both parties

remain unbaptized, indissoluble. Secondly, in every region

which has been Protestant since 1563, and in its Protestant

colonies, all Christianly intended marriages of baptized Protes-

tants are declared valid and sacramental. Thirdly, in a great

part of the Eoman Catholic' world, nonsacerdotal marriacres

between Catholics and baptized Protestants, not contracted in

fraud of possible offspring, and therefore not a mere cover lor

unfruitful sensuality, have been papally declared valid and

sacramental. Fourthly, in almost all Protestant regions non-

clerical marriages between native and resident Roman Catholics

are declared by Rome punishable indeed, but valid and oblig-

atory. The only notable exception to this is the once Catholic

belt extending from the west line of Georgia through to the

Pacific. Here, for Roman Catholics, the Lex ClandestiniMo^

binds. Fifthly, where, as in France, a Protestant minority

had their own system organized before the law of Trent was

proclaimed, their marriages are allowed to be valid. This ex-

plains why, when the French government receded from its

long disavowal of these man-iages, the bishops gave Louis XVI
thanks for restoring the Protestants to their rights. Sixthly.

in Malta, where the Lex Claudestinitatis remains by treaty

with the Knights of St. John a part of the civil code, the

pope has gnmtcd a general dispensation from it in case of all

Protestant marriages. Seventhly, under the Lex Clande-sthnta-

tis itself it is not necessary for validity that the priest should
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declare anything. If be remains mute ;
if he is carried to

the wedding by force ; nay, if be covers bis eyes and ears,

after once having a glimpse of the intent of the contracting

p;irties, it has been decided that the marriage holds good.

His presence in this case is essential; bis personal action is

not. Eighthly, even under the law of Trent it is not essential

that a priest should act. The ministers of the sacrament are

the consenting parties ; the pastor is only a " public witness."

Once instituted in the diocese, therefore, if a bishop, or in the

parish, he is at once competent to ratify a marriage, whether

vet ordained or not. His deputy, it is true, must be a priest.

Ninthly, even where i\\Q Lex Cla7idesti7iitatisk in ^ovce, Cath-

olics may contract a nonclerical marriage, before witnesses, if

for a month there is no general access to authorized clergymen

within the region. We do not suppose we have remembered

all the calumnious falsehoods bound up in the sentence of

fourteen words before quoted ; but we have already more than

one to every two words. The reverend author has therefore

an unquestionable right to lay claim to a special afflatus and

a-sistance from the Prince of Darkness in inditing it.

It is refreshing to turn now to a statement, apparently errone-

ous indeed, but not informed with malice. A correspondent,

writing some time ago to The Oictlool', asks W'hether the opin-

ion ascribed to Ballington Booth's Yolunteers, that marriage

is a sacrament, does not verge dangerously on Catholicism.

The editor reassures him, saying that, as he imderstands,

the Volunteers have an opinion of marriage quite the reverse.

This is puzzling. Rome teaches that Jesus Christ, leaving mar-

riage the same in substance as before, but retrenching these

vrhich were previously allowed, divorce and polygamy, has

raised it to a new spiritual dignity and made it the channel of

f peciiic graces, especially for its proper ends. She therefore

calls it a sacrament. " Quite the reverse " of this is what we have

read in a paper published in Spanish by the missionaries of a

Protestant Church. The article denies that marriage is a spirit-

'lal companionship, defines it to be a mere bodily association,

iiid jeers at the opinion of its religious dignity and intrinsic

IKLTiuanence as a mere popish superstition, A great divine of

'^''ir country, also, has lately, in a leading magazine, rebuked the
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cluircbes for not being willing to submit themselves, ecelcsi-

asticallj no less than civilly, to the decisions of the State in

matters of marriage and divorce. He accounts it presump-

tion in them, even in the dispensation of tlieir spiritual priv-

ileges, to refer themselves to the law of Christ. In this nutt-

ier Christ is to have no authority in his own Church unless he

can obtain the countersignature of Csesar. Xow these opin-

ions are unquestionably " quite the i-everse " of the teachiiiir

of Rome. But then these opinions are plain lieathenii^wi.

The missionary and the divine, as to tlieir doctrine of marriage,

are not Christians at all. Are we to believe that Dr. Lyman
Abbott and Ballington Booth are heathens too ? Assuredly

not. It is morally certain that both these gentlemen while

widely diverging from a great many applications and hard de-

limitations of the Boman doctrine, agree heartily with the

substance of it. Dr. Abbott, indeed, has been willing to incur

from unbelievers, in the Church and out of it, the reproach

of anarchism by insisting that the mind of God—which he

finds centrally in Christ—isthe only source of either ecclesias-

tical or civil authority. Opposing atheism and heathenism so

vigorously at large, it is certain that he would never give way

to it in this vital quarter. Indeed, The Outlook has reported

with evident sympathy a proposal to make divorces a toro, in-

deed, somewhat mere facile, but, as soon as possible, to abolish

divorces a -y/n^u/c altogether. This is to stand, in fundamental

principle, with Borne.

Nor have we any reason to believe anything but that the

Yolunteers also would abhor both the libertinism of the mis-

sionary in the Spanish lands and the Cjesarism of our own

divine. Borne, Abbott, and Booth, then, so far as we can

see, stand together in the positions noted above, except that

the two Protestants scruple over the use of the word " sacra-

ment," which, however, Bome declares important for ortho-

doxy but unimportant for the validity of marriage. Again

and again her tribunals and divines have laid down that

where two baptized Christians, canonically competent, have

intended, " in prevailing purpose," to contract a Christian

union, not evasive of offspring and contemplated as perma-

nent, their marriage is sacramental, whether tliey call it so or
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nut. "Christian luiiou " and "sacrament" are in her view

for validity equivalent terms. She judges that Christian

Protestants do in fact, though not in word, hold marriage to

be sacramental, and she seems to have the right of it. Is it

said that the Volunteers, with most Protestants, hold that an

absolute divorce may be granted for adultery, and perhaps for

K>me other gross offenses ? This would induce, indeed, a deep
modification of the Koman view, but would be far from a re-

versal of it. Kome has never doubted that Greek marriages

are sacramental, yet the Greek Church grants absolute divorces

for adultery. The Council of Trent, while strongly affii'unng

tlie Roman tenet of indissolubility, have been very cai-eful not

to anathematize the Greek opinion. Consequently, while the

Western Church courts have always assumed the Roman view,

the Church has never proclaimed it defide. Indeed, the Uniate
Greeks, though govei-ned by Rome, also pronounce absolute

divorces for adultery and the Holy See contents itself with
t^aying, I])si mderint, " Let tliem be responsible." It appears
tlien that Dr. Lyman Abbott has here been guilty of a veiy seri-

ous blunder indeed, but of one M'hich, instead of calumniating
Catholicism, unadvisedly calumniates liimself and his fellow-

Protestants—that is, the Christian majority—and puts Rome
on a pinnacle of moral superiority on which she protests that
she does not stand. i\t would be refreshing if we could have
a few more of these inverted mistakes, which summon the

apostolic See to defend our orthodoxy against ourselves.

Let us turn now to something entirely different, on page
C89 of Yolume YII of Dr. Schaff's Church History, edition of

1892. The author has copied as a note a passage from Dr.
James ^artineau, in which he is speaking of the severities of

Torquemada. Martineau leans on the broken reed of Llo-
rente's testimony, whose untrustworthiness has been snffi-

ciently exposed by Prescott, Ilefele, and others. Dr. ]\rarti-

neau, hoM'ever, goes far beyond anything that Llorente gives
him warrant for. It makes no great difference, to be sure,

M'hether we allow or disallow Llorente's assignment to Tor-
quemada's inquisitorship of nine thousand deaths and ninety
thousand inferior punishments. As Llorente makes out the
Spanish Inquisition, from its establishment in 14S1 to ISOS

—
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three hundred and twenty-seven years—to have put to deatli

in all thirty thousand persons and punished three hundred and

fifty thousand in otlier ways, mostly by church penances ; if

we assign nine thousand deaths and ninety thjousand other

punishments to Torquemada's eighteen years, it only leaves so

much the less for the rest of the time. It would make fi\c-

hundred deaths and iive thousand lesser punishments a year

for his time, against sixty-five deaths and seven hundred

and fifty-five lesser punisliments a year for the remaining

duration. This disproportion is most unlikely, and can be

shown to rest on false reckoning, yet we may let it go. Xow
for what were these ninety-nine thousand punishments, death,

imprisonment, confiscation, penances inflicted by Torquemadai

Llorente informs us that the Inquisition took cognizance of

heresy, sacrilege, sorcery, violence offered to its own officers,

immorality of its own officei'S, pretended orders, enticement

by priests or monks of unsuspicious maidens into supposed

mamage by means of forged dispensations or by a pretense of

being laymen, unnatural crimes—to which we may doubtless

add traflicking in forged indulgences, or i-elics, pretended

prophecies, miracles, and the robbery of monasteries. Before

long various purely political offenses were put under its

jurisdiction. Now all these multiplied breaches of law or

morals Dr. Martineau, by a singular flight of imagination,

reduces to the one offense of heresy. " Not for offenses against

the moral law," says he, " or crimes against society, but for

thoughts of their own about rehgion, which only God and

not the pope had allowed." It is plain that Dr. Martineau

has forgotten, or never heard Llorente's own admonition, 11 ne

faut pas caJomnier meme VInquisition. Doubtless in Tor-

quemada's time, when so many Jews and Moors had accepted

baptism rather than to leave Spain, there were many more

cases of heresy or suspected heresy than later. Yet Dr. Mar-

tineau adduces no evidence that these cases were a half or a

third of the whole. They may have been two thirds, but he

does not show it. Suppose Spain to have been as credulous

and cruel about witchcraft as Germany, she should in eighteen

years have burnt some three thousand on this charge alone.

More or less, it is certain that a large proportion of Torque-
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iiiud.i's punishments were for real or supposed "ofienses

a:,'aiii?t the moral law, or crhnes against society."

Dr. Martineau next adds a clause which is not probably,

l)Ut certainly, calumnious. It is, " Or for being Jews that

wuuld not be apostates." Now, in all ages Jews and Moslems

were by the nnwavering teaching of Rome, as nnbaptized,

ntii subject to Church jurisdiction. Mr. H. C. Lea points out

how, as soon as the Inquisition was set up in Spain, the cur-

rent of conversions to Christianity stopped. The Jews pre-

ferred their exemption from inquisitorial authority to any

.itlvautages they could derive from accepting baptism. Their

linal banishment from Spain, though heartily supported by

national feeling and above all by Torquemada, was the work

i.f neither Church nor Inquisition, but of the civil power. The

reiterated complaints and continued interferences of the popes

a^'ainst the harshness and unfairness of the Spanish Inquisi-

tion are never directed against the impossible offense of sum-

moning the Jews before its tribunal for refusing to change

tiieir religion. The popes aim only at protecting the already

baptized Jews and Moors against what appeared to them a

cruel suspiciousness of the Spaniards. The Spaniards, it is

true, who thought that they knew their own affairs much
better than the pope, were very imperfectly attentive to the

i'apal admonitions that they should show greater mildness'

toward the newly baptized. Cardinal Ximenes stigmatizes

Aragon and the pope as the two great enemies of the holy

office. Rome, hov\'ever, never accuses it of undertakiiig to

»^it in judgment on those who were outside the jurisdiction of

tlie Church. An unconverted Jew, so long as these remained
ni Spain, was doubtless like anyone else answerable to th.e

li'»ly office on its civil side for contumelious treatment of Ca-

Jliolicism, but never for a refusal to accept it. Illustrious as

•lames Martineau is in philosophy and ethics, he does not pre-

tend to any eminence as a student of the later Roman Cathol-

icism. As a Protestant and Englishman he simply picks up
<iio slouching stories that have been our meat and drink ever
t^nice the days of good Queen Bess, The Spanish Inquisition

^\as so bad, we think, that a few thousand Jews piled upon it

•'lie no great matter. It may be wondered, nevertheless, tliat
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Dr. Scliaff should have copied Martineau. The connection,
however, will show sufficiently how far the venerable author
was from any coutunieliousness of intent, ond that after strii-

pingthe note of all its exaggerations it still serves his pur-
pose, which is simply to prove how unreasonable it is to com-
pare Calvin with Torqueniada. However, Dr. Schaff in one-

of his latest letters was kind enough to express to the writer
his deep regret that he should, amid so many laboi-s and dis-

tractions, liave inadvertently copied so distorted a statement,

and to promise that the matter should be rectified in the next
edition. Let anyone, therefore, who reads the note in ques-

tion remember that Dr. Schaff himself disavows it.

"We have been considering grave matters, and turn now to

a matter that is simply comical. A leading divine, speakiiif

of the servile fear that prevailed in the Middle Ages and that is

far enough from being extinct yet—the fear of coming directly,

with filial confidence, to God—says, as we find him quoted I'V

Mr. Usher :
'' Mediseval theology assumed an inherent and es-

sential difference between God and man. So it built up a suc-

cession of mediators to fill the gap between the Father and his

children, a Son to intercede with the Father, a Virgin Mary
to intercede with the Son, saints to intercede with the Yirgin

Mary, and priests to intei-cede with the saints." It is news to

us that the intercession of the Son with the Father M'as a fab-

rication of the Middle Ages. In our simplicity we had supposed

it to be a doctrine pervading the i^ew Testament. The inter-

cession of the mother with the Son, for the West at least, un-

doubtedly came to its height in the Middle Ages. But that tlic

saints are principally regarded as intercessors with the Virgin

is another surprising piece of news. St. Bernard, in the

Paradiso^ it is true, intercedes with Mary for Dante, and we

believe we have seen some other poetical instances of this. But

where has the author quoted ever found a litany of the saints

which invokes their intercession with Mary instead of their

direct intercession with God ? "We, at least, have seen a great

many such forms, but we are morally certain that we have

never yet seen one in use by the people which invokes the

intercession of the saints with the Virgin. Her intercession

is viewed as far more efficacious than theirs, but it is pro-
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cL-ely the same intercession tljat is asked of all—the inter-
tT^^ion with God, with the Father and the Son. It is never
that wc can call to mind, " All je saints, intercede with the
Virgin," but " All ye lioly apostles, bishops and martyrs, all ye
holy vjrgms and widows, St. Paul, St. Ambrose, St. Sebastian,
St. Lucy, St. Bridget, etc., pray for us."

This learned divine has built up for us a re^rular lituro-ical
*' house that Jack built." According to liim this is the scale

:

'* Reverend ftither, intercede with the saints, that they will iii-

lercede with the Virgin, that she will intercede with the Son,
that he will intercede with the Father." If not in direct
.vsertion we have in the complexion of the whole scheme the
evident assumption that the people are held unworthy to
approach the saints, the priests to approach the Virgin, the
i^amts to approach the Son, and the Virgin to approach the
father. This is ridiculous. Every Christian is authorized to
supplicate the Father through the Son. He is taught that it
is profitable to supplicate God, especially Christ, throuc.h the
intercession of Mary. He is also taught that it is welfto in-
voke the intercession of the saints, not with Mary, but with
God. Kor does he approach either the saints or Mary through
t!>e priests. Every Catholic, man, woman, or child, address'^es
wmts and Virgin directly. Even when the priests lead these
tlevotions it is not as intercessors, but as coryphei. They do
not invoke the saints or Virgin for the people, but with the
people. This intercession is common and mutual. Every
paternoster of every man, woman, and child is a direct address
t^' the Father. The jn-iests, however, are, as we know, pre-
cmmently the intercessors for the people. Their central act
of mtercession is the mass. And this consists in offering tlie
crucified Son himself, not to the saints, nor to the Virgin^ but
cJirectly to the eternal Father. This gradation of interecs-
Ejons has therefore been eyoked by the author largely "' from
the depths of his own moral consciousness." But the foun-
t^'"n of blunders is too ebullient for one treatment.
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Art. VL—ALEXANDER SMITH AND THE ^'LIFE

DRAMA."

The subject of this paper was born at Ivilmarnoclc, Scot-

land, on tlie last clay of December, 1830. In his early chikl-

hoocl be evinced signs of iinnsnal promise, so tbat his parents

desired to educate him for the ministry; but the hard exigen-

cies of poverty compelled the lad's removal from school. lie

was placed in a lii^en factory to follow his father's trade cif

pattern designer. Here, amid the din of looms, the passion

for poesy seized him. He soon found an appreciative and

sympathizing patron in the editor of the Glasgow Citizen, in

whose columns the lirst products of his literary genius caught

the public eye. Through the good offices of a friendly clergy-

man he found access to an influential London periodical, and

soon won the attention and friendly regard of such literary

notables as Herbert Spencer and George Henry Lewes.

Glasgow at this period was unusually prolific in amateur

poets. Smith was wont to make humorous allusion to the cir-

cumstance that upon one occasion he sat down to a banquet

table with seventy other poets besides himself. In 1853 the

Life Drama flashed like a meteor upon the literary world.

The factory lad of twenty-three summers suddenly found him-

self famous. The poem swiftly ran through several editions,

the highest literary authorities in England and Scotland be-

stowing unstinted praise upon it. Great expectations were

aroused, and such opinions as the following greeted the new

author :
" Alexander Smith is a born singer, a man of genius,

not a musical echo of other singers ; " " It is seldom that a new

work is met which furnishes such incontestable evidence of

great powers by the author as the Life Drama ;'''* " The most

striking characteristic of these poems is their exuberance of

imagery—fresh, vivid, concrete images actually' present to the

])oet's mind thrown out with a distinctness and a delicacy

which only poets can achieve;" "It is impossible to read

three consecutive pages without feelini:^ in the presence of a

spirit moved with a profound sense of all forins of spiritual

beauty." The LAfe Drama was also compared by one critic
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to an Italian harp, " fitful, wild, melancholy, often suggestive

of something exquisitely sweet and graceful, but faint, fugi-

tive and incoherent."

t^uon after the publication of the Life Drama Smith re-

ceived a clerical appointment in Edinburgh University, with
an annual stipend of a hundred and fifty pounds attached.

Here liis official duties were nominal, and availing himself of
liis literary leisure he produced in collaboration with another
j.oot a volume of War Sonnets. These were followed two
years later by his City Poems. The publication of these

inter poems Avas the signal for the most merciless onslaught of

criticism and virulent depreciation to which any poet has
ever been subjected. He was boldly charged with wholesale
]ilagiarisms. A coterie of unfriendly critics met together
night after night, and by a laborious and elaborate compila-
ti'rin of parallel passages attempted to prove that every passao;e,

)i!irase, and line, every period and semicolon were stolen out-

right from Shakespeare, Tennyson, Keats, and Shelley. The
criticisms were coarsely cruel and brutally unjust. Smith
plagiarized as the flower plagiarizes from the soil, the sun-
fciiine, the showers

; as the bee plagiarizes from the flowers.

Nevertheless, the critics were in positions of authority, and
were influential enough to greatly injure the sale and circula-

tion of City L^oems, which by the fairest tests of criticism

showed a marked advance upon the Life Drama.
Happily Smith was one of those admirably poised natures

which cannot be spoiled by praise nor soured by criticism,

hike every genuine poet and artist he found an unfailing
^'Urce of inspiration in his love of his art

:

He was one

Who could not help it, for it was his nature

To blossom into song as 'tis a tree's

To leaf itself iu April.

J" the midst of this storm of adverse criticism he remarked
t<J a friend, " One does feel these things, and it is queer to
^•o:ne out in the sunlight and walk along the street after you
liave read columns of violent and abusive criticism; but I
'"id it only takes me just twent\'-four hours to get over such
tilings."
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He now turned his attention to prose composition and
ruade himself at once a new and distinct reputation as a prose
writer—an acliievement wliich finds few parallels in the lit-

erary annals of the century. He produced a most charmin-
volume of prose idyls, entitled Breamthorp. This was fof-

lowed speedily by another rare volume, A Summer in Shje,
which became very popular and contains his best prose wilt-
ing. This volume was the inspiration of a romantic marrinije
to a young lady of the Island of Skye, where he had estab-
lished^ a summer home. The book has been highly praised
by critics for its quaint charm and sympathy with nature.
Alfred Hogarfs Household, an experiment in fiction, was
published in 1866. This, Smith's first and only venture in

fiction and his last literary product, M-as autobiogi-aphical in
its character. Along with some faults in construction, it was
characterized by rare grace of description.

He now turned his thoughts anew to poesy, and meditated
bringing his riper and maturer powers to bear upon a great
poetic composition and thus fulfill the admonition M-hidi he
bestowed upon himself in such exquisite lines in the Life
Drama

:

Strive for the poet's crown, but ne'er forget

How poor are fancy's blooms to thoughtful fruits

;

That gold and crimson mornings, though more bri"-ht

Than soft blue days, are scarcely half their worth.

Upon returning to Edinburgh, at the close of his summer
vacation in the Island of Skye, in the autumn of 1366, he
contracted a violent cold which developed into malignant
diphtheria and hurried him into his grave at the early age of
thirty-seven, on January 5, 1867. Almost half a century has
elapsed since the obscure Scotch lad emerged from the linen
factory in Glasgow to find himself the literary lion of the day.
We associate him with the shadowy traditions of a vanished
generation, and yet were he living to-day he would be only
seventy years old. As to personal traits and characteristics.

he was under middle stature, with light brown hair and a

placid and shrewd expression of countenance. He was quiet,

free from pretense, not explosive nor aggressive in conversa-
tion. Silent and reserved in general company, with his familiar
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friends he was open, frank, and convivial. One who knew

liiiu intimately remarked, " lie never said anything silly or

untrue." The continuance of criticism upon him, however,

even after his death, is well set forth in the following verse :

No sooner was he heace than critic worms

Were swarming ou the body of his fame,

And thus they judged the dead

:

"This poet was

An April tree whose vermeil-loaded boughs

Promised to autumn apples juiced and red,

But never came to fruit. He is to us

But a rich odor—a faint music-swell.

Poet he was not iu the larger sense

;

He could write pearls, but he could never write

A poem sound and perfect as a star. His most judicious act

Was dying when he did ; the next five years

Had fingered all the fine dust from his wings,

And left him poor as we. He died—'twas shrewd !

And came with all his youth and unblown hopes

On the world's heart, and touched it into tears."

As respects the merits of the Life Drama, upon which the

fame of Alexander Smith as a poet chiefly rests, it may be

conceded that the poem is deficient in dramatic grasp of sub-

ject, in metrical quality, in restraint of expression. As a

dramatic narrative its parts are somewhat incoherent, its transi-

tions are too sudden, violent, and causeless. It shows perhaps

somewhat too obviously the influence of Keats and Tennyson.

Yet, after suitable deductions in deference to adverse criticism,

it still remains true that the poem is one of the most interest-

ing and remarkable literary products of the century. In a

cyclopedia of quotations, entitled Living Thoughts of Leading

Thinkers, which has been compiled with exceptional literary

discrimination, there are twenty-three selections from Shakes-

peare, eight from Tennyson, and sixteen from the writings of

Smith—nearly all being taken from the Life Drama. It is

scarcely an exaggeration to affirm that no poem has been pro-

duced in the century which contains more quotable passages,

more instances of rare strength and beauty than the Life

Drama.

But the crowning excellence of the poem as a dramatic

narrative is the splendid moral purpose which pervades it.
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Whea it was publislied the tone of American criticism wa^
for the most part harsh and uncomplimentary and in some in-

stances coarsely abusive, with an evident tincture of Anglophu-
bia. One of the most impartial of these American reviewers,
with a manifest attempt at fairness, misconceives and mis^
judges the entire character and purpose of the poem, after
the following fashion

:

Walter, the hero of the poem, is too obviously Alexander Smith breath-
ing forth his own aspirations, pauderinf? to his own sensuous nature,
unveiling the repulsive deformities of his own moral character. The
grand defect, the damning defect, of the work is iu the lack of elevated
moral character and correct moral teaching. How sad to find so gifted
a spirit reveling in the low and base conception of a putrid heaS; and
distempered brain.

What an amazing and what a melancholy perversion of
the critical judgment. One of the most conspicuous merits of
the Life Drama is the fact that it abounds in lofty moral sen-
timents, that it makes profound and impressive recognition of
religious faith and principles, that it is pervaded and domi-
nated by a lofty moral purpose.

The poem portrays most vividly those vicissitudes of sorrow
and disappointment, those processes of moral disillusion,
through which human souls are chastened and disciplined and
refined from the dross of selfish ambitions and exalted to the
high plane of spiritual aspiration and endeavor. The poet hero
of the story first appears upon the scene smitten with the
passion for fame, consumed with a feverish longing to create
an imperishable masterpiece which will win him immortal
renown.

For poesy my heart and pulses beat,

For poesy my blood runs red and fleet.

My soul is followed

By strong ambitions to outroll a lav

Whose melody will haunt the world for aye,

Charming it onward on its golden way.

But out of the vicissitudes of life's experiences there is

slowly evolved in the soul of the hero, Walter, that spiritual
transfiguration of motive, purpose, and character whereby the
passion for fame and fortune gives place to the ennobling pas-
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^io[l for rigliteousncss. Witli lofty, clarified spiritual vision

Ijc exclaims :

One path is clear before us ; it may lead

O'er perilous rocks, cross lauds without a well,

Through deep and difficult chasms, but therein

The whiteness of the soul is kept, and that,

Not joy nor pain, is victory.

What poet of our times has given truer, loftier expression

10 the overmastering passion for righteousness ?

The Life Dramas makes implied recognition of the three

moral alternatives in human life of which every man nnist

make choice. In the parable of the prodigal son Jesus has at

least suggested these three great alternatives. The first is a

hfoof dibsipation and debauchery, as exemplified in the career

of the younger son, wlio spent all his substance in riotous liv-

ing. There is again the alternative of a prudent, thrifty, self-

content life of Pharisaic propriety, as exemplified in the career

of the elder brother, who husbanded his material substance

hut dwarfed and impoverished his soul. To understand the

j)rofound significance of the parable we must put Jesus along-

side the two brothers as a type of a God-centered man, sug-

gesting to us the third and highest moral alternative—a life

of entire surrender to God, fulfilling the will of God in the

service of man. The second alternative, exemplified in the

career of the elder brother—a self-seeking, self-centered life

of smooth Pharisaic propriety—is the alternative chosen by

the average man, because, for the average man, it requires no

strenuous moral effort to maintain such a life. There are, how-
ever, men of open, magnanimous natures, ardently impulsive,

who cannot easily content themselves with the tame monotony
of a self-complacent life of Pharisaic respectability. Such
men are almost forced to choose the highest ideals and commit
themselves to the passionate pursuit of righteousness, or they

are in peril of dropping to the low plane of sensuous indul-

fv'cnces, of open debauchery.

^nch a man was Walter, the hero of the Life Drama. In
the poem Smith has powerfully reproduced the parable of the

prodigal son, Walter and Violet—the heroine of the story

—

;»re brought together. Under the stress of extraordinary temp-
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tation these two ingenuous, ardent natures surrender them-

selves to the flames of passion, and fall from rectitude. The!)

follow the workings of remorse in the soul of Walter, in

which we see portrayed most vividly the exceeding sinful-

ness of sin

:

Hear me, God.

Sin met me and embraced me oq the way
;

Methougbt her cheeks were red, her lips had bloom.

I kissed her bold lips, dallied with her hair

;

She saug me into slumber ; 1 awoke

—

It was a putrid corpse that clung to me,

That clings to me like memory to the damned,

That rots into my being, Father, GoJ I

I cannot shake it off, it clings, it clings.

As there came to the soul of the despairing prodigal in the

parable a vision of the blessedness of his father's lioiise, so to

Walter, in the depths of his moral degradation, there conies

the majestic vision of a high and glorious manhood. Into th<?

dark night of his remorseful despair God's ideals shine like

the eternal stars. He feels the kindling of holy aspiratioi;,

of high resolve

:

God is a worker,

"Why work not I ? the veriest mote that sports

Its one day life within the sunny beam

Has its stern duties, wherefore have I none ?

I will throw off this dead and useless past,

As a strong runner straining for his life

Unclasps a mantle to the hungry wind
;

A mighty purpose rises large and slow

From out the fluctuations of my soul.

But a more inspiring vision passes before him, the vision of

that divine love which gloriiies human life and transfigures

duty with the light of privilege. He says :

All things have something more than barren use ;

There is a scent upon the brier,

A tremulous splendor in tl>e autunm dews.

Cold morns are fringed with fire;

The clodded earth goes up in sweet-breathed flowers
;

In music dies poor human speech.

And into beauty blow these hearts of ours,

"When love is bom in each.
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Life is transfigured in the soft and tender

Light of love, as a volume dun

Of rolling smoke becomes a wreathed splendor.

lu the declining sun.

As the consummation of the dramatic siovy "Walter and

Violet come togetlier, with spiritualized hopes and purposes

ennobled through the discipline of sorrow; and thus, with

united hearts and united hands confronting the future in

glad and willing surrender to God's high and holy ideals, "Wal-

ter addresses Violet

:

Lift, lift rae up by thy sweet inspiration, as the ;Ide

Lifts up a stranded boat upon the beach.

Great duties are before nie and great song;.

And, whether crowned or crownless when I fi-1.

It matters not, so as God's work is done.

r\e learned to prize the quiet lightning detii.

Not the applauding thunder at its heels.

Which men call fame.

Our night is past

;

We stand in precious sunrise, and beyond

A long day stretches to the very end.
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Art. VII.—JOHN WESLEY, CHRISTIAN SOCIALIST.

Socialism and Christian socialism are not one. Tiie fortiicT

assumes that human society is wrong, and that the whole

social order needs readjustment ; hut, while it propo-us

methods for righting matters between man and man, it lia>

nothing to say concerning the relations between man and his

God. Christian socialism agrees that human society is

wrongly adjusted, that the right relations of man to man are

not regarded, and that in many cases they are not understoud.

But it also aims to bring men into right relations to God, their

Father, through Jesus Christ the Saviour, and to use the

pattern of Christ's life and the principles he taught in the re-

adjustment of the social order. Socialism is sometimes called

" scientific socialism " to distinguish it from Christian social-

ism, as though the latter is unscientific—a claim that all do

not admit, because the Gospel, which is the weapon in the

hand of the Christian socialist, is itself the science of char-

acter and I'ight conduct even more than it is a way of escape

from the doom of wrono-doing;.

The leaders in Christian socialism have been, as they ought

to have been, Christian ministers such as Charles Kiugsley,

Frederick D, Maurice, and Frederick AV. Robertson. We
also find Thomas Hughes, Ruskin, and Arthur Dennison

among the lay leaders in England, where this movement be-

gan. These men undertook to bridge over the great gulf

wliich yawned between the Church and the people, dogma

and duty, preaching and practicing, theoretical and applied

Christianity. They believed that the Gospel is the panacea

for all the individual ills of men and for all the moral mala-

dies of society. Their work was that of going about to ^^o

good to the bodies, minds, and homes of men, so that all the

interests of humanity may be redeemed from M-rong and

wrongdoers. The results of their work remain until this day.

The inspiration they imparted to the Church and to society

in general is too great to be tabulated. As one has written,

they regarded the world as " the subject of redemption.'"

But John AVesley anticipated very many of the aims and
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tiicthods of the modern Christian sociahsts. Scarcely second

to, but rather as a part of his j^reat evangelistic movement

was his work as a Christian socialist. More than one hundred

vL'urs before Maurice, Kingslej, and Ilobertson among the

clergy, and Thomas Hughes, Kuskin, and Arthur Dcnnison

among the laity had existed the "Holy Club" at Oxford.

Their principles ^vere those that most, if not all, modern

Christian socialists would adopt, and ai-e found in the '"Intro-

ductory Letter" that ])recedes AYeslcy's Journal^ as follows:

I. "Whether it does not concern all men of all conditions to imitate

liim, as much as they can, who '* went about doing good " ?

"Whether all Christians are not concerned in that command, ""While

\vc h.'ive time let us do good to all men " ?

Whether we shall not be more happy hereafter, the more good we do

now ?

Whetiier we can be happy at all hereafter, unless we have, according

to our power, "fed the hungry, clothed the naked, visited those that are

sick, and in prison;" and made all these actions subservient to a higher

jjurpose, even the saving of souls from death ?

AVhether it be not our bouuden duty always to remember that He did

more for us than we can do for him, who assures us, "Inasmuch as ye

h;ivc done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it

unto me" ?

II. "Whether, upon these considerations, we may not try to do good to

our acquaintance? Particularly, whether we may not try to convince

them of the necessitj' of being Christians ?

"^^hclher of the consequent necessity of being scholars ?

"Whether of the necessity of method and industry, in order to either

learning or virtue ?

"Whether we may not try to persuade them to confirm and increase

their industry, by communicating as often as they can?

"Whether we may not mention to them the authors whom we conceive

to have wrote the best on those subjects ?

Whether we may not assist them, as we are able, from time to time, to

form resolutions u])on what they read in those authors, and to execute

them with steadiness and perseverance ?

III. AVhether, upon the considerations above mentioned, we may not

try to do good to those that are hungry, naked, or sick ? In particular,

^vllcther, if we know any necessitous family, we may not give them a

littlt; foot!, clothes, or physic, as they Avant I

Whether we may not give them, if they can read, a Bible, Common
I'rayer Book, or Whole Duty of Man ?

Wlicther we may not, now and then, inquire how they have used

them; explain what they do not understand, and enforce what they do ?
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"Wlietlier we may not enforce upon them, more especially, the neces-

sity of private prayer, and of frequenting the church and sacrameui ?

Whether we may not contribute, what little we are able, toward hav-

ing their children clothed and taught to read ?

Whether we may not take care that they be taught their catechism, and

short prayers for morning and evening ?

IV. Lastly, Whether, upon the considerations above mentioned, wc

may not try to do good to those that are in prison ? In particular,

Whether we may not release such well-disposed persons as remain in

prison for small sums ?

Whether we may not lend smaller sums to those thf.t are of any

trade, that they may procure themselves tools and materials to work
with ?

Whether we may not give to them who ajipear to want it most, a little

money, or clothes, or physic ?

Whether we may not supply as many as are serious enough to read,

with a Bible, and Whole Duty of -Man ?

Whether we may not, as we have opportunity, explain and enforce these

upon them, especially with respect to public and private prayer and the

blessed sacrament?

The date of tliis writing is December 1, 1730, more than a

hundred years before the Christian socialists, Maurice, Kings-

ley, and Robertson, began their work. But liow exactly the

aims of tlie t\vo societies correspond. The same Holy Spirit

animates the minds and hearts of both sets of men.

Christian socialism interests itself in the education of the

poor, " Free and assisted education for the children " of the

needy is its modern watchword. But this, as we have seen,

was in the programme of the Holy Club. John Wesley was

especially devoted to this object. His very first educational

work was the founding of a school in Oxford. He paid the

mistress and clothed some, if not all, the scholars. It was

ragged school work before ragged schools were thought of.

In Kingswood before Methodism had even a site for a chapel

the stone for the school for the children of the poor colliers

was consecrated by Whitefield and passed over to Wesley to

build upon. He did so, and thus began the work of Metho-

dist education. Although this school or its successor eventu-

ally became an institution for the sons of Methodist preach-

ers, yet Wesley never ceased his well-begun work for the

educatio?! of tlie masses. His school at the Foundry, under
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Silas Told, was one of the very first of its kind. Fiirtlicrniore,

he democratized learning by writing, editing, and publishing at

v.-liat seemed ridiculously low prices text-books and standard

rcaUing for the poor. His grammars, logic, histories of Eng-

land and of the Church, together with his great Christian

Library, form part of the four hundred and fifty-three diffei--

cnt publications which he issued for the education of the

people. Dean Farrar says, " The vast spread of religious in-

struction by weekly periodicals and the cheap presf; with all

its stupendous consequences were inaugurated by him." This

game broad-minded dean says :
" The British and Foreign

Bible Society, the Religious Tract Society, the London Mis-

sionary Society, even the Church Missionary Society owe not

a little to his initiative. . . . He ga^ e a great impulse to both

national education and to technical education." In initiating

an American Methodist college at the first Conference of the

Methodist Episcopal Church our fathers only followed their

leader, who interpreted God's command to love him v.'ith all

tlie mind as one to be obeyed. Wesley was no believer in the

dogma that " ignorance is the mother of devotion," while his

motto for Kingswood School is still good for any school or

scholar. •' For the Glory of God, the Service of His Church,

and of the State."

Christian socialists of to-day work for the emancipation of

the white slaves of the factories and the sweatshops. John

^Vesley had not to meet these conditions. There were no

great factor}' problems in his day. But African slavery ex-

isted, and into that evil this social reformer thrust his sword

up to the very hilt. What cared he if " Lady Huntingdon

traflicked in human nature and George Whitefield held slaves."

He roused himself in behalf of the poor trampled bondsmen,

denouncing slavery in general as " the sum of all villanies,"

and American slavery in particular as " the vilest that ever

saw the sun." His very last letter was vcritten to that other

Christian socialist, who did not know he was one, William

Wilberforce, encouraging him in his parliamentary work for

the emancipation of slaves. Miss Braddon, in lier recently

pnblished book, The Infidel^ represents Wesley as silently ap-

proving of Whitefield's purchase of more slaves, because he
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did not tlicn and there protest against slavery. Bnt, having

received more light on Wesley's attitude toward the abomi-

nation, she promises to remove the passage from further

editions of the book.

The twin evil of slavery was and is drunkenness. Like

some other early temperance reformers Wesley was not him-

self a teetotaler. He used wine and beer in moderation ; bnt

ardent spirits, the distillers, the venders, and the drinkers

thereof as a beverage he most ardently denounced. Some of

tlie strongest utterances against drunkards and drunkard-

makers came from his tongue and pen. The swearer is

preached to, and is then pressed with a special tract, as is

also the smuggler. How much the British government saved

by his little tract,
'•' A Word to a Smuggler," it would be im-

possible to tell. He preached and wrote against the evils of

liis day. He also expelled from his Societies those who would

not heed his warnings and desist from such wrongdoing. The

briber and the bribe receiver also shared tlie same fate.

"Show me thy faith by thy works" was his motto. He

sought to make men good citizens of earth, as the very best

preparation for citizenship in heaven.

Christian socialism undertakes the task of showing the rich

their duties and privileges toward the poor. Unlike scientific

socialism it does not believe in the equalization of capital, but

it does believe in its moralization. Wesley spoke out on this

subject as boldly perhaps as any man of his day. He has

also written on this subject. His sermons on " Tlie Use of

Money," " The Good Steward," and the " Eeformation of

Manners " are good socialistic tracts for these modern times.

We wonder such Christian socialists as Professor Herron does

not often refer to them. Wesley first spoke and then wrote

burning words on the wrong use of money, and illustrated his

sermons by his own daily life of caring for the poor. The

rules of the Holy Club, as we have seen, show its members to

have all been Christian socialists in this very important

respect. From his student' days, when he even parted with

the pictures from his walls, until an old man eighty-eight

years of age we see Wesley tramping London streets in the

melting snow, begging money for the poor and, like his Mas-
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jt-r, going about doing good. During his life he gave away

tuure than ^200,000.

J lis methods of helping the poor were such, one hundred and

.iv»V years ago, as we now follow. "\Ve boast that we have

.t.uned to help them without pauperizing them ; the '' Associ-

aW<\ Charities'' lias taught us this. "Wesley's plan was to im-

mediately relieve present necessity, then at once help the poor

:u help themselves. He knew that to give a hungry man a loaf

>.t" hread only Mould be to cause him to look to him for another

wiien that was eateii. He rather gave him an inspiration and

h!.-o an opportunity for getting another loaf for himself by

liunest toil. For those who lack employment the good Chris-

tian socialist opens a bureau, to which the " out-of-work " may

cmje and find employment. John Wesley did more than this.

He made his chapels not only bureaus but workshops. Thus

he gave the poor man who was out of employment a chance

to help himself. On Tuesday, Kovember 25, 1740, he writes

in his Journal:

After several methods proposed for employing those who were out of

liusiness, we determined to make a trial of oue which several of our

iTcthren recommended to us. Our aim was, with as little expense as

jjossible, to keep them at ouce from want and idleness; in order to

^vhich, we took twelve of the poorest and a teacher into the Society

room, where they were employed for four months, till spring came on,

iti carding and spinning of cotton. And the design answered. They were

tniployed and maintained with very little more than the product of their

own labor.

Thus for four months the place of worship was also the

place of work. Carding, spinning, and praying were done in

the same auditorium. This was not considered a desecration

<-'f the house of prayer. Frequently the naves of old churches

iind cathedrals were used as market places on stormy days.

The chancel only was kept for sacred uses, but business was

done within sight of the altar, instead of in sight of the cross

in the market place. Six months later new needs called for

'sew methods. On Thursday, May 7, 1741, Wesley writes:

1 reminded the United Society that many of our brethren and sisters

':h<1 not needful food, many were destitute of convenient clothing, many
^^

' Tr out of business and that without their own fault, and many sick
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and ready to perish; that I had done what in me lay to feed the huiifrv

to clothe the naked, to employ the poor, and to visit the sick; but \vh>

not alone sufficient for these things, and therefore desired all whose
hearts were as my heart: 1. To bring what clothes each could spare, tu

be distributed among those that wanted most. 2, To give weekly u

penny, or what they could afford, for the relief of the poor and sick.

My design, I told them, is to employ for the present all the women wlio

were out of business, and desire it, in knitting. To these we will fir-i

give the common price for that work they do, and then add according

as they need. Twelve persons are appointed to inspect these, and to

visit and provide things needful for the sick. Each of these is to visit

all the sick within their district every other day, and to meet on Tues-

day evening to give an account of what they have done and consult

what can be done further.

The Weslejan idea of labor and the laborer may be learned

from Charles Wesley's hymns for the workingman. He sent

him about his daily toil singing the high praises of his God.

For his waking and rising, on a workday, the following

words were adopted :

Are there not in the laborer's day

Twelve hours, in which he safely may
His calling's work pursue?

Though sin and Satan still are near,

Nor sin nor Satan can I fear,

With Jesus in my view.

Ten thousand snares my path beset,

Yet will I, Lord, the work complete.

Which thou to me hast given

;

Regardless of the pains I feel,

Close by tho gates of death and hell,

I urge my way to heaven.

It is now time for the workman to put on coat and hat and

kiss his wife and children good-bye. As he leaves his home for

the place of toil, "Wesley sets him singing to Christ the hymn
entitled, in the present Methodist Hymnal, " Beginning the

laboi-s of the day :

"

Forth in thy name, Lord, I go,

My daily labors to pursue
;

Thee, only thee, resolved to know,

lu all I think, or speak, or do.
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Thee will I set at my right hand,

Whose eves mine inmost substance see

;

And labor on at thy command,

And offer all my works to thee.

Give me to bear thy easy yoke.

And every moment watch and pray
;

And still to things eternal look,

And hasten to thy glorious day.

For thee delightfully employ

Whate'er thy bounteous grace hath given
;

And run my course with even joy,

And closely walk with thee to heaven.

Tiie man has now reached his ^vorh, and lias "gotten on to

his job," as ho hin:iself would say, Charles "Wesley then sets

him' singing at his labor as follows :

Summoned my labor to renew,

And glad to act my part.

Lord, in thy name my work I do,

And with a single heart.

End of my every action thou.

In all things thee I see

:

Accept my hallowed labor now,

I do it unto thee.

Whate'er the Father views as thine,

He views with gracious eyes ;

Jesus, this mean oblation join

To thy great sacrifice.

Stamped with an infinite desert, /

Jly work he then shall own

;

Well pleased with me, when mine thou art,

And I his favored son.

"When the day's service is done and the workman stands

looking at it, AYesley has him sing the following hymn for

the consecration of his labor :

Son of the carpenter, receive

This humble work of mine
;

Worth to my meanest labor give,

By joining it to thine.

Careless through outward cares I go.

From all distraction free

:

My hands are but engaged below,

ilv heart is still with thee.
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O when wilt thou, my life, appear ?

Then gladly will I cry,

'"Tis done, the work thou gav'st me here,

'Tis finished, Lord," and die !

This is a picture of the early Wesleyan laboring iimn. lie

has been taught to lift his toil, menial though it seem, up to

that plane -where he could do it as uuto the Lord.

Wesley also fortified the employer %vith hymns such as the

following for the beginning of a new business day

:

I and my house will serve the Lord

:

But first, obedient to his word

I must myself appear
;

By actions, words, and tempers show

That I my heavenly Master know,

And serve with heart sincere.

I must the fair example set

;

From those that on my pleasure wait

The sturnbliug-block remove

;

Their duty by my life explain,

And still in all my works maintain

The dignity of love.

Lord, if thou didst the wish infuse,

A vessel fitted for thy use

Into thy hands receive :

Work in me both to will and do

;

And show them how believers true,

And real Christians, live.

For him in the rush and whirl of business on the exchange or

in the market place Wesley wrote :

Lo ! I come with joy to do

The Master's blessed will

;

Him in outward works pursue,

And serve his pleasure still.

Faithful to my Lord's commands,

I still would choose the better part,

Serve with careful Martha's hands,

And loving Mary's heart.

Thou, Lord, my portion art.

Before I hence remove !

Now my treasure and my heart

Are all laid up above;
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Far above all earthly things,

"While yet my hands are here employed,

Sees my soul the Kiug of kings,

And freely talks with God.

i- it to be wondered that sucli employers and employees both

j-rospered ? Tliat sncli a spirit infused into the minds of capi-

•aii/t and laborer gave dignity to toil ? "With this spirit the

tiiiployer did not regard his operatives as "hands" but as

^(.uls. No wonder the Methodists have grown rich and are

iiuw able, on the other side of the Atlantic, to lay a njillion

guineas on God's altar, and, on this side, two million eagles

;is a thank offering for the blessings of the past century. The
We:?leys made songs for the laborer and his employer, and

<.Mred not so mucli M-ho made economic laws for them. They

fuiight to Christianize both, knowing all else would soon right

itjclf. How strikingly these hymns contrast with the songs of

socialists on labor and capital, employer and employee.

John Wesley was also a physician. Multitudes of the poor

were sick, and could not afford a doctor. There was probably

not a free medical dispensary in all England when Wesley

k-gan his Christian socialistic work. In 174C he solved the

difficulty by what he calls a ''desperate expedient," saying, " I

^^ill prepare and give them physic myself." For twenty-six

Years he had made anatomy and physic a diversion ; at forty-

three he takes up the study and practice of medicine, engaging

an apothecary and a surgeon to assist him. In three months

iiC had above three hundred patients and had used over forty

j'ounds' worth of medicines. After three years' practice he did

Jiot know of one patient who had died on his hands. In 1747

lie opened a free dispensary at the Foundry, in London, and

four months later one in Bristol. Writing to Blackwell the

l-'anker, January 26, 1747, he^S^ys that in the latter dispensary

^lone he has over two hundred patients, the number increas-

ing daily. A year later he writes :

^Ve have ever since had great reason to praise God for his continued blessing

'"' this undertaking. Many lives have been saved, many sicknesses healed, much
f'-im and want prevented or removed. Many heavy hearts have been made glad,

''"ly mourners comforted, and the visitors have found him whom they serve a

l'''-^ont reward for all their labor.
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For the poor and sick who could not come to him he ])r().

vided visitors—first promiscuous, then organized. Forty-six

of these divided London into twent^'-three districts, and each

sick person was visited by two of these, three times a week.

Tlie four rules for visitors were :
" (1) Be plain and open in deal-

ing with souls. (2) Be mild, tender, patient. (3) Be cleanly in

all you do for the sick. (4) Be not nice." Three years later,

in 1777, The Willow Walk Society near Moorfields, hut,

more generally and properly speaking, " The United Society

for Visiting and Believing the Sick," was organized. This

was superseded by the " Strangers' Friend Society," for wliicli

Wesley drew i^p rules about a year before he died. He says

of it, " So this is also one of the fruits of Methodism." Boy-

alty patronized it for years. In ISGS there were made 82,400

visits by its three hundred and fifty volunteer workers. It is

still doing Christlike labor among all sorts and conditions of

the poor and sick, irrespective of denomination or nationality.

This was a part of John Wesley's Mercy and Help Depart-

ment, and this year celebrates its one hundred and twenty-

fourth anniversary. For those who could not come to him

and for genei-al domestic use he wrote Primitive Physich, a

book whose first edition was issued on June 11, 1747, and

which went through twenty-seven editions in England, the

last one coming out in 1850. In his works Wesley also pub-

lished Dr. Tissot's Advices with Respect to Health. He M-as

np to date in his treatment of disease. For instance, on [No-

vember 16, 1747, having heard of the electrical machines, he

went to see them in use. On March 17, 1753, he studies

Dr. Franklin's Letters on Electricity^ and on February 4,

1768, he reads Dr. Priestley's " ingenious book on electricity.''

Like a true Christian socialist, in short, he believed in and

worked for the redemption of the bodies of men from disease,

as well as their souls from sin. Twenty-four of the thirty-fo'.n-

recorded miracles of Jesus were wrought upon the sick, and

Wesley was a true disciple of the Great Physician.

For widows and orphans Wesley also made provision. Fif-

teen sick widows were housed at the Foundry, eating at the

same table as did Wesley and his preachers. The third chapel

he built, at Newcastle-on-Tyne, was called ''The Orphan
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llousc of AVesley." His first chapel was also designed to be a

lioine for orphans. It still stands, the yery first of all the

Metliodist churches, in Broadinead, Bristol, fifteen minutes'

walk from the orphan homes of the late George Milller. One

voar before he died, AVeslcj also founded in Dublin an alms-

!ioni?e for aged Methodists, which is still prospering.

AVesley also acted as banker for the poor. About the mid-

lUe of 1746 he saw that some needy men could be started in

l.usiuess for themselves if they had a little capital. He set to

work and begged £30 1C>6\ to begin with. In a year and a half

lio less than two hundred and fifty-five 'persons had been helped.

Only one pound at a time would he lend, and it was to be

jtaid back weekly within three months. This scheme pleased

all sorts of wise people, even an eminent deist sending him a

L'uiuea toward this fmid. It is said that many a successful

London tradesman was started in business in this way. In

Bristol, "Wesley started a " Provident Society," a kind of sav-

ings bank for the poor. Some Bristolians did not like this,

and ridiculed him. A gorgeously colored picture was issued

representing Wesley pouring out sacks of gold, and, while his

followers were stowing away the coin, the powers of daj'kness

were dragging "Wesley away, but not to the higher regions.

This was his solution of the capital and labor question. He
lielpcd the laborer to become a capitalist by his "Provident

Society,-' and the capitalist to aid the laborer by his loan fund.

Thus he brought together capitalist and laborer, anticipating

savings banks and lending clubs for the poor.

From these facts we conclude that the earliest Methodism

was truly of Christian socialistic spirit. This is recognized

by such writers as Canon Moore Ele, who, in his Hulsean

Lecture, affirms, " The man who did the most to reform the

fc'jcial life of England in the last century was John "Wesley."

His earliest followers took up the work of elevating tlie masses

socially, as well as spiritually. But, with the opening of the

luneteenth century, Wesley being no longer with his organ-

ization the Methodists as a people began to slide back from
the advanced position they had taken in social matters.

Througii nearly the whole of the century we have been em-

i'liasizing the evangelistic, at the expense of the socialistic.
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work for which we were partly raised up. For a couple- uf

decades past, on both sides of the Atlantic, we have been trv-

ini; to return to our former work, and to regain our positio:i.

The great forvrard movements of Manchester, London. Ijii-

mingham, and other centers in England, as also in Xew York,

Chicago, and other American centers; the deaconess niov.>

ment ; liomes for children and the aged ; Methodist hospit;d>

and institutional churches are all attempts to return to o;;r

great commission of saving the bodies, minds, and daily liv.-.

of the people, for the redemption of who^o souls Christ lui

died. The Salvation Army lias been wiser than we. Tlie

careful student of its work fi-om the beginning will feel that,

for some years past, simply as an evangelistic agency, it l:a?

been a decHning force. That noble son of "Wesley, General

Booth, at once saw tliat something must be done. The U'-vpI

and startling methods of calling attention to the need of the

salvation of the soul no longer would arti-act. Old circu^

buildings, theaters, jam factories, skating rinks, stables, and

such ]>laces which once were packed to sntiocation, and which

once rang with hallelujahs, were now well-nigh deserrci.

The congregations had dwindled from thousands to scores at

the most. Tlien General Booth added Christian socialism to

growing evangelism. He began to care for the bodies, housfs.

minds, families, and all the other interests of men. He struck

boldly out for the redemption of the whole man, not only

from sin but from all its present, as well as its future, conse-

quences. He began to fight dirt and dout. as well as drink

and other doings of tlie devil. In Darlvst England o>"l

TliC ^yay Out was his slogan cry which readied the ears ami

opened,, pockets of philanthropis:s in all E7iglish-S])eakini;

lands. The Army put on new liie. with its new activities.

We incline to think that, but for this socialistic new dep:n-

tnre, it would now be a thing of tiie past.

The sooner Methodism imitates the socialistic departure "i'

the Salvation Army, at least in the underlying princi])les, tin.'

sooner shall we be found in the old paths. Had Methodism

lived up to her high calling and privilefres and never h:i\'-

narrowed down to almost exclusively evangehstic and family

church work, there would have been no need of the Yoihil'
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Men's Christian Association, nor of many of the fraternal

ui'ders and mutual benefit societies which attract men and tui.>

often absorb their attention, to the neglect of the Church and

worst of all to the neglect of Christ's great salvation. Wheri

a man is won from his cups and cards he needs a place to go

to and friends to meet of the other kind, or his verv loneli-

jK'SS may drive him back to his former life. The coffeehouse,

with its well-lighted reading room and refreshments at a little

;ibovo cost and its company of good people, will soon place

liiin where he can stand alone, and will then put him where he

can help others. It is not enough to get hijii converted ; his

cuvironment must also be changed. His work only Ijegins

when he has repented and believed to the saving of his soul,

ilis body, his social nature, and his home must also be bene-

fited. In certain parts of Ireland, in John Wesley's days, the

Methodist homes could be distinguished by their outside ap-

))eurancc. The windows and doorsteps were clean, and the

walks in front of them were SAvept. Clean hearts were fol-

lowed by clean houses. AVesIey is credited with the saying

that " cleanliness is next to godliness," but we rather think

that he regarded it as a part of godliness.

The method of this great Christian socialist was philosophi-

cal and scriptural. He sought to reform society by first secur-

ing the regeneration of the individual. His method was from

center to circumference, and not from circumference to

center. His idea was that the very best way to change a

n)an's environment is to change his moi'al condition. Chris-

tianize him, and his social life will be Christianized. Wesley

understood that the new kingdom to be established on the

earth is to be made up of a new humanity, and that Christ

through his Gosj^el is now making all things new. He com-

bined the zealously evangelistic with the decidedly Christian

socialistic, the one a complement of the other. Were he with

ns to-day we think he M'ould say, " Go ye and do likewise."
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Art. AaiL—the ARCHiEOLOGY OF BAPTISM.

What have the early Christian monuments to say eoncem-

ino- tlie mode of baptism ? The answer to this question must

be found in its patient and scientific study. The student has

been busy during the last few decades in critically reexamin-

ing the early Christian mosaics and catacomb frescoes, the

attention of a brilliant circle of archaeologists having been

fociissed upon these monuments. Easily first in this circle,

now that tlie learned Commcndatore De Eossi has left us, is

Monsignor Wilpert, of the Campo Santo Yaticano, at Rome.

He has cleaned out sotne catacomb chambers, discovered new

frescoes, and corrected certain errors of interpretation by the

earlier copyists—the result being that the recent thorough

reexamination of these chambers has started up afresh the dis-

cussion concerning the story the early Christian paintings

have to tell, and that consequently the representations of

baptism in early Christian art naturally come up for a fresh

discussion.

.

In examining these monmnents, as well as in the study of

the entire circle of Christian art, we are impressed with the

fact that there is, generally speaking, one uniform mode of

representing baptism. The subject always stands in the water,

whether it be stream or font. Fresco, mosaic, and sculpture

with rare exceptions adhere to this treatment. Not in one

instance is the subject represented as going under the water or

emerging from a submersion. The ministrant is always repre-

sented as placing his hand upon the head of the subject, or

pouring water—sometimes from the hand, sometimes from a

vessel—upon the head of the subject. In later representa-

tions the vessel is shown, which is sometimes a shallow dish or

paten, at other times a jar, or ampulla. In some instances the

dove, which is usually present, hovering above the head

of the subject, holds in its beak the inverted amjmlla, from

which the water pours. It is claimed by the immersionists

that these representations are all in harmony with the practice

of immersion, and that the act represented in Christian art i?

the final act or moment when the subject is receiving the
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*' chrism," or crowning ceremony of baptism. " The artist,"

ms the immersionist, "limited to -one moment in the admin-

istration of the rite, has chosen to portray the completed act,

and consequently we have no representation of the intermedi-

ate stages, such as the going into the water or going under

the water."

The typical Christian monument used to support this view,

in the most recent discussion of this subject," is the celebrated

mosaic in the Church of San Giovanni in Fonte, at Eavenna,

which dates from the early part of tlie fifth century. Christ

.^lands in the water, while John, who holds in liis left hand a

jeweled cross, extends his right hand over the head of the

Saviour, holding in it a shallow dish or vessel from which

K>inethi:!g is evidently poured upon the Lord's head—" oil of

the chrism," says the immersionist. Above floats the dove

.\vmbolizing the presence of the Holy Spirit. In some of the

representations of this mosaic the contents of the vessel are

.-een falling upon the head of the Saviour, but the most recent

]'hotographs show merely the extended hand holding the dish.

"i ot the presence or the absence of the falling contents is not

iinj^ortant. The immersionist holds that this dish is the paten

which held the sacred chrism, that it was not water which is

I'uured from it, and that there is never in these representations

of baptism the pouring of water, but the act of chrism, the

completing ceremony in immersion. f Kow, concerning this

niosaic recent criticism has much to say. Dr. Osgood in the

iifticle already noticed remarks :
" The very fact that this pic-

ture has remained the pattern of similar representations to the

present day is a testimony to its high artistic value and power.

^ iitil something better has been invented this mosaic will con-

tinue to be regarded as the great masterpiece." lie also states

that it was after this that Giotto copied his picture of the bap-

'!>m, in the Church of Maria Del Arena, in Padua—a state-

"lent made by Kichter in his discussion of the mosaic. + But
<:''i.'"eful study of this picture by eminent archaeologists shows
that it lias been greatly restored, so greatly as to destroy its

• Howard Osgood: " The Archreology of Baptism," Bibliotheca Sacra. January,
'";'^- f Howard Osgood, s>q>ru.

• J. 1'. liichler: Die Mosalktn von liavcnna.. Wieu, ISTS.

•J 9
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evidential value in the case. E-icci, in Kavenna, and Kichtur,

in bis M'ork already alluded to, admit that the neck and

right arm of Christ have been restored. Crowe and Cuv-

alcaselle ^ hold that the head, shoulders, and right arm of the

figure of Christ and the same parts of the figure of John,

and also his right leg and foot, have been restored. Stry-

zygowski f holds, further, that tlie discus held in the hand

of John is a restoration fi-om the fourteenth or fifteenth cen-

tury. The reason for his opinion is that we do not find in

Italy or elsewhere previous to the period of the fifth century

any representations in which John holds such a discus in liis

hand. Stryzygowski is followed in the same opinion by Krau?,:{:

who afiirms that the restoration is so great that we can base no

definite conclusions upon it as an original picture. He clmr-

acterizes Richter's judgment that Giotto copied his picture

from it as wholly untenable—" ehie ganz unhalibare Behaiq>

tungP These opinions are based upon a careful study of

Christian art ; their correctness will be seen on further dis-

cussion of the subject.

There is one monument previous to the fifth century in

which John holds in his hand a vessel similar to that in the

Giovanni in Fonte picture. It is a sarcophagus lid in the

Lateran Museum, ascribed to the fourth century. It was

taken from a Roman cemetery. Tlie subject stands in the

water, beneath an overhanging rock from which the water

streams upon him. Here for the first time we find the motive

of the shallow dish or paten in the hand of the ministrant.

But on examining this sculpture we discover that it has suf-

fered restoration in the arm and head of the Baptist and the

head of the Saviour. The dish in the hands of the Baptist is

evidence of a mediaeval artist. Stryzygowski well says, " The
restoration according to which John pours water out of a dish

upon the head of the Saviour is, according to the analogy of

the previous representations, decidedly false." § He further

shows that the stream of water pouring from the rock ought

to have suggested the true lines of restoration. There is no

* History of Italian Painting.

1 Ikonoaraphic dcr Tavfe Christi. Wien, 1885.

t Ocsclticlite dcr altchristlichen Kunst, vol. i, p. 428. Freiburg, 1806.

§ Opus at., J). 6.
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further representation of such a discus or paten in the hands

of the baptizer in Cliristian art until we come to the four-

teenth century. If the San Giovanni mosaic is the pattern for

all similar representations, it is marvelous that for a thousand

jears this particular pattern should be so ignored. TVe meet

with the discus in the fourteenth century and frequently

thereafter. One of the earliest instances is in an ivory in

the Hotel de Clugny, in France. From this onward it is com-

mon, 60 that we find it in Giotto, Pisano, Perugino, Signorelli,

Kaphael, and others. Professor Osgood afHrms that the dis-

cus, as seen in the Giovanni in i\>nte mosaic, is the true type,

ajid laments that it has degenerated in the following centuries

into the dove liolding the inverted amj)ulla in its beak. But,

if this is true, why do we find so suddenly in the fourteenth

century a reverting to the ancient type ? He would say be-

cause the old painters copied the mosaic. But why had they

not copied it during the past thousand years? It was well

known throughout the world of Italian and German art. The
San Giovanni type was not a discover}' suddenly revolution-

izuig the Christian art of the fourteenth century. The in-

ference rather is that the fingers of the fourteenth century

have tampered with the early mosaic and impressed the four-

teenth century type upon it. It is the same influence which

restored the Lateran sarcophagus.

This mosaic has not then furnished the typical representa-

tion in Christian art of Christian baptism. Far from it. It is

undoubtedly a Byzantine picture, but the restoration is not

Byzantine. It is, therefore, in the light of archaeological

criticism not reliable as a type of Christian bajitism in the

fifth century. In our opinion, the better picture for this pur-

I'ose and the one which was in all probability modeled after

the original, unrestored Giovanni in Fonte, is the baptismal

scene in the dome of the neiixhborini? Ravenna Church of Santa

ana m Cosmedin which was built fifty years later and
under the same artistic influences. John is here represented
^s simply resting his hand on the Saviour's head. If the
fresco of Giovanni in Fonte, in its jjresent form, is the true

^vi)e, it is singular that the artist of the mosaic in Santa ]\Iaria

!!i Cosmedin, composing his picture of the baptism fifry years
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later, sliould dare to omit sncli an essential feature as the paten

in the hand of John, which indicated the ciilminating of the

baptismal ceremony with the rite of chi'ism. lie has clearly

not followed tliat pattern, but has followed the early type a>

seen in the catacomb pictures. The two mosaics must origi-

nally have been nearly identical in their representatioii of

John's attitude. The discrediting of this celebrated mosaic

does away with it as an illustration of baptism by affusion \\\

the fifth century, but illustrations of the practice may be

seen elsewhere.

The most ancient picture of the baptism of Christ, accord-

ing to Wilpert, and one of the finds in Christian archaioloLry

of the last decade, is in the catacomb of Petrus and Marceili-

nus.^ The Saviour appears as a young boy. Ifis arms are

uplifted in prayer—the only i-epresentation in Christian art

of Christ as an orant. The hands of the Baptist rest upon

the head of the Saviour, who stands in shallow water. Above

hovers the dove. A similar fresco, as to the act of baptism,

is found in the catacomb of St. Calixtus, in chimiber A.+

The next great fresco of the baptism of Christ is found in

the Chapel of the Sacraments, St. Calixtus, chamber A. \

It is assigned by De Rossi to the latter part of the second cen-

tury or the beginniiig of the third. The subject stands in the

water a little above his ankles. The hand of the Baptist rests

upon the boy's head, while sprays of water spring from the

hand and fall on each side, indicating sprinkling or pouring.

The immei'sionist maintains that these sprays are not water.

One interpreter stoutly asserts that they are rays of fire. ^

Another questions the integrity of the fresco itself and,

referring to the recent critical study of the catacomb frescoes,

implies that these sprays of water will be found to be the ad-

dition of a later age in the interest of baptism by affusion.

We turn again to the brilliant German archaeologist who has

placed the Christian world under a lasting obligation by hi-

scientific treatment of these monuments. He has discussed

the Chapel of the Sacraments of St. Calixtus in a special pnb-

* Wilpert: Die Kat. der HeiUgen Petrus \ind MarceUinxs. Freiburg. 1*91.

t Ibid.: Die Malerelen der Sacrameiitskapcllen des Hcilifjcn Callist'is. Freiburg-

1897. tlbid. ^Armiiasti: History of the Baptists.

I! Howard Osgood: Opus Cit.
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! -ration, in which appears an original photograpli of the

identical picture. A letter addressed to him asking hiin

whether in his opinion these spravs of water were the addition

^,f a later age brought in return a courteous reply with the

tatcment :
" "We see here, about tlie head of Christ, numer-

ous sprays of water, an evident indication of baptism by affu-

fioii {Tlier sieht man w/n den Kapf Christi^ eine Mcnge
Wasscrstrahlen, cin offenhcwerHinweis auf dieTaufeper infu-

.yomeiii). The same interpretation has been given to this fresco

!.y Stryzygowski, - Dewaal, f Kraus, % De Eossi, § and others.

It is objected that this cannot be sprinkling or pouring, ''for

'.vhoever saw water spring this way wlien sprinkled from the

hand upon the head \ Eut we must not hold the catacomb artist

too closely to the rules of the artist's technique. The cemetery

artist is never a proper guide in art canons. He merely sug-

frcsts. His work is crude at best, but clear enough to tell what

lie wishes to say. The story he here tells cannot be mistaken,

iiiongh it is crudely told. The picture is genuine and indi-

cates that affusion or aspersion was part of the ceremony of

haptism. "We have no evidence in the picture of clirism. If

.-I Tinkling was practiced in this case—and this is the only

rational interpretation of the picture—then in all probability

it was practiced in tlie other instances, though not indicated by
the artist. The pictui-e stands clearly in the way of the theory

that baptism is exclusively by immersion and that all repre-

eentations in Christian art indicate the application of chrism

as the crowning ceremony. Hence the impugning of its genu-

ineness and the selecting as a type of the mosaic of Giovanni

in Fonte. Professor Osgood remarks concerning this fi-esco,

"If it represents sprinkling it forms the single exception in

OTie thousand years of Christian literature and art."

Let it be conceded that trine immersion was practiced in

the second century, as is evidenced by Tertullian and others.

I'he question is M-hether we have any evidence that aspersion

C'r afinsion was in use also. Let us make further inquiry into

('hi-istian art. There are in Christian art and literature dis-

• Opus at.
^ " J)ie Taiife Christi ovf vorconstantintschc GcmacJde," Rojnischc Qnartal-

>^>"-;/t, July, lj^9o. i Grschichtc der AUchr. Kunst, vol. i, p. 104. Freiburg, 1>:06.

5 f-u)tttino di Arch. CriMana, iv, 4, 19, 20.*
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tinct evidences to this fact. There are four notable example.-;

from the fourth centurv. The fii-st is in the Academia Rcale

d'Istoi'ia in Madrid.* The baptism of Christ is shown in one

of the seven pictures wliich adorn a sarcophagus. Here we

see the subject standing in the water. The hand of the^min-

istrant rests upon the head of the subject. From a large- ves-

eel on which perches a dove pours a copious stream of water.

This is assuredly no chrism, where a little oil is applied to the

head. The artist evidently intends to show the pourin.g of

water, from the size of the vessel used. The second example

is likewise a sarcophagus, to which allusion has already been

made. The discus in the hand of the Baptist is a restoration,

but the stream of w'ater pouring from the r-'ck upon the head

of the Saviour is a part of the original sculpture. The tliird

example from the fourth century is found in Aquileia. The

most accurate copy of it is given in Wilpcrt's brochure in the

EpKemeris Salonitana. The subject stands in a shallow font

or basin. Upon him from above pours a copious flood of

water which seems completely to envelop him. TVe are told

by the immersionist that this flood which pours upon the

neophyte is oil, the oil of chrism !

In the eighth and ninth centuries we shall And further evi-

dence. The first picture, as far as we know, in which the

pouring of the water and the chrism are distinguished is from

northern Italy, in the Church of San Giovanni in Fontc, in

Monza. It is ascribed to the year 700. The Baptist holds in his

left hand a small vessel containing the sacred oil, as if ready for

the chrism which has not yet been applied. He touches the

Saviour's head with his left hand. . The dove holds in its beak

the ampulla from which water pours upon the head of the

Saviour. Even if we interpret that the hand resting upon the

Saviour's head is administering chrism, the vessel above surely

indicates the pouring of water.

The same motive is seen in the altar cloth of the Churcli

of St. Ambrose, at Milan, of the year 827, where an attendant

standing on a stool lifts a large jar with both hands and pours

it over the head of the siibjcct. "We notice the same in an

Italian ivory from the same period—now in Berlin. Tliat

Stryzygowski, Opus Cit., p. C.
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lliie- is water and not tlie clirisiu appears clearly from tlie fact

tiiat the practice of pouring water in baptism called forth a

iiolinite deliverance, it being a substantial rebuke, from the

("cuucil of Cellichyt or Calcuit, held 816, which gave the fol-

lowing admonition, " Also let the presbyters, when they per-

f(.nn baptism, know that they are not to pour the water on

the heads of the children, but always to immerse tlie same in

the font." * In the light of this admonition we are able to

interpret the pictures of the period. It teaches ns most

cioarty that affusion was practiced. AYhat becomes of the

^t;lteIuent that the catacomb picture forms the single excep-

tion in one thousand years, w'hen we see that a Church council

in the early part of the ninth century cautions the presbyters

lli:it the right way to baptize is not to pour water ou the

heads? It substantially says, "Let the presbyters stop the

custom of pouring water in baptism."

The pictures of Giotto, Perugino, Signorelli, Raphael, and

others were painted at a time when the practice of pouring

which we saw rebuked in the ninth century liad spread

throughout the Church, and their pictures certainly represent

tliis custom, wliich was then in vogue. We know that affu-

sion or aspersion had become general in the Western Church
hy the thirteenth century,f The Synod of Ravenna, held in

loll, affirms concerning the rite of baptism, that it may be

.'idministered "6?wJ ^m^a a^persione vel immersioner % The
restoration of the fresco of San Giovanni in Fonte was prob-

Jihly made at this very period, and surely as the exponent of

the teaching of this council, and represents the '-Hrina ai<per-

•''";?€." It is seriously to be questioned, according to Kraus,

^\'hether chrism is ever represented in Christian art.§ Ter-

tnllian and Justin Martyr assure us that it was applied after

the act of baptism and the issuing from the font :
" After this,

v.hen we have issued from tlie font {Javacro\ we are thor-

oughly anointed with the blessed unction." |
" They were

anointed with the precious ointment after baptism, in remem-
hrance of Him who reputed the anointing of himself with oil

* n.-fele: Concilie-iigeschichte.
* Auf^ii^ti: Dcnkicurdigkpifen aiis drr Chr. Arch.
J Hffflf.; Conriucnnpschichte. % Kraus: Gesch. dcr Chr. Kunst, vol. i, p. 165.

* Tcrtuilian: De Jiaptismo, chap. vii.
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to be his burial," * The words, " after the baptism," do iiut

mean after the immersion and while yet standing in the water,

but after leaving the font. What tlien does the stereotyped

form of resting the hand on the head signify, in the pictures

of baptism ? The catacomb fresco under discussion says in

effect that it is the act of aspersion accompanied no doubt

with the words of benediction ; or it may also represent the

laying on of hands which was a part of the ceremony.

It 13 objected that this catacomb picture contradicts the lit-

erature of the early Church, which considers baptism by affu-

sion a heresy. But are we to discard as spurious all those

representations on the Christian monuments that have no

sanction in the literature of the period ? Furthermore, the

literature of the period is not wanting in the sanction of the

representations of affusion in this picture. Justin Martyr

(110-165), in chapter Ixii of his Apology, referring to tlie

imitation of Christian baptism by demons, says, " And the

devils, indeed, having lieard tliis washing [baptism] publislied

by the prophets, instigated those who enter their temples and

are about to approach them wdth libations and burnt offerings

also to sprinkle themselves ; and they cause them also to wash

themselves entirely as they depart [from the sacrifice] before

they enter the shrines in which their images are set." The
sprinkling and the washing are here given, as together consti-

tuting the imitation of baptism. We find in Tertullian f
an allusion to sprinkling as a part of the ceremony. Speak-

ing of the simplicity of the rite he says, " Without pomp,

without any considerable novelty of preparation, finally, with-

out expense, a man is dipped in water, and amid the utterance

of a few M'ords is sprinkled and then rises again, not much the

cleaner." In chap, xii lie remarks

:

Others make the suggestion [forced enough, clearly] that the apostles

then served the turn uf baptism when, in their little ship, they were

sprinkled and covered with the waves; that Peter himself also was

immersed enough when he walked on the sea. It is, however, one thing,

as I think, to be sprinkled or intercepted by the violence of the sea;

another thing to be baptized in obedience to the discipline of religion.

•Justin Martyr: Rcsp. ad Orthodox, \51.

t De BaplUmo, chap. ii.
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In tlie first quotiition we have dipping and sprinkling asso-

ciated iu the one rite. In the second passage we have the im-

plication that sprinkh'ng, as well as immersion, was esteemed

baptism. jKo objection is urged against sprinkling as violating

the idea of baptism, but against calling that sprinkling or im-

mersion "baptism," which had not been undergone in obedi-

ence to the discipline of religion. "We can read through the

lines that to the outside world in the second centur3\ in Xorth

Africa, sprinkling and immersion were supposed to be parts

of the baptismal rite.

Once more, we may cite the conclusion of Cjprian (200-

2:>S) in his well-known Ejyistle LXXY:
"SATiCDce it appears that the sjjrinkling also of water prevails equally

with the washing of salvation ; and that -^hen this is done in the Church,

whore the faith both of receiver and giver is sound, all things hold and

may be consummated and perfected by the majesty of the Lord and by

the truth of faith.

It is true that these words refer primarily to the baptism of

the sick, but this conclusion of the African' father came to

have a wider application in the practice of the Church. Cyp-

rian has never been forgiven by some foi- having made these

sensible utteraiices.

Finally, let us turn to the earliest Church manual, the

Didache^ which may be assigned to the early part of the

second century at least. In chapter vii we read :

Now concerning baptism, thus baptize ye: Having first uttered all

these things, baptize into the name of the Father and of the Son and of

the Holy Spirit, in running -water. But if thou hast not running water,

hajitize iu other water; and if thou canst not iu cold, tlien in warm.

Kilt if thou hast neither, pour water upon the head thrice, into the

name of the Father and Son and Holy Spirit.

This writer knows nothing apparently about chrism.

He does allow liberty in the mode of baptism. It is said that

jf the catacomb fresco teaches pouring it contradicts the

Teaching, for this allows of pouring only M-hcre there is not

sufficient water for an immersion ; and furthermore it will be

declared that, as the subject in the picture evidently stands in

^^^iter, pouring M'ould l^e superfluous and opposed to this
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manual of instructions. It is hardly probable that the major-

ity were baptized in " running water," or water brought from

streams. Many were baptized in " other water ; " many in

Avater "warm" or "cold ;" many were poured or sprinkled;

but tlie aim of the catacomb artist was to represent a typical

baptism in tlie time of Christ, which would be in tlie Jordan.

He undoubtedly combined in the picture the local custom of

pouring or sprinkling along with the immersion. In inter-

preting the picture these considerations must be taken into

account. Early Christian literature indicates that a large

liberty was allowed in the mode of baptism. This liberty lias

manifested itself in the practice of the Churches. While the

Greek Church adhered to trine immersion with great tenacity

and to-day practices this mode in all its chief churches, the

Coptic and Armenian Churches have recognized the validity

of trine aspersion from the earliest period in their history.

De Rossi is of the opinion that the performance of the rite

of pouring was by no means exceptional in the early Church,

and that the catacombs agree with the oldest forms in this

matter, as given in the Dldache. He also maintains that the

normal baptism was performed in the early Church by a mode
which united immersion and affusion in a single rite, making
them separate parts of a repeated ritual.*

Yet, even if we admit that Christian art does represent the

act of chrism, there is very clear evidence that the chrism it-

self may have sometimes been administered with water in the

place of the ointment. We have no less an authority than

the Apostolic Constitutions for this statement. In Book VII,

chapter xxii, we read the following concerning the ceremony
of baptism

:

But thou slialt beforehand auoint the person -with the holy oil and

afterward baptize with the water, and in conclusion shalt seal liim

Yiith the ointment that the anointing with the oil may be the participa-

tion of the Holy Spirit, and the water the symbol of the death (of Christ),

and the ointment the seal of the covenant. But if there be neither oil

nor ointment, water is sufficient for the anointing and for the seal.

It is the opinion of Harnack and others that this part of the

Constitutions, evidently based upon the Didache, belongs to

* Bennett: Christiayi Archaology. Revised cd., p. 453.
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the second century.* The liberty allowed certainly recalls

the Didache. Tliis leads ns to the conclusion that chrism

was not inevitably performed with ointment. That it was
foinetimes administered with water is evident. What becomes

now of the statement that Christian art never represents the

pouring of water in baptism? Even those who hold that

chrism is always indicated must acknowledge that water was

used. Therefore the representations in Christian art which

show the rainistrant pouring water on the head of the subject

are not contradictory to Christian literature, but are in perfect

harmony with it.

* Ttxte mid Untersuchurgen, ii, 24G-248.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

Professor Barrett Wendell, of ITarvard, says that " Xew
England developed tlie 3iiost mature school of pure letters which

has yet appeared in this country ;
" and speaks of Emerson as " a

writer of unconditioned freedom whose work bids fair to disre-

gard the passing of time, its spirit seeming little more condi-

tioned by the circumstances of nineteenth century Concord or

Boston than Homer's was by the old ^gean breezes."

wrote Goethe, "will renew its

youth in the Bible, and the standard for the life and power of a

people will be the measure of that people's faithfulness to the

prece])ts of the Bible. Let mental culture increase and science

spread and deepen; let the spirit of man broaden as it will—the

majesty and the morality of Christianity as it shines forth in the

gospels will never be surpassed." Nothing that the great Ger-

man ever wrote is more manifestly true than this.

A PROMINENT American Catholic clergyman, an astute Jesuit>

said one day in Porto Rico, iu a moment of candor, in conver-

sation with a Protestant, that it was a good thing for the Porto

Ricans that the Spanish priests went home to Spain when the

Spanish government othcials left the island. And the American

priest added, " What Porto Rico needs now is a good batch of

Methodist preachers." This is as true of the Philippines as of

Porto Rico.

In his History of the Iteliglous Sentiment Among the Ancient

Momans, Professor Zeller says that the sentiment of awe in the

presence of the forest was the only religious sentiment the an-

cient Romans ever developed. It is a tremendous straining, if

not an utter perversion, of language to call that instinctive feel-

ing a religious sentiment. It unfolded, to be sure, in the time of

the Roman empire, into the rankest groAvth of superstitions that

the human imagination has ever produced ; but surely forest-
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ftwc never carried any man or nation far on the road toward

ri-al religion.

Ik Alice of Old Vincennes, Maurice Tliompson, who was a min-

i«tor's sou, wrote :

The Church, no matter by what name it goes, has a saving hold on the deepest

inner being of its adherents. No grip is so hard to shake off as that of early re-

li"iou3 convictions, the still, small voice, coniiug down from the times " When

^llepllerds watched their flocks by night" in old Judea, passes through the priest,

t!ie minister, the teacher ; it echoes in cathedral, church, open-air meeting ; it

coutly and mysteriously imparts to human life the distinctive quality which is the

exponent of Christian civilization. Upon the receptive nature of children it makes

an impress that forever afterward exhales a fragrance and irradiuies a glory for

the saving of the nations.

OxcE, when Adam Clarke was trying to steer between oppos-

ing parties under criticism, John ^Ve.•iley w^rote him :

Dear Adam : You will want constant supplies of courage and prudence. .
Very

gently and very steadily you should proceed between the rocks on either hand. In

the great revival in London ray first difficulty was to bring into the proper temper

tho?e who opposed the work ; and my next was to check and regulate the extrav-

agancies of those who promoted it ; and this was by far the hardest part of the

work, for many of them would bear no check at all. But I followed one rule,

though with calmness ; cither to bend them or break them. When you act rightly,

expect to be blamed by both sides.

Every man who is charged with duties of supervision, direc-

tion, and administration must have firmness enough to go stead-

ily forward through criticism and blame, sometimes roughly

and severely expressed.

At a Missionary Parliament, in the north of England, early in

the present year, one question for discussion was why foreign

Hussions are not more adequately supported by the English peo-

ple. Mr. F. W. Harrison, a representative of the London Press

Association, presented opinions from a number of eminent men,

among whom were Dr. Temple, Archbishop of Cantei-lniry, whose

chaplain wrote fromLambuth Palace, January 15, 1901 : "I am

desired by the Archbishop of Canterbury to say that he knows

of no reason why foreign missionary work does not receive more

sympathy, except the slowness of Englishmen to take tip any

work whatever save that by M'hich money can be made." Is not

this the same as saying that they are not truly Christian ?

Christ's call is for men to do from pure love of God and man

v.hat Avorldly and unrogenerate men will only do for money.
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THE SUICIDE OF GOD.

In the late seventies of the last century seven Japanese boys,

schoolmates in a government college in one of the cities of

Japan, having been converted to Christianity under the labors

of Methodist missionaries, formed themselves into a society

which they called a Church, In that small membership, we are

told, were seven different types of mind. It does not require a

large number of human beings to insure variety. Tm'o have been

known to furnish not only variety but virulent contrariety.

Of one of the seven members the following account is given.

He was physically nearsighted, perhaps also mentally myopic,

and suffered from neuralgia. What seemed reasonable to others

often looked unreasonable to him. He was so constituted that

he must question everything, and prove things before he could

accept them. The name of this suspicious and distrustful lad

should have been Thomas, though it was not. ^yith all his

scholarly airs and spectacles and doubts, he is said to have been

a guileless and gentle-hearted boy. But he often perplexed the

mind and cooled the enthusiasm of the incipient Church with

his gloomy and seemingly captious skepticism about Divine

providence and other momentous matters. In his unhealthy,

neuralgic head he manufactured more puzzles and heresies than

he or anybody else in that vicinity could dispose of. One of

his heterodoxies rose from misreading that mysterious chapter,

the ninth of Romans, through spectacles smoked black and

blue by hyper-Calvinistic exegesis, which led him to this con-

clusion, explicitly announced, "If God made one vessel unto

honor, and another unto dishonor, there is no use in trying to

be saved; for He will take care of His own, and we shall be

saved or damned in accordance with His inscrutable and unalter-

able decree, notwithstanding all our efforts to be otherwise."

A strange, immoral, sacrilegious heresy, indeed, to be adopted

and propounded hy a Methodist convert!

In view of the multiplicity, gi-avity, pertinacity, volubility

and disturbing effect of his heresies, it was finally deemed best

to make a concerted and strenuous eft'ort to settle some of these

vexatious and insurgent questions, and silence this troublcr of

the little Israel; and, to this end, the young Church turned it-

self temporarily into a theological debating society and focused

its intellectual powers on the task of answering the doubter and

extricating him from his gloomy conclusions. >.
*

^
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The constitutional skeptic, thus formally put on the defensive

and standing alone against the phalanx, perhaps with some-

thing of the feeling of Atftcumsius contra uiundtini, showed
himself not less but rather more unreasonable, captious, and

obstinate, taking a position on the far off-side of nearly every

question, even on that of the existence of God. When any-

body framed an afiirmative proposition and punctuated it with

a period at the end, he rubbed out the period and put an inter-

rogation point in its place. The climax of wanton and obstrep-

erous dissent was reached when the six orthodox affimiers had

proceeded so far with the job of silencing the ingenious recal-

citrant as to have proved, by arguments conclusive to them-

selves, that this universe must have had a Creator, and that the

Creator must be self-existing, all-mighty, and all-wise. Then
the nervous neuralgist, driven into a corner but determined not

to surrender, contracted his spectacled brows and answered: " I

grant that this is indubitably a created universe and that the

Creator must have been all-wise and all-mighty, so that nothing

could be impossible for Him. But how can you prove to me
that this God, after He created this universe and stocked it

with forces and set its processes in motion so that it can evolve

and grow by itself with the potential energy originally imparted

by Ilim—how can you prove that this Creator has not put an

end to His own existence and annihilated Himself ? If He can

do all things, why can He not commit suicide ?
"

The incorrigible skeptic felt sure that he had plumped down

a poser on the table of debate, and gazed around on his oppo-

nents with the air of one who does not know he is beaten. A
painful silence fell for a moment on the astounded and non-

plussed defenders of the Faith, who simply stared aghast. But

in another moment one member of the little Church, who seems

to have remembered the directions given for answering a cer-

tain class of persons in Prov, xxvi, 5, and who felt the wanton

affront to sense and reason contained in the heretic's silly

question, gathered his wits and indignantly blurted out the

only answer fit and adequate to the occasion, " Well, only fools

will ask such questions!"

The little church in Japan is not alone in its experience, and

the suicide of God is not the only heresy, which, without any

foundation in reason, has had behind it a morbid distrustfulness,

a disputatious spirit, a perverse pride of opinion, a cantanker-
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ous iiidocility, a })leasure in the apparent importance gained for

oneself by conspicuous differing from the established consensus,

and a propensity to worry the saints—one or all of these aini

similar constituent elements of the cerebral solution out <.f

•which multifarious and grotesque heresies ci'ystallize. IndeL-d.

as a general rule, the imj^eachments which assail the fuuii a-

mentals of Religion are too frivolous and preposterous to he

intellectually respectable.

PROFESSOR AVIXCHESTER OX THE GOLDEN AGE OF NEW
EXGLAXD LITERATURE.*

I AM sure there are men here %rho could speak with more inii-

mate knowledge of the great Xew England writers than I can
;

\QY\ possibly some of riper years whose good fortune it may
have been to knoM* some of them personally. I can only claim

a long admiration for their work, and possibly some knowledge

of that type of New England character and life which they a!l

represent. For, although my parents removed from the town

of my birth so early that I might almost say with the traili-

tioual Irishman that "I was never in my native place," tlu-y

only removed from one Xew England town to another; I pas^*-

1

all my youth within less than a score of miles of that Burial Hill at

Plymouth where rest the ashes of ray maternal grandfather seven

times removed; my earliest conceptions, of the stir and bustle of

the great world of men were drawn from visits in my childhood to

that Mecca of ever}- New England country lad, Boston—where

my paternal ancestor landed two hundred and sixty-five year-

ago ; I learned the dialect of Ilosea Bigelow so early and so fatally

well that—I dunno as I shall ever unlearn it naow; and all tl;e

experiences and memories of my early days are bound up with

that type of life in eastern New England which, in some re-

spects so rugged and austere, is yet the soil out of which our

noblest literature has grown. I say our noblest literature, bo-

cause I suppose not even the critic most envious of New Eng-

land would venture to deny that, in Emei'son and Longfellow

and Whittier and Holmes and Hawthorne and Lowell, our

* By solicitation ^s•e obtained this report of an after-dinuer speech, essentiallj' ex-

temporaneous and not intended for publication, delivered by Professor C. T. Wi;v
chester at the annual banquet of the New England Society of Brooklyn, N. Y.. '^'i

December 21, IMK). We present it as spoken, because it seems the more vivaciov.-

and effective in the free, off-hand informality of its utterance. For\Yantof space

elsewhere in this number of the licviev:, we insert it here. [IZd.]
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American literature touched the higliest excellence it has yet

attained. Indeed, I am inclined to think that, without hoastful-

ncss, Ave can say more than that. We may admit that neither

of these men, in the combination of those qualities which con-

stitute greatness in literature, is quite the equal of two or three

of his contemporaries in England; Ijut I venture to think that

not more than twice or thrice in the whole course of English

literary history can you find a group of men, gathered about
one literary center, bound together by intimate personal friend-

ship, who have produced any body of writings that in freshness

of imagination, in racy humor, in vigor of thought, and in

power of moral impulse, is superior to that produced between
1845 and 1875 by those six men-r-Emerson, Longfellow, Whit-
tier, Hawthorne, LoAvell, Holmes, They are the leading figures

in a school of writers that any country might well be proud of.

"With them America first gained a distinctive place in the litera-

ture of the world; we shall be fortunate if, in the next two
generations, we produce, the country over, so large a body of

writings so well deserving to live.

But it would be idle to speak any words of mere praise for

these men; still less to attempt any critical estimate of their

work. I wish rather simply to emphasize the fact—which we
may certainly remember with pardonable pride on an occasion

like this—that this is a Xew England literature. To say this

implies mixch more than the mere accident of residence. Those
men, with the widest differences of individual genius and tem-

pcrament, all have certain deep underlying similarities of char-

acter which are of their blood and inheritance. The history, the

tradition, the temper, the very atmosphere of New England is

in all their work. Every man of thon, whether poet or phi-

losopher, or humorist, or reformer, is first of all a Yankee. Their

W(»rk cannot be conceived as produced in any other section of

the country than Xew England, nor indeed in New England at

•'^ny other period than during their generation. Doubtless this

H to admit a certain provincial character in their work ; and I

ftni aware that some of our more cosmopolitan modern critics

are inclined to regard this with a superior regret. But
tliere are worse things than provincialism—in fact, I some-
tmies think there are not many things better. I like my liter-

ature not too far conventionalized—with some flavor of its

"JUive sources. At all events, I am sure that the freshest and
.'50
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most origiual .vriters are oftenest those who can fi„,I i„ 'u
their motive and their circumstance in the life thev o.K.ht Vknow best, the life of their own tin.e^nd their own' so-;:^, ,'

suspect any society of being somehow oversophi^ticate,!".;,,
i

outworn when I find its writers going too far afidd for th. Vthcnes, or making-as so many of our writers of fiction n,... -days do-labored "studies" of eccentric or unfamUiar pln.clof experience. Our New England writers were not pr.ninciin any narrow or petty sense. Their outlook upon the .n-e'utruths and the great passions was not narrowed; but thev t^

a

hose trut^ and passions right at home. In the hi. or

v

egend of Aew England was room enough for all romance- nthe life of ^ew England, the same wisdom and pathos ani'n"
si^iration that had made the literature of all the centurie. IEmerson makes old Monadnoc say:

There's fruit upon my baireu soil
Costlier far tliaii wine or oil

;

Autumn ripe, its juices hold
Sj)arta's stoutness, Bethlehem-s heart
Asia's rancor, Athens' art.
Slow-sure Britain's secular mi^ht
And the German's inward sight

When ,„en como to see, as these nu-u aid, with .-, kind ofglad surprise, that the richest harvests of imagination are begarnered :„ the fields that spread around "thrir c^ndoo-
, enyou are pretty sure to get a genuinely national literatureLp to about 1835 the best thought of our people had beeng.ve„ to praettcal and political matters. Wc .-er fran.in: Zennnent and making a society. Of .statesman there wae mhjk •

there vvere no abler statesmen living than tho.e who hZ
ConsUtutionand defended it in tho'ear.ier a s 1.^^ :^rtoo ^e^v Kngland had furnished her qnotL But .ot fo tW

out of Ji T 'r

" '^"'""'f'""^-''. •™<1 ""asi"ative viev.- of lifeout of V h,ch h oruture must come. Our earlier a,ten,.„s Indbeen most , ,n„,ative. The A'ortk An.erican l:Xo^l

V r „ r'.T:„7"^^™^^
°f I"-S -- largely, that of

el vis, '"T; 7'?*"^ ''°"' "" '™™" -' "'^ English

Zr '""' "" "l-P"^'--'""'"-" of Emerson's first bonk^^'ure, ,„ ,g.,e, and of n. J)!„l four vears later in 140 wJset son,ethn,g fresh, studied from no original, and n .i.el
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immediately by a new sense of the possibilities of our own life.

S:iys 7.7ie Dial, in its second number: "We bave our men of

Kcicuce, our Franklins, our Bowditches, our Clcavelands ; we

h:ive our orators, our statesmen; but tbe American poet, tbe

American thinker, is yet to come. Let us but bave earnest,

whole-bearted, heroic men, and we shall not want for literary

fame. Then we shall see springing up in every part of these

rcjjublics a literature such as the ages have not known—a lit-

erature commensurate with our ideas, vast as our destiny, and

varied as our theme." If this prediction sounds somewhat large,

its loftiness of moral ideal, its confidence in native resource, were

certainly of the happiest augury for a new literature. That

6tlr of thought in Kew England which we call somewhat

vaijuely the Transcendental Movement was doubtless only one

wa'\e of that greater impulse which in the thirties and forties

was spreading over England—and indeed over the whole Con-

tinent; and which spoke with various voice in Richard Cobden,

and Thomas Arnold, and John Henry Newman, and Thomas

Carlyle, and John Ruskin, and Alfred Tennyson. But in Eng-

land' this movement was more distinctively one of refonn and

correction. It was the fever caused by the injection of new

ideas, political, industrial, religious, into a system grown leth-

argic from custom and full of old abuse. There were Reform

Bills to be passed, and Poor Laws and Corn Laws to be re-

pealed; there were clamorous Chartists to be pacified or sup-

pressed; there were starving thousands to be fed or colonized

abroad in fatter lands. But here in New England there were

no venerable wrongs to be righted, no crust of unrighteous

custom to be broken up. The difference between the optimism

of Emerson and the pessimism of Carlyle—which everybody

has noticed—is not due entirely to difference of individual

temperament; it is due in part to the different conditions in

which the two men lived. For New England between 1830

and 1850 was a place of health and hope; an excellent place in

which to grow a literature of sap and vigor. The earliest days

of narrowness and isolation were past. The mind of New Eng-

land had become hospitable to the best thought of every age

and clime. We of this later generation can well believe that,

as Lowell says, the Cambridge society of his time was the best

society of the A^'orld. Yet it was still a comparatively simple

society, homely, democratic, friendly to plain living and high
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thinking. The population was still very homogeneous; there

were no very wide differences of wealth or social standing, no

hungry or complaining under class. There was general comfort

without luxury. Most of the people still lived in the country

or near it
;
you never got far away from the healthy smell of

the soil. All the traditions of the section made for a certain

plain, good-humored, sturdy independence. Now it was at the

period when this New England character was to be seen in its

purest, most distinctive form, that this group of writers began

their work. There is in all their writing, not only the interest

of new themes, but the vigorous originality of yotith. Most of

them have some of the faults of form that you expect in a new
and untutored literature; Hawthorne is perliaps the only one in

whom vigor of conception is matched with an almost faulth?.-s

artistic sense. But they all bring to their subject a certain

freshness and eagerness of mind. Read the essays or the verse

of Emerson, and the old truths of human life, which sages have

said and poets sung since time began, sound like new discov-

eries. You feel the confidence, the vision, the forward look of a

new era.

Never did a literature show the veiy age and body of tlie

time, his form and pressure, more faithfully than did this. Its

themes, its ideals, its mode of thought, its imagery, its forms of

speech—they are all of New England. Our very landscape is

set in these men's page, with all its austere beauty, its way-

ward untamed charai—the dear old Yankee birds and flowers,

and trees and hills and pastures. As I read I hear again, as

all through my boyhood I heard, the purring of the pine trees

behind my father's farm, that

Mope, an' sigh, an' sheer your feelin's so,—
They besh the ground beueath so, tu, I swau,
You haU"-forgit you've gut a body on.

I see again the bobolink in my father's orchard, as

Half-hid in tip-top apple-blooms he swings,

Or climbs aginst the breeze with quivcrin' wings,

Or, givin' way to 't in a mock despair,

Euns down, a brook o' laughter, thru the air.

And I am ready to agree with Ilosea Bigelow, that

I'd give more for alive bobolink

Than a square mile o' larks iu printer's ink.

In truth, I sometimes doubt whether you can find anywhere
in "Wordsworth or Scott or Teunvson the actual scene ron-
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ilcrcd witli such loving fidelity, such truth to its very atmos-

i.iicrc as in such passages as these from Lowell, or in Emerson's
" Wood Notes," or " May Day," or in Whittier's '• Snow-Bound;"

while for the union of nicety of observation with poetic feeling,

Tlioreau's " Yralden " is unsurpassed by any similar prose in tlie

language. AMiite's "Selborne" is meagre in comparison.

The dominant tone of feeling, too, in all this literature is very

characteristic of New England. It is cool, self-controlled, with

a trace of sternness. New England affections are deep, but

fihy and reticent. You see the inherited Puritan austerity and

reserve. In the books of these men there is a high chasteness

and purity of feeling; passion, but the passion of the spirit, not

of the flesh; no soft luxuriance of manner, no dallying with

delights of sense; no hectic or fevered love of beauty; no trace

of that disordered sensibility and neurotic temper which taints

so much modern writing. This literature is as healthy as the

Avinds that blow around the granite hills of New Hampshire, or

the piney breath of the woods of Maine.

Consider, also, how typical of the New England character is

the humor of these inen. It is of the very essence of humor, I

suppose, that it cannot be accurately described; but we may all

recognize some distinguishing qualities of the humor of Nev.-

England. It is a good humor—never bitter or sour; I don't

think we have had a New England cynic. Nor is it hilarious,

Rabelaisan, or farcical. Your New England humorist never

wears the cap and bells. He seldom laughs aloud; but he meets

extravagance or sentiment with a look of droll incredulity.

He has a certain dry shrewdness, and he will give a homely
turn to the sublimest truths. His humor almost always has a

moral basis, and seems to consist in some odd contrast between

the commonplace and the lofty. "Hitch your Avagon to a

star ! " AVho can imagine that said by anyone outside of New
England? And is it humorous or is it sublime ? You hardl}-

know, for humor of this sort in truth passes insensibly into all

forms of serious feeling. Take as an example Lowell's " BigeloAv

Papers." So far as I can recollect, they are something unique in

English poetry. The combination of such a variety of high

poetic qualities in a humorous poem is unprecedented. Yet
the combination does not seem forced. The exquisite descrip-

tion, bright imagination, delicate sensibility, intense pathos,

Mirring lyric appeal, are suffused in every line with a humor
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which serves to heighten the passion and the beauty of the

whole. Many a man cannot read or remember to-day some of

those stanzas without feeling again the thrill of solemn assent

with which, though only a boy, he read them lirst:

God means to make this land, John,

Clear thru, from sea to sea.

Believe au' understand, John,

The wuth o' bein' free.

Ole Uncle S., sez he, I guess,

God's price is high, sez he

;

But nothin' e^e than wut he sells

Wears long, and thet J. B.

May lam, like you an' me.

This is the type of humor—varying, of course, with the per-

son and the theme—but always serious, moral, the other face of

earnestness, that you will find in all these men—Hohues, Ilaw-

tliorne, Emerson, and even in Whittier and Longfellow.

And then this literature is tj^ical of New England in that

it is so thoroughly democratic. English fiction and p^oetry

in the last century tended to patronize the people, and Words-

worth, at the beginning of our century, in his idealizing of

wagoners and peddlers perhaps rather overdid it.^ But all

such writings emphasizes the difference between social classes.

In our New England writers, on the other hand, you do not

find any sense of social distinction. There are no classes in

their work. One of the latest historians of American litera-

ture rather amuses me by the pains he takes to prove that

our New England writers came of families of excellent blood

and breeding ; the writers themselves never show any fussy

solicitude on that point. All of them, excepting perhaps

Whittier, did doubtless belong to families of comfortable wealth

and of the best culture of the town. Yet they do not seem to

be aware of any distinction between themselves and other people.

Some of Lowell's English friends supposed that the dialect of

Hosea Bigelow was that of Lowell's father and family circle.

Of course it was not, but it was a speech that Lowell knew as

well as he knew his mother's tongue and heard every day. It

was not the speech of a peasant class elaborately represented.

Parson Wilbur and Ilosea Bigelow belong to the same social

class, and the other name of both is Lowell. And these writers

shared all the activities of their fellow-citizens. Emerson never

missed his town meeting, and was once, I believe, honored with

an election to the position of hog-reeve of the town of Concord
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—aiui accepted it too. The truth is there never was a society

that -while making room for differences of wealth and culture

.niid intelligence, was more generally democratic, more entirely

without any hard lines of caste distinction, than the society of

Xew England from 1830 to 1850. I think the best picture of a

healthy democracy that can be found in literature can be found

in the works of our New England men, and I am sure that the

best defense of democracy that I know of is in Mr. Lowell's

famous Manchester Address. It is true that it was compara-

tively easy then to believe in democracy. The problems of mod-

ern society had not yet arrived in New England M'hen Lowell

and Emerson and Hawthorne were writing. Life, as one looks

back upon it, seems almost ideally strong and simple.

But most of all I hold this literature to be typical of New
England in its moral quality. The moral note is dominant

in every one of these writers from first to last. Their work
was never merely literaiy, never shut up within the horizon of

a-sthetic interest. It all has a distinctly ethical motive. It takes

a moral impulse of some sort to set the imagination at work. In

tlio case of reformers, in men like Whittier, that goes without

saying. Emerson was first of all, not the poet, not the essayist

or critic, but the preacher. Some of us were inclined to resent

a little Mr. Arnold's patronizing tone in his lecture upon Emer-
son, yet I believe Mr. Arnold was right in his ojiinion that Em-
erson was first of all a guide and helper of those who would live

in the spirit. Every one of Hawthorne's tales, and even his

novels, is built up about a moral conception. Lowell said, " I

shall never be a poet until I get out of the pulpit, and New
England was all meetinghouse when I was growing up." Even
the most scholarly and academic of the group—Longfellow—ex-

erted his best and deepest influence by his power of moral

stimulus. His biographer says of " The Psalm of Life " that

young men found their hearts stirred by it as though by a bugle

summons. It inspired and enriched their lives. The same was
true of most of his earlier and most popular writing. So Holmes
>n his charming papers is not concerned primarily with merely

literary, artistic, or iesthetic matters, but underneath all the

delightful humor is a genuine and aggressive moral earnost-

tioss. All these men derived from Puritan ancestry. They
are of the school of Wither and Marvel and Milton. The training
of Hve generations, tlie culture and learning of modern life, had
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taken all Puritan acerbity and narrowness out of them. Their
thought -was thoroughly liberated; and yet the aggressive moral
temper of the Puritan was in the blood of all of them.

Such, as I conceive them, are some of the characteristics of the

only distinctive school of American literature we have as vet

produced. AVe may have something greater in the future; but

we shall have nothing exactly like it. For we no longer have
such a Xew England. We have more learning in Xew England
now, perhaps, more wealth, more enterprise; but the old simple,

homogeneous society, with its directness of aims, its unity of

feeling, that w^e have no longer. A good many people who be-

longed in Xew England have moved away to civilize the out-

lying districts, and their place has been taken very largely bv
immigrants of alien race and temper. 3Iuch of the interest of

IMr. Lowell's admirable work proceeds from the fact that it was
a picture of some phases of New England society in the period

of its transition from the old times to tlie new. Nowadays,
people who write of New England life are prone to go into the

country a good ways, or into the past, and picture some quaint

belated types as curious or picturesque; but they do not give us,

as those greater writers did, the life of to-day, the life of v^•hich

they are themselves a part. And I do not find in the literature

of the present day any such earnestness of moral conviction aiid

such sense of a message as I do in our earlier New Englar.d

men. Not until we do have again some writers who have some-

thing that they must say, who look upon literature as something
more than a pretty art or elegant recreation, shall we have au}-

literature to match this of the New England men. I expect that

greater literature before the end of another century. The very

multiplicity and difficulty of the problems that are upon us niny

delay for a little this expression of our modern life ; but tin-

writers wall arise who shall be able to set this complex life in the

forms of imagination, and to touch those deep moral motives

upon which we must more and more depend for the solution of

all its problems. But whatever the twentieth century may
bring forth, it Avill be the verdict of all the future that the one

eminent and distinctive school of American literature in the

nineteenth century was produced in New England, was the ex-

pression of the New England character in its purest form, and

was represented by Emerson, Whitticr, Hawthorne, by Lowell,

Longfellow, Holmes,
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THE ARENA.

"THE RELIGION OF CHILDHOOD"—W. R. GOODWIN'S CRITICISM.

If the "Arena" ^vill tolerate a three-cornered discussion of this sub-

icct, I vrould like to "shy my castor into the ring." And in doing so

i do not in the least assume that Dr. Story needs any help from me for

the vindication of his article published in the Revicic for July, 1900, as

ft"-ftinst the criticisms of Dr. Goodwin in the "Arena'" for the current

March. If it will tend to make Dr. Goodwin feel pleasant, I shall be

glad to say to him, and in the presence of all the readers of the lieviat),

that I fully agree with him in so far as he agrees with Dr. Story. But

with equal emphasis, and with a purpose not less to promote good feel-

ing, I want to say that, when the doctor came to points where he dis-

sents, it is to be regretted he did not conduct his case on its merits,

instead of importing into the controversy the authority of such great

names as Fletcher, Wesley, Ames, and Simpson. The latter is not fair,

unless one is willing to let authority determine in all cases, which

surely Dr. Goodwin would not be ; because Mr. Wesley, for instance,

believed in \s-itches and put belief in witches and belief in the Bible

into the same boat, to sink or swim together. No, imlcss a man is will-

ing to bear a permanent " extinguisher of thought on his intellect," he

cannot do that. In this world of progress the greatest authorities should

be living, and the fact that a man is dead should not count.

But now for the real point at issue. The last half of Dr. Goodwin's

closing sentence is as follows, "But the line of the new birth must be

crossed by every child before he can become the child of God." Now,

certainly, that is not what Jesus taught. What he did teach was that

they were to come to him, because "of such is the kingdom of heaven,"

and that men were to "be converted, and become as little children"

—

not as little children are after they have crossed some line or other.

But, now, Dr. Goodwin has to have this "line of the new birth" crossed

by children, because he has previously assumed " the fact that we in-

herited from sinful Adam a tendency to sin," and that, therefore, "the

blood of Jesus must cleanse the child from this inherited tendency."

But what if this "inherited tendency " be altogether a natural tendency,

and not at all a moral one ? What if it be the law in the members,

according to Paul, or, "the brute inheritance in man," according to

evolution—the almost irrepressible physical, not yet completely domi-

nated by the intellectual and the moral ?

Such a view voids many difficulties. It is a view that is on the

plane of the natural, and the natural must be heard here. For, surely,

no one can have thought of this subject seriously who has not seen the

difficulty of assuming an inheritance to sin from Adam. Because, if

such were the fact, it must be for the reason that there is a law of our
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being in virtue of -whicli children in all cases inherit evil tendencies from

their parents. That being so, it is a very mild case of inherited evil

tendency that the race has from Adam, in comparison with the evil

tendency which everyone now coming into the world inherits from the

race. Did Dr. Goodwin ever stop to think that, to go back for only

thirty-one generations, less than one thousand years, his progenitors-

men and women—would number more than all the people now living i:i

the world ? If the sin of one man could put the whole race into a lost

condition, surely the sins of tiie race should submerge the individual

under a flood of evil tendency beyond hope of salvation.

The great need of the hour is to get rid of every vestige of Calvinism.

Our Arminianism, until quite recently, has been more Calvinistic than

we knew. There can be no clear thinking for us upon lines of an-

thropology and soteriology until this most horrid system of thought

shall find no longer any function in the matter of vindicating "the

ways of God to man." I take these truths to be self-evident:

1. That no man is a sinner except the mau who has sinned. That

sends out to the theological scrap pile,

In Adam's fall

We sinned all.

2. That no man is corrupt except the man who has corrupted himself.

That would send out to the same pile,

Sprung from the man whose giiilty fall

Corrupts his race, and taints all.

3. That no man can be righteous except he who " doeth righteous-

ness." This makes man's salvation a real thing, and not a fiction.

4. That no mau can be put in moral peril by having charged up to

him an evil inheritance through the fault of another. That would make

our religion etliical—he should no longer be "throwing things above

which are wrong here below."

5. The child, being not in peril from the vvTong of another, ami hav-

ing done no sin itself, is "of the kingdom of heaven" already. That

recognizes relations as they are, and gives us a God whom we can wor-

ship, which, indeed, is a great necessity.

These five statements, all of which I verily believe to be true, have

proved to me to be a very snug little theological kit—one which I can take

with me to church, on the railroad train, and wherever I go. I hope it

may be to others what it has been to me—a help to feel that there is a

goodness in God's justice, as well as a '' widencss in his mercy."

Minneapolis, Minn. J. F. Cuaitee.

A \\'ORD FOR LUCIAX.

The very interesting article by Professor Taylor, of Boston University,

in the I^eview for September, 1900, on Luciau's attitude toward Chris-

tianity calls for some additional statement. It was hardly fair to use
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tlie PhUoj^atris to make out a case against Lucian, and then to throw

doubt upon the Lncianic authorship of the piece. In reality it bears no

t,->titnouy whatever as to what Lucian thought of Christianity. J. M.

Ctsner, in a work published at Gottingcn iu 1730, De Phihjjatride Lu-

cinueo Dialogo DisscrVitio, definitely relieved Lucian of all responsibility

iv« the author, upon internal evidence (compare also Brockhaus, Convcrsa-

( ions-Lexicon, s. v, Gesner). A. S. Farrar says, "The work hardly

merits an analysis." No fair-minded writer could so estimate a work

undoubtedly written by Lucian.

A distinction should be made between the genuine works of Lucian

and those not genuine. Not all that is bound in with Lucian is of Lu-

cian. A careful study of the works undoubtedly written by the author

in question has led the present writer to two conclusions:

1. Lucian requires no more expurgation for modern readers than

Shakespeare or Dean Swift. "What is more to the point is that there is

in him none of that reveling in impure imagery which we find in the

great English satirist. There was no bitterness in his hatred of shams,

no personal animus in his criticism of the ways of men. He is sane and

hopeful to the end. As to his personal attitude to the Christian faith

arul creed, both he and Swift lived -^N-ithin the Christian era; but, though

Swift lived and died within the fold of the Church and Lucian without

that fold, as far as works of righteousness are concerned, in any com-

parison, one will not sufier more than the other. His authentic refer-

ences to the Christians are not necessarily antagonistic. In the Alexajider,

the False Prophet, he classes Christians and Epicureans together. But

it was as enemies of the false, sensual imposition which Alexander, who
is an historical character, had practiced upon the credulity of the people

of Poutus. One who will read the Alexander will not censure an alliance

iu a cause so goocl. It makes one think there must have been some ele-

ments of good even iu Epicureans. The Proteus, Lucian's chief oflfeuse,

is prol)ably a delineation of some actual impostor. One may learn from

Rev. ii, 2, that there were such,

3. As a literary interpreter of the life of men in the subapostolic age

Lucian has no peer, and scarcely a rival. By cosmopolitanism he out-

shines any Greek or Roman of the first two Christian centuries. He
pictures for us men and women in all the common walks of life. I will

venture to say that upon no other pages than those of Lucian shall

we find so varied and sympathetic a picture of the multitude which

the Christian Church sought after in the era of her early triumphs. The

Dialogues of the Courtesans is no Decameron, but the story of the intensely

human experiences of an unfortunate class of women. In Acts xvii, 18,

certain Epicurean and Stoic philosophers ask, of Paul, "'TVhat would
this babbler say?" (this "

c- -£:puo/«5}of
, " this "picker up of seeds").

"^Ve do not find this word iu the text of Lucian; but it is an echo of the

furious logomachies described in Lucian's Eunuchox Zeus the Tragedian.

What Paul thought of such a waste of useful energy he makes plain in
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2 Tim. ii, 14, " charging them iu the siglit of the Lord, that thej- striv.?

not about words, to no piolit, to tlie subverting of them that hear."

In the Ilcrmotimiis we have the story of Lucian's life, singularlv lik(-

the experience of Justin Martyr, up to the point where the latter met th.-

guide wlio turned him to Christ, Surely we may not lay it to Luciaii'^

charge that we cannot tell whether or not any such kindly messen<'CT

ever met him. He compels the belief that he was one of, at least, t he-

better spirits of his age, and tliat he did set himself in a sincere way of

his own against the evil he found in the world.

Portland, Conn, Wesley Wood Smith.

"WUAT CKEATED GOD?"

There is an excellent article in the January number of the liezkw

under the title, *' Some Questions that Evolution Does Not Answer."

On page 35 the inquiry is asked, "What Created God ?" the treatment

of the point being very unsatisfactory. We recall that Joseph Cook in

one of his lectures touches on the same point, and leaves the question in

about the same condition, quoting the answer of some one who replied

to substantially the same quibble, "If my argument proves the exist-

ence of an infinite number of Gods, so much the worse for you."

It is a question long ago injected into the inquiry after the "first

cause." However, the question is sprung too late, when the first cause

is announced, that is, logically discerned. There the mind rests; there

can be no " infinite series." The series which the seeker followed proved

to be finite; and it led him, not to an infinite series, but to an infinite

God, who is the only cause of the finite series.

We reach a similar result from the view point of the dependence of

the material universe. It is dependent. We gather our perception of

this condition of all finite things into the term, " the dependent." The

idea expressed by this term comes clearly before the mind; but with it

merges also another idea equally clear, the idea of "the independent.

"

Each is as distinct and authoritative as the other. Both are axiomatic.

In each case a something real corresponds to the idea. Back of the

idea of the dependent is all the universe of finite things. They exist.

Only the insane doubt their realness. Back of the idea of the independ-

ent is a Being measuring up fully to the mind's conception of it. Tlic

existence is real. A healthy mind does not doubt its realness any more

than it doubts the validity of the axioms of science.

The independent is necessarily uncreated and eternal. Of it we may
affirm all the attributes of the Deity; for they are "clearly seen, being

understood by the things that are made, even his eternal j)owers and

Godhead." Paul was not ranting. There is but one Indcj^endent.

There can be no other. Incomprehensible? Yes. The mountain reaches

far above the clouds; but wc see it resting on its stupendous base, and,

assured that tlie top is in the sunlight, our logic is satisfied.

Burlingame, Kan. R. E. !McBrai»E.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THK rPvESERVATIOX OF INTELLECTUAL VIGOR IX TUE TTTLPIT.

Ix order to intellectual force iu the pulpit there must be a corre-

>[KODding vigor out of it. A preacher whose miud has become inactive

will soon show to others iu his public address that it is impaired. In-

.•ii.tion iu any organ, whether physical or intellectual, tends to deteriora-

tiuu and decay. This Law, so well understood in worldly matters,

should not be lost siglit of by the preacher. Rev. Mr. A., for instance,

w!is once a powerful preacher; but after a time people wonder why he

is no longer so, although he is yet in the prime of his physical vigor.

He himself is surprised at the apparent change in appreciation of his

juiblic administrations. The same sermon which years ago aroused sin-

ners and encouraged saints falls upon listless ears. But the reason,

which pc-rhaps he does not suspect, is that the intellectual and spiritual

energy which accompanied the first delivery of the discourse has de-

j-.iirted. The words are the same, but the flash and life have gone.

His intellect has not been kept awake. His mental powers are dulled by

lisuse, and hence the first effect cannot be expected to follow his public

tfiorts. Mere words are destitute of power. The life must be in them,

and there can be no power even in delivery v."hen intellectual vigor has

• leparled. The people demand genuine life—not the vigor of noise or

bluster, but the deep-seated energy which is apparent even when most

•juietly expressed.

The preacher may well inquire, then, how intellectual vigor is to be

I'rcserved. It cannot be maintaiued unless the mind is kept active.

Any organ of our bodies deteriorates by disuse. ]\[ovement is the law of

l>rogrcss. The repetition of a sermon, if the minister has simply memor-
i/^ed it, does not call forth intellectual energy, and hence its powerless-

uess. This does not lie so forcibly against those repeating the same

•liscourse substantially, if they accompany the delivery with fresh think-

ing and fresh feeling. It is not necessary tiiat one's activities be always

<mployed in the same direction; indeed, it is best that he vary the form,

'«th of intellectual production and of thinking. He, even gains by
tliose studies which call forth the reasoning faculties when no positive

point is to be proved or enforced. This is true of the study of mathcmat-

i<"s. It is well known that the reading over of a few geometric prob-

lems or the careful analysis of some argument on any subject prepares

ilie mind for effective service in any practical line which is under con-

''ideration. The hands and the feet, unemployed, become weak and

powerless; the mind, unemployed, loses vigor. Hence, it must be kept

^ide-awake by all the processes which are calculated to develop and

Ptrengtlien it, and among these use is a prime factor.

Intellectual vigor may further be preserved by discovery—that is, the
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constantly ascertaining of some new fact or truth and its presentation in

fresh forms. The mind is in its very nature desirous of ascertaining

things hitherto hidden from it. A new truth or principle or a new fact

Daultiplies, so to speak, intellectual ability, as well as knowledge, btale-

uess of thought is a vice which should be avoided, and this can be bes

accomplished by constant interest iu what is going on in the world and

by grasping ne^ thought with the intensity with which the miser grasj.

a n^w coin! Especially is this the case in the study of the Scnptures. lie

preacher is to bring out of the treasure house of sacred truths things old

and new. There are fresh thoughts ever coming to his notice. There

are new interpretations of words, fresh analyses of sentences new tonus

oi expression which constantly call forth intellectual effort. If one conhl

gain a knowledge of all truth without effort, it would be a --^^
-;^;

|i.or of intellect is closely connected with freshness of study and th

rec°oc.nition of having found something that one has not known before

X°h is calculated \o impress others, ^'ew books fres and s ri^.ng

articles on important subjects preserve intellectual vigor long after the

phvsical powers have become weakened.
,.,lnw?^cr from

The same result may be secured through the stimulus follo^Mng from

the wide reading and the profound study of the great authors, whether

new or och Some have held that only old books, which have been

tdid and tested, should be read. This is a mistake Great books re

ever makin. their appearance; not frequently, it is true, but often

uough to Furnish something worthy of study and thought onthe par

of the preacher. Contact with great books is like o-tact w th g.e

master minds through personal communication A ^-^ ^
J""^^;:^

one that it is necessary to put forth all one's mental energ e. to comp

hend it is for this reason worthy of study, if it be on a matter of inte^ t

and importance. It is well understood that in all professions men -

serve their strength by reading and rereading the great treatise., lliere.

are some books which have been nourishers of successive generations

Bacon will not die, nor Plato, nor Aristotle-, they are ever fre.h to th.

feal student. The great theological works also alW such
^^^^^^^^^^^^

are now speaking of-the writings of Augustine and Ca ym of ^esky a d

Chrysostom-not to refer to those of modern times which are constnntU

inllllStl vigor may also be preserved by care for physical he^th

.'A sound mini in a sound body'' is an all-important maxim. It

true thTt vigorous minds are often found resident in feeble bodies, but^.

healthy boly is the best home in which a healthy intd ee can 1 .

Menta victor, then, involves the preservation of one's health. Fai.u .

ph^cal sfrength olten causes the decadence of intellectual v^or, and

manycasesit isa cause which the --l--^-
.f

"^^^ ^^^ j^^ .,^",f en

other hand, careful attention to the laws of hfe and heahh will often

preserve t^ old age a vigorous body, and thus aid m preserving for

long period a vigorous mind.
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There is another mode of promoting intellectual vigor which must not

be overlooked, namely, that of constantly keeping in view the greatness

of the preacher's work. To lose a sense of the dignity of the ministerial

profession tends to destroy intellectual energy. One will not pour

forth his best powers for that which he thinks does not deserve them.

The recognition of the magnitude of the preacher's calling is a stimulus

(•iifiicient to incite all the powers, intellectual, spiritual, and physical,

with which he is endowed. If one should go to a small congregation

nud think, " Here is a place where I need not put forth my best efforts,"

he will soon lose interest and power; but if, on the other hand, he re-

j^ards the smallest schoolhouse in which a few people congregate as a

])!:ice where the learning of an Erasmus and the eloquence of a Chrysos-

toin may find fitting scope he will grow, even in the apparently most

insignificant field. In God's sight there are no poor appointments.

Often the charge wliich we, in our blindness, regard as unworthy of us

will be found to be deserving of higher talents perhaps than we possess.

The constant recognition that every place to which God calls us is a

frrcat place and that every service we are called to render is a great

service because it is for him will be an incentive sufiicient to keep alive

our intellectual powers when age has come upon us and our physical

>treugth has become diminished.

It is sufficient, then, to say that it is within the power of everyone to

maintain his intellectual vigor, if the proper means tire used. If, with

diligence and fidelity to duty, we live amid the grandeurs of our voca-

tion and amid the intellectual productions of the mighty minds of the

past and present ; and if, at the same time, we keep close to God iu our

spiritual life, intellectual vigor may be maintained down to declining

vt/ars.

THE HOMILETIG VALUE OF THE LATE REVLSIOX—II. Rom. ii, 12. 13;

iii, 20.

A COMPARISON of these passages as found in the King James Version

and the late Revision deserves consideration for exegetical and also for

homiletical reasons. We have already spoken of the force of the pres-

^nce or absence of the article. In the general usage of this epistle the

Word "law "with the article—namely, "the law"—refers to the ^lo-

saiclaw; without the article, to law in general. Thus interpreted, the

pass^age as it is rendered in the King James Version means that " as many
J^'^h.ive sinned in the law "—that is, in the Mosaic law— " shall be judged
hy the law"—that is, by the 3Iosaic law : for "not the hearers of the
hiw"—that is, the Mosaic law—"are just before God, but the doers of
the law "—that is, the Mosaic law—" shall be justified." This version,

tlierufore, clearly regards the apostle as having in view only the law as

K'ven in the Old Testament; whereas, the late Revision broadens the scope
of the word "law " by speaking of law iu general. Wherever tlnre is
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law there is judgment upon those who transgress it. In no case, whether

in the revealed law of the Old Testament or in the law of nature, can the

hearers of law be just before God, It is only doers of law wLo shall be

justified. We cannot fail to notice here that the apostle is asserting a

great principle— that all law, whether the revealed law through ]\Iosls,

or law as written on the consciences of men, must be obeyed in order to

secure acquittal and approval. There can be no exemptions from obli-

gations to obedience, wherever there is a recognition of law. The text,

however, does not assert whether there is justification by law or not, but

only asserts a princi])le that they who can be justified by law must be

doers of law and not hearers merely.

The paraphrase of this passage by Sanday brings out its general mean-

ing ; "Do not object that the Jew has a possession of ]>rivilegc, which

"will exempt him from this judgment, while the Gentile has no law by

•which he can be judged. The Gentiles, it is true, have no law ; but as

they have sinned, so also will they be punished without one. The Jew-;

live imder a law, and by that law they will be judged, for it is not enough

to hear it read in the synagogues—that does not make a man righteous

before God, His verdict will i^ronounce righteous only those who have

done what the Law commands." By '* no law " we understand the au-

thor to mean "no law which the Jews regarded as law,"

In the twentieth verse of the third chapter of Romans the apostle

states a general conclusion. In the King James Version it is declared that

"by the deeds of the law"—that is, the Mosaic laAv— " there shall no flesh

be justified in his sight, for by the law '"—that is, the Jlosaiclaw— "is the

knowledge of sin." The late Revision, however, has here an alternative

reading. In the text there is placed the pjhrase, "because by the works

of the law, " but in the margin we read, '
' works of law, " following strictly

the Greek. Further, " for through the law cometh the knowledge of

sin" is in the text; whereas, in the margin we read, "through law." It

would seem difficult to affirm that a knowledge of sin comes through

the medium of natural law. Naturally it is supposed that any violation

of the law which was revealed through Moses would bring a knowledge

of sin, but that there is nothing in law as it is revealed in nature to

indicate that a violation of the same would bring a consciousness of sin.

A reference, however, to the first chapter of Romans in the Revised Ver-

sion will relieve our embarrassment. We are there told that "the invisi-

ble things of him since the creation of the world are clearly seen, being

I)erceived through the things that are made, even his everlasting power

and divinity; that they may be without excuse." Here it is evident that

the invisible attributes of God have become manifest through creation,

namely, his power and divinity—thus affording a basis for Paul's state-

ment that law brings a consciousness of sin, inasmuch as this law of which

he is speaking is a revelation of God's power and divinity. In either

case God is revealed. In the one case he is revealed through the Old

Testament revelation; in the other, in the natural world. The violation,
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th'-a'fore, of either law should bring a sense of sin and of consequent

cori<lonination, and constitutes men inexcusable in his sight. Upon this

p<^.iiit Shcdd has said: "An unwritten revelation of the supreni'3 Being

Iiiinsclf involves an unwritten revelation of his law. The law of cou-

*rioiicc compared with the written law diflers from and is inferior to it in

tlio following respects : 1. It is less specific ; 2. It is more exjiosed to hon-

rst doubts in particular cases; 3. It is more liable to corruption and

alteration ; 4. Its sanctions are less ex})licit. ^Notwithstanding these

(K-noicncies, however, the unwritten law is sufficiently clear to bo trans-

grossed, and sufficiently authoritative to constitute its transgression a

Mil."

For homiletical purposes these texts open to us great principles,

rumiely: First, men arc to be judged l>y the law which they have, no

matter whether they have been favored -with the revealed law, as was the

case with God's ancient people, or whether they are dependent on the

l:nv of nature. In either case the law which they have constitutes the

basis of approval or condemnation. Second, it is further affirmed that

tlio possession of law does not constitute a ground of justification, but

that the performance of its requirements is essential to legal justification.

Doing, and not hearing only, is an absolute requirement. The posses-

sion of privileges, therefore, will not bring us to salvation, unless we our-

.^'-•Ives make use of them. Thircl, obedience to the requirements of the

law constitutes no ground of justification before God. The perfection of

tiie divine law and the imperfection of our own nature are such, even un-

<iLT the gracious manifestations of God's love that absolute obedience to

the divine law is impossible. We may have the spirit of obedience, but

the fact of obedience in every detail is not such as to constitute it a

ground of approval before God from any legal standpoint—though this

does not imply that obedience to law could not justify, if such obedience

wxre complete, but that "no man's obedience of the law is adequate to

justify him." There can be no justification on this basis, as the language
of the text indicates. Shedd remarks upon Rom. ii, 13: " There is no
conflict here with the doctrine of justification by faith. The writer

cites an axiom in ethics, namely, that personal obedience will be recog-

nized and rewarded by that impartial Judge who is no respecter of per-

R'^ns, and that nothing short of this will be. That any man will actually

appear before this tribunal with such an obedience is neither affirmed

Ji'jr denied, in the mere statement of the principle. The solution of this

'l'Ji->tion must be sought for elsewhere in the epistle." Fourth, the text

further affirms the mission of law. It is to reveal to us a knowledge of

-ia. It shows us our own defects, our inconsistencies. It makes known
to us clearly our transgressions of the holy law of a holy God, and that
<^"xl cannot look upon sin with allowance, because it is antagonistic to his

o^vn linliuess. Thus the text unfolds to us the helplessness through the
"K-dium of law to gain approval of God, and opens the way for the apos-
^''<''3 great discussion of salvation only by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.
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ARCHJBOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

CRETAN DISCOVERIES.

Several years ago Mr. Arthur J. Evans made some important dis-

coveries in the island of Crete, and then announced that he had fonr.il

on seal stones, on a libation table, and on some rof.ks marks v.'hich

he believed to belong to some system of writing different from any-

thing then knov.n to the science of epigraphy. Encouraged by these

discoveries, Mr. Evans has kept up his investigations iu Crete since

1894, with satisfactory progress all along. But the result of this

year's excavations has been very great, for, having obtained permis-

sion by the government and aided by the Cretan Exploration Fund,

excavations were made at Cnossus, the capital of the island, where

the early kings of Crete resided. Mr. Evans believes the ruins to

have been those of the palace of Mycensean kings of about 1400 B. C.

The fresco and carving, though nearly three thousand years old, are

exceedingly beautiful, superior to anything of the time yet found on

the mainland of Greece. The royal bathroom is also quite unique.

But the style of architecture, with the loud testimony it bears to

the advanced Cretan civilization, is eclipsed by the fact that a num-
ber of inscribed clay tablets have been found in the rooms already

examined. What the rest of the ruins may produce can only be a

matter of conjecture. These tablets resemble in: shape those of

Babylonia and Assyria; they are of different sizes, from two to seven

inches long and from half to three inches in breadth. The script,

however, is different from any system yet deciphered. The?e tablets

prove conclusively that the Cretans possessed their own system of

writing, at least six hundred years before the Phcenician alphabet

had been introduced. "These inscriptions," says Mr. Evans, "are

the work of practiced scribes, following conventional methods and

arrangements, which point to long traditional usage. Yet this de-

velopment has been arrived at on different lines; it is neither Baby-

lonian nor Egyptian, neither Hittite nor Phoenician; it is the work
on Cretan soil of an .T'^gean people." The discoverer is inclined to

the belief that the tablets are palace accounts, and bases this opinion

upon the fact that many of the forms and signs are repeated upon

the various tablets. The more we explore, the clearer it becomes

that there is no improbability that the Hebrew civilization sug-

gested by the Pentateuch and early tradition was a reality. Indeed.

explorers like Mr. Evans may yet restore Minos to us. What, after

all, if Minos and Menes and Moses were historical characters?

More recently, in pursuance of his labors, other discoveries of unusual

importance have been made by this veteran archaeologist, which many be-

lieve to be among the most remarkable and important finds of the ago.

and which will certainly furnish a new chapter, if not iu the story of
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}:iir(>pcan civilization, yet in the history of writing. Mr. Evans pub-

lislicd his discoveries in recent numbers of the Athenaum (Londoii). In

Ihuso conmiunicationshe very fully describes the work done by him and

others in the island of Crete during the past season. The explorations

xsL-rc made in Cnossiis, the capital of the earliest Cretan kings. The

iisvihs, as gathered from this brief correspondence, have been eminently

.ilisfactory—far beyond the most sanguine expectations of the promoters

..f the Cretan Exploration Fund. We are told that the closing days of

tiic work Avere crowned with unparalleled success. For several chambers

Rud corridors of the royal palace contained inscribed tablets, and one

rt.oni especially, Avhich was at the extreme end of a very long corridor,

had no less than one thousand inscriptions much more perfect than any-

thing found up to that time, •' and not a scrap of anything later than the

fourteenth century B. C." The tablets have characters upon them, or,

vs Mr, Evans says, they are in a "linear and highly developed scrij^t,"

with an occasional pictorial form. These tablets, like those of Babylon

and Assyria, are of clay, varying in size from two to seven inches in

length, and from a half to three inches broad. ]\Iost of them are ruled,

fvme having no less than eighteen lines, though most only two. These

liitest discoveries will aid materially in tracing the development or evo-

lution of the Cretan script, of which we now possess abundant material,

and which may now be divided into at least three well-defined speci-

mens: (1) The hieroglyphic, or pictorial; (2) the mixed, or a specimen

between the pictorial and the linear; (3) the linear, or, shall we say,

alphabetic ?

The examples reproduced in the Athenaum are of great interest to the

student of epigraphy, though, so far, not a line can be read. It is

greatly to be hoped that further explorations will bring to light some

hilingual or trilingual texts, and thus furnish the key which will unlock

tlifcse secrets of the distant past. But, while this key is yet to be folmd,

froui the pictorial signs and some oft-repeated marks ]Mr. Evans thinks

Ihiit many of the tablets have reference to the war department, while

others are tax lists or government nccounts.

Besides the tablets large numbers of other articles were found by

Messrs. Evans and Hogarth on the Kephala site. Among these were

•'onic exquisite vases in stone and metal, rings, jewelry, statuettes, axes,

knives, and other weapons. Kor must we forget to mention the mag-

iiiticont fresco work, painted heads, and numerous terra cottas. Many
of the objects are daintily decorated in various colors, as well as ia-

tcrihcd with characters like those on the tablets. The numerous articles

i-'npressed show that the Cretans were skillful in making seals and gems.

Mr. Evans regards the life-size figure of abull in ges><o duro as "the finest

I'ieee of plastic work of the Z^Iyceniean age yet discovered '' and the

frescoes as excelling all others painted at that time. The letter form of

'!'e inscriptions is also, in his judgment, unsurpassed by any form of
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THE UNITED STATES AND ARCILEOLOGY.

We have from time to time called attentiou to the interest of tbo

American people in archaeological researches. This interest isconslamly

increasing, as is evidenced in various ways; and it is only a question of

time before our larger cities and great universities will have museums of

equal value and prominence with the best institutions of the kind in

Europe. The large collections which have been brought to Boston, ^\•^v

York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and other cities arc already not only at-

tracting great attentiou, but are also proving very helpful to the student

of ancfent history. Professor Haupt, of Johns Hopkins, speaking on

the subject has said, " If the plan can be carried out in the proper way

we may be able to bring to this country a collection of Babylonian an-

tiquities, elucidating the dawn of civilization and especially biblical

archfEology, not inferior to the oriental treasures of the British Museum,

the Lonore, or the Royal Museum of Berlin." The great work done vx

Babylonia by the University of Pennsylvania, under the direction of

Professor Hilprecht and others, and the large number of archcTological

objects secured by them for the museum at Philadelphia are too well

known about to be repeated here. The readiness vrith which several

American gentlemen have contributed of their means to facilitate ex-

ploration and excavation in Bible lands is also a matter of congratula-

tion. Indeed, it is said that one of the richest men in the Tnited States

has encouraged a certain society to prosecute archaeological work in the

mounds along the Euphrates regardless of expense. If this be true

more antiquities may be expected during the next twenty years than

have been yet discovered.

It is with great pleasure that we call attentiou to a new enterprise

which its promoters call "A National Expedition, for the purpose of

excavating the ruins of the traditional home of Abraham, Ur of the

Chaldees." Ur, by common consent, is represented by several large

mounds on the western side of the Euphrates, which the Arabs call

*'Mugheir." Though explorers have for the past fifty years devoted

more or less attention to this ancient site, little or no scientific excava-

tions have been made. Yet travelers and explorers who have visitdl

these mounds report that inscribed articles and objects of great interest

are lying on the very surface. This is partially explained by the fact

that the natives have pulled down some of the ancient walls in order to

•obtain the bitumen or pitch which they find between the bricks or

stones. Indeed, the word "Mughicr" means "cemented with asphalt

or bitumen." Professor Peters, in his Kipjnir (vol. ii, p. 300). says. " I

Lave seen no mound which seems easier or safer to excavate, or promises

greater results." "When Mr. Taylor, British consul at Busreh, made

some superficial excavations at this place, more than half a century ago,

he succeeded in tracing the ruins of a huge temple of the l^Ioou-God,

"a perfect monument of Babylonian architecture." and from under the

four corners of one of its towers brought to light four verj- fine cylin.ler-
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iii-criptions. He also found in an ancient grave in the same vicinity not

ouly the skeleton of a man, but also several interesting articles, such as

vi-ss^cls in clay and in bronze, an inscribed seal, a band of pure, gold

nearly an inch in width, and several stones carved so as to represent dif-

ferent objects. This vras more than fifty years ago, and yet, strange to

tHV, mounds so rich in material and promising such large returns have

rcinaijied practically untouched all these years.

The friends of this new enterprise, including some of the most learned

men in the country, have selected Dr. Edgar James Banks, formerly

I'nited States consul at Bagdad, as the proper man to superintend the

uork. It is estimated that at least twelve thousand five hundred dollars

will be needed to open up the work during the first year, the amount

bfing used to pay the salaries of two Americans, a Turkish commis-

siuaer, an interpreter, and a force of one hundred Arab workmen. "We

tliall await with eagerness for the results of this expedition, the more so

Mnce a very large number of the objects discovered are to be brought to

the museums of this country.

AMERICAN SCHOOL AT JEliUSALEM.

The American School of Oriental Study and Research proposed for

Palestine, though not yet largely endowed, is making such satisfactory

{progress that the managing comniittee, through its chairman. Professor

Thayer, of Harvard, has ofl'ered a fellowship of $500 for the year 1901-2.

The candidates for this fellowship will be subjected to a competitive

written examination, the results of which will in the main determine

the successful candidate, though other qualities and "attainments on

the part of the candidates will be taken into consideration." Ko one

'Oio has not a baccalaureate degree from some reputable college or uni-

versity will be entitled to compete. Moreover, every applicant for this

fellowship must have a fair knowledge of at least four languages, namely,

t'teok, Latin, German, and French. Besides these qualifications the

candidate should have an elementary acquaintance with Hebrew, Syriac,

and modern Arabic, as well as a general idea of the geography of the

Holy Land and the topography of the leading cities, with some knowl-

f'k'e of the history of the country from the beginning to the present

<iiiie. This is a move in the right direction, and it is a pity that every

theological seminary is not able to ofi'er one such fellowship every year,

a*- it would encourage the very best talent in our schools to pursue

iirchieological, historical, and kindred studies as nothing else could do.

"We may also add that when this new school shall have been fully

fitablishcd great attention will be paid to explorations, and duly organ-

''<jd archaeological trips under the guidance of competent instructors

^i^ill be made into various parts of the Holy Land. The matriculates of

of this school are expected to have the degree of A.M. or B.D. from
t>oine recognized institution.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

THE MISSIONARY AS A rACIFICATOR IN CHLXA.

What the future status of the missionary in China will be is, just

now, a question on which no one seems to throw much light. The rep-

resentatives of the allied powers have not yet attempted to gi apple witii

the matter. In fact, they have not yet asked the Chinese authorities

for any confession that they have done anything wrong in the disturb-

ances of the year nineteen hundred, nor have they drawn from them any

promise that the uprising may not be repeated at any hour hereafter;

and, much less, have they come to any understanding among them-

selves as to how they will approach the missionary question, when the

time for its consideration shall come. In short, they have as yet done

little or nothing that looks to the pacification of the Chinese, ex'ce[)t to

seek to strike terror into them. This is all they have yet accomplished

that tends to secure the freedom or the safety of foreigners, and it is to

be doybted if this ameliorates the situation in the least.

It is uncertain if missions will be advanced to greater security for

more than a brief period by alliance with tliese political forces, and it is

possible that the only real pacification lies at last with the missionary

himself. Strangely enough, this suggestion comes from a Buddhist

source at this time. "We have, for the first time in history, the remark-

able instance of an appeal by Buddhists to the whole Christian world

through the representatives of six principal Buddhist sects in Japan.

While they leave diplomats to deal with the task of extricating the civ-

ilized powers from their present difficulty in China, they are frank to

say that they are " fully convinced that the work of eradicating evil and

consolidating the permanent peace and welfare of China must be placed

in the hands of the propagandists of religion." They make handsome

reference to Christian missionaries, saying that during the past ten cen-

turies they have sailed to China, notwithstanding its great distance, and

"with one heart exerted their energies for the propagation of their doc-

trine and the development of Christian ci\'ilization." As teachers of

the Golden Rule they declare that "we, the followers of Buddha, can-

not sufficiently express our sincere admiration for them." They are

frank and generous enough to admit that, though the Japanese Bud-

dhists have had a propaganda in China, they "have not yet been able to

achieve anything worthy of notice, and are ashamed of their inal)ility to

follow in the steps of, and bring about the result secured by the occi-

dental Churches in tht3 middle kingdom." The missionary force in

China may be gratified to have testimony from such a source that their

"virork has been " absolutely indispensable for the development of civil-

ization" in China, and that "the zeal and sincerity displayed by them

arc really extraordinary."
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To accomplish the pacification of China by religious influences these

l^iiddbists propose that there shall be less antagonism between religious

representatives themselves, since all religions tend to conserve society,

and since at bottom—as they sec it—the higher classes of religion, v,liile

differing in tenets and rites, '"are in all cases essentially, if not entirely,

analogous," since they "are based upon the priucij^le of love for man-

kind." This is a distinct proposition, in effect, that Buddhism and

Cliiistiauity hold the key to the pacification of China, if they -will only

form a coalition—-which from a Christian standpoint is impossible.

But the other proposition, while perhaps as nearly impracticable, is

suggestive of a principle about the working of which the Christian mis-

sionary force is divided. These Buddhists particularly inveigh against

the Roman Catholics for claiming an official status for certain mission-

aries in China, and for interfering between Christian converts and law-

fully constituted Chinese officials. That these Roman Catholic mission-

aries will yield these privileges is not at all probable, since France has

found in them a great means of power over the entire Chinese state,

which she values perhaps equally with her possessions in Tonquin.

The only thing remaining which is worth debating refers to what these

Buddhists think equally reprehensible and opposed to pacification,

namely, the relations between the Protestant missionary and the consul.

This has to do with territorial aggression as the Roman Catholic has to

do with internal civil jurisdiction. Powers under pretense of exacting

reparation for outrages against teachers of Christianity have impressed

the Chinese that the missionary is a political pioneer, "followed by a

consul with a general at his back ;" and " behind the man with a Bible

in his hand stands a warrior armed with spear and sword." It is nat-

ural, therefore, that these Buddhist representatives should entreat all

Christian ecclesiastical authorities in the world "to exercise their inter-

ference to restrain the missionaries from proceedings likely to create

suspicion of their secret connection with the foreign policy of their own
countries," in order that " the honest people of China may be induced

to lay aside suspicion and apprehension, and to appreciate with delight

the intrinsic virtues of religion."

It is to be said that some Protestant missionaries have abstained

wholly, and a still larger number almost wholly, from bringing their

affairs to the attention of the consuls ; and many of them do not now
desire that the allied powers shall do anything about the missionary

question. Some of them believe an absolutely noncombative, if not

politically a nonprotective, policy would put them at greater advantage

to reach the Chinese, while others believe they would not have their

heads on their shoulders an hour if the Chinese did not fear the politi-

cal penalty. It seems quite certain that the missionary is, as the Bud-
dhist priests say, in the possible attitude of a great pacificator, and
should recognize the responsibility of the crisis. Rev. W. M. Upcraft,

of China, inclines to favor the proposition of the allied representatives
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that, as they cannot agree on points relating to the missionary question,

they leave it out altogether, and thinks it better that "missions should

not be explicitly connected with demands that must forever rankle in

the minds of the most apathetic Chinamen,''

EELIGIOX OF STUDENTS IX JAPAX.

An inquiry into the religious proclivities and tendencies of the young

men of a nation, especially among those likely to become leaders, as

represented by the students in higher educational institutions, would be

interesting in any.couutry. It becomes emphatically so when instituted

in a land where a variety of religions exist and the population is in a

state of religious transition, as is the case in Japan at present. Sixteen

gentlemen of Japan somewhat recently addressed a series of questions to

the students of the universities and higher schools in the empire which

were designed to shed light on the religious conditions of the home, the

school, and the changing phases of the thought of the times. These

questions were as follows: "1. Do you believe in religion ? Are you at

liberty to believe it if you wish ? 2. Have you any desire for religion ?

3. Have you at any time believed in religion? If so, and you have re-

linquished that belief, state your reasons for this course, 4. If you be-

lieve in no religion, what do you depend on for regulating your daily

conduct ? Do you dislike religion ? If so, why ? 5. If you do not be-

lieve in religion yourself, do you recognize its necessity for others ? If

so, on what ground ?

. Answers to such questions from university students might be supposed

to indicate the matui-er mind, yet conclusions of a satisfactory kind can-

not be drawn from the replies, though they are thought-provoking.

Such answers are, as a matter of fact, not complete enough to give

assurance of a trend, and inferences may be made from them which

would be very erroneous. In this instance over one third of those who
replied concerning the religious influences to which they had been sub-

jected in their homes acknowledged that friends and relations had made

religious impressions upon them, though these were often of a very gen-

eral character. Very few recognized any religious influence upon them

made by the schools. 3Iost of those admitting this had been in mission

schools. The home religious influence of those from Buddhist families

had been the highest; that of strictly Confucian homes the lowest,

though possibly they were discriminating mentally between Confucian-

ism as an ethical and a religious system. Some acknowledged that they

Lad been prejudiced against religion by parents or guardians, but this

most frequently meant against Christianity in particular. The anti-

religious impressions received in the schools was attested to by about one

in Ave of those who answered the inquiry. The confession that it is

the superstitious element of religions which is most obnoxious is signifi-

cant, as is also that of the prejudice received by the failure in the lives
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of religious persons, and specially priests. Many of tbe students de-

clared their prejudice against Christianity because they had been taught

that it was injurious to the state. Nearly two fifths of the university

Etudeuts testitied to having been religiously impressed by literature. Many
expressions of belief were made that religion of some sort has been at

the base of the convictions of the men who have accomplished great

things in numerous instances. Others attributed their want of faith in

religaon to the reading of works of science; and still others to the read-

ing of history, which showed them that many evils and -wrongs were

attributable to the religions of various lands and ages.

But the specially noteworthy answer was that two thirds of the whole

believed in no religion whatever. The reason assigned by the major

part of these for nouacceptance of, or nonbelicf in, any religion was the

hindrances or obstacles to their doing so. These were objections on the

part of relations, intellectual doubts awakened by scientific research, or

lack of time to maturely consider the subject. About one eighth of

them acknowledged that they had no desire for religion of any kind;

they objected to the thing itself. Of those acknowledging the necessity

of recognizing some sort of ethical restraint, more than one half preferred

to follow their own conscience rather than accept the ethical standards

formulated by any of the religious systems. The trend of the answers as

to the benefit of religion to society showed that those who replied con-

sidered relicfion rather a device than of value for its own merit.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH.

A WHOLLY new phase of the question of wealth is gradually pressing

on the conscience of Christendom. The marked and marvelous combina-

tions which increase the opportunity for the evangelization of the world,

and also the slowly awaking sense of obligation among Christians to

their corresponding duty, are now face to face with hitherto unimagined

financial possibilities. The missionary openings demand money in what

some would count fabulous simis. Thousands of men and women are

ready to do or die, if they may puslithe kingdom of Christ to the ends of

tlie earth. Nothing seems lacking to complete the coordination but an

intelligent mastery of the new^ problem of the distribution of wealth. Dr.

L. G. Powers, chief statistician of the government census, reports the

wealth of this country alone at ninety thousand million dollars, the

addition in the last decade being twenty-five thousand million—

a

saving within a decade equal to the aggregate savings of our people

from the discovery of America to the civil war, and exceeding the sav-

ings of the world from the beginnings of history to the Declaration

of American Independence in 177G. The new problem is to discover the

law of distribution of surplus wealth. The grace of God is necessary

to its solution, and the work of evangelizing the world must come
into the count.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGHT.

Paul Feine. The Gospel as St. Paul understood and taught it con-

tinues to be a subject of investigation, particularly the question as to

the course of the great apostle's own religious development, from which,

in a considerable degree, it is supposed his doctrines sprang. Feine lias

given nauch study to this subject, the results of -which he has embodied

in a recent book, entitled Das gesctzesfrei^ Evangelium chs Paulus (Paul's

Doctrine of Gos2:)el Freedom from the Law). Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs,

1899. One of the first and most important questions Feine tries to an-

swer is that concerning the religious consciousness of Paul prior to his

conversion to Christianity. He reaches the conclusion that up to the

time of his conversion Paul was tiirough and through a Pharisee, in no

wise influenced by Hellenism so far as his religious views were con-

cerned. This he regards as well established by his reference to the

Pharisaic conception of the Messiah found in 2 Cor. v, 16. But, as to

the law, Feine thinks it certain that Paul was strictly a Pharisee prior to

his conversion, and that he had looked with entire satisfaction, and

even with pride, upon his zeal for the law and his righteousness under

it, as Phil, iii, G, seems to show. But by his conversion he came to see

both the 3Iessiah and the law from an entirelj- new standpoint, namely,

that of Helleuic-Judaistic forms of thought, and reached the conclusion

that his former views belonged to his period of uueulightenment. By
the vision on the Damascus road the Messiah came to appear to him as

not only risen and ascended, but also as spiritual, and no longer to be

known or thought of in the flesh. It was also as a Christian that he

came to think of tlie flesh as the scat of sin, and the law as the power
by which sin was awakened and strengthened within man. His con-

version carried with it the thought of Christianity as the universal reli-

gion. There is no evidence of a development in his Christian conception

of the significance of the law. Gal. i, 10, and v, 11, do not imply that

Paul had at one time in his Christian life entertained a more favorable

view of circumcision. On the other hand, he felt, even before his con-

version, that the standpoint of the primitive apostles was untenable.

"When he comes to the varied utterances of Paul with regard to the

law Feine admits that the apostle's conceptions are not altogether har-

monious. Paul estimates himself differently, according as he thinks

of himself as fleshly or as dead to sin and the flesh through the spirit

of Christ. Sometimes he thinks of tlie law, especially in its sublimated

and spiritual aspects, as the standard, even for Christians. At other

times he thinks of the Christian as in possession of the Spirit, and
therewith of a standard which needs no complement in the law. A
peculiarity of Fcine's theory is that, since he makes conversion introduce
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGnT.

Paul Feine. The Gospel as St. Paul understood and taught it con-

tinues to be a subject of investigation, particularly the question as to

the course of the great apostle's own religious development, from which,

in a considerable degree, it is supposed his doctrines sprang. Feine lias

given much study to this subject, the results of which he has embodied

in a recent book, entitled Das gesetzesfreie Evangelium cUs Paulus (Paul's

Doctrine of Gospel Freedom from the Law). Leipzig, J. C. Hinrichs,

1899. One of the first and most important questions Feine tries to an-

swer is that concerning the religious consciousness of Paul prior to his

conversion to Christianity. He reaches the conclusion that up to the

time of his conversion Paul was tlirough and through a Pharisee, in no

wise influenced by Hellenism so far as his religious views were con-

cerned. This he regards as well established by his reference to the

Pharisaic conception of the Messiah found in 2 Cor. v, 16. But, as to

the law, Feine thinks it certain that Paul was strictly a Pharisee prior to

his conversion, and that he had looked with entire satisfaction, and

even with pride, upon his zeal for the law and his righteousness under

it, as Phil, iii, G, seems to show. But by his conversion he came to see

both the Messiah and the law from an entirely new standpoint, namely,

that of Helleuic-Judaistic forms of thought, and reached the conclusion

that his former views belonged to his period of uueulightenment. By
the vision on tlie Damascus road the Messiah came to appear to him as

not only risen and ascended, but also as spiritual, and no longer to be

known or thouglit of in the flesh. It was also as a Christian that he

came to think of the flesh as the seat of sin, and the law as the power
by which sin was awakened and strengthened within man. His con-

version carried with it the thought of Christianity as the universal reli-

gion. There is no evidence of a development in his Christian conception

of the significance of the law. Gal. i, 10, and v, 11, do not imply that

Paul had at one time in his Christian life entertained a more favorable

view of circumcision. On the other hand, he felt, even before his con-

version, that the standpoint of the primitive apostles was untenable.

"When he comes to the varied utterances of Paul with regard to the

law Feine admits that the apostle's conceptions are not altogether har-

monious. Paul estimates himself diHerently, according as he thinks

of himself as fleshly or as dead to sin and the flesh through the spirit

of Christ. Sometimes he thinks of the law, especially in its sublimated

and spiritual aspects, as the standard, even for Christians. At other

times he thinks of the Christian as in possession of the Spirit, and
there%vith of a standard which needs no complement in the law. A
peculiarity of Feine's theory is that, since he makes conversion introduce
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the sense of sin by means of a new conception of the law, he is com-

[M'Uod to view such a passage as Rom. vii, 14 H., as belonging to Paul's

Christian experience, and as a fair representation of Avhat all Christians

are likely to experience. This is, indeed, a conclusion which some

luoilcru exegetes are coming to, who proceed on a different theory from

lliHt of Feine. Whether Paul meant it to refer to his experience at any

time siilisequent to his conversion or not, it is certain that it describes

piiases of the experience of many other Christians.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Die Bildung des Clerus in Eirchlichen Seminarien oder an Staats-

uiiiversitatsn. Historische Skizze eines hundeiljahrigea Eampfes in

Deutschland (The Education of the Clergy in Seminaries of the

Church Compared with their Education in State Universities. An His-

torical Sketch of a Century's Conflict in Germany). By J. B. Holzam-

iner. Jlayence, F. Kirchheim, 1900. The union of State and Church

opens some problems in the education of the clergy which are practi-

c;illy unknown to us in America, where the State could not possibly un-

dertake theological instruction. We take it for granted that our min-

istry must be educated at the expense of the Church. The most that

can be done in our country is to attempt to make theological education

undenominational, as at Harvard, though the agency of the State is

universally excluded. In countries where Church and State are united it

is to be expected that the State shall provide for theological, as for all

other, education. To this only those Protestants need seriously object

who feel that the State is out of sympathy with their particular sect or

denomination. But Roman Catholics, by virtue of their theory that

their Church is the only custodian of true doctrine, might, and many of

Ibeui do, object to State education of the clergy. On the other hand,

ninny Roman Catholics think that such education is not only an advan-

tage to the Church, but really a necessity. Of course, these are of the

class that recognize the danger to the Church arising from great restric-

tion of ti) ought. They realize that profound conviction cau be pro-

duced only in those who have fought out the conflict of antagonistic

faith and have reached a satisfying conclusion. This book of Hol-

7-amnier's takes the other view. To its author the existence of the

Church is dependent upon the right education of the clergy, and this

can be secured only in Church seminaries. Among the greatest dangers
to the Church from State university education of the clergy is the fact

that the professors are officials of the State and hence cannot be de-

posed by the bishops, who are the proper representatives of the doctrinal

a'Uhority of the Church. Another danger arises from the fact that at

the universities the Roman Catholic students come into contact with
f ividcnts and professors of other communions, by whom of necessity they
'"* ">ore or less influenced. Strange as this seems to a Protestant, it is
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the only logical standpoint for a Eoman Catholic, who is supposed to

believe that his Church is incapable of going astray or of missinL: anv

truth of God. A third danger arises from the temptations to vice wliirii

are inseparable from the ordinary university life in Germany. In con-

trast with all this our author points out that when the professors are

practically chosen by the bishops the doctrines taught must be correct.

For Methodists, at least, this is a strange doctrine; as though bishops

were more likely to be orthodox and to have the truth than other?.

Such a view can be held only by those who believe in the Roni:ui

Catholic doctrine of the bishop as the depository of an unbroken tradi-

tion. We trust the small freedom enjoyed by Romanist professors of

theology in German universities will not be taken from them.

Johann Tetzel, der Ablassprediger (John Tetzel, the Preacher of

Indulgences). By Xikolaus Paulus. Mayence, F. Kirchheim. 1S99.

The intimate connection of Tetzel with the abuses which led Luther to

begin his reformatory work will always give the notorious preacher of

indulgences a position of great interest in the minds of all students of

the Church history of the sixteenth century. It has become more and

more a purpose on the part of Roman Catholic historians to rescue the-

name of Tetzel from the odium which attaches to it. This book by

Paulus is written for that purpose. In order to this Puulus undertakes

to shov,' that Tetzel was neither as immoral nor as ignorant as he has

generally had the reputation of being. But not even Roman Catholic

skill in explaining away unfavorable testimony will suffice here, for the

bad reputation of Tetzel does not rest on the assertion of Luther made

in 1541, but on the letter of the papal nuncio, Karl von Miltitz, the brief

of Pope Leo X to Luther, and the word of a loyal son of the Church,

Johann Hass, Burgomaster of Gorlitz—all of which testimonies are

unshaken and have the advantage of being contemporary with the

exciting period when Tetzel was being most strongly condemned I'v

Luther. But, in addition to this vain attempt to whiten the Ethio-

pian's skin, Paulus considers the teachings of Tetzel relative to indul-

gences. He tries to make it appear that that teaching can be discov-

ered from three sources : (1) The so-called Frankfort theses, which,

having been written by Wimjnna and not by Tetzel, are no evidence

as to Tetzel's doctrine
; (2) the somewhat detailed ofiicial instruc-

tions according to which Tetzel ought to have proceeded in the sale

of indulgences ; and (3) certain sermons which possibly Tetzel left

behind him. "We think it very evident that none of these, nor all of

them together, can be safely depended upon to reveal what Tetzel actu-

ally did. At most they exhibit the theory in its best form ; and they

cannot disprove the accusations which were made against hira by both

the friends and the foes of the Reformation. And Paulus himself con-

fesses that, at least in substance. Tetzel taught that as soon as the indul-
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gcncc fee rattled on the bottom of the mouey box the soul for which the

indulgence was purchased sprang out of purgatory. Strangely enough,

while Pauhistries to make that teaching unsound, from his own elab-

oration of the current instructions to sellers of indulgences it appears

cliar that Tetzel was well within his instructions when he so taught.

For, according to Paulus, the instructions declared that if anyone wish to

turn an indulgence to the account of one deceased, he need only perform

the required external work, such as the payment of the money; it was not

necessary that he himself be in a state of grace ; and, further, as soon

fts the preceding conditions were fulfilled the indulgence became at once

fflicacious in all its extent, for the soul for whose benefit it was jmrchased.

Paulus, so far from clearing Tetzel in this respect, has involved the

Church in Tetzel's disgrace.

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.

The Baptists in Germany, Since the founding of the first Baptist con-

gregation in Hamburg, in 1S34, the growth has been so encouraging that

in 1899 there were 8 associations, numbering 155 congregations, with

28,898 members. Including children and other unbaptizcd persons more

or less closely related to the Church, they have a con.stitueucy of about

70,000 souls. They have property to the amount of 3,700,000 marks.

There are 217 preachers and elders and 47 evangelists and col-

porteurs, and the number baptized in 1899 was 1,7G3. The number
excluded from the Church by disciplinary action was 634, which shows

either that the discipline is exceedingly strict or that a very fickle class

of the communities is reached. The net gain in membership during the

year (1899) was o5S, which is much below the average for the last ten

years. The Sunday school work is effective. The number of Sunday
schools is 417, with a total attendance of 18,237 members of classes.

They have a missionary society, organized in 1891, with 9 self-suji-

porting congregations and 53 mission stations, and 447 converts dur-

ing 1899. The whole sum received for all purposes was 607,435 marks,

or an average per member of something over twenty-one marks.

They have a seminary in Hamburg for the training of preachers. The

course of study extends through four years, and there are thirty-one

students in attendance. From Germany the Baptists have spread into

Switzerland, Austria, Hungary, Russia, Roumania, and Australia.

The Sorrows of the Frencli Secular Clergy. Many causes are

mentioned as leading to the exodus of Roman Catholic priests froai

the Church in France. Among them a chief one is the position taken

by the pope on all matters pertaining to modern progress. But those

"Vi'ho are in a position to know^ the facts affirm that the one great

cause is the deplorable condition of the priests. Prior to the Revo-

lution there were 36,000 of the clergy whose positions were inde-

pendent of episcopal appointment. Since the concordet of 1801 there
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are but 3,425 of these, while 34,000 priests are subject to the caprices

of the bishop foi* their positions. The support also is verj' meager,

being 900 francs for those under, and 1,000 francs for those over,

sixty years of age, until at seventy the priest receives 1,300 francs.

The perquisites are seldom very valuable, and there is no provision

for those priests who are disabled. But the principal source of tbo

son-ows of the secular clergy is the growth in power of the religious

orders, whose members are preferred as teachers, confessors, preach-

ers, and pastors by high and low. In consequence, the secular clergy

have become constantly poorer, and the orders richer. Their num-
bers increase with their wealth. In 1789 there were 60,0)0 members
of the orders, male and female; in 1899 there were 160,000. Besides

all this, in any conflict of interests between the orders and tht'

secular clergy the authorities at Rome favor the former, even

though all fully understand that the latter have right and justice on

their side. Nothing but the profoundest conviction or the greatest

indifference can hold the secular clergy of France in the Roman
Catholic Church under these circumstances.

Shall Donations be Forbidden? Nothing less than this has

been done in many parts of Germany, and in other parts the tendency

is in that direction. The argument is that the clergy are brought

into disrepute and contempt by these gifts. Everyone knows that,

while they are often bestowed as tokens of the affection of the con-

gregation, they are nevertheless intended to serve a less sentimental

purpose, namely, to supplement the salary which is thereby confessed

to be too small. Thus the pastor is made dependent upon the good

will of the people for an honest and sufficient support. The effect is

undoubtedly to belittle the pastorate into an institution that does

not earn what is given and to reduce the pastor to an object of

charity. On the other hand, say those who believe that donations

should at least not be forbidden by law, these gifts afford an oppor-

tunity for the congregation to express its appreciation of a pastor

whose services make him especially worthy. They claim that the

association between pastor and people is not one of a strictly busi-

ness nature, and that this tender and intimate relationship v.-hich

the pastorate demands for its highest usefulness ought not to be

interfered with by forbidding expressions of affection of a substan-

tial kind on the part of the congregation. Still others argue thnt.

if donations cease, taxes for the support of the ministry must in-

crease. Probably all thoughtful pastors and laymen in our country

have reflected on the evils and advantages of donations. The pecu-

liarity in Germany is that the agitation is greater than the case war-

rants, and that the conservatives charge the liberals with being back

of the abolition movement, thus making it a party question. As a

matter of fact conservatives also believe in the abolition of dor.a-

tlons.
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SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

Wirn all of its excellencies the form of governmeut peculiar to the

riiitcd States is not ideal. This conviction, into which the student

of the times must inevitably come, is that strongly held by Professor

Woodrow Wilson in his discussion of "Democracy and Efficiency,'' as

f.iund in the Atlantic Monthly (Boston) for March. "We have not es-

rnped," he declares, "the laws of error that government is heir to. It

i, said that riots and disorders are more frequent amongst us than in

:,iiy other country of the same degree of civilization; justice is not al-

ways done in our courts; our institutions do not prevent, they do not

^i-ein even to moderate, contests between capital and labor; our laws of

property are no more equitable, our laws of marriage no more moralizing,

tliau those of undemocratic nations, our contemporaries; our cities are

perhaps worse governed than any in Europe outside the Turkish empire

and Spain; crime defies or evades the law amongst us as amongst other

peoples less favored in matters of freedom and privilege; we have no

monopoly cither of happiness or of enlightened social order. As we grow
<'iilcr, we grow also perplexed and awkward in the doing of justice and

in the perfecting and safeguarding of liberty. . , . We have supposed

that there could be one way of efficiency for democratic goveruments

!iiul another for monarchical. We have declined to provide ourselves

with a professional civil service, because we deemed it undemocratic
;

wt.' have made shift to do without a trained diplomatic and consular

f-t-rvice because we thought the training given by other governments to

their foreign agents unnecessary in the case of affairs so simple and un-

s-'iphisticatcd as the foreign relations of a democracy in politics and

*f^:'<Ie; . . . we have hesitated to jiut our presidents or governors or

niayors into direct and responsible relations of leadership with our legis-

latures and councils in the making of laws and ordinances, because such

a connection between lawmakers and executive officers seemed incon-

Mstcnt Avith the theory of checks and balances whose realization in

practice we understood Montesquieu to have proved essential to the

'iiuintenance of a free government. Our theory, iu short, has paid as

little heed to efficiency as our practice. It has been a theory of non-

jTofcssionalism iu public affairs; and in many great matters of public

''' tion nonprofessionalism is nonefficiency." A new era has however
'•'iildeuly dawned, bringing a "frontage toward the Orient,'' but not

''••fore we are ready. " Xo other modern nation has been schooled as

^\'<' have been in big undertakings and the mastery of novel difficulties-

>» < have become confirmed in energy, in resourcefulness, in practical

]>rnficicncy, in self-confidence. We have become confirmed, also, so

':ir as our character is concerned, in the habit of acting under an odd
'^••ixture of selfish and altruistic motives. ... It is only just now,
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ho-vvcver, that •we have awakened to our real relationship to the rovt

of mankind Absorbed in our own development, \vc had fallen into ;i

singular ignorance of the rest of the world. The isolation in which mc

lived was quite without parallel in modern history." Through tlii~

we have come into an attitude of false self-confidence and self-su!li-

cieucy, as instanced in our views on the money question and on silf-

government itself. The ne\y tasks we have undertaken will, howevtr,

transform us. They were destined inevitably to come, and are strangely

opportune. "The East is to be opened and transformed, whether we

will or no; the standards of the West are to be imposed upon it; natioii>

and peoples which have stood still the centuries through are to be quick-

ened and made part of the universal world of commerce and of ideas

which has so steadily been a-makiug by the advance of European power

from age to age. It is our peculiar duty, as it is also England's, to mod-

erate the process in the interests of liberty; to impart to the peoples thus

driven out upon the road of change, so far as we have opportunity or can

make it, our own principles of self-help; teach them order and self-con-

trol in the midst of change; . . . secure for them, when we may, the free

intercourse and the natural development which shall make them at least

equal members of the family, of nations." "What we shall do promise^

also to affect ourselves. " The reactions which such experiments in the

universal validity of principle and method are likely to bring about in

respect of our own domestic institutions cannot be calculated or foreca?:.

Old princijilcs applied in a newtield may show old applications to have

been clumsy and ill considered. "We may ourselves get responsible lead-

ership instead of government by mass meeting; a trained and thoroughly

organized administrative service, instead of administration by men pri-

vately nominated and blindly elected; a new notion of terms of oftice ami

of standards of policy. If we but keep our ideals clear, our principles

steadfast, we need not fear the change." In other words, change does not

mean dismemberment. " The world is at last ready to accept the moral

long ago drawn for it by de Tocqueville," who " predicted the stability

of the government of the United States, not because of its intrinsic excel-

lence, but because of its suitability to the particular social, economic.

and political couditions of the people and the country for whose use and

administration it had been framed."

The article upon " Tlie Educational Value of the Bible," by E. "W.

Work, D.P., in the April number of the Quarterly Hevictc of the Unittd

Brethren in Christ (Dayton, O.), is attractive in its presentation of impor-

tant truth. ]\Iacaulay is instanced as recording his indebtedness to tlic

Scripture; the testimony of Ruskin upon the same point is referred to;

the statement is made that in the two volumes of Lowell's letters recently

published are found references taken from twenty-five books in the Bible;

and even Byron's mastery of style is attributed to his familiarity with the
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Kn"lish Bible. "The stroug and simple Saxon of the King James Ver-

sion is in part the secret of its charm. Experiments at improving tlie

..tvle of the Bible have been uniformly disastrous. In the year 1833 a

cU«r"-vman in New England published a translation of the New Testament

ititciidcd especially for the literary and cultured classes. ' Why,' said he,

'should the Christian Scriptures be divested even of decent ornament V

The following are some of his translations: '"When thou art beneficent,

M not thy left hand know what thy right hand performs;' ' Coutcra-

plntc the lilies of the field, how they advance;' * At tliat time Jesus

took occasion to say, " I entirely conciir with thee, O Father, Lord of

heaven and earth;"' 'Every plantation which my heavenly Father

lijus not cultivated shall be extirpated;' 'Salt is salutary; but if the

t:\M has become vapid, how can it be restored ? ' 'Be not surprised

th:»t I announced to thee, "Ye must be reproduced;'" 'For this

ilic Father loves me, because I gave up my life to be afterwards re-

sumed. No one divests me of it, but I personally resign it. I have

authority to resign it, and I have authority to resume it;' 'There are

numerous apartments in my Father's temple; if not, I would have in-

formed you.' These illustrations will make it clear that to try to im-

))rove the style of the Bible is the same as trying to paint the lily or to

Ix'iiutify the sky." Of the educational value of the Scripture the author

further says: "Some books touch us on the intellectual side, others on

the emotional side, others still on the side of will or determination.

The Bible touches us on all sides. No faculty of the mind is left out

in the appeal which it makes. To-day it enters one door of the mind,
.'ind to-morrow another—or enters one door with one person, and an-

other door with another person. This is what is meant by the variety

of the Scripture, not mere variety in form, but intellectual variety such
tts relates itself most intimately to the mind and its changing moods, to

life and its variant circumstances." And of the power of the Scripture

to av^-akcn religious life the author finally says: "From astonisliing

sources has come testimony to this power of the Bible to awaken a spir-

itual life. Men have tried preaching sermons from other books, but
tlif-y were like ' painted ships on painted oceans.' It was poor Heine's

testimony, man of rich intellect and waywaid will: 'The reawakening
*f my religious feelings I owe to that holy book, the Bible. Astouish-

'"'^. that after I have whirled about all my life over all the dance-floors
••' pliilosophy, and yielded myself to all the orgies of the intellect, and
p'lid my addresses to all possible systems without satisfaction, like

'icssalina, after a licentious night, I now find myself on the same stand-
pomt where poor Uncle Tom stands, on that of the Bible.' "

An instance of permissiole hero-worship is found in "A Tribute to
^•rdi," as written by Pietro ]Mascagni, of Rome, and published in the
InternnUonal Monthly (Burlington, Vt.) for April. Of the period in
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whicli the great composer wrote—who now leaves to the world "i.,i

inextinguishable patrimony of art"—the author says: " One might wtll
say that destiny wished with the glorious existence of the maeUro to pit-

petuate, in the midst of man, the glory of music, the grandiose epodj
of melodrama, the famous historical period of our operatic thcaicr
which gave to the nineteenth century the title of 'Century of ilcl-

ody.' To that magnificent jieriod Giuseppe Verdi belonged, together witli

Gioachino Rossini, Gaetiino Donizetti, Vincenzo Bellini, to name oulv
the greatest. History will record that that period was initiated ei"-htv-

five years ago with the ' Barber of Seville,' and was closed at the end of

the last century with 'Falstaff;' and it will record, also, that Rossini
was born in the eighteenth century and that Verdi died in the twentieth.
O, the power of such genius which has for au entire century educated
the hearts and minds of many generations ! To-day all would seem fin-

ished, after the passing of the last of these great ones, if one did not

think that there still remain their work and memory." Of the industry
of Verdi, which extended into extreme old age, and of his final devo-
tion to religion, the author also adds :

" Young men arose, and he followed
them anxiously, full of hope in their first steps. Alas! his great dream
was not to be realized. The young ones had taken the wrong way. He
saw that the whole of his work had become almost barren; he saw
the real danger for the national theater, so thought he would warn
those who had lost their way, that he would call them back to the
straight road, that he would save them and with them the future of

Italian music. He kuew he was old by the years he could count, but he

felt still strong and vigorous, and that he could not overcome the fever

for work. It was still his holy mission; so, at the age of eighty years,

Verdi offered with ' Falstaff ' the most marvelous exam])le of intellectual

power, and gave to the melodramatic theater the newest, the boldest

direction. ... He gave another and the very last proof of his feeling

for the Italian school at tlie age of eighty-six with fire and exceptional

faith, but it was not for the theater that he wrote. . . . "Wlien he

arrived at the most momentous years of his existence he turned his

thoughts once more toward religion, but he would not use in any way
the new precepts, the dogmas, and reforms which to-day regulate

church music. Impatient, as always, of every formula, he produced his

last composition, calmly writing his ' Pezzi Sacri ' (Sacred Pieces) with

that same expression of sentiment so natural to him, and which, in its

devotion and piety, assumes a veiy special character. Verdi, who will

remain in the history of music as the strongest, the most sincere, and
the most capable interprettr of human and dramatic sentiment, wished
to leave men and earth with his soul full of praj'er and piety. It was the

last and the holiest sign of his mission as musician and as man, it Avns

the last warning, it was the last inheritance which goes to swell the'

immense patrimony of art and of feeling, which the "reat master
leaves to the Fatherland, and which will bring forth fruit frloriou^Iv.
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BOOK NOTICES.

EELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Tlie Xexp Epoch for Faith. By Georgk A. Gokdox, D.D., Minister of the Old
South Cbureli, Boston. 12mo, pp. 412. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin

& Co. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Any reader of Ur. Gordon's The Christ of To-day, and of TJie Witness to

Immortnliiy i?i Literature, Philosojjhy, and Life, is likely to take up this

book with keen expectancy, and Avill probably finish it with the feeling

that the author's latest is his greatest. However he may hesitate over

some things in it, and disagree point-blank with others, he will not find

it easy to break the unified reasoning of the book, and he may concede

the propriety of apjjhing to this volume Dr. Gordon's own words con-

cerning Principal Caird's Giflord Lectures, Fundamental Ldeas of Chris-

tianity, " Under new phrases and modes of treatment lie in fresh clear-

ness wide expanses of important truth." The conviction which framed

the title of this book is that, to-day. Christian faitli has a new and larger

chance for its essentials, the century's doubt having proved ultimately

the justifier and conlirmcr of faith; and in the closing chapter on

"Things Expected" the author indicates some of the great issues for

which he confidently hopes. "^Tiether we regard the movements of our

times as he regards them or not, we cannot well deny that his tall watch-

tower has a very wide outlook over the field. Freely confessing that

the situation is greater than his vision, and its meaning vaster than his

judgment, he as freely speaks his "honest and emphatic opinion con-

cerning crises upon which he has looked through his own eyes and

through all other available eyes." The author's hope, to follow this with

a sequel volume on the conceptions of faith that come out of the nine-

teenth century, seems somewhat shadowe^i by what, we trust, is only a

temporary failure of health, necessitating vacation from pastoral duties.

This book assumes that the religious view of the universe is true, that God
is present in human life and that he works for ends, that human prog-

ress is real and that man's world possesses imperishable worth. "Of
man's universe the Incarnation is the center, and God in history, in

society, in the redeemed but progressive life of mankind is the perma-

nent aspect of the Infinite love." The second chapter is on "The Ad-
vent of Humanit}-," and begins by saying that the best word for the

distinctive character of the nineteenth century is humanity ; it has been

marked by a surpassing advent of humanity. It is noted that the two
greatest ideas of the modern world, the idea of a universe and the idea

•^f a humanity, both had a religious origin. Long before Xewton dis-

covered the union of all material things under the omnipresent force of

gravity; ages before modern physics had gathered tlie worlds of space

into one infinite kinijdora, relicrious insiijht had dated all things from
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the divine will, and grounded all things in it. The idea of a uuiver>e

came as the inevitable consequence of the idea of God. Through laiLre

inductions and wide generalizations modern science has vindicated this

idea of unity, it has given unexpected richness and range to the reli-

gious intuition; yet it was religion, and not scientific investigation, that

first gave to the race this great conception. And for the origin of the

idea of humanity one must go to the same high source. The other civ-

ilizing forces of the world look to religion for the discovery that God
"made of one every nation of men for to dwell on all the face of the

earth." The Christian a])ostle was justified by the historical fact when
he connected the idea of a human race with the conception of men as

sons of God. The Hebrew faith that men are made in the likeness of

God is the ultimate source of the idea of humanity. Monotheism is the

priceless gift of tlie Old Testament to the modern world. Of this tree

of life the two great branches are that all v.orVls and all mien are one in

the one perfect God. Following this statement, the author points out

so.nrie of the forces which have o1>structed the recognition of the brother-

hood of man, and some of the periods in which the idea of the imity of

the race gained strength, and among modern witnesses to the advent of

humanity names the French Revolution, the poetry of Robert Burns

and the influence of literature, socialism, the transformation of science,

the missionary interest, and the influence of the United States. A stimu-

lating and provocative study is the third chapter on " The New Appre-

ciation of Christianity," setting forth Christianity as the religion of man
and of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ. It closes by presenting

Paul, the great Christian optimist of the first century, as the proper type

and example for to-day. Paul comprehended the contradiction which

the Roman empire presented in thought, in character, and in custom to

the law of love in the kingdom of God
;
yet to the apostle the world

was a world to be redeemed. He knew that the points of antipathy to

his message were fimdamental; yet he felt the forces in the imperial

environment which were sympathetic to his gospel to be even more im-

portant, and he availed himself of those forces with tact and power. As

at Athens, so everywhere, he began with the devoutness and the faith

already in existence, and the altar to the Unknown God was the shrine

upon which he unveiled the God and Father of Christ. Heathenism

had a vast range of sympathy toward the new teacher, and the conquest

that marks the career of this great man is due to the fact that by the

power of the Spirit he laid a master's hand upon the side of the world

sympathetic toward his purpose. The world of to-day also presents

contradictions to the Christian ideal; and the unconquerable optimist,

seeking the redemption of the world, will ap])roach it on the side where

it shows rudimentary or incipient sympathies toward the Christian pur-

pose and message. The chapters following are on "The Discipline of

Doubt " (showing the services of doubt to faith), " The Return of

Faith " (showing that it is a return to the God and Father of Christ, is
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ilue to a resurgence of conscious religious need, and is helped by the

ilominance of an idealistic philosophy), and "The New Help fri>m

History." This is not a text-book for the class room; here and there it

parts company with some things still credible and valid ; it is a scout's

fccoimoissance of regions wet with the fresh morning dew of the twentieth

century. Some pages must be quoted. "The life of Jesus Christ is part

of human history, it is part of the universe. And if one is seeking to

discover the ultimate character of the universe, it can be little short of

fatal to neglect its supreme manifestation. The idea of the Incarnation

lives in the strength of the axiom of cause and effect. The cause must

ccjual the product; Jesus Christ is not self-originated. In the highest

metaphysics of theology he is still the begotten of the Father. His

advent, his ministry, his passion, his whole character and career in this

world need explanation. The principle of causation cries out for satis-

faction here as elsewhere. Christ is a gift, a product, an effect, a Tuani-

f^station of the universe; and to generalize upon the character of the

universe in, neglect of this supreme fact is, in the last degree, unphil-

osophical. In a lower sense this contention holds true also of the

whole brotherhood of the brave, the good, the wise. They could not

have been what they weie without the endowment, the spirit, the oppor-

tunity, and the constant inspiration which they received at the hands of

the universe. In the last analysis, therefore, they are witnesses for the

universe. The motto written upon the forehead of every wise and just

man is in the Avords: 'By the grace of God I am what I am.' . . . Man
is the real witness for God ; man at his best is the supreme evidence

of the Spirit of God. The Incarnation is the only fair and adequate

form in which to put the case of faith in behalf of the character

of the universe before the jury of human intelligence." Again, in the

same chapter: " Carlyle and Tennyson are better representatives of the

spiritual meaning of the nineteenth century than Matthew Arnold and

James Thomson, precisely because in the two first named the prepara-

tion for the new vision of sjiiritual reality is larger and more evident.

Carlyle and Tennyson were both great doubters, but in both the nega-

tive movement was emphatically in the interest of discovery. Arnold

s^urreudered more and more to doubt; while Carlyle and Tennyson, in

their unceasing fight against unreality, became v/itnesses to substantial,

benignant, abiding truth. Both have their deepest significance in their

discontent with the world's vision of God, and in their strangely contrasted

but common call to look more piercingly into the heart of things. Ten-

nyson writes, ' My chief desire is to have a new vision of God.' Carlyle

wntcs, ' The universe is full of love, and also of inexorable sternness and
veracity ; and it remains forever true that God reigns ! ' " In the chapter on

"The Return of Faith" is this: " For about twenty years evolution was
the romance of the intellectual world. The world was drunk with it,

the season of inebriety was long, and the condition unusually heavy.

r>arwin, Wallace, Spencer, Lewes, Ilaeckel, Huxley, Tyndall, Fiske,
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and scores of others were the names tho.t monopolized attention. Evolu-

tion as an inteliectual interest was universal and sovereign, and mainly,

though not exclusively, in its materialistic form. Evolution was the

fad of the intellectual world, and that means that it must surely pass.

The mental organism of mankind could not endure this spell forever.

The mood was too intense and one-sided to last. It spent its force

twenty years ago; it no longer lives except in a transformed existence,

and as a ministt-r to interests mightier than itself. It has given place

to the science that has at least the will to believe, and especially iu

Great Britain and America, to the idealistic movement in philosophy.

A generation ago the majority, perhaps, of those of the medical profes-

sion who had obtained a European education were agnostics; the exact

opposite of this may be said to be the case to-day. Materialistic science

thirty years Bgo controlled the larger body of scientific students; to-day

science is delightfully siu'prised by the fact of religion. The material-

istic mood has exhausted itself." Again :
" All theories of the universe

are on probation; none of them is demonstrably true. This is the situa-

tion that gives faith its opportunity. Ultimate beliefs appeal for sup-

porters by the evidence in favor of them, by their inherent reasonableness,

and in one case by the additional claim of absolute nobility. Christian

theism blends in its appeal these three voices. It is able to produce

evidences of its trutli that rise to high probability; it may confidently

assert the inherent reasonableness of its interpretation of the universe;

find iu its highest form it adds the further attraction of utter nobility.

The union of these three claims—evidence, reasonableness, worthiness

—

constitute the unique power of Christian theism over the mind of civ-

ilized man." Professor James's book, The Will to Believe, is recalled by

what our author says concerning the option of faith: "Faith, selects

• from the possibilities of the case the idea that is highest, that has the

most and best to say for itself, and that is worthiest of support, as well

as most supporting, during hours of darkness. Faith is essentially choice,

at least it involves this function. It is a selection from among compet-

ing notions of the one that is likeliest to be true, and which, iu the ab-

sence of complete proof, is best deserving of human devotion. And

upon this ground there cannot be the least doubt as to the choice which

an vmfettered faith will make. The basis of the universe is either mental

or nonmental, atheistic or theistic. . . . That cannot be true which if

heeded would make impossible the noblest tradition of mankind. That

cannot be true which if acknowledged would reduce to an idle dream

the best in the thought and character of the race. Let the moral will

defend itself and brand tlie materialism which would reduce it to folly

as the superlative impostor. Between a universe grounded in mud and

a universe based upon mind the choice and devotion of faith go to the

latter. Thus faith makes its first disjunctive judgment. It must be

either atheism or theism; it cannot be atheism, therefore it is theism."

A u;'ii\ue feature of this book is the power it attributes to humor as a
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discipline of saving common sense, a rectifier of errors, and a servant of

truth. One chapter uses the story, given by Canon Liddon, of a Pres-

byterian minister who, in behalf of Queen Victoria, and in her presence,

praved thus: "Grant that as she grows to be an old woman she may
l)c made a new man ; and that in all righteous causes she may go forth

before her people like a he-goat on the mountains," It is a mixture

of reverent intention with ludicrous impropriety.

MoflTit C)'r;c:grn and the Preaching of the Old Testament. Eight Lectures on the

I,yriiau B-echer Foiiiuiatioo, Yale University. By Geouge Adam Smith, D.D.,

LL.D., I'loiVssor of Old Testament Language and Literature, t'nited Free Church
of Scotland, Glasgow College. 12mo, pp. 325. New York: A. C. Armstrong &
•Son. I'rice, cloth, $1.50.

The air is full of bibliciil criticism, theological journals must discuss

it and popular journals are perfectly willing to follow them. The
preachers of all Churches have accepted a good deal of it, or are rather

nervous about it and afraid to have anything to do with it. It is sad,

Init it is true, that not a few preachers have heard and read so much
about Old Testament criticism that they are afraid to use the old books

in the same way as before, lest some well-read hearer deem them

ignorant of the new thought. They are afraid to preach about Moses,

for they are not sure that criticism has really left the great fame of the

mighty lawgiver altogether intact, and uneasily turn away to seek fields

loss marked by recent controversy. They have heard this bit of history

doubted and that piece set in some new light, and their faith is really

disturbed, unnecessarily disturbed indeed, but none the less really.

"Wliat are such men to do ? Practical affairs press too strongly upon
them to permit their undertaking the elaborate study necessary to

understand the problems and attain independence of judgment upon
them. They must take criticism at second hand, and they need a guide.

If a guide could be secured who was at once a critic and a preacher the

ideal would surely be attained. Professor George Adam Smith, of

Glasgow, is one of the foremost of modern biblical scholars. He has

made original contributions to criticism, everywhere recognized as im-

JKjrtant ; his book on the Geography of the Holy Land is the best on its

subject, and he is withal a preacher of power and unction, swaying men
"with a powerful presentation of the Gospel of Christ. As a critic he

knows what criticism is and how many of its results have found general

acceptance. As a preacher he knows how far he has been personally

able to use the results and how far they have modified his own message
to men. In every respect he is qualified to introduce to preachers the

nuideru historical and literary criticism, and to instruct them concern-
ing its possible bearing upon their own message to men. The book con-

tains eight lectures, with the following titles: The Liberty and Duty of

Old Testament Criticism as Proved from the New Testament; The
Course and Character of Modern Criticism; The Historical Basis in the

Old Testament; Tlic Proof of a Divine Revelatiou in the Old Testament;
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The Spirit of Christ in the Old Testament; The Hope of Immortality in

the Old Testament; The Preaching of Prophets to Their Own Times,

•with Some Account of Their Influence upon the Social Ethics of Chris-

tendom; The Christian Preacher and the Books of Wisdom. The first

quality that the careful reader will perceive in this book is its tone of

confident, optimistic conservatism in respect of the fundamentals of the

Christian view of the Scriptures. Plere, for example, is a representative

paragraph: '• I think it can be shown that criticism, so far from throw-

ing doubts either upon the uniqueness of Israel's true knowledge of God,

or upon the personal influence of God as producing this, certainly proves

the former, and leaves us with the latter as its most natural and scien-

tific explanation. Or to put this otherwise—the most advanced modern
criticism provides grounds for the proof of a Divine Revelation in the

Old Testament at least more firm than those on which the older apolo-

getic used to rely." To this paragraph there is appended a footnote

60 important that we cannot forbear its quotation though it is long: "It

would be very easy to prove the compatibility of belief in Ptevelatiou in

the Old Testament with the results of modern criticism by simply citing

the personal dicta of some of the most eminent critics. There is an

idea abroad among Christians that the whole critical school are hos-

tile to belief in Revelation. For this some critics, who avoid the ques-

tion of Revelation even when their discoveries lead them to the verge of

it, are partly to blame; but it would be readily dispelled by the explicit

confessions of such belief by other critics, and these among the most

able and advanced. Kuenen, in his collected Essays, approaches the

question of Revelation in the Old Testament, yet never addresses him-

self to it. I stated this in a review of the German translation of the

Essays (Kuenen's Gesamnulte Alhandlmigen, 1S94) in the Expositor

(July-December, 1895), and the translator, Professor Budde, a pupil of

Kuenen, and one of the most eminent of German critics, wrote me that

the observation was right, but that as for himself his belief in ' a genu-

ine revelation of God in the Old Testament remains rock-fast.' That

belief has been shared and stated by a number of advanced critics. The
late Professor Robertson Smith affirmed again and again his belief in

the Divine Origin of the Old Testament, and in the last of his Burnett

Lectures (unfortunately unpublished) proved 'the uniqueness of Hebrew-

prophecy and the impossibility of accounting for it by natural or histor-

ical reasons ' (from a manuscript report of the last Burnett Lecture).

Compare also The Old Testament in the Jetcish Church, p. 297." Expres-

sions of similar assurance abound in the book. To some who are wavering
and hesitant, fearful and disquieted amid modern critical struggles, the

book will be a veritable tonic. But the careful reader will probably ob-

serve a second thing in the book. He will notice by the side of this

optimism a perfect frankness in the statement of these new views. They
are new, they are more or less in conflict with venerable traditions, they

do involve a reconstnK;tion in the inherited faith of most men, and P.'-o-
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fist,or Smith makes these facts perfectly plain. Let no man hastily accept

ih'.m under the imi^ression that it makes no particular diilereuce one vray

ur the otjier. It does make much diilereuce, and each reader will do well

to mark this carefully. Here is the modern critical view, and here is

the manner iu which a distinguished preacher uses it in the practical

work of the mim!^tly. Let every man be fully persuaded in his own

mind, but let hira not neglect to read this book if he desire an easy

•iiid attractive avenue into the field of criticism, or if he be already dis-

turbed by questions to which his mind finds no ready answer.

.Sunday, the True Sabbath of God; or, Saturday Proven to be Neither the

Sabbath of the Old Testament nor the Sabbath of the Ancients who Lived

before the Christian Era. Being a Complete Kefutation of the Saturday-Sabbath

Heresy and a Vindication of the Chaiic;eableness of the Day of the Sabbath. By
Samukl Walter Gamble, of Ottawa, Kansas, a Jlemher of the South Kansas

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and a Field Secretary of the Amer-

ican Sabbath Union of New York City, etc. 12mo, pp. 203. Cincinnati : Jennings

& Pye. New Yorlc : Eaton & Mains. Price, cloth, 51.

In counteracting the teachings of the Seventh-day A dventists through-

out the West the author of this volume has given conspictious and useful

service. Upon these Advcutists ho puts the responsibility of the defeat

of the Blair "Sunday-Eest Bill," while their present efl'orts are directed

toward "the repeal of all Sabbath laws, both in State and nation," these

efforts being fortified by the voluminous outputs of two large publishing

houses. The influence of these Adventists, according to .!Mr. Gamble, is

most pernicious. Not on\y have they undermined the popular conviction

upon the sanctity of the Sabbath, but they have also iu the past seven

years succeeded in doubling the amount of compulsory Sabbath labor, so

that it is now " estimated that over four million American laboring

men are compelled to labor every day alike, or risk being thrown out of

employment if they refuse to labor on the Sabbath." Such is the evil

iuflueuce which ]\Ir. Gamble, in the intervals of a busy secretaryship,

has aimed to antagonize by the writing of the jirescnt treatise. His

position, in a word, is that the Sabbath has existed from the beginning,

the day given to Adam in Eden having been Sunday and not Satiu--

(luy, and that this Sabl^ath, having been kept for about eighteen cen-

turies, was lost ; that " after the confusion of tongues a great variety of

Sabbath countings was instituted, wliich changed tlie Sabbath from

twelve to thirty-six times a year from one day of the week to another ;"

that "God led the Egyptians into the nearest approach to the Edenic

Sabbath, by enabling them to establish a fixed week of seven days,

commencing with the day of Saturn and ending with .1 seventh-day

Sabbath—Friday;" that God "gave the children of Israel a system of

fixed-date Sabbaths, which changed once every year between the Exodus
nm\ the Crucifixion to a different day of the week, and hence that Satur-

day was never a Jewish Sabbath for over a year at any one time until

after the destruction of Jerusalem under Titus ;
" that the Roman week

"from before the birth of Christ to near the close of the fourth century
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A. D. was eight days long, aud hence that their Sabbaths changed forty-

five times every year to a different day of the week; " and that Christ.

"in fullillment of prophecy, made the Sunday of his resunection tlic

Sabbath" which shall continue to the end and ''become the Sabbath of

all nations." Into the merits of Mr. Gamble's argument we may not

enter. The titles of the successive chapters will, however, suggest the

line of his discussion, as follows : "Brief Statement of Sabbatli Doc-

trine," " Ancient Calendars aud Ancient Methods of Sabbath Counting,"

" The True Bible Calendar," "Jewish Sabbaths, or the Sabbaths dur-

ing' the Jewish Dispensation," " Objections to the Jewish Sabbatli

Teachings Briefly Considered," "The Christian Sabbath Studied Nega-

tively, or the Chief Arguments Against Sunday-Sabbath Observance

Considered," and "The Christian Sabbath Positively, or the Chi-istian

Sabbath in Old Testament Prophecy and New Testament History."

Besides his patient aud scholarly treatment of the great subject under

review, 'Mi. Gamble has inserted a chart which is as instructive as it is

ingenious. His volume, whose Introduction is written by Bishop

Fowler, deserves a place among the standard authorities.

PBILOSOPHT, SCIENCE, AXD GENERAL LITERATUEE.

Education and Life. By James H. Baker, LL.D. 12ruo, pp. 254. New York:

Longiuans, Green & Co. Price, cloth, §1.25.

Of these papers and addresses ten are under the head of "Education,"

and eight under the broader title. The first group includes a general

view of the field, secondary education and its relation to the elementary

and higher, some principles and problems of the elementary and second-

ary periods, higher education, and the practical bearing of all mental

development. Such views as the following are presented: All education

must be brought into closer touch with the work and the problems of

to-day. The social aim in the preparation for citizenship must be given

more prominence. Though mental power is the great need, it avails

nothing without a content of knowledge. Because each field of knowl-

edge has its own peculiar value the choice of studies during the period

of general training is not matter of indifi!erence. The studies in a given

period should be good preparation for higher grades of work. The

entire time between the first grade and college graduation must be short-

ened. We have suffered from false interpretation of the doctrines of

pleasure, pursuit of inclination, punishment by merely natural conse-

quences, aud following lines of least resistance. A senior in college took

for his electives Spanish, French, and lectures in music and art, merely

because they were easiest— in the line of least resistance. A trenchant

pen admonishes thus: " Soft pedagogics have taken the place of the old

steep and rocky path to learning. But from this lukewarm air the bra-

cing oxygen of efibrt is left out. It is nonsense to suppose that every

step in education can be made interesting and pleasant." Prevailing

educational methods give license to evasion, indolence, and dilettanteism.
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la the i^resence of modern science both those who accept and those who

refuse its teachings may agree to say, "Evolution must be interpreted,

and the purpose of creation must be judged, not by the first stiuggle

of a protozoan for food, but by the last aspiration and effort of man for

lieaveD.*' Many fear that a practical, scientific age may destroy the

I>octry and romance of life. But Oarlyle teaches truly that romance ex-

ists in reality, rather than in mythologies and fictions, "The thing that

w, what else can be »o wonderful?" And in a wonderful passage he

adds: "In our own poor century man witnesses overhead the infinite

deep, with lesser and greater lights, bright-rolling, silent-beaming,

hurled forth by the hand of God ; around him and under his feet the

wonderfulest earth, with her winter snowstorms and summer spice

airs, and (unaccountablest of all) himself standing here. He stands in

the lapse of Time; he sees eternity behind him and before him.*' True

and sure is the prophecy that the intellect of man will finally return

from all its discoveries to say to the human soul: "Far and wide I

have sought a basis for truth and found it not. Any philosophy that

fails to recognize God is false. Search your inner consciousness. You
are yourself God's highest creation. You see beauty in the flower and

glory in the heavens; you have human love and sympathy and divine

aspirations. Life to you is nothing without aim and hope. Trust

your higher instincts !
" In the chapter on •' Plato's Philosophy " it is

noted that Plato, regarding education, mental and moral, as the foun-

dation of the state, wished to make it compulsory, and to give Avomen
the same training as men. These words are quoted from the conclusion

of Plato's "Republic:" "My counsel is that we hold fast to the

heavenly way and follow after justice and virtue always, considering

that the soul is immortal. Thus shall we live, dear to one another and
to the gods, both while remaining here and when like conquerors we go
to receive our reward. And it shall be well with us both in this life

and in the pilgrimage of a thousand years." ImjDressing the lesson that

sentiment, feeling, and principle should culminate in action, the author
says, "Do not allow your finer emotions to evaporate without finding

expression in some useful act, if it is nothing but speaking kindly to

your graudmother, or giving up your seat in a street car." He also

says, "The whole curriculum of study, from the kindergarten to uni-

versity graduation, should be a disclosure and impartation of ethical

conceptions, a jjractice in right action, and an encouragement of right

purpose." Our {)rincipal complaiiit against this book is that it over-

values State universities and fails to do justice to denominational col-

Ii^ges. A wholesome chapter is that on "The Modern Gospel of Work,"
wliich says truly that Edwin ^Markham's "IMan with tlieHoe" is wrong
ut the foundation, not correct science, nor good philosophy, nor accu-

rate history. It regards labor as a curse; but without the hoe the human
race would be chimpanzees, savages, tramps, criminals. In human
dovelopm.ent no useful labor ever "loosened and let down the brutal
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jaw," or "slanted back the brow," or "blew out the light withiu tin;

brain," or deprived man of his birthright. By cultivating the soil man
cultivates his soul. The hoe has been an indispensable instrument to

the growth of intelligence, morals, and manhood. The same chajjter

has the following: " It is a scientific fact that prayer is for the heiilth

of the soul. It is useless to theorize upon the subject—men pray be-

cause it is their nature ; they cannot help it. The Christian experieiKv

shows that prayer is a coramuuion of man's spirit with God, the

Spirit. John Fiske athrms the reality of religion. He argues that

the religious idea has played the dominant part in history; that

all the analogies of evolution show that man's religious nature cannot

le an adjustment to an external nonreality ; and concludes i\\\\<:

"Of all the implications of the doctrine of evolution with regard to

man, the very deepest and strongest is that which asserts the

Everlasting Reality of Religion. That this is a world in which science

is possible proves it a rational world ; and the natural inference is that

it has a rational Creator." Professor T. H. Green writ-es: " That God is.

Reason entitles us to say with the same certainty as that the uorli is or that

we ovrseltes are. T\'hat He is, it does not, indeed, enable us to say in the

same way in which we make propositions about matters of fact, but it moves

us to seel- tolecome as He is, tohecome W:e Iliirt, todecome consciously one with

Him, to Jiare thefruition of His Oodhead. In this sense it is that Reason

issues in the life of Faith." It requires greater credulity to call the Chris-

tian experience an illusion than to accept its reality and validity. Here are

some significant expressions: "Faith is the X-ray of the soul; " " Those

who are overcome in the struggle may have their reward ; at Thermop-

ylae the Persians won the laurels, but the Spartans the glory; " " When
you see a man of marked })ower you may always be sure that he has

used means of self-discipline and development which the average man

neglects to use." Tennyson's sou testifies to his great father's "splendid

faith in the growing purpose of the sum of life, and in the noble destiny

of the individual man;" to his belief that "it is the great purpose

which consecrates life;" to his feeling that "only with his 'sword

bathed in heaven,' can a man combat the cynical indifierence, the intel-

lectual selfishness, the sloth of will, utilitarian materialism of a transi-

tion age; "to his conviction that " the trutli must be larger, purer, noljUr

than any mere human expression or comprehension of it;" and to his

affirmation that "if you take away belief in the self-conscious per-

sonality of God, you take away the backbone of the world." Wliat ii

testimony to the worth of prayer, and Church, and Sabbath is in these

lines from Goethe:

Once Heavenly Love sent clown a hnrninfr kiss

Upon my brow, m Sabballi silence holy;

And. tilled with mystic presaRP, obimed the church bells slowly,

And prayer dissolved me in a fervent bliss.

And. while a thousand tears were burning,

I felt a world arise for nie.
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The Map of Life. By William Edward Haktpole Leckv. 12mo, pp. 353.

New York: Longmans, Green & Co. rrice, cloUi, $1.50.

An eminent historian of the philosophic type, in the late afternoon of

life records here the reflections which have arisen in his mind from a

wide, long, patient survey of the human lot and character. It is a

<-ool criticism of life and conduct, not overcynical for an old man

—

an unsentimental, uueuthusiastic meditation, v,ith something of Ben-

j.iniin Franklin's practical philosophic temper. It begins with a discus-

sion of happiness, defining it as a condition of mind, dependent on

character and disposition more than on circumstances; the relation of

Health, and of morals, and of civilization to happiness; the importance

of not making happiness tlie main object of pursuit, of seeking to avoid

buffering rather than to attain pleasure, of filling life with work, and of

Kinembering that the greatest pleasures are in spheres accessible to all.

It is noted that improvement in character is more within our power

than improvement of intellect, and that high moral qualities often go

v.-ith low intellectual power; that progress in morals through centuries

has been chiefly in the differing proportionate value attached to the

various virtues. (Jesus set the world forward partly by exalting virtues

and qualities which had been despised.) Lecky points out the reality

of human depravity as illustrated by war, by the large amount of pure

malevolence and cruel selfishness in the world, and by the mendacious

ruid predacious practices of even civilized men. In several chapters he

sets forth what he calls the necessity of moral compromise in life, and

illustrates from history, wuth critical comments, the place which moral

compromise has had in war, in the law, in politics, and in the Church.

He discusses the ethics of war, its sufficient causes, lawful and unlawful

methods of conducting it, the treatment of prisoners and of private

property, and the binding force of a military oath. He reasons about a

lawyer's temptations, how far an advocate may support a bad case, the

license of cross-examination, and the defeating of justice by technicali-

ties. He considers the difliculty of reconciling old formularies with

cliauged beliefs, the growth of new ideas in the Church, modern ritual-

ism and the sacerdotal spirit, how far clergymen may dissent from parts

of a Church's theology and yet remain in it, the increasing sense of the

relativity of belief, and the capacity of religion to undergo transforma-

tion. He emphasizes the necessity of training the will to mastery over

de-ires and thoughts, showing its importance in all mental and moral

culture. The difference in men, as to concentration and force, is largely

a diilerence of will power. The last chapters treat of money, and mar-

riage, and success, and time, and death. Speaking of the English, it is

ffiuarked that they do not dwell much on their emotions or indulge in

free expression of them; demonstrations of sorrow or of joy are re-

•'triiint'd; the custom of perpetuating grief by protracted mournings and
by long retirement from the world is steadily diminishing. Similarly,

English Protestantism lays less stress on the inner feelings than on
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action; it discourages the habit of minute introspection which the

Romish confessional promotes, which is so prominent in the writiu'>[s of

Catholic saints and of other mystics; and it regards improved conduct

and the active service of worthy causes as the most trustworthy nieas-

ures of spiritual progress. Speaking of the curious ways in which hkd
seek and find enjoyment, it is narrated that Lord Althorp, near the end

of his long parliamtutury career, declared that the thing that had givrn

him the greatest pleasure in life was to see sporting dogs hunt; which
reminds us of a man, known to us, who lived eighty-five years, of

whom his own son wrote with filial pride that the principal aim of liis

father's long life had been the improvement of his dogs; which recalls

the woman whose relations with the cosmos were described thus, "Her-

self first, her pet dog a bad second, and the rest of the world nowhere."'

What low and trivial aims engage mankind, who ought to rise so high 1

Lecky docs not agree with the antivivisectiouists who oppose experi-

ments on living animals and who would thus close the best hope nf

finding remedies for some of the worst forms of human sufi^ering.

Speaking of statesmanship, it is truly said that, under free institutions,

the true statesman must be able to discern the people's wish; as a

French writer puts it, "The great art consists not in hearing

those who speak, but in hearing those who are silent;" not in

listening to intrusive, self-seeking, ambitious, and voluble politi-

cians, but in knowing what the jieople think and want, and then

executing the people's will "as lightnings do the will of God."

It was Lincoln's habit when the politicians were babbling and whisper-

ing to liim, to lay his ear to the ground for the murmur of the will of

the great American public. Sometimes he called Matthew Simpson

from his constant mingling Avith men in all parts of the Union to tell

him what the people were saying among themselves about the course of

the government. The friends of the President now in the White House.

who has been called "an opportunist " and accused of having no policy,

point out that in this respect he is like Lincoln, conceiving his duty to

be not to execute his own will and preference, but to obey the will of

the i>eople, after having taken all possible pains to ascertain what that

will, from time to time, is. Pertinent, just here, are Lecky "s words

about a statesman's difficulty in steering his wa}- between rival fanati-

cisms— "the fanatics who pardon everything if it succeeds and conduces

to the pnde of empire, and who act as if weak powers and savage

nations had no moral rights; and the fanatics who seem to have a lean-

ing ng.ainst their own country, and who imagine that in times of war.

anarchy, or rebellion, and in dealing with savage or half-savage military

poi^ulations, it is possible to act with the same respect to the techn'i-

calities of law, and the same invariable high standard of scrupulousne?-.

as in a peacefid age and a highly civilized country." The present Ger-

man emperor is censured for hastening to Constantinople, so soon after

the Armenian massacres, to clasp the Sultan's hand, so deeply stained
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with inuocent Cliristian blood, and then proceeding to the Blount of

Olives to proclaim himself, with melodramatic piety, the patron and

cliiimpion of the Christian faith! Our author says that the scientific

doctrine of evolution is in no degree inconsistent with the belief either

in a Divine and Creative origin of things or in a settled and Providential

plan. Concerning the roominess of the Church of England, Lecky

writes: " There are to be found within it men whose opinions can hardly

be distinguished from Deism or Uuitariauism, and men who abjure the

name of Protestant and are only di%idcd by the thinnest partition from

the Romisli Church. And this diversity exists in a Church v.hich is

held together by articles and formularies of the sixteenth century.''

Speaking of the efficacy of Christian Churches in promoting that spiritual

life which, whatever men may say of it, is at least one of the great reali-

ties of human nature, the author says: "The power of a religion is not

to be mainly judged by its corporate action, by the institutions it creates,

or by the part it plays in the government of the world. It is to be

found much more in its action on the individual soul, and especially in

those times and circumstances when man is most isolated from society.

It is in furnishing the ideals and motives of individual life; in guiding

aud purifying the emotions; in promoting habits of thought and feeling

which rise above the things of earth; in the comfort it can give in age,

sorrow, disappointment, and bereavement; in seasons of sickness, weak-
ness, declining faculties, and approaching death, that its power is most

felt. No one creed or Church has a monopoly of this power, though
each has often tried to identify it with something peculiar to itself. It

may be found in the Catholic and in the Quaker, in the High Anglican

who attributes it to his bacramental system, and in ii^fi Evangelical in

whose eyes that system holds only a very subordinate place." He thinks

that religion's deepest roots are less in the reason of man than in his

sorrows and his aft'ecti(?DS, asd tlra% religion is preeminently "the ex-

pression of wants, moral appetites, and spiritual aspirations, which are

an essential, indestructible part of his nature." How life's needs are in

league with the preacher to press men toward religion, is indicated in

this passage: "Young men often discuss religious questions simply as

matters of intellectual debate; but later in life they more frequently

accept their creed as a working hypothesis of life; as a consolation iu

innumerable calamities; as the one supposition under which life is

not a melancholy anticlimax; as the indispensable sanction of moral
obligation; as the reflection and gratification of needs, instincts, and
longings which are planted iu the deepest recesses of human nature;
as one of the chief pillars on which society rests." Our author
shows his ignorance in accepting as a fact the alleged tendency
of the children of clergymen to go conspicuously to the bad. Xo
slander can be more easily and completely disproved by investigation

anywhere and everywhere; for it has been conclusively ascertained that
no other class of children so generally show a strong tendency to go
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conspicuously to the good and to rise to positions of eminent usefulness

and honor. We end this notice of a generally judicious book with tlii<

touching epitaph from a German churchyard : "I will arise, O Christ.

when thou callest me ; but O ! let me rest awhile, for I am very weary !
'"

Modern Methods of Church TPor/:. By Rev. Gkokge Whitefield Mead. 12ino.

pp.363. New York: Dodd, Mead & Co. Price, cloth, S1.60.

This book, though not just from the press, is as valuable as on the

day of its first issue. There is a prevalent feeling among all Churche>

that some old methods of Christian work are now unsuitable and ineffoo-

tive. Results from their use are not satisfactory. In the business world

methods are changed continually to meet changed conditions. The con-

ditions amid which the Church labors for its success change also, and

the same alertness, inventiveness, and readiness to employ n^w methods

and ao-encies. are required if any hope of success is to be entertained. No

Church ought to be less tied up to mere custom and form, and more

vigilant and quick to vary and improve its methods, than our own; for

Methodism began as an almost revolutionary innovation in methods and

plans of work, amid a storm of criticism from the custodians of customs

and precedents. Our Church should always allow room for the spon-

taneous play of versatile inventive genius eagerly bent on adapting means

to ends for the solving of problems and the salvation of men. Let

there be liberty for ardent and intrepid men to try all sorts of decent

expedients. Let us not find fault with methods because they are new.

Agile adaptability to an infinite variety of situations and populations

has characterized Methodism. Let us exact of Christian workers ze:d

and success; to this end let us leave them free as to methods, not tying

them up with the red-tape of custom. We are the servants and imita-

tors of a God who "fulfills himself in many ways." The Introduction

in the book before us refers to the magnificent adveuturousness of t]\oso

great days when the Wesleys broke through all precedents and horri-

fied a conventionalized Church by their unprecedented and unsanctioned

methods of going after the multitudes to reach and gain, and save them.

Their marvelous success was their overwhelming vindication. With :i

sacrificial spirit as changeless as the purpose of Christ to save the world.

the Church's ways of working must be flexible to fit every new occasion.

The spirit of the free workman, impatient of restraints and hampers, is

typified in Phillips Brooks chafing against the rubrics, dashing down

the Prayer Book that he might, upon occasion, pour out the hot, tu-

multuous, unlimited passion of his sanctified soul in spontaneous prayer,

and discarding his sacerdotal robes at times that he might stand and

talk directly, as man to man upon the street, as brother conversing ap-

pealingly with brothers on a level, unisolated by peculiar garb. This is

a timely book; it will help to make a larger one like it necessary in a

decade. It tells of a large variety of methods which have been tried hy

various workers of various communions, in different places, and fuH^
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describes them. Many experiments are being tried, risking mistakes on

the basis of the conviction of Frederick W. Robertson -when he said,

"He is not the best Christian or the best general who makes the fewest

mistakes; but he is the best who makes the most splendid victories by-

learning wisdom from his mistakes and retrieving his false steps." The

1,'reatest of all mistakes is not to try other methods when any given

method fails. These forty-four chapters present a large volume of in-

structive, suggestive, and stimulating information, which it will profit

any Christian minister or layman to read and study. The range of sub-

jects is extensive: "The Free, the Open, and the Institutional Church,"

"Reaching People Outside the Church," "Reaching Strangers at the

Services," "The Ushers," "The Choir," "Men's Clubs," "The Sunday

Evening Service," "The After Meeting," "The Pleasant Sunday After-

noon," "Young People's Societies," "Prayer Meetings," "Cottage

Prayer Meetings," "Open-Air Preaching," "Rural Evangelization,"

"Reaching and Holding Young Men," " Reading-Rooms, Literary So-

cieties, and Entertainment Courses." ""Women's "Work," ""Work with

Girls and Young Women," "The Social Problem of the Church," "The
Children of the Church," "The Sunday School," "Lectures to Boys

Only," "The Boys' Club," "The Boys' Brigade," "Industrial Classes,"

" Kindergartens," " Temperance AYork," " Dispensaries," " Diet

Kitchens," "Deaconesses," " Beneficiary and Loan Associations," "The
Plural Pastorate," "The Free-Pew and Voluntary-Offering System,"

"Church Programmes, Bulletins, and Advertising," " Church xirchi-

tecture, New Styles," "Results of Xew 3Iethods." A mere glance at

this enumeration of new agencies and instrumentalities must impress the

most superficial reader with the immense fertility and intense activity of

the Christian Church, and so inspire hope for the future. Yet alert-

ness, consecration, and energetic effort are far from being as prominent

and prevalent in Zion as they should be, and there is still in many places

too much reason for deploring, with Phillips Brooks, the "awful slug-

gishness of Christendom," the "terrible torpidity of the Christian

Church," and for praying with him that " God may come near to us this

very year and give us a great, true revival of religion."

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.

^Jlhtory of Babylonia and Assyria. By IIonEKT William Rogeks, Pli.D.,

IJ-D., LL.D., F.K.G.S., I'rofessor in Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, »w
Jersey. 2 volumes, 8vo, pp. xx, 42^1, xv, 418. Xew York: Eaton & JIains. Cin-

cinnati: Jennings vS:rye. Frice, cloth, S&. \

The science of one of the most ancient of historical subjects is still

young. It was the University of Berlin that first gave recognition to

the science of Assyriology, by creating a chair and appointing to it Eber-
bard Schrader, an Old Testament scholar, who was the first man in all

the v/oild to become Professor of Assvriology. It is interesting to note
33
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how much this modern science owes to its first professor. SchradcrN

pupils arc his testimouial and his crown. Out of his class room caiuc

Friedrich Delitzsch, the philologist, who wrote the first complete Assyn;ir.

grammar and made the first complete Assyrian dictionary. Delitzsch

transmitted tlie impulse received from Schrader to one of his own pupi!-;.

Fritz Hommel, of Munich, who issued at Berlin, in 1885, an importani

Ulstory of IloJyylonia and Assyria. It was also under the iusjjiration ..{

Schrader's exposition of the historical value of modern oriental discuv-

cries that Dr. C. P. Ticle, a theological professor in theUuiversity of Ihil-

laud, published at Gotha, in 1SS6, his Bahyhnisich-Assyrische GcscJuchu.

Then, in 1892, another of Schrader's pupils, Hugo T\'inckler, wrote

a suggestive and ingeniously speculative book, Geschichte Bahylonieii

und Assyriens, And now comes Kobert W. Rogers, also, be it uott'ii,

one of Schrader's pupils, with a history supplementing the others and in

many items correcting them with his fuller and later knowledge—a his-

tory worthy to rank with either of the three great books above mcntioiu-.],

and surpassing them in some important and easily noticed particulars,

01 scientific books devoted exclusively io the history of Babylonia and As-

syria, Ilommel, Tiele, and TVinckkr had, until now, produced the three

most notable, to which this work of Professor Eogers may be said to ad^l

itself as tlie fourth in line, extending, rectifying, and completing up to

date the work of his predecessors. This is not saying that there arc nut

other books of value touching the history of Babylonia and Assyria, ])ut

they treat that history in connection with the history of other orieut:il

I)eoples, and generally with other than pvu'ely historical purpose. Ot

the three great worksabove named, Ilommers is nearest akin to, and nn^t

natural to be compared with, this new work by Professor Rogers. One

of the chief values of Hommel's work is its good account of the discov-

ery and decipherment of inscriptions, of which there is no account what-

ever in Tiele orWinckler. But Hommers account extends ouly to IS&^i,

and fills only seventy-seven pages, while Rogers's account is to 1000 and

occupies two hundred and fifty-three pages. Hommel has nothing at all

about the decipherment of Yauuic or Chaldian texts and very little about

the Sumeriau question, upon which Professor Rogers gives in chapter

vii, Yob I, what Professor Sayce pronounces "a clear and admirable sum-

mary." Moreover Hommel often refers ouly second hand ,to eaily docu-

ments to which he had no access, while Rogers has examined and dili-

gently studied them all, so that his references to theiu are all at tir-t

hand. Hommel's account of early discovery begins with Pietro ddUi

Yalle about 1618 A. D. ; but Dr. Rogers shows (Yob I, pp. 3-5) tliut it

really began with Odoric about 1020 A. D,, and besides adds to tho^c

j)rcviously knowu to Hommel the names of Barbaro, Antonio de Gouvi:i.

and Don Garcia de Sylva y Figiieroa. These last and other items I'f

value in the book Ijefore us liave been noticed and credited by Dr. "\^ '

-

Ham Hayes "Ward, director of the AVolfe expedition to Babylonia (which

went from New Yo-k in 1nS4. its expenses being defrayed by 3Iiss C:ith-
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axine L. "Wolfe), especial praise being also given to Professor Rogers's ac-

couut of the dynasties and successive rulers of Babylonia and Assyria,

the story of which is graphically told and the relation to Egyptian and

Jewish history well brought out. The Independent^ of which Dr. Ward

is editor, says, " We are compelled to pay tribute to the faithfulness of

investigation, the largeness of view, the breadth of knowledge, the gen-

tnil soundness of critical discernment, and the succinct compactness by

which a large field is brought within reasonable compass in this eminently

readalile book." Professor Gilmore, of 3Ieadville Tlieological School, in

The New Wctrld, for December, 1900, noting many excellences in this

book, says that the data for the chronology of the subject have never

>K-cn better set forth. Not only is this true, but it is a fact that never

before has all the chronological material been assembled in one place,

annotated, explained, and sifted. This unprecedented achievement is in

Vol. I, chapter xii. Professor Gilmore says that a serviceable bibliog-

ruphy of the best books in English on Babylonian and Assyrian history

would be ilaspero's three huge volumes, Dawn of Civilaation, Struggle

of the Xntions, and Passing of the Empires ; ]\IcCurdy's work, History,

Prophery, and the Monuments (the third volume of which will soon be

noticed iu our pages, as the previous volumes have been); and these two

volumes by Robert W. Rogers. As to the style in wliich this book is

written, it should be said that scientific works do not aim at rhetoric or

iitr-rary elegance, and that much use of foreign languages, ancient and

iiiodcrn, v.-ith constant translating of archoiological inscriptions, might

well result iu an un-English style. But while Dr. Rogers has lived

much with the modern languages which have given him immediate

access to the European literature of his subject, and also with Assyrian,

his mastery of which is shown by the scholarship in cuneiform contained

in bis book, yet Professor Gilmore justly commends our author's style,

which is most efiective for its purpose, being not cumbrous, but charac-

terized by short, direct, lucid sentences, and free from obscure periods.

It is widely known that few if any men have such power to interest

sudiences by lectures on ancient historical themes as Professor Rogers

uianifests in making archaeological research and discovery seem perfectly

f.iscinatiug even to uuiustructed hearers who might be expected to find

such subjects dull; and he has written his history similarly, in a vivid

rmd living way. It is impossible not to notice that the book is a marvel

"f condensation. Dr. Talcott Williams, himself an orientalist, says that

"ur author stands among the few who have made a vast field accessible

to tlie geuer.d })ublic ; that in these two laborious and exhaustive vol-

umes an inestimable service has been rendeied by collating what is

v:-.!uable from an enormous amount of matter scattered iu hundreds of

|>!iliiif-atious relating to a period of history twice as long as the Christian

' rt, and by adding new )natter from some fields in which the author
i> an original and independent investigator. In this, continues Dr. Wil-

"^'iK, Am('ric;iu scholarshiii presents an achievement which is of the
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highest usefulness. The Critic for March, 1901, noticing the extruordi.

nary power of condensation, of which we are speaking, says that, in

Dr. Rogers's book, the gist of volumes sometimes lies in four lines of ;i

footnote. The necessity for compression would alone prevent an elaljor-

ate or graceful style; but such a style, as already remarked, is not to br-

expected, nor even desired, in a scientific work like the one before us.

And it may not be amiss to say that this power to go through va-t

accumulations of matter on any great subject, judging each item aiid

opinion with a sifting judgment, rejecting the nonessential and retain-

ing the essential, and finally compressing the whole result of the sifting

and selecting process into a nutshell in a masterful way, is one of tbo

supreme tests of intellectual ability. The strong minds have a monopoly

of the process of mental distillation. Rogers's Eistory of Bahylorua aw!

Assyria could not have been made without the fine enthusiasm of the

genuine scholar, which nerves to arduous undertakings and sustains

through long and exhausting labors, nor without the acuteness of mind

and tireless patience which qualify for successful research, nor without

the conservatism of the trained historical critic. This notice may well

conclude by quoting The ^eic World's reference to the appearance of

these volumes, which is a deserved tribute to our publishing house:

" We have as usual to speak well of the publisher's part. The !^Iethodi;t

Book Concern, with its large and constant clientele, can afford new type,

excellent paper, good sewing, substantial covers, careful proof reading;

and it furnishes them. These volumes are no discredit even to them."'

The aeroy in American Life "'"^ Letters. By Daxikl Dulaxy Addisok. 12nia.

pp. 400. >'ew York: The Macmillan Company. Price, clotb, §1.25.

How typical of the reckless insolence of infidelity that Thomas Paine

should have told George Washington to his face, " You are treacherous

in private friendship and a hypocrite in public life!" How easy the

task of this volume to show that the clergy have exercised a mighty

uplifting influence upon American life from the first! " If Christianity

has been a power in the land in developing conscience and iuspinci'-

rectitude of character, it has been due in large measure to the ministers.

They have had a hearing in every hamlet—on one day in seven when tht

children, the ignorant, and the men of education and of power have

heard them. They have thus sustained a sense of the divine source of

duty, and led their hearers into the juesence of universal moral forces."

Our colleges and schools were originated by them. Every great reform

has been led by them, and every noble cause has found in them it-^

spokesmen and pleaders. The children reared in their homes have

filled the highest spheres of usefulness and power. Among the colonial

clergy of New England were many rugged yet beautiful characters

whose influence controlled the life of the region. A typical man wa^

Ezra Stiles, elected president of Yale College in 1777, a learned scholar

in Arabic, Syriac, and Persian, who at Commencement sometimes deliv-
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trtil a Hebrew oration in the morning and a Latin one in the afternoon.

He hesitated about accepting the college presidency, saying, ''The dia-

i!» ni of a president is a crown of thorns." Abiel Holmes, of Cambridge,

ill whose library the boy, Oliver "Wendell, bumped about among folios

as tall as himself, was a man of note, wise, delightful, and sunny, though

the boy remembered some ministerial visitors to his father's house

•• with meager throats and a funeral service in their physiognomies."

Snnuiel Hopkins, taught in Jonathan Edwards's household, softened the

vtirncr features of his master's teaching, giving greater prominence to

ihc C(juity of God and the beauty of holiness; but his most memorable

work was against slavery, against which he fulminated before the niue-

tcinth century came in. When he first startled his congregation in

Newport by urging the setting free of the slaves, "Whittier truly says,

"It may well be doubted whether on that Sabbath day the angeis of

God, in their wide survey of the universe, looked upon a nobler spec-

tacle than that of the minister of Newport, rising up before his slave-

holding congregation and demanding, in the name of the Highest, the

licliverance of the captive." Among the clergy in theological literature,

ill recent years, Charles Hodge is a name of note, his chief monument
being his Systenuitic Theology, a comprehensive work in four parts, em-

I'lacing theology, anthropology, soteriology, and eschatology, with no

itttemj)t at originality. He said proudly that "Princeton had never been

f liurgcd with originating a new idea," in a pride like that of Dr. Shedd,

when he said concerning his own book, "There is not a new thing in

it—nothing less than several hundred years old." "Worthy to stand in

ability beside Hodge are Elisha Mulford's two remarkable books, Tlte

Sntion and Tlie Repullic of God. The latter, called "An Institute of

Theology," deals with reasons for the being of God, and the relations

of religion and philosophy to the revelation of God, the Incarnation,

the redemption of the world, and the life of the spirit. It presents a

'.'•mplete survey of the noblest conceptions of humanity, history, and
the Christian religion, with all the aid to be received from a frank

acceptance of the scientific contributions to theology. It comes nearest

of .\iaerican books to being a systematic treatment of Christianity in t!ie

''';,'ht of modern thought. The main features of jNIulford's theology are

'he indwelling of the Spirit of God in humanity and Christ's organic
f^ lutions with man, the Incarnation being the natural revelation in history

'•'f the character of God. Sin is bondage to the order of nature, and
ademption is the elevation of the soul into the life of the spirit. After
jnvuig four chapters to the influence of the clergy in American life, and
!« writers of history, poetry, romance, and religious literature, the book
Li lore us gives six to as many conspicuous figures of the American pul-

I''^ selecting Timothy Dwight. William Ellery Channing, Theodore
I 'ark or, Horace Bushnell, Henry "Ward Beechcr, and Phillips Brooks.
'foni these studies a few morsels are taken. A painful aflcction of

'f'C eyes for many years compelled the IJrst President Timothy Dwight
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to dictate letters, sermons, poems, everything he committed to paper,

resulting in a style described by Moses Coit Tyler as "composition Ity

the tongue, rather than the pen ; the style of an eloquent declaimer with

the audience before him; clever improvisation—atSuent, emphatic, sono-

rous, moving ou in balanced numbers." Young Channiug vi'as for a short

time tutor iu a family at Richmond, Virginia, ^vhe^e he much eujoyeci

Southern vfarmth and hospitality, -writing home: "Here I find great

vices, but virtues greater than 1 left behind me. There is one single

trait in these people -which I admire more than all the virtues of New
England ; they love money less, they are more disinterested." But he

found slavery very depressing, and said, "This alone would prevent me
from settling iu Virginia. " Urging earnestness of manner in the pulpit.

Chauning once said: "I do not mean that a minister must have lungs

of iron and a voice of thunder. Xoise and earnestness are very different

things. I only mean that a minister should deliver his message as if

he felt its infinite v.eight, and this he may do without being .-^

brawler." Of Channing, Theodore Parker wrote, "A most delight-

ful man, full of the right spirit—a little diseased in the region of

consciousness, but otherwise of most remarkable beauty of character."

Horace Bushnell describes the humble home where he was born, as one

-of those "primitive universities of homespun," where hard manual labor

was dignified by sturdy character and religioiis training. In Europe for

health, Bushnell noted that Lord John Eussell in Parliament said

"bavin"" and "walkiu';" and that Thiers was a most enthusiastic ora-

tor, "gesturing u]) and down with both hands as fast as he could."

One of the civic questions on which Bushnell did warlike service was

the appropriation of public moneys to parochial schools. Such schools,

he held, were no more than private schools, and it would be unwise and

wrong to give money from the public funds to private institutions. It

might be demanded next that the State appropriate money for schools to

teach the Alormou Bible. "When some one remarked concerning a cer-

tain humdrum, sluggish preacher, " I knew him when he was a boy

doing chores for his board," Bushnell commented, "That's what he's

doing now." Of Bushnell, Austin Phelps said, "He was a looker on

and up, to the firmament of truth, and whatever he saw there he pro-

claimed to the waiting multitudes below." It is fortunate that Henry

"Ward Beecher early got out of staid ISTew England aiid was flung out

into the freer, rough, leaping, pioneering West. The life of saddle-

bags, and river fording, and schoolhousos, and camp meetings in which

he shared, had much to do with developing his mighty youth and rous-

ing his great powers to free and natural action. But for this, there

would never have been a "Lion of Plymouth Pulpit." It was the

AVestern wilderness that taught him to shake his mane and let out hi>

roar. In the little settlemcnt.of Lawrenceburg, Ohio, was his first parish.

of which he has told: "I was my own sexton. There were no lamps in

the church, so I bought some, and filled tliem and lit them. I swe]''t the
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builJiug aud kiudled the fire. The ouly reason I did not ring the bell

was that there was none to ring." All his life he laid great stress on

the importauce to the preacher of health, sleep, and the open air. We
once heard him say: "If I reach home on Saturday, tired with travel

and work, I do not go to riiy study; I go to bed, aud sleep as long as I

can, if it is till thirty minutes to church time Sunday morning. Then I

can make more and better preparation with a rested brain in fifteen min-

utes, than I could have done by cudgelling a tired brain for twelve

hours in my study," He lu-ged a certain healthful bravery iu preaching,

saying, "A congregation knows when a minister is afraid of them, just

as well as a horse knows that his driver is afraid of him." Of some

sermons he said they were built like the ships down in IVIaine: "They

build them by the mile, and when they have an order they cut off as

much as is required, and round off a stern and a bow. Thus some ser-

mons seem to have been built by the mile; there seems to be no earthly

reason why the preacher should begin in one place rather than iu an-

other." Dr. Holmes said, "The way a man handles his egotisms is a

test of his mastery over an audience." Beecher was as frank as a great

child, but his egotisms were never used for self-glorification, but only to

illustrate aud vivify the truth he was unfolding. How just was his

tribute to the spiritualizing aud hallowing influence of the much

maligned Puritan Sabbath: "The one great poem of Xew England is

her Sabbath. Through that she has escaped materialism. That jias

been the crystal dome overhead through which imagination has been

kept alive. The glory of New England's imagiuation is to be found

—not in art or literature—but in her inventions, her social organism,

and, above all, in her religious life." Of Puritanism Phillips Brooks,

the last great figure in this volume, said with similar admiration:

"There is always showing itself out of the depths of Puritanism that

great public spirit whicli meddles with the things of all the earth and

which will show its force when tliat force is called for. It stands like a

rusty gun in a corner of the room; but let no one ever fool with Puri-

tanism, thinking it is not loaded, for by and by it will go off." Brooks

spoke of Luther and Cromwell as the two men "on whom, raorc than

on any others, the great gates seem to turn and open which let the

race through from the old world into the new." When Phillips Brooks

was a college boy at Harvard his tastes were for history, languages,

poetry, with marked inability for mathematics aud metaphysics. His

first attempt in active life was as teacher in the Boston Latin School.

and a most dismal failure. The head master, Francis Gardner, received

his resignation with the severe and disheartening remark that he had

never known a man who failed as a schoolmaster to succeed iu any

other occupation. And then the hand of Providence led the mortified

young giant away by the path of humiliation toward his holy mission

and his ilkistrious destiny. A bitter dose of mortification is sometimes

a good tonic to begin with. One of the secrets of this great preacher's
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power was the unity, the intensity, the concentrated coaction of all bis

powers in all he did. This is in his words, " Truth, when it is won, is

the possession of the whole nature. By the ichole nature only can it be

gained; " and also in these, " I have done my work, so far, not as mere
headwork, but as the completest possible e.xpression of my personal

being that I am capable of." There it is! And when he spoke, the

passion of his whole being drove the words, and every drop of his blood

went with the force of what he said. Our readers sec that this is an

interesting and inspiring book.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Bible Tragedies. By GronoK Clakke Peck. 12nio, pp. 172. Kew Yoik: Eaton
& Mains. Cincinnati; Jennings & Pye. Price, cloth, $1.

The son of Dr. J. O. Peck dedicates to his mother this vivid volume

of Sunday evening sermons, and sends them forth, he says, ''difiidently,

yet with the earnest hope of diminishing the tragedies which fill a

father's heart with sorrow and a beautiful world with gloom." Any
reader of them (and they deserve many) must feel that they are emi-

nently, one nught say singularly, calculated to do what the author

hopes. Dr. Mains says truly in his "Introductory "Word" that these

discourses are illuminated with a wealth of illustrative material drawn
from fresh and vital sources, abound in vivid and pointed lessons for

practical living, and contain nothing hackneyed. One is not surprised

that they were eagerly listened to by crowded congregations. The
eight Bible tragedies here discoursed about are those of "The Forbid-

den Fruit," "The Quails," "The Spoil," "The Unseen Hand," "An
Ancient Gallows," "A Charger," "The Uninvested Pound," and "The
Silver Pieces." The sermons are forcible and faithful, driven by the

push of an enkindled mind and an earnest heart. The purpose to save

and help men and women burns manifestly through thera all. Their

scholarship does not make them academic, their theology does not

skeletonize them, their familiarity with literature does not make then;

bookish, their knowledge of history does not antiquate or make them

mindful chiefly of the dead past. All these are only used as implements

for touching immediately, movingly, and helpfully the throbbing,

sti-uggling, and imperiled human lives of the men and women and

young people now sitting in the pews before the preacher. These

urgent, incisive, and appealing utterances do not belong to such a

ministry as is thus described: "I have heard men preach whose deliver-

ances seemed set to music. They had all the equipment that earth can

offer. They were engaged in the most wonderful work that human
hands can touch—teaching human hearts the way of life. And yet

their ministries were * sweetness wasted.' They carried no citadels of

sin. For they came to their work without that spiritual equipment

which alone can qualify a man to preach his ]^L1ster's Gospel."
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